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MILITARY CURRICULUM MNITERLALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package Were setected by the National Center for Research in
Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr
ination.to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers'and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of---:7

disseminating these courses was. to make curriculum materials
ceveldped by the military more accessible to vocational
edueNtors in the civil4an setting.

IThe course materials were apyquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, arid prepared for
dissemination. Materials wt-Ilichwere specific to the Military
Isere deleted, copyrighted materials were either cnitted or apOro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum'resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curri.culum development.



A

The National Center
Mission Statement

,
ot,:11 io;

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,-
and organizations tp solvlk educational prob-
lems relating to individual\career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge thrdugh research

- Developing educational programs and
products`

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing'educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership devefotiment and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIbN AbOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Rood, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

Military Curridulum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Services Division

.

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

11141-
/LP 1
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et
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination- Is . . .

an activity L increase the' accessibility of
MilitarysdevOoped curriculum materials to
vocational and technital educators.

This project, furided by the U.S.,Office of
Education, includes ttie identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps aqd Navy.

Access to/military curriculum, materials is
provided through a 'Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between'the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are-revieweci by staff
and subject matter Specialists, and, coUrses
deemed applicable to vocationl and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

o.

The National Center for. Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's detignated representative to'.
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activifies.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., DirectR.r
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

A!

What Materials
Are Availablp?

One hundred twerity courses on microfiche
(thirteen in gaper form) and descriptions of
each-have been provided to the vocational

_Curriculum Coordination Centers,and Other
instrUctional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course 'materials include programmed
instruction, -curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical ..
manuals.

The 120. courses reOresent the follOwing"
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
COnstrUction .

Tr.ades-
derical.

Odcupations
Communieations
Drafting -

Electronics
Engine Median ics

Fooci Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigiition

PhOtography
Public Service

The nuMber bf courseS and the-subject areas
represented will expand as' additional mate-
rials With application to vocational .and:
technical educati8n are identified and selected
for dissemination..

41. 7

.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for; information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your,reqyest directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency.
closer to you.

-CURRICULUM COOLIDINA RON WTI ERS
t

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca.S..Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield,'IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Direcy
1515 +hest Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEA.ST
JOseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State St;et
Trenton', NJ 0025
609/292-6562

N.

NORTHWEST:
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University
Driiwer DX

Miiiissippi State, MS 19762
661/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D. --
Dir,ector
17764University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834

S



EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND TREATMENT

OALR73430A

Classroom Course 17-9

Dooloilmdby: OoptipmiomMAmst
dilited States Air Force Puhlic Service

Devolopment and
itsviw Daum:

May 30, 1978
Target Audiences:

Grade 12-Adult

\

,Print Pages: ,713

Microfiche: 12

Availability:
"Curriculum CoordinAtion
Centers

Contents:

Section I. Introductibn

. to Social Ac4on
i

""Section II. PrOb1eln

;".

Recognitiom
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Material* are rieommenaedinit not pretridod, .

THE NATIONAL CENiER

FON RESEARCNIII VOCOONAL EOUCATIR -

V.

.

,

The giotf, U4rfkri

I.

11160 Kenny Rood' .:
-Cohntibto. Ohio 4*,
1614). 41111-3111560;



Cows. Description:

This.course is designed to provide:\ basic,skills and technical knawledge to work
effectively.in entry-level positions. Unit of instruction cover.pirsonal grcwth
and professional development, personality theory, psychology of prejudice and
.cross-cultural differences arid difficulties. The cour4e contains 2 blocks of

--- instruction' covering 134 hours of instruction.

8ection I. '- Introduction to Social Actions contains 4 lessons requiring.661
hours af instruction
Personat Growth and Professional Development (26 hours)
Personality TileOry (12 hours)
Psychology of Prejudice (6 hours) -

Cross-Cultural Differenves -and -Difficulties (.28.hours)t

Section II. - Problem Recognition contasts of 6 lessons covering 68 hours of
instruction.
Group Management (14 hours)
Values Clarification (5 hours)
Support II/stems (3 hours)
IntervieJling Techniques (23 hours)
Probldm Solving/Decision-Making Probess (12 hours)
Conflict Management (11'hours)

Both teacher and student materials are included. Printed instructor materials
include lesson plans detaiiing objecti/es, aides, outline of instruction, and
group exercises. Student thaterials Include itudy guides with text material.
Section I of this course is also the introductory section for the course "Drug
and Alcohol Abuse.".

a

44,



Classroom Course 17-9.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND TERATNNNT
_

. Table of Contents

. , Page

§ECTION I **

Introduction to Social Actions

iersonal Growth and Professional Development

Teaching Guide

Group Exercises (1 thru 28)

Study Guide-Workbook

32

109 ,

Personality Theory

Teaching Guide 134

Group Exercises (1 thru 8) 19u

Stndy Guide . Transactional Analysis 202

,,.Psychology.of Prejudice

Teaching Guide 256

Crogs Cnitural Differences and Difficulties

Blacks - Teaching Guide 262

Blacks - Perspectives 279
- Blacks - Exercise Sheets (1 and 2) 323

Women - Teaching Guide 332

Women.- Study Guide 356

Women - Questionaires ( 1 ind 2) 379

'Native Asiericans.- Te4ehing Guide 395
Native Ameiicans- - Questionaire 408

Asian Americans - Study Guide 411

' Asian Americans - Questionaire 439

Hispanic'Ameiicans - Teaching. Guide 441

Hispanic Americans - Handout 467

White Ethics - Teaching Guide 474

SECTION /I -PToblem ReCognit ion

Grotii? Ngnagement

Teaching, Guide

Study Guide and Workbook

484

r 496

** Section I also servee ap Section I of the Drug & Alcohol Abuie Course.

.1* .111,
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Eqlial Opportunity and Treatment Program

Civil Rights Act of"1964 5147

tv
Value Clarification.

TeaCing Guide. 5514

Student Guide and Worksheet 573

Support Skstenr

Equal Opportunity in Housing N. 582

\,

Interviewing Techniques'

Teaching Guide', 595

Handout: Interviewing Techniques 629

Workbook:, Helping Relationship Inventory 634

Problem Solving/Decision Making Process 4

- Teaching Guide 651:

Handout: Thir Process 669

Force Field Analysis 672,

Worksheet: Kerneriteport 690

Exercise - Questionnaire- Profile -, 697

Conflict Mandgement

Teaching Guide 701

.74
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influence and dynamics, and technitlues'for constructive and healthy

interpersonal communication. STS: 7b Mess: W

.
.

,
,ii. Lo tha sMall group setting, participate in a Manner which
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,
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
MS AB-I-2-6, Goals for Personal Development
.NO AB-I=2-7, Desert'Survival Problem
k-SG AB-I-2=18, Pereonal Growth and Professional Development
\TT AB-I-2-28, Persodel Growth and Professional Development
HO All-I=2-27, Desert Survival Problems, Answers
Audio-VisuAk Aids
35Mm Slid., litersonal Growth and Professional Development"

.

16mm Film: -"Is it Always Right to be Right" (AFIF-257, 8 min)
16mm Film: "Communications Non-Verbal Agenda" (TS-0707, 28 min)

40. .

Training Methods
Lecture (2 hri)
,Performance (18 hrs)

lmstructignal Guidance
Stress the'impoitance of groups as determiners of meeber behavior, attitudes, and
values. Thoroughly explain group task 494 maintenance functions that are Liportant
to social actions personnel. Use the smiall-group setting as laboratory for furthet
ynderstanding and.developing personal and interpersonal skills. Conduct several
small-group exercises to facilitate achieving objectives. Provide feedback to each
student on progress in developing understanding and personal growih skills.

SPECIAL NOTE 1: This unit of instruction runs.throughout the block to, accomodate
internalisation of cognitive material pxesented on interpersonal communidations.

SPECIAL NOTE 2: Personal ixowth, involving behavior and introspection, cannot
always progress in lock step. ! Inevitably, emotions are generated causing inter-
personal issues which must be resolved immediately. This necesetty re4uires

1eoccasional deviation frois the prescribed sequence or timing of structured el -
periences. Deviations from the approved schedule should be discussed with theinstructor.-supirvisor.

1.

v

Li

L3,ALIt73430A/11L301A7361A/B-L3OZR7364011

14
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. Personaliu:fhoory

6
-1.,,N

a. -Using Transactional Inslysi. (TA),
describe the forustion-and operation of
persgnal relationships. STS: 7a MO46:

SUPrOiT MATERIALS
-

--......

Student InstrUctiolal Materials

identify the factor(0)'which
the human personality in inter -

W
y

--,

AND GUIDANCE
.

,,
.

.01

.

.
.

,

Describe the personality struo-
the TA model and its

their behavior. Emphasise the
of one's own behavior, as well

Show how TA cab be.used as
and the growth of.-others.

theories. .Use'sumll -group
Caution students con-

in using TA as a counseling
...

.

.

,

2
4

.

,

.

,

Born to Win (Optiona0
,

Analysis

Analysis

.

.

la in Brief (Optional)
SG Vi-I -4 -9, Transactional

:,

Audio-Visual Aid
35mm Slides, Transactional

.

Training Methods
Lecture (6 hrs)
piacussion (6 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidance
Introduce Transactional Analysis (TA).
tura. games, and structural analysis. Discuss
applications in dealing with people and
importance of understanding the motivation
as others behavior in daily communiditions.
a tool for self -wtrichalent, personal growth,
Emphasize TA as one of lefty personality
exercises to complete the learning experience.
cerning the need tor adequate prparation
technique.

..

,
,

.

, .
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.

Mitt

. Psychology of Prejudice
.

41. Identify the
coping with each. STS:

Audio-Visual Aids ,

\ .

.

forms of prejudictOlknd
6b tibiae: W

.

discrimination, and ways of
.

. _

,

. .

AND GUIDANCE

.

N , .

,and II)
.

\ .

_

discrimination. Stares the
prejudice. Discuss ta ways

in society. Emphasise the
In those victimised by it. ,

I). Process the tape, then
.

--

,

.

..

. .
.

.

.

--.

. ..

,,

.
,

a

.

.

SUPPORT HATERIALS

Of Prejudice
of Color (Parts I

,.

sli

3 5= Slides, Psychology
Video Tape, A Question

Trainine Method,
Lecture (3.5 hr.)
Discussion. (2.5 hrs)

I5etructional\ Guidance
befine prejudice in its many fox-11454,4 Define
causes, psychblogy, and manifestations of
social prejudice is aqed out and maintained
psychological effects of -social prejudice
Show video tepee A Question of Color (Part
how Part II and procese it.

.

,

. .

I, . _ .
.

, .
.

,.

,

,
,

iMPILA11011 APPNOVOL OF LIMN PLIA (PART II) .
>,

SHINATURS AND OATS UsNATINIS ANO-Sayi
,.

:f ,
,

' .

4?
-

. \ 6

ti .

,; is
30 May 1978 N_ I
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Introduction to Social Actions
.
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...4.
. Cross -Cultural.Differencps and Dificulties .

, t . .

..

_

BLACKS , t
,

. .
.

a. Identify historical And currsipt political, ociOconomic events
and attitudes which combin to share the frame of reference tor Blacks in
the'United States of Aasrl,4atodsy and make cross -cultural commnication
diff.icult. STS: '6. M W . . .

.,
. .

..k, 5 ' , .

-r
.

.

,

b. identify histtrical and current political, socioecogosic events
and Attitudes which combine.tO ahaps-the frame of reference for women in
the USA today and make cross -cultural'communication difficult. STS: 6a
MOOSI W

,

..

,
.. . .

k/ , ..
NATIVE AMERICANS i

,
.

\ .

c. Identify hisiorical and .current polir1,ical socioconomic events
and attiudes whiciA combine to,phape the-frame of reference for Native
Americans in the USA today aieliske cross-cultural Communication diffi-
cult. STS: 60 Maas: W

,

.
.

_

.,AsIAN>AMERICANS
1

,

,
.

.

d. ,Ideatify historical and current political, aocimaconomic events
and atritudes,which combine to shape the frame of reference for Asian-
Ameticins in the USA today and make cross -culturpl communication diffii-

/cult. STS: 6a Maas: W

.

HISPANIC AMERICANS -

.
-.

.

,,e-g-- Identify historical and current political, socioeconomic event,-
and attitudes which combfine to shape the frame of reference for Hispanic
Americana in the USA today and maks cross-cultural communication diffi-
cult. STS: 66 MIMI V .

. .

(1..
,

,

..,

.

.

i

,

,

.

-.

.

,

f

.

.
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%MITE ETHNICS

t. Identify historical end current political, socioeconomic events m4
attitudes which combine to shape the,freme of reference for white ethnics in
the USA today aodataka cross-cultural communication-dirficult; ST81 6a Maass W

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUiDANtIV

-,Studont Instructional Materials
\HO A11-I-6-10, Black Pereiectives
\HO AB-I-6-11, Asian Americans
HO 141)-1-6-12, Native Americans
WS AB-I-6-134 Traditional Aasricaj Values
HO AB-I-6-14, Guidelinfe ior Eq Treatment

'146 AB-I-6-16, Opinionniire on W hood
q45 IA1h-I-6-19,,Authentic Relation ip Eicercise
\WS AB7I-6-20, Authentic Relationship Exercise
\SG AB-I-6-21, Woasn
WS AB-I-6-22; Autheatlic Rel)ation4abik Exercise
HO AB-I-6-23, Black Issues
WS AB1-1-6-24, Authentic Relationship Exercigie
M) AB-I-6-25, Hispanics
WS AB-1-6-2O, Sexism Questionnaire

Audio-Visual
35mm Slides, "Latimme
35mm Slides, "Blacki"
356m Slides, "Women"
35mm Slidep, "White Ethnics" !

16mm Film, PGullty by Reason of Race" (FLC 7-00834 55 nin)
4U6 me Film, Nooses Prejudite Film" (FLC 23-0116, 18 min)
16mm Film, "The Metter-With (FLC-2186, 15 min)
..35mICSlides, "Asian Americans'
35MM Slidbe, -Native Americarie

of the

(Part

(Part

(Part

Sexes

I - Whites)
Black.)

III - Whites)

(Part.IV 7 Blacks)

*litho

Lecture (17 hrs
Discussion (11 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss the different value eyeteme of the American cultural nii. Shaw how ttie

me4ting-pot theory is really a myth. Point out the perticularproblems end sources
of social tension within each *rationed minority group, based on ,culturelhoexual
differences. Compere and-contrast differences among the groups. Provide structured
-experiences/exercises to sein student involvement end conditment.

-fi

dr

3
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PLAN OF IHSTRUCTIONAES1014 PLO, PART 1

,
and Treatment
.

NAME OF INSTRUeffnli

i

TM',
Equal Oppor6nity

.

.

stoest wOlistil ITTLir
II ROT Introduction/Problem

,

Recognition

Y NOV 2. TIM(t COIntsi M4
,. .

I. Group Management ..

,

.

a. In a series of small grotip structured
interpersonal communication behaviors in
management performance test::

.

.
SUPPORT MATERIALS

.

.
.

. .. .

Student Itjetruptional Materials

.

experienCes demonstratZ-
accordance with the group

AND GUIDANCE
.

.
. .

Schedule

,

P
,

,

.

of groups in support of the
Discuss the handouts and answer
small group exercises to facil-

group setting as a laborator
Group participation

always progress in lock step.
interpersonal issues that must

deviation fromIthe pre-

.

the remainder Of the cours
of studelit performance; there

...

,

..

_

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

SG A-II-1-1, Croup Management

A .

. .

WS A-II4-6, Individual AAP Exercise Worksheet
WS A-TI-1-7, Group Affirmative Actions Plan
WS A-1.I-l-8, Group,Management Project
WS A-II-r-9, Self-Interaction'Task-Observer
WS' A-II-l-36, Group Growth Evaluations

Audio-Visual Aids .

.

-Flip Charts, Group" Management i ...

.
.

, Training Methods .

Lecture
Discussion 1 )

Instructional Guidance
Stress the importance of effective management
Equal OpPortunity and Treatment Program.
questions as appropriate. Conduct several
qtate achieVing the objective. Use the small
for developing skills end improving understanding.
involving behavior and introspection cannot
Inevitably, emotions are generated causing
be.resolved immediately. This requires occasional
scribed sequence or timing of structured experiences.

NOTE: This unit of instruction runs throughout
This objective is worked on during each hour
fore, no specific hourly breakdown is feasible.

t

_VfISAPPNDVAlrAj.-OFLWSSOP4PLANPATII).
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.

..
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTI PLAN POT t .

Haim or mrymc-rol.
, 'Equal

laSSON
vrITLE .

Vortunity and TreGtment .

litrer41717b1r11 !ROCK TITLE ID .

II IEOT Introduction/Problem Recognition

1
-.- COW= CONTIST TOAD

: Values Clarification

From a list of statements, identify
those primary factors which shape a personl's
identifying a true value. STS: 6b Meas:

-\

. SUPPORT MATERIALS
.,

,

StudenfInstructional Materials

. .
.

-

the basic needs of people, select
values, and the criteria for
W

, .

#

AND GUIDANCE
. .

.
.

-, .

.

.,
.

.

J

his/her behavior-through student

_ .

%

.

.

.

,

,

.

:

I

..

,

.

.

A

,

.

,

.

SG A-II-6-27,-Values Clarification
HO A-IL-6-28, Valups Clarification
WS A-II-6-29, Values Clarification Worksheet.

Audio-Visual Aids
35mm Slides, Values Clarification

I
.

Training Methods .
.

Lecture
.

Discussion .

..

- .

Instructional Guidance ,

Emphasize the effects on one's values on
participation in values clarification exereises.

,
.

7. Measurement Test and Critique

.

a: Block II Review

b. Measurement 7est

s c. Tesi Critique

.

. .

-c

,

SIPIENWIOR APPROVAL. OP L WON PLAN (PART 14' .

, lti AND DAT. . .:. SIONATUDI AND DATE .----..,UGNATU,. .

. , .

_

4)

Pk N 0 111111 TION II MOEN:
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ual_Opportunity and.Treatment

III
.

,

EOT Problem Resoluti::

t , MUM OPPITINT I TuAE
;

. Support System
.

a. Given a list of statements, identify
systems, their characteristics, and requirements
ful worK ing relationships.

b:. Given a list of statements on support
agency duties, responsibilities and relationships

c. Given statements on pseudofolliculitts
%actors which predispose a person to pseudofolliculitis
preventive shaving methods.

. .

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

, .

,

the definition of support
for'Atablishing meaning-

.
.

systems, identify support
Co Social Actions.

barbse, correctly select
and identify

a
AND GUIDANCE.

'-1

Opportunity in Housing

,

/
A Psychiatric-View

.

,

0
, .

,

ea a home work
facilitators to conduct a

arelanswered.

Li

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

'HO III-1-1, US District

HO 111-1-3, Support Systems
HO 111-1-4, Pseudofolliculitis
.110 III-1-5, Ineffective
WS 111-1-36, Pseudofolliculitis

Audio-Visual Aids

Court Order Enforcing-Equal

.

Barbe
Military Personnel:

Barbe Quiz.

(TF6735)

15mm Slides, Support Systems
16mm Film, Saving Face

'Training Methqds'
Lecture
Discussion

Instructional Guidance
Students should complete HO III-1-.3., Support'SysteMs;
assignment. Use.two group hours for group
guided discussion. Insure all questions

.

.

_

_

$SJPIR1lAPPPOVM.OPLE$t4PLAN(PA*T I) .

SIGNATUELAND DATE SIGNATURE AMO DATE

..,

. '
.

.
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Zqual Opportunit and Treatment

"eLoca auwaire
, -

ILI

Ikea( Trn.lx

Problem Resolution
,

.

.

.'

,. ,.

, ..
.

.

conduct-an Initial.

llsied in the Ipi4ia1 Interview

a.verification

listed iP'the Verificatioil Inter-
4.

.

.

AND GUIDANCE ; ,

,
.

. .

,

,

.

.
.

.

. ,

.

.interviews and the complaint
with the emphaeis on the

Stress the importance of
initial interviews. Explain

referral complaints.. Allow
roles for each student in

number of students in each grOup.
a successful interview.

interviewing practice.

a controled test tea.l i
..

approptiate'checklist and '

MR
e,

.

.

.

.

..,

.
.

.

.

.

4. linterviewina Techniluea

a. Given a role-play
Imterview in accordance.with

Performance Test.
PT .

.

U. Given a role-P1ay0
lInterview in accordanCe

view techniques performapce
..

,

.

.

Stud nt Instructional_Materials

, .

,

situation satisfactorily
the criferia

.

aituition satisfactSrlly.con'duct

wit the Criteria
test.

,

.

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

,- ,

.

itelatpnal4p Invntry

. -.0/

Techniques

.

HO A-III-4-14, Intsxviewing.TAchniques

/WS A-III-4-11, *aping

Audio-Visual Aids 4
35mm Slides, Interviewing

-

Training Methods
Lecture .

Performance

InstruCtional Guidance
Identify the relationship between the two

verification process. fhtroduce interviewing

interviewer and the.complainant responsibility.
obtaining the appropriate -information during
the various channels, available for resolving

ample time for student practice using simulated

groups. Time will vary iccording to,thF
evaluate each student's ability to condiict

/

1. Roles are attached forfinitial and verification
Roles for evaluation of,ervewng ire

,iptL.,
ii

2. Provide each student with a copy of the
-t

.11111PleVUIONIPPNOV OrLpSONPLAN(PAILITH)
smNATutte ow Doctl .

. PIMIATURIAMODATK
. -1

. .

.
.. ,

, , *
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..%,.,

DATE Atli NO.
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SUPPORT'MATER1AL (COO')

xplain grading procedure.

i. Give4eakerStudentS the opportunity Tor addIttonal prctier 'utere

.appl*cable.

4. Personalise introduction/concivsion'-uqing the basic guidance provided.
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... E!ual. 0.fortunit and Treatment

.

, or .

II

.. ....

Ptb.. rhm Mano:ement ..

...I :r ..." ..T
. .

.

_

.

.

-

o

.

.

.

.,

. ..
.

. Problim'Solving/DecieiOn Making Procese
. . ,

s 1

... . ,

.' a. Given information about problem.
typical Problem solVing model,.identify
blem solvers, and identify.the conditions
solving. ..

. .

..

. ,
.

b. GiVen infotmation on decision daking.process,
the c.onsequences which can occur from the

.

SUPPORT MATINIALS

Student Instructional Materials

V
.

.
.

.

solving', seiect the parts of a
the common mistakes made by pro-
that enhance effectiVe problem

. .

.

.
.

.

correctly identify
use 'of.these processes.

.

AND GUIDANCE

Waking Process
Worksheet

Exercise

Sheet
.

.

N.

-
'..,0.

-1.

.

,

problems encountered in EoT
Explain that the model

resolving a problemoand that
'/n Buell groups havi

and discuss*their findings.
group setting. Point out the
used by individuals and groups.

to the decision process
.

,

,
..,

.

-WB A-III-5-33, Force
SC.A-III-5-7, Problem
WS A-1II-5-8, Kerner

WS A-III-5-1.0, Decision
t.,-WS A-III-5-29, Leadership

,
WS A-III--:5-31, Leadership

Auldicoofisual Aids .

Field Analysis
Solving/Decision

Report Individual

Logic Development
Questionnaire
Style Profile

,

Problem Solving
Decision Making

.

,

. .,

.

35mm Slides, Flip Charts,
35mm Slides, Flip Charts,

,

Training Methods
Lecture
Discussion-

Instructional Guidance
lawhasize that many of the more complex
require the efforts of a variety of p4teonnel.
is One example of how a group may go, about
it,is,not applicable to each and every situation.
student apply the mOdel to problem situations
Discuss the decision making process in a
variety of decision =ling styles that are
Through exercises,-provide students an exposure
in a group setting.

SUPIRVIIION APPSOVAL OP L MOM PLAN PART II)
VIIMIATUNII AND DATII $10NATURE AN

,...

A

/

a . .
.

. ...

LAN 0 INITRUC ION NUMOt .

, 30 May 1978
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-,
Equal Opportuniey and Treatment .

lniTEMURNTW 111Coorwma

III [Program

....

Manaftemen4, ,

tow& coats?
2- Mt

I

,

,

.

.

.

I
.."

. Conflict Management

.

a. Given a role-playing situation, act
to identify and assist in resolving conflict
Performance Test.

0 ._.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

1

Student Instructional Materials

. 4

as a third party consultaat
1AW Conflict ManageMint

AND GUIDANCE .

fr

,

,

,

.

in the maintenance of effective
.

personnel play in the process.
have students practice

.

,

.., .

. ..

i

.
,

_ .

. .

.

Audio-Visual Aids

Management

management
the role that EOT
structured experiences

Debrief each exercise.

,

.

_

.

35mm Slides, Flip Chart, Conflict

Training Methods
Lecture
Discussion
Performance

Instructional Guidance
:Stress the purpoie of nflict
human-relations. Exp ain
In a group situatiorv, tieing

third pa.,7ty consultation.

.
.

,

.

JIRIRVISOR APPROVAL OP LIMN PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATUR AND OAT
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L 3 ALT(73430A/ B-L 30LR,736 M/B-L3OZR13614/11 I-2
PERSONAL GROWTH AND PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

TEACHING-GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

ATTENTION

Most of the important decisions
yoo make, Or Mitch are made about
,

you, are mmAe in small groups of
two or more people. You grew up
in A Small group called a family.
You learned in that group what to
think Snd how, to live in this
world. Frowthat family group,
and latIO' in a small group of .

friends, you plated up moat of
the things you know about hov to"
interact with others. And so it

goes, up to today. Today, we're
-.going to learn about personal
growth ip a living laboratory
setting.'

MOTIVATION

To the degree that you are-Aware
6! andunderstand what is happen-
ing in'suall groups, you gain con-
trol over what is happening. You
are no longer moved by forces out-
side of your awareness, but cal use
those aspects of the group to help

OVERVIEW

1.' Discups the ways groups influ-
ence us.

;
2: Disuss-the affect of warmth,
and effeqpion they relate to',

personal development and mental,
Masts. .

t>

9

"

tr,
a



34 Discuss techniqueifor con-
structive and healthy inter-
personal comMunication in the

small group environment.

e 4. Discuss the meaning of ihe

term, "group dynamics" and the

basic psychosocial forces affect-0.

ing group interaction.

5. Discuss the definition of a

group'a "content" and "process"

and distinguish between the two.

6. Cover the organization and

interpersonal communication P7
requirements of the Pet-Atonal

Growth and Development Unit.
4$

TRANSITION

0-PRESENTATION

--

BODY (19 Hours 45 Minutes)

2a: Identify_essential back-

ground informatioh concerning

group influence and dynamics,

and techniques for constructive

and healthy interpersonal commu-
nicatlon.

1. Ways that groups influence

ustit

a. Explain that a,group
influences us by affecting how

we perceive'ourselves and what

we are.
- ;

(1) Family first in-

fluence through socialization

.-protess.

(2) Develop self-
concept.in family group.

(3) Peer groUps in-

fluence'us.

(4) Ethnic, regional,
nationaL'and other groups affect

our self-image.

2

#1,
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b. Explain that 4 group influ-
ences ua.by affecting how we perceive
vthers and their. intentions.

tly Who are the "good guye"?,
"tbad guys"; how do we know?

(2), We learn roles in groups -
roles are sets of expectations.

(3) W. learn norms, attitudes,
stereotypes - and it is diffiCult to
hold an idea diffetent from your ',wow.

c. Explain that a group influ-
ences us by affecting the structure
apd arrangement of our thought pat-

,

terns.

(1) Differences in cultural
conditioning cause differences in what
you pay attention to, how you perceive
or organize "reality" and ultimately,
how you act toward others as a result
Of your perceptions.

,%7:Ew t_fy

(2) Differences in percep-,
tions are influenced by minority/
majority group which peson is a

.m.ntriqm

member.

AV, '04

:V4t3

:414X114).

-:;,:t .
, ; y ,
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.. .

11$07"
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d. Explain that most learning, .

and influence that occurs in groups
happeds through an unconcious learn-

, ing protess. We aren't really cdh-
scious that it is happening.

e. Explain that as a result of
the 4 ways groups may influence us
(listed above).even our basic of
ideas may be changed or influenced.
For examtae:

(1) Studies with small
groups indicate group influence
for such.sinple.judgments as the
relative length of two lines.

(2) Groups influence
whether an object-is moved and
how far it is moved.

.
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7

4

FVALQATION

1. What are four ways that
groups influence us?

2. Hdw can a group influence
our self-concept?

3. 'How can the way we perceive
others and thetr intentions
affect our behavior tow,rd
others?

2. Relationship between the
degree of warmth and affection
expressed by institutions and
families and mental illness.

a. Institutions:

(1) Explain that Skeels,

Dye, ard Spitz showed rather con-

clusively that in institutidns,
chardcterized by coldness, for-

mality, efficiency and sterility,
lacking warmth, love, ahd close,

continuing physical contaet, in-
fants and children develop in
intellectually,and emotional im-

mature ways.

(2) Explain that Goldfarb
(1949) revealed that the coldness
(lack of loving relationships) of
the institutional program leads to

temper tantrums, stealing, acting

out, hostility, and.inordinate
demands for attention.

(3) ,Explain that'numerous
studies indicate that children learn
much more and faster in schools which
have teachers who are seen as Warm,

accepting, and empathetic (under-

standing).

TRANSITION:

4

e.

41
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b. Families:

.
(1). Explain that the homes

of achizopl)renic (crasy) patients ere
cher,actortied by conflict and lack of
wacmth, when comparild to normal house-
holds.

(2) Explain that parents of
delinquent children are more rejecting
and hostile to the children than in
normal homes.

EVALUATION

1. Now doe* coldness and formality
affect children in institutions?

2. What is generally true about
the parents of delinquent children?

3. Under what type of learning
environment do children learn
rapidly in school?

3. techniques for constructive
and healthy interpersonal com-
munication in the small group
environment.

a. Discuss how group members
can participate in the learning
enviro9ment.

(1) Share thoughts
Tell the group what you are
thinking.

(2) Share feelings -
Tell the group how you feel
during the group experience.

5

/8

TRANSITION: The following techniques,
*f followed correctly, will-assist you
in developing healthy and effectiNve
interpersonal communication techniques,
in the small group setting. You will

be expected:to'accomplish these tech-
niques and will be giyen feedback on
how well you do them both from your
group and- from your group facilitator-

1.4

41.
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b. 'Explain how to demontrate
an attentive, inquiring,and ques-
tioning orientation to the learning
process.

(1) Being ,attentive
Pay attention to what's happening
in the group now.

(2) Listening ta others

(a) Requires active
listening.

(b) Avoid preparing
defenses while others are talking.

,(c) Refrain from
qualifying behavior.

(3) Attendito issues at
hand - Keep mental functioning
focused on group experience.

c. Discuss how to accept
feedback.

(1) Be open Willing,to
listen even to negative criticism.

(2) Be non-defensive. -
Avoid qualification, explanations,
or excuse of behavior such as "it's
natural for me to sit like this."

(3) Stay in the "hare and
now" - Avoid mind wandering and
talking about events outside the
group.

d. ,Explain guidelines for
providing feedback - Feedback should:

(1) Be Specific (avoid
personal attacks).

(2) .Be timely.(near to
the event that occurred).

6
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(3) De about behavior
others can change (they have con-
trol over).

(4) _Be 'personal expressions
of his/het feelings about observed
behaviors such as "I feel hurt when
you-mock me."

(5) 'Be validated when
appropriate (check with other group
members to see if their perceptions
'match yours).

e. Explain how to take respon-
sibility for one's own behavior by
offering statements showing owner-
ship. When you make "you" state-
ments or "one" - statements you
disguise who L. responsible for
the opinion/feeling.

(1) Say "I think.,..." or
I feel hurt, warm, et:c.

(2) rather than "you", "we"
or "they" or "our".

f. pfiii. how to differentiate
,between thoughts and feelings and
become bware of behavior that:

1) Expresses feelings -

(a) '"t" feel sad, good,

badly, comfortable, angry etc."

(b) Be aware of thoughts
disguised as feelings: "I feel like,".

"I feel that," I feel as if" etc.

(2) Expresses thoughts -

, (a) "I ihink we should
move on."

tired."
(b) "I believe we are

()
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g. Explain how to respond to
"here-and-now" data. t

(1) Spa.* about'what is
happening in the.group experience

express pieur thoughts/feelings as

they occur in the group,.

(2) Avoid talking about

"there-and-then", behavior. Events

outside of the immediate group unless

they havi a direct relationship to
what's happening now.

.--4'

h. Explain how te demonstrate

a respect for the feelings of others

in the group when one's own feelings

are not congruent with those expressed.

(1) Allow others to be' .

.different.

(2) Avoid criticizing others
for expressing their feelings such,

as,. "Yon have no,rigbt to be angry."

(3)' Avoid questioning-of
others'expressinn of feelings such
as, "Why don't you like it here?...

Everyone else does."

i. Discuss methods of attempting

IF to underitand and reflect others'

expression of feelings by:

(1) Showing empathy. "I can

understand your feeling of.lonliness,

I feel lonely when no one esies to

care.

(2) Acting as alWirror for
others feelings - "You are feeling

depressed, angry, etc."

j. Discuss how to reflect
(summarize Or clarify) ideas or
suggestions offered by other group

members.

46
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(1) Put others' statements
.

into your own words - ''you think
that we ought to..: . ... "

.(2) Summarize - "You be-
,

lieve we should stop wasting time,
Share feelings and accoarplish the
task."

(3) Tell what you heard
others' ay "Whai I hear you
Saying is

,

4. 'Meaning of the term "grodp
dynamics" and the importance of
understanding the dynamics of a
group.

a. Explain that the dynamics
of a group describe the ftitces and
conditions in the group situktion
which are determining the.behavior
of the group'and its members.
These forces evolve from a variety
of sources and conditions.

b. Explain that if we have
.an understanding of at.least some.
of the pfinciple social and psy-
chological processes influencing
a group at a particular time, we
candirect opr Own behavior in
relation to the group to increase
the satistaction and productivity
of,the group and its members.

c. Emphasise that group
dynamics is not something that
may or may not occur in a group.
Every meeting,.every group, every
gathering Of individuals has its
own dynilicsf..its own pattern of
forces. The following sources
(cOnditions) of social-psy-
chological forces affecting a

9

4IP
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TRANSITION: -To understand how
to function effectively in
groups it is necessary to
understand group dynamics and
the difference between content
and proceSs of a group.

st.

1
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group exist, in varying degrees,

but are potentially present in

anygroup situation.

(1) Group backgroxInd -
What each member brings to the
group...

(2) Group' participation
patterns - high vs law participa-
tion, shifts tn participation,
silent members.

%A.

(3) Group communicaiion

- !,r3 patterni - Who talks to whom, Who
.,,sqiMulates communication, do people

tilk directly or "skirt" issues.

_ (4) Group cohesio - The

\\- degree to which a group functions
as a team, working relationships,

t

acceptance of responsibility Of a
y

' duty by group members and their
_wtllingqes4 to work together to

'get the job done. ,

(5) Group atmosphere -
Formality.vs informility, friendly
vs unfriendly, acceptance of differ-

ing points of.View or not.
enb

7

(6) Group standerds - Norms,
typical and accePted ways of behavior.

(7) Group procedUres - Roberts

rules of orders, who talks first, how

decisions ars made.

(8), Membership concerns -.
The degree to which group.members seek

reinforcement from the group.i,

(9), :1.eade1hipstyles

(i) Autocratic - ,

Decisions authoritarian

(b) Democratic Am-
decisions are disCussed and made
largely by concenaus.

(c) Laisse's-faire

Group has c6mplete freedpm in *eking
Otisions.-

10.
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(10) Loadership

, (a) Primary: Executive,
coordinator planner, policy maker, expert, ;
,representative, giver of rewards and punish-
ments, arbitrator, shd mediator.

(b) Accessory: Example,
symbol of group, substitute for individual
responsibility, father-figure, or scape
goat.

d. Emphasize that these are not
:independent conditions, but inter-
dependent, interacting sources of
the group dynamics and process.

,

e. Explain that following from
an understanding of group,dynamics,
and in particular the Awareness and
recognition of the forces' influencing,
a group, we can become more Attuned to
the group process -- howlthe group is
-functioning or how the group is going
about its business.

EVALUATION

1. How can understanding ate dynamics
of a group help us?

2: What are some of the things Which
affect the dynamics of a group?

5. Define asgroup's "content" and.
"process" and distinguish between
the'two.

a. Explain that you have ()titan

heard; and at times given,expreision
to your own abhorence oi "anbther
meeting," some common complaints
being:

11 A-4
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(1 They are a waste of

time. We- ever accomplish anything,

(2) Anger at some members.

4010411
(3) Distrust of the feeder's

motivation.

(4) Being "bulldozed," "steam-
rolled," even "ripped-off."

b. Explain that conflict and o.

spathy, when present and not deaft

with, interfere with group function-
ing and accomplishment of group ob-
jectives.

c. Identify the two domains of

group functioning (content and.,process).

(1) Wbeli we'obi7ierve what a

group is talking about, we are focus-

ing on the content. The-tas hich
the group.has o do may be,to.s lbct,

c
define; or solve:

,(a) 'Problems at hind

the-problem objective, or

(b) "There-and-then"

organizational concerns.. "There-.

and-then" oonderns are usually
abstract, future"- or past- griented
and do not invylve us directly.

.(t) The content of a
group is what'is being'said or done.

or,

(2) When lp observe how the
group is going.aboa its task.00r
problemi-solvfng, we are focusing on :

the group process. We are looking

at what our group is doing in the
"here-and-noW"; how it is working
in the sense of its present pro-
cedures,,organitation, and decision-

making processes.

,
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(a) Looking at the
process means to focus on how the

group is going about its task. One

of the asiet aspects of group
process to observe is the pattern
of commUnication.

1 Who talks, for
how long, and how often?

2 Who do people
look, at when they talk?

j Who talks after
.

whom, or who interrupts whom?

1 A What style of
communication is used (assertions,
questions tone of voice, gestures,

etc.)? \

(b) An important aspect
of group process is the group's main-
tenance Wcedures. A group must be
-kept in 4nning order to do its tasks
and accomplish,its objectives. Main-

tenance processes include:

(1) Checking out

the group atmosphere.

(2) Checking out

whether the group is satisfied with
its decision-making procedured.'

(3) Encouraging

people to contribute.

(4) Sensing and
lookinuat the level of feeling in
the group. (Is it tense, relaxeC,
apathetic?)

(5) ,Explaining
' what forces or conditions are
presently contributing to the
feeling level and gronp"atmosphere.

two"dr'

'
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d. If you focus on group
maintenance and how the group
is going about its tasks, you'll
bi focusing on process. After
you finidh kgroup task you may
sit back and reflect on how you
did what you did or "process"
your accomplishments.

e. Explain that the complaints
illustrated before are descriptive
of the group's process. Apparently,
we often feel freer to comment on
the group process after we have
departed the meeting, discussion,
briefing, 6)ungeling, or negotiating

- sestrion. If we take time to check
,out our observations of how the
group is.functioning with other
mpiebers during the session, we can
jinhance group functioning and in-
crease the effectiveness Of our
problem-solving processes.

4
f. In groups it will be

very important_for you to
tinguish between content and
process. You'll have to make
switches back and forth.

g. We'll alik' 5ioU to be a -

"participant conceptualiter in -

which you.are both a group member
and participant, and one who notices
haw.the group is'going about doing
what it is doing.

, EVALUATION

1,' What are the two domains of
group functioning?

i. Give some example; of pro-
cess in a group.

3. Give some examples of content
.in a group..

v* ,

4. What is the basic difference
' between group content and proem..?

14
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PRESENTATION

2b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: In the

small group setting, participate

in A manner which demonstrates
characteristics conducive to
construction and healthy comr
munication in accordance with'

.the criteria listed on the Per-

sonal Growth and Professional ,

Development Performance Test.

1. In the mall groups, brit
group members on evaluation pr

cedures. Students will be giv n

,a progress eveluatIon,on'train-
ing day number five as to how

well they,are accomplishing the

performance objectives for Per-
sonal Growth and Development;
the final evaluation will be

conducted on-training day
number nine.

-2. 4 Be aware that personal
growth, involving behavior
and introspection cannot
always progress in lock step.
Inevitably, emotions are
generited causing inter-
personal issues which must

be repolved immediately, and

this may require occasiopal
deviation,from the prescribed

sequence or timing of structured

experiences in Attachment #2:

3. Deviations from the PGPD
schedule alre permitted as long

s you insure all gkoup objectives

are accemplished by the completion
of.treining day number nine. Follow

the schedule ot structured experi-

ences listed in Attachment 2 as

closely as possible.

APPLICATION

See Attachment 2 and 3.

15_
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SUMMARY
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Restate the lesson objectives
and highlight the main points.

MOTIVATION

I am asking you, when you are in
your groups, to become participants
"conceptuatizers," observe how

the group is functioning (while
also being an active member in
accomplishing the task) and share
with your groups your thoughts and
feelings', your pereeptions. In-
creasing\your awareness of sourdes
and conditions of the social-psy-
chologicaX forces affecting your
group is a beginning in increasing
your enjoyment and satisfaction in
being a member of a productivie
.group. Groups are the laboratory
at the Social ACtions Training
Branch. You'll .get out of them
as much as you invest. Try on
new behaviors and see'if they
work for you. If they do you
mty choose to adopt these be-
haviors more permanently.

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary.technical
training assignment, when
appropriate.

k
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LP AA/BB-I-2 (2)

PERSONAL GROWTH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

PGPD
HOUW METHOD

EXERCISE
NUMBER

_ .

.

TASK

.

.

GROUP OBJECTIVES

,

i

Lecture Present cognitive material

.

2a Influence of groups
Necessity of warmth and affeciion for
personal growth

2b Explanation of evaluation procedure and
ATC Form 667

,
1

Lecture
.

,

Present cognitive material 2a GroUp dynamics
Two domains of gi-oup functioning

3 Lecture

Group

Film

1

"Is It Always Right To Be Right"

Introduction
!,

,..

.

nication, self awareness, inter-
,.- personal awareness, risk taking, and
. listening techniques.

. .

.

,

4 Group II

III ,

IV

.
Mini-lecture
Awareness scale exercise
M ;1-lecture (JOhart Window) .

Types of growth groups
Self awareness and honesty
Explain the process of growth

-tY

,

I

5 Lecture

Group

,

Film

.

e -Verbal Agenda"

biscussion (Film)

Explain how non-verbal hebavior
affects interpersonal relations

,

.

1
4

,

Group NIDA Thoughts.and Frlings,
1.. .

Differentiation between thoughts and
feelings

,

Group NIDA Feedback
-

.

Explain how to give feedback, self-
awareneis, communication, risk-taking.

Group
,

s,

. V
...

Open-ended statements . Communication-, self-awareness, inter-
personal awareness, and risk-taldng

9 GroUp VI Posttive self-stroking Become aware of goodfthings about self
'A

10

,-

Group VII , The chit bag . .

End-of-daY-closure
Staying in the here and now
Discuss and summarize dpy's activities

.61

,
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PERSONAL GROWTH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY (coNvp)

METHOD
EXERCISE
NUMBER TASK GROUP OBJECTIVES

N.,

.!te

Group I X Projection exercise

Group X Goals for personal development

Become aware of expectations for period
of the course

Allow students to set their own goals
for development

GroUp

Group

XI Group committment contract To contract with the group what they
expeCt to be willing to offer and
contribute during the group

15

16

17

18

Gtoup

XI Group contract (Cont'd) To contract with the group what the
expect to be willing to offer and
contribute during the group

Group

Mid-block feedback .

Mid-block feedback

Group Optional exerCises Optional exercises ee Attathmoyit 8)

Group VIII

)9 Group

20 Group
.411

XII

Sociometripc Pointing

Group pAblem solving (lutts,
mipps and wors or desert
survial)

Crystalize feelings about others,
become aware of others' perceptions and
feelings of them, membership issues,
modify behavior by gutting peer pressure

Study the sharing of information in a
tpsk orientated group r

XII Group problem solving (Cont'd)

summary .'

21 .

22

Group Optional exercises

Group

' Group

Grouti

Optional execises ,

End of block feedback Gih final rating on performance

Study the sharing.of information lh a
task orientated group.. Summarize the
process of the day's activities

Optional exercises (See 'Attachment7e)

Optional exercises (See Attachment of

End of block feedback Test criterion checklist,,and use
exercists to close group

1,4 g
r-

J
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LP-AA/RB-I-2 (3)

APPLICATION

EXERCISE I

INTRODUCTION EXERCISE

OBJECTIVES: Communication; self-awareness; interpersonal aware-
ness; risk-taking and listening techniques_

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 1 hour

PROCESS:

1. Have all members get as relexed as possible in the group'
setting.

a. Tell them to close their eyes.

b. Tell them to take deep breath and release it very
slowly.

c. Make sure everyone,is relaxed before beginning.

,2. Inform the group members.that they are going to'remember
thingi about their pass, or that you are going to lead them
through a fantasy trip. (Watch for the members' reactions.)

3. Begin talking them through the trip. (Talk softly and take
your time.)

a. Ask .them to go back into their past --Jae far-back. as
they can remember. Ask them:

(1) What is the first thing you can remember?

(2) Can you see yourself? If so, whit did you look like?

(3) How old were you?

. -(4) Can you remember the first good thing that ever
happened to you?

thing?
(5) What had :you done or'said to deserve this good

%

(6) What did yau like.about yourself at that age?

b. Ask them anything else that you think would be appropriate

A3-1

ATTACHMENT
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at this point, remember to take your time, and encourage the mem-
bers to think of the GOOD things not the negative things about
their past.

c. Request that they move a little further into the present-
have them think about their teenage years. Ask them:

-

(1) Whet did you do to have fun?

(2) Whavkind of person were you at the time?

(3) What did you like most about yourself?

(4) What were your goals when you were in high school -
what did you want to be?

d. Ask them anything that would be beneficial to the exer-
cise at this point. Remember to dbeerve the facial expressions
and non-verbal communication to make sure all of the group mem-
bers are at, or close to, the point that you are.

e. Tell them that-it is time to move a bit further, and take
a look at the most recent person that they are. Ask them:

(1) What kind of person do you feel you are today?

(2) Whai do you do to have fun?

(3) Who are you mgst often with when you are having fun?

(4) Take a quick glance at yourself, and get in touch
with all the things that you like about yourself.

f. Ask any other questions that you feel are important at
this point.

g. *Tell them that when they have gotten in touch with all
of those good things about themselves, they then should open
_their eyes. Tell them to take their,time. Remember to keep
obsialing, their faciAl and non-verbal expressions, to see that
all of tOe group members are at the same point or not having

/ difficulty getting batk into the present., (Some students slay
spend more time remembering one point of their life am( not
progress with the group.)

4. When everyone.has their eyes opened, have them look around

A3-2
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the room at their fellow group members and select the one person

that they would most want to get to know. Inform them that they

will share some of the memories that they just got in touch with,

with that person. Give them time to do this.

5. After the moup members have paired-off, have them share

with their partners the most impollant things that they remem-

bered. You should at this point give them a time limit for each-

person to respond.

6. Upon completion of their conversation, or the time'limit,

have'them place their chairs in a circle leaving one chair

vacant.

7. Ask for a volunteer to sit in the vacant chair. When the

person sits have his/her partner introduce the person to the

group. The person doing the introducing should speak in the
first person, with his/her hands on the persoes shoulders.

(Example of the first person is....I am (other person's nape),

and I remembered....)

8. This is done until everyone has been introduced

9. Lead the group into a discussion of the exercise.

a. Discuss the difficulty/ease of some people to get in touch

with their past.

b. Discuss the difficulty/ease of individuals to get in
touch with good things rather than the negative.

c. Ask the person that has volunteered to ba first what

his/her feelings were.

, d. Discuss the feelings that the group members had when'

having to introduce their partner using the first person "I".

e. Ask the group members to share with the group what they
learned, if anything, during this exercise.

f. Allow the group members to add-on to. or clarify any .
point that their partners lay have shared with the group.

g. If you made anyobservations, while the group exercise
was in progress, that you would like to share or bring up as

discussion points, do so now.

10. You should again state the oblectives of the exercise using
examles of h/w these objectives were accomnlished by the groun



TYPES OF GROWTH GROUPS

GIMP
YPE

MEMNON TILUNING ENCOUNTER

To Dewflop Amon-

nem and Genuineness

MARATHON

To Break DOmn

Defenses

THERAPY COUNSELING

To Develop

Effective

Planning Skill

To Develop

GoA La Avateness and

. Skill-Bldg.

To Immo.
Coping

TIME Here and
ORIIENTA TION Now

Here and Now
Plus

Here and Now
Plus

Past and
P1.1410t

. 4;04Present and
Future

Education,SrrnNG
Business

.

All Oyer All Over

.

Clinical

.

,_.

Educational

.

ROLE OF Model and

FACILITATOR Scan
Model and
Con front

Anyone

Confront
Aggressively

,

Anyone

Tnmt

l'insImm

Deficient

I In Coping

.

Fleihtate
Group
Httfitinom

"Nome:-CLIENTELE "Normals"
.'s

For additional information to include in your mini1ecture, consult University Associates, 1972 Annual
Handbook fot Group Facilitators, page l45

rod-
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EXERCISE lir

AWARENESS SCALE EXERCISE

OBJECTIVES: Self-awareness and honesty

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 15 minutes

PROCESS

1. Have the students draw a scale on a 5 x 6 card. (You should
have the cards and extra pencils on hand.)

0,

Examplet 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

2. Inform studenti that they are to rate themselves from 1 to
6, using thisjicale. You will then give the criteria that they
should use. 1Place an x on where they think they are.)

a. Ability to give and receive feedback.

b. Willingness to take risks.

c. Acceptance of others for what they are and want to be:

d. Ability to diatinguish between feelings and thoughts.

3. Tell the students that vben rating themselves to consider:

a. 1 to be that they are aware of themselves and have no
room for more personal growth.

b. 6 being that they pav very little self-awareness.

c. 2 thru 5 are the steps of imprOvement in'personal grawth.

4. Inform the.students that these are their personal property,
that they may use these laper to see if they feel that they
have grown any.

a

A3-6
p.
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EXERCISE IV
A

THE JOHARI WINDOW ,

OBJECTIVES: To explain to students the process of growth

TIKE REQU/RED: Approximately 15 minutes

PROCESS

1. Explaintto the.students that the concept of the Johari

Window i* an excellent way of graphically visualizing the relation-

ship between individuals. It's simply a window with four panes.

The four panes represent the whole person in relation to Others.

2. Explain the four panes as follows:

PANE I - Public Self PANE II - Blind Area

Behavior known to self and Behavior not known to self but

others. readily apparent to others.

Shows extent that person can giv4

and take.

gestures/facial expressions,
excessive tendency to dom-

The larger this area, the great- ? inate others.

er is the person's contact with Most people's Pane II is larger

reality, than they think.

PANE III - Secret Self
-

.PANE IV - Unknown Area .

Behavior which is open to self Behavior not known to the indi-

but kept away from other people. vidual nor to others.

Often referred to as a person's We know this pane exists because

Hidden Agenda. from time to time we discover

' new behavior which was'retally

,

/

there all along.

A3-7 L.,
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3. Explain to the students that by sharing someof their Irecret

self, and by accepting some feedback about their blind area,
some of their unknown pane would then become a part 'of their

blic self. This process is called PERSONAL GROWTH.

,

PANE I

(Public WO

- _

.
PIPS I0

g S. '
r sr 1 PANE II
ri n 1

co rr

, 1 (Blind Area)
el 1

a .

.,

Self disclosure

PANE III

(Secret Seib

I

1

-
. 1

PANE IV

(Unknown Area)
,.

4: At this point use examples or any additional InfOrmation that
you.as a facilitator, feel would further explain the process of
growth

5. It might be well to emphasize that the above may also be
applicable to a variety of groups and organizations as vmll as
to individual relationships.

af)
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NTDA EXER&ISE

OBJc.CTiVE: To help students differentiate between and become aware of
behavior that:

1. Expresses feelings

2. .Lxpresses thoughts

Title Required: Approximately 1 hour.

Process:`.

1. Begin mini-lecture (site Atch #4)

2. Introduce the exercise by explaining to the students that they will
be fantasising sone situations that you will give them. At the end of each
faRtasy, the students will VIVO the situation, symptoms, and feelings in..
volved. After all three fantasies, the students will go into dyadli or triads,
depending on group size, to discuss the situations, symptoms, and feeling of
their fantiksies."

3. Begin with the fantasy situations:
g

a. Situation #1: 3You're drinking late one dark and cloudy night
and your car stope and you can't get it started again. As you look around,
you notice that there is no other traffic. You're not far from home.so you
decide to walk.'\ As you walk, you start to notice how alone you are, and
suddenly the person you are most.afraid of pops in front of you and says in
a really mean voice, 'Hold it right there!" Have students CMIND back to
room (leaVe fantasy)\and write down (paraphrase) the situation, the body
symptoms, and the feelings they felt.

b. Situation #2: "As you become relaxed you find that you'are in
a pleasant-place, a place Whereyou feel mostcomfortable. (Pause about one
minute). Very near you is the person you want to be with the most. Stay with
Oat person and do what you want to do with that person. (Pau.. a few min-
utes)". Uave students come back to the room (leave fantasy) and again par
phrase what was tappening with them.

4. After students have finishedwriting, divide the group into dya
,(or triads, depending on group size) and have students discuss the sityition,
the body aymptoms, and.feelings they had during their fantasies. All about
five minutes per student for the discussions.

5.. After the discussions, have the students return to the large-- group
and process the exercise. Ficilitator ahould focus on the-exercise objec-
tives. ,

a..Ask studence what dikarences betWaen thoughts and feelings did
theyexperience.

!,
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b. What feeling words did they use to describe how they felt.

c. Facilitator gives his/her observations of group.

u. Sumnarize the exercise emplislezing new learning the students may/
should have gotten from the experience.

IS

A3-10-
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tiliM EXERCISE

Givint Feedback

OBJECTIVT: ThiS exercise will:

1. Provide an opportunity for students to give appropriate feedback.

2. ProMote self7awareness rind risk-taking.

). Practice listening skills.

Tii,e Required: Approximately i hour.

Procesb:

1. Begin mini-lecture (see Atch #6)

11,

2, Intioduce the exercise by explaining that the group will be divided
into dyads (or triadIrdepending on group size). Each dyad will have five (5)
minutes to share their answers to questions asked by the facilitator. During
the sharing, students are to keep immind and use the guidelines for feedback
in smill Txoupi. 1

J. Rave group move into d!Pads, ideally with someone whom they have not
interacted:

:A
,

, 1
-0004-± 4. Remind students that they will have 5 minutes to answer the following

gnegtions:
. .

.

.f.;!..')'.
_ a. Why are you nere?

*

7

:
777:17" 7..!
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4.

course?

b. What do you expect to happen during the course?,

c. What do you expect to get for yourself while you qre in the

d. Aow can you ger those things for yourself?

0. How can you not get those things for yourself?

(Fatilitators may add or delete questioni,as they think apprdpriate.)

5. After questions are asked, have the students return to the large-.
group and process tlbc exercise. o

6. jacikliatbrs shoul&rocus on:the exercise objectives.-.Ask stu-
dents to share:

a. Ease/difficulty in-listening

b. Ease/difficulty. in.giving feedback on WIlat they heara.

c. Any new 16arning ehe'Y got from the exerciSe.

7. 3urimarVe by reemphasizing .the objectives.

A3411)
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EXERCISE lor

OPEN-ENDED STATEMENTS

OBJECTIViS: Communication, self-awareness, interpersonal
awareness and risk-taking

TINE REQUIRED: Approximately 50 minutes

PROCESS

1. Instruct students to complete the sentences that you begin.

2. Have them get into dyads, ideally with someone that they have
got had a chance to talk to.

3. Again infgrm the students to complete your statdments. Some

suggested statements are:
41114

d. When I am in a new group I....

b. When I am feeling anxious ins new situation, I

t. Right now I'm feeling....

d. When 1 think about the future, I see myself....

e. I am happle

f. When I am reje usually..:.

g. The thing tha(turne me off the most is.

h. Right now this experience is making me feel.

1. The thing I like best about you is....

usually.

4. Set up time limit for each discussion. You may want the A

dyads to change with each statement.

5. Other statements that,Cin be uaed.are found IN.Volume 1
Handbook (Exercise 21) of'Jones and,Pfeifer. Any that you

,may see suitable can be Used.

r 5 I'
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6. It is suggested that you alternate the statement
threating to statemnts that are more risk-taking.

7. Upon completion.of the exercise, if time permits,
that through this exercise they shared some parts of
secret self (explaiped in the Johari Window Exercise)
the group itself has began to grow.

r

A3-13
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EXERCISE VI

iOSITIVE SELF-STROKING

OBJECTIVES: To give tudents an opportunity to get in touch with

the GICOOD things about themselves.

To gain insights into concepts of self and others.

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 1 hour

PROCESS

1. Break group into dyads.

2. Set time limit'for conversations.

3. Instruct the students to share with their partners all the

good things abouv-themselves. Statements that they feel make

them different from others, have them share their greatest

strengths.

4. You may want to change dyads. Other possibilities would,be

to have one person unable to give the other feedback.

5. Upon completion of the exercise some things to-discuss would

be:

a. _The comfort/uncomfort of talking positively about ,

themselves.

b. The possibility of their exaggerating just a bit, during

the exercise.

c. Ask several students hoW of& they take time to talk

about themselves.
-

d. Inquire about the possibility of some to be more at

eas talking to one person compared to others.

. Ask several students what their feeling about the

exercise was.

541
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D1SC4ION

ILINCH-TIME CROUP CLOSURE

OBJECTIVE to discuss the morning's activities

TIME REQU Appioximately 10 minutes

PROCESS

1. Aak each student what he/she thought and felt about the
mbrning activities. Direct questions to those who were
quieter than *the others.

2. Summarize the morning by re-emphasizing the exercises an
their objectives. Remember to state how the group accomplist
the objectives.

3. Discuss, anything unique that happened in the group, makin
sure you are aware of the relaining time..

k. Stroke.the group members for their participation.

,5. Re-motivate the group members to continue parf1cipation 11
the group exercises.

1.

A3-45
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EXERCISE 'VII

THE CHIT BAG

OBJECTIVE: To have each stlident.identify situations he/she is

concirne*with. that aannot be dealtiwith during the

time:h./she is in school. Putting thoee things.-

away will enable the poreon to deal, with the here,%

and-now.

'rum REQUIRED: Approximately 45 minutes

PROCESS

L. For tRis exercise you will need to have paper hags on hand.

L/-7

, .

2. Ask the students to move their chairs to a place in the room
where they are most alone, without the influence_of others and

without influencing others.

3. Prepare students to go on a fantasy trip. This will be

Mandatory: Have them close their eyes and take a deep breath

and relax.

4. Guide the fantasy.trip using your own judgment for starting
points, intermediate.points,

a. instrucethe students to, get into their own heads, and
find a pleasant situttion just befoie they left home on the

trip'to Lackland. They maY have been relaxing with their family
sor friends involved in solving soma last minute situation, maybe

just relaxing. Have them stay there for a moment and try to re-

/liv that time. (Pause tor about 20-30 seconds)

b. Have them think back to.their final hour at the'office,
ask them what sort of things were happening...with whom?...
what, if anything are they still carrying with them now... Ask
them what they are mainly concerned with hack at the office.

c. Tell them to move again, and say good-bye to the people
'in the office...their families and friends...and begin the trip
to 'Ackland.

d. Infdruthem what they are now arriving at Lackland. Ask

them what sort Of things ate happoning?...Who are they upset

A

A3-65.4.
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with?...Why?...Are you excited about anything?...What have you
forgotten to do, if anything?...

. Ask them to take a minute and,review their short fantasi

and get in touch with some things that may be on their minds

right at this time, that they left behind unfinished. (Pause

about 1 minute for them to review fantasy and organize their'

thoughts.)

f. Tell them to move back to the present, when they have
done this to open their eyes. (Wait for everyone to open, their

eyes, maintain silence until that time.)

5. Have students find a partner, someone they feel they can
share their fantasy with, and move to that person. They should

move their chairs to a comfortable place, away from otIlers as much

as possible.

6. Distribute one paper bag to each student. Instruct them to

write their name on the bag, and then exchange bags with their
partner.

7. Designate members of the dyads as 1 and 2, or A and B. Have

the "listening" partner hold the bag of the speaker. Bag will

be open and in front of the speaker.

8 Explain that we are symbolically going to "put things away"

that will interfere with student progrosi at the school, and

that cauliot be confronted until the student Apturns to his/her

home base. Ask students to be as honest and *In as possible.

9. After both students have exchanged data (you should hve
set a time limit), explain the transactional analysis "here-and-

now" grid.

Time

Place

10. For our purposes, Here-and-Now can be considered as:

i. This moment at this place.

b. This time span (9 weeks) at Lackland.

(6:,
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11. Explain to the students that the importance of this con-

sideration is this: Often times people are actually upset, not
with what is happening to them "here-and-now", but rather with
some situation that is not even remotely associated with .our

interaction here and at this moment.

Example: The pars n who walks around upset all the time
because f the Viet Nam wet., etc....

0)

12. Rxplain that each of ii. hes the power to screen things out
of our consciousness, and refuse to allow them to influence the
moment we are living now. This was much of the reason for the
exercise we have just completed.

13. Explain that if people would accept the fact that they can-'
not have any effeet on the situations that-they placed in the
"Chit Bag" then those items would not interfere with their biter-
actions during,this course.

14. Have them-make a contract with their partner, to keep each
other in the "here-and-now".

$ z

A3-18
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EXERCISE VIII '

SOCIOMETRIC POINTING

OBJECTIVES: To help students crystallize their feelings about
others.

To become ayare of others' perceptions of them.
To-hear these feelings expreteed openly.
To deal with issues goncerning sembership in groups.
To modify a_ students' behavior by positively guiding
peer pressure.

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 1 hour

PROCESS

1. Have students obs e where everyone is-sitting. They
should at this time e sitting in a circle.

2. Have .tudentI close their eyes.

3. Ask students to keep their eyes closed And point to the
person in the group that beet suits the criteria that you pre-
sent. They should keep their eyes closed so that their decisions
will not be influenced by others.

4. Instruct the students to keep pointing, and their eyes
closed, until you inform them to put them down.

5. Some questions that set criteria@ for selection are:

a. Who seems most involved in the group?

b. Who hAs said the thing today that had the greatest
impact on you?

c. Who would you like to heir more from?

d. Who would you like for a friend, from the little you
know aboUt everyone here?

e. Ask any other questions that you'think suitable at this
-time.

A3-19
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6. After everyone has put hands down, instruct them to open their

eyes.

7. Have each student tell the person to wham they pointed why

they do so. Insure that they speak to that person and not about

the person. Do this for each statement.

8. Discuss the dynamics of the exerqse.

a. Having to make a decision when you wanted to chose more

than one person.

b. Ask persons that were selected most often/least often

what their feelings are.

c. Anything else that happened within your group that would

be beneficial discussing.

A3--20
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DISCUSSION

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

OBJECTIVEs To allow studenti the chance to discuss anything

that is bothering them, if it is related to the
group's a9fivities of the day.

TIKI REQUhED: Approximately 10 minutes

PROCESS:

1. Ask tudents if there wee some opportunity to say something

nice, or otherwise, that they passed up that they would like to

take now.

2. If something comes up that yqu don't have time to deal with

or that you feel would be better suited later - pin it on,the

bulletin board to be discussed later.

DISCUSSION

END-OF-DAY GROUP CLOSURE

OBJECTIVE: To discuss the day's activities

TIME REQUIRED: Approxiniately 10 minutes

PROCESS

1. Ask each student what he/she thought and felt about the
activities of the day. Direct questions to those who were
quieter than the others.

2. Summarize the day, by discussing the activities of the
afternoon and quickly mentioning the morning activities.

3., Stroke the'group member; for their participation

.*

r
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'EXERCISE IX

PROJECTION EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: To have students get in touch with their expectations
of the course and their nine week stay in San Antonio.

, TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 1 hour

PROCESS

1. fnvitv the group members to go on a fantasy trip.

2. ,Tell thOse that are willing to close their eyes-and relax.

3. Have them take several deep breaths and release them slowly.

4. Instruct them to get in touch with themselves and what they
are feeling.

5. Tell them.to fantasize leaving this school in 9.weeks.

a. Driving away in .their car or on their way to the airport.

b. It is quite,,and they're thinking bacRover the experience
of the school. Ask them to relive the groups, lectures, and othet
experiepces.

c. Ask them to get in touch with how they feel." Are they
satisfied or not? Do they wish something would have happened
that didn't? How do they feel about themselves?

6. After they have gotten in touch with all of these things,
'have them open their eyes. Tell them that you will know when
they are ready to come back to the here.and now when everyone .
has their eyes open.

7. When everyone opens their eyes, ask thAm to take theil-time
and get in touch with their feelings about going on the fantasy
trip at all.

8. Ask if anyone had bad feelings. If there.are students who
did, selecrOne that you perceive to be willing to share his

A3-23
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experience with the group, as tilm if they would be willing to
share what that bad feeling w s.

9. ion* 4estions you might ask those persons who are willing
to share would be:

a. Do you often feel like this?

b. What could you do to make this experience end bet.ter?

c. Since it is your fantasy, would you be willing to change
it nd give the fantasy a better ending? (If the tinswer is yes,

41,ve he person time to think about it and return to his/her
fantas ld change it.)

10. Stroke the pa icipating group members for taking part in
- their fantasy..

11. Stroke those group members who shared their feelings about their
fantasy.

12. DoW.t forget to.ask those Om had good feelings to share
with the group also.

w

13. Since the exercise was voluntary, you may want to ask those
who did not participate why they didn't.

14. Stroke those persons who did not participate, for making a choice
not to participate.

A3-24
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EXERCISE X

GOALS FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE: Students set their own goals for development

'TIME REQUIRED: 4proximate1y 50 minutes

PROCESS:

1. Have students complete ditGoals fór Personal Development
Handout.

rt,

2. Each student should pay cloee attention to Item 3 of the
tiandOut.

3. Divide students into dyhds and Wave them share their goals
with eath other. Items to discuss would be:.

a. Reason for selecting that gopl

Bow he/she intends'to change

c. HoW will the other person know when he/she ha,s changed

4. -Suggest to etudents that they,keep this handout, to use.
, later, for pprsopal feedback (How have I accomplished this goal?)

-aa

ft
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Aocral Actions Training Brunch
LACKLAND AIR FORCE 1ASE, TEXAS

GOALS FOR PERgONAL DEVELOPMMT

NAME

DATEL

LP AAJBB-I -2 (34-i/47

-I-August 1978

....

This form is to help you think about various aspects of yourself, your relation-

ships with others and your skills in group situations. It gives you a chance to

set your awn goals for development. The steps in using it are:

1. Read through the.11st of activities and decide which ona you are doing

all right, which ones you should do more, which ones you should do less

and haw you predit,others will perceive you as doing or not doing in the

lab. Maik each item in the appropriate place.

2. Some gclals that axe not.listed may be m9re importantto you than those

listed. Write such goalsion the blank lines.
A

3. Go back over the whole list and circle the nua0ers of the three or four

activities which you.would like to imptove mOSt at this time.

Communication Skills

1. Telling others what I think

2. Being understood

3. Understanding others

4. ,Drawing others out

Listening alertly

. db

Observation-Skills

.
Noting tension in lgroup

1

2. Noting who filks to whom
*

I.

Need to Need to Others will

Doing all do it do it see me as:

right more less , doing/not doing

- .

,
'Supersedes VS AB-1-2-6, 2 March 1978. -wir

a
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3. Understanding others

4. Sensing feelings of individuals

5. Noting who is being "left out"

6. Noting reaction to mycomnents,

7. Noting when' group avoids aitopic

8.

Problem-solvin& skills.
1. Stating problems or goals

2. Asking for ideas, opinions

3: GiVing ideas

4. Evaluating

5,11t Summarizing discussion

6. Clarifying issues

0

Morale-bui Idinji skills
t,

mmpo 1. Showing interest

Working to keep people from
being ignored

S.

3. NarmOnizing, helping people
reach-agreement

Reducing tension

5.. Upholding rights of individ-
uals in the face of group

pressure.

. 6.. Expressing praise or appreci-
ation

7.

: ,_.1 .;

Need to Need to Others will

Doing all do it do it see me as:

right more less doiiig/nOt cloths.
',.

!_r

A3-26.2
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Emotional Expreatilveness

1. Telling others what I feel

2. Hiding my emotions

3. Disagreeing openly

4. Expressing warm feelings

5. Expressing gratitude

6. Expressing anger

7.

Abliiity to face and accept
emotional situations

1. Being able to face conflict,
anger

2. Being able to face closeness,
affection

3. Being able to face dissap-
pointment

4. Being able to stand silence

5.. Being able to stand tension

6.

Social RelationshiPs

1. Competing to outdo others

2. Acting dominant towards'
others

3. Trusting 'others

4. Being helpful

5.. Being protective

6. Calling attention.to one'
. self *elr

4 ,01

7.

, , t,. -tt %I 1144311114.'ir

Need to Need to Others

'Doing all do it do it see me as;

ript more less Doing/not doing

-__

0 A3-26.3
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EXERCISE XT

GROUP COMMITTMENT CONTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To allow students to share their expectations of the

course and the mall group activities, and also to 'share their

potential contributions to the group and to the course. Each

student will he encouraged ro "brainstrom" the two categories,

exceptations and contributions, and through a process of elimina-

tion, arrive at a few important subjects under esi.ch heading.

MATERIALS: 8"x10" paper; 5"x8"Cards and pen or pencil

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 2 hours.

PROCESS:

1. Ipstrutt each student to take a sheet of paper and write

"Expectations", the top of it. Have them:

a. Think of the nine weeks ahead, visualize some of the types

of activities that will help ypu accomplish what you hope to

accomplish while you are here.

b. Visualize, also some events that may cause you some

anxiety.

1. Write those things on the paper entitled expectations.

. Label the other side of the,paper "Contributions

a. Visualize areas where you can make some sort bf contribution

to tha course and the other group members.

b. Write down your contibutions, na matter howI1 they may

seem to you.

4. Instructors - look for feelings of anxiety, comfort, syperiority,

etc... ncourage students to share their fantasy of the next 9 weeks.

5. Divide students into dyads-exchange lists and discuss them with

each other.

6. InstrUct each dyad to reduce their composite list a maximum

of five Ite s under e4ch Category(both should agree on the 5).-

7. Instructors sho40 use WS, "Whit to Look for in Groups" to structure
their feedback astudents.

A3:2,7 70'
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EXERCISE XII
GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING

(LUTTS AND MIPPS)

OBJECTIVES: To seudythe sharing of information in a task-
oriented group.'

To focus on cooperation in group problem-solving.

To observe the emergence of leadership behavior in
group problem-solving.

TIME REQUIRED: Approximately forty-five minutes,'

MATERIALS: Copies of the Lutts and Mipps Instructions Form for
all participants.'

A set of Lutts and Mippq Information Cards for each
. -

group(26 cards in a set.)

Copies of the Lutts and Mipps Reactions Ferm for ill

participants

Pencid and paper for each participartt

PROCESS:

1. Lutts and Hipps Instructions Forms are distributed.

2. After participants have had tlme to read the instruction
%beet, the facilitator distributes .a set of Lutts and Mipps In-
Mrmation Cards randomly =long the members of each group.
Participants begin their task.

3. After about twenty minutes, t.he facilitator inteirupts and
distributes the Reaction Forms, which are to be completed individually.

4. The facilitator leads a discussion of the problem-solving activity,
focusing on information-processing and the sharing 'of leadership in
task situations. Group members are encouraged to share data from
their reaction forms.

SOLUTION: 23/30 wars

A3-28
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6/
LUTTS AND HIPPS INSTRUCTIONS FORM

Pretend that lutts and mipps represeni a new way of measuring

distance and that dars, worn, and airs represent a new way of measur-

ing time. A man drives from Town A through Town B and Town C, to

Town D.

The task Of your group is to determine how many wors the

entire trip took. You have twenty minutes for this task. Do

mot choose a formal leader.

You will be given cards containing information related to the

cask. You may share this information orally, but you must keep

your cards in your hands throughoUt the task.

LUTTS AND HIPPS REACTIONS FORM

1. Whose participation was most helpful in the accomplishment of

the task?

2. Whar behavior was helpful?

ivl()..3. Whose participation seemed to i der the accomplishment of the

task?

4. What behavior seemed to be a hindrance?

5. What feeling reactions did you experience during the problem-

solving exercise?

6. What role(s) did,you play in the group?

A3-29
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NE:I-LECTURE - PGPD (N1DA Exercise)

INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION: (As appropriate)

110TIVATION:

A_; counselors, we will find
that .!Any of our clivnts/patients
will not be in toucn with their

Patt of our jobs will
be to aAp those clients/patients

tqw..aware'of and deal with
their teelings. Today you will
have an opportunity to explores
ygor feelings. By becoming
aware of and being able to deal
with our feelings we will be
butter able to help our clients
in deoling with their feelings.

OVLIO,ILTo do this we will be focusing 7
on one way we respond to the
world we liye in, namely feelings.

BODY

1. Explain that in order to look
at feelings it is important that
we define some of the concepts
people confuse with feelings,
such as symptolls, :;ituntions and
sourcvs.

a. Define situations as the
events, settings, times, places
and people lhat make up an ex-
,

perience or story. Exauples uf
situations are:

LP AA/AR-I-2 (4)

(1) Getting a present: ihstrhc:tor may ask student9
for other example.trot, a friend.

4 ! (2) Cetting a 9 APR or
a 1. OLk.

, (3) Being Ifith soneone
like.

r-. .

A4-t
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6,3
4) Being at the Drug/

Alcohol or EOT school.

b. Define symptoms as the
physiological responses (i.e.
things your body does) that tell
you how you're reacting to a
sttuation. For example:

(1) You smile

(2) You cry

(3) Your stomach has
butterflies

(4) Your heart beats
hard.

() Your mouth hangs',

c. Define sources as the con-
cerns, situations, or persons that
have stimulated the feeling.

4

(1) Feelings are a response
or reaction to something in our ex-
perience. Sources and situations
are very similar,

,(2) Feelings camr be a re-
,action to:

A Events, places,
people or other things outside our-
selves;

ourselves;
comfort or
or another

12 Something inside
such as phxsical dis-
pleasurep fantasies,
feeling.

d. Willi feelings an the
emotions that are experienced in
a given situation.

(1) Feelings are described
'word labels. For example, we can
feel angry, sad, happy, hurt, ex-
cited, frustrated, etc.

A4-2

.40

Instructor way ask student
for other xamples.

.See Atch #5 for other

examples.



CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

Restate the main points of the lesson.

1. Definition of:

a. Situations

b. Symptons

c. Sources

d. Feelings

REMOTIVATION

Remember that as-counselors we must
be abie to recognize and differentiate
between our thoughts and feelings. By

doing this, we will be better able to
help our clients/patients make the same
differentiation for themselves.

CLOSURE

(As appropriate)

A4-3
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abandoned

absentminded

accepted

achy

active

actualized

adamant

adaptable

adequate

adored

adventurous

affected

affectionate

afraid

aggravated

aggressive

agreeable

aglow

agony

alert

alive

alluring

almighty

aloof -

ambitious

ambivalent

amused

angry

FEELING WORDS'

annoyed

anxious

apathetic

appreciative

apprehensive

apologetic

argumentative

aroused

arrogant

artistic

ashamed

assertive

astonished

astounded

attached

attractive

awed

aWkward

======

bad

badgered

battered

beautiful

beaten

beredOtd

betrayedt

bitchy

bitter

LP AA/BR-1 2 (5)

blah cheated

blissful cheerful

boastful cherished

bold childish

bored civilized

bossy clear

bothered clever

bottled up cfoee

boxed in closed

brave y. coarse

broken up cold

bruised combative

bubbly comfortable

burdened common

competent

caged competitive

callous complacent

calm complaining

capable complete

captivated obncerned
7

carefree condemned

careless confident

catng conflicted

cautious confused

certain conspicuous

challenged conscientious

changeable conservatiVe

charmed considerate

A5 r4
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consumed delighted disgraced egotistical

contented demanding disgusted electrified

con tri te demeaned dismal embarrassed

conventional demoralized disorderly emotional

cool dependable disorganized .., empathic

cooperative dependent dissatisfied empty,
cornered depressed distracted enchanted

courageous depr ived distraught encouraged

cowardly deserted distressed energetic

crabby desirous . distrUsl enervated

cranky despair disturbed .. enraged .

crappy desperate divided enterprising

crazy despondent dominant enthusiastic

cruel desolate dominated envious

crushed destroyed domineering evasive
w

cuddly destructive doomed evil

curious determined doubtful exasperated

cynical devoted down excited

....-...= different ... drained exhausted

damned diffident . driary exposed

daring dignified dubious exuberanti

deceitful diminished dull

deceived dirty ==71:1== fair

defeated disappointed eager falling apart

deferisive discontented . s ecstatic fantastic

deflated discourageil edgy fascinated
. f

degraded discreet effeminate fatherly
A

dejected disdain efficient fawning

0 -
rVi - 2 °
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fear fussy hate iMaginative

fearful =tcnzr_triVa hateful
.4

immature

f ern i n i ne generous headstrong immobilized

tudqet gentle heavenly immortal
-

flattered genuine heavy impatierit

floating giddy helpful important

flustered giving helpless imposed upon

foolish glad hemmed in impotent

forcefuk gleeful hesitant impressed
--) -,...e,

foresighted
I.

highloomy incompetent

forgetful glowing hollow incomplete,

forgiving good homesick independent
,

forlorn grateful honest indifferent

formal gratified honored industrious

forsaken greedy horrible infertile

fortunate grief horrified Infatuated

forward grim hostile informal
, .*

frank igroovy humiliated nfurfdillp

frantic grouchy , humorless ingenuous.

free guarded humorous inhibited
..

friendly guilty hurried inspired

frightened gullible hurt insecure

frivolous . = hyper insignificant

frozen happy hysterical _insulted

frustrated hard .-:-......iici intelligent

full hard:headed idealistic interested

funny hasty ignorant intimate
I

furious hassled .ignOrifl intimidated

tat
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intolerant licentious motherly

inventive light mournful

involved little mystical

irked lively _mystified
, -

.

irresponsible logical ......,.=

irritable lonely nasty , 11131111=11111115

irritated longing natural ... pain

isolated loose naughty paMpered

..,..==== loud nervous panic

jammed up loving nice parsimonious
. .jealous low noisy paralyzed

jittery loyal nostalgic patient
p

jolly lustful numb peaceful
1 ,...

joyous II III = = = = , nutty peculiar

judged .. mad st=wzisett

:
jumpy malicious obliging persecuted --,.

Masculine bbnoVus persistent
..

keen mature. -- obsessed .. pessimistic
,

keyed up maudlin odd . petrified

kinky mean offended pitiful

kind meek omnipotent pity A

IQ 22 il V.-- t.T. VIt Melancholy. open , pissed
,

laconic mild on edge ,., phony.. . ,
lazy A mischievous opposed pleasant

lecherous miserable 4 optimistic pleased

left out mixed up organized poised 4

,
leisurely modest out of control pblished ,

let dov:mill moody outraged V potnt:

1.1

outspoken

outgoing

'overburdened

overjoyed

overwhelmed

peevel

v

A5.74



powerress reflective

==t;egi'. praiseworthy ;refreshed
:

precarious 's rejectild

precise " Telexed

prejudged ,reliable.

preoi:dupied: relieVed

rai

poWerfUl reckless

r a..r
...

etsured remorseful

F";,4:: , pretty 'renewed
,- prim repulsed

f r N

, prISSYJ . ' resentful
,................

.-.,,--
-,:v.,...:.,1- progressive " reserved'

.:., proud resourceful-
*4

. : . prUdish _respected

...7.- pulled apart respOnsible
4, . '',, .. .-

'. .-1111.NR-1 put down responsive
,

4 '
puzzled restless ;

,
....,...c=== retiring

b
e 1

. quarielsoma reverent,
. ,

.- queasy revengeful
\ .. .

queer' -,.

; reVind
c

...
0

quiet . rewardell
,.-

..
.. .

=pyr_.=:-_. ..
.., righteotis

. .

,* '' *raiiiinal :
.

. rigid
a 4

,rattled .-4
i 130b440".

.

4
v,

(08

4 2

.... _.. ,
,

,\=U=.= , show-off,
I 4a

sad shrered

safe
.

st$1 *
i

lakastic sickened. , .

isated - silent

, satisfied silly

,scared '1 simple

screvjed .(up) sincere
,.-

secure v .t. skeptical
1. '7.,i's I

self-centeted skittish :
..

, self-consCioUs islick A

. soilttonfident sloyv.."

Selfish lc . sly
4

sensitiVe

.

small

sentimental smottrred

separite
, ,

.smug

<

,.

P
serious, sneaky

'snobbish ,...Servile

"y4 settled
,

sociable'',
. )

3 severe . soft

Sexy solemn
..,- shaky . . , soothed .

,
shalldw

,
sophisticated

Varp * , ,

. ..

sorroWful..,

.. shattered ".. sorrs,. .., . .

" shiftless'. tpecial

,stimked

-
realistib rotten

r reasonable- rude

J e. 1110 rebellious -", ruined
. .. A

es.

.

Si

A

,

,..shook up spiteful

spineless
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spontaneous sure together unimportant

sp'unky surprised tolerant unintelligent

squelched suspicious tOrn unkind

stable -sweet tormented unselfish
,

startled sympathetic tortured 0 unsettled

starved =====. touched unscrupulous...,.

'.. steadV talkative 'touchy unstable

4stern' -- tearful tough upset

stifled temperamental trappect,.., uptight
,

stimulated teMpted- tricked used

stiff tenadous troubled

,Stingy ,tender

stolict tense-

strained tentative

strangled*, terrible

strong - terrified .

strung out terrific

stubborn thankless

stuffed
6

thankful

Rupid thoughtful

stunned threatened

.stupefted a thrilled

subdued thrifty

submissive thwarted

suffering ' tickled

stiffocated: tight

sulky - timid»

supe 'rsti.tious4:-. tired

..
trusting . valued

. \
ttirned on . tvehirept

./: \ .-t
vindictive

ugly

unaffected'

unambitious

un'assuming

uncertain

undependable

uncbmfortable

understanding

uneasy

Onemoticipal

41kunexcitable

'unfriendly
.

unh,appy,

unintiibiteCi

.

I I, sr

violept

vital

viyacious

vulnerable

warm

:. wary.

Watted

weak

weepy

whiny,

whipped

Wholesome

.wicked,

roc.
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UL)J-LYXTURL IT.PD (NIDA Exercise)

INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION

Auk IS a message we get frow
otlicrq. It can. verbal OT non-

rveval, but it always a signaltar
a sidle, a clenched fist, a facial
e:Tression, a body posture, A mutter,
a specific word - that tells ns how
otherq are reacting to us.

ia a way of helping other
ior1c. or ourselves consider ehangiqg
JOI:c ..uT,ect of-behavior. It_ is a

_comytidation to people that gives.
L;WL inforration'about their.be-
h;tvibr.and its effect on others.
Feedback lets.68.1(now whether or
not our behavior in having the
effect we intended; Attte110:Pa
whether-we are'en target or not-
as wo,strive to achieve our goal.
AppPo:sriate _feedbaok can either
contim beharyyr by encerpreting.
repttitian,,or.correct It by pl-
conrav:1-ng a *change in behavior to
fit die situation..

a

MOTIVATION

edback betwee4 group membeys,in
ihis training will be our ;post
viable learning tool% Oe need;
ehch other to learn.- You dll not
only be rec'eiving ceedback from other
.group takmbers about yotir behavior,apd
. skirls, but also will be giving it to
ih6f) when it's appropriate. -We are'
each-other%s t-esourtik

oVLKVIEW

S.

approprfate ieeetoltek,-vie will-
, need.6 follow-some baqic gnidtlines

.in giving teedbaCit'in squall grotips.'

, or

` ,

,!)

A6-4

4.4

r

%
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1. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
(10) guidelines for feedback in
small groups.

a. Given feedback that "in'

intended to help the receiver. It

should not-be given primarily to
"dump" or "unload" on another per-
son; nor should it be given just
to have something to say. It taken
into aaount the needs of both the
iyer and the receiver,. If feedback

serves the needs of the person re-
ceiving ite-it will generally he
welcomed.

b.- Give feedback tilat Is
den7riptAve rather 'than evaluative.
It should focus-on what the person .

is doing and on your reaction La
:

,It. Whew his behavior is translatet,
into a judgmental statement about
-what he is., it will tend to maks
him defensive, or at.least unre-

, ceptive. Remem4er the distinction
between "constractive feedback" and
"aubjective opinion."

:tMIttzM

..11;11.14

virrTP

Ye.

c. Give feedback that is specific
tether than general. Good, clear and
receiit examples:w111 help to make the
fdedback appropriate and will pro-
vide the receiver with useful data

00 /about wh'at he is doidg and what .uf-
feet he is having.

. . .
. -

. ,d. -qive feedback.-that'io.umll-

I timed In general, feedback is most
Uaefu au poen after'a gitu behavior
no pos ble.. Thiswill hav\t4e ,
'Greatest effect in terms'of;r4n-

A

N forcing or correcting. Of coneee,
,

if the _receiver ise-t. ready to h'63,r'

it it may have a negative effect,\\
o

Il ' \

.,
.

Ano effect at all. .

\

, / .

Co ve feedback in appropriate ,

.t.

... 11,-Oses ; R.'. IT It' t tell -the receiver more
:___.... : 4

4 -than lekcanTfocess'at any particular
. f.

\ ....

y

-h
,.1 ,

, .. .

'V 6,.
.,

f 4, A - 2 . . -..
c .`.11" j,..

. .

. 1 . *

time.

Ar

Ni.

c.
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f. Give feedback thnt,is airectjd
towftrd behavior that the receiver can
reasonal;ITETe7xpeCted to do something

When a person is confronted with
a shortcoming that he has no control over
and can't change, he may experience
fruHtraLlon, resentment,'defensiveness,

Yretc.

c. Check feedback with the re-
ceiver t6 ensure clear communicative.
One way of-doing this is to have the
.receiver rephrase the feedback to he
sure that hiS understOmding iorresponds
with what the sender/Said and meant.

h. Give feedback that describes
the effect of the receiver's behlOrvior
on you; do riot ask why?" The receiver
of the feedback can check out his/hei
uolAvations and rationale when he/she
fin.:s that the effect he/she meant tot,' )

have is different from the effect he/she
actually- had. If he/she is asked,to
jusiirY his/her behavi4, the pressure
y/she feils,may create a block.

i. Give feedback directly and.
sincerely,- with real feeling.. This
lets the receiver-1(1mm that the feed-
.back is sincere _and genuine add about
his/her behavior..

,

J. Give feedbackth t is checked
with other group membeis or accuracy
-and validity. Although go d feedback
fron one pevion'is as.helpful as feed-,
back from many geople, it is useful for
the receiiter to.lnow whIther this 1,
one'persOn's itioressionMr an impression
shared by others. Besides, it is .always .

pokeible for a feedback,sender to mis-
understand or.mininterpret what the
persqVilaid or did.

SlitilgARY
a

Reemphesize obJAItir.

!.. . k.,..
,4-* .,
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a
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Feedback can
tive.,, useful

upon how and
will be, more

be helpful or destruc-
or useless, depending
when it is given- You

effective as a resourct
person if you learn and follow these
general rules for giving helpful feed-
back. Remember that constructive leed-
back_doesn't refer only to positive
aspects of a person's behavior or to
what we liked about something someone
did. Good feedback covers both ponitive
and negative qualities, thinga-we liked
and disliked, behavior a person. may want
to keep and behavior he may want'to.
fader changing.

-sCLOSURE

.(Ag' appropriate)
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCH
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78,36

-"!' Vcr.e.tritotelltritrr'AT:^7,fr-r..

PERSONAL CROWN AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
LP AA/HU-I-2 7)

* 1 August 19/8

STUDENT NAME RANK

INSTRUCTOR DATE GROUP

CRITERION OBJECTIVE: 2e. Identify essential background information concerning group influence and

dynamics, and techniques for constructive and healthy interpersonal communication.

I. Exhibit a willingness to participate in the learning environment.

Amka. Share thoughts.
liPw1). Share feelings.

2. Demonstrate an attentive,-inquiring, and questioning orientation to the

learning process.
' a. Attentive.

b. Listens to others.
e. Attends to issues at hand.

3. Demonstrate a genuine acceptance of feedback on how his/her behavior

affetts others, to include verbal and nonverbal expressions of fliellnge/

attitudes.
a. Openness.
b. Non-defensiveness.
c. Staying in the "here-and..-now."

4. Provide appropriate feedback to others.

a. specific behavior (no personal attacks).

b. Timeliness (near to event). 4

c. Behavior that others can change (have control over).

d. Personal expressions of his/her feelings about observed hehaviors.

e. Validation Of behavior.as appropriate (check out with others).

Takes responsibility for his/her own behavior (offer statements showing

"Wwnership).
4

a. I feel.
b. 't think - rather that presenting or I-Meeting other peoples views.

6. Deionstrate an ability to differentiate between and hdcome aware of,
-

behavior that: (1) expresses feelinge.sqd (2) expresses thoughts; that is,

the ability to distinguish betwein cognitive ("ides') protease:a and emotional

.expreseions.
.

s
.

.

,

, 7. Respond to "here-and-now" date-what is happening in the group at the

present time (what is going, on in e group) se opposed to the "there-and-

,
then" behavior - referring to1101 .home".concerns, or iehavior shown by

people not in the lmne10061 glOps.
,

. .

k* ..- ' ..

B. Demonstrate a respeet 4spr 414 'feelings of others in the group,,even when .

his/her feelings are nOt,Congruent with those expressed. Critoreism or Rerog-

,. story éomments about others' feelings Ase not appropriate; suCh as"putting

down" others'for their ex(regs1ons of iiiger, anxiet affection, etc.
.

- .
, \ .

9. Dotionstrate a wOlingness to attempt to understand and reflect empithize
-----r-

with others' expressions of feelings.

..::f....1

. . .

10. Reflect (summartse of Clarify) ideas or suggescione offered by othee
.

.

,

DAY 5 DAY 10

4441.

group membersi 0-able to Rilla together (organize) contdniilmformation by
11/1'

grOu0smembmge.

. . : ,

. 7.,
Studentre.- laidgement :' Finai'lat4, Student Initlfele

.
.

. . . \
a- , -

All it* 'Wet be satisfaetOrY,by Day lireo reCeive an'overall matildfictory Par g grade kir CO lg.
. .

. ,. . . , . I
k

..-

dr", '1% "-
'

1 4°- 77771777--Mt'11,..,7.2.4A 19 404:4 .
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OPTIONA1 EXERCISES

1.1) AA/1111-i-?. (s)

L.) '!Adjective Feedback", Vol. V, A Handbook of Structured Experience:,
fur Human Relations Training, by J. William Pfeiffer and J'ohn E. Jones,

University Associates Press, p. 114.

1; delp participants clarify values that apply;Xo human rel Iat-onA.,

2) Lstabitsh the norms of sollciting and givia.g both poltive an,
negative feedback.

1) "Auverse ;eedback", Vol. 1,,A Handbook of Structured Lxperlentes
Humaa Relations Trainina, by J. William Pfeiffer & John E. Jones,
'University Associates Press, p.79.

C.OAL

To provide an opportunity for participants to check their perceptiow; .

of how a broup see,: then, as compared with the actual feedback otti,..ed
from the group.

The gilt oh haminess: "Experienclug Positive Fvedbace, Vol. IV
A HandbooK of Structured Experiences for Human Relations:Trainina,
by J. William Pfe,iffer & John E. Jones, University Associates Press,
p .

A

1)
.
To promote a climate of trust, self wOrth, and pc31 tive- rein-
forrement w/thin a small gYoup.

.

2) To experience giving_tInd receiNeing poqitive feedback in n00-

tre4ing way. .

4) PAY DAY: 'Closure Activity", The 1975 Annual Handbook for Group
-6CIlitat,,rs, by J. William Pfeiffer & John E. Jones, University
Associatee Publishers, Ins., p. 54.

1) Proville,for self ianl group evaluation fo eiich participant's
performance within the group.

2) Allow each participant- to compare his/her self-evaluation with
, the groUp's evaluation of_him/her.

Give participants experience in evaluating others in a constructive,141.....s

-""7r+
"reest.* w A

concrete Aanner. - _

..5) Desert SurVival Problem
A

.M" .

ts-

AtAachetelit
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LP AA/BB-1-2 (8)

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL.EXERCISES

THE FANTASY GAME

'Objective: To help clarify the psychological elements that contribute to

_a_perecnal ponflict.

Group Size: Unlinited.

,01

Time Required: Twenty minutes.

Physical Setting: Participants Mr* seated in a circle.

I. The facilitator asks for volunteers to present something to the

group.

II. To help the participants understand the feelings leadincto their
decision to volunteer or not to volunteervthe facilitaOr announcis,
"I don't really-want the volunteers now, but I would Mk. you to focue

on the experience you have.just had, the,experience of trying to decide

whether or not to volunteer. Imagine two people inside-your had. One

of then is telling you to volunteer and the other one is telling You

not to. Picture a conversation between these two, in which they try

to cOnvince each other, until finally one of them wins. After their

discussions, have then meet each other, non-verbally. Aumd see what

tumpens. Close your eyes for about two to three minutes and imagine-

this encounter. I'll tell you 'when to open."

III. Following an intervel of ilende the parOdApants are asked to report
the way their two people looked, how they sounded, how big they were,,

what they said, where they were, their physical position, ald who won.

4

:

-

A8-2
k.



GETTING ACQUAINTED TRIADS

Objective: To facilitate the involvement of individuals in a newly-formed

.44001,1!
group.

40004 Group Sizes Unlimited number of trtads.

'

'...11

cAki!M

ANON

Time Required: ilfteen minutee.

Physical Setting: Triads separate from one another, as much as possible, to

avoid tha influence of outside noises.

Process:

I. Triads are formed. Criterion for formation is not to know the other

members of the triad.

II. .Participante in each group name themselves A, B, or C..

f

Phase one.

A. PargIcipant A tik's three minutes to tell4articipants B and C

as-much about hiiself as he feels comfortable in doing.

B. Participant B iepeate this process.

C. Participant C rspeato thie process.

I. Phase two

A. Together, participants I and C take two minutah tell participant

A what they hoard him say and what they infer from what he has said

or left unsaid. -

r`

B. participants"C end A repeat this process fbr ParticipeNtlf.

C. Participante, A And I repeat this proceri for participant C.*.,

r
Pc ;

A8-3
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LISTENING TRIADS-

Objective: To understand the necetsity of listening to each other with
comprehension ks opposed to merely hearing words.

. .

Grdup Size: Unlimited number of triads.

Time Required: Forty-five minutes

Materials UCflized:

b' I. Topics for Dncussion 4heet for each triad.

II. Questions fdr/Discussion for each triad.

Physical Setting: Triads will separate from olle,another to avoid outside

noise interference.

Process:
1:)5

I. Triads are formed.

II. Participants in each triad n'umber themselves A, B,'or C.

III. The facilitator distributes Topic-for Discussion sheets.

IV. In each group, one person will act as referee and the other two as
participatas in a discussion of one of the topics found on the "sheet.

One will be the speaker and the other the listener.
.

V. Theqoliowing instructions ore given Uy.the facilitator:

A. The discussion is to be unstructured except that,before 6ach

participant Speajcs, he must first summarize, in his own words

and without notes, what has been said previously.

B. If hiS summary is thought tl be incorrect,.thp speaker'or he

referee are free to interr t and clear p any misunderstanding.

C. 'Participant A begins as speaker. He is allowed to choose his

own topie,from Ihose listed.

n. P.articipant B will begin as lisMner and participant Cas referee.

E. The,discussion progressAs as follows:
_ .

.7

1. After about seven minutes of discussion by the speaker and

the listeer, participant B becomes the speaker, participant C

the listener, and participant A the referee. The new speaker"

chooses his topic.

2. After another seven minutes C becAlts the speaker.

4 A8-4
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VI. After another seven minutes the discussion are halted.

VIT. Th'e facilitator dtstribute. Questions for *Disc.ussions heets and , a

conducts a discusstolrbased ipmi the questions, ' 9

4
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TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Should women he ellgible for*the draft?

2. Should marijuana be legalized?

3. Should draft resisters and deserters he pardoned?

4. What is the answer to curb inflation.

5. Population explosion: Birth contAel vs. Catholic teachings-.
,

G. Anytyther contemporary isgtie mny be substttniled.

4

6

P

0

4
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

ge2.

I. Did y9u find that you had difficulty in listening to others during \-
the exercise? ,Why?

2. Did you find that you had difficulty in formulating your thoughts
and listening at the same time?

a. Forgetting %kat you were going to say.

b. 'Not listening to others.
5

c. RehearsinF your response.

3. When others paraphrased your remarks, did they do IA in a shorter,
more concise way?

4. Did you find that you were not getting across what you wanted to say?

S. Was the manner of presentation by others affecting your listening
ability?

/%

,11111
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ACTIVE LISTENING

Objective: To enhance interpersonal understanding.

Group Size: Unlimited number of paired particfpaAts.

Time Required: Fifteen minutes

Physical Setting: ' Parqcipants are seatd facing each other.

Process:

t.

I. Participants are pafted and seated.

II One participant makes a declarative statement. The receiving member
acknowledges the message in the following way. "You feel (somehow)
about (something)." The sender simplyianswers yes or no. Then the
receiver may make A statement which is to be acknowledged by the
first sender. They continue untiA they are satitified they understand
each pther.

0

'4-
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VgRiAL PROGRESSION

r-

ftjectives: I. To make distinctions between thoughts and feelings.
II. To learn tO link fleling feedback to observable behavior.

III. To practice emphasizing with others.

Croup Size: Unlimited number of groups 6f three to five members..

Time Required: Forty-five minutes.

Materals Utilized: Chalkbord or posters.

physical Setting: A room is needed that 48 large enough to permit the
small group to interact verbally with little distriction
from other groups.

Process:

84-

o

The facilitator discusses the objectives of the experiesIce. Theh
sh'e forms small groups (Count the number of participants and
divide by 3, 4, or 5 to find the number ot gorups'. Have partiApants
count 'Of by'this number to form rela.tive heteiogeneoug groups.),r

The facilitator explains that there will be four rounds.of communica-
tion and that she will be interrupting teach.

Round 1. The facilitator writes on the chalkboard (or on the poster)
the phrases, "Now I see," She indicates that during this round partici-
pants are to desfribe the nonverbal behavior of the other members of
their group by staVellients 'that begin with the phrase,'"Now I see."
She illustrates briefly br desciribing the movements of some'nearby
participants. -Round 1 iR five minutes. The facilitator may have to
interrupt if participants begin to move a4ay from behavior description
and start discussions. (A few minutes of processing within the small
groups follows each round.)

IV. Round 2. The facilitator writes the phrase, "Now I think" on the
chalkboard'and instructs participants to continue their conversation,
beginning each sentence with the phrase, "Now I think." He may wish
to give an example.. Round 2 is five minutes, with two minutes added
for processing:

4



V. Round 3. The third phrase that participants are to use is
"Now I feel." After about two minutes of interaction the
facilitator interrupts to explain that a common behavior in
grqups that focus,on feeling data is for members to confuse
thoughts and feelings. He suggests two phseses Co avoid in
the remainder of this round:

I feel that.--
I feel like

He indicates that in thq next three minutes members are to use
the phrase "Now 1 Teel" followed by an adjective. They are to
be alert to the tendency to center on theother person rather
than to express how they are feeling themselves. Round 3 takes
about ten minutes, followed by abput three minutes for procwssing.

VI. Round 4. Th facilitatorposts the fourth phrase, "Now I think
you feel." He instructs participants to use this phrase to begin.
each of theik commulcations to other members during this round.
Since this round focuses on emphatic understanding,,the conver-
wations.are two-wayv to detemine the accuracy of the members'
perceptions of each others' feelings. Round 4-takes ten minutes,
with about 'three minutes processing.

VII. T6tal group processing. The facilitator chairs a discussion of
the results of the eXperience,' focusing_on-the learning gbalS
specified beforehand.

N,.
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PUZZLEMENT: A "MILD" CONFRONTATION

Objective: I. To help particiunts confront each other's' behavior
in helpful wayse-

II. To stimulate the amount of fleedback given and
rebeived in a-group.

III. To share the-feelings involved in giving and 1-

receiving feedback.

Group Size: Between six and twenty participants,. This should be a
group which has been interacting long ehough so that
participants have observed each other's behavior in

the group.

Time Required: One hour.

Physical Setting: Participants are seated in a circle.

*Process:

'I. The facilitator should set the stage by-having a brief
discussion on the, purpose and process of confrontation.
The "Confrontation: lecturette should be utilized.

'tet

II. ,
The facilitator asks each member in the group to take a
few minutes to look around the group to sOlect the person
in group (including the facilitator) whosb behavior
puzzles him the most. Participants are asked to."lock
in" on the person.and to resolve not to change later.

III. Each group member takes his turn, announcing his nomination
and describing the behavior of the person which puzzles
him. Each mcmber starts the interaction with the sentence,
"The person iiho puzzles me most ." He then
says, "The thing that pu,zezles me abOut you is .

IV. The selected person lias a number of alternatives open to
him when selected. It is stressed that any of the options
open to him are O.K. He may: (1) indicate-that he doesn't
vont to explore this with the other and remain silent,
.(2) explore orqs-xplain in terms of his own perponal
dynamics why his behavior might be puzzling, or (3) explore
what there is about their relationship that might foster
the puzzling behavior.

A8-11
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V. Atter the two members interact and explor eir own
perceptions, they should request the:aid or feedback
from dther group members. This request for comments
and fe0dback from other group members can provide a
source of consensual validation or disconfirmation,
which can aid in cleaving up interpersonal distortations
on either member's part.

After each person has interacted with the person whose .

behavior puzzles him, the technique may be extended by
the facilitator, saying, "Now, I'm sure that there are
others in the group whose behavior'has puzzled you as
well. Would anyone like to share this with the group?"
With this statement the confrontation becomes voluntary,
and the exekcise takes on less structure.

A8-12
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CONFRONTATION: TYPES, CONDITIONS, AND OUTCOMES

Interpersonal confrontaion.is one of the more potent experiences in
human- interaction.. As such, it can be either growth-facilitating or
harmful to the people involved. Perhaps because of its potency, con-
frontation lias become a "loaded word" which carries many negative con-
notations, such as people telling others off or laying open others'
psyches for possible harm. These examples represent popular'miscon-
ceptibn of the meaning and the purpose of confrontation in growth groups.
Confrontation is not always negative. For example, it may be positive
and directed tqward another's strength or an encouragement to take
action.

The Rurpose of this lecturette is to explore the concept of confronta7
tion and to discuss the conditions and processes which make it a
growthful or harmful,experience to group members.

A MODEL OF CONFRONTATION

Egan (197d) states that confrontation takes place when one person
(the confronter), either deliberately or inadvertently, does some-
thing that causes r directs another person (Ithe confrontee) to
reflect upon, examine, question or change soMb aspect of his behavior.

Berdnson and his associates (Berenson, Mitchell & Laney, 1968) have
dis'tinguished five major tyPes of confrontation. These are: (a)

Experimental, (b) Strength,'(c) Weakness, (d) Didatic, and (e)
Encouragement to Action. These types of confrontation are defined
-as follows:

-

Experimental: A response to any descrepancy perceived by
- the confronter between the.confrontee's

statements about himself and his own ,

experience of the confrontee.

Strength: Focused on the confrontee's resources, especially
if he doesn't realize them himself.

Weakness: Focused on the confrontee's pathology _Qr.
liabilities.

Didatic: Clarification of anotter's misinformatiom or
lack of information.

-
Encouragement to Action: jPressing the confrontee to act on

his world in some constiuctive manner and
idscouraging a,passive. stance toward.life.

The results of the research done on these types of coilfrontation'
suggest that effective helpers use experiential and strength
confrontation more frequently, while less effective heliiers tend
to.confront their client's weaknesses. It may well be, however,
that varfables other than the content of the confrontation are the
more important factors in determining the outcomes' of the con-

,frontation.

ti
\
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: CONDITIONS FOR HELPFUL CONFRONTATION

%

The.purposes of helpful confrontation should be primarily to bring the
confrotAee into more direct contact with his own experiencing and to
create a situation in which it becomes possiblle for the confrontea.
to explore and change those aspects of his behavior *hich hinder his
'own growth and development.

Whetiier or not a confrontation is helpful to the confrontee depends
'on the confronter, the confrontee, the conditions which exist in
the situation'in which the confrontation.takes place.

Confronter Conditions. Confrontations are probably more helpful
as the confronter: (a) has a good relationship.with the confrontee
or at least is sensitive to.the quality of their relationship, (b).
accepts the confrontee and is willing to get more involved with him
or her as a person, (c) phrases his confrontations as suggestions or
requests rather than demands, (d) directs his confrontations toward
concrete.behavior rathei than to motives, (e) makes his confrOntations
positive and constructive rather than negative, _(f) states his
coofrontation succinctly and directly, and (5) represents facts as
facts, hypotheses'as hypotheses, and feelings as feelings.

Confrontee Conditions. A donfnontee will pi.obably bepefit more
from a confrontation if he: (a) accepts it as an invitation to explore
himself, (b) is open to knowing how he is experienced by. others, (c)

is willing to tolerate some temporary disorganization which 'May result
'from a confrontation, and, (d) responds differently to modes of con-
frontation than than responding in a stereotyped way, such as accepting
all and every.confrontation as truth or dismissing all oonfrdntations'
'as worthless.

Group Conditions. Confrontation that, takes place in a grouP
situation is acilik Ilated by a fgh degree,of acceptance an rust.
It is difficult to receive confrontation without being defensive if
you do not trust or feel accepted by the group members. Confrontation
is arso better received if it fits the,goals and purposes of the
group.o An-interpersonal cOnfrontation at a faculty.meeting or at a
socialgathering, for example, can have disruptive effects. This is
so because these groups are meeting for different purposes than the
typical, growth grOup, and the confrontation Comes as a surprise.

Some behaviors which may not seem to0e confronting can be. Sharing
tender feelings about a'fellow group meMber can have a confronting
effect because this is something some members experience litt,a0 of in

.their everyday lives. Ignoring others or not reinforcing certain
behaviors may have the same impact. In summary,, the purp9pes.and
motives of the confrontation have a strong eifect on the outcome of that
confrontation. If given with sensitivity and .with.the desire to help
:And if received in that vein, then the Outcome is more likely to be
helpful. Since no one can predict with absolute certainty what impact
a confrontation will have on another person,it is wise to elicit
feedback from the confrontee about the impact it had on him.

A8-tl4
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GAMES CONTRONTERS PLAY

Not(alr confrontation results from the altruistic motives mentioned
in the 'helpful confrontation section of this paper. Many confronters
have ulterior motives similar .Vio the ones described in Berne's
Games People Play'(1964). For example, the motive for a confron-
tation may be jealous rage, to punish another, or to seek revenge.
A game which Berne calls "NIGYSOB" (Now I've Got You, You Son-of-a-
Bitch) fits the punitive motil.re: The confronter carefully watches
the confrontee until the other makes some mistake. After hc, has 7

aught him in the mistake or has built enough evidence, he ig justified
in venting his anger on the confrontee. Some confronters (especially
-those in the helping professions) will rationalize a put-down of the
other with expressions such as "I'm Only trying to help you," or
"I'm only doing this for your own good,"

Sometimes a confronter' will'confrOnt another to show off how perceptive
he is or how knowledgeable he is in psychology or psychiatry. Con- A

frontations arising from this type of motive sound very clinical,
interpretive, And aloof. The confronter may interpret why the con-
frontee behaves the way he does or way pin some diagnostic label on
the other. RegardleSs of the content, these inferences are of litbl,e
use to the confrontee. We have often wondered whether the operatiorial
definition of "passive agressive personality" is 4the the clinician
dislikes the client.

Some confronters will conftont to relieve' boredom or to ward off a
possible confrontation directed tOward themselves. These motives are
often revealed by .expressions such as "I only wanted to stir things
up." A confronter may also engineer other group members into con-
fronting one another. This is similar to Berne's game, "Let's you
and him fight." After engineering salch a conflict between others,
the confronter may assume the role of the "judge" who decides who is
right. This is a variation of the game, "Courtrbom."

A confronter might take out his frustration and anger on another member
1eyen though he is really frustrated with the.facilitator or with the

, roglip as a whole. -This type of confrontation is an example of scape-
goating. Along similar lines, a confronter may blame another group
member for all the difficulties he is having in the group, thus
relieving him of the. _responsibility. Berne labels this.game "IWFY"
(If It Weren't For You).

At the other extreme is the case where group members avoid confronting
others for fear that-the other will be hurt or will be uilable to .

handle the confrontation. Some group members handle others like
"fragile vases" that will break if coVronted. This,may have a
confronting-effect on the.others as well. .To be,treated very gently
"with Wid gloves" may be the.stimulus to wonder about.whk are oth'ers
responding to you in that manner. The gioup member may conclude that
others are telling him that he cannot handle the truth about himself.
Actually, most people are more'resilient than we give them credit for
being and are able to handle cOnfrontation quite well.

A8715"



Occasionally,. when one member of a group receives a confrontation
from another, other group members will "pile on", picking away at
the confrOntee's sore points. The motives could be to build one's
status as a group member at the expense of the confrontee dnd to be
accepted as similar to other group members. We believe that this
kira of interaction can have harmful effects oh the confrontee and
that it is important that a facilitator or some membdr intercede to
break up this type of interaction.

This has b een an illustrative rather than an exhaustiv1e list of the
"ulterior motives" behind some confrontations and of the games
confronters play. In general, when hidden agendas are involved, such
'as the ones discussed, the outcome of the confrontation are More
likely to be harmful to the confrontee.

A SELF-EXAMINATION FOR eONFRONTERS

After enumerating some of the games confronters play and suggesting
that these types of confipntations probably have harmful effects on
the confronter, the readdr way have the iMpression that we consider
confrontation something to be avoided. Actually, we believe that
interpersonal mnfrontation is one of the-most potent and therapeutic
forCes for members in growth groups if given under the right conditions
and should be encouraged for this reason. Because of its potency and
because confrontation can be harmful, we suggest.that a confronter i
do some self-examining?

What should the confronter examine? We believe that a confronter
should assess the conditions in the group at the time of the confron-
tation, be sensitive to the confrontee and their relationship, and
be aware of his own motives for confronting. We would like-to propose'
a series of questions which confronters might ask themselves as a way
to aid in this examination.

First, what is the purpose of the groups? Is this group situation an
appropriate place for a confrontation and do the members expect to be
confronted?' How mull trust and'support is there in the group at this
time? A cOnfrontation given before a sense of trust and acceptance
fhas developed is likely to be regarded as aa attack and be responded
to defensively. Does thfs confrontation arise out of the group inter-
action? A confrontation taken out of the here-and now interaction in
the group is less likely to/be helpful because it is less concrete and
immediate.

Second, what is the current psychological state of the persori whom I
am about to confront,? Is he likely to receive the confrontation as
an invitation to explore himself, or is he'likely to react defensively?
In 'other words, what issthe confrontation likely to mean .to the' ,

Confrontee? How close is my relationship to the person,I am confronting?
If my relationship is distant, he or she inay be more inclined to
dismiss the confrohtation and me as a person. Do I expect the person

1

to change just cause I confronted him? SincesI cannot possibly
experience the rld like the other person I cannot be sure that his ,

change would he right for him. If I do not give theother the fight
to decide whether and how he Wants to change, I am imposing my values
on him.

A8-16 I n,



Third, what are my own motives? Do I want to become more involved
with the person I am confronting? If not, I am intruding on another
person ang prying into their life. Am I-directing my confrontation'
to the right person? Am I confronting to relieve boredom or to
ward off confrontation myself? If I am cohfronting for these motives,
I am attempting to meet my needs at the' other person's expense, and
my behavior may be harmful to bim.,

Finally., am I confronting behavior or the other's motives? Since
motives must be inferred from the other's behavior and are much,#-More
difficult to describe accurately, confronting the other's behavior
is more helpful. Am I making Thyself clear? Check out the impact
my confrontation had on ther other person.

Some of the ahswers to these questions like within yourself. Some
oT the answers like.within the confrontee and sOme within the other
group members.' The most effective way to fin the answers is'to be
open to yourself arrel to solicit feedback as o hOw you are experienced
by others.

ft
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Objective:

.1.

93
FIRST NAMES, FIRST IMPRESSIONS: A FEEDBACK EXPERIENCE

+

I. To get acquainted with other members of a small:
# group.
II. To discover one's initial impact on others.

I,II. To study phenomena related to first, impressions --
their adcuracy and'effects.

Group Size: Six to twenty participants.

Time Required: One hour.

.Materials: Two sheets of paper and a pencil for each participant.

Physic41 Setting: Group members should be seated in a cirdle, with
lapboards for writing.

Process:

I. At the first meeting of the group, the faciIttator direCts
that each person give his first name and 'one or two
significant facts about himself.

II. Paricipants are then instruceed to turn their chairs around,
away from the circle, so that they cannot see the other
members. They are told to write down as Many of the first
names as they can remember.

III. After a6out three minutes, they turn their chairs back
toward the group and find out whose names they forgot. They
may ask for additional information to attach to-the names
that they found difficult to remember. ,

IV. The group discusses names, feelikgs attached to them,
difficulties experienced in remembering them, and.reactions
of those whose names were not remembered.

V. The facilitator hands out'additional sheets of paper, and
participants are directed to wrIte a group roster (names in.

,the same order on each). Then they are asked to note briefly
their first impressions o,f'each group member. :

VI. These first'-impressions papers axe collected by the "taci-
litator, Without revealing the ddentity of the writers,
he reads all impressions of the first participant, whO is
then Asked to comment on the accuFacy,of the impressions,
his feellngs while.hearing them,-and surprising items. Then
all impressions.of the second participant,are read aloud,
he,reacts, and So on.
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VII. The group members discuss the'accuracy of first-impressions
data, the effects of first' impressions,.and their reactions
to this experience.

Variations:
i

V Eac participant reads aloud.his fit§t impressions af.each
. of he Qther meMbers of.the'group. .

\

II.,--P-resent impressions can be subs,tituted for tirst impressions
, if participants have known each other before.

/

First 4nd present impression,s can bd'used.

IV. Participants can be.gncourAge4 to include
puzzling impressions of each 910er.

, .

V. Participants can,116 initruceed to predictti
they. will hear.

negative and

what impressions

VI, The person receiving feedback cam be directed to make a
Fvoster displaying what eyerYone says about him.

4
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Objective:

OPENING THE GUNNYSACK

95

To facilitate individual participation in confrontation.

Group Size: Unlimited.

Time Reguir4d: Thirty minutes.

4 8`

-
Materials: Two sheets of paper and a pencil for'each partl-eIpan't.

Physical Setting: Group members should be seated in ve,circle, with
lapboards for writing.

W

Process:,

I. When participants seem to be "sitting om" significant
reactions to each other (gunnysacking), the facilitator
asks them to write down what they cannot say to each other.

II.% These papers are.collected, and the facilitator reads
them aloud anonymously.

A-8-20
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MANAGEMENT OF STRESS

Objective: To establish a stressful situation in a group, in order
.to generate data about the resolution of tension,
anxiety, conflict, and stress.

4

Group Size: UnlIV:p3d numi?er of grouPs of three to five members,,

time Requirdth yne hour.

Materials,: Handout of Spggested Experiences.

Physical Settfng: roomdis needed that is large enough to permit\
the,small groups to interact verbally wieh \ .

;little distractions from other groups.

Process:

I.
1

,The facili or iuggest that the group might engage in any
activlty igned to promote stress in the group in order
that members might focus on how the stress is managed.

II. Small groups are -formed and given' the handout of suggested
experiences.

After the group has completebkhe activity, a discussion
of the process is held.



7

SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES TO STUDY THE MANAGEMENT OF STRESS

1. Have participants form a line in which they position them5elves
in order of influence in the.group. Include staff, and insiSt
that the group complete the exercise. Discuss

2. Within a 'strict time limit; have the group create a rating
scale on the dimensiOns of leadership:

T. Have each group member choose A mother, lather, brothers-, lnd
sisters from the Ijroup members.

/0

4\ Have the group create.its own stressful task by establishing
an ambiguous, leaderless situation.

5. ".Have each group member eliminate one'other member from the group.
I.

6. Have a discussion on a contr8versial subject% (e.g., war, seudent
power, birth oontrol,-,inflation, etc. with each member.arguing
the 'point of ,view opposite to his own).

v/
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BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION

ObjeCtivei I. Xo practice describing nonVerbal behavior
objectively Without interpretation.

4

II. -To stuay the body language messages tllat
accompany Verbalization.

III. To alert group members to the array of-signals"
which they emit when.they are attempting to
CoMmunicate. A

--Group Size: -Unlimited number'ol triads'.

. Time Required: Fifteen minutes.
.r

Physical Setting: A room large enough to permit ttiads to separate
frOm.others to avoia,Outside noise interference.

Process%

I. Triads are formed.

Paricipants;:lame themselves A', B

III. Round,l. A arid B stand facing each other. ,yarticipant A
'describes all of the non0Y1'bal behaviot ofB for two
minutes. (The facilitator may wish' to demonstrate by

: rapidly describing the body language of anothe person.) ,

'IV. The)triad diScusses Round 1. Feelings, interpretations,
and other observations may bmerge at this time.

V. Round 2. The process is repeated, with B descr,i.bing C's
behavior dhd A acting as referee. Then they discuss the
experience. ,e

VI. Round 3. The proce,ps is repeated againe with C describing
A and B acting as a rekeree. Then they discuss the
experience.

1110
VII. Triads link up withlone or two otiaer triads to,process-the

exercise. Participiants are instructed in this phase to
attempt to observe all of the messages, both vetbal and
nbnverball_emitted during this fleeting.

A8-23 ii
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Objective:

HAND-TALK

'19

I. To facilitate individual members in communicating
non-verbally their own interprertion of particular
feelings.

To study body'language messages.

Grouj Size: Any number of paired participants.

Time Required: TwosIty minutes.

.Physical Setting: Parlcipants are to stand and face ,ach other.

Process:

I. Patticipants pair off and,. ve (4part. Membrs Of each pair
stand and face each'other

The facilitator announce that'eaCh-m4mber of a pair should
take turns attemPting non-verbally to communicate to his .
partner the feelings namd by the facilitator.

, /

riI. The facilitator annoidnces the following feelings separately
with about a minute for both partners' expression: (a),

frustration (b) tension, (c) joy, '(.11) friendliness,.(e)
anger, (f) ilate,(g):elation, and (h) ecstaCy.-

IV. The partners,will then veldbally discuss the differences or
similarities in their individual.interpretations of the
feelings..

V. The facilitator may, IT:assertible the group and discuss the
experi6qce.

A0-24: .
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IMAGINARY OBJECT

0110ective: To1 practice non-verbal communication.

Group Size: Unlimited number of groups of six to eight members.

Time Required: Twenty minutes.

Physical Setting:, Participants are seated facing each other.

. Process:

I. The facilitator announces that he is going to place an.
imaginary spherical object on the floor in the center of
each group. Someone is,to pick uP.the object, make something
out of it, and pass it on.

After about ten minutes, each group processes the experience,
and then the secAlence is repeated, with an imaginary cubic
object.

A
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!II OUJective: To encourage the conversion of feeli into actions.

WORDLESS MEETING-

A

f

1

Group Size: Unlimited.

Time Required: Thirty minutes.

'Physical Setting: A room large enough to allow some freedom of
movement. All chairs and tables should be
pushed to one side.

Process:

16.

I. During the first meeting of the grouP-the members are.
instructed that they can not use,workds, either written
or spoken.

4111

IJ. The facilitator may call for a closed-eyes session in
. order to have.the heightende experience of senses other

than sight.

III. The gi-oup takes their sats and discusses the experience.

1
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JNTIMACY GAME 4

Objective: I. To accelerate the getting-acquainted process in
groups.

II. To study the experience Of self-disclosIire.

III. To develop authenticity.in groups.

Group Size: Unlimited.

Time Required: One hour.

Materials Utilized: Intimacy Game quidelines handout.
4-/ '

Physical Setting: .Room large enough for dyad91(to talk privately /
without disrupting noise.

Process: r.. .
I

. saw

I. yhe facilitator introduces t e exercise with a biief leCture
on self-disclosure.and buildi g of trust. He explains the
goals of the exercise.

II. Group member's pair off, pre'ferably with people whom tliey
know least.

Intimacy Game Guidelines are described, the ground rules
.are explained, and the forms are then distributed.

IV. Pairs meet for approximately forty-fil4 minutes.

V. Groups of :three or four dyads are formed to process the.
..experience,.

VI. The total group reports from each of the small groups.

Ilk
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INTIMACY gANE GU1DELINE$

Directions: During the time allotted for this experience you are toilsk
questions froM this list. The questions vary in terms of their intimacy,
and you may want to begin with some relatively less intimate ones. You
may take..turns initiating the questions. Follow the rules below.

1. Your communication with your partner will be held in confidence._

2. Any question that you ask your partner you must be willing to
answer yourself.

3. You may decline to answer any question ini,tiated by your partner.

How important is religion in your life?
What-is your favorite hobby-or leisure interegt?
What do you feel most*.ashamed of in your past?
Have you deliberatelY lied about a serious matter to either parent?
What.is the most serious lie you have told?
How do you feel.abQut.couples. livjng together without being married?
Have you ever experienced premarital or extramarital sex?
'Aave you ever had a mys0.cal,ekperience?
What-do yOuregard as your chief falut in personality?
What tutns you op the most?
What turns you off the fastest?
What features of your appearance do you consider most attractive to members

the opposite sex?
WaEwdo you'regard as yomr least.Etttractive features?
How important is money to you?.
Are you qr your parents divorced? Have you ever considered divorce?
What person would you most like to take a trip with right now?
Do you drink alcoholic beverages?.
How do you feel about swearing?
Have you eVer been drunk?
Do l'Iou enjoy manipulating or directing people?
Are females egtial, inferior, or superior td males?
Have you ever been tempted to kill yourself?
Have you ever been tempted to kill someone?
What emotions do you find it most difficult to control?
Is there a particular person you wishpuld be attracted t .you?

Who? (Give name.)
-_What'are you most reluctant to discuss now?
To what person are yOu responding the' most and hoW?
Is there any feature of your personality that you are proud of? What is it?
What was your worst failure in life,.your biggest disamitintment to yourself

or your family? .Y

I
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WIlat is your favorite'TV program(s)?
What is your most chronic pi.oblem at present?
What is the subject of your most frequent daydreams?
How are you feeling about me?.
What are yoUr career goals?
With what do you feel the greatest need for help'?
What were you most punished or criticized for when you were a'child?
How do you feel about crying in the presence of others?.
po you have any misgivings about the group so Phr?
What- is your main complaint about the.group?
Do you like your name?
If you could be anything/anyone-besides'yourself-what/who would yot be?
Who in your group don't you like?

1
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Social-Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

DESERT SURVIVAL PROBLEM
(-1

THt SITUATION

It is approximately 10:0.0 A.M. in mid July and you
have just crash landed in the Sonora Desert in south-
western United States. The light twin engine plane,
containing the bodies of Elie pilot land the co-pilot,
has completelyburn.vd. Only the air franie remains.
'None of us have been injured.

The pilot was unable to notify anyone of your position
before the crash. Howevfr, ground sightings taken be-

-4°b-- fore you crased, indicatied that youare 65 miles off
the course that was filed dn your VFR Flight Plan. The
pilot had indicated before you crashed_that you were
aNproximately 70 miles, south-southwest 'TOM a mining
camp which is the nearest known habitatidn.

\
The Immediate area is quite' flat and exceptsfor occa-
sional barrel and saguaros cacti appArs to be rather
barren: The last weather report indicated that tem-
perature would reach 110 degrees whiCh means that the
temperature within a foot Of the surface will hit 130
degiees. You are dressed in light weight clothing -
short sleeved shirts, pants, socks and stFeet shoes.
Everyone has a handkerchief. Collectively, your
pockets contain $2.83 in change, $85.00 in bills,^a
pack of cigar,ettes, and a ballpoint pen.

THE PROBLEM

Before the' plane caught fire your group was able to
salvage the 15 items listed on the right side of the
page. Your task is to rank these items according to
their importance to your survival, startingAdth "1"
the most important, to "15" the least important.

You.may assUme ttat the number of survivors is the '

same as, the number on your team and the team has
agFeed to stick together%

Step 1: Each member of the team is to individually
rank each item. Do not discuss the situ-

, ation or problem until each member has
finished the individual ranking. Once dis-
cussion begins do not change your individual
ranking.

Step 2: After eVeryone has finished the individual
ranking, rank order the 15 items as a team.

Step 3: Your team will have until
complete Vlis sten.

,
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Items

Flashlight
-(1 battery size),

Jackknife

Sectional air
map of the area

Plastic raincoat
(large size) '

Magnetic
Compass

Compress.kit
with gauze

.45 caliber
pistol (loaded)

Parachute
(red/white)

Bottle of salt
-tablets (1,000
tabjets

1 buart of
1,74k

A4ter.per person

A-book entitled
"Edible Animals
of the Desert".

*
A pair of
sunglasses per
person

2 quars of 180
Proof Vodka

1 top coat
per,person

A cosmetic ,

mirror

Attachment 8
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Lackland Air Force 'lane, Texas 741'6 /1 . 45 May We

The Desert Survival Problem

The Expert kanking iind.Rationale

01 Cosmetic Mirror: Of,all the itemsOe mirror is absolutely critical.
It is the mosc powerful tool you have for communicatikig your presence. In

. sunlight, a simple mirror can generite 5 to 7 million candle power of light.
The reflected sunbeam can even be Seen beyond the horizon. If you had no
other items, you would still have better than an 80% chanCeof being spotted
And picked up within Ohe first 24 hours.

02 I Top Coat Par Person: Once you have a communication system to tell
people where you are, your next problem is to slow down dehydration; Forty
percent of the body masture that is lost through dehydration is lost through
reapiration and perspiration. Moisture lost through respiration can be cut
significantly by remaining calm. Moisture lost through perspiration can be

Without them, survival time would be cut by at least a day.

cut by preventing the hot, dry air from circulating next to the skin. The
top coats, ironic as it may seem, is the best available means for doing this.

03 1 Quart of Waier Per Person: You could probably survive 3 days with just
the first two items. Although the quart of water would not significantly
extend the survival time, it would help to hold off the effects of dehydra-
tion-(See Table II). It would be best to drink the water as you become thirsty
so that you can remain 40 clear headed as possible during the first day when
important decisions have to be made and a shelter erected. Once dehydration
begins, it would be impossible to reverse it with the amount of water avail-
able in this Therefore, rationing it would do no good at all.,

#4 Flaehlisht (4 battery size): The only quick, reliable night signalling
device is the flashlight. With it and the mirror you have 24 hour signalling
capability. It is also a multiple use item during the day. The reflector and
lens could be used as an auxiliary signal device and for.starting a fire. The
battery container could be used for'digging and as S water container in the
distillation process (See-plasticleaincoat).

#5 Parachute (red and white): The parachute can serve as both shelter and
eignalling device. The saguaro cactus, which is pictured 10 the cover, could
serve as tent poles - the parachute shrouds, as tent ropes. Double or triple
folding the parachute would give dark enough shade to reduce the temperature
underneath it by asuch as 202.

06 Jackknife: Although not as crucial as the first 5 items, the jack knife
.imuld be useful for/rigging the shelterand for cutting up the very tough

barrel cactus for moisture. Its innumerabie other uses 4ives it the high
ranking.

47 Plastic.Raincoat (large siie) In recent years, the development of plastic,nonporous material has made it possible to-build a solar still. By digging ahole and placing the raincoat over it, the temperature dif'ferenkial will extract
some moisture from urine soaked sand and pieces of barrel cectii and produce con-densation on the underside of plastic. By placing a small stone in-copter of

CO
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plastic,.a cone shape can be formedand cause moisture to.drip,into the flash-
light container buried in the center of the hole. Up to a quart a day could
be obtained in this way. This would be helpful, but not enough to make any
significant difference. The physical activity required to extract the water'
is likely to use up about twice as much body water AS Could be gained.

5 Caliber Pistol loaded): By ihe end o the second day, speech woad
be seriously impaired aItd you might be unabl to walk (f) to la dehydration).
The pistol would then be useful as a sound signalling device and the bullets
as a quick fire starter. (The international distress signal id three shots
in rapid succession). There have been numerous cases of survivors going un-
detected because they couldn't make any loud sounds. The butt of the piatol
might also be used as a hammer.

The pistol's advantages are counter-balancea by its liery dangerous disadvan-
tages. Itbpatience;/ irritability and-irrationality would all occur as

18 .45 Caliber Pistol (loaded) COntinued
pup.

.dehydration increases. This is Why critical decisions should be made before
dehydration sits in. Under the,circumstances, the Availability f 90 lethal
a tool constitutes a real fianger to the team. Assuming 'it were not.uied
against humans, it might be used for hunting--which would be a.,complete waste .

of bffort. Even if someone were able to shoot an anipal with JAI, which is
very unlikely, eating the meat would increase dehydration enormotsly as the
body 'uses its water to process the food.

#9 A Pair of Suneasses Per Person: In the' intense of the desert,
photothalmia and solar retinitis (both similar to the 'effe ts of'snow blind-
neas) could be serious problems especially by the second day. Hawever, the-
dark shade of the parachute shelter would reditiothe problem, aa would darken-
ing the area around the eyes with soot from t reckage. Using the handker-
chief or compress material as a veil with eye slits cut,into it. Would eliminate
the vision problem. But sunglasses would make things more comfortable.

lO Compress Kit with Gauze: Because of the desert's low humidity, it is
considered one of the healihiest (leest infectious) places in the world.
And becuase the blood thickens with dehydration, there is little danger from
bleeding'unless a vein is severed. In one weil,documented case, a man, lost
and without water, who had torn off all his clothes and fallen amongIsharp
cactus and rocks until his body was covered with cuts, didn't., bleed.until he
was rescued and given water.

The kit materials'might be used as: RoPe and/or by wrapping your legs, ankles,
and head, including face, a further protection against defiydration and sunlight.

#11 MaApetiC CompaAs: Aside from the poesibility at using its reflective
surfaces as.an auxiliary signalling device, Ole compass is of little uie. It
could even be diongerous ko have around once the effects of dehydration take
hold. It might give someone the notion of walking out.

2
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012 Sectional Air MapollatArAt: Might be helpful for startift fire,

or for toilet paper'. One man might Ude it for a head cover or eye shade.
It might have entertainment value. But it is essentially unsless and perhaps
dangerous becaase it too might encourage walking out.

013 A Book Entitlid,_ "Edible Animals of the Desert": The problem confronting
the group is dehydration, not starvation. Any energy expanded in hunting would
be costly, in terms of potential water loss. Desert animals, while plentiful,
.are seldom seen. They survive by laying low as should the survivors. If the

hunt were successful, the ihtaka of protein would cause an increase in the
amount of water used to prOcess.the protein in the body. .General rule of
thumb--if you have lots of water, eat, otherwise, don't consume anything.
Although the book might contain useful tnformation, it would be difficult to
adjust your eyes to reading and,remain attentive as dehydratiowincreases.

014 2 Quarts of 180 Proof Vodka: When severe alcoholism kills someone, they
usually.die of dehydration. Alcohol absorbs water. The body loses an enormous
amoiint of water trying to throw .off the alcohol. We estimate a loss of 2 to
3 oz. of-eater per oz. of alcohol. The vodka consumed could be lethal in this
situation. Its presence could cause someone in a dehydrated state to increase
his probAem. The vodka would be helpful for a fire or as a temporary coolant
for the body. The bottle might.also be helpful. But all in all, the vodka
represents more dangers than help.

lk

,015 Bottle of Salt.fablets (1,000 tablets): Wide spread myths-46out salt
tablets exist. The first problem is that' with dehydration and loss of water,W=.0
blood salinity increaies. Sweat coneains less salt than extra cellular fluids.
WithaAt lots of eXtra water, the salt tablets would require body water to get
rid of the increased salinity. The effect would be like drinking sea water.
Even except in'geographical areas where there are sa,lt deficiencies.

s
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVES

,

0
SG/WB 3A1R73430A/B301117361A/B/

30ZR7364A/B/1-2-1
30 June 1978'

Introthiction To Social Actions

PERSONAL GROWTH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Identify essential background :Information concerning group

influence and dynamics, and techniques'for constructive and

healthy interpersonal iommunication%

In the small nroup setting, participate in a manner which

demonstrates characteristics conducive to constructive" and healthy

communication in accordance with the criteria listed in the Personal .

Growth and Professional Development Performance Test.

INTRODUCTION

In the most exciting and revealing aspect of your work at this

school begins with this block of instructions on Personal Growth

and Professional Development: The self-awareness you gain in this

unit of instructions can be the most.helpful tool that you gain

during your stay. To help other people, you must first understand

yourself and how you,relate or "come across" to others.

In Personal Growth and Professional Development, yi:iu will dis-,

cover numerous ways that groups influence you as well as numerous

ways that you tnfluence the group. you will learn this on a cogni-

tive (thought) level and then be able to experience it on an

affective (feeling) level in the small group "laboratoty." Addi-

tionally, you will examine the relationship of warmth and affection

expressed by institutions and families to mental illness. -This unit

will also explore,the meaning Of group dynamiCs and its importance

in terms of,group functioning along with two domains of group inter-
.

action, content and process.

Once you.have acquired this background knowledge, we invite you

to communicate in the small-group setting the following ways, which

have been shown to facilitate effective interpersonal communications.

We request that yoy exhibit a willingness to participate iri,the

learning environment by sharing thoughts.and feelings, by being at-

tentive to others and by listening to others. You will be asked to

demonstrate,an ability to accept feedback 4s to.how your behavior

affects.others including your verbal and minverbal expressions of

feelings and attitudes. Our business in Social Actions deals with

feelings to a great degree; therefore, our ability to differentiate

between thoughts 4nd feelings is of prime importance in our inter-

personal communications. Showing respect for others and refraining

Supercedes 110 A/B-I-2-18 Personal Growth and Professional ttvelopment,

27 Sep 77; WS A/B-I-2-6, Goals for Personal Development, undated.
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from "putting others down" for their exoressiobs'of fear, anger,
love, etc.,.will enhance the communication nrocess. Participation
in the group process is an integral part of effective group functioning
and can best be shown by summarizing and clarifying the ideas of
others.

Most of the important decisions you.make, or which are made
about yoU, are made in snmll groups of two or more people. You grew
up in a small grOup called a family. In that group ou learned
patterns of thinking, how to live, and how to cope in this world.
From that family group, and later a small group of friends (your
peer group) you picked up most of the things you know about and how
to interact with others. And so it goes, up until the present.

Today, we are going to learn about personal growth in a living
laboratory setting. To the degree that you are aware of and under-
stand what is happening in small groups, you gain the ability to
control what is happening to you. This widens-your choices and puts
you more-in cOntrol of your destiny. You are no longer moved by
forces outside your awareness, but you can usg those aspects of the
group to help you. Groups are designed to be a learning experience.
You and your fellow classmates are the subject. The more you parti-
cipate in the group process, the more you will learn about yourself
and your interaction with others: The more'you learn about this
interaction, The more of a success you will be.-

This unit of infromation will enable you to understand how
powerful the influence of groups is. To the degree that you are
aware of and understand what is happening in small groups, you
gain control over what is happening. You are no longer moved by
forces outside of your awareness, but yb,9 can use those aspects of
the group to help you,

NFORMATION

GROW INFLUENCE

Self Perception 4

Perhaps,the first group to influence us was the family. Almost

all 1)f our socialization takes place in this small group. Through

this group, we perceive ourselves as betng good, bad, rich or_poor.
.The family operates as a system of roles, we learn through our
families' orientation what it is like to be male, female, white,
black, etc. Almost all of these lessons are learned before the
ge of 6.. Thus, our perception of ourselves, and what we are, belong'

to a large degree to our being influenced by the small group to which
we belong.

Perception of Others

Often outside our awareness, we learn something about.good people
and bad people4 and this :learning has meaning for us. We learn what

2
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-our limits of acceptable ior are toward ether people. Through

groups we develop stereotype ideas and attitudes, regarding other

people. The individual wh oes against the accepted attitudes/

norms or opinions of his/hr cultural group is rare. Through our

group exposure4 we 'learn what other people expect fram us and what

we can expect from them. Bales, 1950, states that through group

influence, a person believes that he/she is a sharer of a common fate

and is under obligation to cooperate with the other in the satisfac-

tion of the other individual needs as if they were one's own.

Thought Patterns

Through groups, we learn whet is worthwhile to think about.

Most Westerners, Europeans and Americans, think of objects when

they perceive plants, and animals; an object with various properties,

such as color, size and weight. _Most Easterners, if they art Buddist

or Hindu, perceive plants and animals as a process, a becoming,

rather that a fixed object. They see more of a growing pattern,

rather than a descrete, separate object. All of this learning comes

from small grouvs. Our exposure to groups dictates how we think as

well as what to think about. For example, in the Eskimo language

snow has over twenty names because snow is very important to Eskimos.

They see differences which we don't begin Io look for in snow.

'Unconscious Learning Process

Almost all the learning and influence listed on the preceding

page happens outside our awareness. We aren't really conscious

that we are learning these things or that we are being influenced

as a result. How we perceive ourselves and others, and the struc-

ture and arrangement of our thoughtpattorns has a definite influence:

Many psychological experiements demonstrate how we are..influenced

outside our awareness. As we will see, below, the group can influ-

ence even our mast basic ideas outside our awareness.

Basic Ideas

Studies with small groups indicate group influence for such

simple judgement as the relative length of two link (Muller-Lyer

Illusion). Groups can influence whether an object is seen as

moving and .how far it is moved. Muzafer Sherif demonstrated this

influence With his experiment on the autokinetic 'effect. We can

easily get the autokinetic effect in complete darkness, as in a

closed unlighted room, or on a cloudy night in the open when there

are no lights visible.' A single small light seems to move, and it

. may appear to move erratically in all directions. If you present

the point of light 'repeatedly to a person,'he/she may sep the lighX

appearing in different places in the room each time. When placed

in a group situation the individual tends to change his/her percep-

tion IT that of the group norm even though that norm may be different

4,3
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than his/her original Perception. ("The Formatton of Norms," pages

249 7 260,4from An Outline of Social Psychology, revised edition of
Muzafer Sherif and 'Carolyn IT: Sherif, copyrlght 1948, by Harper and
Row pub1isher5.)

Another interesting study by ,Sherif showing`the influence of
groups *Upon percebtion Os "The Robber's Cove Study," 1954. The very

'process of nercention predisposes the individual to regard his/h4r

existing in a supetordinate manner. The group itself is something
greater or mire important than any af,its members. When actina to-

gether or fighting together, certain perceptual properties will be

present that are absent when we attend to the individuals-one zita

time.

RELATIONSHIP OF WARMTH AND AFFECTION TO MENTAL.ILLNESS

To fully understand the group, its power and influence, we must
first examine the very basic actions of groups. 'In this section, we

will examine effkts of warmth and affection or more appropriately,

lack of warmth and affection on mental illness.

INSTITUTIONS

numerous studies have been undertaken with.institutional children
attempting to show the relationship of warmth and affection, or lack

of, to mental illness. These studies show rather conclusively that

,
warmth and affection are essential to intellectual and emotional

growth. I

LACK OF WARMTH AND PHYSICAL CONTACT IN ORPHANAbES. Skeels, Dye

and Spitz show, rather conclusively that institutions (orphanages)

charactertZed by coldness, formality, efficiency and sterility, lack-

ing in Warmth, love and close, continuing physical contact, cause
infants and childremeto develop intellectually and emotionally
immature behavior patterns such aswhaving difficultymplating to
others in the same ray other children their age normaly do.

LACK OF LOVING RELATIONSHIPS IN ORPHANAGES. Goldfarb, 1949,

revealed that the coldness, lack of loving relatiohships, of the

institutional program leads to temper tantrums, stealing, acting -

out, hostility and inordinate demands for attention.

0

WARM, ACCEPTING, EMPATHETIC°SCHOOL TEACHERS. Goldfarb, Spitz,

Dy and Skeels indicate that children,learn much more and faster in

schools which have teachers who seem as warm, accepting, and emphatic

(undePstanding).°

Families ,

Studies have shown rather conclusively that schizophrenic parents

and parents of juvenile deliquents tend to be less loving and caring

'for their children than other parents.



HOME OF_SCHIZOPHREMIC PATIOTS. Homes of schizophrenic patients

are characterized by,conflict and lack of waf3nth, when compared to

normal homes (Goldfarb, 1974).

PARENTS OF DELINQUENT CHILDREN. Parents of delinquent children are

more rejectlnq and hostile to the children tpan parents of normal

homes (Cohn, Miller).

GROUP DYNAMICS

The purpose of group dynamics is to describe the activity that

goes on within a grqup. Behaviorists have studied Man in,his

environment for yeaes. The most exciting aspect of this study is

Man's interactfOn with his peers., In the group environment, people -10*

seem to run the entire gamut of emotions and thoughts which they

act out in both verbal and nonverbal behavior that can be observed.

Volumes have been written on group process alone, and we are still'

learning more.as Man reaches toward his potential through growth.

Man is constantty changing as he faces forces outside himself.

Since we are all human, understanding group dynamics helps us under-

stand.ourselves and how we relate to others, a most useful tool in

the Social Actions career field.

Definition

,
Group dynamics describe the forces and.conditions which are

determining the, behavior of a group and its members. These forces

evolve from a variety of sources and.conditions. Group dynamics are

the forces operating within and upon a group. 6oup dynamics are

not something that may or may not occur in a group. Every me4ting,

every group, every gathering of people has its own dynamics. Every

one of these groups has its own patterKs of forces.

Pshcyo-Social Forces Affecting Groups

The following.condittOns, or psycKolsocial forces, affect a

group. These forces exist.in varying degrees in each group.

Psycho-social forces affecting groups include, but are not limited

to the following:

GROUP BACKGROUND. Each group member brings to the group/situa-

tion a history, a mental set that gives each member a notion as to

what to expect. People might approach a staff meeting saying.to

themselves, wonder when this meeting will be over?" or, "I'm not

going to have anybody jam anything down my throat." Frequently,

someone-will_say_to him/herself, "I hope I can get my idea pushed

through at this meeti-694:"flor--"The,..boss tried to pull a fast one on

Us the last time, but I'm going to be on the lookout this,time."..

Each person'in a group brings to the meeting, situations of hi-S,/her-

own mental set and feelings. These feelings, attitudes, and mind

sets affect the behavior of the participants, and'are forces that

shape the group dynamics.
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GROUP PARTICIPATION PATTERNS. In each meeting/situation, people
are participative in one way or another. Some of the people over-

. participate and dominate the meeting. .The person who talks 80 per-
cent of the time cuts down the amount of time that,the-other people
in the group can speak. Another Nint to consider is how much talk-
ing is done by the group leader. Consider to whom the questions are
usuallY addressed, who answers the questions, or who the people look
toward for guidance. Frequently, you will see persons turn'to one
or another for support or an opinion because they know that person's
reaction from previous experience. Furthermore, we ought to be
sensitive to the fact that discussions frequently do not bring out
what various members of a group might be able to contribute. Some-
times certain members of a group are ignored, or choose to be silent.
All of these participation patterns have an effect on the group's
dynamics.)

GROUP COMMUNICATION PATTERNS. People communicate in a variety of

ways. How clearly people express their ideas may have an effect on
how much they.are listened to. How clearly a leader expresses his/
her ideas may cause any amount ofproblems or encourage group
efficiency. You should look for factors that contribute to mis-
understanding. And you may ask.yourself, "What are the differences
in communftation patterns When differentttypes of vocabulary and

.._ Frequently, at meetings, people "speak past" each other attempt-
,

. :frig to impress one another with their technical vocabularies. They
, may make it impossible for the group to solye its current problem.

,
.

J........... There is another factor in the comMunication.pattern that must
,

be considered, the nonvetbal weans of communication. This involves
our pattern of posture, facial expressions, gestures and body move-
ments. For instance, if yd'u look bored at a meeting, people certainly.

. 'will understand your feeling about that meeting, and they may "catch"
some of your "enthusiasm."

a

.1.4 The patterns of communication will have a definite influence on
a group's dynamics.

It?".

GROUP COHESION. How effective a group is whenmorking as a team
is a measure of Group cohesion. How effectively the group sticks
together or.funciions indicates group uhesion.

Groups arg cohesive through a variety of motivations. For ex-
ample, if a group is attached from the outside, it usually becomes
more cohesive and defends itself from the attackers. A historical
illustration of this phenomenon is that which happened in Germany
'under the autocracy of Hitler.' His scapegoating behavior developed
a cohesiveness among thd Jewish people which had not previously
existed among that group in Germany.

TheAkind of cohesion which is sought in effective working
relationships is that which enables the members of a work group to
cooperate together effectively with all individuals hav.ing cerfain
responsibilities, and at the same time are interdependent.

!;
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GROUP ATMOSPHERE. The factor, group atmosphere, does not refer
to the physical temperature of the room although the group atmos-
phere may be related to the temperature. By group ,aeMosphere, we
mean the informality offreedom individuals have in expressing them-
sepes. Is the group atmosphere permissive an4 friendly?' Are the
members willing to share their personal feelings? How frankly do
people express their real feelings about a problem or issue.

A 'good group atmosphere is necessary in developing a learning
environment. One.of the goals of a good leader is to create the
ktnd of environment in which members feel free to speak when they
have something-to say.

The type of group atmosphere will have a definite,impact on the
group. PlanniWg for this group dyamic is essential for people who
want to run an effective group.

GROUP STANDARDS. The code of operatibn that a group adapts in
a particular situation is called the group standard. This standard
is a sense of responsibility that the group possosses relative to
the way it carries out its work. These standards are ways of be-
having that'emerge from the group's Oast experience. Group standards
are the typical and accepted ways .of behaving. You cat see that a
group standard for or against a behavior will increase or decrease
the probability of that behavior occurring. Therefore, group
standards have a definite impact on the group's collective behavior.

GROUP PROCEDURES. To have an effective meeting Or conference,
it is necessary that the group follow an agreed-on-procedure. Some

types of procedUres- will be helpful, others-will hinder the group's
'progress. In certain situations, Robert's Rules of Order might
prove effective, while in others these rules May proVe stifling.
In most growth and counseling groups, there is no need for such rigid
'rules of order. But in these groups, procedures do develop, and
hopefully the procedures that do develop will be_ones which encour-
age the atmosphere in which people.can discuss their problems openly,
and at the same time allow each other to be heard.

MEMBERSHIP CONCERNS. In any effective group situation,, there is
a mature functioning of group members-to achieve genuine group
thinking and group action. There must be shared responsibility on
the part of the group members. They must, want to contribute to th
task of reaching the set oWals which they define. Thfs can
develop only when the chairrn or designated leaders share the
responsibility of leadership with the members,'and when the members
are willing to carry out this responsibility.

. LEADERSHIP STYLES: Most ,researeh, in the studY of groups indicates
primarily three types of leadership style's: autocratia4-democratic,
and laissez-faire. The most frequently found.type of leadership
today ls categorized as "benevolent autocratic".or a combination if
autocratic and democratic. This is the type ofleader who' to
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do something for the good of the group, but does not knoW how to be

a democratic leader. Effective management and supervision often .

involves developing the talents of people around the leader and using

their paeticipation in the decision-making process.

Autocratic. The autocratic leader is authoritarian. This person k

makes aT1 the polic8; determinations. Techniques and actiNity steps

are dictated, one at a time, so that future steps are uncertain to

the workers. .Not only does the autocratic leader tends to be

"personal", in his/her praise and criticism of each member's work,

while remaining aloof from the group's actiiity except froM when de-

monstrating how to do a job task.

Democratic. The democratic leader allows all policies to be

discussed and decisions are largely made by consensus with the

leader's assistance and encouragement. Group members gain a perspec-

tive of what needs to be done during their discussion periods. Only

the-general steps to the group goal are sketched. When technical

advise is needed, the leader proposes two or more alternatives from

which the members can choose the most appropriate method. Members

are free to work with par ners of their choice, and the division of

tasks is left up to the g up. The democratic is usually objective

or cact-minded in his/her oise and criticism, and tries to be a

jsegular leader member in pirit without doing too much of the work.

Laissez-Faire. The laissez-faire leader gives the group,complete /

freedom in making individual and group decisions with minimum leader-

ship participation. Only materials are supplied by the leader, who'

supplies information only when he/she is asked. This leader takes

no other part in work discussion. The laissez-faire leader does not'

pariticpate in decisions concerning who and with whom work is done.

This leader makes only infrequent statements about the member's work

activities unless he or she is questioned. This leader makes no

attempt to let group members know the course of events, their pro-

gress; nor does he/She a tempt to regulate the work in any way. This

type of leadership is least effective, and most frustrating.to

group members.

LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS. In their complex role as leader, the

different types of leaders will stress different functions'. Functions

of leadership can be divided into Orimary and accessOry of functions..

Prikary Leadership Functions. Primary leadership functions in-

clude those which are essential to the exercise of leadership. They

include being the executive/coordinator. Planner, policymaker, expert,

external group representitive, controller of internal rplations,

purveyor (giver) of rewards and nunighments, arbitrator:and mediator.

Accessory Leddership Functions. Accessory functions are those a

leader may assume or may be assigned by the group by virture of his/

her leadership position. They may include being the example to

follow, external symbol of the group, substitute for individual re-

soonsibility, ideologist, father figure, and scapegoat.

8
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Interaction of Psycho-Social Forces

In ipiderstanding-group d4hamics, it is important to learn that
the psyeho-social forces which affect a group are not independent
conditions. The osycho-social forces listed above act interdepen-
dently,.accent.uating each other depending on the strength and
Character of the other forces which are operatiqg within a group:
For instance, the leadership style will have a definite influence on
both groun cohesion and group atmosphere. Even if group cohesion is
high, other factors such as membership concerns and group standards
qpn serve to diminish or increase the groOp cohesion, depending on
rieir strength and character.' tvery group has its own uniqUe pattern
of forces which we refer to as the,group's dynamicl.

1

Importance of Understanding The Dynamics of A Group

In social Actions, we are in'groups, small and large, virtually
all the time. To be effective in pur jobs, we must-be effective
managers of groups. Whether-it be the Human Relations.,Council, the
Drug/Alcohol Abuse Control Committee, the Reahilibation tommittee,
staff meeting, the human relItions or drug/alcohol classroom, orp
group counseling, groto dynamics affect our ability to'get the job
.done. Awareness and recognition of the particular forces influencing
11 group can make us better able tO predict the outcome, and better
able to.influence the outc8Me of these various groups. . Through under-
standing group dynamics Weca0 become better attuned to the group
process so that we can undirstand.how the group is functfoning, how
the group is going about its furiness. If we understind this, we ,
can help make the groups in which we work, more efficierit'and effective.:

MAJOR DOMAINS OF GROUP FUNCTIONING

You havd.often heard,,and at times have given bxpressiv6 to.your
own abhorence of "anotherJneetin0;'? some common complaints being:.
they are a waste nf time; some members will bebome angrY;'some members
distrust theleaders' motivations; some feel "bulldozed." The two
major domains (field's of action) in a group are the group's content
and proofs,s.

Content

When we obsetve what a group is tallino about, we are focusing
on the group's content. The groun's task may be select, define, or
solve problems. The groun ma, be tielayecrin meetinn its objective
by talkingabOutN"there.and then" concerns which are usually abtract;
future or papt-oriented. 'There and then" concerns are ones which

' do not involve the members directly at present. sWhatever the group
is talking about, be it "here and now" or "there and then," the sub-
ject and words,they use are the group's content. The content of a
group is what is being sand and done.



Process

When we observe how the group is going about its task of problem
solving, we are focusing on the group's process. When we observe
the process of a group, we are looking at the "here and now" func-
tioning of that group. To observe-process and not mere content, we
focus on how the group is working; what procedures, organization,
decision-making, leadership, etc., is being done. One of the
easiest aspects of group process to observe is the complication
pattern. To observe the commilnication pattern, we look at who talks,
for how long, to whom, and how often. We may also notice who talks
after whom, who interrupts whom, the style of communicatiop (asser-
tion, questions, tone of voice, gestures, etc.) among other things.
It is not 5o important to see what is said as it is to see how.

l

Whe

il

we focus on a groun's process, often what we see is the group's
inte al maintenance. In order to keep a group moving toward fts
goal, ina intenance (esprit de corps) is needed. Maintenance func-'
tions which are,normally observed when one looks for a group's
process are the degree to which people in the group stir things up,
harmonize.and compromise, enjoy the process, give and receive feed-
back, help others contribute, accept other's feelings, express
group feelings, and review the group's process. If you focus on
these group maintenance functions you will be observing the group's
process.

Distinguishing Between.Content and Process

It is very important to distinguish between a group's Content
and process. You should be able to shift your focus of attention
from being involved in the content to observing the process of the
group. If you are able to make this.s6ift, you will be able to
know.not only what is being said, but also how the .group is func-
tioning. If you know how the group is functioning, you will be in
a better position to have a votce in what the grbup does. If you
are aware of the group's dynamtcs and process, you will be able to
influence the :group to accomplish its objectives more efficiently.

Participant Conceptualizer

4

te ask you, when you are in groups, to become a Imrticipant
co'n ptualizer." Observe how the group is functioning,'while at the
sabe time, you are an active member in accomplishing the group's
task, Share your thoughts and feelings, your perceptions with the
other groUp members, risk a little.' Increase your awareness of the
sources and conditions of the psycho-social forces affecting your. .

gtoup. As you begin to be a "participant conceptualizer," you will
probably increase your enjoyment and satisfaction in-being a member
of a-productive group.

SUMMARY

Groups influence us in four ways: how sie perceive ourselves
andiOat we arev how. we Perceive others and their intentions, by
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affecting the structure and arrangement of our thought patterns,
and influencing even our most basic of ideas.

The relationship between the degree of warmth and affection
expressed by institutions and families to mental illness is:
Children develop in emotionally ond intellectually immature ways
when the institution is characterized by coldness, formality,
efficiency and sterility. Coldness of institutional, programs leads
to termer tantrums, stealing, acting out, hostility, and inordinate
demands for attention. Children lehrn much,more and faster in
schools which have teachers who are warm, accepting: and empathetic.
Homes of schizophrenic natients are characterized by conflict and
lack of warmth. Parents of deliquent children are more rejecting
and hostile to their children than normal homes.

Group dynamfts are the forces which influence a group. Aware:-

ness and recognition of the particular psycho-social forces
_influencing a group enables us to be better attuned to the group
process and thereby'influences the group's outcome.

The two major domains of grOup functioning are: content and
process. A group's content is whatis sai.d or done; whereas, the
group's process is how the group goesiabout accomnlishing its task.

Next, we will examine tDe performance objectives which, if
followed, will help you coniunicate more effectively in the small-
group situation.

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

There Ore a vmber of ways you can improve:your interpersonal
communications.' ..jhis portion .of.the study guide will.explore keys.
to personal awareness with guilelinest -This readinglwill expound-
upon the activity which will be going.on in the living laboratory
of personal growth and development. To better understand what is
'written' here you lre invited to read and discuss these ,prior to
entering into the group situation.

The degree that you are willing to share your thoughts and
.eelings in the group usuallyr'dictates the amount of learning you
will derive from the group.

Participate In the Learning Environment /-'",

SHARE THOUGHTS. Thoupht process is "reading" the group and
your responses to group stimuli at a cognitive or thinking levvl.
Sharing your thoughts with the group means risking your self-esteem,
but it is the only. way you can check your interpretation of process
.for accuracy.

SHARE FfECINGS. With thoughts come feelings., and you need to
. "align your thoughts and feelings in order to become more attuned

... . ., 1.3
1.
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with.what-,is going on within you as well as others. In our society
men in particular, have difficulty sharing feelings. In dealing

. with people, it is essential for you to be able to express your
feelings. Sharing thoughts and feelings sometimes reveals very
positive things.about oneself,, such as learning that you are .astute'
and accurate in feeling interpretation.

LEARNING PROCESS

Keep an open mind. Working at acceptance of others, having
humility, and a keen desire to Werstand others, will facilitate
'growth in groups. A closed mind, a prejudiced mind, cannot learn
what others will teach us through revealing their experiences,
thoughts and feelings. It.will take a conscious effort to keep
preconceived/notions out when listening to others:

Being Attentive

Being attentive meant to focus on what the individual is saying,
both verbally and non-verbally. It means listening'with the entire
body, not with just the mind. It 'Tans "tuning in," the eyes, th'e
ears and the body; giving.the speaker or the group all of your
energy toward listening.

Listening to others

.Active listening is being with the individual who is communica-
ting, whether they are conveying a thought, an emotion, or just -

talking with no specific purpose in mind., Active listening requires
discipline; a "want" to hear, not a "got" to hear. In the.group
process, listening and observing are key elements, this job should

. not be left up to the facilitator, it.is part of group functioning
and partitipation.

A

Attending to the Issues at Hand

. .

It.is imperative that group members1 attend to the issues at /7

hand and not attempt to change subjects at will. This will require
'soma to sit on-their problems or needs for a while to aid others. /

Detracting from the issue, can sometimes haye a bad effect on the
person or persons who raised the'point at hand for it can be con-
strued as a "discount." fveryone. in the group has a right to be
heard. 'Attending to the issues at hand will facilitate this process.

. ACCEPTANCE OF FEEDBAd
,

Rarely are we afforded/the opportunity to receive honest feed-

. back on how!we are perceived by others in an everyday situation.
Almost as tare is the opportunity to learn'to confront others by

providing them feedback on their behavior. The development of,an.

ability'to give and receive feedback is an important aspect of our
. . ,

12
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growth. How are we going to grow and change, if we are not-aware
of those behaviors that are inhibiting our moVement toward full

potention? A preface to feedback requires close scrutiny of out
openness to others, our defenses and our ability-to stay in the
There and now."'

Openness

Openness is allowing others into your psychological "space."
Being Open is difficult in today's retatirly "closed" society. How
many times have you met a person, disliked them at first, but after
you knew them better, found this person to be likeable? This person
was probably not "open" with you to begin with, How many tinles has
someone said to you, "You're not at all what t thought you were like,
when I first met you?" Again, your openness was probably lacking.
You, like others, reveal that which you want pegole to see. Being
open about yourself, and not presenting a facade', is quite risky
since you can be so easily misinterperted. Being open takes risks,
the risk that the "real you," will not be acceptable to others. Few .

people in today's society will affort themselves that risk. However
in the group situation, you will be asked to display openness so-
that youcari see yourself as others see you. If you don't Show your
real self to others, they cannot give you true feedback on be-
havior, and you will miss the opportunity to receive this feedback.

Nondefensiveness

Of course, the opposite of nondefensiveness is defensiveness.
All of us have a tendency to place barriers in front of ourselves
for self-pretention. We have ddfense mechanisms which come in many
forms; adapted at .a conscious or unconscious level. In a group
setting, these mechanisms come into paly in the form Of silence,
anger, aggression, withdrawal, to name a few. Developing nondefen-
siveness requires acceptance; acceptance of feedback as to how we .

affect others. Listening to criticism without rationalizing the4
behavior that promoted the criticism. cepting others and theft-
viewpoints without a desire to change eni is another form of non-
defensiveness. _Also, to make a state t have it challenged, and
not respond is practicing nondefensive ss.

Here apd Now

"To the degree that I am in the (here and new) is the degree
that I am healthyl" A quote from Michael Grinder's book,
seems tO sum up the importance of staying in the "here and now,"
Being out of touch with reality,,living'in the "there and then"
(past or future) describes, the "here and now" opposites. Of course-
our dreams, wants and plans have a place in our lives, but to live
these as if they were today, diminishes our "reality base" to'a point
that we could lose touch with living our day-to-day lives. Moving
out of,the "here and now" can be done op a conscious or unconscious



level, it could be something we do frequently and are not aware of

it. It is imoortant, in the practice of here and now behavior, to

have "presence;' being a part of whatever we are doing today, a part

of our work, play, environment in general. It is important to keep

touch with reality as we perceive it. "Here and now" behavior can

only be accomplished through fact, not fantasy; in other words, what

is really going on in our lives. Staying in the "here and now"

enables us-to deal with reality'as it exists when we are best
able to deal with\it, right now while it is happening.

FEEDBACK TO OTHERS

Are we so sensitive to the feelingsof others that we do not

need information from others about our behavior? In most cases, the

answer to this question is "No." We operate on a stimulus-resp nse

basis with our environment. Our interpersonal relations with o ers

is based on feedback, both verbal Ind nonverbal, we receive from

others. Here, you will be asked to provide others feedback on t eir

behavior so that they will know how theA- behavior affects you.
Rarely does the opportunity arise whereby you can be observed and be

told how your behavior affects individual's in a group. Honest feed-

back does not mean thIglyou will be told or-you will tell others

what'lhey want to heaerbut rather honest reactions to behavior are
mirrored back to group meMbers so that it is possible to determine

one's effect on others. Feedback is best given in the following

way: Feedback should be specific,-timely, behavior others can change,

a personal expression of your feeling about that behavior, and'be

validated. - c

Specific Behavior

You are not in the group to be torn to shreds with barbs, nor are

you there to be pacified. Jou should not be attacked and told to

change, this is not the purpose of feedback. You will simply be

told how something you have Said or done affected others. Your be-
.

liefs are yours and should you decide to change them, y u may do so,

but, no one is going to attempt to make you change. As u want to

be treated, you should,trtat others in the group. Be s cific when

you give feedback, it is veryilifficult to react to glo al general-

ities, but people can react to "When you did this behavior, I felt

." Therefore, when giving feedback to others, state the

speCific'behavior.

TiMely

It is imperative to staybitithe "here and now," therefore time-

liness if 'of utmost importan'ce It is acceptable to draw upon

1:there and then" experiences 9nly if they relate'to the "herze and

now." Too much deviation from present indichtes,"there and then"

living which will inhibit the learning process. 'Often you have

experienced being around those who like to play the game of "I can

renlemberwten," and nostalgic journeys begin which provide little

14
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or no pertinence to what is going on in the group. Have you gotten
bored by someone "saving stamps" and dumping all their feedback they
have saved up for 2 months all at once? Feedback, to be effective

must be near to the event in time.

Behavior Others Can Change

It does no good to give a person feedback on something he or she
cannot change. One cannot change the fact that one has white or black
skin, that one has a broken arm, or that one does not have the_use of
his/her legs and must operateefromwa wheelchair. Since one cannot
change these kind of permanent characteristics, it does no good to
.badger that person with feedback about something he/she cannot do
anything about. To.be effective, feedback must be put in such a way
that the 'person to whom the feedback is directed, understands that
hershe has control over it and can choose to change the behavior if
he/she wants to. .

Personal Expression of Your Feeling

When 9jving feedback, you should give.in such a way that the
feedback is a personal expression of your feeling.about that observed
behavior. If you tell.a person that his/her behavior was "bad, in-
cokrect, wrong, or insane," that person will tend to become defensive.
If that person becomes defensive, that krson will have difficulty
hearing what you are.savihg. It is far better to say to the.person,
"When you did (behavior) , I felt (your feeling)." In this way,
you give the other person a chance to see how he/she affected you in
a personal way without condeming the other person's behavior and
encouraging them to be delensive.

Validated

Finally, when giving feedback, it is best to validate whether
your feedback seems to be true to the other person. It is entirely
possible that you have taken a portion of the other persdn's behavior
and misinterpreted their intentions. You have the opportunity to
validate, or "check out" with the other person whether it their
opinion your feedback is correct. Validating your feedback is essen-
tial to good tommunication; otherwise, you could be operating from
a base of much misinformation. Validating feedback gives you the
opportunity to see how your feedback has affected the other person.'
Since there are times when your feedback may affect the other Person
more than you anticipate, or may be misinterpreted by the other
person, validating your feedback is an essential part of relating
effectively to others.

r
RESPONSIBLE FOR OWN BEHAVIOR

They's are many ways in which people 6n diffuse or disguise
repponsibility for statements made in-groups., We will logi at three

4!
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ways to disguise responsibility, and then ways you are expected to
take responsibility.for your behavior in groups.

WAYS TO DiFFUSE OR DISGUISE RESPONSIBILITY

Speaking For The Group

Unless you ha.ve cleare'd whai you want to say with the .rest of
the group, and they gave you nermission to speak for them, chances
are that when,you say, "We feel ." you are speaking for your-
self, not the group. By.saying "We feel" you are disguising who
feels that way. You- are not taking responsibility for your feeling.
In groups, it is important for people to know you. If you only
speak for the group and not yourself, it is very difficult to sort
out what vou ctand fnr You ma" believe that it is more polite to
say, "We want ." than "I want ." But in reality, it is far less

polite to speiFfOr the groU0,- when in reality you are only speaking
for yOurself.

The Invisible "You" or "One."

You have probably heard people'give their reason for doing or
not doing something by stating, "You can not do that." or "One has
to do,this." The'real question here is, "Who says you can not or
that you have to do this?" Who is resoonstble for saying you can .

or cannot do-this? In the case of these two sentences, the person
responsible is invisible. 'No one is responsible. This is why we
ask you to say, "I won't to that." or "I want to do this." rather
than the sentences in which no one was responsible. The later '

sentences are much-clearer, and the person making-the later state-
ments is taking ownership for his/her preferences.

Me-Too-Ism
A

In taking responsibility for your own thoughts -and feelings, we
ask you to surface thes'e thoughts ahd feelings in such a way that
people will know where you stand. If you wait for others to make
a statement, then say, Me, too." the others in the group will not
know what your thoughts and feelings are. They will only know that

,you agree with otherc alot. It takes guts to come up with.your
own ideas and state it as your own. It may be difficult as first
to overcome the fear that others may reject your 6wn idea, but it
is the only, way people will core to know that you Nave ideas of
your own, and what they are. "Me.:.too-ism" disguises responsibility.

WAYS TO TAKE OWNERSHIP FOR BEHAV,IOR

The best way to take responsibilttY' for your own thoughts and
feelings is to make "I" statements. Instead'of speaking for the

group and Saying "We want ." say, "I want

16
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Instead of usinn the "invisible you" 11kep,"You can not do that," say

"I wonat do that." Instead of only agreeing with something already

said, come up with your own ,original ideas; ones which others can

respect or reject. This takes a great amount of HO, but without

risk, you will not be known jn the group. If you are not known,

otkitrs will be unable to give you feedback, and then you will miss

thR'great opnortunity to know,how otherffeel about the "real you."

NHOUGHTS VERSUS.FEELINGS

In Social Actidns our business is people. To understand people

and help them hely themselves, we must be able to become aware of

behavior and its meaning. We must understand the messages that are

being sent by the person we are trying to communicate with. We must

be able to distinguish between behaviors that express feelings and

those which express thoughts. Often, peonle confuse thoughts and

feelings. But to help people communicate more effectively, we must t

clarify what they are thinking versus what they are feeling. This

difference is between the cognitive (thought) and affective (feeling)

processes.

"Feel" sta4ements refe'r to the ainnotative aspects of the envi-

ronment. They attempt to report our internal affective, immediate,

nonrational, emotional, "gut" response to environmental events.

UsuallJy, feel statements are Personal and.idiosyncratic,. in that

they refer to inner states, what's hapnening inside of us. Feel

statements, like dreams, cannot be true-or false, or good or bad,

but only honestly or dishonestly communicated.

Changes inside of us provide direct cues to the feelings we are

experiencing. A change in bodily functioning -- muscle tightness,

restlessness, forwning, smiling, inability to stay with a conversa-

tion -- tells us how we are reacting to what is happening. The

sudden emergence of fantasies, impulses (I want to go over and sit

- by Kathy") or.wishes ("I wish Tom would shut up") into our con-

sciousness can provide immediate entry into the rich and productive

area offeelina communication if we can express them:

SoTetimes we can also become aware of what is blocking our

awareness of what we are experiencing. Shame is one kind of block,

especially whed the imoluse sounds child-ribFr regressive. Fear

thai if we communicate wishes, overt befiavior will result is another

bugaboo. It's a leftover from the magical thinking of childhood.

Often, we have a clear expectation of judgement from others if we

dare to express ourselves. In a well functioning group, these blocks

do not correspond to reality. -it can be truly liberattng to express

your feelings without shar, fear or judgement.

ACTIVE LISTENING. To become aware of what others mean, w must

actively listen to what they are saying. When people express them-

selves, they usually speak with more than their voice. The me ning

4. sx.
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of the message a person sends to others is usually transmitted by
body gestures, movements, nods, eye movements, posture, etc., as
well as the words and tone of voice. Unless we are "hearing" more

than just the mere worils of a conversation, chances are we are miss-
ing much of what is'being said. Not only must you "listen" carefully
to what is being said by all the person is doing, but you must also
validate, or ask questions aboutthe meaning of what the other person
is saying. Only by validation will you know for sure whatfthe other
person meant. Active listening of this nature will enable you to
understand others much more clearly. Once you hear all of what a
person is saying, then you can look for the distinction between
thoughts and feelings.

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

Feelings can usually be expressed in one or two words, as opposed
to thoughts. For example, "I'am angry, I am upset, I am confused,"

and "I feel good." are all fee ings. Many people confuse thoughts
and feelings by saying such thi gs as, "I feel that you are bad." or
"I feel like you want me to hit you." Both of these statements are

thoughts, not feelings. Usually if the words "like" or "that"
follow the word "feel," that statement will not be a feeling; it will
be a thought. There are relatively few feelings, and they are usually
stated like this, "I feel osikqi_v_e_j_ or (adverb)."

RESPONSc IN THE HERE-AND-NOW

Some of us spend much of our time reacting to And reliving the
past, while others spend much of our time being anxious about tomor-
r6W. The danger in living too much in the past or future is that
We may not be Paying enough attention to the present, the time when
things are really happening to us, and the time %Olen we can influ-
ence what is happening to us.

Here-and-Now

The principle of "here-and-now" -- the concePt that if a person
stays in the present, focuses his/her attention in the present --

,--Jhe/she will better be able to respond to his/her environment and
, make wiser decisions about his/her life. When in the "here-and-now,"

the indimidual is totally emersed in the present. The person is
totally experiencing the present momeitt cognitively, emotionally,
and physically. The "here-and-now" includes the content and struc-
ture of the present experience. To'recognize when people are in
'the fthere-and-now" look for the following: expression of present
feelings, thoughtsi willingness to b'ring the past or future into
the present; expressing the physical body experience which is present
"now."

to-

18:
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When people find it difficult to live and experience themselves

in the present, they interrupt their present group participation

with memories.of the past, or aspirations or anxieties about the

future. .Often, leaving the "here-and-now" may be a defense to avoid

dealing with a present issue. Signs that a person is in the "there-

and-then".are as follows: diffi6ulty in dealing with present issues;

insisting on continuously talking about the past or future; project-

ing blame for the Present situation on individuals in the past;

defensively explaining why things are the way they are; etc. "There-

and-then" behavior tends to be'a yery inefficikt way of dealing

with life. If you are not "here-and-now," you are unable to deal

with life as it exists. If you are not perceivtng what is being

said and done in the present, you will not be able to make effective

decisions about your life.

Causes of Leaving the Here-and-Now

There m*y.be good reasons to leave the "here-an-d-now" such as

planning for a future problim, discussion of a past event to under-

stand it better, but when avoidance of rWesent painful experience

is the cause watch for a distort-16n of reality. When the present

situation becomes too painful, People tend to avoid dealing with

the present issue. Not dealing with the present issue, makes them

feel good, temporarily, But in the long run, if you do not solve

today's problems today, you will have twice as many tomorrow. If

you have twice the usual amount of problems, chances are that you

put off solving them until later, too. This cycle can lead to ,

the situation in which an individual rarely stays in the "here-and-

now" because he/she has so many problems to avoid. In this situa- *

tion, the person's self-concept has probably fallen to the point

that he/she Will have difficulty mustering the courage to stay in

the "here-and-now" and face the building problems.

How to Keep Yourself and Others In The Here-and-Now

There are several techniques which will help you and others

stay in the "here-and-now."

WARM AND OPEN ATMOSPHERE. The group's atmosphere is extremely

important. If the atmosphere is one of recrimination and hostility

or blame, chances are, everyone will stay on the defensive, and

avoid present issues. A warm, friendly atmosphere in which pro-

blems can bb openly discussed and solved creates the faith that it

is safe to pe in the "here-and-now."

,,..,..
AVOID WHY QUESTIONS.. When you ask a person why #ley did.some-n

thing or why things are the way they are, the person tends to go

'.-,.
into a "there-and-then" explanation of why that is so. The person

responding to a why question will have to avoid the present con-

11.ii.'-:`'i siderations of "What do we do?" "How dowe do it?" and "When can
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we expect it to be done?" If you are being asked a why question,

avoid giving a defensive because answer. Bring the conversation
back to the present and answer the what, how, and when questions.

SHARE YOUR PERCEPTIONS. When a group membersis leaving the-
"here-and-now," share your perception that he/she is'talking about
a "there-and-then" issue. Check your perception out with the person,
and invite thempto come back into the present. Remember that people
-usually leave the "here-and-now" because something is threatening.
Try to identify what is threatening and deal with that isswe. This

will get the issue or "unfinished business" resolved 50 that the
person can stay in. the "here-and-now."

RESPECT FOR THE FEELINGS OF OTHERS

It is easy to have respect for the feelings of others when their ,

feelings are similar to or in agreement (congruenti with our own
feelings. It is more difficult, however, to respect the right of
others to have feelings that are different from our own. We'all come
from different backgrounds, we have different values, we see things .

differently, and consequently we feel differently aboutIvents that
happen to us. If we "put down" a person because his/her feelings is
different from our own, we are likely to silence, anger, or alienate
that person. At best "putting down" others inhibits communication,
and less desireably permanent rifts may be caused. Let us examine a
person's right to his/her own feelings, the consequences of ridicu-
ling a person's expressed feelings, and how we may improve inter-
personal communicatilpn by respecting each others right to hold
different values and express different feelings about the events that
happen to us.

The Right to One's Owil Feelings and Values

.Each one of us hi4 a unique background of different experiences
Because of our personal history, we each have formed values, ones
which differ dependintn how similar or dissimilar our background
and experiences have h. Each of us brings to the present situa-
tion our history, our attitudes, our values, and our needs; these-
combine to shape how we perceive events happening to us. When an'

event happens to us in the present, each of us reacts to that event
differently, depending on our background. Being the-unique person
each of us is, we all have the right to feel differently about a
situation we are presented with.

Consequences of Ridiculing a ,Person's Expressed Feelings

It is easy for uS to begin to believe that because we are logtcal
people, everyone else presented with the same situation should feel
the same about that situation as we do. As you have, no doubt,
experienced, this will not always be the case. When two people feel
differently.about an event which confronts them, they have a choice

20 ,1
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to make. They can choose to accept the feeling of the other person,

thouoh it be different from theirs; or they can reject the other's

feeling. Should you reject the feelings of another person as being

invalid, improper, etc., you may ridicule or "put down" the other

person. If vou ridicule others' expressed feelings, there are several

consequences which you may face.

SILENCE. If you ridicule another person's expression of feelings,

that person may he hurt and decide to remain silent rather that run

the risk of being hurt again. This fear of being hurt cuts off com-

munication. Without knowing how others around ys feel, we are cutting
off vital information which we need to make decisions.

HOSTILITY. If someone ridicules you for your expres40 feeling,

you most likely will become hostile. When you ridicule others for
their feelings, this is what they are likely to feel toward you. 'If

Ihey feel hostile toward you, there are several actions which may
occur.

Cease Attempts to Communicate. Without feedback from others

around you, it will be difficult to make desicions. If others are

angry, chances are they will cease attempts to communicate,with you,

and you will not get the feedback you need. .Even if they continue

to communicate with you, chances are the communication will be dis-

torted.

Express Hostility. If others are angry with yOu for ridiculing
their feelings, they may openly express hostility to you verbally or

y.A
. physically.

13.044

Plot/Seek Revenge. If others are angry with you they may plot

against you or seek revenge in some other way. They may seek others

in the group 0 join with them against you.

SN6W-BALLING EFFECT. When you get a situation going in which
the're is disregard for the feelings of others and resultant, silence,

hostility, and revenge attempts, the situation usually gets out of

hand, producing a "snow-balling effect." In situations like this,

there is anything but good communications. Situations like this

should be avoided if at all possible.

How Respecting The Feelings of Others Improves Communication

To gain an atmosphere in which issues may be openly disct4sed,
it is necessary to respect the right of others to be different. We

cannot demand that others must change to suit us. If you have "em-
pathy" for another'person's feelings, this does not mean that you
agree with thei?\'Oerceptidn. It does mean, howevet*,lhat you attempt
to understand the feelings of others. By attempting to understand
their feelings by asking questions about what led them to feel this
way, you initiate good commuflications. In these circuMstances, the
group atmosphere is one of open discussion and communication, ratherl

21 ,
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than one of hostile silence and recrimination. To really hear what

the other person is saying, one must drop the fear that attempting

to understand the other means agregment with their-behavior. To

really hear, you must drop your defensiveness and really believe that

others have a right to feel differently about things. Once you

clarify differences, then it is often possible to negotiate compro-

mises or ways you both cap achieve your goals.

EMPATHY

Hearing the words that others say is only a small portion of

listening and understanding what they mean. It is only by a great

deal of effort that we are able to understand what the other person
means. One of the best ways to understand is to put ourselves in the

other person's "shoes" for a moment. Empathy is one of the best
techniques for understanding what the other person means. But em-

pathy should not be confused with sympathy or agreement with the

other person' actions. Communication with another person is
difficult because o-F the differences in exneriences, attitudes, and

values. Empathy helps us bridre the communication gap.

Definition of Empathy

Websters Dictionary defines empathy as "intellectual identifica-

tion with or vicarious experiencing of the feelings, thoughts, or

attitudes of another person." This essentially means understanding,

knowning how other people feel or think; why they feed/believe that

way; what has led them to fee1!bel4eve that way. Do not confuse

empathy with sympathy.. Sympathy means, "harmony of or agreement in

feeling, as between Persons on the part of one.person with resnPct

to another; commiseration; consonance, or accord." Sympathy con-

notates agreement with the actions/feelings of others, where as

empathy only means understanding of those actions/feelings. Thus,

it is possible to understand the feelings/actions of others without

agreeing with that person's actions/feelings.

Demonstration of Empathy

We ask you to attempt to understand and reflect (empathize with)

the feelings of others inifie group situation. We ask you to do this

Nbecause it will aid interpersonal communication greatly. It is very

difficult to understand what a person is saying if we defensively

look for what we believe differehtly from that person. Try looking

for similarities in feeling or how you would feel if you were in the

same situation. Put yourself in the other person's shoes, tempo-

rarily. Once you get in touch with how the other person feels or

understand the reason they took the action they did, then reflect

what you understand to the other person. Let this person know that

you do understand. If you do not agree with their action or you

feel differently about the situation, then you may explain how you

feel and the additional or different data that leads you to feel

22
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differently. If there d.ra_good communication channels established

in the group, the other person will listen and attempt to under-

) stand how you feel. Each person has a right to their different

feelings, but we must understand and accept the right of others to

their feelings. Through attempting to empathize with and reflect

other's feelings, we open communication channels. This Opens the

possibility of acceptance, negotiation, compromise, ind/or Mutual.

respect. Empathy and reflection of others' feelings is essential

to good communication. Without empathy and good communication, it
will be impossible for us "helpers" to succeed in helping those who
seek help.

REFLECT, CLARIFY, SUMMARIZE, AND1 ORGANIZE

Another important part of the communication process is the

ability to reflect ideas and organize these ideas so that they

become clear to other group members.

Reflect tatements of Others

In the active listening process, it is necessary for the listener

to listen carefully for what is being said, empathize with what is

being said, then reflect back to the sender what you believe is

being said. Reflection of the statements of others involves clari-

fication and summarization.

CLARIFICATION. One of the easiest ways to clarify what another

person means is to ask that person what he/she meant, You may say,

"Did you mean (.üttins their statement in our own words)?" This

will generate a lia ogue in W ic t e o er person can explAin what

was meant. ,Often, obtaining the facts surrounding an event or feel-

ing will help yo6 clarify what was meant. Using similes or
metaphors will helli you understand their meaning; such as, "It was

like
" If they are speaking in generalities, ask the person

to give you specific examples of what they mean. All of these

techniques will help you clarify what is meant.

SUMMARIZATION. Once wfiat the other person has said has been
clarified, the next 'Steplifi the communication process ts to
summarize in your own words what the other person means. Be sure-

to check your summary out with the original sendef. Does your

summary still reflect whattbat person meant? Summaries are much
easier to remetWer and work with, and so you want to make sure that

your summary of what the other person meant is,correct.

OrganiZe What the Other Person Safd

The next step in the communication process is to organize what
they meant in terms of things you know. This means "pulling to-

gether" what is said in terms of what is meaningful to the group.
Relate what you said to the experience of the group; something they

231.1:4'
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are familiar with. This will aid in integrating the ideas of others

into workable solutions for the group.

SUMARY

T4se performince objectives which you are expected to live by

during smal\l group activities Are ways in which you can take advan-

tage of the communication sent to you. Without practicing these

communication methods, you will be operating in a feedback vacuum.

.
Without communication, we operate in the dark, basing out decisions

on little, if any, accurate data. In a field that attemas to help

people,,good communication techniques are essential to the helping

relationship. Practice gained in the small group laboratory situa-

tion will be winvaluable experience for improving and fine-tuning

your communjWjon skills before reaching .the field.

148
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PART II - TEACHING GUiDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

V4e J.Q.Social Actions deal with a
wide range of controversial areas/
Equal Opportunitrand Treatment
(EOT), drug/alcOhol libuse control,
and race relations all have their
own peculiarities. Yet, there is
a'tbduon threab which weaves its
way through eich facet of Social
Actions business. That common
thread is people.

MDT IVAT ION

4

Each and every day, we deal with
people in some fashion or another
and, therefore, we need at least
a degree of understanding in terms.
of why people behave as they do.
The greater understanding we 4ave
of people, the more assistance yrs
will be able to provide -- whether
we are talking about day-to-day-10'

transactions or actually Counsel-
ing an individual who is experi-
encing difficulty in being a

productlive member of the'Air Force
society. Another'consideration is
the'increased self-awareness that
can be'gained; that.is, it is not
only important to understand others,
but it ii equally'important to under-
stand ourselves.

OVERVIEW

Specifically we will be .discuesing

1. A brief iiistory of fAt.

2. Structural Analysis.

3. Second Order Structure.'

4. The concept of stroking.

4 9,
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TRANSITION

BODY (11 Hrs 45 Min)

PRESENTATIONn

4a. Using Transactional Analysis'
cro, identify the factor(s) which
describe the formdtion and opera-
tion of the hummn personality in
interiersonel relattonships.

1. Historical development of Trans-
actional Analysis.

a. TA was devicloped by Eric Berne,
M.D., a social psychiatrist.

(1)- Keen observation of huMan
behavior with tremendous initiative
and insights.

. ,

0'
i2)" Discovered early in pro-

fessional career that using intuition
and only three questions he cOuld1make
accurate predictions of his clients'
behavior.

.' b. Eric Berne was trained as a
paychoana1y.t,but after 15 years of

, training as an "analyst" he abandoned
this-traditional approach to treatment.
TA,'however, hall its roots in psycho-
analyais, and was developed as an off-
shoot of psychoanalysis.

(1) The break from the.tradi-
tional paychoana1ytic -*.pproch was re-

,

lilted to two factorst..

(a) Berhe's use of non-
. .

traditional approaches suchiis humor
and heavy e4hasis on groups.

(b) .Disregard for i-radi-

tional tatus used by the psychiatric
Cield.

o. Based on his groupexperiencea,
the TA concept of interpertignal comm4014h 5 0
cation emerged.- (Transactiahs)

3
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(1) From the group experience-
he developed a TA language which Wai
easily understood by both the therapist
and client.

- (2). This language was used
to help the client understand (cogni-
tively) how his/her behavior was dia-
functional.

d. Berne also observed in his%
clients what appeared to be ego images.
Some client, would:

(1) -Behave as though they
were little chsildren, dispite theit
age.

(2) Act as parental figures.

(3) Deal with factual data
like a computer.

e. His clients would switch back
and forth from one ego image to,another.
From this he developed the codcept of
Parent, Adult, and Child ego states.

f. Berne ob'served that when people
were in group settings a communication
pattern developed which was almost pre-
dictable.

(1)" People seemed to arrange
certain outcomes for themselves.

(2) From this Berne developed
the "game" concept of TA.

g. He continued to observe his
.clients, aiurto disregard information
learned in his traditional vsychoanalytic
training.

(I) Berne diecovered the impor-
tance of such concepts.as strokes, and
.time-structurinp. "(2). He Continued to
obsetve transattions, games, and even--
tually develsped.the concept called'"Life
Scripts."

11
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h. By the end of the 1960's his

theory was almost complete* developed.

i. Other psychologists hav6 con-
tinued to develop and expand his theory.

'EVALUATION

1. From what school of psychology did
Ur. Berne break off from to form TA?

2. What observations led Dr. Berne
to for6ulate TA theory?

3. What major differences were there
between psychoanalysis and TA?

2. Structural Analysis of the personality
'to include.the development Apd characteris-
tics (verbal and non-verbal) of the Parent,
Adult and Child.

a. Structure analysis is the basic
concepts of the Parent,Adult and Child
ego states.

b. Child Ego State

(1) .Development:-

(a) At time.of birth the
Child ego state is all that exists in
an infant.

(b) The Child is the source
of energy, and consists of inate wahts and
feeling states.

(c) Since an infant has
.essentially no vocabulary from birth t(2)
'NAL months most his/her reactions ire
.feelings.-

5
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(d) Recordingslof internal
events (feelings) in response to ex-
ternil events (mostly mother and father)
between birth and age five (a.felt con-
cept of life).

(a) The Child ego state
is eisentially preserved in its entire-
ty from childhood throughout one's life4

(2) Characteristics of the Child.
When.a person is functioning in the Child
ego state/mode, she/he behaves as she/he
did when she/he was.a little boy or girl.
You can'identify the characteristics of
the Child ego state by the verbal and
nont-verbal cues a person exhibits when
in this ego state.

. (a) Nonverbal cues consist
of tears, quivering lips, rolling eyes,
pouting, whining, dowp-cast.eyes, squirm-
iAg, tantrums, shrugging shoulders, teas-
ing, delight, laughter, handraising 11.01
permission, nail.biting, juroping'up ,afid
down with excitement, etc.

(b) VerbalAcues could con-
,

sist of numerous statements, such as:

1 "I dunno. I wanna.
I wish: I don't care. A guess."

2 Many sUpe
-suCh as: biggest, beim, betteti
"Mine is better than yours."). /

-0

3 Curiosity worde,
sUch 40: what, wh;ria, who; when; And
how (which can also be Adult cues).

44)- A Cbild'ego statemuch
younger than a 'year is rarely observed,
since persons who habitually express
this ego state ate usually severely'
disturbed; to function properfy in

9 socieq, one needs the other ego states.

10.1.11.1.

"
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0) The value of the Child

should nat be underestimated. It is

said 'to be the best part of a person,
and the only part that can really
enjoy itself. The Child is the
source of spontaneity, creative change,
and the mainspring of joy.

c. Parent Ego State

(1) Development:

(a) The Parent ego state .
consists of attitudes, perceptual styles,
and behaviors taken in from outside
sources,primarily from one's parents.

(b) The Parent is a re-
cording of the person's perception of
what significant figures in his/her
life have'saidfor done.

(c) The Parent ego state
I. eseeniially non-perceptiCie and non-
cognitive. It is simply a constant and
sometimes arbitrary basis for decisions,
the repository of traditions and values,
and it is vital to the survival of child-
ren, and civilization.

(d) It operates validly
when adequate information for an Adult
decision is not available; but in certain
people it opeates in ipite of adequate
adult information.'

:

(e) The Parent, while taken
whole from othersolis not a fixated ego
state since it can( change over time. A
perOon's experiences can add to.or sub-
tract from his/her arent repertoir ot
behavior and thought .

(2) Characteristics. The Parent
ego state characteristics or cuea are
ones which you generally associate with
someone talking to a child. Certain ver-
.bal and nonVerbal cues will,help you iden-
tify when a paison is in the Parent ego
state.

1 54
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(a) Nonierbal cues con-
4ist of furrowed brow, pursed lips,
ointing index finger, hands on hip!,

head-wagging, pat on the head, horrified
look, wringing of hands, folded arms,
foot-tapping, tongue-clucking, etc.

(b) Verbal clues could
consist of numerous statements, such
an:

1 going to put
a stop to this once and for all."

life of me..."

remember..."

have I told you?, f

you once.."."

2

3

q,

6

7

"I can't for the

"Now, always

"How many times

"If I've told

II"If I were you...

Words like:

11.

I.

stupid, naught, raiculous, asinine,
poor thing, no-no, sonny, honey, how
dare you, and now what.

8 Although :these
are cities, they are not conclusions.

c. Adult Ego State.

(1) Developments'

(a) The human nervous
system is not fully develamdfat
It is developed at about age 12.

;ft

(b) Logical thinking
probably does not begin until late
in the first year of Iife. (10,months)
Logical thinking slowly increases until .

full abstract thinking is available by
around age 12. Tt is at this age that
the Adult becomes fully functional.

1 55
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Characteristics:

.(a) The Adult ego state
objectively appraises reality.

(b) It gathers, stores, 1

and uses informat on from all sources-
internal.from the other ego states.(Child
and Parent), as wll as from the externar
world.

k;

(c) he',-Adult uses this

information 'to make statements and
estimates possibilities.

(d) The Adult is often
called the computer because it functions
like a digital computer. It computes
logically, and-without,leeling, the
data it has taken 11'1.

(e) Nonverbal cues
consist of:

1 Listening as a
continual movement ofthe face, eyes)
body, with an eye-blink every three-to-
five seconde. Nonmovement denotes non-
listening.

2 The face has a
straightforward expression and the head
is straight. Listening with the head
tilted denotes.an Angle in mind.

(f) Verbal clues consist
of:

I. 1 Questions, such as:
.

what, when, how, where, Who, etc.

fr

MOM
2 Responses or state-

ments, such as: how muCh, in what way,
true, false, probably, possible, I think,
in my opinion, etc.

EVALUATION

What are the differences in the .

development of the three ego states?

2. Whatl'are the characteristics of
the Parent? Nonverbal cues? Verbal
cues?

';Y:.4.
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3. What are the characteristics
of the Child? Nonverbal cues?
Verbal cues?

4. What are the characteristics
of the Adult? Nonverbal cues?
Verbal cues?

3. S'econd order structural analysis:'
Elements contained within the three
ego states and their effects..

a. Second order structural
analysis'is a finer analysis of
the Payent, Adult, and Child ego
states as initially defined in
structural analysis.

b. Child Ego State:
't`
(I) Within each Child ego

state there is a Parent, Adult, and
Child ego state.

(2) The Child in Child,
more commonly known as the "natural" --
or "free child", is that part of the
Child ego state that is the very young,.
impulsive , untrained; expreesive infant
stilt inside each person. It is often
like A self-centered, pleeeure' loving
baby responding with cozy affection
when his needs are met or WAtkangry
rebellion when they are not met.

(a) The function of the
"Natural Cluld" is spontaniety, in-
timacy, and joy. Thus, many people
in Transactional Analysis have labeled
this the most delightful part of the

,personality.

(3) The Adult in the Child,
"Little Professor", is the unschooled
'wisdom. of a child. It is that part of
the Child pso state that is intuitive,
responding to notive.z.bal asseaps and

playing hunches... W104 it a child fig-
ures things outs.things16ch as ithen'to
ory, when to be quiet, and how to'leaniplo.

,lste wawa into **ling. The Little Pro-
feesor is 'also highly creative!-

. es
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(a) The function ia
rationality, logic; awareness, creative-
ness, and manipulativeness.

(4) The Parent in the Child,
"Adaptive Child", is that part of the
Child ego state that exhibits a mod-
ification of the natural child's in-
clinations. These adaptions of natural.
impulses occur in response to traumas,
experiences, training, and most impor-
tantly, to demands from significant
authority figures.

c. Parent Ego State:

(1) Within each Parent ego
state there is a Parent and Child ego
state.

(2) In addition, there is a
Parent, Adult, Child ego state within
the person's Parent received frimehis
father. and mother.

(3) The Child in the Parent,
itiore commonly known as the Nurturing
Parent", is that part of the Parent
that is sympathetic, protective, and
nurturing. It provides the child with
essential survival needs, both physical
and psychological. In addition it pro-
vides the little person Under its care,
or others, with permission to grow and
become'autonomous and creative. This
is the seRond part of intimacy.

d. The Parent in the Parent, more
Commonly known as the rCritircal'Parent"'
is that part of the Parent :ego state
'that is controlling, directing, doMineer-
ing, and authoritative. It bosses the
little person or others and at times
may brutalize it. It is frequently in
conflict with the Natural Child. This
part of the ego state may irritate or
alienate others.

11
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EVALUATIQN

1. What characteristics does the Child
in the parent ego state have?

2. What is mmant by the "Adaptive
Child"?

3. What part of the Parent ego state
.is controlling, directing and domineering?

4. Concept of "strokes" and examples
of the four types (positive, negative,
conditional, unconditional).

a. A "stroke" is the fundamental
unit of social interaction. In TA
stroking is any act implying recogni-
tion of another's presence.

(1) The infant has a need
for stimuli, within his environment..
The work of Spitz and others dramat-
ically documents the withering of
infants raised in an environment that
is devOid of stimuli, particular phys-,
.ical stimuli such as touching, carressIng,
and holding. Strokes are primarily phys-
ical the first 10 months of life.

(2) As the infant matures, this
is transformed into a substitution knowtl
as 'recognition hunger. However, it is
important to remember that the original
need for touching is still active in
the drive for recognition.

(3). An exchange of strokes
between individuala,constitutes a
transaction, widCh is the unit of
social intercourse.

12 59
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b. Positive Stroking: This type

of stroking develops and maintains
emotionally healthy persdns. Positive
strokes range in value from the mini-
mal maintenance of a "hello" to the
depth encounter of intimacy.

(1) When strokes are positive
they leave the person feeling good,
alive, alert, and significant.

(2) At a greater depth they
enhance the individual's sense of
well being, endorse his intelligence,
and are often pleasurable.

(3) Positive strokes are
often an expression of affectionate
or appreciative feelings:

"You're sure fun to dance
with."

"I'm glad I've got you
for a son."

"You really saved the
day for me by finishing that report.".

"It's a pleasure to work
in the same office with you."

(4) Positive.strokes can also
give a person information about her
eompentencies. They can help her
becotje more aware of her individual
ski s and resources.

(5) Listening is one of the
f nest trokes one person can give
another. The most effective listening
involves focusing all of one's attention
on the speaker, a discipline which can
be learned.-

(6) Everyone needs strokes ,
and-if they do not get enough positive
ones, they often provoke negative ones.

-c. Negative Stroking: This type
of stroking is either the lack of
attention or negative attention that
hurts emotionally or physically.
Ignoring a person or giving them neg-
ative strokes sends the message, "You
are not OK." When a person is ignored,

13
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teased, diminished, humiliated, phys-
ically degraded, laughed at, called
names, or ridiculed, he is in some
way being treated as though he/she
is insignificant. The person is
being discounted.

(1) Being discounted is
always painful. When parents dis-
count children it leads to personality
pathology. Between grownups it leads
to unhappy human relationships or
feeds into destructive patterns of
behavior.

(2) Parents ignore and fail
to stroke their children,for many
reasons. Most often because in their
own childhood they were themselves not
touched enough and learned to "keep
their distance."

d. Conditional Stroking: This
form of stroking is given in return
for a behavior valued by the person
delivering the stroke. As long as
the valued behaviat is continued the
person will continue to receive strokes.
Healthy parents utilize this to build
healthy, adequate children, with praise
about self, school, and society at large.
Unhealthy parents may use the same mo-
dality to, bring about negative be-
haviors or feelings.

° (1) Example of positive con-
ditional strokes:

"Wow, it's really neat
when you hang up your.clothes."

"I'm really proud of you
for making this report card."

"You really did an excel-
lent job on that briefing, thanks."

lea.= 111
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(2) Example of negative con-

ditional strokes:

"You flunked again,
didn't you, I knew you'd never
amount to anything."

"Dann it, Ruth, when
are you going to learn to add and
subtract and balance the checkbook?"

"Airman, since when do
you have permission to talk Vim."

e. Unconditional Stroking: This
form of stroking is given in return
for being, for one's mere exidtence.
do behavibr, other than'the life
functions of breathing and other
bodily processds are necessary.
Healthy parents use this with their
children to reinforce a sense of be-
longing, of loving, and of giving.
Unhealthy patents use this to rein-
force a lack of self-worth, a denial
of the person's existence.

(1) Example of positive un-
conditional strokes:

"You are really neat
(picking up child), and I love you
(hugging) ."

"Darling, I adore you."
(lover to lover)

"I love you. (Person
- to person)

(2) Example of negative un-
conditional strokes:

"You are stUpid." (Person
to person)

"Why in the hell were you
ever born." (Parent to neglected child)

"You stink, why did I ever
marry you." (Spouse to alcoholic)

15
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EVALUATION

1. How significant are physical
strokes in child development?

2. Give an-ex mple pf a positive
conditional stroke.

3. 'Give an example of a negative
unconditional stroke.

5 Exercise

1. Oireet students to small groups.

2. Conduct TA Exercises Lumber One

SUMMARY

Historical DeveloOment

(Atch 1)

CONCLUSION (10 Min )

2. Structural Analysis - the
characteristics of the ego states
both verbally and .non-verbally.

q. Second Order Structure - A finer
analysis of the ego states.

4. Concept of "stroking" and the
ofour types (positive, negative,
conditional and uncondgional)

REMOTIVATION

Wlth the information you have learned
about the ego states and stroking, you
should begin to have some pretty def-
inite ideas about liuman behavior, both
your own and others': At .this point,

5fou probably have enough. data for a
great deal of self awareness and
'certainly can, if you choose; make
changes withifi yourself.

16
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INTRODUCTION TO NEW LESSON

Briefly restate previous lesson.

1. Historical Development
2. Structural Analysis

. Second Order Structure
S,trokes

MOTIVA
t'

Toaay's lesson w 1 increase your
understanding of how people view
themselves an; others. We will
also discuss the importance of
understanding how people struc-
ture their time, such as; work,

--. socially, and at play.

OVERVIEW

Specifically we will discuss

14 Basic life positions.
2. Time,structuring.
3. Ratkets and stamps.
4. TA games and their relation'
ship to rackets.

TRANSITION

6. Transactions: Definition and
exampled.of complementary, crossed,
and ulterior ones.

a. Definition: The unit of
social intercourse or corpmunicstion,
according to Berne, is called a trans7
action. If two or more people en-
counter each,other in a social
aggregation, sooner or later one of
them will,speak, or give some other
indication of acknowledging the
presence of the others. This is
called the transactional stimulus.
The other person will then say or'
do something which 14 in some way
related to this stimulus, and that

17
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is called the iransactional response.
Simple transactional analysis is con
cerned with diagnosing which ego state
inplemented the transactional stimulus,
and which one executed the transactional
response.

b. Complementary TranAactions. The
simplest transactions are those in whieh
both stimulus and response 401se from
tne Atiults of the parties concerned.

"WheielA my
book?"

"On the desk."

. (l) Next in simplicity are Child
,

Parent transactions.

"Ulo you love .

se, Mane?"
,

A

6

"Yeso.dear, I
love you very'
much."

18 ,
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/.51 '(2) Both of thefie trans-
'acEions.are complementary; that
the order of healthy human relation-
ships.

1

(3) A complementary trans-
action mmit meet two criteria:

1. The response comes
from the same ego state as that to
which the stimulud is directed.

2. The response in
directed td the same ego etate from
which the stimulus is initiated.

(4) As long as the vectors
remain Orallel, conmunication may
continue indefinitely.

(5) Gestures, facial ex-
pressions, body pos.ture, tone of
voice, and so,forth, all contribute
to the meaning in every transaction.
If a verbal message'is to be fully
understood, the receiver must take
into consideration the nonverbal
aspects as well as the spoken words.

. f

. 'When.c wo people stand glaring
At.each otfie 'vturn their backs on
esich 'other, are unwilling to continue
transacting, or are puzzled by what
has just occurred between them, it
is likely that they have just expe-
rIenced a crossed transiktion. .When
the'communications,are crossed a
breakdown (sometimes only, a brief,
temporary one) results and communi-
cations stop.

(1) A crossed transaction
:occurs when .an unexpected response is
Oide to the stimulus., An inappropriate

411

state is'activated and the lines
transacting between the peoPie are

c ossed. :

.(2). ACrossed transtctions.are
a frequent soutco of pain between
peoPli -- parents and childien, husb.and

;:

ind wife, boss and employee,' teacher and4 ,.. student, and so forth. The person who
initiates a.transaction, expecting a

,cerain response, does not get it, he
0.

- is croseed and often'left feeling die-
counted.

19
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1. Bose: What time is it?

2. ,Seuretsry: You're always in much
a hurry!

1. Husband:

2. Wife:

1

I. Hoes:

'Can you take the car.
to be serviced this-
"afternoon?

Today I iron. Johnny
expects a birthday cake.
The cat haasto go to the
vet, hnd now you want me
to take the car inl

I 't-teed 25 coplees of this

report for Che board meet-
ing this afterileon. Can
you get them for mel.

2. Secretary: Aren't you lucky you'Ve
\\got me around to take

care of you?

-

I. 4cihntiat A: There may be.,some

viriables we haven't
considered for this
experiment.

2. scientist B: So what, who cares
around here?

1. Wife: I'd like to use the car
on Wednesday night and
have a good visit with
my sister.

2. HUsband: Gee, you never want .0
talk to me.

1. Supervisor: Have you seen the
Willows contract, Miss
Smith?

2: File clerk: If you ran this depart-
ment the way you're sup-
posed to, you wouldn't
have to ask me where the
Wilrows contract is.

9

20
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. Ulterior Transactions.
Ulterior transactions are ths most
complex. They differ from comple-
mentary and crossed ansactiono
id that they always fitvolve more
than two ego states simultaneously.

(1) When the ulterior
message is sent,- it is disguised
under a socially acceptable trans-
action. Such is the purpose of the
old clich41 "Wouldn't you like to
come up to my place and have a drink?"
In this instance the Adult,in the
person is verbalizing one thing while
the Child, with the use of innuendo,
is sending a different message.

(2) Ulterior transactions
can be either angular-or duplex.
An angular transaction involves
three ege states and occurs when
messages are sent simultaneously
from one ego state of the.initiator
to two ego states of the respondent.

II

The sale, ends tomori

Salesperson

(3) In the above example
the salesperson provides Adult in-
formation to the prospective buyer.
However, he simultaneously sends a
secret message to the custOmei in an
attempt to -"hook" the latter's im-
pulsive Child and quickly close the :

deal. The secret message is non-
verbal and is referred to as the
psychological massage. The Adult-
Adult stimulus is,overt and is ,palled.,
%lie social massage. The respondent
may reply from any of his ego states.

,

21
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(4) A duplex transaction in-
volves four ego states, two in each
person. During the oaurse of a
duplex transaction, two conversations
are occurring simultaneously, one on
the social level.and another on the
psychological level. An Berne accu-
rately points out, duplex transactions
are frequently seen in flirtation games.

Ca

Cowboy Clremmle visitor

"Come and see,
the barn"

I've loved barns
ever since I was
a little girl

(5) The above conversation,
overheard at a Texas dude ranch, sounds
on tha social level to be an Adult con-
versation-about barna. Howelker, on the
psychological level it is a Child con-

, ,vereation about sex play.

. (6) The third rule of communi-
cation states that the outcome of the
transactions will be determined on the
psychological level.

(7) Duplex transactions are
the basis for interpersonal games be-
tween people. Often the only persons
aware of the ulterior transactions
are the participants themselves.

(8) Ulterior transactions
are not necessarily negative' or even
dishonest, provided that the part ci-
pants have an awareness of t ans-
actions. Duplex transactions are
frequently very helpful in counseling

and therapy when they are used.to
communicate messages to the client's
Child which would otherwise be censored
1;y a critical Parent.

22
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e. transactions wry be either._

seraightforward or diltited, intense
or weak.

A

(1) Diluted transactions are
often half hostile, half affectionate.
The message is buried in,some form of
kidding. For example, one student
may say to another. "Hey Anlus,when
are you going to finish that book?' I

want to read it." The other may ,toss
it to him with "Here you are butter-
fingers. Catch it if you can."

(2) Weak transactions are
those that are superficial, per-
functory, and lack feelings of in-
tensity. _Such is the case of a
wife who Says to her husband, "I
wonder if we ahou1d go out to dinner
tonight," and he responds, "I don't
care, dear.. Whatever you say, dear."

f. 'In healthy relationships
people transact directly without the
use, of ulterior transactions. They
also communicate itraightforwardly
and, on occasion, intensely. These
transactions are complementary and
free from ulterior motiVes.

EVALUATION

1.- (Draw on chalkboard) what kind
of trabaction is it on a P-A-C
diagram,04hen there is a stimulus
arrow frOm the Child ego state of
John to the Paeent ego state of
Mary, with a Testoonse from Mary's
Parent ego state to John's Child
ego state:

-2. Otto/ dn chalkboard) what kind
of transaction is it on a P-A-C
diagram when tliere is a qtimulus
Parent ego state of Mary, with a
response from Mary's Child ego state
to John's Tarent ego state?

A

A
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3. What kind of transaction has an ,

1:plied or hidden message in it?

7 Four basic life positions a

situational example of each, and
pthe function of Strokes in the
maintenance of each position.

a. Steming from "faith in
human nature" Eric Berne felt
that people are born into the
world feeling OK about themselves,
and OK about everything around
themTexcluding any uncommon emo
tional trams or physiologic damage).

(1) The OKness is the
first conclusion of man at birth.
It is ohe of the most important con
cepts of T.A. theory that Eric Berne
felt he introduced to the field of
psychotherapy.

'A -(2) It is important to
note that there is a general dis
agreement among some T.A. psycho--
therapists concerning this first
conclaior of'man. An example
appears in the writings of Amy and
Tom Harris (the book "I'm OK, You're
AV who introduce a fundamental shift
in Berne's theory. They list the un
healthy position ."I'm not OK, You're
OK" as being the first and "universal
position" from which all people need
to extricate themselves.

b. The concepts of the basic
life positions we will.discuss will
be taught as Eric Berne originally
.developed them.

TRANSITION:
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I'M OK - YOU'kE OK
I'M OK - YOU'RE NOT OK
I'M NOT OK - YOU'RE OK
I'M NOT OK - YQU'RE NOT OK

157
(1) From this initial OKness

each person recognize. their wants,
needs and feelings that are inherent
to their existence. The early ex-
periences (social, psychological and
physiological) of the individual in-
cluding, whether or not thestneeds
are met, play a decisive rol in

behavioral development. This basic
OKneas, because of early experiences,
may also change. What emerges is a
combination ot,"00 and "NOT OK"
existential blilief's a person has
about themselves and the environment
that aurrounds them.

(2) .These are referred to as
life or existential positions. It is

important to understand this T.A. con-
cept because the life position of an
individual influences how they think,
feel, act and refate with others.

c. I'M 0K - YOU'RE OK.

(1) When an infant enterS
the world he/she is probably inji
healthy position (I'm OK - You're (OE).
(nrne)

(2) As long as the childs
basic needs are met, they *ill remain
in this position,.

'V"

elioft4,4

- (3) Persons in this position
refleei an optimistic and healthy out-
look on life, freely relate with others,
and assume a "get-on with" stance tn
their dealings with other persons and
ofe enVironment. This person is willing
to take risketo get the positive strokes
that meet`their needs and also be re-
sponsive to the needs of others. :they

believe in intimacy and are pleasant to
work for.and fun to play with.

2 5
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d. I'm OK - You'-re not OK.

(I) If a young person is
severely neglected, abused, or oppres-
sed, he/she may decide that it is other,
not his/herself, who are not OK. When
this happens, he may assume the life
position "I'm OK -.You're not OK".

(2) Commonly one of his/her
parents modeled this position for this
person. For example, most child
abusers were themselves abused as
children.

(3) This position is often
talled the paranoid position since
persons in this position are often
extremely distrusting, blaming or
hateful.

(4) Thidperson may deny-4 .

personal difficulties, feel cheated,
and react toward the world with anger
or frustration. Their general stance
in dealifigs with others is a "get-rid-
of" position.

e. I'm not OK -.You're OK.

(1) This is referred to as
the depressive position and is the
mosLfrequent in our society.

(2) If a young person/s,he-
havior iS not positively reinforced,
the individual may decide that "I'm
not OK."

(3) Persons in this position
oftien feel stupid, inferior, ugly, or
inadequate. Deptession, guilt, and/or
distrust of others may also accompany
this position.

(4) A person who programs his/
her life to be compliant and pleasing to
others 4n order to get strokes supports
this life.position.

I/
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(5) Persons in this position
have great difficulties accepting
compliments, and generally take a
11 get-away-from" stance in their deal-
ings with others and the environment.
They spend a lot of time attempting
to read the minds of others in order
to please people.

f. I'm Not OK - You're Not OK.

(1) This position is assumed
by persons who were miserable enough
in their youth to hnve decided that
neither themselves nor anyone else is
worthwhile or valuable.

(2) This is the "give7up"
-position, and persons who have
assumed this position often wind
up in prisons, inental institutions
or morgues.

(3) These persons generally
assume 4 "get-nowhere-with" stance
.in their dealings with other persons
and the environment.

g. Once a person-has assumed a
basic life position, he/she tends to
selectively perceive the world in ways
which will maintaln that position.

(1) In reality, most people
are not fixated in a single position
but rather move from one position to
another at different times with dif-
,ferent people. For example, a man
may assuale an arrogant "I'm OK -
You're not OK" position at home with
his family, while feeling and -acting
inadequate (I'm not OK - You're OK)
with his boss, and yet be relaxed and
outgoing (I'm OK - You're OK) with his
friends at the club. 1

p.

(2) The position in 'which an
individual spends .the greatest propor-
tión of his/her time la called his/her
life position.

.
2 7
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(3) Positions are assumed
as a result of a decision made when
the person was very young and lacked
adequate Adult information. Like any
other decision, thin can be changed.

(4) Since n11 persons are in
fact OK, all of,the not-OK positions
can be thought of as unhealthy delusiods.

h. Helping people to reassume the
healthy life position is one of the
major goals of Transactional Analysis.

E VAL UAT ION

1. According to Eric Berne people
are born into this world in what
basic life position?

2 . Give some of the characteristics
of the "I'm OK" - "You're not OK"
life position.

3. What life position does a
person takeon a "give up" stance.

J. Definition and examples of the
ways in which,Reople structure time.

a. Another of the significant
contributions of Transactional
Analysis and particularly the semi-
nal mind of Eric Berne is the concept
of tine structuring, or how human
beinmstructure their time.

(1) 'The need to structure
time is based on three drives or.
hungers.

(a) The first is
stimulus Ilunger. Par from trying tm
alioid stimulating situations most
organisms, including humans, seek,
them out. The need for sengstpion is
the reason why naller Coasg4 and
moyAe theaters make money and why
prisoners will do almpst anything to,
avoid-solitary confinement.

28 175
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(b) The second drive
recaanition hunfier, the quest for
special kinds of sensations which
can only be supplied by another
human being or pets. That is why
milk is not enough for babies; they
also need the sound and smell and
warmth and touch of mothering or
else they wither away, just as
grownups do if there is no one to
say Hello to them.

(c). The tbird drive is
structure hunker, the piest to make
order out of a chaotic universe. -

This is why adults tend to grow into
organizations, and why time struc-
turers are among the most sought
after and the most highly rewarded
members of any society.

b. The first method of time
structuring is withdrawal.

(1) People themselves can
withdraw from others either by re-
doving themselves physically or by
removing themselves psychologically,
withdrawing into their fantasies.

(2) Withdrawing is sometimes
a rational Adult decision. People
need time to be alone, to relix,' to
think theif own thoughts, tO take
stock of themselves, and to be re-,
juvenated in-thelr individual human-
ness. Even Othdrawal into one's
fantasies is Often legitimate. A
food fantasy may be a better use of
time droll listening to a bad lecture.

(3) Withdrawing is sometiues
based on copying ones parents. In

this case, the person imitates,parental
behavior. For example a man threatened
by conflict with his wife may withdraw
as his father did when his mother sot
mad. He may leave the house, retire
to the shop, or go to his study. Or,

he_may simply go to sleep or simply'.
"tune out" his wife, not hearing what
she says.

29
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(4) Withdrawing patterns also
come from the Child ego state. These
are often replays of a person's child-
hood adaptions out of the necessity
for self-protection from pain or Con-
flict. They may also be the result of
training. A child,tiained to "go to
your room and shut the door and don't
come out until you have a smile on your
face" learns to withdraw either phys-
ically or psychologically behind a
forced smile.

(5) When a person withdraws
psychologically, it is often into a
fantasy world. These fantasies are
likely to be of uncensored Tleasure
or violence, creative imaginings, or
df learned fears and catastrophic ex-
pectations. 2veryone withdraws into
fantasy from time to time. Vho hasn't
imagined all those great things that
"could have been said" or engaged in
some unsensored pleasure?

c. The second method of time
structuring is rituals.

(i) Rituals are a stereo=-
type'd series of simple complementary
transactions-programmed by external
social forces. The payoff from rit-
uaA is a garnering of strokes with-
out the attendant risk of intimacy.

(2) Consider'Example:

NCO: "Good. morning, Sir." (Saluting)
Col: "Good-morning, Sgt." (Returning

salute) .

NCO: "4ce weather today, Sir."
(Smiling)

Col: "Yes, indeed." (Smiling)

It is,apparent.that this exchange is .

not intended to convey information.
Indeed, if there is any information,
it is wiselY. withheld. This series
of transactiond is quite adequatelY
characterized by calling it a "four-
stroke ritual."

3o 177
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(3) Variations. If the NCO ,

and colonel were in a hurry, they
might both be contented with a two
stroke exchange of salutes.

(4) It is important to
realize that in rituals there is
a symmetry present that is dictated
by the.very nature olf the ritual. W
give back only two strokes after re-
ceiving four. is considered to be in-
'polite and bad form, and may result
in W type of interpersonal censure.
Conversely, to give back ten when only
one or two was asked for in to invite
a bewildered puzzlement, that is
currently considered, "getting over."

(5) Some cultures and socie-
ties have evolved rituals whichs-a-re

quite involved and formalized, neces-
sitating an exchange of literally
hundreds of strokes. Within our own
culture there are geograpnical dif-
ferences, witiOthe Southwest and
Calffornia being perceived' da more
relaxedsand less formill than the'
traditional East.

(6), It is important to
remenber-X-hat inlritualized behavior
the whole protocol is stereotyppd.
Once the first tran'saction has been-
initiated, the 4hole series is pre-
dictable and follows a predetermined
course to a foreordained conclusion
unless special conditiOns arise.

d. The third method:of time
structuring is kastipes.

(l) Pastimes are defined as
a series of semi-ritualistic, simple,
complementa0 transactions arranged
aroupd a single field of material,
whose primary object is to structure
an interval of time.

31
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#(2) PastiMes are fypically4
played at 'parties ("social gatherings")
or uring the waiting period bfifou:a
formal roup meeting begins: Paaliaes
may take:the form described ap'"chit-
chat" or they m0 become mbre serious,

.e.g., aidumentative.

(3) Pastimes may take many
fidifferent,conlents',,however, the' form

remains the same* Some of the colatents

described by Berne are;, 'PTA (child-
'
.rearing); General'Motors (comparing
cars); Who-Wet (sportS); Wartirobe
(clothe"); Kitchen (recepies)p psy-
chiatr); (analyais of "ottiers or self),;

. What became of (reminisiu); and so, ,

-
forth. ..

, ,

(4) &sides structurling time, .

... .

l'' anaioroviding mutual:11 aceptatile - 0
?

, '. 'Stroking foithe partieaconcerned, .

,

,-- paitimes serve theadaitiola2 function
of.4eing socialselection proceises.

-..,

-, .

.
While a pastime is innprogressv t4e ,'

.- Child in each,player is. watchfullt.-
,assessing the potentialities of ttie,-

. others inl.iolved. At the end of the -:,--.' . .

. , 4
.0. party,,each.person Will,have stlitcted-

4 ,
.. .certain players he wOuld like-to'iee

. more of, while, others he will'Aiscard, o
.

.. .411, regardleps bf how skillfully.or pleasant-
. ly they each engage in the pastime: The

. , .
ones-he Selects dre thosf.who seem the, e . 4

,

--'.7. most likely candidates foemorn co ex
. .

relatipnships, either games or ihti cy...
.

4

.4.i.,%.;# , . N. . *.

...f.141 , (5) Along w161,formihg.the 'Y*

.
. ..basis'ifor the selection of acquafntanes: ;

. -.and friendsflipe, another important ad-0,:
; Vantage obtained from Oastillies is 41e
cconiiiimatIon of role-and the itabilieing ,

...

s. .. - dillosition, not oialy in the social. level;

. but also on the psythoXogical"and iexisten-
.

- -tiifil level as- well.1 -.. l'
.- ..r,

.1 7
.

,Jk '. .4' 4, 5.,
c' ,

. e
- . ,e, .The. fourth tiothOd of time45strUC-.

.turaig.is Activities. .2%. %--

!4417.1.11;
0

''`
4A4its

st ki

(1). .ActAvitike are ways of struc-
tui'ing time that deal with,external reality'
AO are commodly,th6ught'of as work, getting ,
soubething Add!: ,Actiyitiea are.often what
0e0p1R want td do, ned't dovor have.to
.do -=.aloneor With others., A
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(2) Some examges'a actiike-

ties are:' Servitng on a committee,

weeding'the garden,.dittating a letter,
organizing a precinct, playing in a
band, cooking dinner:, sewing a dress;

,- and building bridges.

4P
(3) When ,some of the alilove

lactivities come to an end, a person
frequently feels empty, restless, or
useless. This problem comes 'into sharp
awareness when cettain time-eCructuring
.activities, such as caring for children;
going to school, or holding 9 job come
to an abrupt end.

(4) Many mothers who completely
fill cheir time with children and house-

, hold choresare overwhelnied with a sense
of 'boredom and inadequacy when the child-
ren grow up and-leave home. Similarity,
a father who devoteS his life Co-being
a breadwinner may suffer thesame boredom ,

and deteriorate rapidly after retirement.

(5)' There.is sonie,disciission,in
. TA literqure that 4ructured play activi-
ties, as contrasted to spontateouirplay;
.shoul. d be classified-as an activity, tob.
This would be the Cass in playing.a game

. of chess, p110.ng basketball, and Sp forth:

..(6) Actix;ities'are tyidcally'adult
to adult communiCatiOns.

f. he fifth Method of time struc'-',
turfng is gamea.

.(1) Thwlar.ail'of the mispfods of -,
_.

time structUring hove' b9en complementary irn -

their ongoing travactions. "Games are,clear-
ly.differentiated by tWp.chief characOr-.
istics: (1) -thiir ulterlor'quality ihd

e(2) tIle payoff. , 0
.

. , .

(2) We'will discuss games in much. ,

greater 'depth duiing this block.. At'pie-Y'.
sent, it'ls-AmPortpt to.differentiate ,

them iromloperations.. Ad spiaration.is a'
- simple transaction or, set of transactions

.180 0- UndareakSn for i'specific, stated.purpose.
.1 ' e ,
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. If someone frankly anks for reassurance
and gets it, that is din operation. if

someone aaks.for reasiurance', and after
it is given turns it in some way to thb
disadvantage of thexiver, thht,i6 a

(3) Superficiaaly, A game
looks like a actor operatiOna, but
after the payoff it hecomeS,apparent
that these "opeTations"lbre realty
maneuvers; not-I-honest requests bUt
hWNCS in the game\

(4) What we are.concerned. with
here are the unconscious games played
by innocent people eTigaged in duplex
Xrdnsactions of whtch they are'not fully
aware, and wilich.form the most importarit

, aspects of social life all over the world.,- A

.!,"::,-=.7

6

(5) .We will -return In a fuller\
discussion Of games in TA, difie.relation-

P ships to other,aspects of TA theory. '

-g. The stieth method of tine struc-
turing is intimacy.

(1) At a decper.level f human.

encounter than rituals, pastimes.,games,
activitie'a lies the potential that

ehch person has for intimacy. Intimacy
.

is free of games and Iree of exploita- 4

tion. It occur% in thotie,rare moments
of hunan contact that arouse feelings
of tenderness,'empathy, ari4 affection.

S. 0 "

(2) Tepple can-live or work
' .together for...many years but ne;rer really

"see" or "hear" eaal other., YeC'a
i( moment may Come when one seesthe qher **

for the fArst sees,the otshefbs

coloang; i-he other's e44ression's the
, otber'titmany shapes,,movements, differ-.
-;

ences. )The.one may also hear the other
for the first-time -- hear all the bth r's
messages, veiba' and nonverbal, emotional
and faCtual.

.%
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(3) Intimacy is often frighten-
ing because it involves rfsk. In an in-
timate relationship people are vulnerable,
.and many times it"seems easier to Oass
time or to play es than to risk feel-
ings.either of ffection or of'rejection.

(4) I the capacity for intimacy
has been uns cessarily suppressed, it can
be r . Throu activating and .

stre gthe ing the iWJlt ego state, people
.can change 1nspite&f their early life
eve iences.

(5) Recovering the capacity for
.intimacy is a major goal of TA and is
one of-.the.mairks of an autonomous person.
Winners in life risk genuine intimacy. '4

A

EVALUATI6N
;

1. When a person .becomes bored and de-
cides tO go an a fantasy.,trip,.the
person is structurini tihte in what
manner?'

2. A military dinning-in is a form
of passing time in what mankler?-)

,
3. Give dm example of intimacy.

9. pefinition and development. ol
"racket", its relationshlp fo tradirig
"stamps" and to pdychdsomatic symptbms.

a. Def,inition of m racket: 'An in-
Orect or manipulati've way of getting'
.stiokes,that results-in an unpleasant
feeling.

4 ,

.6. Behavigral development of,a
,.racket ana ihe difference between
learned and,spontOeous feelingwa.

_

,
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(1) A child I. born capable of all feelings
ranging from affection to rage. Th. infants feel-
1110 at birth ore .s.pontemeouff and 11;11.ot-fit. "NMI. 411 iii

(2) A. a child develovs he/she learns who
to show affection toward. They also learn who and
about what to feel guilty sbout. A.child learns who
and what to fear or hate. Thette are all learned or
adaptive feelinsp, (Adaptive Child). It is important
to emphastAe'lItat these feelings ate functional li
our society (they maybe survival) but they may almo
A:I-once problems as the child-develops, am we will
discuss.

(3) Each child experiences all feelings,
but each eventually adapts with a'favorite feeling
(it. may not he pleasant) . Those favorite feelinga-
usually occur duriu streasful attuations.

'A good example comes 'from the book,
"Born to Win":

A"child who continually hears Adapts to feel

"I'm ashamed of your or -
"You sholp be ashamed-of gulltY
yourself!".

"Just wait until your fathet
gets home; 101011 beat you afraid
IWRO-"

"Uon't speak to those Jews/
Catholics/Protestants they
can't be truated."

"You can't do anything eigh t"
or "I don't know what I'm
"going to_do with you."

hate or suspicion

hurt ang..r

n
. .?(4) While-theee feelings,way have beep an

unilerstandable response to the griginal childhood
I

situa-tiotia, later in life a parser' may tend to seeC
out situations in.wIrlch they reexperience the old
feelings. en fact, these feelings arc -often collected,

. .

. - () Each pereson will tepd tO have one favorite
racket/fefiling and use that feeling in many Offeyent
aituatigns., So a perpon may have a racket feeling of:.

hur,t Or tad, lonely, ingar etc..
,

-
,.

.1 ,,

f:t) There are three specific ways in which
racket feelings a e learned:

;
P . j,.,. . ^..
IrIL^ :,; r ...: ,

(a) men 4,varpnt (1.16 it, fortite
child (Dad.shows son that a man shoUld be tough and.

neyer express'sadness by betwathletic, the man 4f
theNhouse (making all.the Jecisions) and never express-'ing

..
an emotion thet- rangea around sadness

_ .

e
-

.,. . li(b) By peing stroked .(reinforced,or con-.. (tl5tiened) inal a person's behavisor. (A.child may -,
-4,, 'doc.ide ap,an Angerltacitet because he g6ts most of his, ..f .

,f,:l 4.; ..(, . strokes. WhapAtt is angry or obnoxious. HisTarents may
nett Nay attefition 1M lilm when he 1. fee.ling good-and

.

delq%vell.r. ''''.. '' : 1"e".
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(c) I;y a parout

a child what Co feel or think. (An

angry child is told: "You're not mad.
you're just tired."

(7) Tne difference betweep
racket (learned) feelings and natural
or spontaneonsrlfeelings.

(a) A person's-natural
tendency is to,have a feeling, express
it, be done with it, and then go on to
something else. 'A .spontaaeous or nat-

. ural feeling will make sen e for the
situation and he/she will do soneth1a,,1
that will finish the feeling,,i.e., get
off the expressway, -vote for funds for
a better expressway, slow down, oe (Igo.
whatever would be reasonable for thew
situation. A spontaneous feel is
also expressed frdm the free.CRild.
Ego :ftate and be a response to an
activity that is fun for the pprson
and responsive to others needs.

4 -
1

(b) Learned fAelings
come irbm the 'Adailtive.Child .ego

tate. Mey are important and-
functional. They are necessary for
man to predict'behavior in'order Lo
suivive in society. liut6the4, can,,

also'be destructi?ve when developed
into a racket.

c. A concept of T.A. t ha ties
into -"Rackets" is' called "Tradilg
S tamps".

-
'

(1) Zradctig,stamps are en-
. A

1 during, non-apnuine,leelings'Apuip as
sailness, anger, gUilt etc., that aloe
-collected and saved up by f)ersons who
pkay galas so that when enonch are
Collected ghey can be tradesp for
some typejof inappropriete behavior;

mAn

$

.example Enough
'stamp.s orounpleasant feelings.can
Irecolle.cted so that they' can>be'
tra4edrin for a "free". blow7up
drunken hinge, duccide,atterlpi, or
some other script milestone'.

.1:i0(11 "
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(2), Stamps are collected by
people who feel not-4)1( about them-

selves.and/Or others and want to
avoid taking responsibility for
their beh'avior.

(3) Some people cash in
their stamps regularly for small
prizes (missing a day of work-#*4.
failing'a test). while others save
them up for bigger prizes (divorce,
suicide, homicide).

(4) Stamps are unnecessary
Ind are used to keep a person from
being autonomous by maintaining his
racket.

(5) The healthy individual'
deals with his/her feelings, wants,
and needs as they occur and does
not collect stamps.

(o) One of the goals of
TA treatment is to help the client
give up his existing stamp coliection
and atop collecting thereafter.

EVALUATiON

.

1. What is the definition of a
racket?

$
k p

2. What is
modeled?

mearft by a, racke.C.,belng

3. 1:xplain the concept of trading
l*AVI -stamps.

4

10. Definition and ex#mpresi'of.TA
"games", theft relittionship ta
'.!rackets", ,and oft use of Karim/In.'s
Drama Trianglot:An both.counseling/
inteivieiangosnd kome interactions.

.
V

s.

,
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a. Both ralikets and games are

substitute ways of getting strOken
from other people. Both behaviors
are learned systems, and both re-
quire a discount of the self and/or
the other.person. The Adapted Child
freely substitutes these learned be-,
haviors for spontaneous Child feelings
which were discounted or not permitted.
The tWo are somewhat different in that
a game is a process of using ulterior
transactions which end with a racket
feeling. A racket, however, can also
be a process using complemen%ary
transactions which include the bad

b. When people communicate on
more than one level at the same time,
and when the results of their trans-
actions lead to bad feelings, they
are playing a game. A psychological
game is defined by Berne as "an on-
going series of complementary ulterior-1_
transactions progressing to a well-
defined, predictable outcome." The
predictable outcome, or payoff con-
sists of bad feelings for each player.

c. Games are learned-patterns of
behavior, and most people play a small
number of favorite,,ggmes with various
pewons and'in varying intensities. 4

Gamti players intuitively seek out and
find partners for complementary games, it
and it is in marriage and other close

,xelationships that mofot-games are
played to the greatest intensity.'

(1) Fiist Dearee games are .

-played in social circles with anyone
willing to play and gener ly liead to
mild upsets. A mild jistSe p o "

can be basically exqpin lndTan. A
man and woman enjoy ad exeOtsit of flirt7
ing with each other, She thrns him down
at the end of the night, and bothlpfeel
slightly uncomfortableAk .q16

\
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7ci(2) Secomer4m games occur
when the players go after bigger stakes,
usually in more intimate circles, and

up. with a bigger bad-feeling pay-
ff. Here, come-on may even last for

eeveral daya until blatant sexual
advance is- met with a strong rebuff.
'The woman leaves angry and justified
that "all wen are not good," while the
man, who .is playing "Kick me," (eels
hurt and rejected by another woman.

(3) Third Degree games in-
volve tissue damage and may end up
in the jail, hohpital or morgue, i.e.,
the woman shoots the rain to defend her
honot..

4. acmes also vary in the length
of time that passes while they are
being played.. A short itrsioil of a
Jame way take only a fe%4 seconds from
start to finish, while longer versions
may laat weeks, months, or even years.

People play games for the
fdflowing reasons:

,w

(I) To structure time.

(2) To acquire strokes --
positive strokes may be acquired in
the early moves of the game, and._
negative Wokes Always accompany
the payoff.\ A "good" game might.be
thought ofivas one which produced
many more poditive etrokes in the
early phases of the game than neg-
ative strokes resukting from the
payoff.

(3) lo maintain a racket.

when
(4) To keep Others around

naCket strokes are running ott. -

(5) To confirm/parental in-
junctibus and further the life script.

(6) To maintain the perspn's
lN position by "proving" that self
and r others.are not-OK.

v

A
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(7) To provide a high level

of stroke exchange while blocking in
timacy and maintaining distance.

(8) To make people predictable.

f. Tnere are several ways t,o tuAier
stand the dynamics of a game. One way
is illustrated by the symbiosis diagram.

"What would you
do without me?"

',Poor me.

Every game, like a racket, involves a
symbiotic relationship and begins with ,

a discount.

A discounts his Child needs or
feelings ("Let me take care of you," in
stated verbally while he supresses that

tirl and wants to rest).

. li discounts his Adult's ability
to solve problems and his Parent's-
.

guidance in taking care of himse (And
so says, "Yes, tOce care of men

A is playing "What Would You
Do Without Me," while 13 is playing
"Poor Me."

*-"7!!4"11.:,_
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Each individual is-responding to a situatioe by
ignoring the rcaiity of what is happening and how
the other person feet, and by dealing exclusively
from an internal irame of referenps (with what in
going on Wigs own head) . Discqunting can only
occur when Adult thinking.ie avoided and actual
Child needs or feelings are ignored. Any person
can stop discounting and refuse to play games by
acknowledging his Child needs or feelinge ainf
choosing appropriate means to have them met.

, g. Another method ot- game analynin in in

terms ot a transactional

]
aeram.

SI: "Can I see you tonight?"
RI: "Yes, come over later."
S2: "I'll teach you n lesson."
R2: "ebme and kick me."

The two persons shove are sending dual or ulterior
messages. While their Adult ego states 'are dis-
cussing a rendezvous (socipl message), A',,s Parent
and B's Child are setting(up a situation_ibl:a "
covert or psychological message) which will lead
to bad feelings. The game becomes apparent when
ego states are switched and the psychological
message becomes overt ind bad feelings are ex-
perienced b; both players. A is playing "Now
I've tqc You, You SOB" (NIGYSOB) while B is play-
ing "Kick Me." The transactional diagram illu-
strates that both partnets must be willing to play
a game in.orier for the game to continue. JO,

h. Robert Goulding lists.five steps necessary
for a game:

(1) An osakeible stimulus; usually Adult
(4 to Adult (social messaAe)

message).
c(2)

(3)

A psychological stiMuIus (secree

A response to the secret message

(4) A payoff of bad feelings

(5) The game is played out of Adult aware-
ness (if the participant is aware of the psycholo ical
levellaof communication, he is maneuvering or man puha-
ing me other, not playing a gaMe.)

mii...10011111m4.0,..TTY
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i. The Karpman Game Triangle illustrates

still soother way of understandinv OBMICS. Persons
who play games are discounting while ssuming the
role of Pernecotor, Rescuer, or-Victin. Any one
player knows all the roles and may switch from
role to role ad the game progrenae4-or as he goes
from one game to another. Most people, however,
havela favorite role and spend most of their timo
in that position. A game occurs when et least one
of the players switches positions on the triangle,
thereby prOviding a negative stroke payoff for
.each player in the game.

111. Hoseper

The following is a lipt of Common games divided
three Game lriangle
each column is the

4

V
VICTIM

into groups determined by the
positions. The firat.game in
biopic one tor that ptnAition.

PERSEdUTOR RESCUER

Blemish
Courtroom
If It Weren't For
You
R&
See 1,11tat You Made

Me Do
Corner
3chlemill

I'm Oney Trying
to Hefp Yoti

Witut Would You
Do Without Me

Happy to Help
'They'll,lie Glad
They Knew Me

Kick Me
Why Does. this

141wais Happen
To Me?

Stupid
Woodeil Leg
,Harried
Poor Me
Cops & Robbers
Alcoholic, Addict

j. GeMting clients to give up games is diffi-
cult. Thls is because games provide liamy strokes
for some clients, Ind life-long patterns of strok-
ing are not easily given up. Initial pmfrontatiot
of games and/br rackets often frustrate the client',
who max escalate the pattern by cr)ling louder or by
threatening to ,leave or to hurt himself. The counselor
encouragedthe client to learn new and more satisfying
ways of acquiring-the strokes he needs and wants while
using one'or more of the following methods.

(1) Ns is to provide the client with Adult
information concerning..tfie game(s) the client is play-
ing, how it.Tiks into hid script, And how the moired
of the game progress to a bad feeling payoff. The)
counselor does this by allowing a game tn be played
out or described, asking the player'how he feels
after receiving the peyoff, and diagrAmming the
moves. With thee information tho client, especially
if he is playing A first degree game, can learn to.
avoid the payoff, and can change how he relates to
othdis..

f
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(2) Aaothei way to tre. 't game

laayera is to work c.irectiy with he

client's silocket feelings, pointlng
out their repetitive occurrence and )

the cl iLl't's responsibility for feel=
iAg t I e way he does. Finally, find
out what the suppressed Natural Child
feeling is an5Vbelp that be expressed.
t."Iten the clidnt gives up the-racket

feeling he will likely give up the
game'moves that acconpany it. -

(3) A thin, way to effecte-
ly stop game playini, and rackets Is
to catch the openifl discount; con- ;

front it, and encour,age the Iiient
to taink about what he is dilcounting.
As tfie client becomes aware orwhat
is really going on within himself he
may choose to stop discounting and
give up4the ensuing game or racket.

In general, the task of
the therapist. is to help the client.
becoual aware of and express in a use-
ful way the i;aturn1 Child heed or feel
ing whach he has betnl discounting.

EVALUATION

1. Give an example of a 3rd degree
gime

2 . What is meant by a symbiotic
relationship?'

3. As,a counseloi Vhy uould it be
important for,a client to under-
_stand the TA "game" concept?.

4,

4

11
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1. Direct students to svia1 1 groups.

2. Conduct TA Exercises Number WO
(Atch 2).

CONCLUSION (

SUMMARY

1, lit.te structurinr.

2 Rackets and how theyare
. developed. The concept of TA

i
stamps .

3. TA games and their relation-
ship to rackets.

REntrfIvATION

,7.4)

With Lhe tuformativ we. have covered
"p5uprobably have Abetter under-

,. standing of how *you strbcture your
time. Also the undei.stanaIng of TA
games, xackets'and 'stamps is'Ap
...impotant 4spect of. understancaug
oursulf. lathe .4roup setting

.yowwill further 44,e1op your self,
awareness using these concepts.

-
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IKTRODUCTION TO NEW LESSON

Briefly regeste previous lesson.

1. Tine structuring.
2. Rackets and stamps. t

3. TA gapes and their relationship
to rackets.

M OT IVAT ION c7

Todays lesson will increase your
understanding of how people make
major decisions very 'early in life
as to hot; life will be lived. 1.You
will no doubt be Ole to closely
identify with particular instances
in your own life and perhaps gain
a great deal of insight into past

- events that impact on today's
behavior.

OVERVIEW

Specifically we will discuss

1. ,Life Scripts
2, Winner and Loser

4
12. Definition of a "life script"
and its basic elements, and how
those elements influence behavior.

° a. Definition of "life scripts".
A script is a personal life plan de-
cided upon by each individual at an
early age in reactiom to his/her
interpretatiOns of exttrnal events.

b. Basic elements of a life
script.

(1) Rackets. In observing
behavior, we notice that often people
to through certain repetitive moves
Vbich result in ,the same demonstrated
feelings over and over Again.

46193
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(2) Early decision.

(a) Further observation
revealed that collectlnr, these feel-
ings or sustaining a facket is in
support or a part of a much larger
plan (a script on how to live life)t

1 Written as
children without suf- ficient Adult
data, with a determination to follow
it to the often times tragic end.

2 Once decided,
a person becomes una- ware of "an
,option to live_differently - as
though all'autonomy is surrendered.

(b) Often times,
people are able too get in touch
with the exact instant that this\
early decision was made. r

(3) Parental injutlptions.
Looking further, the person/a games
and rackets seamed to serve a.par-
ticular injunction given in early
childhdod and the decision surround-
ing this injunction.

(a) Injunctions are a
little difficult to.Understand and to
pick up at firstvbecause they are,
for the most part, unspolten messages.
To further complicate matters, they
are unspoken messages that are given
apart from the awareness of the person
giving the message.

(b) This very potent,
influential messlige is gil4en to the
child from the mother and/or dad's
Child ego states; almost always,
'without the awarene4s of mom's and
dad's Adult ego states.

( ) This unspoken mes-
,

*age tells the tld-how he/she ca n
achieve recognition, or, in other

.words, get strokes.

47
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(4Y Counteriniunctions. What

mom and dad verbalize, is generally .a
counterinjuncriOn. CodnterAmjunctions
are the things rill& and dad wakt for us
or have more to do with how mom and
,dad want the world'to see their off-
spring. They include 'grow up, behave
.yourself, make.mon?y, present agood

earance, get an,education, be seen
wi h the right people, be the best, etc.,
!pt.

c. : Five major,parental injunc-
tions and examprta of their situational
origins.

(1) "Don'.t b" injunction.

(a) .A person may suffer *

a life of nagetiNre strokes or 'no strokes
at all (loneliness). a

(b) A person may soon get
the message that things Would be better
if "he/she were not".- or, in other:

'words, if hefshe didnot exist.
-

(c) How can this non't7
be" kin-d)of mda'sage be given? "IfAt
weren't for you

1 I wouldn't have

4 had to get married:-
,

2 I would've had a
career of my own.

( ) A person buying into
.this injttnctior very earq in life de-
cides how to 1 ve it out, often times
to the tragic end. .The decision Can be
almOst anything,'but runs along the
'lines of:

1 If things get
bad, .1'11,kill

,

if it kills me.

COO

2 I'll get you, even

3 ,I'll et yo to

,,,, 7 kill me, etc.;,etc.

48
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(2) "Don!t be important" in-
junctions. People who are quiet that
they appear-almost to apologize for
taking up space or breathing their

' share of.air in the room. Example.

Mom and dad:Sre generally not too
important, so it's easy to get these-
kinds of messages.

(a) Stay in thb back-
don't be conspicious.ground and

spoken to.
(b) -Don't speak unless

(c) Child.ren arb to
be seen And not'heard, and now I'm

397year-old child.

- (3). "Don't be close" in-
junction. This is found in people
who experience a great deal-of dis-
coMfort (n either physical close-
'fess or deep relationships of any
kind.

4 (a) These people
spend a great deal of energy avoid-
ing people.

these people
withdrawn.'

junction.

(b) We often experience
as cold and aloof or

(4) "Don't make it" in-

(a) The demanding
perfectionistparents most assuredly
send cleAr "dbn'f-make-it" idjunctions,
since nobody cat be perfect.

(b) Religion tends to
go along the same lines, setting up
impossible etandards with build-in
failure mechanisms. .

(e) People who buYr
into this injunction never feel
satisfaction with their performance.
They establish unreal, unattainable
standards in their own heads,. then
.Eiosspi wi.th themselves because they
Alon't +Attain them.,

49
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>... (5) "Don't" injunction%

(a) Picture the over-
protective parents who, no matter
what is going on, say,

(b) Every title a little
baby picks up an item or-does anything,
the parent slaps the baby's hands.

(c) People who buy itito
tills injunction are often indecisive,
unable to make'a decision or a move,
and seems to always be looking over
their shoulder for somebody to take
whatever it is they are doing away
fron them.

EVALUATION

1. What is the defintrion of a Life
Script? .

2. How does the "early decision"
-effect a persona life?

3. Using a TA concept, what are
verbalized expectations that-parents
have for their children called?

13. Define the concept of a
"Winner" and a "Loser" in terms
of TA theory: including the
necessity of redecision.

a. Winners:

(1) 'When a person refers
to a "winner" in TA terminology he
is not referring to someone who
mikes someone else lose.

io 1 9

.*
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,2) A winner is-bat4adft,4

person who responds authentically by
being credible, trustworthy, responsivev
and genuine, both 8A an individual and
as a member of society.

.(3) ,Few people are one hundrAd
percelit winners or one hundred percent
losers. It's a matter of degree. How-
ever, onc a person is on the road to

f
being a inner, his.or her chances are
greater or becoming even more so.

(4) James and Jongeward in
their book, Born to Win, describe a

winner thusly:

(a) Winners have different
potentials.' Achievement-is not the moat
important thing. Authenticity is. The
authentic person'experienCes self-reality
by knowing, being, and becoming a credible,
responsive4person. Authentic people
actualize their own unprecedented unique-
ness and appreciate the uniqueness of
others.

(b) Authentic persons --
winners -- do not dedicate their lives
to a concept of what they imagine they
should be; rather; they are fhemselves
and as such do not use their energy
putting on a performance, maintaining
pretense, and manipulating others.
Winners.can reveal themselves instead
of projecting images that please, pro-
voke, or entice, others. They are aware
that there is a difference between being
loving and acting loving, between being
stupid and acting stupid; between being
knowledgeable and acting khowledgeable.
Winners do not need to hide behind a
mask. They throw off unrealistic self-
images of inferiority or superiority.
Autonomy does not frighten, winners.

(c) Ail people have moments
of autonomy, if only fleeting. However,
winfiers are able to sustain their autonomy
over ever-increasing periods of time.
Winners may lose ground occasionally and
may even fail. Yet, in spite of setbacks
winners maintain a basic self-confidence..

51
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(d) Winners are'not
afraid to do their own thinking and
to use their own knowledge. They can
separate facts from opinion and don't
pretend to have all the answers. They
.lfsten to others, evaluate what they
say but, come to their own conclusions.

ough winners can admire and reapect
uther people,.they are not totally de-
fined, demolished, bound, or awed by

MIA

(e) Winners'do not play
"helpless", nor do they play the
blaming game. Instead, they assume
responsibility for thier own lives.
They do not give others a false'
authority over them. Winners are
their own bosses and know it.

(f) To winners, time
is precious. Winners don't kill tine,
'hut live it here and(now. Living-in
the now does not mean that winners
foolishly ignore their own peat history
or fail to prepare for the future.
Rather,.winners know their past, are
aware and alive in the present, and
look forward to- the future.

(g) Winners learn to
know their feelings and limitations and
to be unafraid of them. Winners'are not
stopped by their own contradictions and
ambivalences. Being authentic, they
know when they nre angry and can listen
when others are angry with them. Winners
can give and receive affection; Winners
are able to love and be loved.

(h) Winners gan be sponta-
neous. They do not have to respond in
predetermined, rigid ways, but can change
their plans when the situation calls for
it. Winners, hAve a zest for life, enjoy-
ing work, play, food, other people, sex,
and the world.of nature. Without guilt
they enjoy their own acc9mplishments.
Without envy they enjoy:the accomplish-
ments of othern.

-199
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(i) Although 1./ihners can
freely er4oy theneelves, they can also
postpone enjoyment, can discipline
themselves in the presipt to enhance
their enjoyment in the future. 'Winners
are not afraid to go after what they
want, but thty doiso.in appropriate
ways. Winners do not get their
security by controlling others.
They do not set thenselves up to
lOse.

(j) A winner cares about
the world and its peoples. A winner
is not isolated from,the general problems

-of society!, but is concerned, compas-
sionate, and committed to improving the
quality of life. Even in the face of
national and international adversity,
a winner's self-image is not one of a
powerless individual. A winner works
to make the world a better place.

-

.(5) A loser is one who fails
to respond authentically.

.

(a) Although people are
born to win, they are alsO born helpless
and totally dependent on their environ-
mint. Winners successfully make the'
transition from total helplessness to
indeyendence, and then to interdePepd-
once.. bosers do not. S mewhere along
the way they begin to avojid becoming
responsible for their owni lives.

(b) A lack of fesponse .

. to dependency needs, poor nutrition,
brutallty, unhappy relationshiTs,
diseaSti'continging disappointments,
inadeqUate'physiCal care, and traumatic
events are among the many experieves

. that contribute to making people losers.
Sueh experiences interrupt, deter, or
prevent the normal progress toward
autonomy and aelf7actualization. To
cope with negative experiehdesi-child-

, ren learn to manipulate themselves and'
others. 'These manipulative techniques
are hard to give up later in life .and
often becoMe set patterns. Winners
'work to shed them. Losers hang on to
them.

2



(c) Sone losers speak
of thenselves as succeauful but
anxious, suecessfnl\InAt trapped, or
successful but unhappy. Others speak
of thettselves as totally beaten, with-
out purpose, unable to move, held dead;
or bored to death. Losers may pot
recognize that, for the most part,
they have been building their own
cages, digging their own graves, and
boring themselves.

(d) A loser seldon,liVes
in the present, but instead destroya
the present by focusing on past memr-
ories or future expectations. The
lost who lives in the past dwells on
the good old days or on past personal
misfortunes. Nostalgically, the loser
either clings to the way thiings "used'
to be" or bemoans his or her bad luck.
The loser is self-pitying and shifts
the responribility for an unsatis-
factory life onto others. Blaming
others and excusing oneatlf are often,
part of the loser:s games. A loser
who lives in the;past may lament, "If
only . You are welcome to

in, the blank.

(e) People who iive in
the future may dream of some miracle
after which ;hey can "live happily
ever after." Rather thad_ pursuing
their' own lives, losers wait -- wait
for the magical rescue. How wonderful
life will be "When ."' This is
sometimes known in TA language as Wait-
inglor Santa Claus or waiting lor the
Undertaker.

(0 Another tipe-of
loser lives continually under the
qdread of future catastrophe. They
conjure up,expec na of "What ifs

." Again, you are invited
to fill in the 4ank.

5eol
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(g) Unlibre to bring the

full: potential of their senies into the
immediate situation, losers' perceptions
are-incorrect or incomplete. They see
themselves and others chrough a prism-
like distortion. Their' ability to deal
effectively with the real world is ham-
pered. Their anxiety tunes out current
reality. Consequently these people are
unable to see for thtmselves, hear for
themselves, feel for themselves, or
taste, touch, or think for themselves.

(h) Losers spend much of
their time play acting, pretending,
manipulating, and perpetuating old roles
from'childhood. Losers invest-their
energy in maint4ning maSks, often pro-
jecting a phony front. Losers repress
their capacities to express sponttineously
and appropriately the full range of pos-
sible behavior. They may be unaware of
other,options for a mnore productive,
self-fulfilling life path. Losers are
afraid to try new things and instead
maintain their own statue quo. Losers
aie repeaters, repeating not only their
own mistakes, but often those of their
families and culture as well.

13-'(1) A loser-has difficulty
gitring and receiving affection and does
not enter into intinate, honest, direct
relationships with Others. .Instead,,a
loser tries to manipulate them into
living up to his or her expectations.
Losers' energies are often channeled
into living up to expectations of others.

(j) People who are losers
are not using their/intellectiSppropri-

. attly, but instead are misustfig it to
,

rationalize and intellectualize. When
rationalizing, losers give excuses to
make their:actions seem plausible. When
intellectualizing,-they try to snow others
with verbiage; Consequently, much of
their potential remains dormant, un-
realize(4d'unrecognized. Like the
frog-prinCe in the fairy tale, losors
ar spillbound and live theii lives-

beingfomething they aren't meant to be.

AMM#A
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(6) The prinary focus of
therapy and counseling measures
within TA is on breaking the spell'
that was either cast or decided upl-
on early in the person's ehtldhood.
If a person decided upon becomig
wanipulativec then duFing.the course
of counseling, they can decide to
become authentic. This'is the re-
decision. The redecision is what
breaks the spell or script and
allows the person to begin Ais-
covering new altefnatives.

(7) The focup in counselitw
is h) making the loner aware of those
behaviors and beliefs which are uti-
lized:'to keep'the person from aware-7
uess or from taking full responsibility
for thenselves. As we have discussed
previou5ly, the concept of the script
message, or mini-script, is a negation
of the person. And to the extent the
mini-script keeps the person fron
awareness, then it is effective in
negating the person.

(8) Counseling involves
changing the person's perceptions
of thenself and of others, .of moving
away.from games, and from waiting to
doing. TA4kelief in the.individual's
ability to childge-and to be the di-

w rector of redecisions is crucial to
the overall theory of counseling.
Anything else leads to further de-
pendency and abdiction of personal
iresponsibility.

*VALUATION

1. ,What are some of the characteris
ties of a winner?

2, ilhat are sone of the characteris-
tics of a losei?

203
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12. Lxercise

,11 Direct students tocall grpups.

2. Conduct .TA Exercise Number Three
(Atch 3)

COI4CI.US 011 (

S t112 MR?

1. Life scripts.

2. Concept of "winner" and
"loser".

1

, RENaTIVATION

The life script's is an excellent
way for you to have a better under-
standing of yourself. It's impor-
tent to remember decisions made very
early in life can be different if
one chooses. Looking at the entire
TA concept, plesie realize that TA
does not provide the key'to the
universe, but it does provide a
base line for understanding one's
self s well as other people.

\I

COSURE

In closing, I would like to impress
the importance of using TA in the
group setting and not.to apply TA
in your social lives. Remember ute
other people that are,irportant to
you Who are not here have not ex-
perienced what you have. They don!t
understand the language. Itore harm,

than good can come using TA in these
relationships. Enjoy what you have
leatned about yourself and share it
with.others in a way everyone can .
understand.

, 57
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Personalit'y Theory
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'11tANSACII44AL ALALYSIS - EXLRC1SE O'NE

4 . .

STROKE\CLINIC (VERBAL)
A

I. Have students form an_ inner and-outer circle.(inner circle facing
outward, outer circle facing inward, so they are feting eaeh othdr).

A

2. Rave-meibers in.the outside circle give verbal etrokes to members
ofthe inside circle. Inside circle.members may respond -- but do not
allow anybody to physically touch.

(t4

3. Switch -- have outer circle move.to inner and inner to outer. Rave
outer circle members give verbal strokes to inner circle members -- BUT
this.time, do not allow inner Circle members to respond (no grins,. eye-
wink nothini77--

4. Rave all members sit down -- (00PSrBy'now, have'printed the following
scale on the-chalkboard.). s

1 2

VERY CO1IFORTABL1) COMFORTABLE MILDLY COMFORTABLE

4 .5 6
MILDLY UNCOMFORTABLE UNCOMFORTABLE VERY UNCOMFORTABLE

Ask the menbers in the first inside circle to rate how they felt receiving
A

strokes. (Plot their responses.)

Then ask the meubers who were n the inner circle the second time (the ones
i.rho could qot respond) to rate how theyjelt receiving strokes. (Plot their
responses below the first scores.)

5. HOPEFULLY --\the gtouP which was unsib/e to respond havhigher leVels .of
discomfort on the scale. Process/discuss:

a. The inability of the personW who could no respond to equalize or
diAcount strok s.

b. Discuss loose ends of the exercise (giv and receiver of strokes
differences tc.).

4 ) ATTACHMENT 1
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'-...-- Actions Training, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas (something similar).

4i-
b. A4ult E;;o: Be very factual, stralghtforwarT, but not overbearing

1N.- or strong (in other Words, don't cone on PAREUT). r...7,...,.,

AOlvt0

/9 /
S" KT: CLINIC (TOUC1IING-NONVI:RBAL)

I. The last group that was inside, get inside again. (Form inner and
miter circles.)

2. Repeat steps above, onlyononverbai touching strokes. On the no-
response cycle, emphasize do not respod in any way; he., If some-

, body shakes your nand, let him/her take a'"dead fish."

1. Process sane as above.

, INTRODUCTIONS (P.7A-C)

1 . Open discussion or introduce eXercise by telling students that you
would like for them to become more aware of the,various ego.states,
,P-A-C. "Rap" on it for a couple of minutes, remephasizing some of the
lecture points.

2. Then, tell ther: One way you can further experience the vairious ego.
4.

states is by introducing yourself to the rest of the group from each ego
state. (You may want to begin by demonstrating,the procedure yourself.)

a. Parent-Egot Be very, very formal (perhaps hands on hips). I

am :ienior Zlaster Sergeant James A. Aullen, NCOIC, Departmeht of Social

ra S.:, 1

.2

c. Child Ego: Laugh out,loud, be happy, gay, flippant, and do a
handstand or cartwheel- as you blurt out, "HERE'S MI/IY!" (or something
similar).

3. Tnen have each.nember introduce him/herself from each ero state. Pro-
cess/discuss:

a. A:oticeable differences or lc!ck of diffecences.

b. Difficulty:1n getting into a particular ego state.
vr

c. EgOstate you felt most comfortable with.

d. Were you able to recognize the various ego states in others?

1-2
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SIX-CHALK DIALOGUE

I. Another way that may assist you in realizing and identifying the
different ego status/is by doing an exercise called "Six-Chair Dialogue."
Arrange)ih'irs:

XXX
XXX
PAC

2. -tusk for volunteers to) fill each of the six chalrs --two people with
"big Parents," two with fkinctional Aiults, and two with a lot of 7kid"
(Chi Id)

3. Seat them as shown in the above diagram. Tnen explain:

The six of you represent the ego staCes of two people (P-A-C).

b. Every statiut you make must come from the particular ego state
you are role-playing . (Members in tlue outside circle may yell "TILT" and
take a person's place if that person comes out of his/her assigned ego role.)

4. have then carry on a dialogue as though they are two people (with,three
ego statesolach). Topics of discussion might be:

a. Should marijuana be legalized? (One side pro, the other side con.)

. b. Should inpeachment proceedings be initiated? (One aide pro, the
other side con.)

104
NOTE: Other controversial subjects can be "dreamed up:"

-749cSt.. S. Allow dialogue to run for five to sten minutes. ObsCrve:

AirliAlstV

'.)4.1.,:i
. .

a. Who (which ego state) is dominating?

b. Who (which ego,state) is passtve, quiet?

e. W'atch.for nonverbal cues as to how various ego states try to gain
control. (You may want to stop the dialogue momentarily to ask members
(observers) what they see happening -- then proceed with the dialogue.)

U. 'If there is"talking among the various II ego states 11 of the same
"persono"'explain that this isthe internal dialogue which goes on within
a person.

207
1-3
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LCOCRAMS (Use as a filler)

Lay on' a "rap:" As you watch various persons function, you will
notice that one person appears to operate from one ego state more than
from others. Looking nt the P-A-C, and perhaps even breaking the Parent
ego state down further to the Nurturing Parent (NP) and the-Cgtical
Parent (CP) and the Child ego state down to the Adapted Child kAC) and
the Free Child (FC), it is interesting to plot how n person 41pears to
fund LioNi.

2. Iid like for each of.ydu to take out a piece of paper and write down
an egogram as I have done (naturally).

CP, NP A ,AC FC

25 Unite

3. Jith a fixed amount of energy or units, 25 in this case, try to plot
syoUr awn egogram. ]Ftemember,'you only have a fixed amount of units. There-
fore, one area brows at the expense of others. (Allow two or three minutes

Jor members to plot.)

4. You may have two.or three persons report out and plot theirs (one at 4'
Aime) on the board. (Remembly to cover that this is the perdon's percepttl
of him/herself.) Rave othAr members adjust the egogram, reflecting their
perceptions of that particular person, based on their interaction and know-.
ledge of him/her.

NOTE: Generally -- be aware -- high 40 ajhigh AC go hand-iu-hand, just
as high NP and high FC g? hand-in-hand.

5. Process the exercise. People vay realize they have more CP and AC than
they can work on, letting their FC out and becoming more nurturing-and get
in touch with liking themselves and stroking themselves for the remainder
of the-course. And right now.is A pod time to begin. (Give themt4 positive
stroke -- doet let them discount it.)

1-4
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' TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS -... EXERCISE TWO

P-A-C DYADS

1. Brlefly.discuse: "Now that we have developed a, language, we cone to
the point where we ian_uae" the language to analyse ampransaction." (Give
definition of.a transaction:- Consists of a stimulus.by one person and a
xesponse by another;which'response, in turn, becoMes a new stimulus to

1which thegother person,can respond, etc,)

2. Break the group into dyads, as you explain: "One way to get in touch
,

with what transactions-are all abdut and, at the same time, provide a
little review from yesterday's ego ltate identification'work that we did,
is,to have you,run.a.feW complementery transaction dialogues. 11
'N

a. First, I'd like for each dyad .to run a Parent-Perent dialogue '

each member staying in the Paent ego state. (If:some meqbers heed sug-
gestions, try inflation, AirsPorce promotion system, energy crisis, gasoline
station "service," new car flaws, tc.) " . (Lai this run for three or four
minutes.)

tot

b. Process:

(1) Didtyou have diffiCulty remaining in the Parent ego state?

(2) 'Was it noticeable when you or the other member slipped out of
the,Perent ego'state?

(3) Can you- recall hearing Parent-Parent conversations taking place?'

(4) How coUld you have "put,static"in the colputer and crossed the
other dyad member up"?

c. Break and fori dew dyads. Have members.do a Child-Child dialogue.
(Some suggestions: .1If I were king, I'd . . . ." "When we were in high
pchool, we used to fool the teachers bi . .," etc., etc.) Process the
same as above.

Y/
. ,

d. Break into new-dyads, and run an Adult-Adult dialogue the-iame as
above.

3. Process the entire exerciee'before'going on to the next.one.

%.

2-09
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NOOKER" DYADS

1. Break groups into different tyade as you down a rap": "Ai

you know, complementary transactions are,as a rule, smooth end do not
cause groat deal of dlfficulty. However, problems,do arise when
transactions become crossed or ',hen something is "read-into" the stimulus
of a transaction. Let's see if we can shed some further.light on this
point by doing another exercise."

2. Decide which member in your dyad will stay in the Adult Igo state.
After the seletion is firm, lay out this task: OR, the task of the

10,4

.dy61 singber who was not selected to remain in the Adult ego state is
to "hook°. the other person's Parent or Child. Adult member, your task
is to remain in the Adult. No holds are barred, outside of physical,

.-violence.
.

-3. Let this,run for four live minutes. Good luck! Proms:

a. FiTst of all, make- ertain that those' members who got "hooked"
are not "unhookee'and back in the Adult. $

4. Discus4whit/haw a person got-"hookid" (make,certain both the
"hooker" and the "hookee" deecribe their roles).

-c. Were there notieeable differences in the piison wh? got "hooked"
(verbal and_nonverbal)?

d. Mow.do rits get yourself "hooked"? "Unhooked"?'

4. A good second part tO this might be to hav"!Mt Super Adult" (that
member wbo did not.get "hooked") take the "hot -*fiat" to see if he can
ward off the entire group. .Again, mak, certain "Mr Super Adult" ends up
in a good spot after.the exercise and procese it,the same as above:

STROKE DISCUSSION

Just,discuss, among group members how people get their strokes:

a.. How do you

b. How do you
stroke a person by

got yours? (Negative add positivi4,

get strokes on the job? Negative? Positive? (Don't
laughing about how negative stroke's are gained.)

c. Read and ube TA Journal Article.

%.

2-2
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KARPMAN TRIANGLE EXERCISE

1. Review Kirpmin's Drama Triangle principle:

-

N

Persecutof

"Vfctim

Rescuer

/96

(SL Offieer/NCO)

(Person with Drug/EOT Problem)

(Switching of roles'indicates a game/drama.)

2. Ask for volunteers to play the different roles depicted above.

-\\N 3. Ail "victim" to mike up thdaituation.

;Alt
4. Aliow situation to develop for awhile. (Process role changes as
you see them occur.)

5. Afier awhile, allow alter egos for each triad member to facilitate
. Position changes.

NOTE: Alter egoi Member stands behind person With hand on parson's
shoulder -- responds very openly as he/she thinks the person would
like to, or should, respond to a particular stimulus. (It shouldlat
tlhings moving for ypiir triangle.) You may have to demonstrate the \
'alter ego in order to get'it started.

,

-
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6. Process/discuss;

. "prf^;!...1.:17. b

441)

a. Awareness of the Wature of the Social/ Actions business lending
itself to bring fertile ground for games or drama such as en in
Karpman's triangle.

b.'" Discuss the importance of carefully evaluating sieuations before
acting -- to preclude the triangle situation.

7. PROCESS THE ENTIRE LAB.

2-4
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TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS - EXERCISE THREE

1. Do a :Ilk review of the TA lectures to include:

a. Ego states (Parent-Adult-Child).

b. Transactions (complementary and crossed).

c. Life positions.

A. Time-structuring/games.

e, Strokes (the ke to it all).

ei
i

2. Tell the group m

/ 98 .

brsythat today'e lab will deal with doing a mini- -

script of eadh person to gain some insight into soma of the factors that
have influenced their lives. Some of the decisions they have made will
perhaps become khown, and-they may get in touch with some aspects of their
lives that they would like to change or redeiide., (All for questions before
continuing.)

- -
3. Each individual needs something on which to write.. The first thiggs
we will do is attempt to get in tduch with the injunctions ye.receimed.
Remember, the injunctions are those messages we received from. the Child
ego state of ourfmother and father (or received.from the Child ego stare
orour mother and father (or significant other) when we were very small.

Have members relax and close their eyes. Tell them: Get in touch with
when you were a_kid (maybe four, five, or six years old). What's the
meanest thing your mothei or father ever said to you (when they were really
upsecrwith you)? (Pause) What was happening at the time. (Pause) When
you "it in,touch with a scene, come on,back to the room, open your eyes,
and jot awn what you were in toucKwith. Thip is not.something that.will
be shared with group membersi by the way.

*
4. Next, cover getting .in touch with rackets (rackets being your stereo-
typed way of reacting in stressful situations). Rackets are feelings/

as anger, sadness, loneliness, Eitc: Of course, just because
you have eeling does not mean you hive a racket. For instance, it is
quite appropriate for you to become angry in certain instances; however, if
you spend a lot of your time being angry, or you are angry over prolonged
periods of time, there's a good chance that you may be supporting au anger
racket.

la

j; .
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Have members close their eyes and relax. You may, however, want thCM
6 keep their eyes open, since there are questions to which thei shoul&
Writ, the answers. Ask%

a. What feelings do you have when you're not OK,Ibr in a stressful
situation?

b. What is your most common unpleasant feeling?

c. Try to gat irktouch with that unpleasant feeling. What is s.
recent incident (since you've been here_at ,the School) when you ex-
perienced that feeling?

d. What led tb the event? What hap-penal!?

a. ROW DID YOU MAKE YOURSELF FEEL THAT WAY?

f. Co back with the feeling to a previous Rccasion when You felt that
.wiy. (Discuif the "here-and-now matrix" to show haw people leave the "here-
and-now" to Opport their "rackety" feelings. Example of anxiety racket:
"I feel OK, here and now. So, Iithink, of all the expectations people will

ve of.me after I get back home. Ir,bicome anxiousl etc., etc.

g. Discuss owning your awn feelinisk. The wing commander makes me
anxious. Explaii that the wing commandr actually has no power to ZE:.
in feel. /cip are respodbibll for'lyour own feelings, and-you have it
within your power to, choose not m. be anxious in front of tite wing
commander or in froitof a-group of people while you're doing drug educa-
tion. Illobody can take your power away from you. One of the most beneficial
things you can do for yourself while you're here is to gat in touch with your
own power. One of the things that can happen, though, is that via can givo
IzEjoilmilz. Think about it. Nobody can take your power from you, but
you outlive it sway! How can you give your power away?

By discounting yourself, gulch as apologising for taking up the group's,
time with your "petty" problem; or telling everybody before you begin talking
that "you know this probably isn't important but ."; or by "putting
your two cents' worth in" (when what you have to say is worth a lot more);
or there are numerous other ways (ask for further input). Finally, you dis-
count yourself by 'not treating, you as the ...ott importle1...person in the world.

h. Summarise: Be respodpible for mu-- awn your own feelings -- get
in touch with how you discount,!yourself. Experience yqur power and, remember,
you are the most imporvint rson in the world. (I gee high just sitting here
writing this. I mess 'it's misuse I'm good. No, I know I'm Rood!

3-2
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5. I would like to crer the next facet of doing a miniscript, the
counterinjunction.. CoUnterinjunctions Come frog: the Parent ego state
of the member and father (or significant other) to your Parent ego
state.

a. Use tho same technique as you used in paragraph 1, abOve.

b. Ask: What was the main edvice you got irom your parents?

c. When you really "shined"-as a Child, how did your parents.praise
you? 4

d. What, did they say?

e. What kind of situa4on or oet4ng were you in?

f. How do you get praise now? ,

6. Let me provide you with a situation that might throw some light on
this whole business of injunctions, counttrinjunctions, rackets, and .

decisions -- and how a person can "buy into" the whole business and
live out a.script.

a. When I veal little kid, maybe three years old, my mother wa
toilettraining me (as all mothers do).

b. It was very important to-her, I soon discovered, Or me to, have
.4=6 a bowel movement every day at precisely 10143 a.m. 1

c. In fact, it was so important to her that she would'not pw me
to flush the toilet until she had inspectedily daily creation.

d. At which point she became very.pleased with myjerforma6ce --
,patted me. on the head (stroke) and said, "That's my good little boy/girl*
'(stroke).' And .I'vould run out and play.

'', . .

\
e. One time, at precisely 1043 a.m., Mom cabled mi in to perform my

ily creative act4vity: I sat in the "John" -- "Jane" for you ladies --
an experiApced a great deal of difficulty. I either wasn't creative that
da "or:perhaps,I wail still angry with Mom for making me stand in the cOrper
*a lie': that morning. At any rate, no creation ions forthcoming.

10;Da.'

7,111001,1,1

f. Hom became very concerned about me and would knock on the John/Jane
doo every few minutes to see if I was OK (stroke)'.

Aftei a very long time (10 to 15 minutes) I decided to concede to
failu S.

c

1
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h.

thought
deepest

My mother was very upseitcOver the whole 'Utter. You'd have

she was the one who was constipated. But, actually, her

concern was obviously over my wellbeing.

She picked me up (stroke), talked tcime Very, very nurturingly

(stroke), rubbed my stomach/for )me (stroke), gave me a whole lot of

attention.(stroke, stroko), and, fimally, gave ma some chocolate candy -

(Exlax stroke).-

j. I decided then and there -- the way to.be around that house

(in order to get a lot of'attention and strokes) was to h. constipatold

.or to keep tight set of sphincter muscles. And, I've been living

that way ever since. Oh, by the way, I'm 39 years old now.

k. Draw this matrix for the story:

MOM

CRE4tTE,

.

4unctIon)

, 3-4
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TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVE

Using Transactional Analysis (TA)., identify the factor(s) which des-
cribe the formation and operation of the human personality in interper-

:sonal relationships. S .

INTRODUCTIdN

Understanding'how peopLe relatR to one another is essential to all
social actions personnel. Transactfonal analysis (TA), and the related
humanistic psychologieladdressed in this unit will give you a basic
understanding of how people interact and how aspects of their personali-
ties Nprk to affect interpersonal relationships. In thcs lesson you will
firstlearn aboutothe development of TA as a personalAty tOeory. .Next,
we exainine'the structure of the human peronaritY; looking at the three
ego states, the parent, adult, and child which each of us has within us.
Next, we examine the concept of "strokes,", and eXamine%t*le interaction
between people--transactions. Life positions,,and the ways people structUre
time will be discussed. Then we will examine the concepts of "rackets"
and "sbamps" as well,as "games", "l*fe.sCripts,", "winners, looseil",' and
"redecisions". Finally we'll examine' Maslow's hierarchy,of,needs; his
'concept of ""self-actualization': and its similarities with Glasser's.toncept
of "po'SVtiVe addiction."

Whild you are learning the theoralf hoW people interact, you will
- also be experiencing, through structuard experiences, peoPle in your small

group interacting. This small group is your laboratory in which you ex-
amine how these theories applY to real people and 'their interactions.

The more you learn about yourself, your interaction with others, and
how people interact, the more effective you will be in this people business-r
social actions.

INFORMATION

Pt
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT s'

transactional analysis was developed by Eric Berne, N.D., a social
psychiatrist, and an individual who keenly observed human behavior with
zeal and insight. 'Early in bis professional career he believed.that by'
.using intuipon and asking three questions-Avlient's behavior coul4
eccurately be predicted. Although he ti'ained as a psychoanalyst and spent
15 yeark as an "analyst", he abandoned this tradiponal approach to treat-
ment anl developdd transactionar analysi§--an off-shoot,of psychoanalytis.
His departure from the traditional psychoanalytic apkoach can be related
to two factors: First, he used non-Araditional approaches such as humor
and a heavy emphasis on groups, and.secondly1 he disregardqd traditioñal,

,1
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staus used by the psychiatric field. Based.on his experiences in §roup

interaction, he developed the TA concept of interpersonal communication and

'a TA language that could easily be understood by both the therapist and client.

It helped the clients understand how their behavior was dysfunctional. Berne

surmized, after Observing his clients, that they.had-what appeareVo be ego

images: (1) Some clients behaved as though they were little chil ren despite

their age, (2) some acted as parental figures, and (3) others dealt with

factual data like a computer. These'tlients switched back and forth from one

ego image to another. Based on these observations he developed the concept of

the Parent, Adult, and Child ego states. Additionally, he observed that in

group settings people communicated in a pattern which.was almost predictable,

because they seemed to arrange certain outcomeS for themselves. From this

he developed the "game" concept of TA. Further observations lead him to for-

mulate such concepts as strokes, time-strUcturing, transactions, and games, which

eventually lead to the development of the concept called "life scripts". Today,

other psychologists have continued to develop and expand his theory.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS Of PERSONALITY: THREE_EGO STATES AND (THEIR CUES

Structural analysis defines the Parent, Adult, and Child ego states within

the human personality. Berne divided the personality into three discrete,ego

states. the Child, Varent, and Adult.

Child Ego State .

DEVELOPMENT. At birth the Child ego state is all that exists in an

'infant. It is the spurce of energy, and consist of inate wants. Since infants

essentially do not have a vocabulary frompirth to approximately 20 months most

of their reactions are expressed in feelings. These feelings are manifested as

recordings of internal events (feelings) in response to external events (mostly

s,
motherOand father) between birth to age five (a felt concept of life). The

Child ego state is essentially preserved in its entirety from childhood

mmr throughout one's life.

CHARACTERISTICS. 'When people funCtion in the Child ego state/mode, they

behave as they did when they were children. You can identify thechiracteristics

of the Child ego state by the verbal and non-verbal cues'a person.exhibits.

I

-A. 4

11,1111114.11

*
// Nonverbal Cues. NonverbAi cues consist of tears, quivering lips, rolling

eyes, pouting, whining, down-cast eyes, squirming, tantrums, shrugging shoulders,

teasing, delight, laughter, hand-raising for permission, nail biting, jumping

up and down with excitement, etc.

Verbal Cues. Verbal dues could consist of numerous stateaents, such as:

"I dunno." "I wanna." "I wtsh." "I doll't care." "I guess. Many superlatives,

such as': biggest, best, better (as in, 'Mine tE better than yours."). Curiosity

words, such as: what, where, who, when, and hat (which can also be Adult ego

state cues).

2 21 9
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Other Characteristics, A Child ego state much younger than a year is
rarely observed in older people .because those people who habitually express
this ego state are usually considered severely disturbed. Prop6r function-
ing in society requires the use of the other ego states (Parent And Adult).
The value of the Child ego state should not be uhderestimated. It is said
to be the hest part of a person, and the only part that tan really enjoy
itself. The Child egosstate is the source of spontaneity creative change,
and the mainspring of joy.

Parent Ego State

DEVELOPMENT. the Parent ego state consists of'attitudes, perceptual
styres, and behaviors taken,from.outside sources--primarily from one's
parents. The Parene ego state is a recordihg of a person's perception
of what significant figures in one's life have said or done.- It is
essentially non-perceptive and non-cognttive. .It is simply a constant
and sometimes arbitrary.basis for decisions,,a repository ofAraditions
and values, all vital for the survival of children and civilization. It

operates validly when adequate information from an adult decision is,nOt
available; although in certain people, it operates in' spite of adequate,
adult information.' The Parent ego state, while-taken whole from others,
is not a fixated ego state since it can cNenge over a period of time.
Experiences can be added to or subtracted from a person's Parent ego state
repertoire of behavior and thoughts.

CHKRACTERISTICS. The Parent ego state can be characterized by cues
telgenerally assOriated with someone.talking to a child. .Certain verbal and
nonverbal rues will help you identify when a person is in the Parent ego
state. ,

Nonverbal Cues. These cues consist of furrowed brow, pursed lips
pointing index finger, hands on hips, head-wagging, pat on the head, a
horrified look, wringing of hands, folded arms, foot-tapping, tongue-
clucking, etc:

VerbaT Cues. Verbal.lcues may consist of numerous statements, such
as: . "I am going to put a stop ,to this once and for all." "I can't for
the life of me. . ." "Now, always remember. . ." "If I were you. . ." Or
words ltke: stupid, naughty, ridiculous, asinine, poor thing, no no sonny,
honey, how dare yow; and now what. .? Although these are cues, they are
not conclusions.-

Adult 'Ego State

DEVELOPMENT.. The human nervous system is not fully developed until
about age 12. Logical thinking probably_ develops late in the first year
of life.(10 months). It slowly.increased until full 'abstract thinking
is available.approximately at age 12. It is at this age that the Adult
ego state becomes fully functional.

CHARACTERISTICS. The Adult ego state objectively appraises reality.
It gathers, stores, and uses information from all sources, internal froill
the other ego states.(Child ind.Parent4,,As well as fro'm the external
world. It uses this information to'. e nts and estimates possi-
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ilities. It is often called the,compuier because it functionS like a

digital computer. It computes logically, without feeling, the data it

takellsjn.

Nonverbal Cues. Nonverbal cues conslst of: listening as a continual

movement of the face, eyes, body, with an eye-blink every three-to-five

seconds, (nonmovement denotesmonlistenIng). The4face has a straight-

forward expression and the head is straight. Listening with the head

tilted denotes an angle in mind.

Verbal Cues. Verbal Cues consist of quettions, such as: what, when...,

how, where, who, etc. ley also include responses or statements, such as:

how much, in what way, true, false, probably, possible, I think, in my

opinion, etc.

CONTAMINATED ADULT. Some individuals do not have a fully functiOning

Adult ego state. Most frequently this restilts from:cdntamination or an

overlap from another ego state, such as the Parent. A good example of this

is found in prejudice. Here the individual is unable to fully evaluate a

given segment Of society, concept or idea because part of their computer.

is blocked off.due to attitudes and values residibg within the Parent.

This sentiment is frequently seen in such statements as:

"All homosexuals are child molesters."

"Irishmen are natural fighters."

"Blacks have more ftin."

-contaminated
Adult

Attempts'to provide the individual with more data in the area of concern

frequently fail because they are unable to process it due to-the con:-

taminate within the ego state.

2,2i
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SECOND ORDER STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF PERSONALITY

Second order structural analysis is a finer analysis of the Parent
and'Child ego states as initially explained in structural analysis.
We will look at.the follOwing second order structures of the Child and.
Parent which are the most frequently used.

Child Ego State

NATURAL OR FREE CHILD. Within the Child ego state there is a Parent,
lAduli and Child ego state. The.Child-in-Child4 MOT* commonly known as
the "natural" or "free child", is that part of the Child ego state that
is the very young, impulsive, untrained, expressive infant sap inside
each person. It is-often like a self-centered, pleasure loving baby,
responding with cozy affection when its needs are met or with angry re-
bellion when they are not met. The function of th, "Natural Child" is
spontaneous, intimate, and joyous. Thus, many People in transactional
analysis have labeled this the most delightful part of the personality.

LITTLE PRO ESSOR. The Adult ego state in the Child--"Little Pro-
fessor", is the lunschooled wisdom of a chitd. It is that part of the
Child ego state that is intuitive, responding,to nonverbal messages and
playing hunches. With it a child figures things out, such as when to
cry, when to be c$iiet, and how to manipulate Mama into smiling. The
"Little Professor is also highly creative. It functions with ration-
ality, logic, awe eness, creativeness, and manipulativeness.

ADAPTIVE ILD. The Parent ego state in the Child--"Adaptive Child"
is\ that part of the Child ego state that exhibits..a-modification of the
"Natural Child's" inclinations. These adaptations of natural impulses
octur Ii response to t*mas,experiences, training, and most importantly,
to dema ds from significant sUthority figures.

Parent go State

NURTURING PARENT: Within eac0Parent ego state theee is a Parent,
and Mild ego state. In addition, there is a Parent, Adult, Child'ego
.state within a person's Parent ego state ac§uired from its father and
mother. The Child egoAtate in the Parent ego statt is sympathetic,

and-nurturing. It provides the child with estential sur-
- :vival needs, both physical and psychological. In addition, it provides

the little person under its care, or others, with permission to grow and
become autonomous and creative.. This is the second part of intimacy.

CRITICAL PARENT. The parent,ego state in the Parent, more commonly
known as the "Critical Parent", is that part ofsthe Parent ego. state that
is controlling, directing, domineering; and authorifative. It bosses the
little person or others, and at times, may brutalize it. It is frequently
'In conflict with the "NatUral Child". This part of the,Parent ego .

state may irritate or'alienate others.

222
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'CONCEPT AND TYPES OF 'STROKES

Concept

STROKE. A "stroke" is the fundamental unit of social interaction.
In transactional analysis, stroking is any act implying recognition of
another's presence. The infant has', need for stimuli within its en-
vironment. The work of Spitz.and others dramatically documents the
withering of infanti raised in-an environrent 'devoid ef stfmuli--parti-
cularly physical stimuli such as, touching, caressing, and holding.
Strokes are primarily physical during the first 10 months of life. As

the infant matures, it is transformed into a substitution known As re-
cognition hunger. However, it is important to remember that the origi-
nal need for touching is still active in the drivesfor recognition. An

exchange of strokes between individuals constitutes a transaction, which
is the unit'of social intercourse.

Types of SO-okes

POSITIVE STROKING. This type of stroking develops and maintains
emotionally healthy people. Positive strokes range in value from the
minimal maintenance of a "hello" to the depth encounter of intiMacy,
When strokes are positive they leave the person feeling good, alive,
'alert, and significant. At a greater depth they enhance the imlividual's
tense of well being, endoreses on&s intelligence, and are oftWn-pleasure-
able. They are often an eApression of affectionate or appreciate feelingl_v_
such as: 'You really saved th-e day for me:by finishing that report." "Its

a pleasure to work in the same office with you." 'You're such fun to dance
wi0." "I'm glad I've got you for a son." Positive strokes can also

give people information about their compentencies. They may help them

become more aware of their individual.skills and resources. Listening

is one of the finest strokes a person can give another., The most
effective listening involves focuiing all of one's attention on the
speaker, a discipline which can be learned.. Everyone needs strokes and
if they.do not get enough positive ones, they often provoke negative ones.

NEGATIVE STROKING. This type of strokin9 is either the lack of
attention or negative attention that hu'rts a person emotionally or
physically. :Ignoring a person or giving them negative strokes sends the
mOssage.,'"You are not OK." When people are ignored, teased, diminished,
humiliated, physically degraded, laughed at, called names, or ridiculed,
thty are in some way being treated as though they are insignificant.
These people are being discounted, which is'always painful. When parents

discount children it may lead to personality pathology. Between grown-ups

it may lead to unhappy human relationships or lead into destructive patterrs

of behavior. Parents ignore and fail to stroke their children for man),

reasons. Most often it is because in their own childhood they were them-

selves not touched enough and learned to "keep their dittance."

CONVTIONACSTRIKING. This form of stroking is given in return for'

behavior valued by the person deliver ttle stroke. As long as the

4
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'valued bahavior is continued the personvill continue to receive strokes.
Healthy parents utilize this to build healthy, adequate children, with
praise about self, school, and society at large. Unhealthy parents may
use the same modality to bringabout negative behavigns or fttelings.

Example of conditional strokes,include:
"Wow, it's really neat when you hang up your clothes."
"I"m really proud of you for making this report card.".
"You really did an excellent job on that briefing, thanks."

Example df negative conditional strokes include':
"You flunked again, didn't you? I knew'you'd never amount to
anything."
"Damn it, Ruth, when are you going to learn to add and subtract and
balance the check book?"
"Airman, since when do you 'have permission to talk to'him?"

UNCONDITIONAL STROKING. This form of stroking is givenrin return for
being, for one's mere existence. No behavior, other than the life func-
tions of breathing and other bodily processes are necessary. Healthy
par6nt use this with their children to reinforce a sense of belonging, J
loving), and giving. Unhealthy parents use this to reinforce a lack of
self-yeorth;' &denial of the person's existence.

Example of positive unconditional strokes include: .

c,

"You are really neat (picking up child), and I love you (huggingl."
"Darling, I adore you." (Lover to lover.)

Example of negative unconditional strokes:
1:You are stupid." (Person to person.)

'"Why in the hell were you ever born." (Parent to neglected child.)
"You stink, why did I ever marry you." (Spouse to alcoholic.)

..t.

Jk
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TRANSACTIONS

Definition

TRANSACTION. According to Berne, the unit of social intercourse or
communication is called a transaction. If two or more people encounter
each'other in a social aggregation, sooner or later one of them will speak
or give some other indication of acknowledging the presence of the other.
This is called the "transactional stimulus". The other person will then
say or do something which is in some way related to this stimulus, and
that is called the "transactional response". Simple transactional analysis
is concerned with diagnosing which ego state implemented the transactional

, stimulus, and which one executed the transactional response.

a
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Complementary,,Transacti'ons

Complementary transactions are those in which two criteria are met:

First, the response comes from the same ego state as the one to which

the stimulus'was directed. Secondly,the response isAirected to the same

ego state from which the stimulus is initiated.' Thus, complementary
transactions are those which are diagramed with one set of parallel
lines. As lon13 as the lines remain parallel, the communication can con-
tinue indefinitely. Let's jook at some examples.

.

TYPE ONE. The simplest complementary transaction are those in
which -bOth-stimulu1-and res-Oonse arise fromthe same ego state of the .

people concerned.
Adult to Adult. Example:

S., "Where's mY book?'

Parent to Parent. xample:

.S. "Airmen aren't
1 4:

what they'used to

Child to Child.

S. "Let's go play!"

"On the desk."

"No, they sure areW.t"---

,
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TYPE TWO. The next in simplicity are Type Two Coniplementari Transaction.

This type can be initiated from and direCted at any ego state provided
that the response comes.from the ego state to which it was directed, and
the response goes tO the ego state from which the stimulus came. Examples

-follow:

Parent to Adult.

Parent to Child.

Adult to Paren

Adult'to Child

9
2 26

s. hOw 00 you take
care of these naughty
kids."

r. "You listen to what
they have to say."

S. "How dare you talk
back to me!"

r. "I'm sorry Daddy."

s. "How did your grandmothei-
change diapers?"-

r. "She used.the triangle
method."

s, "Did you have fun, at
the party?"

r, "Yeah: Boy, did It"
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Child to Parent.

0.

Child to Adult.

t-
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err.

S. "When is daddy ,

coming.home, mommy?"

r. "Very soon, honey."

s. "Do you know how to fix
my dolly?"

r. "Yes, dear, I do."

u-

cr
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A crossed transaction occurs when a stimulus is directed to a parti-
cular.ego state and the response is made from an unexpected ego state.
An inappropriate ego state is activated and the lines transacting between
the people are crossed. Crossed transactions are a frequent source of pain
betwepn people--parents and children, husband and wife, boss and employee,
teacher and student, and so forth. The person who initiates a transaction,
expecting a certain response, does not get it. The individual is crossed
.and often left feeling discounted. Gestur04,4 facial expressions, body
posture, tone of voice, and so forth, all contribute to the meaning in
every transaction. If a verbal message is to be fully understood, the
receiver;must take into consideration the nonverbal aspects as well aS
the spoken words. When two people stand glaring 4 each other, turn their
backs on each other, are unwilling to continue transacting, or are puzzled
by what had just occured between them, it is likely that they have just
experien6ed a "cros:sed transaction". When'the communications are crossed
a breakdown (sometimes only a brief, temporary one) results and communication
stops.

Crossed transactions sometimes are caused when a stimulus hooks ,

(activates) another ego state other than the intended one. Also, the
listener may shift attention and energyinto another,ego state prior to
receiving the stimulus, and will reflexively respond to the stimulus without
shifting back into the initial ego state that the speaker is attempting to
engage. We have alT experienced this when a speaker, or a piece of music
or poetry activates feelings within us that trigger memories, which may
cause us to change ego states rapidly. Sometimes we pass this off as being
"moody."

s. Boss: What time is it?

r. Secretary: You're always in such
a hurry!

s. Husband:

r. Wife:

1 1
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Can you take the car to
be serviced this,afternoon?

Today I iron.. Johnny expects
a birthday cake. The cat has
to go to the vet, and now you
want me to take the car in:
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Ulterior Transactions

Ul4rior transactions are the most complex,. They differ from comple-
mentary And crossed transactions in that they always involve more then
two ego states simultaneously. -When.the ulterior message is sent, iC
is disguised under a socially, acceptable transaction. Such is the pur-
pose of the old cliche: "Wouldn't you like to come up to my. place and
have a drink?" In tials instince the Adult ego state in the person is
verbalizing one thtfig while the Child ego state, with the use -of innuendo,
is sending a different message. Ulterior transactions can be either
angular or duplex.

ANGULAR TRANSACTIONS. An angular transaction MIA:Oyes three ego
states an0 occurs when messages are 'sent sjmultaneously Irom one ego
state of the initiator to two ego states of the respondent.

Salesperton

1. The sale ends tomorrow.

2. You'd better hurry.

3. I'll buy it:

,

In the above example the-salesperson.p;-ovides Adult bgb.state in- .

formation to the prospective buyer. However, the salesperson simulta-
neously sends a secret message to the customer in an.attemptto "hook"
the latter's impulsik Child ego.state and quickly close the 'deal. Thf,
secret message is nonverbal and is referl'ed to as the "psy,pholo-gtgal
message". The Adult-Adult stsimblus is.overt and is called the 'social
message". The respondent miky reply4rom any of its ego states.

DUPLEX TRANSACTIONS. A duplex transaction involves four ego states,
two in each person. During the course of a duplex transaction, two con-
versationare occurring simultaneously, one on the'social level and another
on the psYchological level. As Berne accurately points out, duplex trans-
actions are frequently seen in flirtation games. ,

Cowboy

1. '"Come and see the barn."

2. "I've loved barns ever since I
was a little girl."

(1) (I'd like to have sex with you.)

Female' (2) (This Could be exciting.)

. 229'
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Nature of Transactions
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Teansactions may be either straightforward or diluted, intense or
weak.

DILUTED. Diluted transactions are often halrhostile, half affect-
ionate. The message is burried in some form of kidding. For example, one
student may say to another, "Hey geneous, when are you going to finish
that book? I want to read it." The respondent may toss it to the other with
"HePe you are butter fingers. Catch it if you can."

WEAK. Weak transactions are those that are superficial, perfunctory,
and lack feelings of intensity. Such is the case of a wife saying to her
husband: "I wonder if we should go'out to dinner tonight?" And he res-
ponds: "I don't care, dear. Whatever you say, dear."

STRAIGHTFORWARD AND INTENSE. In healthy relationships people trans-,
act directly without the use of lterior'transactions. They also communi-
cate in a straightforward manner and Occassionally, intensely. These
transactions are complementary ançJ free from ulterior motives.

BASIC L FE POSITIONS

Existential Positions

Stemming from "faith in human nature" Eric Berne feli that people-
are born into the world feeling OK about themselves, and OK about
everything around them excluding any uncommon emotional trauma or physio-
logical damage. This OKness is the first-conclusion we.can make of human
beings at birth. It is one of the most important concepts of the T.A.
theory which'Eric Berne felt he introduced to,the field of psychotherapy:
However, there is a general disagreement among other T.A. psychotheraPists
concerning this.conclusion. For example, in the writings of Arry and ToM
Harrts, I'm O.K., You're O.K., they 'introduced a fundamental shift.in
Berne's theory, by listing,the untlealthy position "I'm not O.K., You're
OK." as being the first and "universal position" from which all people need
to extricate themselves. However, inspite of these differences in opinion.'
the concepts of the basic life position we will discuss will be as Eric
Berne originally developed them. That is, that from this initial OKness
each person recognizes their wants, needs and feelings that are inherent
to their existence. The early experiences (social, psychological and
.physiological) of the individual, whether or not these needs are met,
play a decisive role in'behavorial development. This basic OKnets, because
"OA." and "NOT OK" existential,beliefs a person has about themselves and
the ,eri'vironment that surrounds them.

I'M OK - YOU'RE OK
I'M OK - YOU'RE NOT bK
I'M NOT OK - YOU'RE OK
I'MIOT OK - YOU'RE ROT OK

13 230
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These combinations are referred to as life or existential positions.
It is importapt to understand this TA concept because the life position

of an individual influences how they think, feel, act and relate with others.

I'm OK You're OK.

When infants enter the world they are probably in a healthy Tosition--

I'm OK - You're OK (Berne). As long as the basic needs are met, they will

remain in this position. People in this position reflect an optismistic and
healthy outlook on life, freely relate with others, and assume a "get-on
with" stance in their dealings with other persons and_the-envirOnment.
These people are willing to take risk,to get the positive strokes that meet
their needs and are also responsive to the needs of others. They believe in

intimacy and are pleasant to,work for and fun to play, with.

I'm OK You're Not OK.
/4

If a,child is severely neglected, abused, or oppressed he/she may
decide that others, not themselves are not-OK. When this happens, they may

assume the life position: "I'm OK - You're OK". . Commonly, one of their

parents modeled this position for the person. For example, mostjkhild

abusers were themselves abused as children. This position is often called

distrusting, blaming, or hateful. This person may deny personal difficulties,
feel cheated, and react toward the world with anger or frustration. Their

general stance in dealings wifb others is a "get-rid-of" position.

I'm not OK You're OK.

This life position is referred to as the depressive position and .isi

the ost frequent found in our society. If a child's behavior As

not positively reinforced, they may.decide that "I'm not OK". People in

7441

this positio often feel Stupid,'inferior, ugly, or inadequate. Depression,

guilt, and/o istruct of others may also accompahy this pisition. Those

who program the r lives to be complaint and pleasing to others in order
to- et strokes support this lift. posiiion. These people have difficulties
in a cepting compliments, and generally take a "get-away-from" stance'in
their dealings with others\and the environment. :They spend a lot of time

attempting to read the minds of others in order,to please people. -

I'm not OK - You're not OK.

This life position assumed by those who, wra 'miserable in their youth
and decidesi that neither themSelves nor anYone else is worthwhile or
valuable. This is the "give-up" position and Oose who assume this position

end up in RH son , mental institutions or morgues. They generally' ,

assume a "get-nowhere-with" stance in their dealing with others and the
environment.

4

Once people assume a basic life positton, theY tend to selectively
perceive themorld in ways which will maintaieglir life position. However,

14
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in reality, most people are not fixated in a single life position. They

move from one position to another at different times with different pedOle.

For example, a man may assume an arrogant feeling and acting inadequate

(I'm not OK - You're OK) with his boss, and yet be relaxed end outgoing

(I'm OK - You're OK) with his friends at the club. The position in which

individuals spend the greatest proportion of their time is called their life

osition. Life Positions are assumed as a result of at4lec1sion made when

is person was very young and lacked adequate information in their Adult

ego state. Like any other decision, this can be changed. Since all

persons are in fact OK, all Of Me not-OK positions'can be thought of as

unhelathy delusions. Helping people to reassume the healthy life position

is one of,the major goals of Transactional Analysis.

The above conversation, ov rheard at a Texas dude.ranch, sounds on

,the social level to be an AdulJ ego state conversation about barns. How-

ever, on the psychological le el it is a Child ego state conversation about

sek play. ,The "third rule of commmnication states that the Outcome of

the transactions will be detjrniilned on the psychological level.

Duplex transactions a the basis for interpersonal games.between

people. Often the only.p son aware of the ulterior transactions are

the participants themsel s. UlteriOr transactions are not nitessarily

negative or even dishon t, provided that the participants have an aware-

ness of the transactio .
Duplex transactions tre frequently very help-

ful in counseling and kHerapy when they are used to communicate messages

to the client's Child ego state which would otherwise be censored by a

Critical Patient.

23
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WAYS PEOPLE STRUCTURE T'IME

Need to Structure Time

2/8.

Mother of the significant contributions of Transactional.Analysis
is the concept of time structuring--hilopedple structure their time. The
need to structure time is based on three drives orahungers.

STIMULUS HUNGER. The first drive which causes people to structurer
time is stimulus huhger.

, Far from trying to Avoid stimulating situations,
most organisms, tncluding humans, seek stimulation out. The need for sen-
sation (stimulation) is the reason why roller coasters and movie theatres
make money. Prisoners will do almost aoything to avoid solitary confinement.
People want stimulation, and to get it they structure time.

RECOGNITION HUNGER. The second drive thatihas an effect on how people
structure time is recognition hunger. Recognition hunger is the quest for
special kinds of sensations which can only be supplied by another humaim being
or pets; someone the person can have a relationship with. This need is the
reason why milk is not enough for babies to survive on. Babies need the
sound, smell; warmth, and touch of a mother or else they will wither away
and die. If unmothered, infants will develop MARAZMUTH and willactually"
die. Grownups are not jmmune to the need for recognition. How do you feel
when you go to work And no one says "hello" for two hours?

STRUCTURE HUNGER. The third drive which causes people-to structure
time is structure hunger. This drive is the need to make order.out of a 4
chaotic universe. This need explains why adults tend to'grow into organiza-
tions, and why time-structurers are among the most Wight after and most
highly rewarded members of-any society.People_have a.need. to make sense out
of-a disorgaoized world icithat they cin Oiedict what will happen to them.
Gestalt psychology expqriments_show that people orgeViCdots on a piece of
paper, or ink, blots, into sOmetping meaningful to them. People want their,.
time and perceptions organittdk

4

A

TIME STRUCTURING. As a result o ese needS/hungers, people structure
their time in seven basic Ways, depend on their needs at the time and .

he habits they have learned,

Withdrawal
-" %

The firSt method of time structuring is withdrawal. Withdrawal is
the act of removing one's self from interaction with others either physically
on psychologically'. There are several reasons why peOple use withdrawal
to structure their time.

r

RATIONAL ADULT DECISION. Withdrawing is sometimei a ratiOna*Adult egO
state decision. : People need time.to be alone, to relax, to think their
own thoughts,-to take stock of themselves, to organize what has happened

6
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.to them, and to rejuvinate tileir personal humanness, To do this people need

time to be away from the hustle and bustle of every day life, to be in a

quiet place. Even withdrawal into one's fantasies can be a legitimate way

of rejuvinating one's Self. A good fantasy may be a better use of time
than forcing yourself to pay attention to a cOnvenSation you are not inter-

ested in. Every person should be aware. of when their stimulus overload is

too great. When,things become too confusing, the rational 'Adult within us

should tell us that it is time to leave the situation, either physically

or psychologically.-

HABIT FROM PARENT EGO STATE. Withdrawing is sometimes based on the

habit learned by copying one's parents' role models, In this case the persons

imitate Oarental behavior until it develops, into a habit. For example, a boy

may follow his father's example of withdrawing whenever his mother becomes

angry and nags at him. The boy may practice this habit both at home with
the ,same mother, and then at school with teachers who scold him. As a man

he may withdraw as-his father did when his wife is angry. To withdraw from

his wife's anger/nagging, he may leave the house, retire to his office, or

watch television intently. Or, he may simply go to. sleep Or "tune-out" his

wife by focusing hisiatention on something else-solas not to hear what she

is'saying. ChildrenlMitate their parents, then the imitation becomes a
practiced habit for coping with that type of situation. This type of behavior

can be said to come from the i3Arent ego state. '

FROM CHILD EGO STATE. ;Withdrawing patterns of behavior also come from

the Child ego state. These patterns are often replays of a person's child-

hood adaptations to protect one's self from pain oil :cpnflict. These withdrawal

patterns may also be the eesult of training. For example, a child trained to

"Go to your room and sut the door, and don't come out until you have a smile

on your face." learns to withdraw either physically or psychologically behind

a forced smile. Adaptations to one's childhood environment develop into habits'

which often carry over tnto adulthood. -In adulthood they may be helpful

adaptations, or they may not. Healthy adults'examine whether their childhood

adaptations are he'lpfuls and disguard those which are ot useful.

FANTASIES. Wheri a- person withdraws psychologica y, it is ofteri into

a fantasy world. These fantasies are likely to be of ncensored pleasuf-e,

v'olence. creative imaginings, or of learned fears and catastrophic expectat-

. i ns. Everyone withdraws into fantasy from time to time, Who hasn't imagined

all those great things, that Pcould have been said" or engaged in some unten-.'

sor6d pleasure? In fantasies, you often free the mind to think of unusual or

creatiye methods of solving real-world problems. Some of the best decisions

often come after "sleeping on it" overnight. This gives the mind time to dream

and fantasize about the prgpleM, and lead to better coping. Alcohol and'some

. drugs prevent the mind from htving "dream sleep" which may have'an effect on .

the mind's ability to solve problems by "sleeping on it." ,

,
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Ritual

The second method of structuring time is byrituals. Rituals are the

same and predictable interaction between people where there is an exchange
of strokes. Rituals are stereotyped series- of simple complementary
transactions programed by external social forces or customs. The payoff
from rituals is a garnering of strokes without the risk of intimacy.
For example:

NCO: "Good morning4w, Sir." (Saluting)
Colonel: "Good Morning, Sergeant." (returning salute)
NCO: "Nice weather todayosir." (Smiling)
Colonel: "Yes, indeed." (SmilUg)

In this example it is apparent that the exchange is not intended to convey
information. Indeed, if there is any information, it is wisely withheld.
This series of transactions is quite adequately characterized as a "four
stro4ce ritual". If the colonel or NCO were in a hurry, they might both be
content with a two stroke exchange of salutes. Variations on this simple
ritual arecommon. You can also expect that rituals will have charaeteristics
of symmetry and payback, a degree of formality, and be predictable stereo-
typtedbehavior.

SYMMETRY & PAYBACK. It is important to realize that in rituals there
is a symmetry present that is dictated by the very nature of rituals. To
give back only two strokes after receiving four is considered to be impolite
and bad form. Such a violation of the norm may result in a type of inter-
personal censure. Conversely, to give back ten strokes when only one or
two was asked for is to invite a bewildered puzzlement, that is currently
considered "getting over".

FORMALITY. Some cultures and societies have eyolved rituals which are
quite involved and formalized, necessitating an exchange of literally hundreds
of strokes. Within our own culture there are §eographical differences. The
Southwest and California are perceived as being more relaxed and less formal
than the traditional East.

STEREOTOED PROTOCOL. In ritualized behavior the whole protocol is
stereotyped. Once'the. first transaction has been initiated, the whole series
is predictable and follows a predetermine&course to'a fore-ordained con-
clusion unless special conditions arise.

Pastimes

The third method of structuring time is pastimes. Pastimes are series
of semi-ritualistic, simple, complementary transactions arranged around a
single field of material, whose primary'objective is to structure an inter-
val of time. ,Pastimes,pass the time of social gatherings; they have varying
content, they serve as a meaAs, of getting strokes and selecting friends.

^7,
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PLAYED AT PARTIES, Pastimes are t pi lly played at parties ("social

gatherings") or during the waiting period fore a formal group meeting

begins. ,Pastimes may take the form des bed as "chit-chat" or they may

- become more serious, e,g argumentativ

CONTENT DIFFERS WHILE FORM REMAINS S
'contents; however, the form remains the san
cribed by Berne are: PTA (childrearinG); G
Who Won (sports); Wardrobe (clothes);t
of others or self); and What Became of

E. Pastimes may,take many different
. Some of the contents des-
neral Motors (comparing cars);

en (recipies); Psychiatry (analysis

reminoing).

PROVIDE STROKING. In addition.to structuring time, pastimes also
provide the avenues to mutually acceptable stroking for both parties con-
cerned.

SELECTION OF FRIENDS. Pastimes serve the additional fanction of

being a socia4-selection processes. While a pastime is in progress, the

Child in each player is watchfully assessing the potentialities of the others
involved. At the end of the party, each person will have selected certain '

players he/she would like to see more of; while others he/she will discard,

regardless of how skillfully or pleasantly they each engage in the pastime.

The ones selected_are those who seem the most likely candidates for more

complA'relationships, games or intimacy.

ROLE-/4 STATUS CONFIRMATION. Another important advantage obtained from
pastimes is the confirmatibn of role and the stabilizing of position, not
only on the social lbvel, but also on the psychological and existential

level as well.

-Activities

The fourth method of time structuring is activates. Activities

occur when one's energy is directed toward external sources such as objects,

tasks, ideas, etc. Activities are ways of structuring time that deal with
external reality and ate commonly thought.of as work, getting something done.

Activities are often what people want to do, need to do, or have to do--alone

or.with others.

EXAMPLES OF AtTIVITIES:

Serving on a conwnittee
weeding the garden

_Octating a letter
organizing a precinct,

playing in a band
cdoking dinner_
building bridges
sewing a dress

WHEN ACTIVITY OVER, THEM WHAT? When some of the above activities come

to an end, a person frequently feelVempty, restless, or useless. This pro-

blem comes into sharp awareness whemetrtain time-structuring activities,

such as caring for children, going to school, or holding a job, come to an

abrupt end. For example, many mothers who completely fill their time with
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children and household chores are overwhelmed with a sense of boredom and

inadequacy when the children grow up and leave home. Similarity, a father

who devotes his life to being a breadwinner may sufferighe same boredom

and 4pter1orate rapidly after retirement.

STRUCTURED PLAY? There is some discusfion in TA literature that

structured play activities, as contrasted with spontaneous play, should be

classified as an activity, also. This would be the case in playing a

, game of chess, playing 4esketball, and other formalized sports.

ADULT-ADULT TRANSACTIONS. Activities are typically adult to adult

communications; however, duplex and other transactions may creep into

activities to satisfy other needs.

Operations

The fifth method of time structuring is operations.- -Operations are

simple'transactions undertaken for a specific, stated purpose. For example,

if someone frankly asks for reassurance and gets it,-that is an operation.

However, if symeone asks for reassurance, and after it is given, that person

turns it to the divdvantage of the giver,,then this transaction is a game.

It is important to distinguish the difference sbetween an operation and a game,

as on the surface they appear similar. Let's'now examine the next method of

structuring time, games.

Games

The sixth method of time structuring is games. A TA game is an ongotng

series of complementary ulterior.transactions, prcigressing to a well-defined,

predictable outcomet Thusfar, all the methods of time structuring have been

complementary in their ongoing transactions. Games are clearly differentiated

.by two chief characteristics: (1) their ulterior quality, and.(2) their

payoff.4 Superficially, a game looks like a set of operations, but after the

payoff it becomes apparent that these "operations" were really maneuvers; not

honest requests but moves in the game. What we are concerned with here are

the unconscious games played by innocent people engaged in duplex tranSactions

of which they are not'fully aware, and which form the most important aspects

of social life all over the world. We will return to a fuller discus$ion

games in TA, their relationships to other aspects of TA theory.

Intimacy

The seve th 6ethod of time structuring is intimacy. Intimacy involves

the sharing of eelings, thoughts, and experiences in a relationship of

harmony and trus . Intimacy occuys at a deeper level'of human encounter than

rituals, pastime ga es, operation's, and activities, Intimacy is free of

games and free of e loitation. It occurs in those rare moments of human con-

tact that arouse feelings of tenderness, empathy, and affection.
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INVOLVES LISTENING. People can live or work together for many years
hut never really "see" or "hear" each other, Yet, a moment.may come

when one sees the-other for.the first time sees the others coloring
the other's expressions, the other's many shapes, movements, differences.
The one may also hear the other for the first time -- hear all the other's
messages, verbal and nonverbal, emotional and factual. f

INVOLVES RISK. Intimacy is often frightening because it involves
risk. In an intimate relationship people are vulnerable,land many times
it sOems easier to pass time or to play games than to risk feelings either
of affection or of rejection..

CAPACITY.CAN BE RECOVERED. If the capacity for infimacy, has been un-
necessarily suppressed, it can be recovered. Through activating and
strangthening the Adult ego state, people can change in spite of their
early life experiences.

MAJOR GOAL OF TA. Recovering the capacity for intimacy is a major

goal of TA and is one of the marks of an autonomous person. Winners in life

risk genuine intimacy.

23
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RACKETS

A racket is an indirect clx- manipulative way of getting strokes
that result in an unpleasant feeling.

Behavioral Development of Rackets

A child is born capable of all feelings ranging from affection to
rage. Feelings of infants at birth are spontaneous and natural, ones
of the "natural child." As a child develops he/she learns who to
show affection toward. The child also learns who and about what to feel
guilty, and what to-fear.or hate. These learned feelings are from
the "Adaptive Child," and are very important in our society. These
learned feelingsdfissist the child to adapt and survive, but they may
create problems as the child develops. Each child experiences all
\feelings, but each eventurally adopts a favorite feeling. This favorite
\feeling, in fact, may not be a pleasant one; although the favorite
\leeling usually serves a purpose. These favorite feelings usually
poccur during stressful sltuations. While these feelings may have been
*ill' understandable response to the original chil ood situations, later
*n life a person may tend to seek out situation in which they
ieexperience the old feelings. In fact, these eelings are often
'calected. Each person will tend to use.his/he faNrite racket
f eling in many different situations. So a person may have a racket
eling of hurt, or-sad, lonely,:anger, etc.

E\\amples of Rackets

The following examples of rackets come from the book, "Born to

A Child Who Continually Hears: Adapts by Fedling:

"I'm ashamed of you!" or "You
should be ashamed of'yourself!"

"Just wait 1til your father
Tits home; he'll beat you good."

"Don't speak tO those Jews/
Catholics/Protestants they
can't be trusted.-

"You can't do anyfhing right"
or "I don't know what I'm
going to do' with you."

22
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How Racket Feelings Are Learned

Rackets arc learned in the following throe ways. For the purpose
of understanding we've separated these processes; however, in real
life all three ways may occur and have an influence on a person at the
same time.

ROLE MODELING. When a parent models racket feelings for the child,
the child learns that this way of behaving is expected, and the child
imitates this type of behavior. For example, a father shows his son
that a man should be tough, and never express feelings of sadness such
as crying; instead, the child learns to be athletic when sad, and never
expresses his feelings of sadness. In role-modeling, tile child copies
the behavior exhibited without questioning it. The behavior, th.411-V,
becomes a learned way of dealing with his child's feelings.

REINFORCEMgNT. Rackets are also learned by reinforcemelt. They
become learned habits which are shaped by reinforcement. In VA language,
we talk about being "stroked in a racket" which means receiving rein-
forcement for .exhibiting a learned feeling. If one is stroked fall*. show-
ing this learned feeling, chances are that the feeling *will be repeated
again and again to receive the strokes one receives for e4chibiting the
feeling. For example, a child may exhibit an anger racket because she
gets most of her strokes when she is angry and obnoxio9s. Her parents
may pay little attention to her except when she is showing temper tan-
trums.. It may be easy for heF parents to ignore her When s e is acting
pleasant and doing things as expected. This child- soon learns that she
can get more attention (strokes) when she is angry, hostile, and refuses
to cooperate with expectations. She soon can control her evironment and
Most probably will be angry quite frequently, even'vhen nothing happens
to provoke her to anger.

INAPPROPRIATE .LABELING OF FEELINGS. Children also learn\rackets by
their parents/teachers inappropriately labeling the child's 4elings.
For example,"when anger is an unacceptable feeling to parentsi they may
say, "You're not mad, you're just tiFed." The child may then learn to
feel tired, lathargic, or depressed ren he or she is angry.

;

Difference Between Racket and Spontaneous Feelings

1SPONTANEOUS FEELINGS. A person's natural tendency is to'have a
feeling, express it, be done with.it, and then to on to sometng else.
A spontaneous or natural feeling will make sense for the situa ion and
he/she will do something that wIll finish the feeling; i.e., get off the
expressway, vote for funds for a better expressway, slow down, or do
whatever would be reasonable for the situation. A spontaneous.feeling
is also expressed from the Free Child ego state and is a responae o an

, activity that is fun for the person.and responsive to others needs.

a
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LEARNED FEELINGS. Learned feelings come from the Adaptive Child

ego state.. They are important and functional. , They are necessary
for people to predict behavior so that they can survive in socieCy.
Learned feelings may be learned by role modeling, reinforcement (strokes),
or inappropriate labeling. Learned feelings usually are inappropriate
to the situation, or at least partially inappropriate. Learned
feelings are usually exhibited for ulterior purposes.

.Relationship of Rackets to "Trading Stamps"

DEFINITION. In TA, "Trading Stamps" are enduring feelings (such
as sadness, anger, guile, etc.,) that are ,collected and saved up by
persons who play games so that when enough of these feelings are
collected they can be "traded in" inappropriately for another person's
behavior. Trading stamp feelings are often surpressed'until the
"last straw" occurs which unleashes a torrent of negative feelings on
a person who probable didn't deserve all of these negative feelings.
Game players often""set up" others in situations so that they can
experience anger at the other person for doing the thing the game
player net up.

EXAMPLES OF TRADING STAMPS: People save different kinds of trading
stamps depending upon their personal needs and what injunctions
they are laboring under from their parents. TA writers have
identified these based upon color;

Red Stamps, People who save red stamps are unable to express their
anger in a modulated and adaptive fashion. Instead of a more
adaptive method that preserves their integrity and that of others,
these individuals collect each slight, insult, or hurt until they
have enough to cash them in for a free temper tantrum, a fight, or
in some cases a homicide. They are most frequently collected by
people who are in the existentiaL position of "I'm Not OK -- You're
Not OK."

Brown Stamps. PeoPle who save brown stamps are unable to construc-
tively deal with the world when there are trials and tribulations.
They believe that'they are basically deserving of whatever the
world dumps on their doorstep and that they must accept it passively.
They collect bad feelings from others, and each incident is pasted
in their books. If someone, a salesclerk for instance, is rude
to them and the par breaks down on the freeway these persons.see
this aS somehow lust, as if they deserve such treatment. When they
-have saved enough stamps they may cash them in on a free depression,
a stay in the losychiatric ward, or a suicide. These stamps are
most frequently collected by people who are in the existential
position of "I'm Not OK -- You Are OK."

24 211
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Green Stamps. People who save green stamps are unable to express
their joy at the success and attainments of others. They collect
their feelings of envy and jealousy until they have accumulated
enough to indulge themselves in an expression of their contempt
for the.other person. At times this may take the form of buying
something (a Porsche) that shows that they are "one-up" on the
other person, even -though they can't affort id. Or, such a trade-
in may take the form of "ripping something off" from the other
person after rationalizing the behavior. Usually it takes the
form of.secretly gloating when something goes wrong for the other

,person, "Oh, did you hear, Mary Jo's son was expelled from school
(he-he-he) ." The laughter here coming from the Child ego state.
These stamps are most frequently collected by people who are in
the existential position of "I'm OK -- You're Not OK."

Gold Stamps. People who save gold stamps are winners. They are
able to express their feelings both positive and negative in a
manner that facilitates their interactions with others. Here
the stamps are more memories of good times, job well done, and a
sense of satisfaction and self-esteem. These stamps are saved and
cashed in when accounts for why these people can'take risks and do
jobs that require delaying feedback and payoffs., These stamps are
most frequently collected by people who Are in the existential
position of "I'm OK -- You're OK."

WHO COLLECTS STAMPS. Stamps are collected by pdbple who feel not-
OK about themselves and/or others, and want to avoid taking responsibility
for their behavior.

WHEN STAMPS ARE CASHED IN. Some people cash in their stamps
regularly for small prizes such as missing a day of work, failing a
test, or becoming involved in an argument with 'their spouse. Others play
for larger stakes. The high rollers may cash in their long-accumulated
stamps for grand prizes such as divorce, suicide, or homicide.

USE OF ST PS. Stamps are used to keep a person from being autonomous,
ffom being re4ponsible for his/her actions. Stamps help maintain racket
feelings.

For Example:

Mrs. Q was raised in a home where she was not allowed to
express her anger, because "nice girls don't do that." She
married a rather domineering man who resembled her father in
many of his attitudes and beliefs, including the expression of
anger. Her'husband frequently ridicules her, and on occasions has
physically abused her. She has taken this treatment for three
years without "losing her temper", although she is now worried
because her two year old son is copying hiS father's attitude
towards her 7 bad-mouthing her too..
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Mrs. Q is admitted to the hospital in an intoxicated con-

dition with superficial lacerations to both wrists. You are
called in, as the social actions person on call: The security
police tell you that Mrs. Q completely demolished the inside
of their base quarters, particularly,multilating the wedding
album and bedroom with what appeared to be a knife or some
"sharp instrument".

After Mrs. Q is examined and admitted by the Mental Health
officer you ask tor\and receive permission to interview her.
You determine'that on the night of the fray, Mr. Q had not
spoken throughout the course of dinner although Mrs. 0 had
fixed his favorite meal. Finally, he belched, got up and
announced that he'was, "going to the club, where I can get
something decent to eat." Mrs. Q began drinking after his
departure, and the rest is history....

Mrs. Q cashed in at least three years of trading'stamps.
The event that served as a trigger (husband discounting her
cooking and leaving for the club) was relatively minor
considering what she had been through in the past. However, it
was sufficient to overfill her book of stamps and discharge
was immediate, first symbolically toward her husband and their
marriage, and then towards herself in a gesture that cried for
help and relqase,

GOAL OF TA. One goal of TA treatment is to help the client recognize
and give up his/her existing stamp collection, 4nd stop collecting stamps
thereafter.

Relationship of Rackets to Psychosomatic Illness

Some TA theorists believe that a person's rackets and injunctions have
a direct relationship with the type of illnesses that the person will
have. For example, a person who as been given the injunction of "don't
feel" will frequently suppress their feelings, sticking them in their
"gut" rather than expressing them in an.appropriate manner. Once
sufficient affect (feelings) has accumulated in the "gut" the persqn
may well develop an ulcer, colitus, or a functional (psychological
caused) bowel syndrome. Another, rather unfortunately common example,
is the person who was given the injunction to carry the world around
on their shoulders, like Atlas in mythology. This type of individual
is frequently affected with back and spinal cord difficulties, produced
by "caring too much." The whole area of psychosomatic illness (real
illnesses produced by emotional factors) is under intensive research
by many disciplines. What is evident at present is that mankind/
womankind is a fine tuned, harmonious organism, and that it is un-
realistic,to expect one part (such as the body) to function-optimally
without the harmony of the rest of the organism (such as the psyche
or mind). A person yho doesn't deal with their feelings will most
probably find themselves having to deal with a physical problem caused
bY A build-up of these negatively charged feelingA. ',A person who is
OK With themselves is also OK with their body.
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GAMES

Definition

Berne defines a game as "an ongoing series of complementary,
ulterior transactions progressing to a well-defined, predictable
outcome." The predictable outcome of'game "payoff" consists of bad
feelings,for'each player. Wheb people communicate on more than one
level at the same time, and when the rehults of-their transactions lead
to bad feelings, they are playing a game.

Games Versus Rackets

Both rackets and games re substitute ways of getting strokes from
other people. Both behaviors are learned hystems, and both require a
discount of the self and/or t e other persop. "The Adapted Child
freely substitutes these learned behaviors for spontaneous Child feelings
which were discounted or'not permitted. The two are somewhat different
in that a game is a process of using ulterior transactions which end with
a racket feeling. A racket, however, is a process using complementary
transactions which include the bad feeling.

Degree of Intensity

Games are learned patterns of behavior. Most people play a small
number of favorite games with various persons and in varying intensities.
Game players intuitively seek,out and find partners for complementary
games, and it is in 'marriage and other close relationships that most
games are played to the greatest interisity. Games are played at three
level of intensity.

Mello

FIRST DEGREE. First degree games areplayed in social cirdles with
anyone willing to play and generally lead'to mild upsets. A mild game
of "Rapo" can be basically exciting and fun. A man and woman enjoy an
evening of flirting with each other, she turns him down at_the end of the
night, and both feel slightly uncomfortable.

SECOND DEGREE. Second degree games occur when the players go after
bi4ger stakes, usually in more intimate circles, and end up with a
bigger bad-feeling payoff. Here, the come-on may even last for several
days until a blantant sexual advance is met with a strong rebuff. The
woman leraves angry and justified that "all men are not good," whlle
the man, who is playing "kick me,",feels hurt and rejected by another
woman.
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'THIRD DEGREE.. Third degree gam6s involve tisSue damage and may

end up with the players in jail, hospital, or even,the morgue. Forexample, the woman playing a third degree game may shoot a man to defendher honor.

Length

Games also,vary in the length of time tbat passes whin theyare being played. A short version of a game may take only a few
seconds from start to fintsh, while longer versions mAy last weeks,months, ar even years.

Reasons People Play Games

People piay games for the following reasons:

To structure time.
To acquire strokes -444positive strokes may-be acquired in
the early moves of the game, and negative strokes always
aCcompany the payoff. A "good" game might be thought of
as one which produces many more positive strokes iii the
early phased' of the game than negative strokes resulting
from the payoff.
To maintain a racket.
To keep others around when racket strokes are running out.
To confirm parental injunctions and furfher the life script.
To maintain thd person's life position.hq "proving" that
self and/or others are not-OK.

,To provide a high level of stroke exchange while blocking
intimacy and maintain-distance.
To make people predictable.

*

Game Analysis: Diagraming a Game

Toivaderstand what is going in a game, we'll examine several
ways dn which psychologists diagram games. These methods of game
analysis include: symbiosis diagrams, transactional disgrams, Goulding's
steps necessary for a game, 4nd Karpman's game triangle. Let's firstlook at a game as a symbiotic.relationship.
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THIRD DEGREE. Third degree games involve-tissue dame and may

end up with/ihe pltyers in jail,' :hospital, or TtIe morgue. For
example, the woman'playing i third degree. game mny. shoot.a men to.
defend her honor.

Length

Games also vary in the length of time that passes while they are
being played. A sport version 'of a game may take only a few secleds
from start to finish, while longer versions may last weks, menthe, or

. even years.

.Reasont People Play Games

People play genes for the following reasons:

To structure time.
To acquire strokes -- positive atrokes may be acquired in
the early moves of the game, and negative strokes always Av

accompany the payott. ,A "gooeliame might be thought of
es one which produces many more posftive strokes in the
early phasem of-the game than-negative strokssresulting
from the payoff.
To maintain a racket.
To keep others around when racket strokes are running out.
-To Confirm parental injunctlons'and further the life script.
TO maintain the person's life position by "proviilor that
elf and/or others are notOKI
To provide a high.levIl of 'stroke, exchange while blocking

Oq'

intimacy and maintain distance.
To make people predictable.

Game Analysis:. Diagraming a Game

, To understand what is going in a game, we'll examine ieteral ways,
in which psychologists diagram games. Mesa methods of gams analysis
incitide: symbiosis diagrams, transactional diagrams, Goulding's tep:
necessary for a game, and Karpmanes'game triangle: Let's first UP" at,a

,

game es a symbiotic relationehip.,

A
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SYMBIOSIS DIAGRAM. The symbiosis diagram

-pictured here illustrates a way of viewing the
relationship between two partners. Every game,
like a racket, involves a symbiotic relation-
ship and begins with a discount.

'Fw

In the example to the right, Albert dis-
counts his Child needs or feelings, siying,
"Let me take care of you." He states this
even though he is tired and.wants to rest.
Billy discounts hie Adult's ability to solve
problems'and his Parent's guidance in taking
care of himself. He says, "Yes, please take
care of met" Albert is playing "What would
you doyithout me," while Billy is playing
"poor Am.".

ALBERT!
'"What Would
you do without
me"

BILLY
11irci;17-me."

1 0,

SYMI-B-10TIC
Each individual is responding to a situation by ignoring the reality

Cif what iviiiippening and hoi the other person feels. By dealing exclusively
fymn an internal.frame of reference (what is going on in. his own heed), each
is able to discount how the other person feels. Discounting'occurs when

-Adult thinking is avoided and actual Child "needs or feelings are ignored.
Any person can,siop discounting and refuse to play games by acknowledging
his/her Child needs or feelings and choosing appropriate means to have them

t.
10

TRANSACTIONAL DIAGRAM. Another method of game analysis
actional'diegram. ALBERT

. "The two persons are sending dual or ulterior
messages. While their Adult ego states are dis-
cussing a rendezvous (social message), Albert's
parent end Billy's Child are setting up a situa-
tion (by a covert or psychological message) which
will lead to bad feelings. The game betomes
apparent when ego states are switched and the .

psychological message becomes' overt and bad
feelings ate experienced by.both players. Albert
is playing "Now I've.got yOu,-you SOB" (NIGYSOB)
while' Billy is plaling "Kick Mis."- The trans- i

actional diagram illustrates that both partners
must be willing to play a genie in ordet for the
game to continue.

29 21

the trans -

BILLY

TRANSACTIONAL DIAG

Sl: "Can I see you,tonight?"
Ri: "Yee, cone lover later."
S2: "I'll teach you a lesson."
R2: "Come and kick me."
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GOULDING STEPS. Robert Goulding lists five steps necessary for game
to be played. When you believe there is a game being played, see ,if you
can identify the following criteriat"

An ostensible stimulus, usually an Adult to Adult (social messeee)-.

A psychological stimulus (secret message).

A response-tO the secret mesiage.

A payoff of bad feelings.

The game is played Out of Adult mwareness. (If the participant is
aware of the psychological level of communication, he is maneuvering
or manipulating the other, not playing a game.)

Karpmen's Game Triangle

The Karpman Gamejriangle illustrates still
another way of understanding games. Persons
who play tames are discounting Whili assuming

c

the role of persecutor, Rescurer, or Victim. /t
Any one .player knows 44l the roles and may
switch from role to role as the game progresses
or as he gbes from one game to another. Most
people, however, havels favorite role and spend
most of their time in that position. A game
pccurs when at least one of.the Sayers switches
positions on the triangle, thereby providing a
negative payoff for each player in the game.

The following is a'list of common games divided into groups determined
by the three Game Triangle positions. ;rhe first gaie in oath column is the
basic one for that position in the triangle.

11,

PERSECUTOR

PRIMARY NIGISOB

MR& Blemish
GAMES

Courtropm

If It Weren't Nor You,

RAPO

See What YOu 'Made_ Me Do

Corner

SChlemiel

30

RESCU44

I'm Only Trying
to Help You

e,-
What Would,You Do

WIthout

Happy to Help

They'll B. Glad
They Knew NM

Kick*:

;jby Doe: TiIITIT.17sii;

Happen to )14?

Stupid

Wooden Leg

Harried

Pont. N.

Cops & Hobberh,
Alcoholic Addict
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Civing Up Games

Getting clients to.give up their games is difficult. This is be-
, cause games provide many strokes for eons clients, and life-long patterns

of stroking are not easily given up. Initial confrontations of games
and/or rackets often Irustrate the client, who may escalate the pattern
by crying louder or by threatening to leave or to hurt himself. The

counselof/helper encourager, the client to learn new and more satisfying
ways of acquiring the strokes he needs and wants while using one of more
of the following methods. In general, the task of the helper{ is to help
the client become aware of and express in esussful way the Natural Child
need or feeling which he/she has been discounting.

NAME AND DESCRIBE THE GAME. One way to help _clients give up game
playing is to provide the client with Adult information concerning the
game(s) the clime-is playing, how it fits into his/her script, and how
the moves of the game progress to a bad.feeling payoff.. The counselor/
helper does this by allowing a game to be played-out or described, asking
the player halt he/shelf:els after receiving the 'payoff, and diagramming
the moves. With this information the client, especially if he/she is
playing a first degree game, na4learn to avoid the payoff, and can change
how he/she relates to others.

POINT OUT REPETITIVE RACKET FEELINGg AND CLIENT'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR
HIS/HER FEELINGS. Another way to trikt gaue players is to work directly
with the client's racket feelings& pointing out their repetitive occur-.
rence and the client's responsibility for feeling the wty be/shs does.
Finally, find out what the suppresSed Natural Child femilng is and help
that be expressed. Fhe e cl ant gives up,ths racket feeling he/she
will likely' give up the ves Ahat accompany it.

CONFROW THE OITNING. SCIINT. A third way to effectively stop game
playint and rackets L1111....921EillULIYAUMML- JmaltraPJLALLJ!Pi
ncouraie the clicnOto thth about what he in discountin . As the client
becomes aware of what i -really going on within-him. f he may choose to
sti5p discounting and glAre up the ensuing game or racket.

4's LIkE StRIPTS

Definilion
1.

. A life asript ia 0 pekbonal life plan decided 13W at an early'age
?in reation to interpretatioits of external events.

1 By the time a person, reaches puberty, and probably.before, the
persons Child_has worked out in rnugh form a'plan for their whole life.
This plan is ilmost liks.the.script for a dramatic play. Perhaps you
are acquainted with,sommone who amisared tb bellying out thsir life
as if they were the central character in 4 play; a person to ybom "things"
were.always happeping of AA unplaadaht'naTrlommone whose life is a
soap opera.
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Eric Berne used the medium of fairy tales to analyse life scripts.
You are invited to read his interpretations in his book, Whit Do Yolk
Say, After You've Said Hello? The use of fairy tals gets across ihs
point that.these life game plans are decided upon at a fairly yOung age.
They are in response to the person needing an approach to get their social
needs satisfiede.and tcv*maka sense of a world inhabited by giants,-witches,
trolls, and other dangers. While deciding on a life script at an early age
is protective to tha Child, it is also unfortunate. Unfortunate-because
the child has so little Adult information to work with in making this de-
cision. The child has not fully developed hie/her computer network (logical
thinking) at this stage. The(child is also living under tremendous i4mfluence
from parents. The combinatioh of these influences and lack of fully developed
logical thinking make for faulty decisions. Yet this early decision will
influence the course of their lives. This decision will control theirlives,
unless 801114 redecisions are made at a later date. Redecisiona allow the
Adult to update the computer tapes withsaccurate informatlion, and allow the
new decision to be made with-full logic.

Life Script Matrix/Elements of a Life Script

To fully understand how a life script operates it will be necalfary
to draw in a number of elements that we have previously,discussed, along
with some new one!): Hopefully, once thtbe are logically arranged, you
wIll be able to see how this complex hux1ph.nomsnon operates in each of

Let's start with a diagram of the major elements and then move on to
a step by step explanation of each and how it interacts with the othere.

WINNER/LOSER

RACKETS

SCRIPT

v

INJUNCTIONS

COUNTERINJUNCTIONS

4- ; EARLY DECISION

EXISTENTIAL POSITION
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INJUNCTIONS. Thene are very potent messages given unconsciously,

and usually nonverhallytby the parent to the child. Most parents don't
intentionally try to program their kids to be "frogs" or "losers". Berne

surmised that parents weren't aware of what they were eeimmunicating be-

Call,HO the results were eo negative. Injunctionsthis powerful,Osnepoken
mesiagetell .the child how to achieve recognition and get strokes.
chere aro five major types pf injunctions:.

"Don't Be". Here a pers n may suffer a life of negative strokes or
get no strokes at all from-tfiir parents and siblings. The child may
soon get the meAsage that things would be better in the family if they
did not,exist. Generally this is communicated unconsciously by the parents
playing a game of "If it weren't for you....". with the child; e.g., "If it
weren't for youvi wouldn't have had to get married." A person buying into
this'early injunction decides how to live it out, often to a-tragic end.
The decialoti can be almost anything, but runs along the lines of: "If
things get too bad, I'll kill mygelf."

"Don't Be Important". Persons who have bought into this injun%tion
are so'quiee that they,.appear almost to apologize for taking up apace or
fol.. breathing their !thare of the aim in the room. Frequently this is
coumnicated by the message4"Childien are to be seen and not heard." As
a result, on their th ty-ninth birthday the perenn realizes that they are
a 39 year old child, h ding in the background, and not getting ahead or
getting what they need to survive An life.

'!Don't Be Close". This injunction ie found in peoPle who experience
a great deal of discomfort in either physical closeness or deep relatiow:- ,

shiph of any kind. These people spend a great deal of energy avoiding
people. We frequently experience chose people as cold and aloof or with-
drawn. They are really afraisl of People, although they may trl to hide it
in a number of ways.

"Don't Make It". The most obvioUs example is the demending.perfect-
idnistic parent who'most assuredly sends clear "don't make it" melosages,'
aince nobody can be perfect. Some religions tend to go along the sane lines,
setting up impo9eible standards with built-in failure mechanisms. People who
buy into this injunction nevemvfeels satisfaction.with their performances.
They establish unreal-, umetteniable standards in their own heads, then hassle
with themselves because they don't attain them. They usually feel guilty a
great deal of the atm:

--'!Don't Feel". Thii message is frequently sent by brutalizing pasents
who attempt to "protect" their infant be emotional insulation against the
rigors of dealing with people on an intimate basis; something the parents
themselves cant do. The-people who buyN,into this injunction find- them-
selves cut off from their gut and unable ,to deal successfully with people;
thus proving that "Mom and Dad were right." This is the "hollow" man or
worm who responds to every situation likeva computer because they have no
Child ego state to draw upon. Frequently these people report feeling like
they are dead from the neck.down.

33
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COUNTER1NJUNCTIONS. Counte.rinjunctions are what mom and dad often

xjerhalize to kids au what they should do. CounteriAunctions are per-
ceived by others as being socially acceptable. Counterinjunctions are
not always in opposition to injunctions, as the name impliest In fact,
counterinjunctions may serve to reinforce injunctions. Counterinjunc-

. tions are the things parental figures want for us fo have or do--how

lb

.

mom and drd want the world to see their (ffering. ThesoN mAy include
messages much as, "grow up", "behave youfselfu, "make money", "present
a good appearance", "get an education", ''e seen with the right people",
"be the best", and 9p forth.

Sometimes-these counterinjunctions are in opposition to the Injunc-
tion. If this is.true, the person Is placed in conflict. For example,
the person will suddenly shift from a mode of self-destructive behavior
to a mode that includes permission to take rare of themselves. FOr ex-
ample, a person in this type of conflict may stop using amphetamines and
PCP for awhile, then shift back to.the original injunction such as "Don't
Be" and resume their drug abuse. Until the counselor helps Ehe client
bring the original script injunction into awareness, the person may be .

trapped in this conflict. This person may not have made an Adult de-
cision about what he/she wants to do with his/her life, but may still
be operating on the basis of-early decisions made with insufficient
data and logic.

,Counterinjunctions can either assist the original peript behavior
or work in opposition to it. It ls helpful for you to know about this
so that When clients make rapid changes (after one or two sessions),
and then revert to previous behavior, youill know "where they're at."

EARLY DECISIONS:* In order to "get-along" With parental figures or .
siblings, the young child will make a decision as td how to behave so
as tO maximize their stroke payoff and minimize retribution. As we
have noted earlier, these early decisions are made with only a child'
perspective of the world, and without sufficient Adult:data. Once de-
cided, a persOn becomes unaware of an option to life differently from
the script. All autonomy over his/her life is surrendered. A safe
course.has been determined, and once having been deterMined, it is
'steadfastly maintained, even though the originar thr,eat is gone as.the
child.matures and leaves home. Peopte cling to early decisions unknow-
ingly. And these decisions influence their lives greatly, an& sometimes
tragically.

EXISTENTIAL POSITION: Once the early decision-has been,made and is
fixed as a life plan, the little person Chooses,his/her existtential
This person chooses whether he/she and others,are OK or not. Again, this
decision is based on limited data, but is rigi4ly Adhered to; nonetheless:

34
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LIFE SCRIPT. NOw, the IPttle person ha's hia/her injunctions to
deal with, a plan to see him/her through, and a limited understanding of
where the person fits into the world (how vitluable ite/she and others arq
as human beings). Equipped with this data, the ,person begins to write
out the master plan for hia/her life. This plan tncludes how he/she will
acquire from others and the environment what liv/aheneeds, how he/she will
live, and ultimately, how he/she will die. Perhaps there will be a
magical princess who will change the person into a handsome prince with
a single kiss, or, another form of rescurer who will salvage the person
at the last moment. All this is written, unconsciouslY for the most
part, and then the person goes about living it out: _There are both,
tragic and successful scripts. EverYone has a scrlit. We-have the
option oft,becoming aware.of our script, or objectively .and ratlonally
reviewing it, and then rewriting those parts we don't.like.. SoMetipleS we
need help with this process:

.

RACKETS. As we noted earlier', rackets are the me S'OVAVInipulsttlIg
people,in order to get strokes froin them--strokes that liae.ise.gati.
feelings attached. A person generally has one or two favortte rAdket
feelings which they use in order to continue or per etuate their-ekiaten.-
tial position--their feelings about themselves ad,A,thers. Thus, the.
person intracts with otbers in such a way as to iecure these negative
feelings.. These negative feelings really make the person comforthble,
because it reaffirm who and what he/she believe he/she is as people. This
concept is.hard for people to grasp at first, because we tend to think it
is strange that anyone would set themselves or others up to feel depressed,
angry, klurt, said, or Other negative emotions. Actually, tt's not the g-
ative racket feelings that are important to the person but rather the re
affirmation of people and self that serves to make the world a predictabl ,

and thereby safe place to live. Living in a predictable but hostile wor d
may be preferable to living in an unpredictable world for some peo

GAMES. When the negatively scripted person can't get theIr negative
payoff using complementary racket transactions,'he/she uses ulterior trans-
actions. Thus, be/she resorts to games to provide the negative feelings or
payoff. Games serve to further perpetuate the script and to reaffirm the
Ferson's place in life. -Yout-may have noticed in your clients that they r'e-
turn again and again to the same form of interpersonal behaviors, even when
they lave been "burned" because of ttiat behavior in the past. This behavior
is gamey 1:Thal/forbehavior that serves to proviarto the individual who they
are anq what others re all abodt. Therkfore,"there is again a positive
payoff to often negat ve behavior.

WINNERS AND LOSERS. .Winners and losers Are the ultimate outcome in
a p-etson'wlife, based in great measure Upon their life script. It completes
the_life circle. Adults Can examine their lives and make redecisions.
Through redecis.ions, they can plaice what is now a "loser" lifestyle into a
"winner" lifestyle. We will examlne these concepts in oUr next section.
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Other Readings

I'm aware that these concepts are complex and, at first difficult to
understand. Human beings ace very complex. in their behavior. If you feel

.still.confused and perplexed after rereading this, I would recommend.to 'you
one of the following:

Born to Win by James and Jorgeward

lransactional Analysis is Brief by Woollams, Brown, and Huige

Both ot these books mey be found in our-library.

WINNERS, LOSERS, AND REDECISIONS

In this section we'll discuss the TA concepts of "winner" and "ioser".
Then we'll discuss the method by which people change their life script--
_redecision. Redecision helps us change our lives'from "loser" orientations
to "winner" orientations.

Winuers

When a person refers to a "winner" in TA terminology, he/she is not
refering to someone who makes sonieone else lose, A winner is basically
a person who responds authentically by'being credible, trustworthy, re-,
sponsive, and genuineboth as an.individual and as a member of society.
FLw people are one hunderd percent winners ,nr one hundred percent looser..
Ic's a matter of degree. However, once a person is on the road to being
a 14inner, his/her chances are greater for becoming even more so. James
and jongward in their book, Bornto Wine-describe a winnekr as follows:

14.

"Winners have different potentials. Achievement is
not the most important thing. Authenticity is. The authen-
tic person experiences self-reality by knowing, being, 4and
becoming a credible, responsive.person. Authentic people
actualize their own unprecedented uniqueness and appreciate
the uniqueness of others.

"Authentic persons -- winners'vdo not dedicate their
lilies to a concept of what they imagine they should be; rather,
they are thenselves and as such do not use their eneXgy putting
on a performance, maintaining pretence, and manipulating Others.
Winners (Ain reveal themselves instead of projecting images that
please, provoke, or entice otherp. They are aware that there is
a difference between being loving and acting loving, between being
stupid-and acting stupid; between being knowledgeable and acting
knowledgeable. Winners do not need to hide behind a maskl: They
throw off unrealistic self-images of inferiority or superiority. /
Autonomy does not frighten winners.
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"All people have moments of autonomy, if only fleeting.
Reweeer, winners are able to sustain their autonomy over
ever-increasing periods of time. Winners may lose ground
occasionally and may even fail. Yet, in.spite of setbatks

.winners maintain a basic self-confidence.

"Winners are not afraid to do their-owe thinking and to
use their own knowledge. They can separate facts from
opinion and don't pretend to have all the answers. They
listen to others, evaluate what they say, but come to their
own conclusions. Although winners can admire and respect
other people, they are not totally defined, demolished,
bound, or awed by them.

"Winners do not play "helpless", nor do they play the
blaming game. Instead, they assune responsibility for
their own lives. They do not-give others a false au-
thority over them. Winners are their own bosses and
know it.

"To winners, time is priaous. Winners-don't kill time,
but live it here and now. Living in the now does not mean
thatwinners.foolishly ignore their own past history or
fail to prepare for the future. Rather, winners know their

"-past, are aware and alive in the present, and look forward
to the future. .

"Winners learn to know their feelings and limitations
and to be unafraid of them. Winners are not stopped-hAtp,
their own contradictions and ambivalences. Being au- 4

thentic, they know when they are angry and can listen
when others are angry with them. Winners cen give add
receive affection. Winners are able to love and be loved.

"Winners can be spontaneous. They do,not have to respond in
predetermined, rigid ways, but can chaniejheir plans when
the situation calls for it. Winners have a zest for life,
enjoying work, play, food, other people, sex, and the world
of nature. Without guilt they enjoy %their own accomplish-
ments. Without. envy they enjoy the accomplishments of others.

"Although wiiners can freely enjoy themselves, they can
also Poetpone enjoyment, can discipline themselves in the
present to enhance their enjoyment in the future. Winners
are not\ afraid to go after what they want, but they do so in
approprtate way4.. Winners do get their secnrity by control-
ling others, They do not set themselves up to lose.

"A winner cares about the world and its people. Aylmer
is not isolated from the general problems of aociety, but ii
concerned, compassionate, and committed to improving the quality
of life. Bven.in the face of national and international (4.-
versitys_a winner!. self-inage la net one of a powerless indivi-
dual. A winner works to make the worloiratbetter place."

37 .
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Losers

A loser I. one who fails to respond authentically. James and Jongeward
describe a loser as follows:

"Although people are born to win, they are also born
helpless and totally dependent on their environment.
Winners successfully make the transition from total help-
lessness to independence, and then to interdependence.
Losers do not. Somewhere along the way they begin to
avoid becoming responsible for their own lilies.

"A lack of response to dependency needs, poor nu-
trition, brutality, unhappy relationshim disease, con-
tinuing disappointments, inadequate physical care, and
traumatic events are among the many experiences that
contribute to making people losers. Such experiences
interrupt, deteT, or prevent the normal progress toward
autonomy and self-actualization. To cope with negative
experiences,'children learn to manipulate themselves
and others. These manipulative techniquei are hard to
give up later in life and often become set patterns.
Winners work to shed them. Losers hang on to them. ,

"Sone losers speak of themselves as sd6cessful but
anxious, successful ,bnt trapped, or successful.but un-
happy. Others,speak of themielves as totally beaten;
without purpose, unable to move, half dead, or bered
to death. Losers may, not recognise that, for the most
part, they have been building their own cages, digging
their own graves, and boring themselvet.

"A loser seldom lives in the present, but.instead
destroys the present by focusing on past memories or
future expectations.- The lost who lives in the psst
dwells on the good old days or on past personal mis-
fortunes. Nostalgically, the loser either clings to
the way things "used to be" or bemoans his or her bad
luck. The loser is self-pitying and shifts the re-
sponsibility for an unsatisfactory life onto others.
naming others and excusing oneself are often part
of the loser's games. A loser who lives in the past
may lament, "if only ." You are welcome
to fill in .the blank.

"People who live in the future may dream of some
miracle after.which they can "live happily ever after."
Rather than pursuing their own lives, loserivait--wait
for the magical rescue. How wonderful life will be
"When ." This is sometimes known in TA language
as Waiting for Santa Claus or waiting for the under-
taker.

JP
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"Another type of lo..t lives continually under the
dread of future castastrophe. They conjure up expcte-
ttions of What if " Again, you are invited to

fill in the blank.

"Unable to bring the full potential of their 'senses
into the immediate situation, losers' perceptions are
incorrect or incomplete. They see themselves-and others

through a priamlike distortion. Their ability to deal
effectively with the,real world is hampered. Their

:Anxiety tunes out current reality. Consequently these
people are unable to see for themselves, hear for them-
selvs, feel for themselves, or taste, touch, or think
for themselves.

"Losers spend much of their time play acting, pretending,
manipulating, and perpetuating old roles from childhood.
Losers invest their energy in maintaining masks, often pro-
jecting a phony front. Losers.repress their capacities to
express spontaneously and appropriately the full range of

possible behavior. They may be unaware of bther options
for a more productive, self-fulfilling life path. Losers
are afraid to try new things and instead maintain their
own status quo. Losers.are repeaters, repeating not only
their own mistakes, but often those of their families and
cultura as well.

"A loser has difficulty giv ng and receiving affAtion
and does not enter into intijnyte, honest, direct realtion-.
ships with others. Instead, a loser tries to manipulate
them into living up to his or her-expectations. Losers'
energies are often channeled into living op to expecta-
tions of others.

"People who are losers are not using thelr intellect
appropriately, but instead are misusing it to rationalize
and intellectualize. When rationalizing, losers give ex-
cuses to make their actions seem plausible. When intellec-
ualizing, they try to show others with verbiage. Conssr
quently, much of their potential remains dormant, unrealized,
and unrecognized. Like the frog-prince in the fairy tale,
losers are spellbound and live their lives being something
they aren't meant to be."

-Redecision

Redecision is the key to becoming a "winner."
script and all its elements into the awareness of
is able to redecide with his/her Adult, decisions

39
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REDEUSIONS BREAKS THE SCRIPT. The primary focus of TA therapy and

counseling measures is on breaking the-spell that was either cast or
decided upon early in the pet-eon's childhood. If a person decided upon
becoming manipulative, then durinp the course of counseling, he/shis can
decie to become authentic. This is the redecision. The redecision is ,

what breaks the spèll or script, and allows the person to begin.discover-
ing new alternatives.

PERMISSIONS. The final phase of the TA counseling process is the
client and counselor working in harmony with one another to allow the
client to grant.themselves permission to change. Permission to move
fron a "DOn't Be" injundtion and replace that with a "Be" injunction.
Other permissions might be, "permission to feel", "permission to think",'
"permission to be emotionally -and physically close to others", and so
forth, based upon the,original injunction of the client.

FOCUS ON TAKING RESPONSIBILITY DDR- SELF. The focus in counseling is
io allowieg the loser to become aware of those behaviors and.beliefs which
are utilized to keep the loser from taking full responsibility for them-
selves. As we have discussed previously, the cOncept of thescript message,
or mini-script, is a negation of the person. To-the extent the minir-script
keeps the person from awarenesn, then it is effective in negating.the person.

cNAAGING PERCEPTIONS. .Counseling/helptng involves changing the person's
perceptions of themself and of others, It involves moving away from games,
and from waiting to doing. TA belief in the individual's ability to change
and to be the director (3 redecisions is crucial to the overall theory of
counseling. Anythine else leads to further dependency and abdiction of
personnl responsibility.

POSITIVE ADDICTION AND SELF ACTUALIZATION

IP this section we will'examine the further aspects of being-a "winner":
Glasser's concept of Positive Addiction, and Abraham,MAslow's concept

of a hierarchy of needs, culminating with the concept of Self-actualization.
These two concepts help us define the winner's position and provide guidance
as to what it means to be a fully, ultimately functioning huMan being.

PosiLive Addiction

?ositive addiction (PA) is a mental state, hypnotic in nature, derived
Cron participation in noncompetitive activities valued by the individual
that regenerates his/her inner strength. Although positive addiction seenis
to come from something you engage in alone, reaching the PA state (often
Jescribed as trancelike, transcendental state of mind) is not xclusive to°
positive addiction. Li sometimes occurs in fleeting moments when two people
tire in love. lt has happened to others when spoakingto a group, when play-
ing music exactly together, and in many other ways for different people.
Poqitive addiction, aowever it occurs, always makes one stronger.

4,0 256
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INELR sTRElan1L Glasser's concept of positive addiction places
emphasil un recognition (strokes). Life, to him, is a truggle for love
and self Worth. Io find the happiness we all desire, we have to figure
out three things: (I) what to do, (2) how to do it, And (3) where to
get the strength to get it,done. In the struggle for love and worth, what
to do and how to do it are rarely difficult. ICanything is possible, Oe \
usually have sone [den of what could make us happy. Then coming up with
some idea 'of how to do it is usually not hard either. Even when-we siem
hung"up on what and how to do, this hang-up is rarely the real problem.
The4real problem is we don't have the strength to do what will make us
happy. Often it isehard to admit to ourselves that we don't have the
strength to do what will make us happy, and GO we concentrate and comr
plain that we don't know what or how to do it. What we lack is not the
know-how, but the strenrth. The question for most of us ill how to gain
more strength. AS we will see, the concept of inner strength will have
been directly 'affected by positive addiction.

110: PSYCHOLOGICALLY 14EAK. All of us suffer pain and Iprt in .our lives.
tiut what happens when we don't have enough stredgth to deal with the pain?
For those who don't have enough strength to resolve their problems, to,de
what is right-xo solve their problems, they cfioose three ways of dealing
with their pain. They choose lo (1) give up, (2) choose a symptom, or

a(3) choose a negative addiction. They choose these ways of.dealing With
their problems because they are out'of what' it takes--strength.

Giving Up.. In desperate attempts to get rid of pain, people without
sufficient strength are driven to a choice that-Most of us with adequate
strength ngver seriously contemplate. These people choose to give up.
This- choice, they feel, is forced on them because nothing else will re-
lieve the pain of their situation. Giving up-is the first choice of the
woak. People give up because they are at a miseraOle.point in their lives,
and happiness is not,even on their minds. 1What is on their minds-As the
hope that through giving up they will get relief from the constant misery
They ask, "Why keep struggling? I won't maks it,anyway. I can't be a
success. No one loves me." They give up because is hurts more to keep
trying When the efforts always seem 6:1 fail. Glassei"`used, the following
example to illustrate a situation in which a person might give up: "How
can a child possibly gain the strength to succeed in school if he can't
speak English or i.f his teacher is prejudiced against him or Ulm never
gets breakfast and his stomach hurts so.much that he can't concentrate?
is it his fault if he dhooses to give up?" He simply locks the strength
to keep trying in these impossible situations. Positive addictiop prim-
cipaes attempt to help people in these type of situations go find ways of
gaining.enough strength to cope and not give up.

Developfng Symptoms. The second choice of the weak is developing
symptoms. After giving up, people often develop symptoms such as
depression, tantrums, conversion reactions or psychosomatic ymptoma.
ften the person, when asked what is wrong, believes it is that they
are depressed, have tantrums, have conversion reaCtions, etc. But this
is.not the real problem. What is wrong is what the. person gave up. The
person unconsciohaly believes that the aepression, conversion reactions,
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et&., i leas peinful than keeping.on .trying And failing. Glasser pre-
aoWt:: t following list of .eymptoina which people adopt when they feel
they are in imposeihle situationsJ They choose theme symptoms rather
than continuinr, to try.

... , 4 .

Feeley, Aiklletlos
,r

THE SECOND CHOICES OF THE WEAK

THE FOUR MAJOR EXAMPLES OF COMMON
-----._ SYMPTOM CATEGORIES SYMPTOMS

1, To act out .tentrums, delinquency,
crime. sociopathic 'and
psychopathic behavior

2. To become involved with depressed, fearful, phobic.
your own emotions tense, anxious, sad.

dejected. bitchy, griping.
haughty, snide, angry.

',hysterical, suspicious

3. To become crazy psychotic.,parenoid,
-hallucinating, delusional.
conversion reaction

4. Psychosomatic headaches. neckaches,
backaches, sinus trouble,
migraine, hypertension,-
heart disease. asthma,
many allergies, duodenel

. ulcers. ileitis. colitis.%
chromc diarrhea, urinary
urgency, arthritis

OEGATIVr ADDICTION. The third choice of the weak is negative addiction.
This choice :mccensfully prevents the weak person from feeling'the pain ex-
perlenced because he/she is unable to find sufficitqt love and worth. Each
choice-from the...initial decision to give up trying to find love or worth, .

the'sccoUd choice to take on one or more symptoms, and the final choice of
Uecoming addicted--is a pain-reducinr, step. Addiction is powerful because
it completely relieves the pain of failure And provides an intensely pleas-
unible experience, at least temporarily. Glaser has stated,

"It may seem incongruous to say that an addict is weak.,'
for no one seems more hard-working or persistent. Once
addicted and driven by the pleasure of addiction, the addict .

is extremely strong. Perhaps ow* nost self- sufficient vit-
izens are heroin addicts hustling each day for their habit'..

42
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They are the ultimate in the work ethic, struggling hi

themselves against overwhelming odds to fulfill their

need. . But this strength is all tied to addiction; when
it.comes to finding love and worth they seen to have no
strength- at all. Evidently the pleasure of their habit
is far strongerigllan any pleasure they can remember or
imagine could.can from love or worth. Just as those
people who have.love and worth find it intensely pleas-
urible and not.only don't become (negative) addicts,
they .can't even imagine becoming addicts. It seems .'

logical to conclude that if an addict put all the'effort
hefshe puts into his/her addicCion into finding love and
worth he/she certainly would be successful, but very
specifically that is what-he/she can't do. He/she doesn't
have that kind of sttongth. What he/she is-short-ters
strength: -

II
.-

POSITIVE ADDICTfON RESULTS. Unlike the negatively addicted person, the
positively addicted- person is not hiding from hie/her feelings. The positive
addictlon increases the Verson's StniO of worth and love. The positiVe ad-
dict enjoys'his/her addiction but thi addiction doss not dominate his/her
life.. It nay take only en hour a'day. From the positive addiction the
person gains mental strength Which be/she uses to help hinlherself accomplish

. whatever he/she is trying to do, or to solve whatever problem he/she is facing.
The positively addicted person woes this extra strength'vo, gain more love, more
worth, more pleasure,, more meaning and zest from life,

POSITIVELY ADDICTING ACTIVITIES. The Vwo sajor-categories of positively
adaicted people' are tfia physicalled by runners,Oland themental category-- ,

dominated by the mediators. These categories are not'the only activi4es
of positively addicted peoPle.. OthiF examples include those wba'crochet,
needlepoint, garden, do creative writing, taking baths, playing musical in-
struments, listening to music, just to.name a few. The posit Ts addiCtion-o
brings on a trancelike mental state in which the person is adsers of his/
her urroundingsletting ihis/her mind spin free. This state bi l'It has been
compared with a tran.cendi\iital mental stati. Maslow defines transcendence in.d

s.

the following way:.

"Transcendence JR the sense olio*. of self-conscious-
nesso.of self-awareness, and of self-observing of the
adolescent depersonalization type. Ie ts the same kind
of self-forgetfulness Which. colas from getting absorbed,
fascinated, cOhceitrated. In this senie,.meditation or..
concentration on something outside one's own plyche can /

produce self-consciousness, and in this #articular sense
of transcendence of the ego or 6f the conscious self.",

A
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Whatever the utateiof positive addiction is, It Is almost always easier
to reach the state if you decide to do whatever it is on your own. It

is generally not a group activity. PA is not something you have to do
all day lone. It doesn't have to be painful or unpleasant.

STEk/CRITERIA FOR POSITIVE ADDICTION. Glasser describes the six
steps to becoming positively addicted. The steps are also criteria for
judging whether an activity is a positive addiction.

Noncompetitive. A positive addiction must be something noncompetitive .
that you choose to do and you cad 'devote approximately an hour a day.

Lasy for You. It should be something that it is possible fot you to
do easily, and doesn't take a great deal of mental effort to do it well.

Qannot Depend on Others. You can do the PA alone, or'reroly with
otheks, but it does not depend upon others to do it. -w

7

Valued. You must believe that the 0/C has sone value (physical, mental,
or spiritual) for you.

Ability to Improve. You must believe that if you persist at tem PA
-5,0u will be able to iMprove. But this'improvement is completely subjec-
tive-

-,

bu need to be the only one who measures that improvement. j
,

l %

Now-self-critical Activity. The PA'activity must have the quality, that
y.ou can do it without criticizing yourself. If you can't accept'yourself
during this time the activity will not be addicting.

BENEFITS FROM Po';ITIVE ADDICTION', Positively addicted people report
the following benefits from doing Cheir PA activity.

Weight Control. People, especially ones who are positively addicted to
physical activities, describe weight.loss or an .ability tc; control their
weight when it was difficult to control before.

>1111"
Rid Self of "Bad" Habits. PA pedple say they have been abte to -live

up "bad" habits such as excessive drinking and smoking. #

Mental Alertne/is. ` They describe an increased self-swereness, physical
wo1l-being4 and mental alertness related to PA.

Sense of Confidence. Positively addicted people report a sense of
A confidence developed from their pnsitive addiction Wich carries over

into, the rest of their lives.

Increased Strength. The above benefits combine to indiCate that an in-
creased inner strength is developed as a/result of positive addictions.

?62
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2.4'S
Maslow's Hierarchy 4aada

Abraham Maslow believed that needs which are experienced by person'
at a particular time are the primary influence qp that person's behavior.
When a particular need emerges, that need determines.the Person's behavior
by causing the person to ke motivatled, set priorities, and take action to-
meet that need. According to Maslow's hierarchy, all behavior is motivated
by tension which is experienced when'a need comei to the surface. The goal
of behavior is:to reduce this tension or discomfort. Behavior thou served
to reduce the tension, and thereby satisfy the need. Therefore, only un-
satisfied needs are.the Amine sources of's persoes motivation. The way
to,understand people, acdording.to Maslow's hierarchy, is to gain,insight
intli what their unsatisfied needs aie. By gaining this insight, you can
predict, or,at least understand, a person's behavior.

Maslow described a progression of
needs from-the most primitive or basic
needs to 'the most civilised or mature
iileeds.. The needs,are broken into five
steps on an,asCeading'staircase, ladder,
or triangle (as pictured in the diagram.)
Each person must have a firsrfootipg in
each nie4 category before moving on to
the next higher.need on the' need stair-
case. In Other words, ono" must have
his/her safety needs met before moving
on seeking.satisfaction to needs.of

At belongingness,

SW-
AduWization

Self-Esteem

Belonging

Safety/Security

-or\ Physical

MASLOW'S HIERARCH/ Oli-NBEDS

Inability to fulfill a lager-order:need or difficeAty in fulfilling-a
lower-order need may result in an individual's locking in on immature behavior
patterns or may produci a tendency to return to,immeturo behavior, under stress
any, time AU individual feels a lower-order need not fulfilled to hie/her
satisfaction. The person may alpo reveri to behaviors *Itch fulfilled lever-
order needs When 'the .satisfaction of higher needssare temporarily blocked.
This is not to say that any need is ever completely satisfied; rather, Maslow
states that there must be at least partial fulfillment before an individual
can .become aware of the tensiond caused by higher-order need and have the'
freedom to pursue eha fulfillment of the higher-order need. Let's exadine
each step in the hierarchy of needs.

BASIC PNYSIcAL NEEDS. The.first etep id that of basic physical needs.
These needs are ones that are necessary for the physical survival of a
person. .Satisfying needs such as thirst, hunger, breath, and limination
requirements tike primary'importance when they are threatened. If these
needs are not mit, then the person dies and there is no progression to the
Nigher needs. In,a-culture like ours, where.basic needs are usually auto-
liatically met, there ts little need tension concerning'basic needs.

2 6 3
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SAFETY/SECUNITY NEEDS. The second level in the hierarchy consists

of safety and-security needs. When a person has fulfilled, at least

partially, tfie basic physical needs, he/she then ezReriences tensions

relating to needs for security, orderliness, protective rules, risk

avoidance, and safety from outside predators. Miost.people develop an

"in-group".of friends which provide interpersonal safety and security. '

This level has to do vith Liu' development of trust, And is usually de-

veloped beginning with the immediate family. Latee this security or

trust will expand to include others outside the family. Wbai a Person
feels secure in his/her relationship with others, that persom ii reedy

to move on to the next step in the hierarchy of needs.

BELOINGINGKESS NEEDS. The third step is the.pepd fOr belonging and

love. If prior needs are met, tha person becomes leis preocciappied with

self, and moves on to.form close interpersonal saltionships. When the

parson is successful in meeting this need he/she will feel accepted and

appreciated by others. This level of needs concerns family ties, friend-
ehipe, and grouinmsbership. In tbis stage of need development strong'
affect-(faeling) laden relationships occur. Warmth, companionship, love,

and affection can be powerful motivators.

SELF-ESTEEM NEEDS. km a cuMulative effect of successfully meeting
earlier needs, the person will begin to fora a sense of "age or "sellt."

In this stage, the individual develops sense of identity, in which
self-esteem arises. The poison begins to know who and what he/she.is,

and what ha/she values about him/herself. Life begins to take on meaning

for the person. The person will probably seek tO gain a special status
within the group. Uia/heX needs at this stage will be associated with
ambition and a desire to excel. Ego-status needs Motivate person to

se4X out opportunities to display his/her competence in ovdsr to gain
social and professional rewards. Because Ego-status needs fulfillmenX
depends on the ability of others io respond apPropriately to the pereon's

efforts to perform in a 'superior way,.they ar the most difficult to ful-

fill satisfsetorilr.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION. The final construct (theoretical insim) in Maslow's
hierarChy is self-actualization. At this level of functioning, the indiei.e
dual is concerned with personal rowth and.Way.fulfill.this need by ehallfig-
ing him/hersilf to bacon* more creative,.demending 'greeter achlavemene.of

him/herself. At this stage of davelopnent, people tend tOmemure themeelvee

by thier own criteria of personal "nieces's. Self-setuelis'Alon behaviors in-
,

clude risk-taking, seeking autonomy, and developing the freeilmm to act. At .

this level, the person finds,that he/ahe ham sufficient energy and strength
to.accomplish great deeds without becoming tired. The following distinguish-

ing features characterize theiell-sctualized periont They ere realistically

oriented.. They accept tWmaelvels, other people, and the maturil,werld for .

what they are. They hove a great deal of sOonteneity. They are problem,
centered rather than self-centered. They have an air of detachment died

need for privacy. They are autonomous and independent. Their appreel4ion
of people and things is fresh rather than stereotyped.. Nbeeof them have hadi
profound mystical or.spigatual experiences although-not neceosarily religious

,4
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in character. They identify with mankind. Their intimate xelationships
with a few specially loved people tend to be profound and deeply emotional
rather then superficial. Their values and attitude! are democratic. They

do not confuse means with ends. Their sense of humor is philosophical
rather than hostile. They have a great fund of creativeness. They resiat

conformity to the culture. The self -actualixed person is simply oae who
has self-actualized his/her personality to the best of his/her ability.

Peak Experiences. Operating at this level of functioning, is some-
times referred to as the phenomenon of "peak experiences". A peak ex-

perience, according to Maslov, is phenomenon in which a person feels
that he/she is cospletely and totally aware of their environment and the
person's whole sense of seeing, hearing, and thsting is changed to work
at peak level. The person feels a sense of transcendencea sense of
self-forgetfulness. Peak experiences are intuitive end sensual in nature.
Because these experiences are so gratifying, once a person bas experienced
one, he/she seeks to have another pekk experience. To have a peek experi-
ence, one usually has to be functioning at the self actualisation level.

--"

Similarity Between Reality Therapy, Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, and TA

Personality theories look at people from different perspectives.
But personality theories all look at the same object - -Human Beings and
their behavior. It is intermitting that many of thi humanistic schools
of psydhelogy have arrived at similar conclusions, even while viewing
people from different perspectives. Although these theories may call
their concepts (constructs) by different names, and although the namss
have slightly different meanings, these theoretical coacepts about the
behavior of people are similar.

For example, the "Rational Person", the "self-actualized pereon,"
-.and a "Winner" are very similar in nature. The descriptions of the
unhealthy and healthy personality are quite similar in the three theories
we've discussed--TA, Reality Therepy and Positive Addiction, and Maslow's
Hierirchy of Heeds. There ere, also similarities in how the healthy person
views his/her responsibility to self and others. The phestomenon of trans-

cendence is described by both Glimpser and Maslow, and TA has a rough equiva-'
lentintimacy.

Although these theories are similar, there are difference*. Secause
these theories view humans from different perspectives, they describe-
different things, focus attention on different aspects, and use different
Labels to describe 'Inman behavior. Each theory say describe one aspect
of human behavior better than the other theories. And each theory has its
limitations, outside which 11 doesn't predict behavior well. For these ,

.reasons, it is best to stody siMeral personality theories and counseling/

helping methodologies. By kmmw/mg several theories, the similarities alma
differemces, and the strong and weak points of each, yeu can select the
most appropriate actAon/descriptioi to fit,the situation. By knowing this,
you'll be able to us a theory that works in the situation you find yourself.

9
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To help you compare the three personality theories addressed in
A this unit, we've prepared cbmpsrison chart which you'll find in

Attachment 2. A. you read the study guide, read the books by the

original authors, and compare them, we invite your comments to help

us make the study guide comparison more complete.

The study of peopke and their behavior is very complex. One

theory, by itself, is inadequate to describe end predict all human

behavior. We eneourage you to continue.reading pereonality theories

end their applications In cohnoeling/helping techniques. By doing

this you'll be able to see people in threedimensional way, from

uore,than one perspective.
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DIMENSION

AUTHOR

THEORY

CONCEPTS

SCHOOL OF
PSYCHOLOGY

SOURCE OF
HUMAN
MOTIVATION

Glasser

I

COMPARISON OF(THREE

Reality Therapy Positive
Addiction

HUMANISTIC PERSONALITY THEORIES

PERSONALITY THEORY

Success versus Failure Identity 6
Positive Aadiction

Humanistic
Cognitive

Pain and Pleasure motivate.
"Strength" from successes and
positively addicting activities.
Worth and recognition motivate
positive action.

OTHER STRONG Environment and person's reaction
INFLUENCES to environment.
ON BEHAVIOR

DECISIONS
AND FRIE
WILL

PJ

"Failure Man" feels he/she is
determined, while "Success Man"
makes decisions autonomiously.

Maslow

Hierarchy of Needs

Self-Actualisation
Peak Experiences

Humanistic
Need tatisfaction, Organismic

Needs motivate. Tension-
reduction, including self-
actualisation when other needs
are met.

Once a person achieves self -
actualisation, he/she is
motivated by petamotivations
(growth motiviiiions) which
are.based on existential
(being) values.

Lower needs, if not satisfied
determine behavior, while the
eelf-actualised person is auto-
nomous.

Berne, James and Jongeward

Transactional Analysis

Winner versus Loser
Intimacy

Humanistic
Dynamic, social/inter--
personal

"Strokes" motivite people.
This form of interpersonal
reinforcement is needed for
existence. Will seek neg-
ative ones if positive ones
are not available, or seek
negative ones to reinforce
life position.

Life script formed as re-
sult of early interactions
with family figures.

"Not -OK" people ore deter-NN
mined by their life script. Lyi
Eedecision can free one fros....1...

his/her script. Winners
are autonomous.
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V.

AUTHOR

UNHEALTHY
'PERSONALITY

HEALTHY
PERSONALITY

SELF-
RESPONSIBILITY

mismisaurru
TO SOCIETY 4
-MANICUND

- TRANSCENDENCE

"NATURAL
HIM"

Glasser

Failure Identity,. Weakness
Negatively addicted, Symptom or
Giverup type person.

Success identity, "Rational" poison,
Positively Addicted person, who
has much lpner "strength".

"Failure Man" blames others for
condition, while "Success Man"
is responsible and solf-disqiplined.

Personal world.grows larger as person
grows .in strength and success, and
becomes a positively addicted and
rational person.

, Positively Addicting ActivitY
Physical or psychological activityr

Hypnotic/trance-like state

212

0
Self-rewarding activity of wnrth
and intrensic value.

ar

Maslow

Needy person, Focuses
attention oi eseting lower
needs; not self-actualized.

Self-actualised person.

Self-Actualised person is
responsible for self.

% :fiakiihrimMikagLA

Berne,James and Jongward

Losfi - -Gamey, unauthentic,
ulterior, positive stroke-
4nngrys.destructive.

/Winnersuthentic auton-
/. omous, genuine, and self-

actualised. High levels of
intimacy.

Self-actualised person identi-
fies with Mfnkind, while the
needy person focuses on the
self and meeting lower needs.

Peak Experience .

Vocational or primarily psych-
ological activity.
Produces heightened awarenes.s

Self-rewarding activity.

Loser blames others foriAis/
?her condition, while.Winner
accepts'responsibility for
his/her actions.

Winners care about the world
and people, and are respons
sive to them. ,

Intimacy
Interpersonal ,realtionship

Sense of wellsbeing.

'Self-rewarding 'relationship,

. 2'73



3ALR734300-301.R743A/R-307i73640-0 PSYCHOLOGY OF PREJUDICE

PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes )

ATTRITION

Prejudice I. always accompanied
by a rigidity of attitude, an Unwillingness
to see all sides of a question, or to face
facts thst are not to one's liking. The pre-
judiced child, sooner or later, develops a
mental rigidity that does not limit itself
to his/her beliefs sibout the.people against
whom he/she is prejudiced. It spreads to
all areas of his/her thinking and proves to be
a barrier to everything he/she does.

MOTIVATION

1. All of us in Social Actions
have a responsibility to under-
stand the phenomenon of prejudice
as it relates to our interaction
with those we come into contact.
KnoWledge of our own prejudices
and how they may contaminate our
efforts in Social Actions is an
essential element to our being con-
sidered productiv, or nonproductive.

2.' Sexual, racial, and religious
prejudice have been with our Nation
since its incePtion. Only through
a thorough understanding of this
phenomenon sAn we effectively deal
with our own and other prejudices

.

in these areas.

4

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the criteriom Objectives with the class.

2. Develop' the chronology of the Lesson Plan

TRANSITION
p.

Let's begin by defining "prejudice" and lodking
at three forma of it.

Yr.
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BODY (3 Hours 45 Minutes)

PRESE&ATICS:
Objective: Identify the forms of prejudice and.

w discrimination and way of Cog* with each.

1.

Ofri

Define prejudice: Prejudgement of something
%. or someone, based on motional ,conditioning

lrithout a rational balm in fact, developed
over the year,.

,

Discuss ethnic, religious, and sexual,p4ejudico.

a. Ethnic prejudice results in the.preferen6e of
me ethnic group's life sty/a to the detriment'
Of.another.

"Ithnic".= ,din identity based gn cultural back:-
ground as to life style-, religioh,,famiiy, lan-
guage,,etc. Examples 0 ethfiIc groUps include
_Jews, Poles, Italians, Blacks, Chicanos, Englishe

, Irish, and Indians. Sme of the groups mentioned
have amethnic identity,as'well'as wracial identity.

"

1
V

_A

v.'
b. Religious prejudice' ip the attittde that a particular'

religinwis idherently superior or inferior to another.
This farm of prejndice impoies one personal view cr ,-

attitude-son another.indiViduaa's religion or practi6e-
of that:religion.-

,
d: Sexual prejudice qccurs When a ierson.feels -a supeii

"'iority aver another,,.based,.iin.sek alone.
3

PRESENTATIQN:-
Cbjegtive: Identify five defense mechanisms which prepetuate

,

prejlidice.

.

1. 111Phasize that perception the cor inertone of all these ---

defense pechanisms. Ilffect. e Peteeption -14 the art of ,,...

,
. being sensitive and ware. eAtperceptiens occur'

/, when our previotisly determined attltudes are alloiFed- to
Color perceptiontr. -. , ' ..

1.,

, Explain rikAionaliptition. lids refers--to the giving 0.;
a

i ,

, P . reasons ter One'm behavior which'sre not:true reasonsa..
,

,,,-, -.

_r ' ,
'These are lorsicalki* faultk defensive, maneuyers to keep
a good Self-qpirePt. -, - :- \,

.., I; kt,.
, r .

IA' , 'a. Evlain stetbsea4ping. This is a forth of generalitat1441;
. ,

t.,
..

. arPreconceived notion (iseiltai oattigorizstiOn) U to low'

. ple o A given. troup. appear.ahnuld appear to others.(. -beh e. Stereotyping, _like ratiot4t,lization. steMs
.: ii, : , fr iblept knowledge, experience, or rea/ity-

,.,:
. ,

-A,f P, .14r . 0 .. . .

testing. ,

. .

I1.;

'r.,.
\ r .. .

.9.
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4. Discuss aggression: Unresolved feelings of frustration
(anger, hostility) often are acted out in an agressive
attempt to relieve emotional tension.

4/
5. Discuss displacement. This is the act of releasing

,frustratiion on something other than'self", or the
real source of frustration.

6. Discuss projection. This is the assignment of our own
thoughts, opinions, feelings, etc., to another. Invol-
ited is a denial, or owning of-feelings, etc.

PRESENTATION
Objective: Define discriminaiion and identify its five
levels.

Explain that negative attitudes tend to namifest
selves as ,actions.

Definediscrimination: The outward manifestation of'
prejudice, prejudice actively carried out against a
persbn OT a group.

Explain that social prejudice is usually acted out by
individuals in the following levels of discriminations:

1. Anti-locution:: the mildest form of acting.out
prejudice. Most people who have social pre-
judices talk about themil They may express their
antagonism freely -With liksiinded friends.or,

x-
, ?occasiomalkl, with-straners. put, zany people

never-go beyond this milardegree of anti-pathetic
action. ,

2. Avoidance:. If the social Pirejudide,is more intense,
it may le's.d the individual to svgid meibers of the
disliked greuptieven it the.cost.oficongiderable in-

, convenienée (covert discrimination). An example
would j:e moving out of a neighborhood.

3.. Segregation:- Institutionalized form of discrimination,
enforced, legally or by common custom!.

Physicel 'Stacks Under Conditions df heightened emotion,
prejudice'can lead to acts ofeviolence or Oemi-violence.

,

,11

5. EXterminotion: '110chings, meissacres, and the Hitlerian
program or genocide work the intimate degree of violent
expression of prejudice. Thses actiMns are a natural .
outgrowth of milder states of minds.

1
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PRESENTATION
Objective: Identify four major'approaches people have
used in attempting to cope with discrimination. tw

'r

1. Discuss withdrawal (defeatist,attitude).

'You can't fighticity hall"

IniecurityCnever know how one will be treated.

2. Dismiss group self hatred.

Become like the majoriti group.

Aggression against oale.a own,group.

Straighten bair; lighten skin '(agression-turned inward)1

3. Dismiss riots and violence (mdlitancON.

Relieve ituatration and angei.
fr

4.

Provide catharsis.

Violence."feels good",'regardless of the outcome.

Discuss reform and rdvolutionary and separatist movements.
Secure acceptance and gain power from within.

Examples: National Association for the Advandement of
,Colored People (NAAR), Congrvis of Racial Equality (CORE).
community touncils;'46tt.

RevoiAtioniwy: Overthig., urem'oval f mirrent system:
e.g.flibonese Liberition Army (SLA), Students for a,
Democratic Society (SDS), Revolutiodary.ActiOn Mafement
(RAM), etc.

)

Separatists: Total selfsufficient identity; e.g.; Black
Mialims; White People's Party, etc.,

PRESENTATION
Objective4 Identify four methods of 'ieducing, neuiralizing
or eliminating prejudice and/ or discrimination.

1. Discuss the effects 'of legislation and effects of enforce-
. Want. All legislatloti mast be enforced if it is to be

'effective.-

Civil rights laws - Equal rights amendments.

Discuss education.

.' ,Formal edutation
,

.

PersonaL'emareneta througli reality-testing.
,

ss
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3. Discuss individual and group achievement.

Individual and group achievement 'are perhaps the most
important elements in codbating prejudice.

Such achievedents compel persons with prejudiced at--
titudUs to, more objectively, rather than 2E27
judge sUbjec

Individual and group achievement both &amend and.
demand respect, although such respect may be af-
fared reluctantly and grudgingly by those with
prejudiced attitudes.

Many epecitfexsmples in support of assertions made
above mgy be Ilted. It is difficult, for example to
continue to prejudge all Chinese,as stupid- if the"
Chinese colledtively, have achieved *i vitChle technological
society - including the constraction of sophisticated
weapons. It in difficult to continue to prejudge..blacks
as'"lazy" when individual blackstudaily, are excelling in

, every career specialty of societx.

TUosit who are prejudiced agiinst performing Certain jobs,
moreover, find $.t difficult to maintain their prejudice
when iamb are achieveing and succeeding'in all ireas
of life. Indeed, the list of examples which may be
cited as virtually inexhaustible.

APPLICATION'

1. 'Show CTT videotape, "A q'pestion of 'Color", Part I.

P. ,Direct students to imall,groups, where faciliti-
tators Vial process the first hour's tape, .

3.- Direct students to view Part II of tile videotape,
"A 'question of Color" during the next hour of VIIT.

.4. Process the videotape. Idsure that you tho
debrief the vday's activtties before cicsing the inal

,

hour. ,

,

4

EVALUATION

1.. What .are three defefise-mechanismn wMch perpetuate. prejüdicel

:

4 2 What is the difference between ejUdice and discrimination?t pr.

. ,
. .,

..

4 3. What-ire 17*.rio aPproaches'people useici cope gith discrpnination
-againstthem?

.4 . .
.

4
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. SLIKMARY 26/
1. Review the main points of the lesson.

.16finition of "prejudice" and three of its specific forms.

The defense mechanisms which perpeturat 'prejudice.

Definition of '"discrimination" and the five levels of discrimination.

Fou r. approaches that people take to cope with discriminatiA.
I V

Four methods of reducing neutralizing ar elimination prejudice and/or
discrimination.

REMDTIVATION/CLOSURE

An understanding ofbprejudice, as it affects Us and others, iskvItals
to our seccess in Social Actions.- Before we can be productivb toward
developing tolerance and acceptance in others, we must firot work to
develop these qualities in-ourselves.'

r
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LP A/B-I-6.1
CROSS CULTURAt.DIFFERENCES

AND DIFFICULTIES (III.ACKS)

PANT II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

t.11 te.tva 1 in Amer 1.a hat:
rat:;cd the auotetto:;:. of the
es ist enco o.t uphappy hi tici
community lo the fotefront of
at t entt on . 'Coals ("Ai: int eg rat ton

.

%.-

0 C azisint tat t,,u and separation or
independence hp ye met wit h kite.
s,lme ro4cfio angel' aud

t. 1st . h Lick communit y

A:: !;omewilet in bet ween. What-
ever I he ru.t1 I he h ory of *
li I aoL Amer i cans iii t he Unit ed
Si 1( r.; onkt (,t st ruggit" for
t ir ri Ott under thy const 1--
tut toit .

moT t vtvri ON
f

U. As Social, Actions officers
anater:hniciam,, if you are to

sdeal uccessfully with problems
ot :he Aft Force, you must pnssess
a hroad.undorstandving of the prob-

..t

iems of Ame?.ica-.

2 "Ante r it a can ne I t her be- ,def filed

nur unite t st ot)d apart from .an under-,

:;( Ink 01 black. America.

3. In c$,:seitce, you are called upon A

to .1.L a. '.'D,;etprs" for the United ,

, St:tes /:.ir rove and oli, egtire
. :;otial'order'WhIch "labor" under ..
,thi rralf.ty of zacis4 and the
coOsecueTwes of it. -..,

1

OVEPEW )

Or .

_

1 . 1:rw;1 t In I t144011 Oh
J
i ce t i ye in

t 11.1 4110' I I!; !I . y
4

.

m

, 2 t
0 4

,!.. OveIop the losson chronolooly. -..

4

g

1 4

A
.?,-,'

i, 1
.S
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86Y (5 firs 45 Min)

PR[SENTATION

6A. CRITERION ,)RJECTIVF: identify
aud current political,

10;(1..1.occonOmIc events and attitudes

which combine to shape the frame of
roerence tor.illacks in the United
:.ite!i of Ametica t Z)day and make

u1 t Ural commun I cat ilims

dit!lcult.

I. Explain sources of Afro-
Am. r i t. an en I t tlf k as roflected in

the hIack experience.

a. Culture is the product or
'nun total of poople'n experiences.

(1) Black experience is 0
not adequately related in socio-
legleal studies. For blacks,
hi..tory has often been "his-Story",
or a white version of history.

4- (2) Black experience
generally is interpreted by black
scholaiks in a tragic context; an
intrpretation which reflects
realism upon.review of the entIg.
s;poctl;um'of black history.

(3) Among all:ethnic
gvonps_in America, blacks are
uniquei,, identified, not onky
b5s..10 upon ,-olor, but upon their

unigila history of struggle fr.
dlt!uiLy-in America.

.4i°'
Arrira.as A source of

Afr-)-Americ4n culture.

(1) West Africa is
c6n4idered the,historitcal.
"h0mOland" of mNny American

.4 '4,")'
.

.. , tr.

f
.
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(7) Reranse larharic imnges
of Africa reflected if history hooks
And I hi' A121- " IC.111 comm III I C.It I 011/4 Med 1. 3
c.)..., 'In. Taf?An myth, hlackg bave not_

at-corf..d or 'dent Hied wi:h
t ,

(3) The c1.1,11c ot civfliza-
flon coo..ideled Airlca whefe
M-VIV .1,ivdtl,cd And complex cultnies

41C1 t [(it e , anti evon (hiring,

t rt cr t,t ts t.Izivc t r:nb beg inn ing
enild 1660 .

(a) The fundamental unik,_
rwlif icallv as in other ways, was the

A group numhering in
tlh hondre,!-, kit called family he-
,-Ate;e ti w.i mAde up of the living
d qt. enthIllt t .1 COM1/1011 .111Ccst Or .

ct,

(h) The dominant figure.
In thl!; c\:ctIticd famiiy comiltuntty was

the pAtliarch, who exercised a variety
f ! ; Itt lug a.; pea cemakey.,,

jukc, admitratof, and keepvr of the
plirse.e

(c) The basic economy was
4

acrtcultural with most ol the people 4

Wt ik I ig in.-the fields that surrounded

theit villages. Ih.reller:: aleng the

;:itore.;,,J thy r.fte:it rivers turned to
fist. And boat-making.. In the grpss-

Ow economy was primarily pastoral,
:Au% chief livestock being goats, ipeep and

(d) The skilled-lahor class,
eThricel po:Jety makeriif weavers, wood

Jcarvir,. int iro'n workers, who were ofteri,
organi;:t'd latp CVZ:lit. guilds.

(OA' RAWIOn--fall and
vati.d outlet1F41411.0g of a supreme
deli.y and .A ones, the

-%
latter being'identified with such
natural_ ohjectn as rlyers awl the %And:.
Sttuettes and me* of bionze, wood,*
or:,ivory proakiced as adjuncts to
theyellorttOnee of religious 4nd magical

iA

A
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(f) Music--foutil universal
exvession. Among its manifekations
wew (omplex comeositions for voice, an
ear for' the subtlut r4hythis, and the Use
ot a wide variety ot instruments, in-
cluding the drum, harp, xylophone,
.violln, guitar, and flute. The dunce
Was performed ior any number of 4serva-
tions and purposes. Any event worthy-of
noise was celebrated by rhythmic move-
meuts--births, marliages, or death.

-(g) Literature was
primarily oral rather than written
and can be'classified as professional
and popular. Knowledge about the
history, customs, and traditions
of the group was transmitted by
men who made a profession of
memorizing. Popular,literature
included tales, prov'erbs, and
riddles passed down from-one
generation to another by amateur.
storvtellers, occasionally by
trained narrators.

c. Slavery as a source of
Nfro-American culture.

(1) Began around 1640 arid
endpd legally in 1865.

(2) Virtually destroyed
all elements of traditional Africah
cultur'e.

0) Dehumanized the blick
.Amtlican; stole his/her personality;;
reduiTe'd-hi br to a submissive piece
of proper robbed him/her of ec-

,, syn,o;nic and psycholdgical
necessitieS'AmP'or hts total man-.
11000 or her total.womanhood.

(4). The most barbariC in-
7.t1tA141 known to r9an. The racismi

. from:which .w!-Isuffef today is a

.4rect by7pr4uct of siavery,and
a 'Major "Cohtributor" tO.)

.the emergence oE black culture.

,
.
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d. Sey.rer.arion A nource
of Aluo-Amurlcan culture.

WA:q

crcdti'd :,1.111( 1 v ter -the CIO I
W. to teplaci- Haverv.

.

riOdlv
(2) 81 n ck Atm I I w

segreatod, legally, in
vIttuallv all avea:; 01 litepublic
accomiedati.,m;. education, chnrches,
ti,.):,11 , i t rv , Ivate hos I

anA facilities. It was not
tricommon t.Q<211serve "white" and
'colore0 re,:t roomq, Arinking

scAting areas on banes,
am! ev,.:1 Riblc: in col.r,ts of 1AW.

'11:t qYS:cni totally absurd,
t cd t ot

1

(3).. The ugly combination
of ,:laverv and :wgrogation forced
black,. to develop their own'culture,
includiny, valnea and lite styles.
illack were not only rejected by.the
sc-called "mainstream culture" but
the maim:cream culture' was, in fact;
de,ltroyiny!, black humanity.

iloartV OnC hnndr00

c. Poverty as a source of Afro-
.

r i c o re .

(1) Tho culcuro is character-
ized l'...-);c(''garionsness, lack of

VrICV, tl,cidence ot alcbh0Lism,
early :ii!.tation into sex, and a
Ciend Lo....aud mother-cent ered families.

4 .

4 (2) tVithough the Incidence
A' of ilieimaey is high, it.is not
r ,

cultAally.approved. The mothers of
teen-age daughters pray that pre-
mature experience with sex will -rt
o.:,.ur-and that their daughte\rs can
make i good.matriage.

r
-4

.. '
(3) Many drink heavily, buf

drunk'nue:.:; 1. not ro..:;iv approved.

41,
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(4) The traitn attributed
, to a culture Of poverty are really
the result of malnutrition de-
pression fatigue,.lack of am-
bition, weakneqs, And difficulty
in concentiating. Similarly, poor
school achievement is not'advocated

pArcut!); -it is simply unavol(sble
under the elicumstances.

i

-0) A mother-centered
tamily ES A 1 uonomenon'ot Asx-
-Lieme poyert,.

-

f. Racism as a source of
Atro-Ameriean culture.

(1) Physical-anthro-
pologists will 'agree on two

(a)' Race is a
matter of physical difference,
not mental or cultural, and"'

(b) All huMan
beings belong to one single/
species, Homo Sapiens.

(2) Races are the
mAjor divisions of mankind;
they differ from each other
or other inhvited physical
traits such as eye form; tye
of4hair, or frequency distri-
butions of blood.types.

() Unequal treatment
has been urheld by various
strange beliefs about race,

coften supporting the'idea of'
natucqlly and divinelY intended
inequality.

t-
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(4) arientals, blacks,
And I...tittles all hav(: qv same

however (lortain genes
appear morr trrqu;,ntiv, or are
morr nnmeron.;, wilhiLn each group.
A sntv,roup i.!; ono which tiiifers

N' UMS 01 1 Ili I re(inencv of

occniren.c 01 one or more genes
ond MAY he talled a "race,".
thtokwh common usage.

(5) Socially, then, or
COMMOW sag-e, 3 yace Is

idcntified based upon pdlitical,
,eeonomic, or cultural.cOnsider-
ations. Indeed, this social
drtinition of taco is perhaps
thr oulv uolevant definition of
race in America.

(0 (-to confirm that our
common soetal doilnition of race
is miscie,ntilic, consider, the
followlny, facts:

(a) Seventylone
,percent of all "black" Ameri ans
have "white" ancestors,

(h) Twenty-oue
porcent of all "white" Amerirans
hAve :'hlack" ancestors.

(c) (Tventy-seven
percent o4 all "blAk" Americans

an ancestors:
?.

(d) Finally, to
escape racism, many so-called
"hlar7cs", in the decadl,s before

1910s,tho passed into the white
popnlatien.

('7) It is race or racism,
then, :rhich causecUthe creation of
51acK culture and indeed th entire
Btafk. LibeTation Movement.,.

7
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EVALUATION.

1. W11.14- is culture'? N
?. What are the sources of Afro-

-ican culturo?

1. Hew is racism-a source of
America culture?

(Pe e
/ID

2. Explain Wiajor factors which'
1.

contributed to social , niion
betwee9 black nd whit Amerta cans.

a. Unemployment/underemploy-
ment as a s(%cial tensiqn factor.

(1) Unemployed people
(doino,d by the U.S. Government
as all those 16 years old or mopre
who do not,have a job and are
lovking for One) become de-
moralized, suffer loss of prestige
and 'status, and their families tend
to bre:ik *apart'. -

(a) Sometimes ace
pushed toward crime and drugs; often
they feel terrible despair. Their:
children are innocent victims'; too..

(b) UnemployMent rates
iitiong blacks and other minorities
are much higher than among 'whites.

(2) Unemployment exists
when some p'eople.work only part-
time, or at jobs well below their
level- of education,or

thervernment figures count 'them
as fully employed.

b. 'Income as a social tension
p.

&I

-

--.1

TRANSITION:

v
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(I) There is n'significnnt
);ap netween the median income of
hlAci.".ind white AmericAns, n grin
Which widened in tecent yeats,
dc-;pitle pro..l3m.itionn of black

OM' r,T0111/
.11 .1 1 2/t y l t

t- I a 1 level t

Anti( tic t tt-t .11 .tt t ht t`xpt-trtt.
ot thc .11loy,e%) "iniotior" group,

gtour te.nsion ;and conflict otten
occur.

Educntiol-as
I I'll'. 1(1.11 Or

v

(I) r6ocation, ofiOn the
kov to y.00d tncomcs and a blq.ter

ha. Iwcome a ma)ot
etowlit er,atinr, tension between
t

(2) The issne_of
as a moans of achieve quality-ed.-
iication t:g1 an interracTal
cunt.inucs to cause both tension
and maior Co liCt in poth the
nor.thevn nnd Aouthern parts of
'the United Stars.

Sex as a sociaNnsion
jaetor..

MN.

(!) he ifit.ne of iex
el hit Oa ratYal -dating or mar-
.

cunt ones to be a very,
,yNpio!-"sive'elopent 4 per te ge
,rj.c.161 a,..-mosphere.

1 2) Although mfscegena- .

tionhas 6een a foct.of lifie in
Amo-if-a since its ver/ incevtion,'

sex.issue is still capablv oi
crifn.v strong emotions in' black/

votAtions.

)
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. Administratibn of justice \

a tension lactor.

(1) The salient rhet that
the prisons of America are dis-
proportionately populated by black
Americans lenktl credibility to the
observation that justice, American-
style, is one oi the most explosive
elements in race relations.

*' (2) There is a perceived
adversary relationship between the
black community and the justice
system, including the police,
judges, and prison officials.

(3) Statistical*data on
Uniform Code ofllilitary Justice
(UCMJ) Article 15 actions, court-
martial, and administrative dis-
charges clearly reveal the scope,
if not tM substance, of our prob-
lem.

f. Ethnic identify as a
socialatension factor.

(1) The Black Power
Movement in 1966 caused many
black Americans to change their
attitude about their ethnic iden-
tity.

(2) Blackness was trans-
ferred from a badge of shame to a
badge of pride, e.g., "Black is
Beautiful".

(3) The black attitudes
,prbduced new symbols of ethnic
identification: the Afro hair
style, the clenched fist, African
cloning.

1,1
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(4) The black symbols are
ml,.under!'Itood hy many whites, who
(PI nut understand the psychology
01 hlack Americans or the attitude
chauo2s, thus precipitating racial
tcnion and c:inctli.ct.

. P 1 h ,.1 I part Iy i pati .111

A factov.

(I) The is!Ine of bloc or
voting-is a sonrce oi con-

- tet Able I ow, lett t ht'ougl\ptil t he
it.) 1 1011.

42) illacks.conilfitute
le(is t.han ono f'.ercent of, all

elc.-tcd inthe nation.

h. Housing as a social
ten sion factot.

(1). Black'Americans are
geo)-aphically isolated from the \'
main'stream of AweriCa becaupe oe
housing discrimination.

(2) Delapidated hoUsing
in ghetto areas (the product of
rcism) is a protracted source of
discontent among black Americans,
a reminder of the economic ex-
.

ploiLation to-which blacks have
beon subjected,

(3) Within the military
community, the problem of housing
'di-icrITInation adjacent to military
ha.;es has been attacked through
Housin Reierral -offices on'our
instal;ations.' Whe Department of
Oef'one has claimed considerable
success.with this program.

11

4
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EVAILIATIOr;4
,

I. How Aocs incqm0 contribute to .

social tenAien betwee6 black-and
whit 'Amer I (*Ans.'.

,

-2. How has Ill.', mILiiary attemOtod

to .eliminate housing discrimination
in the zwr,rouAding community?

WhAt two point do physical
onthroOologists agree on regarding.
the i!-Isue ot race?

TRANSITION:

3. Explain the three major problems
face() b.Y. bl'ack Alliericans in tfie

etArmed Fotces.

a. Attitudes held by senior
personnel which manifest them-
selv6p into behavior:

-(1) *ward mobility (APRs,
awards and decovitions, promotions) .

and job assig4Ments (command/intelrl-
gence).

4
;

(2, Aoceptance into the
.

_ -4 Antler circle at whatever level the'

14011
l.- ..

.

individual is functioning.

:AP°
b. Cultural differences as a

-,,roblem.

(1) Assignments to remote
ar,.as where there is no or little
entk.:1-tainMent for blgck personnel.

(2) The aspect of the
-extended family where'in the
-:aj6ritv.group it,is normally
olother, father, brother and
si:;ter; in trie minotity group it
s.111 l!C hi addition to the above,
Ault( um' I FT1ndmother and
;,1 .111(11.1( IltsU .

20V
.1 I

5.
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c. The system aS a problem.

(1) Lack orblack role
models tor aspirations which generate
motivation and et.fect a picture of a
tAir and equitabl,e s:Ystem.

(2) '.aites cannot relate to
blae,k experience and therefore only
givo .orsorv explanations of the
tz,vstem's expectations to black
personnel.

0) Still the genefal rule
is that in order for blacks to
achieve any success they have to
be three timps better than their'
whitc connter.patts which generates
a lack of motivation on the part
of biacks o, boy into the syslem.

EVALUATION

I. How ts tbe system a problem for
blacks in the Armed Forces?

2. How.do\ttitudts of senior per-
sonnel result in-problems for blacks
in the Armed Forces?

TRANSITION:

10!
4. Explain three_major problems
which tend to retard' the Movement

Attmkaor toward black equality. .

-..,o;k

'7J

4t"0.04

a. Racism as A.mapr problem
and present Tea lity which is mani-
fested in all aspeCts of American
11;0.
r*

(1) Four types of.racism.

) Blatant: completely
obvious,

(h) SophhAleated: highly
1 omplicated ei developed.

I ,

A
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(c) Endemic: belonging
to a particular peOle or country,
locality or region.

(d) Inntitutional: orga-
nization or culture.

(1')' Five facts relaeed to

(a) Invisibility: living
in a prodomin:lintly white culture, blacks
are visible only as personal or group
violence commands attention.

-(h) White conservatism:
the political tendency of those who
hold power to conserve that power,
devoid of sharing, is a historical
and present reality. Conservative
groups and individuals in America,
genrally, have served to impede
black progress.

-(c) White paternalism:
although blacks always have had white
friends in their struggle, too often
iheir friends'are impediments to
progress, i.e., "We know what is best
for you".

(d) All blacks in America
have.suffered, directly or indirectly,
from discrimination.

(T) .11Assassination(of block
leaders.

h. Problems.from the rpsults of
racism.

(1) Deprivation: black poverty
and inadequate education make it'ex-
tremely dilficult to get into the main-
stream or finance a liberation struggle.

(2) Hostility: black rage,is a
fact of American life, but unless con-
structively cfianneled into "creati,ve
restintment" and positive action prOrams,
it is counterproductive td progress. This
factoi eAn he related to all bhe racial
incixlent4 in the military.

14
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(3) Black conservatism or
apathy": because uf overwhelming

white power and oppression in America,
ylany blacks have become very passive
abont their condition, thus impeding
ptegress.

(4) Self-hate: just_ as white
racism is ba:-.ed in part upon white self-
hate,.ractsm has caused self-hate among
blacks. According to Malcolm X, this
Is "the ',I0Ote! crime" the white man'

cor'imitted in America. It may he
observed among blacks in numerous ways,
i.e., straight hair, black-on-black
crime. A distaste for black culture,
and the failure to support black
bu,;inesses.

(5) Surrender:. druo,
"skid row", and suicides have
claimed the lives of many blacks
who tiave simply succumbed to racism.
The weight or burden of raCism has
been too groat for many blacks to
shoulder.

c. Lack of commitment To
human Values.

(1) Impedes the drive
towArd equality and involves
people of all colors.

(2) Few people are
willing to riSk their personal
w,Afare or security o promote
.t-hese values.

(3) Human .courage And
dedicatIon -to "higher,causes"

'are rare qualities indeed.

'

What are the four.types Of
.1-aeism? What is the difference
botWeen endemic and institutional

1 5
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2. What are the problems,'which tend,
to retard the movement toward black
equality?

5. Group Uxercise:

a. Have students report to
small groupp for a discussion and
group facilitation on black Aner- -
idari issues.

b. Conduct at least one of
the attached approved exercises;
more it you have time. (SA Atch 1)

SUMMARY

Recap.lesson objectives.

f
REMOTIVATION

TRANSITION:

CONCLUSION (5 Min)

As Social Actions officers and
technicians, your job and mine,
is to struggle, to be agents of
social change; to know and under-
stand the social problems and sys-'
Cern of tbe Air Force. Remember
that America can neither be de-
fined nor understood apart from
understanding black America. In

essence, you ate called upoff- to
, act as "doctors" for the United

States Air Force and.our entire
social order which."labor" under
the reality of racism and the
consequences of

ASSIGNMAT

Give homework reading asafgnment,
when appropriate.

CLOSURE

.-
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Delany, Martin R. (1812-1885)

- 1

Black nationalist, abolitionist, Medical
Doctor, author, proponent of Black emigra-
tion to Africa end publisher of newspaper,,
The Mystery. ,

Douglass, Frederick g1817-1895) Aboliti.onist, author, publisher of news-
paper, The North Star, orator, and most
outseanding Black leader of the 19th
Century.'

DuBois, William E.B., Dr.
(1868-1963)

Scholar, proligc author, spokesman for
Black equality, founder of NAACP and editor
of its Ci-isis magazine. Perhaps the most
outstanding intelleCtual in Afro-American
history. Initiated first Pan African
Conference in 1919. Believed that Blacks
had special mission to hum/lid:le the world
through racial integrity or "soul power".

Elliott, Robert B. (1842-1884), Brilliant orator, lawyer, U.S. Corigressman

2) State Constitutional Convention an& avid
from South Carolina (1871-74), memilex of

proponent for Black causes.

Farmer, ,James L. 1920- )

Forten, James (1766-1842)

Garnet, Henry (1815-1882)

Clergyman, founder and National Director
of Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
1941-65. Participated in long series of
protest demonstrationt, "sit-ins", "fiee-
dom rides" etc. to promote Black liberation.

Abolitionist, businessman, vigOrous opponent
of slavery and colonization. Moving force
behiad Negro Convention Movement in 1830.
Aided and financially rescued The Liberator,
pewspaper of white abolitionist, Qilliam L.
Garrison.

Clergyman, abolitionist and one of the
most influential Blacks of his era. Preached
violent resistance to slavery in opposition
to many white abolitionists who preached
moral persuasion." "Brethern, arise, arise!

Strike for-your lives and liberties. Now
is the day and the hour. Let every 'slave
in the land,do this and.the days of slavery
are numbered. . . Rather die free men than
to live and be slaves."
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4 POLITICS

Name tontribution

Abernathy, Ralph D. (1926- ) Clergyman, civil rights leader, Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. Asso-

ciated with Dr. Martin L. King Jr. in
all phases of civil rights movement, in-
cluding nine jail sentences.

-Allen, Richard (1760-1831) Clergyman, founder of African Methodist
-Episcopal Church,. 1787. Organized Free

African Society, 1787, to improve social
and economiC conditions for free Blacks.

A

Bethune, Mary MCLeod (1875-1955) Crusader for justice. Member of "Black
Cabinet" which advised and pressured .

Presidents Roosevelt and Truman for.

social reform. Founder of Bethune-
Cookman College. Winner of NAACP Spingarn
Medal.

Bunch, Ralph, Dr. (1904-1971) U.N. ,Undersecretary for Special Political
Affairs. 'Aided Gunnar Myrdal on coMOre-
hensive study of Black Americans. Nobel-

Peace Prize Winner; 1950.

Cain, Richard H. (1825-1887)

Crummelt,.Alexander (1819-1898)

Cuffee, Paul (1759-1817)

. -

25

Clergyman, two-term U.S. Congressman from
South Carolina. Activist in Black Protest
Movement; started newspapei, The Missionary ,

Record which became.most i flu ial paper

in.state.

Minister, missionary, prolific author, and
organizer of Black,intellectuals in American
Negro-Academy, devoted to defense of Biacka
against racist propaganda.

Businessman, owner of several ships used,
to transport Blacks to Africa for coloniza-
tion. Built school for free Blacks and
sued in Massachuaetts;courts for right to
vote. Founded,"Friendly Society for the
Emigration of Free Negroes from America"
in'Sierra Leone, Africa.
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west" from Texas to Montana.
become available through the
an incredibly cheap purchase
in part, because of militaty
of,1791.

Much of these vast western lands had
"Louisiana Purchase" from France in 1803--
of land which France readily relinquished,
defeat by Blacks in the Haitian Revolution

Since.the beginning of the Twentieth Century, the mass migration of
Blacks from the rural, agricultural south to the urban north and west
has been stimulated, in part, by the need-for Black labor in support
of AmeOcan war-making industries. Although mainly,oelegated to unskilled
of-low-level jobs which-paid the lowest salaries in the military-industrial
complex, the skills and talent of Blacks in a technological society have
been exceptionally noteworthyfrom routine assembly line functions to tepe
more complex development of computers and missile systems.

A Black man, liseph Blair, was the earliest and leading American
pioneer in missile'ind rocket technology. Like so many other Black
inventors, his work was officially Ignored for almost 36years until the
Russians publicly excelled in this field and America experienced a
dismal failure in attempting to launch its Vanguard missile in. mid-1957.
Joseph Blair was then officially and belatedly suimoned to the Pentagon

to share his long suppressed technical expertise. "Where have you been

for the last'25 years" one official unwittingly asked. "Why haven't
you coice to us before?" Blair, hesitated, then said, "Sir, yod know
why - don't make me say it." The reason, obviously, is that Blair was Black
and yet another victim .of a racist society.. Tragically and typically,
all America suffered because of narrow racism. - Blair, incidentally,
offered the government their choice of some 40 inventions, including
rockets, submarines, ballistic missiles, guns and shells.

In essence, when considering the broad spectrum of American life
\ and history, Black contributions, in toto, reflect monumental achievementi,

'under the most adverse circumstancesad amazing reality which forever
will stand as-a source or pride to the Afro-American community.

24
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Totally apart from individual contributions of Blacks, as reflected
on the 'following list, the contribution.) of Blacks; collectively, merit
major recognition. , For xample, Blacka have fought and died in every
major war, "police action", or nonwar (i.e., Vietnam) which has been
waged by Americai And paradoxically, or tragically, Blacks have pot
received the "freedom" and dignity for which these wars allegedbrhave
been fought. Moreover, many other collective contributions by Blacks
may be Cited, each with a tragic corollary, reflecting shameful contra-
dictions in the American system. According to lay historian, J.A. Rogers,
"It was the sale of Africans in the New World--the Slave Trade---thjt
laid the financial,foundations of the United States. It was Africa's
great gift ("handout"?) to America." Further, Black slave labor, collec-
tively, was "the most important single factor in the development of the
New World. On them fell the crude work, and more than a little of the
skilled work. Some had brought with them their ancient skills in metals,
weaving, carving and-agriculture."

In corroboration of the view of J.A. Rogers ? it should be noted
that scientists now give Africans credit for first discovering iron,
developing stringed instruments, domesticatihg the sheep, goat and caw,
and learning about the planetary system. Dr. Woodson concurs that Blacks
"gave the world-the most useful of all things, the smelting of iron and
the use of it in the industrial arts. 'The large iron industry of today,
had its beginning in Africa.", The contributions,of Blacks,in religion
is significantly noteworthy. (See: The African Symbol of Life in this
document.)

In the antebellum south, white southern planters have said that
Blacks were "the lifeblood of the plantation. Without them we could not
exist." And yatrick -Henry (American patriot and lever of liberty--for
himself) rel&tantly suppolted slavery becauie of alleged economic
necessity. "I am drawn along", he said, "by the general inconvenience of

bliving without them." Although he deplored "the necessity of holding
hie fellowmen in bondage: he believed that."their manumission is incom=
patible with the.felicity of.the country."

.

In this.context, historian LA.. Rogeri has posed some very pertinent
questions--and provided answers:. "Why,did America take the lead so early
in the New World? . . Why did the United States outstrip Canada, which
has been ind still is, more radically Nordic? The answer is Trade. p

It was trade in Molasses. Why molaases?' Molasses meant rum. Shy f?
Rum was for exchange of Africans on the African west coast. ,fixe morasses
trade, in turn, gave Impetut to other New England industries as distilling,
fishing, shipbuilding, lumber and horse - and cattle-rearing. . . Distilling
became the chief home industry of New England, especially of Massachusetts
and Rhode Island."

After "emancipation" from slavery, Black contributions to America,
collectively, provided the major basis for agricultural peonage.(e.g.,.
"Share7cropping") in the south'which supported the "industrial revolution"
nationally around'the turn of the cntury. Further, more than five
thousand Blacks were among the cowboys who'rode the-ranges, "winning the

23
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INTRODUCTION

The follawing.list of "Black Contributions to,America" has *been
prepared for use as supplementaTy data in support Of the Social Actions
Training Courses, DepartMent of Social Actions Training, Lacklahd Air
Force Base, Texas. The list includes highly selective and very limited
number of major Black contributors and their contributions in the area
of politics (e.g., social protest), sciente.and inventions.

Clearly limited in scope, this compilation reflects individual(contri-'
butions in.specified'areas onlY. Obviously, the list excludes major con-
tribntors in other areas of our national life, e.g., religion, jomrnalism,
sports, arts, etc. Indeed, some very atitute observers of Afro-American-
culture firmly believe that the greatest.00ntribution of Blacks to America
has been in the arts, including m4sievAspcel drama, etc. For example,
author Benjamin Brawley has notedOn The. Nesro Genius, that the "tempe.;7
'ment of the Ameqcan Negro'is primarily lyrical, iiaginative,-aubjectiVe,
and his, genius Kits most frequently sought expression,in some one of
arts." This view, perhaps, is supported in part by the "Father of BlaCk
History", Dr. Carter G. Woodson, who observed thafthe Black man, because .

of his uniquely tragic experiences, has "more of a spiritual or esthetic
makeup.than other races. He has.not permitted his mind wholly to dominate
his bodi. He feels things deeply and he can express them emotionally."

Such viewpoints,notwithstandingthe oantributions of Blacks in
politics is especially sigriificant in consideration of the total spectrum
of American life. Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, perhaps the most outstanding Black
:intellectual in America, has noted that Afrp-Americans have a special
mission to humanize America through racial integrity or "soul pewee,'
,that uniquely rich or ,Divine endowment of the,human spirit which facili-
tates human growth, development, liberation and dignity,. And whether
-or not one accepts or rejects this glOory of Dr. DuBoie, a careful reading
and assessment of history will cleafbr reveal that the Black liberation
movement An America, replete with.social protest, has been, in effect,
an American liberation movement promoting and contributing to the
freedqm and dignity of all Americans.

4r.

Similarly, black contributions in the area of science and inventions
have profoundly affected the quality of Americaw,life. Indeed, the geniuis
of Blacks in these areas is especially noteworthy in view "Of socio-
economic handicaps (e.g.', racism) which were imposed on Black scientiste
and inventors. When one has to continually focus his mental faculties
toward.survival in whostile society; when one is denied opportunities
to ohkein skills and_work commensurate with one's eapability; when natural
eelene is continually forced to seek expression in unna4ural ways; under
such.circumstances, it is nothing less than miraculous that Blacks have
contributed so mubh to the development of science andAndustry in America.

' 22
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ACK CONTRIBUTIONS

AMERICA

"Wee Blacks emain ever crucial to all definition's Amerka"

- Mom Griar & Price Cobbs, The jou: 11", 171

Prepared By

tiaior .geoPie. Z. Milo
Sdckal Actions Training Branch.

Lackland Air Ircirce Basco Texast
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AN(JNTRODUCTION TO THE RACKGROUND
Al, HISTORY OF THE AFRICAN FLAG *

The AFRICAN FLAG was the first flag used tb represent the symbol of a
civilization, the BLACKMAN'S CIVILIZATION, the first to evolve.

The AFRICAN FLAG is made up of three basie and fundamental colors; RED,
BLACK, and GREEN, in that order. Each distinCtive color has its me ning and
symbolic purpose; the RED is for ths BLOOD, the BLACK is for the RACE, And the
GREEN is for the VEGETATION of the LAND; its RESOURCEFULNESS, and RI MESS,.
which make AFRICA the RICHEST CONTINENT in the WORLD.

The AFRICAN FLAG represented the ZINGH EMPIRE over 15,000 years ago,
before any other races of people evolved. The ZINGH EMPIRE waA located,in what
today is callfd itsuritania, N. W. AFRICA.

Tirus-Mrik was Emperor of the ZINGH EMPIRE during the time the'AFRICAN"
FLAG' was alto flown. He planted the RED, BLACK and GREEA all over AFRICA, in
fact the CONTINENT OF AFRICA got its present name from 'him.

Sincejirus Afrik, el BLACK CONSCIENCE members of the BLACK RACE have
strived to keep the AFRICAN FLAG symbol ALIVE and to one day see it flutter in
the breeze ascending in VICTORIOUS FREEDOM and asserting its PERMANENCE.

. The late HONORABLE MARCUS GARVEY (the FATHER Of.AFRICAN NATIONALISM),
"braced the colors as symbolic of the U.N.I.A., an organization for the BLACK
KACE ORGANIZED by the HONORABLE MARCUS GARVEY for the express purpose of BUILD-
ING amongest OURSELVES a BLACK RACIAL EMPIRE, UPON WHICH THE SUN SHALL NEVER SET
as was stated.in AFRICAN FUNDAMENTALISM and atill is ALIVE. AIRICA,.for the
AFRICANS at home and abroad: All this is what the late HONSAABLE MARCUS GARVEY
brought to our attention. He organized over 11,000,000 BLACK PEOPLE in the
U.N.I.A., with 4,000,000 BLACK MEN organized in the UNIVERSAL AFRICAN LEGION.
He instilled into our slave mentality, a RACE PRIDE and BLACK CONSCIENCENESS
based on principles that are NATURAL LAWS OF NATURE AND NORMAL FOR HUMAN BEINGS
TO PRACTICE. Mr. GARVEY wrote in AFRICAN FUNDAMENTALISM that OUR ALLEGIENCE
SHALL BE FIRST TO OUR RACE. The late HONORABLE MAACUS GARVEY most certainly
aksended che AFRICAN FLAG further and came close to seeing the AFRICAN 'FLAG flut-
tit as symbolic of VICTORIOUS FREED9114,

In the banners of 25 Africail countries and three in the Western Hemisphere
established by the DESCENDANTS of AFRICAN SLAVES the RED, the BLACK and the GREEN
is flown. Sometimes another color is substituted but the overwhelming emphasis is
on the tricolor, the 'RED, the 'BLACK,.and the GREEN.

Algeria
Burundi

- Cameroon
Central African Republic
Rspublic of Cbngo
Dehvey
Equatorial Guinea

Ethiopia
' Gambia
Ghana
Guinena
Guyana
Haiti
:Jamaica

Libya
Malawi
Maldives
Mali
Morocco
Rwanda ,

Senegal

I.

Tanzania
Togo
Trinidad & Tabago
Uganda
Egypt (U.A.R.)
tipper Volta
Zambia

Kenya

7he Islamic countries of Afafghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Syria
,and Yemen,-also flythe RED, the BLACK, and the GREEN.

*ifrican Boutique Shop
, 14 Washington, D.C.
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We-give advice for all our brethren who trail behind the rear

end of white christian missionaries or western marxism. First study
the profoun (11 dialectial and scientiftc principles, philosophy,'method
and practice

.

atained and symbolized in the Ankh. If we'are to.build.
an African kingdom let us not, follow Europe's dead civilization,,dead,
cultdre; or dead symbols. Let us restore this African symbol, the Ankh,
into our lives to aid in the reconstruCtion of our nations from the
fatily stiucture on up,

hAfrican Boutique'Shop
'Washington, D.C.

AP*
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All of this ip embodied within the very structure of, the Ankh.
.The oval part represents thl femaqe force principle in the world, the dor-
mant, receptive, egg ovum, vagina of the.woman, we call this Kike.
The elongated part represents the mille force principle, the active,.
assertive, genitalia of the man. We call this Kidme.

The iemale egg-ovum cannot produce life alone, nor can themale
sperm produce life by itself. _Both are necessary to create life..
There must be complimentarity,and harmony with eadh,other though
oppomAtes to bring about the extstence of a being.

This perpetual unity is maintained because it reflects, the basic
taws of the universe. One lact is that each opposite contains a portion
of ,phe other and is the con44tion for the existence ,of the other. Under
certain conditions the primary aspect can become the,secondary aspect
or one aspect chInge into the other For.eXampler the brilliance qf
day becomes t4e-darkness of night as the world revolves on its axis.
In mathematics the differentiation of a Curved segment at a' point is
the slope of a straight line segment4 Or in quantum physics and relativity
solid matter and energy become interchangeable under specific changes
in their rates of velocity.

Within the Ankh itself we see that if a small legment of the oval-
part is taken it would be a straight line segment. If the elongated
part is observed we see that it is nothing more than a diameter of a
cicsle or an oval.

Thus the African conception of manhood recognizes that his,male
forces are dominant but that a man must not be so inflexible as,to deny
his opposite qualities. He must be intuitive, patient, and Ilave the
ability to loveunreservedfy. Women too are controlled by theAlame laws
and must develop their 4111 determination, perseverance.

Anothet fact is that the living provide a solid link with the
ancestors; the dead, and the unborn! What would Correspond.to thesis
synthesis, and antir-thesis of these facts is represented by the segment
separating Kiume and Kike called Metari, Wa Umoja,7 Line of.Unity.

Failure to understand these facts results in confusiotic, deception,
and often degeneration. An example of this is the adulteration of this
African symbol. The top oval part-ha& been squeezed.togethir into a.
straight line segment thus eliminating the-female principle. The result
has been taken as the sign of crucifixion, or torture, the symbol of
death. Today this symbol Of death is known ris the.cross;. a symbol,
to which the African has,thrown his Manhood.

A Vt
No wonder that western culture id bankrupt, suffering from moral

and spiritual diseases. .It does not have a proper world-view or
'knowledge of the vital energies (forces) which govern the world. No
wonder that the African has been culturally debasOd. He has been victim
to all,the "hang-ups" of the Organized vanguard of European debauchery -
the missionary.

12 304
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'ANCIENT AFRICAN

SYMBOL

OF'

'LIFE

EY4AINED *
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1The resurgence of Mac= consciousness has accompanied a keen
interest in African religion. It.is recognized that African religion
4g not the pagan superstition misguided and ill informed migsionaries
attempt to paint,it as being; African religion is quite orderly and
indeed, very scientific, reflecting a profound understanding of nature.

N To understand the basic principles of African religion it is, 2
though to understand one of its.oldest religious srbols - 'the Ankh.

The use of the AnkH dates far back into antiquity and,was used
by the ancient black pre-dynastic Egypti4np, who first created the
glorious civilization of xheoNile. TheseAfrican peciple used this
symbol extensixly. TodaS, the Ankh.still is.impressed upon the temples,
monuments, buildings, and.plkimids of old Egypt at the representation of
the mysteries, the key to the'understanding of the world, the ancient

' symbol of life.

) At its simplest, the Ankh represents she divine unity of opposites,
an understanding of the naturai order of the Universe - phs inherent
base,of ail African religion. "Rest-lotion, night-day, hard-soft,
hotncold, good-evil, positive-negative particles (physics), add-subtract,
integral-differential calculus (mathematics), associative-disassociative
atoms (chemistry); offence-defence (war, lovihchate, male-female, life-
death, are all examples of such opposites.

The Black Prtests of Ancient Egypt txplained this in their Coemology.
'Alt-first there was cha4e then order was:brought out of the chaos - this
represented by male and female gods of chaos and male and female gods
of order through WhomIcreation was accomplished. From the primeayal waters

4 emerged the God, Ptah', then the God Atum who absorbed the creative
powers of Ptah.

The gods of chaos who remained in the water *ere Nun and Naunet, the
Primeaval waters and the counter heavend, Huh and Hauhet, the-414undless
and its opposite, Kuk and Kauket, darkness' and its.opposite, Amun and
Amaunet, the hidden and'its opposlte. The gods of order and arrangement
projected from Atum were Shu (air)", Tefnut (moisture), Geb (Earth),
Nut (sky) who gave birth to two other pairs of gods: Osiris - Isis (msle)
and female Gods of good, (fertility, creation,:ind Seth - Nep+s ()Gods
of evil).

3 6 5
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HONKY

This word is a reactionary word to nigter. Honky originally referred
to Hungarians when they first came to this hountry and before they lost
their native accent. It was a derogatory term when used to'refer to
Hungarians.more so than it is now, and was pronounced or upelled "hunky*.
Today it generally refers to any white person, particularIy'those who
come into the black ghetto honking their horns at the black females on
the streets in an attempt to pick up a "street walker".

UNCLE TOM

The-character in Harriet Beecher Stowe's book Uncle Tom's Cabin was
a proud individual who was fighting against slavery tn&leaaing his people
out of bondage. The'term "Uncle Tom" today is applied ,to a black who
becomes a-part.of.the so-c ed establishalent and sella tri.s people out.
He's the black who,says t the white man wanta_him to say, who tanks as
the white man'wants,him' hink and tends to forget aboxft the conditions
of the black people.

SOUb MMIC
1 . .

' .- AmericEAonly tilt to world mVsic was the old Negro spirituals,
eork songs, blues, dnd jazz.4 Soul musid today is a dombination all

nrha

foUr 0 these idioms Soul music is.supposed tO 'be felt asYwe as ,heard. I.t, is based on the,black experience in th..14, country and s kept
up with the times... During slavery, the sgrituals were sung bdcalise the.
people had hope of gailling solitude or salvation in heaVen because We
on earth was so unbearable. Work songs were also orignated on the plin,6
tations and on the prison road gangs. People sang to mak3 the work seem
easier. Blues'and jaZz -came along atter the turn of the 20th century
and was a reflectiolvof the hard times during the first fifty years of
this century. The music today reflect the drive for identity and the dis-,
coniqntment with the status qU9. MUIEde is a. qignificant aspect of the
new4cultural atereneSe and.idehtity.

,

SOUL FOOD

Soul food is merely an identification of the 'foods eaten primarily
by poor people.. Since poverty has been a significant part of the black
experience, today, with the revolution (cultural) being perpetuated, these.
foods havb:been identified with the black experience. :'Soul food includes,
pigs feet, chitlins, collarl greens, corn bread,, neck bones, ham hocks,'
yams, water mellon, fried chicken, and many more. Soul foodbeingjden-
tified thusly does not preclude other than blck folks from eating it.

*MSgt John W..Jateo
Race Relations Instructor
Kelly AFB, Texas -

10 306 I.
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Slave traders brought b)acks of many backgrounds and languages to-

this country4 Further divisions took place when they were exposed to

plantation life. There was a separation-between those who worked in the

fields and those who worked in the house. Blacks of the same tribe were

not allowed to talk or communicate with each other.

Z3?

Following the Civil War there were 4 million former slaves and 500,000

free blacks - - another separation. Within the black community itself

there was a separation based on skin color. The darker individuals dithilt

get the jobs, and the lighter skinned blaoks looked down on the darker

skinned ones.

Finally, with increasing knowledge and education; blacks discovered

;they ware all facing the same forms and patterns of discriidnation, only

at different levels. So now itts,being said, "in order to accomplish

anything we have to do like other minority groupe have done - - that,is_

join together for collective power."

BLACK POWER

This term which caused,such an uproar a few years ago has been

perceived with varying degrees of concern. Maybe at one time it meant

to some people, "burn-baby burn". Basically it refers to self determine-

.tion: that is baadk educational flower, black political power, black

social power, and blao economid power. The slogan "burn'baby bUrn"

has been_gomewhatrevis to "learn,baby learn".

THE IMACELET

4.
Sometimes referred to as a slave bracelet, it symbolizes to th

1;earer a memory of tha.suffering that his forefathers.endured in t s

country. Souetimes it is known as the unity bracelet, reflecting th

search for heritage and identity.

The "shoestring" bracel4 really, is based on the Montagnard brace-

let that is given to an individual in Vietnam when he is made an honorary

minter of the tribe. Many blacks wear it because they see others wearing

it and don't attach any major significance to it.

NIGGER

For a black Nho consciously or unconscidusly feels inferior, the word

"nigger" takes ox . the traditional meaning. But if he has overcome any

such feeling, theyord loses it sting.

Ask five Whitt persons to define "nigger" and a majority orthe time'

.thery will say it reters to a black person.

The word Negro is a hybrid few the,Spenish word meaning "black". The

word was primarily a language thing; tie term wasvulgarized to Nisiit and

corrupted to nigger and ,it became synonymous with black people and slavery.

.1)
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Blackness is an attitude just as whiteness is an attitude. There 114

no such thing as a black race. .The attitude .of blackness is the process

of projecting a positive image. -There is also-no such thing aS a white

race. The attitude of Whiteness is the proCese of projecting a positive

image. Traditionally, thelterm or concept of "black" has been conotated

with inferiority or negatiism. With the coming of the "black cultural
revolution", many of the aspects of thtiP black experience in America which

had previously been considered-negative were put into a positive perspec-
tive to improve the self image of Black people: i.e., the hair, the food,

the music, the skin color, the clothes styles, the unity thing.

BLACK IS BEAUT/FUL
,

1

This phrase grew out of the so-called black revolution. It's part

of the search fbr pride and identity. For many years in the United States
the standard of beauty has been white Miss America. The media portrayed beauty

as being white. The "beautiful people" have always been the movie-idols
and until iec 1\4 the only black's in the 'movies were the handkerchief-

'4

head maidsand 8 vants. Now the Black is Beautiful slogan seeks to counter,..
act the image that people have of beauty.

AFRO HAIRCUT

There is another symbol df black awareness. In order to really under-
stand the All-o haircut, one must understand what the'word "black" meant
several years ago. It wasn't anything good. 'It was impossible to change
the color of skin (though mmy people tried bleaching creams) but hair
could be straightened. -Popular opinion was that straight hair Was good-
. and nappy or kinky.hair was bad. With the black revolution, black people
have begun-to appreciate.nappy hair._ "Nappy hair ain't bad, so let it all
hang out". Now.we see an emergence of Afro haircuts with hair wOrn longer
and in its natural'state. And demandg are being made'thtut consideration be
giNen to the fact that nappy hair is_different from straight hair and-many
believe it discriminatory to enact a regulatiOn Calling for standard-cm-
pliance. -

ME UNITY THIN.G

This refers to unity not for over-tow but unity to accomplish some
of the things that all other minority groups in this country have accom---
plished: economic, social, educational, and political power. Even before,.._./
the daye ottht slave trade, the black people in Africa never had total
unity. Cultures in Africa were, different; tribes were different; standards
of living differed.

*Mgt John W. James
Rao* Wations Instructor
Kelly AFB, Texas
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"Again dejected after many years so employed And receiving many awards and

citations, to be discriminated against once again because of my race. Rigged

tests,. lowest efficiency marks although rating better than others and no one
to complain to, knowing full well the establishment could get you if you did.

"Mine is a wasteful life, full of degradations, muted feelings and Aot a
sense of belonging. This is one hell of a world for a Black man. T have
committed na crimes. Maybe becaOaq I am afraid of the white man's justice,
being a police officer all these years. .Myjmental state at this frnal stage
of the game is confusing. Nothing is amusYng and I no longer smile oi attempts.
to sine ind cOmmunicatemith others, but keep my appearance up as a valued
member of society. The truth is I have been destroyed and betrayed systeMat-
ically through these years"with promises, lies and deceit which I'have now
learned to tolerate. Oh, the beautiful,job of brainwashing that has been
done; I have really paid my dues'.

"The final act has yet to be played. -Realizing full well that my arro-
.gance and my values and my morals given to me by my parents have kept me out
of the mental-,institations, I have how armed myselrfor the finale. And so.
armed with a beautiful woman who loves me ariii one hopefully who understands
me, visions of fhe future are glfttering - glittering hopes buoyed with hope
and a sense of a more intelligent-underqtandIng of how Iiarrived"at this
station, I now go forth with very dtlitate arthhment considering my paAt his-
tory. But if all should hold together, I pray that. T shall have a reseful
life and future and that that futuKe will far oatshadow the past so ag to heal
my tormented_and-tired'Soul.- The rugged terrain shall be croesed and twisted
roads Will be walked with the assistance of the wothan I love."

A

A Human Being

..#

3O,
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THg BLACK EXPERIENCE
1

Many books have been written and volumes of testimony have been provided
by Black Americans in support of the proposition that collectivelyindividual(
exceptions dotwithstanding--the- Black experience in America has been one con-
tinuous, tragic, monumental nightmare--from the iid 17th century period of
chattel slavery to the present era of economic retrogression or "benign
neglect"--interspersed only briefly with moments of relative tranquillity.
The following statement provides some rather eloquent, recent, relevant

and-perhaps quite typiCal testimony to reinforce this view.

The Declarption

A yritten legacy of a glack Chicago policeman who died of
a heart attack at the age of 45 in late 1974, as read by
Rev..Jesse Jackson (Founder and Ntit1ona1 Director of PUSH-
People United to Save Humanity), on national televisiOn
(4BC "Today" Show), on 26 December 1974.

"I have bein A victim of racism and bigotry in,the United States of
America as long as I can remember. It has reached to the very marrow of-my .

bones ehis, terrible injustice and it leaves me weary fighting it. I

only do so fOr the cowing generations of Black Americans,born and unborn,
hoping Wnd praying that none-10111 have to endure this awful ordeal, and if

r.
so 'not quite so severe as I.

"It all started as I reached the
4/
age of attending school because as I

recall my parents attempted to shield me from it. But I can still recall
them telling me when I visited the South on vacations, because my parents
both had to work to provide, tOld me hot to forget to say 'no sir and yes
sir' to all whites and,not to fight white children my age and having them
tell of atrocities done to other Blacks for no reasOn at all.

"I still bear the scars of living in the ghetto and attending inferior
schools here in Chicago where I was born. After finishing high school, I
volunteered for the Armed Forces of this country. I still suffered these
same indignities. Without really knowing why, I was beginntng to comply.
Oh that torment that goes on inside of a wasted lirfe for no other reason
than I was born Black.

r-

"After being honorably discharOld froF,9;the Armed Forces of this countrY,
the second part of my learning helicon. Nd'apprentiship programs for Blacks,
yet many were listed in the newspaPers and I was forced tolaccept emp1oy-
ment with the United States Government as a postal clerk, still trying to
make it against the system. While no promotions (were) available for my
loyal service, for Blaokstanyway,- oh a ray of hope nvw and then - I passed
the examination to be a police yfficer with the City of'dhicago and was so.

. appointed.



THOUGHTS FOR REFLECTION

'IDENTITY

r-- T

zsg5
"We claim to be the offspring of a parentage that once, for ttleir

excellence of attainment in the arts, literature and science, stood

before the world unrivalled."

Resolution, Nat1onal Bladk Convention, 1834,

PROBLEM'

"Bl-aCk peoPfe as vrhole have 9ne besic probletm, Olat of low status

and relative lack of.power related to a common expgrience of oppression,

which mmat be dealt*with by black people as a whole."

, 1 #
Dr. Nathanliftight Jr., Chairman,
National'Black Parer Conference, 1967

MOTTO

44

I play it cool
And dig Alliive
That's the reason
I stay alive

My motto
As I live and learn

'Is'

Dig and be dug
in return

- Langston. Hughes

- 'ON BEING BLACK

"Being Black in America means trying to smile when you want to cry.
It means trying to hold on to physlcal life amid psychological death.. It

means having your legs cut otf an4 then being condemned for beiqg cripple."
,

. , .. .

5

- Dr. Martin L. King'Jr.

31,1
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BLACK 440THEM

LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING

Lift ev' - ry voice and sing,
Till eIrth and heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise. High as the -lis t-ning skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us

Sing a song full of the hope that the prea-ent has brought-us;
Fac-ing,the ris ing sun of our new day begun,
Let us march on till vic-to-ry - is won.

I;

.Sto - ny the road we trod,
lit - ter the chase - ning rod,
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a stead - y beat,
Have not our weary feet Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?
We have come ov - er a - way that with tears has been wa - tered
We_have come, treading our path thro' the blood of the*slaughtered,
Out from the gloom - y past, Till now we stand at last
..Where the white gleam of our bright star - is cast.

9od of our wear - ry years,
God of our si - lent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus
Thou 'who haat by Thy might,
Led us into the light,
Keep us for - ev - er in the
Lestour feet stray from the
Lest our hearts, drunk with
Shad,owed be - neath Thy ham
May we for - ev --er stand,
True to our God, True 6 our

far, on - the way;

path, we pray, -
pla - ces,' our God, where we met Thee
the wine of the world,swe for - get Thee;
d,

Na - tive land.

James Weldon Johnson

, 31 2
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with the Black Anthem, brief quotations on Black'ldentity,.,prohlems,
and a poetic motto, the compilation proceeds, appropAately, in-relating
an aspect of "The Black Experience".4tice culture, essentially, is a

creative by-product of experience. One selection has been included under
thi_s subtopic - "The Declaration" --reflecting recent.life experiences
of a Black policeman in Chicago, Illinois.

Black concepts and definitions are provided, subsequently, as a
simplified reference for a limited number of terms in current usage
in the Black Liberation Movement. These ,concepts and definitions are
followed by an explanation of the African symbol of life -- one of the
most significant cottributions of Africa to the development of religious
thought. Additionially, and closely related thereto, a brief history
and explanation of the African or Black Liberation Flag is included, '-
although, like other nationalist symbols, it is replete with ethnocentrism.
Such ettmocentrism, moreover, would not be Complete without an appropriate,
tribute to "The Black Woman" who has more than "earned.her dues" as a
victim of double discrimination in society, while simultaneously
serving as a beacon of light and strength in the struggle for Black-8urvival

Our compilation concludes with two eitensive serieu Of facts and
perspectives: Black Contributions to America, which are limited,
purposely, to political contributions and achievements in science and
invontions; and Black Behavior Patterns, a recorded speech in commemora-
tion of Black History Week. These.perspectivesi .purposely, have been
selected to reinforce the viewpoint thitt the national epidemic disease
of racism, and its ragic by-products, must and.can be successfully

ftcombated if Ameri a is to survive as a nation. As the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., has noted: "The racism of today is real, but the
democratic spirit that has always faced it is equally real. The value
in pulling racism out of its obscurity and stripping it of its rationa-
lizations lies in the confidence that it can be changed. To live with
the pretense that iacism is adoctrine of a very few'is to disarm us
in fighting it frontally as scientifically unsound, mo ally repugnant

i
and socially destructive. The prescription for the cu e rests,with,
the accurate diagnosis of the disease. A people who b gan a national
life inspired by a vision of a society of brotherhood ipn redeem itself,
But redemption can come only through a humble acknowlegiement of pint
and an honest knowledge of self."

, In our profession as Social Actionp officers ind technicians,
it is absolutely essential that we seek an "honest knowledge of self"
and proceed therefrom to act responsivtly, responsibly and resolutely
in resolving Air Force problems.

3

Malor GeorgeE. Mims

313
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INTRODUCTION

. . :

.

. This brief cOmpilation of "Blck Perspectives" 'Is designed for
use as supplementary erial for Social Actipns Courses, Department
of Social Actions Train ng, Lackland AFB, Texas. .Mbre specifically, .
it is provided in suppo of lecture preaentetions on Afro-American
culture and related minority-problems in units of instruction in 80T

'and Drug and Alcohol Abode COntrol courses.
. .

A basic eseUmp,tlion underlying course material related to these
units of instruction is that a distinct Black culture, or "sub-
culture" does exist in America, although'some scholars take exception
to aspects of this assumption, balled §enerally upon diverse concepts
or definitions of.culture. Such exceptions'notwithstanding, the culture

, of anylieople, broadly defined, is simply, the product or sum total of.

their experiences, including their values, lifestyles, language, music,
girt, religiOn, etc... Afro-American culture, consequently, ia a madi-
festation of unique'Blick experiences, including slavery, facisMP,
poverty and a miraculous resiliency or genius for survival and achieve-
Ment under protractea, tragic circumstances in lifp

-z Black Americans: then, are culturally different from other
'Americans to the extent thee their life experiences have been different.
This culture (belatedly eMbraced with pride by increasing. nuMbers of
Afro-Americans and eurgically pre,7empked by White Americans) is often
proclaimed to be the,culture of "sodl", the folk culture of a "beautiful.
Black people". Such claims' notwithstandingiony celebrAtion pfBlack.
culture .should be tempered, intermittently not-consistently, with

an Awareness of the tragic realities of dehumanization anesuffering
.from which thie culturewas born.

In essence, the culture of "soul" is the culture of creative
improvisation by Black Americans who were forcefully excluded.from,
and often dehumanized by, the dominant "mainstream culture. For

the Afro-American, the choice of culture kncluded the simple alterna-
tive - either create or die, physicelly or psychologically. A.
accurately noted by author Robert Hladner (Americans trom Africa: Old
MemoriesNew Moods, 1970), "How can one embrace a culture whose
values end practices,deny one's own humanity? Thus for tfic protection
of selfithere was'a need to maintain some distance from the dominant -

ctilture if one were 'to avoid.intense Inner conflict. This structured
conflict and amOivelence lies at the heart of much of the cultural
products of American blacks."

The comtents of this compilation reflect a very limited but ,

significant spectrum of opinions on the Black experience. Beginning

v

31 4
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- Josiah Wedwtod -

"The world of Blncks and Whites are differept and
Blacks need special armor to wage their wars."

- William Grier & Price Cobbs,
The Jesus Bag, 1971

We have a journey
to take and little time;

we have ships to name
and crews.

.Henry Dumas
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your johH. tP ability to heAR. the

'women on youctinstallation may 'Alike
the crueiiil difference to them. Treat-
ing ,swomen as equal ti tio 1. 0111 y frees
women, but also men.
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R. Have the "new" man sit on one side of the room, and the "new" women
!,It on the,nppnqIle mide, then portIcIpote In dkenmnIon nf the fnIlnw-
lnm:

n. They share, "this IS what we women 'Ivy done for you men" and
vise versa. (The New "women" tell'what women in general have (lone for
men, and vice versa.)

b. Share how AVhey. changed to assume the opposite sex: Physically,
Psychologically, and how.

c. Have the new "men" talk among themselves about the new "women".
'on lhe opposite side of the room, the way they have heard other men talk
about woMen (i.e., putting them down because they are women, 'treating
_them as'sex objects only, etc.) Have the new "women" discuss how this
makes them feel. And how the new "men" feel when''they do this.

9. Derole the group by having them fantasize going back to the room,
looking in the mirror, taking one last:look at themselves as the opposite
sex, undrtssing, replacing the'clothes in the closet, then changlng thir
sex, back as it had been before, getting dressen in their uniform/clothes,
ahd returning to the group.

,

10. Discuss the experience. Reflect the group process. Insure everyone
is out of 'the role they assumed in the,fantasy trip.

11.- Ask if the objective was achieved, and summarized.

dONCLUSION (10.Min) .

SUMMARY

I. Identify the major areas covered.

a. The definitiom-of sexism.

1411
b. Major fAtors that have pre-

petuated sexism.

1r41010110
%.1

* c. Problems women in the military'
face:*

d. Attitudes and actions towards
women that interfere with helping re-
lationshfps.

REMOTIVATION/CLOSNES

As !octal actions specialists,
your avitudes and actions towards
woffien, wdll affect.how well you do

Atch 3-2
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EXERCIE III

OBJECTIVE: Experientially duplicate what it feels like' to be a membee of
the opposite ex as closely as possible, using a fantasy trip. Share
feelings and extivrIences. Observe the group process.

TIME; Approximately 1 to 2 Hours

PROCEDURE:

I. Explain to the .students that it is difficult to know how it feels to
be a member of the opposite sex; but we are going to attempt to experience
some of the feelingA via a fantaSy

2.. Prebrief the fantasy trip.

3. Ask the students to close thetr eyes and fantasize that they are in
a house they have never been in before, standing in front of a mirrow.
There is a closet nearby which is filled with every kind of cloths diey
can imagine-

a. Ask them to visualize the room.

b. Ask them to'fantasize taking off all their clothes and look a
sthemselves in the mirror.

(1) Ask them to become aware of what they like about themselves.

(2) Ask them to become aware of what they like about being 41
member of their sex.

4. Explain to them, that now they are going to fantazize a sex change*
to the opposite.sex.

a. , Have them lohk at themSelves in tht mirror and notice the change.

h. Ask thir to fantastke the sex change and create the type of person
they want to become if assumes the opposIte sex.

c, Ask them to notice how they.feel about the change.

5. Explain that in the closet are clothes of every kind. In their fan-
.-

tasy they caw select any type of clothes the opposite sex would wear.
In their fantasy have them dress themselves as a person of the opposite
sex.

6, After they fantazize dressing these new clothesand putting on m4e-
up (if applicable), then they return to the small group room.

7. Explain to the students that although they will ope'n their eyes, they
will stay in the fantasy (as if State) for a while.

Atch, 3
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DIRCISE 11 (con' t.)

SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING
Rating Scale

2 3 4 3 6 1 7 '8 9

1/4_3Z".2

Definition of tenns:
1 2 Prefers males to be dornipantFor tiample males dmninate conversation, their sug-

gestionsLare more apt to be followed, females are submissive and retiring and adhere
to double-standard sexually.

.e Practice's equalization* of the .texesNeither group overshadows nor caters to the
other. Selt-realization possible tor both sexes.

8 9 Pr('fers females to 1w dominant For example: females dominate to'nversatimh, their
si iLg4 t i n tie num. iii)t to be followed: niales are mamlissive and retirnig, and
leinale practice complete sexual f reedom.

INI VI Avoid hollow platitudes. Base ratings on data involving individual._

1

Name of group member Rating (1-9)

2

:3

4

9

1:2

3 95)'vf

,* ,

Atch

How he or
sh'e rated me
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J5-1 EX[PCISF I I' (C9n' t)

B Mark each item (4) or (-) as to whether it is considered by the group to be gen-
erally positive fu negative toward the self -image of inendwrs of that sus group

hr lists are posted where all can s leks thew. Patin-want% aionnd reading them
and asking question% syhrfm clarification on items Is ntTded. They are encouraged toiceact to) teelnags which are ehetted

I\ I he group reassembles to share their reactions to the posters. If the group seems
to polarize feedback should be solicited on haw the polarivation feels and what its
et fects ale. (Ilow is Conflict dealt with?) Individuals share their emotional reautious

sesrole stereot ping.
Each group inembiq- receis es a copy of the Sex lioie }Itereotylung Hating Scale and a
pencil and rates eavh.person in this group (including himself) from one to Dint' Oil
sesistli (male or female) or the equalization of' the sexes in matriager or in other
male-female relationships. These ratings are done independently, with9ut prior-dis-
cusSion.

ot. Nlembers share the ratings orally. each telling the group how he i;Ited each iiers'im iii
the groilp including himself. Each person records the ratings given to him by the.other
group mendiers nolle appropriate column on the Hating Scale Sheet. Members react
to' the arrt f ratnig% which they have received.
'I he lacilitator leads a discussion of the, entire exercise, drawing out learning, re-
lated to the goals.

e
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95. SEX-ROLE
STEREOTYPING

Goals
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EXERCISE II

350

I. To make distinctions between thoughts and feehngs about sex-role stereotyping.
II. TO examine One's own reactions to sexism in a mixed gnmp.

III. To link feeling feedback to oKservable behavioi.
IV. "1.0 avoid overgeneralization.
V. To explor e. the.experience of interpersonal polarizationits forms and effects.

'Fo study conflict resolution.

Groiip Size
.11

One or more groups of.fen to twelve members, about equally divided between male
and female.

Time Required

-Approximately two hours.

Materials Utilized

I. Sex-Role StereotyPing Scale for each participant-.
II. Pencils and paper for each participant.

Two sheets of newsprint per group, felt-tip markers, and maskingiape.

Physical Setting
.,.

I. Room large enough to seat participants of each group iff a circle.
U. Adjacent areas for small groups to meet relatively undisturbed by others.

I. In a brief introduction the facilitator expl'ains the goals of the experience and ibx-
,

. .4 prilses the exjwctation that partkipants should he authentic and open during the
exercise.

1.

:a. . . I . Groups are given thirty minutes to perform the following tasks:.
...

A. Based on previous .personal bxperience of members of the group, compile a list
of dedsions made that were influenced by the incident of being born male or

. female. (Avoid generalizations not based on actual experience of at least one
grqup member.) Record- these on newsprint with felt-tip markers. One sheet will

.,5,:7:

contain experiences of malei in the group; another will contain those of females
in the group.

iftto
26
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EXERCISE, II

This second edi4 of the Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators continues lhe
eation of materials for professionals which we began with the Handbook of Structured

/Experiences for lluman Relations Training. 'Me response to the 1972 Annual has been
highl;. gratifying, 'and we'are 'confident that the present volume will be just as useful as
the earlier books. A fourth volume of tl,fe Handbook will be published this year, aml we
are already assembling materials for the 1974 Annual. These two l'fles \% ill provide a
flow of ideas and inatelials tor the increasing number of persons who- utilim small
groups in their wilds

This is an annual handbook that is largely .written hy practitioners for practitioners
In this series,. we will continue to record the ttlevellowilent of structured experiences, in-
struments, theoretival pos;tions, and ideas for aptilications as they emerge in the future.
To tha't end we invite inquiries from ilsers of the Annuat ci mcerinng our. policies regal cl-
ing incorlicirating their work in flame editions. Users are encouraged to submit -so-mim-
ed esperiences, instruments that they have developed, al-al papers which they have v,.rit-
ten that might lie of interest to practitioners in the area of- human .relations training. In
this manner, the Annual serves a ckaringhouse iunction for, ideas developed by group
fatifitators The notebook is 'designed to hold the extra paiges; of matebaks thid facilita-
toys acCumulate.

The Annual is copyrighted, but there are few implied restrictions concerning the
reproduction of its contents. Users should feel free to duolicate and/or fluidity the :for,i is.
charts, strnctured, exercises, deseriptions'and instruments for iise in education/training
design's. if owever, rpproduction of it(;Ms flOrn the book in other publkapons should be
done only with the prior permission of the ethtnrs. -The intent is to make ,tttesi materials
widely available and, useinl. Occasionallyrsermeone asks_ N.vhether w'e are concerned
about this policy:Our response has been 'that we wish diat mon! oidd fol-

, low suit. It is xvidelY known that copyrighted ,materials are duplicated for _use In learning
designs, but we believe that it is unnecessary to 'require users of training rtbsources to
feel guilty.

,

In our own consuliing- and in prOfvssi( nal development workshops wiiiCh
duct for groilp facilitators and organization devidtpment practitioners we utilize a wide
array of materials. In silecting items for publication we ask ourselves, -W6uld we use
thatr We try out our 'own versions of particular structufed experiences in the labora-
tories which we comhiet, ;Ind often we are able to make important .ylodifications
these designs baml, ou this experiene& Innovation in. human relatidns training is a norm
that has been very Well established. and adaptaiion of the learning. experiences that are
itichaied io this book is "vo.trd. sow" use an c\ercise tt, .- smile svay twice. and
we anticipate that users will adap't this material. for their own particular training pur-
poses. We encourage.nsers to share their adaptations .with us and other facilitators.

We "'mit tP "vknow lOge the continued' confribuflous of our wives, who have spent
a great deal of time in making it possible for us to free ourselves for the hours required
to edit such .a volume.They also have been invalnable in assisting us in the editing 'task.

Iowa City. lowa
January, 1973

The 1973 Annual Handbook For Group Facilitators

Atch 2 .

John E. Jones

J. William Pfeiffer
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5. Where is the best starting point
for C/Is who want to prevent sexism
from interfering with client relation- .

ships?

6. What are the costs of having a
sexist systeo in society?

7. Have students report to sump
groups for a discussion and group
faciljtation women's issues.

7-8. Conduct at least one of attached
approved exorcises; more if you have
time.

EXERCISE I.

OBJECTIVE:' Share opinions on womanhood; notice differences in values;
identify stereotypes, outmoded roles, and incorrect information; observe
group process.

TIME: Approximately 1 Hour.
A. . . .

' 1.: Have the students individually complete WS AB-6-16,. Opinionaire on
Wmanhood.

,

/

2, Ask the students Co share their answers with a partner in diads.

.

J. 'Reassemble into the small group into a circle and have the styents

/
repore on the small group discussions.

,/ 4. 'The nstructor shares.the correct answers, opens the 600r to dis-
!cussion, and observes the group process.

5. Ask for process observations from §tudents., and share your otm-(
structor) observations.

6. ,Ask ir the objective of this hour was met, and summarized.

Ateh 1
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as a thing and not a person, because
of their sex, 11; sexist behavior.

C. Thi!: attitude offends and_
depersonalizes both men and women.
This attitude toward women seems to
perpetuate the-idea

,

that women only'
exist tp serve male desires.

7. Identify what C/Is can do to
prevent sexism from interfering with
the helping relationship. The best
way to start is to pace changes in
ouraelves.

a. Become aware of your feelings
and reactions toward women.

b. Evaluate your attitudes And
behavior toward women. Notice how
your attitudes and behaviors to-
ward women affect their feelings.
If your behavior is questionable
or inappropriate, change it.

c. Know the regulations, poticies,
and doctrines concerning women in, the
Air Force as well as female DAF
civilians.

d.- Cqnfront others who discrim-
inate On the basis of.sex,

e. Treat people as individuals
who are to be valued for their indi-
.viduality.

f. Try not to stereotype.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION
r1

1. itow might your female clients
reaet to paternalism from the C/t?

2. -libw mighe your female-clients
react to sexist language from the
C/I?

3. How might your female clients
react to stereotyping from the C/I?

4. Give an example of the use oT
, a'double standard?

16
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duri6 int'erviews with female clients.
This action can compromise the faith
and confidence of the client and
severely,restrict the,clients be-
ing interviewed.

5.. Identify sexist language that
often comes up during interviews.
group counseling, education classes,

or in day to day conversations of Ols.

a. C/Is who use sexist jokes or
words show a lack of sensitivity 1or
the fftlings of women, run the risk
of having their clients "turn them off".

b. Because sexiat language is
so common, C/Is may find it diffi-

cult to confront in clients/associ-
particular,ly in grotips.

4

(1) It will be necessary to
confront such language in environ-
menta. that the C/Is control (class-

rooms,-,counseling se4sions, human
'relations councils., etC.)

(2) When the language is
confronted, clients/associates will
know where you stand on this iss(le,

h. Explain that treating women as .

sex objects is one of the most
difficult,attitudes to identieY.

.- a. The line between appreci-
atine,psexuality and sexism seems
to 111e .very thin as times.

b. Appretlating a woman's or a
man's sexuality is a normal feeling.
Having sexual feelings toward the-

'7;'S004
opposite-sex is not sexist.

4.
c. ,When comments are made that

indicate a woman or a man is to be
usrather thhWappreciated, that
is'sexist,

5

a

d. Generally, treating anyone

3 9 8
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L345
u. The!:e Altitudes do no( allow

women to_.he. teemed Os individuals
and block communication between the
client and the C/I. Because the C/I
doesn't heat or respond to the clients
needs, the client does not get the
help she needN.

3. -Identify paternalism as a very ,

protective attitude that assumes
that women are not capable of taking
care of themselves, so someone should*
do it for them, This is usually seen
as a faVor to-women.

a. Paternalism keeps momen from
accepting re'sponsibility for their
actions.

b. While som women may,encoui-
age/xeinforce thi attitude, most
women neither want nor need the
kind of help that says they-are help-
less.

c. Complying with the cl4e4mt's
paternalistic wants may not be best
for her.

, d. Paternalism often serves
C/Is by.,making them feel useful,
important, or superior, and, at the
same time, it does not help the
client.

e. A good questiom to ask is,
"Am I doing this because the client'
needs the help or because it niakes
me feel good?" k

4. Explain that double standards
often take two forms: differences
in behaviors to be accepted and
rtquiring chaPeron to be pfesent
with female clients. -

a. C/IS somtimes will accept -
behaviors of men as normal and the '

same behavior from women as inap-
propriate.

14

.b. Some C/Is require a chaperon

3..
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promotion and responsibilIty than
civilian life.

b. Many women get the chance to
find out just who they are without
being role-bound at bome..

c.' There is s,t111 A long push
before women are cc:Asidered a truly

, professional equals'-.

EVALUATION/APPLICATION

1. What are sole exampl-es of per-
sonal/sexism?

2. How might the lack of successful
female role models affect women in
the military?

6j. CRITERION OBJECTIVES: Identify
counselor/interviewer a tudes and
actions toward female cl ents and
their impact cia the helping rela-
tionship-, and the actions.counselors/
interviewerg can take to prevent
sexism from ihterfering with this
relation.ship.

1. Explain that how women are treated
as clients is dependent upon the at-
titudes of the counselor/interviewer

2. ,Explain that 'stereotyping wo-
men or an individual womanimay be
based on the C/Is idea, of what a
w9mAn "should be" or "should do".

a. C/Is may see-women as hav-
ing "natural" roles to fulfill.
When they don't take on those rdles,
th'hy are considdred "odd."

.b. Stereotyping can also be .

the statement,'"All 00

women Are alike." The blank can be
filled yith-almost any. adjective. -
black, white, asian, military, etc.

13 .0
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tougli

logical

resourceful

(3) Finding an appropriate
and comfortable balance between fimi-
ninitY and getting the job done can
be difficult and frustrating. This
involves:

(a) Gaining a new,
awareness of herself,and her environ-
ment.

(b) Everyone expecting
people 'to be individuals realer than
stereotyped roles of men and women.

4. Identify the third problem women
face in the milltary; lack of role
models.

a. There are very few women in .

the,following categories: Senior
enlisted officers, or civilian-man7-
_agers, and even fewer minority Women.

.b. People learn by modeling
others to be successful men and wo-

- men role models.

c. To be a "first in" is a
challenge for a women to prove that
she can do the job, as, well as to
learn how Co cope with new behaviorls
without losing self respect and dig-
nity.

d. Women must.build new roles
for.themselves.

5. Today can be an exciting time
forbwomen in uniform.

a. There are definite advantages
to being in uniform-equal pay, the
chance to travel, -educational oppor-
tunities, and a better chanCe at

12
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For example, the woman security
police who is not allowed to go on
patrol, !:0 Ow becomes the permanent

desk sergeant. This puts her at a

disadvantage for OJT, qualifications
for her APR, and promotion testing
and so, chances are shewwill not
progress as fast as her male counter-
parts.

3. After inadequate
preparation, thrusting wcimen into
jobs they cannot handle. Not provid-
ing adequate training for women in

OJT. While some OJT failures may be
the lack of ability on the part of
the woman. many-are the lack of
adequate training by the supervisor.

(c) Shift of responsibility
from women to men.. This involves
not allowing women to supervise men.
Many positions have been created just
forwomen so they will not supervise
men.

(d) All of these actions
are illegal; however, they do take

place in the Air Force today.

Identify that the second problem
she faces is role conflict which
comes out 'of living in anenviron-
ment that is 90% male.

a. Conflict betwen being
feminine and competent/productive.

(1) Women 'are encciuraged

to display the traditional traits
of femininity while most jobs require
traditional masculine traits.-

(2a) Feminine traits

Sexy
Nurturing/compassionate ..4e,

41logical
helpless

(2b) Traits to set.job done

sr
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power structtwe does not often include
women.

(f) While suhconScious
sexism may he unintentional, it still
huthtu, personally itn51 morale in-gen-
eral and may also he illegal.

(2) Conscious sexism Is
illegal and is intended to hurt/sub-,

1!
ordinate women, Conscit s sexism can
he based on a fear of * men. This
fear resylts from the belief that
men should be superior to women, but
that the individual man may not he ..

superior. This man mny look for
instances in which women are incom-
petent, to "prove" he is better than
women to bloster his sagging self

,

esteem. In this process the man.may
ridicule woman and even distort
reality. Some of the most common
forms of consciou4exism are:'

(a) Ridicule of women.

I. Cartoons that
show military women as sexless and
civilian womeh as over sexed. A good
example of this the Beetle Baily omic
strip that portrays botb stereotypes.

2. Jokes aimed at
-the conduct of military women with
statements like, "All WAF's are whores",
"Only lesbians loin the military",
"If she could get 11 husband she would
get married". While these statements
horder on slander, they can also hurt
and demoraliie women.

(b) rogranuned failure
of women includ

assigning women o jobs because they
'are women rather than because theY
are qual.ifid.

2. Not allowing a
woman to do the Joh she was trained
for becuase it serves the supervisor.

333
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individual interpretation of .the
iegulation may bc

b. Personal sexism can be done
consciously or subconsciously.

(1) Subconscious attitüdes/
adverse actions generally are not
desjgned fo patronize hurt. Suhcon-
cious attitudes/adverse actions may

be a product of lack of awareness ot
women's feelings, but can still hurt,
cause bad morale, and diminish job
performance. Some examples are:

(a) Use of first name
of wo;nen and using the rank and title
of men with the same rank.

(b) Use of slang that
is depersonalized or refer to people
as objects.

"The best femalv
ization".

1. Being cited as
in the Organ-

2. Titless WAF for
male clerk typists.

(c) Lack of recognition
for accomplishments/contributions.

1. Assuming that
a job well dom by a women is "to be
expected" and the same job done by a

man is outstanding, or the reverse.
a

(d) Exclusion of women

1. Overlook women
tillen invitations are passed out.

2.. Exclusion, from
discussions of on duly wel1 aS off
duty haRpenings, sports, and pastimgs.

(0) Forgetting to plan
for women's unique needs. This gen-
erally comes from being unaware of
the needs of the women since the

.9,
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the egos of insecure men. By k.eeping
women oppressed, they think they can
,maintain their "superior" positions.

EVALUATION/APPLICATION

I. Define sexi'sm

. , ExplAin how sex role stervotyp-
ing has perpetnnted sexism.

3.! Explain how lob discrimination
hos perpetuated sexism.

PRESENTATION

61. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
-problems women in the military face.

1. Explain, that when a woman déo4des
to ioin the Air Force, she must first
face the attitudes of friends and
family-some negative some positive.
However, when she puts on the uni-
form she faces a whole new set of
problems.

2. Identify that the first vroblem
she faceg is discrimination. Dis-
crimination occurs in baRically two
types: Instutional and.personal-

v a. Instutional sexism has .

changed tremendously'stnce 1972.

(1) Regulations governing
pregnancies changed to allow women
t6-i-emain in duty during pregnancy.

(2) Most career fields are
()Oen to women%

(3) The service academies
are now open to woMen.

(4) Training prerequisitem
have changed to insure qualified wo-
men and men are asslgned Io jobs.

-re"(5) While many regulations
that instutionally discriminate
against women have changed, the

33t,
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(b) Latino women.as
subservient;

(c) Asian women as
geshias. S.

3. Explain that both men and women
lose in a sexist system and the price
for maintatning their positions can
be high.

a. Women and men are limited to
the male and female roles they are
assigned at birth, and not allowed to
develop their full potential as people.

b. Reduced productivity on the
job is the most tangible price.

(1) When people are not per-
* mitted to use all their skills they
become demotivated and missioeaccom-
plishment suffers.

(2) Any orga zakion that
uses pnly half its work force Can
only accomplish half its mission.

c. People who feel they are not
treated fairly often turn to resent-
ful, nonproductive, or counterproduc-
tive actions, such as

(1) The "cold shoulder",
silence, doing minimal work.

(2) Sharing their resentment
among their peers.

(3) Plotting revenge or
passive resistence.

d. Some women and men may have
an interest in maintaining a sexist .

system.

(I) ''The system allows wo-
men to not take responsibility for
themslves or their actions.

7

(2) The systft may bloater:.

WO/
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superiority-tnat males are :Otte ones

whO do everything.

d. Social customs 4nd courtesies

are based on the idea that women are

weak And need to he protected or given

.wecial consideration heeuune they are

female,

(1) Examples are opening
car doors, lighting cigarettes,
carrying packages, standing when
women enter a room, giving women
seats on buses

(2) These courtesies are nice
considerations when extended becuse
the man wants to do them - not when
he feels he has to. Women do not need
these things done for them. Infact,
one might open a door for any person,
regardless of sex:

(3) These customs have kept
men and woNen locked in the roles of
"female" and "male" rather than "people"
role.

.... -
rr", 4114.

e. Media images of women have
projected all the sterotypes imagin-
able. ,These include; everything from
movies to television programs, commer
eials, and magazines.

(1) Women all projected in
traditional roles gi imther, wife, or
pretty little things Lilo need only be
pretty.

(2) Tmagelof minority women
have displayed bovil the racist .and
,4

.

exist terentypVs.

(a) Black 4onien as
strong, fat, 'natriarichs;

3 P;/
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to rise wi.th edircational attainment,
it rises far less for women.

I. White women tend to
make only a little more than half the
earnings of men with some education.

2. Of fulltime workers,
minority women earn slightly less than
white women.

3. 63% of women workers
are in clerical, sales, and service
jobs. Compared to 20% of men in the
same fields. THese Are generally the
low paying jobs.

(b) Job discrimination
is very effective at preventidg eco-
nomic independence for women and
therefore effective in maintaining
male dominance.

1. It is very diffi-
cult for a woman to make the same pay
as a man with comparable education.

2. There, women are
faced with the dialcult choice of being
dependent on a man for income or living
on half the'tandard of living she may
ot.her wise have.

c. Language used when referring
to women is probably the most common
form of sexism.

,(1) Use of slang terms that
refer to.women as property or sr-:
objects to be used by men, e.g. piece,'
hammer, broad,, dumb broad, chick, girl
when referring to adult momen.

(2) In written communication
timing non-neutral language; ie.,- mas-
culine pronouns when referring to
women and men:

(3) All of these examples seem
small, but they allow men to deal with
women as objects rather that aa people
add Perpetuate the stereotypes of male

5
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(2) Some of the common stere-
otypes are:

Women are Men are;
passive aggressive
weak strong
emotional unemotional
illo3ical logical
sexy tough

(3) This stereotyping is based
on cultural, social, religious tradi-
tions.

.(a).A Traditionally
(culturally, teli0ously, and socially)
men have been stereotyped as the
physical and emotional superior of
women.

(b) Both men and women
have brought into and continued to
believe this stereotype. Men beCause
thay could maintain dominance and
women because they did not have to
accept responsibility.

(c) Wdmen are,now ques-'
tioning the ideas of male supremacy
and stereotyped roles for people.
Some men are beginning to see how
much.they are restricted by these
stereotypes, too.

b. Identify job discrimination as
the most effective means of perpetuating
sexism.

(1) Despite legislation
(The Civil Rights Act of 64 or the
14th Amendment) on sex discrimination
in einploymdAt, job discrimination
still ex1Sts. (World Almanac 1,976

and U. S. Department of Labor &
Women's kfghts Almanac 1976).

4

(a) While income tends
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(1) The verbal assualt on
the street ;

(2) A "well meant" sexist
joke told by a co-worker, husband
or friend;

(3) Lower pay at work;

(4) Television commercials:

(5) To song, lyrics

d- "I want a paper doll that
can cll my.own." "a As long As

he needs me."

2. Explain that Se::ism in the
Utiited States is perpetuated by a
numbe of factors which include
the following:

a. Sex role stereotyping as
the system of separating by sex,
roles people play in society and
labeling them as "male" or "female"
roles,

(1) Sex role steretotyping
starts very early by such actions
as:

(0' baby girls get pink
and frilly things

(b) Illtle girls.are
given dolls and dolt.houses and
fold not play withlAr brothers
chemistry set.

(c) little boys are
discouraged from playing with dolls
or ,reading poeery.

(d) the list can go on
and on with what girls "should" be
and what boys l'should" be.'

3
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OVERVIEW

I. Cover lesson objectives with the
students.

2. Discuss the lesson chronology.

a. Today's lecture will cover
the definition or sexism and the
major facAors that have prepetuated
sexism the United,Statss.

h. /Some problems women in the
mi I itAry

C. Finally, how some CM the

attitudes and actions that interfel
wilh helping relationships, and how
'to overcome them.

TRANSITION

Let's begin by taking a look at
what is sexism.

PRESENTATION

,1"2,'!-.. S15

CROSS-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
AND DIFFICULTlES (WOMEN)

BODY (3 hl-s 45 Min)

bh. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the definition of the term sexism
and the major factors that have
pe pctuated sexism in the United
'States.

I. Identify sexism as any attitude,
behavior, or institutional structure'
which subordiantes a person or group
because of sex.

a. Sexism,may be directed at
men as well 4.women.

b./ Men re as restricted as
women .by sex st attitudes, actions,
and instant onal\sttuctores.

from

2

. Sexi,m can be everything

311
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PART II - TEACHING.GUIPE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

ATTENTION

During the last four to five years
there have been dramatic changes in
the,humber and treatment of women in

the military. These changes have
.been a direct reflection of the 4-
newed awareness of the position of
women in our society.

As we nit here today there are
women being sworn into the military
with many more waiting for a chance
to join.

This growth was caused by a need for
people power, but the militgy
establishment wasn't really repared

for all thelogistical as well as.
paitudinal problems this growth has

'caused. One interesting thing is
that many of these situations aren't

that new, because women, military
and civilian have.served in many
military capacities before and
especially during WW II. .Despite
this, many women are still trying to
prove that'they can do the job ,to

the public, to Congress,'to the
military leadership and even to
their eo-7workers.

MOTIVATION

'Many people see the changes as
affecting women onry. Everyone is

affected by the new awareness of
women especially Social Actions

SpecialistS. You will not,only need

more ihowledge, bu4 you will also
need more Sensitivity to the problems
women face. /

A

32
CROSS-CULTURAL'DIFFERENCHS
AND DIFFICULTIES. (WOMEN)
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BEHAVIOR WHICH BLOCK AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

BEHAVIORS .

OF -, Confrontations too eagy and to harshlxy--

BLACKS
- Rejection of honest expressions of acceptance

and friendship.

- 'Pushing Whites:into such a posture that learnins

and re-examination I. tipossible.

- Failure to keep a commitment and then offering

no explanation.

"In-group7 joking, ladghing at Whites in Black

culture language.

- Giving answers that Blacki think Whites want

to hear. '

- Using confrontation as the primary relationship

style.

- Isorstionism.

1r

BEHAVIORS
OF

BLACKS

BEHAVI I. WHICH FACILITATE AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

11111,

- Showing,interest in understamding White's.point

of view.

Acknowledging that there are some committed Whites.

Acting as if "we.have VOUS power" - and don't need

to prove

- Allowing Whites to experience unaware areas of racism.

A

Openness.

Expresnion of- real feelings.

Dealing with Whitei whore they are.

- Heettng tt.s halfWey. (A-

-. Treating WU. omens-to -one imeis.

4-2
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Soci41 Aciione Training Branch

Lackland APB, Texas

AUTHENTIC RELATIONS EXERCISE AR$WfR SNET

PART IV - BLACKS ONLY

a3
LP-AA/BB-I-6 TO
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ASSUMPTIONS WHIMBLOCK AUTKEKTIC RELATIONS

ASSUMPTIONS
BLACKS
MAKE

- All Whites are alike.

- There are no "soul brothers" among Whites%

- Honkies hove all the power.

Whites are always trying to use Blacks.

are united in their attitude taward Blackh.

- All Whips are racists.

- Whites are not really trying to understand-the
.situation of the Blacks.

- Whitey's got to deal on Black terns.

Silence4s the sign of hostility.

- Whites cannot-and will not change except by force,

- The only wey to gain attention is through con-
frontation. /-

7. All Whites are deceptive,
,

- All Whites will let you down in the "crunch."
..4

ASSUMPTIONS WHICH FACILITATE AUTHENTIC RELATIONS-

S UMOTIONS
BLACKS
MAKB

..111Mm---_

- .0penness is healthy

Interlependence is needed between Blacks and Whites.

- People count ea individuals.

Negotiation and.collaboration are possible strategies:
*ft'

- Whites are human being and whether they should
or not do hem their own heng-ups.

- Sone Whites can help and "do their own thing."

- "go Wet '"eoul," Aln
, ttachment 4
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.BEHAVIOR WHICH BLOCK AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

BEHAVIOR - Interruptions.

OF

WHITES Condesending behavior.

- Offeringpelp where not needed or wanced.

- Avoidance of contact (eye-to-eye and physical).

Verbal focus on Blacks behavior rather than
White behavior.

- Insisting on playing games according to
White rules.

- Showing annoyance at Black behavior which
differs from their own.

- Expressions of too-easy acceptance and friendship.

- Talking.aboui, rather than to, slacks who are
present. -4.

BEHAVIORS WHICH FACILITATE AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

BEHAVIORS - Directness and openness in expressing feelings.
OF

WHITES Assis ting other White brothers to understand and
confiont'feelings.

- Supporting self-initiated moves of Black people.

- _Listening without interrupting.

Demonftration of interest in learning aboueBlack
perceptions, culture, etc.

- Staying with mild working through difficult con-
frontations.

- Taking a risk (e.g., being first to confront the
dIfferneces).

- Assuming responsibility for examining own motives
,and where they are.

3-3
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ASSUMPTIONS WM1CH FACILITATE AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

ASSUMPTIONS Blacks want a responsible society.

WHITEg .

.

MAKE - Blacks are apable of managerial maturity.

- I may be part of-the problem.

.
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland AFB, Texas

PART III WHITE _ONLY

1:4

3(2 7
LP-AA/B13-1-6 (3)

1 August 197A

ANTUANTIc_RELATIDNWkligg_INIYtR SHEfT "A"

ASSUMPTIONS WHICH BT

ASSUMPTIONS
WHITES
MAKE

,K AUTHENTIC RELATIONS

Color is unimportant in interpersonal relations.

Blacks will always welcome
sion in white society.

and appreciate inclu-

Open recognition of color may embarrass Blacks.

Blacks can be stereotyped.

Blacks are trying to-use Whites.

- White society is superior to Black society.

"Liberal" Whites are free of racism:

- All Blacks are alike in their attitudes.

- Blacks are oversensitive.

- Blacks must be controlled.
-

ASSUMPTIONS'WHICH FACILITATE AUTHENTIC 'RELATIONS

ASSUMPTIONS
WHITES
'MAKE

People count as individuals

Blacks are humanwith individual feelings, aspirations,
and attitudes.

Blacks have a heritage 'of which-they are proud.

InIerdpendence is needed between Whites and Blacks.

Blacks

Wbites
Black.

are angry

cannot fully understand what It

w'

0

Whitenees/Blackness is a real difference
basis on yhich to deterraige behavior.

-

but not 1the,5

Most Macke can handle White's authentic.behavior and

feelings.

Attachment 3
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PART II - BLACKS ONLY

.Now that you have rated your assumptions concerning Whites, rit are
interested in your behavior. Place a check next to the behavior
closest to your own.

Confrontation to early and to harshly.

..,-, /
Showing interest in qnderstand White's point.

... ,.

Acknowledging that there are lone committed Whit iir.-
IirlIr
-,4*--. Rejection of honest expressions of ecceptence and friship.

Acting as if "we have some power"--end dotet need to woe ii,.

titry,x,,A
,1%.

Asmo

..11614516li

^10...`

os't`

',4!'
'1

% 4

Allowing Whites to experience unaware area. ot rectos

Openness.

Expression of real feelings.

Plinking Whites into such a defensive posture that learning and
re-examination is impoasible

Failure to keep a c01111atitent end then offering no explanation.

"In-group"joking,, lidghing et Whites--in Black culture language.

Giving,answers, Black Oink Whites want to beat.

Using confrontation as thm primary relationship style.

Dealing with Whites where tt,4r sire.

Meeting Whites half-way.

Treating Whites on one-to-one basis.

Isolationism.

A

1.

0
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1 August 1978

AUTHENT6- RELATIONS EXERCISE NOUSE= "B"

SLACK/WNITI ASSUMPTIONS SWE

PART II - BLACKS ONLY

Place a check next to the aesumptiona_which'would best describe the way

you feel.

(Part II Blacks)

P

All Whites re alike.

There are/no "soul brother." among White..

Openness ii -healthy.

:r

Ineerdependence is needed between Blacks and Whites.

People count as individuals.

Nonkies have all the power.

Whites are always trying to use Black,.

Whites are united in their attitude toward Blacks.

All Whites are racists.

Whites are not really trying to understaMd the situation of the

Blacks.

Whitey's got to deal on'llack'terms. 1%.

Negotiation and collaboration are possible strategies.

Whites are human beings and, whether they Should or not, db have

their own hang-ups.

Silence is the sign of hostility.

Whites cannot and will not change except by fore..

The only vay to gain attention is through confrontation:

All Whites are deceptive.

Some Whites can help aMd "do their own thing."

Some Whites have "soul."

All Whites will'let you down in the "crunih."

350 Attachment 2
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BLACK/14111TE BEHAVIOR SCALE

PART I - WHITES ONLY

Now that you have rated your assumptions concerning Blacks, we are
interested in your behavior. Place a cheek next to the behavior
closese to your own.

Interruptions.

Condescending behavior.

Offering help where not needed or wanted.

Directness and openness in expressing feelings.

Assisting other White brothers to understand and confront feelings.

Avoidance of contact (eye-to-eye end physical).

Supporting self-initiated moves of Black people.

Listening without interrupting.

Demonstration of interest in learning about Black perceptions,
culture, etc.

Verbal focus on Black behavior rather than White behavior.

Insisting on playing games according to White rules.

Shoving annoYance at Black behavior which differs frins their own.

Staying *1th and working through difficult confrontations.

Taking a risk (e.g., being fiist to confront the differences).

Expressions of too-easy acceptance.and friendship.

Assuming responsibility foi examining own motives--end where
they are.

,Talking about, rather than to, Blacks who are present.

1-2
351
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Social Actions Trainging Branch
Lacklend APB, texas

AUTMENTIc RELATIONS EXERCISE WORKSHEET "A"

BLACK/WRITS ASSUMPTIONS SCAM

PALLY I - WRITES ONLY

L3,23
LP-AA0B-I-6 (1)

1 August 1978

Place a check next to the assumptions which would best described the
way you feel.

Color is unimportant in interpersonal relations.

Blacks will always welcome and appreciate inclusion in White
society.

People count as individuals.

Blacks are humen-with individual feelings, aspirations, and
attitudes.

Open recognition of color may embarrass Blacks.

Blacks have a heritage of which they are proud.

Blacks are trying to use Whites. 00

Independence is needed between Whites and Blacks,'

Blacks are angry.

Whites cannot fully understand what it Mean. to be Black.

Blacks can be stereotyped.

White society is superior to Black society.

"Liberal" Whites are frae,of racism.

All Blacks are alike in their attitudes.

Ohiteness/Blacknees is a real difference but not the basis on
)shich to determine behavior.

Met Blacks can handle White's authentic behavior and feelings.

Blacks went a responsible society.

Blanks are oversensitive.

Blacks are capable of managerial maturity.

Blacks must be controlled.

I may be part of the problem,

Attachment 1
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Declaration of Independence, have had more than sufficient cause or provoc-
ation to be revolutionary oriented. Indeed, our historical oppression or
suppression has been much greater than "the tyranny of England" experienced
by the early American colonists. This reality was expressed most eloquent-
ly by Ernest W. Chambers, a Black Representative in the Nebraska State
Legislature. Chambers said: "In your background and history you have a
revolution,.of which you are very proud. You celebrate July Gth as
Independence Day because you stood up against the British empire and told
them to go to hell. Your ancestors committed treason, and you celebrate
it now and you were not treated nearly as badly as Black people in this
country...

"As Malcolm X said, we're catching more hell than,Patrick Henry ever saw
or thought of. Patrick Henry wouldn't have been able to take it. You
can understand Patrick Henry and make a hero out of him to me in school,
but then you're going to turn around and condemn us when we use peace-
able methods, like Father Groppi and other individuals, to get the rights
that your constitution promised us."

**The statement that "the overwhelming majority of Black Americans have
never favored overthrowing the American systee'should not be miscon-
strued or interpreted to mean that Blacks are content with the status-
quo in the American socio-economic arena. Indeed, there is a consenus
among inforTed, progressive Black Americans, that the American system is
in need of radical reform since national wealth and power are not equitably
distributed, with Blacks having an extremely small, disproportionate
share of both reWources and power.

Although Marxism or communigm has some appeal to a relatively small num-
ber of Blacks, including certain intellectuals and activists, the
politico-economic views of most progressive Blacks, as reflected in
their writings, speeches or actions, generally ate attuned to those of
the late Dr. Martin L. King, Jr. Dr. King wrote: "Truth is found
neither in traditional capitalism nor in claisleal communism. Each
represents a partial truth. Capitalism falls to see the truth in col-
lectivism. C...unism falls to see the truth in individulism.
Capitalism ails to realize that life is social. Communism fails to
realize th t life is personal. The good and just society is neither the
thesis of nor the'antithesis of communism but a socially con-
scious diMocr cy which reconciles the truths of individulism and
collectivism."

4 8

MAJOR.GEORGE E. MIMS
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because it reveals a great deal about black behavior patterns and it
really reflects reality as I see it.

So our behavior reflects resiliency and that includes survival and
achielement, not only collectively but Achievement individually., And
that is why I love Black History because you can see many phenomenal
achievements by hlacks under the most adverse circumstances. A black

man for example revolutionalized the shoe industry, the sugar industry,

revolutionalized southern agriculture, etc. Dr. George W. Carver really

and literally saved the sqyth. And, did you know that many industries
are direct by-products ofisome of his ingenius schemes in working with

peanuts and potatoes - hair dyes, sprays, many things that you use
today are direct products of black achievements and I could run the
list down, but you are probably getting it from somebody else this
week 410 I don't want to spend your time talking about black achieve-
ments; but the point is, the list is very long of those blacks in
America who have achieved under the most difficult of,circumstances.
And when one takes a look at the entire spectrum of Black History,
especially if one is Black, one cannot help but come away with a deep
sense of pride.for his or her heritage and with pride in one's ances-

tors. I certainly am. If the choice were mine, I wouldn't choose any
other ethnic group other than Black because of that particular reality.
I'm exceptionally proud to be black, proud of what many of my ancestors
did, proud of the type of humilitation and dehumanization that they
were able to withstand and still survive. I'm proud of their great

achievements. We have a long way to go, of course; 'we cannot rest on
our laurels; we have a long way to go. In the black community today,
for example, about 42% of black families are making $5,000 per year or

less. About 25% of blacks today live in dilapidated or substandfrd

houses. We have a 13% rate of unemployment that is going up, and there
is a ;tang list of statistical permeters to tell you that "things.ain't
good" in the black world. Indeed, anyone who thinks that the battle is
won is living with a dangerous set of delusions. The.battle is not won.
We have a long way to go, bu; I am personally confident that lf we look
to our heritage and tradition that our ancestors established for us, if
we continue with the type of behavior patterns that were established in
the past, if we begin now to move towards more sophisticated organiza-
tion of the black community, ylanning and programming our res9urces for
optimum development and self-help, if we now demand Of this society our
full human rights and dignity as free Black-men and women - then,
although we may not have overcome yet, I do believe that we will or we
shall indeed overcome.

Thank you very much. (Applause)

*Although there has not been a genuine or classical Black revolution in
America, Black Americans, based upon concepts expounded in the American,

47 354
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and you know what it means.- there just "ain't-no way" that yOU caw do
that logically. It takes a certain demented mentality to call people
lazy under those circumstanced. You can't do it. And all you have to-
do isexamine.any number of statistical parameters and yOU will find
support for a strong achievement orientation.

Let's take the high school, for example. Black youngsters are-now
finishing high school at virtually the same'rate as their white
counterparts. -The average or'median number of years of schooling by
blacks, ages 25-29, is 12.4 ve 12,7 tor whites. We have just about
cauiht up with the whites as far as staying in school. This wasn't so .

a few years ago. So our youngsters are staying in school. 'They are
working hard although many more can't afford a college education. If
you* examine the formal degrees of black teachers id the south, for
yet another example, you'will find that black teachers in the south
collectively, or on the average, have more formal education than white
teachers. Did you know that? That's not an opinion, that's a fact.
Why because black teachers know that they have to have, a little bit
more to get or stay even in society, the same thing thattheir mother
taught them. So we have a very strong achievement orientation. No,
we are not lazy, not collectively, although I know some individually
lazy black'folks and some individually lazy white folks, and individual-
ly lazy all kinds of folks: But collectively, we have a very strong
achievement orientation.

We also tend to be, collectively, rather conservative. That might fool
some people. Blacka tend to be conservative and that is what this book
is about which I mentioned earlier, The Jesus lBa.,K, written by two black
psychiatrists, Dr. Cobbs andeDr. Grier. Blacks tend to be conserva-
tive - why - because it is an enforced conservatism. We don't have
anything to conserve, we have less than any other group in the country
excluding perhaps he Native American Indians, but it is sort of en-
forced conservatism. The Jesus Bag concept is one you ought to study.
What it really boils down to in very simple terms and I know my time
has run out, and I'm going to stop here in a couple of minutes, but I
warned you when I got up here that I didn't know whenvto stop - The
Jesus Bag concept boils down to this: Because of White oppression in
America, it has made black people hostile and angry, but because of
wbite power in America, blacks have not been able to' reveal their
anger and their hostility, ond in addition to that, because blacks
have received what I call sanitized religion, in other words, "servant
obey your master" and "turn the other cheek," we tend to rationaliie
our failure to fight back and as'a result of that we becom#rather con-
servatively oriented and that is what they call The Jesus h1g. Now
you might have to.process that for awhile, that is pretty heavy.
(Laughter) That's The Jesus Bag. You ought to check out that'book

40
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4Now, some black folks might not want to admit this but we have become

somewhat manipulatNe and deceptive in order to survive, smiling some-
times when we are hurting on the ,inside. Some pegple may call thin
"Uncle Tomisel,s!aWit-wOhtever you.want to; I say it is surviving.
Surviving not sfx108 everything you want to say. I am speaking more
freely today,for,e1Opleithan I have ever been able to speak and I
halien't changed ituything essentially in my racial philosophy. My
message basicalt, havbeen the same, one of human dignity. We couIdn'i
say these kind of things I am saying today and survive - not even five

'y rs ago. ,You know,.a_ few years ago, I couldn't be your speaker,.
Gene and talk like I'm talking, and even today I still might not

. get away w it. (taughter) I couldn't talk like thts up until a
few years ago, and not only that, I wouldn't.do it because I knew_I
had to survive, and I knew what would happen to me. . In fact, I know
in just speaking and writing moderately in the past ori-the race issue, .

I know what has' happened to me. 1 just wish "had time to tell you
the story of my military career. So we have become somewhat deeeptiVe
and manipulative in orderoto survive.

There are some people, of course, who think that we are also_very
w

"cheerful". When I use that word, however, I put it in quotation
marks. Yes, we sometimes smile and appear cheerful and we dance and
sing soulfully, but again that "cheerfulness" many times disguises
inner turmoil. You have to display a certain amount of happiness just

f to keep from destroying yourself on the inside because life ih AMerica
for blacks has been very, very diffidult, much more difficult thanUhe
average white person has even conceptualized or realized. Verydif-
ficult. So, we hSve developed a strong degree of resiliency, the
ability to.bounce back, the ability to survive.

And we.have also developed what I call a strong achievement orienta-
tion. The average black kid comes up, his mother and'fatlier tell
him, "Get out there and work hard because you have got to have twice
as much as they (whites) have in drer to get ahead." That's a real-
ity. That's a strong achievement orientation which is just the
opposite of the stereotype of blacks, the stereotypes that.blacks are
lazy'folks. But; just the opposite refferts reality:', In fact, I use
a-theory in my.eladsropms which I call the 180 degree reality theory.
Everytime someone says something derogaOily about us, look out at
180 degrees and you will find the truthJust the opposite is the
truth and I can'give you many examples in support of this theory.

-

l'AllErt,!14

.1.-1.,

Unquestionably, we have a strong achievement orientation; collectative-
ly, we are not lazy at all. Indeed, how could anybody call a group of .,

people lazy who worked 240 years for them free whili some other people
have,been sitting on their gluteus maximus - that is a ufedical term,.

45
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You o .ht to read the book; it is very important. The paint is, and
Dr. Frinkle said it best in talking about the Jews in this context,
and I q ofe hlm, he says, "Abnormal behavior in an abnormal situation
is nor.A. behavior.". So, if a black man is hostile, and if he's
alienate , instead of calling that abnormal'or a "character and

s

behavior disorder" like our commanders and supervisors are doing, and
throwing the man out, they would look upon that as normal behavior
and try to better couldpnicate with this man and determine the source
of that so-called misrehavior. More importantlY, they should under-
stand the interrelationdhip between their behavior, the commander and
superviTor, and the.behavior'of those being considered for discharge.
Unfortunately, many supervisors and commanders are simply bigots who
have Tenuine character and behavior 4isordere, and that is documeneed *

too. I 'can say that now,. Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, former Chief of Naval
Operations, said it best, in talking about the Navy, and he was beau-
tiful in my dpinion. He paid,-"We have some admirals, some captains,
we have some commanders, we have some supervisors at all levels In the
Navy who are raolats, some who are aware of it-and many Who are not
aware of it." 'You know, for speaking.so foithrightly, some people
tried to hang him. Did you know_that? I won't call any names because
I know somethini.about personal survival. 0,aughter) And that inci-
dentally iR another blaCk behavior pattern.

We are experts in the.art of survival. (Laughter) We didn't survive
thesd 400 years, without some 4pecial survival skills. Me know how to
aurvive,-at least physically. So, we have developed 4 nuMber of sur-
vival techniques which brings me to iy final point: black behavior
patterns are characterized by whaf I call "resiliency," the ability to
bounce back, the ability to stay afloat., the ability to "make it,"
tegardless of how had things are or how things-hire been. Some people
look at us and say, "How did. you do it? I don't see how you took it 6o
long." We'have white officers now itilthe race relations program,
which-iits to beivety intense, vety*emotiOnal, white Officers in the
drug abuse program, which also gets somewhat emotional - these officers
do what we call "burn-out." They leave the program becalise ngs are
so hot; they.can't take it. And I tell them, "Hey, you can ' r-out'
all You want to. You kn w, I've been doing fhis my life', 'phys-

ically and emotionally .st uggling to surviv-e, and there ia no way that
can afford to 'burn-ou ." I would have died long ago if I wAlsi -

haVe permitted pressurb, and a little bit of heat to burn me ouEt-
..

Harry Truman once said, "If you can't stand the 'heat, get out of thee
kitchen." (Laughter) Well, you see, black'folka can'tget ouC.of
the kitchen because it is all around us. There Ain't no way,you
do Wet. (Laughter) you can't get out of the kitchen,-it's All
'aroudd you. SO one of our beha'vior patterns,is that we have learned
to survive, and we have developed these survival skills that often
can bJ identified.
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corrected, many of tAem and especially in the area of Administrative
Discharges. There are many Black Americans receiving questionable and
unjust dtscharges in the Air Force, Army, and Navy. In the Air Force
we have a regulation, 39-12, Administrative Discharges, and I have
seen many young black men mistreated, using that particular regulation.
They put them but on things like this: He has a "character and behavior
disorder." This is getting to be very sensitIve folks, I'm going to tell
you, this kind of stuff can get me fired and I want you to know that.
(Laughter) I want you to know that but I'm going to say it anyway
because it needs to be said. Character and Behavior Disorder now
what's a character and behavior disorder? When I served as Social
Actions Officer at Udorn Thailand, we had on the average of.five blacks
every month being put out of the service on the bailis of character
and behavior disorder. I think the real problem here is that many_com-
menders, many supervisori, don't recognize what I call "black psychology."
Black folks are different from white people. A young Black man, for
example, who comes up in a so-called ghetto area, hostiI0, alinated
because not.only has he been mistreated, because his parents has been
mistreAted, he is hostile, he is alinated, he is a different human
beingl The first sergeant or commander looks at him and says, "Well,
we only haVe one color in the Air Force, that's Air Force Blue." Yoty

don't. We have different types of.people, all 'together. In fact, we
have suc.,,a different type of people with many blacks, th4t this dif-
ference i the degree reflects a marked difference in kind. And,
we fail b understand this reality; indeed.many supervisora or com-

,

manders never read anything bn black psyehology, not to even mention
BlaCk History. They never picked up a book, don't know anything and
that is one xeason why the Air Force, belatedly, now officially recog-
nizes this problem. We have race relations dlasseS, we are trying to
get people oriented to thinking about.other people and their problems,
background or aensitivities. And so, as a result of ignorance and .

racism, many young black people were getting ripped off with 39-12
discharges, character and behavior disorders; and it is stili happen-
ing in 1975.

.

)

I am, of course, very much colFerned about? this reality over at the
School of Social Actions. An analogy I think is very appropriate. If

,'.... you study the record of the Jews,in World War II, the concentration

40
camps, and there is 4 very good book on this event which I highly eecom-
'mend to you;,it's entitled, Man's Search for Meaning, by Dr. Vicktor
Frankle, a Jewish psychiatrist. He wrote.abqkt the behavior of the
,Jews in.the concentration camps during World War II their alienation,
hostillty, theist- apathy, imitating their oppressors, the kind of things
that' a coOentration camp experience would make one undergo psycho-
'.logically. And there is a very clase pavillel to Black Americans
collectively, in relation to this Jewish experience in World War II.
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are interrelated.

To bring this subject a little closer home,' we had another study I'll
tell you, we have a lot of studies on black folks, I'll tell you, I'm
so tired of studies - we had another study in the Department of Defense
in 1972. Secretary Laird,'receiving a significant number of complaints
from Blacks about the administration of military justice, Article 15s
and Court-Martials -,the things that we are "experts" on in the military
tet up a Commission,Jhe proper title of phlit commission was the Depart-
ment of Defense Task Force on the Administration,for Military Justice.
Again,'10 and behold that commission found out what black people knvw
all the time, that black/people in the military were getting rimed
off on Article 15s, they were:Igetting ripped off on court-9rtiaTs, they
were getting ripped off on,punitive discharges. It simpty confirmed
that reality. So I'm not giving you my opinion. If I had said this a
few years ago, you know, I probably would have been fired, you see? But
now it's official, it's documented. (Laughter) We've'gst the record on
oer side. I knew this all the time, of course; it/s mating new to' me.
Nothing new. We've beea getting ripptd off for k ToWtime, ever since
the days of slavery. Slavery was a rip-oq, so. now.we have the official
record; in fact, they reported that in the Air Force, although Blacks
constituted only ahout 11% of the,force at that time, they were receiv4-
ing 32% of the Article 15s.or non-judicial punishment. Some of you
civilians may,not be too familiar with our punishment procedures,'but
let's put it this way, w, are getting ripped, ok? Werrrtikgetting it.
(Laughter) They took a look at the military prisons for an example.
IncidentalPy, they didn't call them prisons. We have a nice euphemism

mt for them, we call them "correctional institutions" and all kinds of
things, like "Lowry Retraining Group". You know, it's a orison, man,
you call it whatever you want to. You'te behind those4/alls and.can't
get out. (Laughter) Your're in pfisoni you know, that's what it really
boili down to, andthey looked at the Air Force prisons and found out
that the population was about half bladc only with about 11X of the
population. And.again, it gets back to this interrelationship. Why
is this so? Well, would you believe that the pop Task Force found the
same thing that the Kerner Commission found out,. that racism created
this situation. And they used another word that I had never heard of,
they called it "systemic" racism (Laughter), and I must retort that
racism is racism, institutional, sophiscated,'endemic, systemic, use
all the big'worda you want to, somebody is ripping me off. That is
exactly what it boils down to and they,found the same thing, so there
is an interrelationship between.black behavior patterns and white pat-
terns, and again,,it is reflected in a large number of studies,

One of the things that I am very concerned about today is that the in-
justices that were uncovered by the DOD Task Force, still have not been
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Enough for that particular generalizalion. The distortions in history

as reflected in current realities -we could talk more on that for a

long time. But let's deal with another, and I think more impvtant,
generalization about Black Behavior patterns: Black.behaNflor patterns

are interrelated with white behavior patterns at a collective level.

That may seem rather simple to some people, but I can assure you that
it is not very well understood on the national or local level. All

_, we have to do in support Of this view is to take a few examples.

From 1955, for example, to 1970, Black Americans, collectively, 'not
all of us, not enough of ms as far as I am concerned, but collectively,
Black Americans were engaged in a massive series of demonstratiohs,
sit-ins, wait-ins, walk-ins, lay-inn, all other kind of "ins" in order
to gain some basic and simple elements of human dignity. This is

what some people call the "revolution" which I say des nothing but a
simple rebellion, and it never, in effect, attained for us those things
that we fully wanted. But, again with this social upheaval that was
going on) many people did not understand that interrelationship of
behavior patternp. In fact, they were saying, "Hey,.what's wrong with
you Black folks." And,the historical pattern where there has been prob-
lems in race relations, the historical pattern has been anytime'there
is anything wrong or seemingly wrong in race relations, let's send
some high paid sociologist of psychologist down to the black community

and see what them "niggers" are all about.

That has been the historicalkattern, and so it.trappened again, and in ,

fact, in 1968 President JohnSon appointed the Kerner-Commission to find
out why biack folks were rioting and burning up the cities. If he'd

come to klack-people we'cdilld have told him (Laughter); we knew all the
time, he didn't have to pAy that high commission to go out to the com-
munities to find out why "niggerd" Were rioting. You know, really, we
already knew, we -could have told you and saved you a lot of money, you

know. But people have to Study the problem. (Laughtet) They have to -

study it, which is another way of prolongtnkany,action and getting 4t
corrected incidentally.- personal opinion. But even'this conservatively-
orienfed commission came back and they said, "White Racism" Is respon-
sible for all these riotS. I will tell you what haipened after.that -
you already know - a lot of white people went right up the wall, and ,

many people are still up there. They have neveraccbpted that inter-
relationship betWeen black behavi6r and white.behavior.. That has never"
been accepted, and even today, in 1975, that is not accepted. It is a

cause and effect relationship. Rascism caused the riots, th'ey can't '.

see that. Again, I say, it looks' verY simple. But you ask man-y people

today why this is so and they say, "Hey, niggers are uazy; they are
burning,up their own neighborhollads." They fail to,see the relationship
between black behavior patterns and white behavior patterns, but they
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the situati9n of Black Americans apart from the Civil War which was not
a black revolution per se. The Black situation has always reflected a
gradual, evolutionary process which at times has been more intense than
at other times. And I prefer using the term "rebellion" because there
never has keen any genuine or classical black revolution. It's a

semantic game. If you, want to play your games and say, "Hey, we got a
.revolution," ok, go ahead and .play your games. I can assure you
tomorrow we are going to be just about here and it could be like in

.1970 time frame. We could be back down here, retrogressing in some
respects. So we haven't had a revolutibn and there are some people in
the news media who are trying to make us think we are having a revolu-
tion, perhaps so that a,real revolution won't occur?* But there never
has been any black revolutioh and this is yel another distortion of a
black behavior pattern.

The overwhelming majority of Black Americans, and I'm not telling you
my qinion, I'm giving you scientific information, the overwhelming
majority of Black Americans have never favored overthrowing the
American system. All the overwhelming majority of Black_Americans
ever wanted was a "fair share of the pie" human dignity, to be
tfated like human beings like all other Americans. It is just that
sidple, yhy teat dowm something that you want a part of, it makes no
sense. Thts is not to say that a few Black America-11s have not been
revolutionary or4ented; there have been some, very few, a very small
number, but I think the myth of the black revolution is another one of .

'the distortions of black behavior patterns, and it has some vety far
reaching implications.**

Vother myth - the myth of integration. Sometimes you hear some of our
white friends say, "Hey, what do black folks want?' There is Boston
and there4 are many other things that upset people and some whites claim
that Haas are nbt satisfied unless or unell tbey are sAtttng next to
a.,white,or going to school or.livini in a white neighborhood.. So

intevatiOn is seen as an end per se and oh how the concept haa been
distorted. _Therreality is, the goal again of the overwhelming major-
ity ot Black Americans -.again, I can set this up for you scientific-
ally - has.not been integration tor the sake of integration. Integration
is and has always been only a-means towards an end the end is quality

..educatione Black folks simply'want the best of education 1ike anyone
else. '(Applause) It is a means; it is not an end within itself. Many
people may flatter themselves, saying in essence, "Hey, thès"lack folks
want eb live next to me, they want to eit next to my child." Indeed,
there is no Antrinsic value per ie in integration. It is only a means
end noi an end and think Tou ought to understand that: Quality educa-
tion by any means necessary is my particulaephilosophy.
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Now, I ask yob, did Black folks behave that way in slavery? Did that

A

Letlect our behavior pattern? All you have to do 'is again read some

current history on Black Americans and yOu will see that the reality

of slavery was 180 degrees different than what we call the myth of

the happy docile slays. Yea, there were some slaves who were, by

force, very docile; I hardly doubt that there were any who were

genuinely happy. And yot know the tragedy of this kind of thing in

the history books is that so many people believe it. I gave a speech

in Spokane Washington, for the, Democratic Women's Club and I talked

very briefly about the myth of the happy slave and I rend several

quotations reflecting the myth, not t.his one in particular. I had a

young caucasian lady come up to me afterwards in tears; she said,

"You mean the slaves were not happy?" She believed thia -'you know

that may gound rather ludicrous to you ladies and gentlemen, but

people believe things that they read in history books everything,

it's like the fundalmentalists with the Bible. Regardless of what

is in it, as long as it is there, it is "gospel;" it's true. So,

this is very, very difficult, and has cAused many problems in our

society because people believe these myths, and myths is just a nice

word"for what T call lies all right tell it like it is - lies in

histo'ry. Slavery, of course, was a combination of thinga and black

people did a number of things, like revolting, people like Nat Turner,

Demark Vessey and Gabriel Prosser: one writer has put together 250

documented revolts. So, black people did many things In slavery to

protest their particular condition: work slow-downs, put poison in

the master's food, there is a long list of thingso.outright assigna-

tions, burning down the master's barn, all kinds of things which

contradict this particular myth that they were happy and docile.

Here^is a gross distortion of a black behavior pattern, a historical

lie, and again this is one reason why we really need to study Black

History to straighten out some of these lies that have been told and

they have some very important implications for 1975, don't you kid

yoiigelf, and I could prove that to you if I had the time.

Another historical myth, and in fact it is not so far in histo'ry,

where black behpvior patterns have been distorted, is the myth of the

black revolution. Ever so often when you take a look at Time magazine,

Newsweek, andll.S. News and World Report they frequently write about

the uBlack Revolution." Well tere never has been and is not now a

black revolution in America. Anyone that tells you that they don't

know'anything about revolutions. A revolution, is a cataclysmic

change in:the social order and it involves violence. The Russians

had a revolution in 1917; the Chinese had a revolution, the Cubans

had a revolution, Americans had a revolution and obtained ti!eir

freedom from England, but,there never has been a black revolution
here in America. There has neverbeen a major cataclysmic change in
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are giving due recognition to Black Hiatory which is very, very
important.

Unfortunately however, Black History like the old Black spiritual
about heaven you might of heard the old spiritual - everybody's
talking about heaven ain't going there anybody heard that spiritual?
(Audience responds) Well, that is the way Black History is, everybody
talks about Black History, but very few people are studying it, and
that is the tragedy of it; especially insofar as I am concerned with
Blacks. I think we both, all groups and races, whether you are
Mexican-American, whether you are Anglo-Saxon, regardless of your
ethnic background, I think that because of the significantly large
black population in America and because of the historical problems that
we have had in this period, everyone in America needs to study Black )

History. Unfortunately, that is not happening. In fact, I am certi-
fied as a.faculty member now at San Antonio College and I was not able
to conduct class there because we didn't have enough siudents regis-
tered for theouzaSo that gives you an idea of the Eiitate of'Black
History in San Antonio in 1975. So everybody is talking about Black
History but very few people are really studying it. And that to me
is a real tragedy because we cannot understand ourselves and certain-
ly what we are all about until we know something about our history.
And believe me, there are far too many people, and I am talking pri-
marily now about black people, who don't know who they are in relanion
to their ethnic identity. When you se a Black person who is trying
to be everything but who-they are, you k ow that they really don't
know their history and about thems lve History to me is a very,
v,ery important study for all Americans and especially for Black
Americans.

I would like to make a few generalizations here about Black behavior
patterns and I think that regardless of what your viewpoint may be on
the political spectrum, I think that you perhaps could agree with me;
if not, let's see and we will have some dialogue on the issues. The
first generalization is that Black behavior patterns have been grossly
distorted in history books. and the news media - grossly distorted.
A few examples, I can talk about this reality all day. Let's go back
to the days of slavery, for example. If you take a look at many his-
tory books, at least before the last five years, how did they describe
Black behavior in slavery? Well, if you don't know, let me quote you
just one history book by a gentlemen from Virginia, his name is George
Fitzhugh, and he said this, quoting directly from his historical book:
"The Negro glaves of the south are the happiest and in some sense the
freest people in the world. The children and the aged and the infirmed

'work not at all, yet have all the comforts and necessities of life
provided .for them. They enjoy liberty because they are oppressed
neither by care nor by labor."
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Let me give you a personal example of how a Black behavior pattern was

predicted. When I attended the Armed Forces Staff College in Norfolk,
Virginia in 1972, I amazed ome of my fellow clasmates and colleagues
with a prediction regardipg the 1972 presidential election. And I said
to them, "I predict thatlthe Black vote against Richard Nixon would be
eighty-five percent in this election. It won't be, necessarily, a

pro-McGovern vote because Blacks generally don't know McGovern that
well; he is a sort of honentity to many of us, but it will be an
anti-Nixoq vote,." After the election and when all of the commentators

iiii

and obseredrs who perform instant analys a had computed their results,
the final tabqation was eighty-seven pe ent; 90 I hit it within two
percentage points. Not too bad! Not too dl In other Nords, or ap-
parently I underestimated the intelligence of Black folks by two
percentage pointé. (Laughter/applaUse) You see, we knew Richard Nixon
long before he was "discovered" on the larger American scene. 'We knew

him quite well; we knew that he had been ripping-off Black people
let me put it to you very bluntly - he had been ripping us off. The

things or programa' that were helping us were either being eliminated
or scaled down and we were very much aware of that. In fact, one of
the observatibns that I made at the Armed Forces Staff College as I
was visiting the local churches was, forvthe first time, I could see
almost a unanimous consensus among the Black ministers. They were
el:leaking out against.Nixon, and that is a little bit unusual. General-
ly or historically, you would see some Blacks take a political stand for-
one candidate, and you see some ministers taking a stand for another
'cahdidate but seldom would you see Black ministers coming oet so boldly
or exclusively against one candidate. Seldom would you see a relative-
ly conservative organization,. like the NAACP for example, coming out
making statements that Nixon was anti-black. .So I knew where Blak
folks were coming from; I knew,our behavior pattern in past elections
and therefore it was relatively easy for me, especially with the fittle
political science training that I have, to say that Black folks would
be anti-Nixon. That behavior pattern was very predictable so here is
one precise example where you can predict, in 'the political arena at
least, a Black behavior pattern.

I suppose that it really boils down to - and 1 think the observation
vat made very well by two black psychiatrists, Dr. William Grier and
Price Cobbs; in a book they wrote, called The Jesus Bag, and that book
incidently_really. provides insight about Black behavior patterns -
Dr. Greer and Cobbs say, and I aka quoting, "The world of Blacks and
Whites are different, We live-in two different worlds and Blacks
need epecial armor to wage their wars." We need special armor because
we live An two different worlds. I would suggest to you that one
piece bf that armor that we need today, at least Blacks collectively,
is Black History. That is why I tun-really very pleased to see that we
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them definitively, completely or objectively. Many people have sub-
jective, personal answerh, but no one has yet successfully dealt on
an objective level with those two major questions. So we are dealing
in an area that is highly complex and I am not underestimating the
nature of the task.

But despite the complexity of the task, human behavior, quite often,
is very simple; the things we do, very frequently are easily predict-
able at certain times and places. Recently, a Black mnn, Dr. Randolph
T. Blackwell, founder of Southern Rural Action Incorporated, was
quoted in Ebony magazine-as follows: "The 'host evil the White man
has perpetrated against us was to have us believe that simple things
were complex." And, of course, he was saying this in a particular
context, but, the point is.despite how complex things may seem at
times, in many cases we can make matters relatively simple so that
people like yon and I can understand them. So there are some sipple
aspects about our subject on Black Behavior Patterns. And I suppose
that what it really boils down to is that despite this seemingly con- .

tradictory situation, compleTity on the one hand and simplicity on
the other, that like all othlr life situations, we have to try some-
how'and reconcile these two basic contradictions---try and synthesize
them and deal with them which is precisely what I shall-attempt to do
today. 'Perhaps in this effort, I may be characterized by the brief
quotation or aphrosim, "Fools rush in where Angels dare to tread,"

A,but lei US hope notv
,

think/on a very simple level then we can raise some very basic ques-
tions about our subject, to wit: Do-filacks collectively not
individually - collectively behave differ'ently than Whites or any other
group? Can Black behavior patterns be identified? I would submit to
you teaay that the answer to both questions is a resounding "yes."
Whether.you are refering-to social behavior, cultural, political,
psychological or any other forms of collective behavior, I suggest to
you that the answer, again, is a resoun II yes." And I think the
reasons these questions can be answere affirmatively are.equally

-clear: Blacks as a group - again not individually Blacks as a group
are a unique people; we have undergo e some unique experiences. No
other group in Ameriq, for example as enslaved for two hundred and
forty years; no othergroup has suffered under.the dehumanizing as-

. pects of racial segregation as Black Americans have done; no other
race has experienced protracted frustrations as the Black Americans
have done. And so we have a unique experience in America;as a result
of that experience we have some unique behavior patterns, with the
small element of Black Folks Time being one manifestation, as pre-
viously indicated.
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a little intrigued and challenged forla number of reasons. First, our

subject was made in Washington. I don't know whether or not you are

aware of it, Ernt we have a package that we received through Air Force

channels on Black History Week and this particular subject, devoid of

contents, was suggested or made in Washington. And, of course, you

know that after Watergate some of us are suspicious about things that

come out of Washington (laughter), so l'm intrigued about this reality

initially.

On the other hand, .1,)r secondly, I am also intrigued because when I

consider the subject reflectiVely, we are talking about the behavior

of a people collectively. Indeed, I'm having a sufficfently difficult

time trying to discern or figure out my personal behavior patterns;

consequently, how can I adequately articulate or project the behavior

patterns of an entire group? So, it is a real challenge when you

begin to talk about behavior patterns collectively of a people. But,

again, you have already seen one small aspect of ,such a pattern in

the concept of Black Folks time. And incidentally, there.are socio-

logical explanations for the phenomenon of Black Folks Time which may

be traced to the institution of chattle slavery in America and per-

haps even back to traditional African societies.' .In traditional

African life, for example, there was a different concept of time, a

two-dimensional concept of time in relation to our present three-

dimensional concept. Time in Africa was based upon significant events-

a time for harvesting; planting, marriage, etc. The event was more

meaningful than the precise time of its occurrence. And in the era of

slavery, Black's consistently staged Work slowdowns in protest of their

status. Clearly, Wey were in no hurry to prOvide free labor for the

enrichment of their masters. So this small pattern of behavior can

be readily explained, although there is insufficient time for a more

complete explanation which would include certain distinci psychologi-

444440
cal factors related to our Black heritage.

4

I suppose I'm even more intrigued and challenged by the subject

because of its complexity. Not only are we talking about Black folks

and how hey behave but anytime you are dealing in the area of human

behavior, it is very complex. And I surmise that we wouldn't have

wars, crime, poverty and all of the other human problems that we are

now fighting if aspects of human behavior were not extremely complex.

I clearly recall at this moment my old colfege days. I had a brilliant

political science professor, Dr. Emmett Dorsey, who said that "all

of the major problems that we are going to be considering in the area

of political science will revolve around two basic issues the naturee

orhuman nature and the raison d'etre of human life."

Uhat is the nature of human nature and why are we here on this earthl

These are the basic questions and no one really has ever answered.
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BLACK BEHAVIOR PATTtRNS

By Majo(r GeOrge E. Mims

A r6corded speech delivered at Kelly Air Force Base
Officers' Club in conjunction with activities com-
memorating Black History Week, February 13,. 1975.

Major Mims Was introduced by MSgt John.James, Race
Relations Instructor, Kelly AFB Social Actions Of-
lice and his speech was highly commended by Major
General James R. Kelly, Corander, Son Antonio Air
Lpgistics Center.

Thank yOu mlery much Sergeant James. General Kelly, Ladies and Gentle-
men, I thank you very much for this opportunity to participate in
commemorating Black History Week. I don't know whether Sergeant James
and the other members of his staff knew precisely what they were doing
when they invited me here, but it may.not have been too wise to invite
me down for a luncheon engagedent since, at times, the things I say
tend to affect people in their digestive tract. Nonetheless, I shall
proceed and attempt not to disappoint you in your expectations.

I listened with some concern as Sergeant James indicated-that you didn't
have an invocation before dinner. As a substitute, I offer you a very
brief one which I use at my home at times. It goes like this: "Good
bread, good meat, thank God, let's eat." (Laughter) Sergeant James
also indicated to you that I might give you some insight into the mean-
ing of BFT. If you don't know, you're already a part,of it; that is,
Black Folks Time. (Laughter) It's usually the time that you are sup-
posed to have an event plus one-half hour, sometimes one hour, depending
upon location I think in San Antonio, it's plus one hour, is that right,
you San Antonio folks? (Laughter) And then in addition to that, when-
you get a guy like me around who happens to be a son of a Baptist minis-
ter, you may have to add another half-hour onto the closure of yoUr
scheduled event. Now some of our white friends here may not understand
what I'm talking about when I mention Baptist Black ministers in this
tonteit, but the Bla0c folks here know that the factor of time really
means nothing to a Black Baptist preacher, (Laughter) and I happen to
be a Black minister's son - so the point is, I don'F know how long I'm
going to be standing up here talking today. (Laughter) I've got the
General here and he said, "Go ahead" and ifirve got his word, I don't
know tidy many people here are going to argue'with me; (Laughter) so
I'm in good shape today.

On a more serious. level though, I'm really very intrigued and Chal-
lenged...by the subject today -,Black Behavior Patterns. I suppose I'm

j
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Latimer, Lewis H. (1848-1928)

rioZ4r.-.Irrr:w

Carbon filaments for electric lamps;
drew Bell patent on telephone; series
of-electrical inventions with Edison
in Edison Pioneers organization.

Matzeliger, Jan (1852-1889) Revolutionized shoe industry with shoe

McCoy, Elijah (1844-1929)

Morgan, Garrett A. (1877-1963)

Rillieux, Norbert (1806-1894)

Willtams, Daniel Hale, Dr.
(1856-1931)

lasting machine.

Automatic-lubricating/cup for machinery
and railroads; over 50 patents; a mechan-
ical engineer forced to work as fireman
on railroad; "Iron Table"; lawn sprinkler.

Gas mask, i.e. "Breathing Device"; "Hair
Straightener"; electric stop light.

Revolutionized sugar industry with
vacuum pan evaporator, making possible
refined crystals of sugar. His process
of evaporation used also in manufacture
of condensed Milk, soap, gelatin,
glue, and in the recovery of waste liquors
in disalleries and paper factories.
"Greatest inventions in American chemical
engineering."

First open heart surgery; starfed first
interracial hospital in 0.S. - Provident -

Hospital and Training School Association.

Woods, Granville T. (1856-1910) Major contrOutions to electriC ndustry;
telephone transmittei.- longer a tanceg;
improved steam-boiler furnace; "Tele-
graphony" - telephone plus te1egra0;
railway telegraphy; overhead conduciing
system for electric railways; automatic
air brake; egg incubator; many others -

60 patents.

' Wright, Louis Tompkins, Dr.
(1891-1952)

32

Led anti-biotic researCh; introduced
intradermal method of vaccination of
smallpox to Army in World War I; devised,
neck brace for head injuries.

* * * * * * * *

36f)
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,SCIENCE AND INVENTIONS

Contribution

Banneker, Benjamin (1731-1806)

Carver, George W., Dr.
(1860-1943),

A

, "Drew, Narles, Dr. (1904-1950)

Hall, Llwd A.,.Dr. (1894- /)

,

Julian, Percy L., Wr.-(1899-

10.

Just, Eicst, Dr. (1883-1941)

'

31

605

First clock built in America; prepared
filmanac in 1972; using matb and astronomy,
he accurately predicted solar eclipse on
April 14, 1789, in contradiction to
leadint stitrunome,rs; aided in survey and

layout of Waihingrde D.C.; anti-slaverp
proponent.

Revolutionized and revitalieed agricui-
ture in South; South i'ained 69 million
dollars in one year alone from peanut
crops; revealed need for "crop rotation"
and derived 325 products from peanuts.
Industries sprang up 7 instant coffee,
face powder, shampoo, vinegar, dyes,
soap, etc. Discovered 118 products
from sweet potato -- flour, starch,
synthetic rubber, dyes, etc. 25 products
from pecan.

,

Perfec ted.techrtiques of.preserving
platima andlusde blood.banks posSible.

.

Devised new ways to sterilize foods
and medicalAupplies; revolutionized
mest-packbieindust,17 by introducing
steriliZed spices; 105yatents on
products and methods he invented.

"Soybean Chemist" developed smAketic
cortisine and other important left,ra-
peutic drugs; developed "aero-foam"

-from soya protein to put out gasoline
and oil firee; major contributions to
production Of male an4 female hormones --

, help for expectant mailers and middle-%
age and elderly men.

11,"MCI

Leading authority on roots of lif and
the way to determine sex 6i advrce.

Promoted understanding of th0 function of
tfie liver, kidneyt, pancreas, etc., Made

significantcontr butions to cancer fight.,

3

#
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Wiains, Roy (1901-,
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! NAACP leader for-nearly igeneray.on.
Led long-fight against lynching, segre-

'gation and discrimination.. Accused of
mqving too fast on toolmany fronts by
hiscrittca. Walter yhite retorted;
"Now ts the time."

NAACP leader, Execucite Setratary.and
.editor. of Crisis magazine.. Led Thng
.'series of civil yights strnggles to
promote the,liberaticin of BlaciCAmericang
including the right to obtain quality
educatiofi without.discrimination or
segregation:.

,
"... .

(194- 1973), '.Executiva, Director, National( Urban
' League.- Sign4ficantly revitalized League.,

.- in its role bf improvingeeonomic.condi- -

tions for'placks. Theprograms" oi.the v

League include, a Specialia4la Bank ..

.,s for professionals,,anti-ipovtrty work-

.

P
.,.., shops,..on-the7job training,. tutorial,

*centers, 'etce
:111
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Trotter, William M. (1872-1934) Crustider, "the first Black militant of

,the 20th century", and publisher of The

Boston Guardian. Led many campaigns

against racism, including,five delegations

.to the White House tn the White .House

. in Washington. An avid opponent of.Booker
T. Washington and the NAACP, whose policies

were too moderate for Trotter. Founded the

Equal Rigilts League .to promote full

equality for Blacks..

A6olitionist, oratoe.and first Black

woman to speak out4nationally against

slavery; She travelted throughout the

nation astounding her audiences with

4
'her fierce intelligence, sense of drama,
utter sincerity and deep bass voice

raised against slavery'and for woman

suffrage..

Truth, Sojou0er (1797-1883)

Tubman, t6rriet (1826-191*

-401 Ali
¶

4.411

nVrithr4lq

!

,

1

Turner, Nae-(1800-1831)

Abolitionist add leading ",conductor"

Underground Railroad. Mhde nineteen
trips.into the deep sOuth and led over

300 slaves to freedom. Served,ask nurse

and spy,tor Union forces chtrinteCivil

Kair.

Antislavery revolutionist who led,
major revolt in Southampton, Virginia,
,in 1831., Struck terror add instilled

feay jn slavemasters after killing
..fifty-fiver whites during revolt. A'

genuine hero-of Black Americans.

)

Walker, David (1785-1E60) Abolitionist and publisher of milttant
. "Appeal to Colored Citizens of the ,

World"'advocating 6kill or be:killed"

for sliVes. His writing* st uck fear
Lthroughout the south and helpW, trans-.

'form Abolitionist Movement from a
6moderate to a 40.11tant, posture

A

Whipper, WilUai (1805-18E5)

.

is

Abolititonis, businessman and banker.
ProvIded aCtiv* and financial support
to 'Negro ConvOntion Movement of 1830's,

and'substantlarfinandial support for-
fugitive slaves escaping to Canada. .
Edited Natienal'Beformer, journal of
,Ameiican Mora,1 ReforteSocieiy,,,aillack
originated'group dedicated.to pricking
mown; conscience of nation.

3 7 Aw
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Marahall, Thurgood (1908-

Muhammad, Elijah (11197-1975)

11;.

Powell, Adam C. (1908 1973.)

a

landolph, Philip.(18897

4

<

Still, William (1821-1902)
#

SuAkvan, Leon, (1922--

4

'k

28

X

1.
.r

Supreme Court Justice,.NAACP lawyer who
helped to establish legal basis for long
aeries of-civil rights, including the
right.to receive a public education
out discriMifiation or segregation.

Leader, Nation of,Islam (Black Muslims).
Responsible fdr a more posltive Black
identity dMong Afro-AmerA.ans. Proponent
of'spiNtielp and economic independence .
of. white poPulition. Promotes clean
living, hard work, modesty and decency
in women and a series of budiness ventures
to aid the. Black community.

Baptist minister, author, civil rights
activist, U.S. Congressman,. 79th thru 87th-
Congress. Actile in promotin'g numerous
reforms for Blacks in New York and
nationally as Chairman of the House

..Education andiLabor Committe. Served
as Congressman-at-large for all Black'
Amenticans.

Labor.leader andorganizer of strongest
labot graup among Blacks, the Brotherhood
:of SITeeiring Car Porters. Orator and civil
rights activist who was prime moven in
"March on Washington" pOement during
World War II and 4'March on Washington" of
1963Formed hnerican Negro Labor Council,
a froup of Black labor leaders.pledged to
coMbat racism in union movement.

Leader ink"Underground Railroad" who-
aided 64,9 slaves to obtain freedom.
SecretarY .and Chairman of Pennsylvania 1

Society for the Abolition of4Slaverr f6r
fourteen years. el up orphanage lor
Blacks in Philadelphia and was one of the

.% orginizets of'first Y.M.C.A. for Blacks .

,(in AmericaY

ClergyMan, leaaer"-A business boycotts
and- foundqr of Opportunities. Indus4ria1i--:

zation Centers-which provide basic educe-
iraining Ind jobs for the "har'd--

gote unemployed"'in numerous urban areas.
;Leader of self-help business,mentures int!
Black c6mmunities. .

A

,
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Gaivey, Mavum A. (1887-1940)

Hall, Prince (170!1807)

Jackson, Jesse (1941- )

/

.\

, King Martih L., Jr.,

(1929-196p-

0.

..

4

4
/

Organizer and first Black leader to
capture interest of Black masses. Formed

Uuiversal Negros ImOrovement,Association,
claiming pne million,members, with.goa1
of obtaining dignity for Blacks through
emigration to Africa and economic inde-
pendence.

Mihister, founder of MasOnic'Lodge, oldest
social organization among Afro-ATeritans%
Advocate of emancipation and proponent of
educatiion for free Blacks in Boston,

Clergyman, ciusader for Black liberation,
founder of PUSH (PeOple United to Save -

Hunlanity), an organization to ftomdte the
ecpnomic, political and cultural indepen-
dence of Black Americans Associated with
pr. Martin. L.eking Jr. in mid,1960s durfng
series of protest activities Laul*heq
"Operation areadbasket" in Cfiicago in, 1966,,

obtaining jobs for thousands of Blacks
and successfully promoting goods and
services olfered by Black businesses.

ClergyMan, author, the greatest non-violeut
'Black leaderand crusader in the 20th
century'. Organize& fhe MontgOmery Improve-.
ment Asnciation and later% led the.Southern

..Christian Lemdership Confttence in long
serietf\of eAfrontationa to promote radial
justice-7-confrontations which led to the
enactment of mtafbr civil rights legislAion
on the national level. Nobel Peace Prize
Winner, 1964.

,, ' V
.--

.

Langston, John-M.. (182971897) ; 41.S.''Congressman lrom Vitgints, 189-1891.

A Activist and crutiad r for justixe for Blacks,

- as President, Natio 1,Equal Rights League,, .
4

*
«

J 1865. Attorney'an Dean of Howard Univer-
sity:ta4 School (1869-1876) and the guiding
spirit behind ttie Negro National Labor

: Union in'1870. First Black elected to

. .
, 2 public 'office,in U.S.

.

.,

.4

Malcolin X (1925-11365.)

. -

; 'I.

'

'Muslim mAnister, oratot, oiganizer of
Organization foe Afro-American'Unaty.
Great spokesmah for Black manhood, inde.,7

jpeddegcqo And dignity.. -perhaps the great-
est "e411 is" proponent for
human. '

.

3
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Sol Actions Training 'Branch ,
[Ackland Air Forcê BIM Texu

OBJECTIVE

SC 3A L117 30A/B3OLR736 A/I3
30ZR7364A/B-- 1-6-1

i August 1978

CIUDSS-CMTURAUL DIFFERENCES AND DIFFICiAUTS

PART II WdMEN

.Identify historical and current polit ica1,.soCioeconomic 'events ind attitudps
whfch combine to shape the frame of reference for'women in the US/N, today and make .

cross-cultuwal commun4cation difficult.
, 1 , ,

INTRODUCTION

Social Actions technicians are involved in the helping profession and come into contact
-with a multitude of problems. One prollem that hasfexisted ,for quite sotne.time has
finally manifested itielf to a point wpere it calls no longer be ignored; that problein is
sexiiink. We need to be aware of sexism as a problem for the total_ *octet); and 'for wornen
in particular. As Social Actions technicians, we 'need to know the definitions of sexism and
factors,i,hat have perpetuated sexism because at some time we will probatily ,have to iden*
and explain sexism an4 its consequences to our commanders find supervisors, Ind .will have
to understand clients who are victims of sexism.

- IN FORM ATION

DEFINITION OF SEXISM,

. Sexism is defined Its any attitude, behavior, action, or institutional structure which sub-
-,
ordtnates a person or group because of sex,

b

;

" Can B. Dorectad M .Men

Sexism ay be directed at nien' as well as women. Men often are as restricted as.
women by sexist attitudeit: actions, aixd inatituted.structures. The sex 'role sterebtypes can
inhibit .or lotce a man's behavior against his will, just as much as it Can force or inhibit

kJ,a woman's behaytor. '

Exam*s of eexism
.0.

. 1
.

, -qaxis"\can be demonstrated in man)? ways; i.e.: (I) the veibal assault ontha street; ef

41* ;41; (i) a."well AisreTeitist jOke told by a coworker, husband, ot.trielyt (3) loWer pay fot ,.'.y.
..,.,R.:,,..

. trte sable job o ork, because of ,sex,; (4) ie sSng lyrics, "I want a paper doll that 1 ,,.., .! r

t .

can, 'call my own" (owning meaning posemiAn). .. . .
. . ..

se"
._,

,

N.

,.

4!
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FACTORS 'MAT PERPETUATE gEXISM IN (JNITED STATES

Sim Rol. Stemotyping -

Sex role stereotyping is a syistem of separating the roks people play in society and
labeiing them "male Dr "female."

STARTS VERY EARLY. Sex role stereotyping starts_ very early. Baby girls get pink or
rWy things. Little girls are given dolls add doll houses ana told not to play with. brother's
chemistry set. They ..;arestaught catchy sayinga, such as "LittIe girls are. made bt" sugar and
snce iiid4everithing nice," ana that "Little boys are naide of &cks. and snails and. puppy-dog
tails." Little boys aro discouraged from xlaying with dolls or reading poetry_

EX AMPI,ES. Some of the comMon stereotypes of role-giving hiclude:

Wotnen are:

Passivo

Weak

EtTioo-nal

k3Y

AN& are:

Aggrefisive
.

3trong
tl,iemotional

, 54.

Logical ,
.ToUgh

>.

STEREOTYPES BASES ON CULTIIRAL, SOLIAL,;RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS: Tradition7.i&
ally, men have been cast in the role of being physically or mentally superior to worhen: Both Illorr

wises have accepted fkid continue to belie* in the treu4itional stereOtype roles., Men believe in
these 'stexeotynes, because they often can maintain dominance. and protect theix male44; and
schnen believe in them because they posaibly do not have to accept responsibility for them-
Awes.

-

1"

....s.
TODAY'S SITUATION. Women no'w are questipning the idefts of Male supremad and

,
:..ereotyped ..--oles }..or pk;.ople. Tbe mod i dynamic eipult Might pot;sibly be-that some men aro

. ..
'legintinig to see how mtieh they ar4restricted lly the streotype roles, too.

.,
_

Job' 0.4erirnination
-

/
a

.. Tho mr,4(fectiye means of perpetua ing sexism is h diScrialnatio)a. 1

f '' .

.0 .. . .-- , 4..
. 5 ..

S<
. : . 1.0 ?,'!. t\ i . .11)4 n:`..i02 la...1 "ppm `11 t, hns te,cogoized sexism as a detriment to Our

.,.);.ctlo, esiii hs.ts -oRnf,A..1,ews 0.e.. Civil Righ Act cf 1964, ot the 14th Arneiiiiment) to fire-
pfrit kupivyrnent gnsi j.,1) discrimituition. Bu .still it exists, ,While incom tends t4:1 -in with

4,'. ie,ill thilii t, it.' 41SeSt ut, .11 much slow r rate. Tor wonien. no

.. ,,,, , , ... I
4. .

40
'X 0 .....,, .

. . v

a
.4

I 1

31,,,., . .
,.

; . ., (t .,,
., . ,,,,.. . ,e 4? { ' '..- , n
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EX AMP LES 01" JOB DISCRIMINATION. (a) White women tend to make only a litUe
more than half the earnings of men with the same education. (b) Of full-time workers, -

'minority women earn shghtly less than white women. (c) Sixty-three krcent of women
workers are in clerical, sales, and service jobs compared to twenty percent of men in the same
fields. These are generally the low-paying jobs. fl 4

PREVENTING ECONOMIC INDEPENPENCE. The result. is that job discrimination is
very effective at previtnting economic independenve for women, and therefore effective in
maintaining- male dominance. It is very difficult for a woman to makt the same pay as a man
with comparable education; therefore, women- are faced with the difficult choice of being
dependent. on a man for income, or living on half the income she might otherwise have.

Language

Probably the most common form of 3eXisrn is Lbelanguage used when referring to women.

SLANG TERMS Tho of
SO Mt' x.2.4nples used by men are:
"girl," when tvferring to aditlt women.

ian; that --OW to wOnien as property or sex objects.
"piece," "hammer," "broad," "dumb broad," "chick," or

WRIMN COMMUNICATION. Written communietitiOns often (*Win masculine pronouns
-

when refeerin;4 to both women and men.

OBJECTS RATHER THAN PE,O(LE.-
allow men to.deal with women as objects
of male superiority; i.e., males are the on .

The, oxamoles appear tO be small;however, they
s4ther than as people, and perpetuate ttle stereotypes
X- who do everjrthing.

Alt

Social Customs and Courtesies .

1

"IL

.

. \_ ":
. .

,,Social customs and couitesies are based .c tite itizm that woman tire weak and need to 'be
protected-, or ,they need.vecial coilsidebition botose t'rey-are female; 'Stich customs and
coiplif-sies,as Opening car doors, lightin"; ciNaiAtts. Zar;ying_packages, giving women seats on

, e buses, I hokling. chairs for them, tenci co tk,..1) men :uid women locked in the roles of
female-7 add. "male" ratlie; than "po,,,:'!," ;oieq. "ih.!.:e 47onsiderations to females are'nice

., ,...hee extended becanufe a wants i,:i be polite rather than because he has lo. Women jpay
. ' poi 'i'le weak and do note I t ies: things done for them, but some still apfirgdiate courtesy.

. ,.-

-

*

i%

Media lrreigei of Women

Movies, 1Nevision, and magazines have 1)royt.+51(1 :%1I the steredtypes imaginable:
r

It Aaf:IT IONAL'sTER `YPF , VON 1,N.. Wonlen are ,pr9jectedinto tradi7'
N. tiottal r

:

-

ft
v.

of, mother, wifef ' ,,

,
,; 5/

41. ,
- ; .56

"pre4,ttle things".,with -no. intelfict. .

cr

3.

317I -
f
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MINORITY WOMFN STEREOTYPE ROLES. Minority women have been displayed as
images of both the racist and sexist stereotypes. These include (a) black women portrayed as
strong, fat matriarchs; (h) Laiin women shown as being_subservient; and (c) Asian women
serving as Geiahu.

PROBLEMS WOMEN FACE IN THE MILITARY

Soal Act:ons technicians must he aware of the unique situations that involve women
;who join the military. Undoubtedly, they will'encounter problems in the Air Force. We,

muste be able to recognize and help solve-these problems.

irylien a woman decides to join the Air Force, not only must she face the positive and
negative attitudes of friends, huC when she puts on the kiniform she must face the inherent
problerna that go along with the woman in the milithy.

*4-

FIRST PROBLEM --ADISCRIMINATION .

One of the first problems the woman in the mijitary faces is discrimination. It usually
occurs in two types: institutional and personal,

..
1-4kitioi,al Sexism m!.

.
sexismlipehamper iremendously since 1972. Below are some of thejlIP

1.' 931ges :
'S'ec--A,

.

Pq.ECNANCY.. Regulations governho pregnancies changed to allow women to remain

6

tr v Oregnancy.

Most career tieldg' are now opeii to women.
e

.
f;.1,;14P.7.r.S servae academies Ae now bpenTtes women. r

I
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TRAININC:PRERgOUISITES. Training prerequisites have changed to insure qualified
women And men are assigned to jobs.

Personal Sexism

While many regulations that institutionally disiTiminate against women have changed, the
mdividual interpretation of the regulations may be sexist. Personal sexism can be practiced
consciously or subcohsciottsly.

SUB NSCIOUS. Subconscious attitu
dam They May be a product of lack
cause bad morale, and, diminish job
adverse actions are:

or adverse actions generally are not desigiked.to
areness of women's feelings, but can still hurt,

ance. -Some examples of subconscious attitudes or

Names. Use of first naMe Oh, women and using the rank and title of men with the same
rank.

Discounting of Accomplishments or Contributions. Being cited as 'The best female
in the organization." Assuming that a job well done by a woman is "to be

expectecL" and the same job_done by a man, is outstanding or the reverse.
, -

Exclusion pf Women. Overlooking wOrnen when invitations are passed out. ExclusiOn
from discussion on duty as well as at off-duty happenings. This "forgetting" generally comes'
from being unaware of the needs of the women.

Paterrralism. Paternalism or overprotection of women does not allow them to Iccept full
responsibility for their actions or acCOMriihments.

so-

Subconscious. or Not, Still IllegaL, While subconscious sexism may be unintentional, it still
hurts, and mtirale is affected. It may also be illegal.

CONSCIOUS SEXISM. Conscious sexism -is intended to hurt or subordinate women.
Conscious sexism can be based on fear Of inferiority to women. This \fear results from the
behef that men-should be superior to women, but that the individual man may indeed not be
suaenor. Some of the most common of conscious forms of sexism are:

Ridicule of Women. This may incltde the following: Cartoons that. show militarY women
%, as sexless and civilian women as oversexed. A good example of this is the Beetle Bailey*comic

striP, which portrays both streotypes. Jokes-aimed at 4,he conduet of military ,women with
statements like,."All WAFs are whores," "Orily lesbians join the military," "III she could get a
husbcl. she would get married." These statbments border on slander, and they'can hurt and
demoralize women.

.

Programmed Pailiire of Women. The seciind Orpe tif conscious sexism is programmed
may include:.
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Assigning women to jobs because they are women rather than because
they. are quahfied.

Not allowing a woman to do the jo'h ihe was trained for because, to
do so would not serre tbe "purpdse of the supervisor. For example,.the
security policewoman who is not allowed to go on patrol; st} she becomes
the permanent desk sergeant. This places her at a disadvantage forOJT,
accmplishments for her APR, and promotion testing. Chances are, she
will not progress as fast as her male counterparts.

Atter inaliequate"preparation-, thrusting women into jobs they cannot
hanile.

N.

Not providing adequate training for women in OJT. While some
OJT failures may be the lack of -ability on the part of the woman, many
are caused by the lack of adequate training by the supervisor.

1

Shifting Responsibility. The third type of conscious sexism is _shifting of responsibility ,n
from women to men. This involves not allowing women to supervise men. Many positions/
have been created just for women so they will not supervise men.

flIllegal Actions. All of these actions are illegal; however, they do take place in the Air
Force today.

SECOND PROBLEM ROLE CONFLICT,

Role conflict comes from living in an environment that is 90 percent
a culture which has designated different roles for Women than men.

Conflict Between Being Feminine and Comp'etent/Productive'

male and living in

Womei are enouraged to display the traditional traits of femininity, while most.,jobe
require traditional masculine traits. Some trails required of women on jobs versus traits to
-et the job done are:

Air

Feminine nhits

Sexy

Nurturing/Compassionate

!llogical

Helpless

Finding
:e Oe

(:nvirot

Traits to Get Job Done

competent
Tough ,

Logicai

Resourceful

S.

J.,

.an epprointato and .comfortable balance hetweeti femininity and getting the job
difficult ;md frustrating. A woman Mt gain a new awareness of herself and h;ttr

,tvelyorsie mu6t expect people to 1?eindividuals rather than otkiects.

fr

.

6'
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THI-RD PROBLEM LACK OF ROLE MODELS

Most psychologists agree that people learn to be successful by modeling themeelves
after other successful people. There are very few female senior enlisted, officescor civilian
manageni (and even fewer minority womei) in the Air Force. Conseiiiiently, there _are very
few sucessful military women to refer to as role models. To be a "first in" is a challenge

,not only for-a wo n an to prove thatffi\e can do the job, but also for her to learn to cope
with new behavioriws ithout loaing.selt-respect and dignity. This means that military women
must build new roles for themselves. \

The Challenge end-Opportunity

Today can be an exciting time for women in uniform.

ADVANTAGES IN UNIFORM. There are definite advantages for...women in unifoim
over their civilian counterparts. Some advantages are: equal pay, the chance to travel, educa-
tional opportunities, and a better chance for prombtion and.responsibility than _in civilian life.
The military affords many women the-opportunity to find out just who.they are without
being role-bound .at home.

l%
CHALLENGE. There is still- t-i-long'push before women are to be considered as truly

professional equals.

HOW TO PREVENT SEXISM FROM INTERFERING WITH
THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP

ti gqual Opportunity and Drug/Alcol 1 specialists will both be entering into helping relation-
ships with their clients. Korne clients lit be female. Old and subconscious stereotypes have

a
the potential of interfe7ing with the helping relationship. Using the best counseling/interviewing
technique will ruit help the relaticinship if the client'perceives'you as 'fititting her down",
because she is a woman. Most counselorrianterviewers have a sincere desire to help their clients,
and do tiot intend lo stereotype their female clients. 'But, because our culture transmits so
many role expectations about women, it is difficult not to respond to these stereotypes is

, a
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Counselor's/Interviewer's Needs. Paternalism often servos counselorsVinterviewers' needs, 431
making them feel useful, -im$ortant, or superior.. At the same time, it does not help the client
to !Mach her full potential or take responsibility for her actions. A good question for a coun-
selor/interviewer to ask is "Am I doing this because the client needs the help or because it
makes me feel good?"

DOUBLE STANDMIXS. Counselors/intervieweu, often have double stafidards set up for
men and women clients.. The double standards take two torms: differences in .behavior and
requiring a chaperon Co be present with female clients.

0

Mfferent Standaras Bepauior. Counselors/uitemewers sometimes will accept ,behaviors
of men as normal and the same behavior from wOmen as Inappropriate. For example,
cursing from men may be seen as appropriate, but from women it becomes "unladyllife."

,

Chaperoning. Some counselors/interviewers.require a. chaperon during interviews with-
female clients. Thir action can compromise the faith .and confidence of the client Sand severely
restrict the client's responses to the interviewer. Thi:; is a very touchy area and should be
dealt with by your office staff.

SEXIST LANGUAGE. Becausit sexist.language i3 SO common, counselors/ipterviewers may
find it difficult to notice and contoont sexist language when clients, aszsociates, or group partic-
ipants use it. Since silence usually connotes agreement, failure to confront sexist liniguage
communicates the counselor's/interviewer's position on sexism to the observer.

'Jokes: Counselors/interviewers who often use sexist jokes or words show, a lac? of sensi-
tivity for the feelings of women and r(in the risk of having their clients "time them out." .

Those counselors/interviewers who would, not tell a rscist joke dbn't hesitate to tell sexist jokes.

Failure to Confront. S)'xist language LJ so common in most soCial:situations, counselors/
interviewers may find it difficult to confront t.lients ,tud associates, particularly in small group
counseling. Counselors/interviewers have a responsih:lity for what goes, on in their classes,
counseling sessions, etc. lt will be neceseary to cocfrint much language in "the environment. the
counselors/interviewers control. The result confrontation is that when the counselor/inter-
viewer objects to the language, clients and ciatesKriliknow where the evunselor/interviewer
stands on the issue. Even though it probabey won't change their attitudes, it will,stop the
risk of insulting women,.

TREA'FLNG AS SEX OBJECTS. Taitating wfomen as sex objects is one of the most diffi-
- cult attltudes to identify.

4

_ .

Sexuas lity ver3us Sexi3rn. The line betNTen sexuality and seicism seems to be very thin at
times. Appreciating a woman's or a man's lexuality a normal feeling. HaVing sexual feelings
toward the opposite sexis nbt sexist. Wivm comments are made that indicate a INOTtlall OY
man is to .be used rather than-anpreciated that sexist. Cenerally, treathig anyone as a
thing and not a person; because of their sex, is' sexist behavior.'

4,..eer,rs 9
3 9 `..).
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GUIDELINES FOR EQUAL TREATMENT OF THE SEXES.

IN Mc'GRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY PUBLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION
CS

461
.

The word sexism was cotnwi, by agilogy to racism,ito denote discrimination
based on gender. In its original sense, sexism r'eferred to prjuilice agairfst .

the female sex. Ino broader sense,- the term now indicates aliy arbitrary
.itereotYping of males and females on the bas'is of their gender.

. .

a .

We-are endeavoring through t'ilese guidelines to eliminate vxfst assum.ptiotis -

. from McGraw-Hill Book Company publications and.to encourage a greeter freedom'
for all individuals to.pursue their Interests and realize their potentials.

. -

Specifically, the52 guidelines ar.?. designed to make McCraw-Hill staff members
,and McGraw-Rill authots.awareW.the ways in.wilich males-and females have
been stvreotyped.ip publications; to-show the role language-has-played in ne- fo?,

. ..
inforcing-inequaltty;-4aild to...indicate positive approaches toWard providing -:

-./fair, accuratqb,and balanced treatment of both sexes in our "publi4tion . t
" . -

.

One approach isjo:recruit more women as aUthors and cOntributors in all .

fields. -The'writi..1gand viewpoint*:4of women should be,representid in quota-.
.tions anCreferences whe:Never possible: Anthologies should inc,1 e 4 firger

,proportion of $elettions tiy-and aboUt women in'field4 Where iuita le m ter47.
. ._

ala'are AvallaiWe but) querently underrepresevtcd..

Women as well as men have been leaders and heroes, explorel-s- andipione rs,
and have maOeinotable contr i nibutions o 7;cleco, medidine, law, b sines

.

--- , .

. polkic s. ciiiRs, economic;;. Citerature.- the.arts,.sports, and o
t

her a ells ..
fiNol éddeavor. 1Sooks aealin ith subjects'like these, as weli,LWginen 11104' r

. histories, shyuld ac.knowl dge !thu'achieVements of women. .The faht Oa
women!s right,s, opportunities, and accOmplishments have been 1i4ted.by the-

,

sotiai eustom6 and .conditions of th.eir time should be openly disqussid"wijen-,
-.

--Th ever reevant to Che-toPic at.hand. .

, *4

Wreatiie chat the languat;e of literature cannot fbe-prescribed. The recoil-
, .

mendatioNsAn these,guidelines, thus,' wresintended primarily for ugt in,i.
-teaching tpoterials, rel.rfncillworks, 4 non(ictionlkforks An g eneral.- ef

) . ,.

Nons(xist iiriatitlene Of Wome.'nand Hen '.is

.. s

I

r -11 .

.

..: hen amd.woMen 4onld bc tteZt-tAie, primarily as peciple, and.not pr'imardily as,
Osembers of opposte.sexca. Their shared humanity and cbtnmon attributii,'

. should Ge stressed .--:-. &I thoit.genner dftferente. -Nefther'sex ahouf,d,be
0

..,

streotyped pr arbittirily assigned to a leading or secondarrrole. .i ,
1

. . P A. '

.. . These mat,!rials may .be..Sproduced in +le 'or in part without-written.
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1. a. Though many women will continue to .(ht.ose tiaditioual otcupations such

as homemaker or secretary, women shoul! not be typercast in these
roles but shown in a wide variety of professions and trades: as

doctors and dentista, not always as nurses; as principals and proles-
sor-i, not always as teachers; aS lawyers and judgus, not always as
social workers; as hank presthents, no( always as tellers; as members
of Congress, not always as members of the League'of Women Votexs..

b. Similarly, men should not be .:hown-as .:onstantlyubjeet to the ."ma:;cu-
P tio,_ mystique" in their interests,'attitudes, or careers. They should

not he made to feel that their self-wo-th depends entirely upon their
income level or the status level of their jobs. lhey.shoold not be
conditioned to believe that a man ought to earn more than a woman, or
that he ought to be the sole support of a family.

c. An attempt should be made to break job stereotypes for both women and
men. .No job should be considere'd-sex-iyped,'-and it should never be
implied that certain jobs are incompatible with a woman's "femininity"
or a man's "masculinity." Thus, women as,well as men should be shown
as accountants, engineers, pilots, plumbers, bridge-buildeis, computer
operators, TV repairers, and astronauts, while men as well as women
should-be shown as nursies, grade-school teachers, secreiaries,, typists,
librardans, file clerks, switchboard operatOrs', and baby-sitters.

Women within a profession sheuld be shown at all professional-levels,
including the top levels. Women should be. portrayed in positions of
authority over men and over other women, ancr aere should be to im-.
plicaclon that a man loses face or that a woman.faces difficulty if
the erIlliloyer or supervisor is a woman. All work should be atreated as
honorable and worthy of respect; no job or job choices should be down-.
graded. Instead, women and then should be offered more optioris than
were available to them when work was stereotyped by sex.

d. books designed for children at the pre-school, elementary, and
secondary levels should show married women who work outside.the home
and should treat them favorably. Teaching materials should not assum
or imply that most women are wives who are also full-time mothers, bu
should instead emphasize the fact that vomen have choices- about their
marital status, just as men do: that some women choose to stay perma-

. nently single and some are in rib hurry to marry; that some women marry
but do not'have children, while others rry, have childret, and-con-s
tinue to work outside the home. Thu pxt might say that some
married people have children and some do'not, and that sometimes one
or both parents work.outside the home. Instructional maierials should
never imply that all women have a "mother instinct" or that the emo-
tional life of a family suffers because a woman works. Instead they
might state that when both parents work outside the home there is
uivally either greater sharing of the child-rearing activities or
reliance on day-care centers, nursery schpolS, or other help.

100%41

,
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According to Labot Depertmcnt statistics fo 1972, over 42 per cent

of all mothers with children under 18 worked outside the home, and

about a third of these working mothers had children under 6. Publi-

cations ought to reflect this reality.

Both men and women should be shown engaged in home maintenance activ-

ities, ranging from cooking and housecleaning to washing the car and

making household repairs. Sometimes the man should shown prepar-

ing the meals; doing the laundry, or diapering the ba% , while the

WOMAH builds bookcases or cakes out the. trash.
/

e. Girls should be shown as having, and eXeruising, the same options as

boys in their play and career choices. In chool materials, girls

should be encouraged to show an interest in mathematics, mechanical

skills, and aCtive sports, for example, while boys should never be

madeito feel ashamed,nf an interest in poetry, art, or music, or an

aptitude for..cooking, sewing, or child care. Course materials should,

be addr.assed to students of both sexes. For example, home economics

courses should apply to boys as well ,as girls, and shop to girls as

well as boys. Both males and females should be shown...in textbook

illustrations depicting career choices. 4 **

1.

.
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When as a practi,cal matter it is kndwn that a book will be used

primarily by women itor th Mg of the edition (say, the next five

years), it is pointless to prog?Ond that the readership is divided

2(1..1.1E.; between males and females. In such cases it may be more

oeneficial to address theipook fully to women and exploit every

opportunity (1) to point out to them a broader.set of options than

they might otherwise have considered, and (2) to encourage them to

aspire to a more active, assertive, and policymaking role than theyr

might otherwise have thought of.

f. Women and gtrls should be portrayed as active participants in the

same proportion as men.and boys in stories, examples, problems,

illustrations, discussion questions, test ttems, and exerciSes,

regardless of subject matter.. Women should not be stereotyped in-

eNamples.by being spoken of oitly in connection with cooking, sewing,

shopping, and similar activities.

2. a. Members of both sexes should hy riTre(--ented as whole human beings

with hutikan strengths and weaknesses, not masculine or feminine ones.

Women and girls should'be shown as having the same abilities, inter-

. osts. and ambitions as men and boys. Characteristics that have been

traditionally praised in.males such as boldness, initiative, and

assertiveness should also be praised in females. Characteristics

that liave been prayed in females -- suchcas gentleness, compassion,

and sensitivity --4'should also be praised in males:

b. Lihe men and boys, women and girls should be portrayed as.independent,

active, itrllirouragenqs, competent, decisive, perslstent, serious-
.

minded, and s .Cess'ful. They should appear as logical thinkers,
problem-solvers, and decision makers. .

They should be shown as

These mpterIzqs may e reproduced In whole or in part withoutywritttn
permission provided that each such reproduction carries an acknowledgment

to the McCraw-Hill Book Company. 396
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, interested in their work, pursuing a variety of career goa and both
.Aieserving of.a.nd receiving public recognition for their accomplish-

c. Sometimes men uhould be'shown as quieit and pas!iive, or fearful and.
Andelisive, or illogical and Ai-Nature. Similarir, womeu should some-
i.imes be hhown as tougti.' #ggresilve, and insensitive., Stereotypes of

the logical, objective male and the.emotional, subjective female.art
to be avoided. In descriptions, the smarter, braver, or more suCcess-
ful person ehould be a woman or girl as often,as a man or boy. In

illustrations, the taller, heavier, stronr,er,,or, more acgve person
should not always be male, especially when children are portrayed.

3.. Women and inen should be treated with the same respect, ,dignity, and
seriousness. Neither shiDuld be trivialized cir stereotyped, either in
text or in illustratiOns. Women should not be described by physigal
attributes when men are being described by mental attributes or profes-
sional position. Instead, both sexes should be dealt with in the same
terms. References to a.man's or a woman's appearance, charm, or intuition
should be avoided when irrelevant.

no

Henry Harris is a shrewd lawyer and
his wife Ann is a striking brunette.

_

4

yes

The Harrises-are an attraclive
couple. Henry is a handsome
blond and-Ann-ii-a stsiking
brunette.

OR The Harrises are highly respected
in their fields.' Ann is an ac-
complished musician and Henry is
a shrewd lAwyer.,.

The Harrises are an interesting
couple. Henry is a shrewd
lawyer and Ann is very active
in community (or church or

\
(ivic)

affairs.
4'

a: In descrifitions.of women, a patroniz ng or girl-watching tone should
be avoided, as should sexual innuend es, jokes., and puns. Examples,
of practices.to be avoided: locusing on physical appearance (a
b9om blonde); using special female-ge der word forms (poetess,
aviatrix, usherette);. treating women a.4 sex objects or portraying
the typical womee as weak, helpless, 4 hysterical;"making women
figures ofifun or objects of scorn ariMt eating their issues as
humorous or unimport'ant.,

ExaMples of stereotypeftto be avoided: .r,catterbiAined female, fragile
flower, -goddess on a pedtstal, ci:tty gossip, henpecking shrew, apron,
wearAng mother, frentrated spinster, ladylike little girl. Jokes at'

Pr,

These materials may be reproduced in whol,e or in part without written
permission provided that each such reproduction carries an acknowledgment
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women's expense -- such as the- wOman driver or gging mother-in-law

elides -- are to be avoided.

the toir tex; the weaker vex

the distaff eide

the girls or the ladies (when
adult females are meant) -

Llsk, as in: I'll have my gAtl
check that.

lady,used as a modifier, as in
lady lawyer

-A
the llttle woman; the better
half; the ball and chain

women

the f

he w en

yea,

e side or line

I'll have my secretary (or
s.tnt check that. (I Use

the person s name.) .

a er (A woman may be
si ply through the ch
n uns, as in: The lj er ma
h r summation tp the jury. Try

i

seavoid gender modi iers a

Woman or female as in:/

o-

ether. When you m et modi y,

a course on women rijers, or
'the airline's fire
pil00

identified
ce of prf-,

wife

female-gender word forms, such author, poet,
as aulbaum, poetess, Jewess

female-gender or diminutive word .suffragist, u
forms, such as suffragette,. pilot)
ulherette, aviatrix

I.

aviator (or

libber (a put-down) feminist; li tionist

AElgt.Z2JOILJILNI young woe)en

co-ed (as a noun) atudont

(Note; Logicall), co-ed should tlefer to
any st4dent at ,a co-educational cbllege

.

or university. Since it does not, it is_
a sexist term.)

Fotisywqe

3

homemaker for a person who works
at home, r rephrase with a more
precise dr moreinclusive term

These metm-11.12 may be reproduced in whole or in pari wiEhout written
permission proViad that each such reproduction carries an ackriewledgment

.. ,
.to the McGrew-hill Book.Company.
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The sound of the drilling disturbed The sound of the drilling dis-
the housewives in the neighborhood. turbid everyone within earshot

(or everyone-in the neighbor-
hood).

Housewives are feeling the
pinch of higher prices

.,

career girl or career woman

. cleaning woman, slaanint ltix,

illyr, .L,
ti or maid

-

1 ....rAtz.7.

b. In descriptionS of men, especially men, ..n the home, references to

Consumers (customers or shoppers)
argqeeling the pinch of higher
prices.

name the woman's profession:
attosamEjlerSoith; Maria
Sand14* a lournelist or
editor or business executive
or doctcr or lawyer or agent

joutlekeerler; Nsuse or ogice
cleaner

.e17:

1.1.,..,-. general ineptness should be avoided.. Men should not be character-
,,, . ized as dependent on women for meals, or clumsy in household main-

..."-- tenance, or as foolish in Self-care.
,.4)t-ti:;~ ---"

.
,,.)-;71:k

-;1;777,-.... To be avoided: charaCterizations that stress Men's dependence on
women for adv,ice on what to wear and what to eat, inability of men
to care for themselves in times of illness, and men as objects of
fun (the henpecked husband).

c. Women ihould be treated s part of the rule, nirt as the exception.

Generic terms, such ps doctor and nurse, should be assumed to include
both men and women, and modified titles such as "woman doctor" or
"male nurse," should be avoided. Work should never be stereotyped
as "woman's work" or.asf"a man-sized job." Writers should avoid
showing a "gee-whiz" attitilde-toward wPlien who peiform competently;
("Though a woinan, she ran the business as well as any man" or
"Though a woman., she ran the business c!'ficiently.")

d. Women 'should be spoken of as participants in the action, not as
possessions of the men. Terms such as pioneer,.farmer, and Aettler
should not be use4 as though they applied only to adult males.

41111111

1 .

D2

Pioneers moved West, taking their
wives and children with them.

41.

Le11.1

Pioneer families moved West.

Pioneer men and Women (or
pioneer couples) moved West,
taking their children with
then.

These materials mAy be reproduced in whole or in part without written
permission provided that each such reproduCtion carries an acknoyledgment
to the McGraw-Hill Book Cempany.
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manpower

grow.to manhood

Yak

human'power; huian energy; work-
ere; workforce

grow to adulthood; grow to man-.
himod or womanhood

b. The English"language lacks a genericsingular pronoun signifying he
or sjie, and therefore it has been customary and grammatically

-sanctioned to use maoculine pronouns in expressions such as
II," 1:anyone...Id," end "each child-opens his book." Neverthelesk !

tvoidwhen possible the pronouns hill, Atm, and hk in reference to
the hypotheticih person or humanity in general.

various alternatives may be considered:

(1) Reword to eliminate unnecessary gender pronouns.

The swerage Americcn drinks
his coffee black

(2) i',Acsar.. J,nto

The average American drinks
black coffee.

Host Americans drink their
,coffee black,

,

(3) T.t,:Tlace the msscniirie pronoun with one, Ism, ht Or she, hal:of 'r
hie, as approptiatt'. (Use kt or lb/ and its variations sparingly
to void clumsy.pmooe.)

(4) Alternate mmle and female expressions and examples.

I've often heard supervisors
gay, "He's not the right nan for
the job'," or "Be lacks the qual-
ifications for success."

7've often heard supervisors
%Jay, "She's not the right
ne...aon for the job," or "He
lacks the qualifications for
aUccees."

.(5) To avoid severe problems of repetition or inept wording, it may
sometimes be best to usq the generic he freely, but to add, in the ,

. Preface and as often i necessary in the text, emphatlê statements
to the effett that the masculine prónouns are being used for
svcclnetness and Are ihtended to refer to both females and males.

These gultIallnes con cnly cuggtst a few bolutions-to difficult problems
of r4vording. te pio!:cr solution ih any given passage must depend on
thi context rine on the author's Intention. For example,.it would be
wror^ te urJ ir contexts stressing a one-to-one relationship, as

-lbase lei/Let:OR vily be reprvtlucea in whole or in part without %mitten
psrmission prcvided that each such reproduction catries.an acknowleament
to the McGrcw-H11.1 floCompainy.
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. Women should not be portrayed sa nt.:e.ng male permieelop in order to
act or to exercise rights (except, af couise, for historicaror
factual accuracy).

Jim Weiss allows his wife to work Judy Weiss works part-time.
pert-time.

4.. Women should be recognised for their'own achievements. IntelOgeat, dar-
ing, and innovative women, both in history and in fiction, should be
provided as rola-models for girls, and leaders in the fight for women's
rights should be honored and respected, not mocked or ignored.

5. In references to humanity it large, language should operate to include
women and girls. Terms that tend to exclud females should be avoided
whenever possible.

a. The word man has.leng.been used not only to denote a person of male 1.

gender, but also generically to denote humanity at large. To many
people today, however, the word ma has become so closely associated
with the first meaning (k uale human being) that they.considor it no
longer broad enough to be applied to any person or to.human beings
as a whole. In deference to this position,- alternative expressions
should be uied-in place of ma (or derivative constructions used
generically to signify humanity at large) whenever such substitutions
can be made without producing sn'awkward'or artificial construction.
In cases where =7-words must be used, special efforts should be made
to ensure that pictures and other devices mak. explicit that such
references include women.

Here are some possible substitutions for gerworda:

mankind . humanity, human beings, human
race, people

primitive man primitive people or peoples;
primitiv human beings;
ptimitive men and women

man's achievements human echiviements
(I

,If.a man drove 50 miles at 60 mph .If a person (or driver) drove
50 niles at 60 mph . . .

the best man for the fob the best person (or candidate)
Ior the job

manmade artificial; synthetic, manufac-
tured; constructed; of human.
origin

these materials may be reproduced in whole or in part without written

11111
permission provided that'each such reproduction carries an acknowledgment

t to the McGrew-Kill Book Company.
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aeeween teacher,and child.
Ike or she or alternating he.

T. Occupational terms ending
by terms that can include
a particular person. ,t

no

Tonaressman

_businessman

fireman

-mailman

salesman

insurance man

statesman

chalrman

cameraman

foreman

in an.
members

cases, either using the expression
as appropriate, will be acceptable.

should be replaced whenever possible
of either sex unless they refer to

yet

member of Congress; representa-
tive (but Congressman Koch and
Congresswoman Holtzman)

business executive; business
manager

fire fighter'

mail carrier; letter carrier

sales representative; salen-
per3on; pales clerk-

insurance agent

leader; public servant

1

the'person presiding at (or
chairing) a meeting;,the pre-
siding officer; the chair;
heaci; leader; coordinator;
moderator

caMers operator

oupervisor

,d. Language that assumes all readers' are male should be avoldece.

no

you and your wffe

when you shave in the morning

.xes

you and your spouse

whnn you brush your teeth (or
wash up) in the morning

6; The Ianguage used to designate and describe f,emales And males should
treat 6e sexes equally.

a. Parallel language should be used for women and men.

These materials may be reProdOced in whole, or in.part 14thout written
permission provided that each such reproduction carries an acknowledgment
to the McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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the men and the ladies

man and wife

etr1/4tirnr.t1".". V ' 7

na L377
_the man and the women
the ladies and the gentlemen
the girls and the boys

husband and wife

Note that ladv and gentleman, yife and hUeband, and mother, and father,

are role words. Ladies should be-used_for women only when men are be-

ing referred to as gentlemen: Similarly, women should be called'

ytyes and mothkrs only when men ate referred to as huebqn4, and

fathers. Like a mal shopper, a woman in a grocery store should Ime

called a customer, net a hpueewife.

b: Women should be ideatified by their own names (e.i., Indira Gandhi).

They should not be referred to in'terms of their rOles as wife,
mother, sister, or daughter unless it is in these roles that they
are significant in context. Nor should they be identified in terms
of their marital relationships (gre. Gandhi) unless this brief form
is stylistically more convenient (than, say Prime Minister Gandhi)
or is paired up with similar references to nen.

(1) A woman should be referred co by name in the.same way that a
man is. 'Both should be called by their full names, by first or
last name only, or by title.

no

Bobby Riggs and Bi e Jean

Billie Jean and Riggs
Mrs. King and Riggs

Mrs. Meir and Moshe Dayan

Bobby Riggs and Billie Jtan King

Billi Jean and Bobby
Kin and Riggs

° Hs1 King (because she prefers
Ms.) and Mr. Riggs

Coida Heir and Moshe Dayan or
Mrs. Meir and Dr. Dayan

(2) Unnecessary reference to or emphasis on a woman', marital status
should be avoided. Whether married or*not, a women may.be referred
to by the name by which she Chooses to be known, whether her name is

' her original name or her married name. I

C. Whenever possible, a tern should be used that includes both sexes.
Unnecessary references to gender etould be avoided.

no

college boys and coode - students

VLS

These materials may be reproduoe# in whole or in part without written
, permission provided that each such reproduction carries an acknowledgment

to the McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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. Inautar ss possible, job titles should be nonsexist. Different_nomen-
clature hould not be used for the same job depending on whether it is
held by a male or by a female. (See elect pAragraph 5c for additional

examples of words ending in

Do
1

.stvward or purser or stewardess

policeman and policewoman

maid,and houseboy

/

e- Different pronouns should not lie linked with certain work or occupa-
tiOns 'n the assumption that'the worker ,is always (or usually) female
or male Instead either pluralize or use he or she and she or he. .

MUs

flight' attendant

police officer

house-or office cleaner;
servant

no t

the consUmer or shopper...she

the 4ecrytary-Ae

the breadwinner...his earnings

yetis

consumers or shoppers...they

secretaries...they

ihe breadwinner...his ot her
earnings 2r. hreadwinners....
their'earnings.

f. Hales should not,always be first in order Of mention. Instead, alter-
nate the order, sometimes using: women an4 AIEL, AentThmen and ladies,
she or he, her or his.

-CONCLUSIbN

\

4

It is hoped dhat these.guidelines have alerted auihors and staff members to thp
problems of sex discriminatiOn and to various'ways of solving them.

394

.

These materials May be reproduced in whole or in part without writteit
porMisslOn,provided that each uck reproduction carries an aanowledgment
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to the McGraw-Hill Book-Company.
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.SMSM QUESTIONNAIRE 37s7

1. Which of the following statements culled from Vat MAinardi's essay"The
Politics of Housework," beet describes your attitude towards housework?

a. Housework is feminixing and unnatural for web. It is hi,porically

and biologically the proper domain of women.

b. I hate housework more than my wife does. She doesn't mind At ai much,

so she does it. Besides, she has more time.

c. I don't mind sharing the housework, but I don't do it very well. We

should do the things we're best at.

d. I hate housework, but I do some of the chores occasionally.

e. :Suet because housework is menial and boring doesn't mean it's women'$
work. I share as much of it as poesible before and after work and,do
at least half of the chores on weekends.,

IRank the followin female attributes in order of importanc:

a. Sexual attractiveness

b. Cooking and domestic skills

c. Intelligence and common interests

d. Self-confidence

e. Understanding of men's needs

.

3. 'Which of the following "husband in the home" roles is least Objectionable
to you?.

a. I adhere strictly to an equal divtsion of household responsibilities ,
(including cooking, shopping, cleaning and laundry) and child care
responsibilities (incldding transportation, morning chores such as
feeding and dressing the children, seeing they are,ready for school,or

, play, nighttime care and stories, baby sitting arraneements, sick care
and weekend activities.)

I prepare Sunday dinner for the family and take the dhildren to the
beach, park, zoo 4nd other events on weekends. I do help with,the
housework *then she fs vary tired or sick.

4
c, I shop in the tasekend, do the diehes four times a week end help with

the heavy cleaning. I take care of the kids all day Sunday, read thew
bedtime stories, provtde their transportation After six and on weekends, .
andisske half the .breakfasts for the kids and dinner every Sunday.

A2-1. Attachment 2
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d. Most men 3re too tired after work to hive to .,orry about doing the

dishes, getting the children into their pejaaas and giving them baths.

They certainly can't he expected to make breakfast for everyohe'when

they have to be alert for a full day's,work. ,I don't mind telling.them

,stories at night, If I'm home in tits., or taking,them to apeaal events

on weekends, but.definitely riot every weekend. After working hard all

week, I'm enIitled,to some relnxation

e. How can cnildren leal.a to respect thelr fathers if they see them doing ,

women's worpk and A.: chey amot lower zneuseives to bathing and dressing

them? On weekendo vie often take the children to the zoo or the park.

But we go kie a femily, Women enjoy.thie type of outing. Of course I

would take my son to a kootbell game, if he were old enough to behave

properly. I might take mry daughter tto the theater or a movie: I have

already taken her down to my office tcesee where,I work. She's very.

pretty and lay colleaguei enjoyed L-Aeetiqg her.

4. * recent artcl lj 11?-, new goolents Mks. highlights.a-trenq tk.A..4rr,a

marriage contracts. ,4o1! -nu be t4jjr.4 to negotiatt an agreement wgh
your wife to i141,:' :aortt diviqion of.houaehold duties and Calk
care?

. No: Thec i nj neeotiatins Ka agreeMent when she is,aiready

. legally and morally :Pound 'r5, the oath she took when we married --

"to love, honor and ob-2!v."

b No. I agree with ,07-TAn N.,aiter's opinion of such contracts as stated

in his book, The ?ri3oner of Sexi "He could love-a woman and she might

even sprain her hefore,n hundrd sinAa of.dishes in a month, but .

he would not be h'iopyfo 1;r1pr if his work should suffer, no, not

unless hef work -iiKere s valaabie-as his own."

t
c A contract 41A.tch.e:ut,t Mndingllight be.a means for my wife to let .

off ete ano 4tEqCZ! iet rtpee. Li.t .rt can't forget that-fhe work that

brings in tor mow,y t ) valuJI:)tc.

I Might make,00me rfoal cl4lci;siciao in the realm of housework end

child care, but I r. -ur-g thinge out in a discusaion. A

contract, with Lts of penalties, grievances and arbitration,

is too cold 8 Lool Zor out (lifferences in 3 love,relationshipt

e Y. I wouu0 nfygotAatc such an agreement. Susan.Edmiston's

ntatement In i;rtcle 91.1MS up my view: "A con.tract may seem a

ld and t0 zw,3 wo&lnyi out'an intimate relationship, but often

it.is the rlo':v vav f ccovt% uith th-e Rhosta 2,000 years of tradition

li,rkir3 10 rIstrvtuge." .

S. Whicn vo c.) lect7n1hle?

A fems1,1 1-fn 7_tkeg to play ootgall

' 6
A2-2
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b. A reale child who likes to iron and do_dishes

c. Ame4. child who is a bully

d. A female child whti is aggressive

2481

1

e. A female child who is-exceedingly passive and submissive

6. Indicate which of the following statements is true.

a. Boys become homosexual. because of their parents allowed them to.

b. Boya,becOme homosexuals because of dieierbted family relationalAps.

c. Boys become homosexuals because of inherited characteristics.

d. .All of the above are true.

e. None of the ibove are true.

7. Which of the following would you describe as the most characteristically
.44
e feminine traits?

: a.. Dependency

`411W1) b. Desire to have children

4104

-

-c. Subjectilftty

1.- Compass-ion

..e. We don't know whet is- inherently feminine because women have never been
fres, to fully express their'individual attributes.

6

S. Which of the following statements best suits your view of lesbians?, (anemic

a. Lesbians are women who need therapy in order to adjust to normal hetero-
sexual relations.

-
,1). Lesbians are women'who could boccie* heterosexual if they simply had.a

sexuallY adept male partner. Unfortunately these women are often too
unattractive to appeal to other men.

c. Lesbians are social deviants who present a serious threat to the morals
of other women and young girls.

d. 'Lesbians are women yho find sexual satisfactioii and emotional fulf01-1
Amenethrough oihmr.women.

e. JAisbianivare women whowedesp7rooted hatred of mem prevents them from
U

I A24 cl #
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enjoying a normal sexual relationship. Thia hatred is actually baaed
on penis envy as proven by their castrating behavior towards males and.their tendency to emulate sale appearance.

-

. Indicate which of-the following statements is (are) true.

a. All female orgaama are centered in the clitoris.
A

b. There are two types of female orgaass - vaginal and clitoral. 'A
vagi4,1%orgasm occurs only during intercourse and Is more.intense than

clitoral orgasm.

.c. The intensity of female orgasm is not related to vaginal penetrstic
by the penis. In fact, the most intense orgasms experienced by fem3,-
subjects in recent studies occurred by masturbatory stimulation or
manual stimulation by the partner-not during intercourse.-

d. Wherever it comes from it's her man that's going to get it going? so
. she'd better think of satisfying him first.

e; Women's current preoccupation wlth their_ own sexual satisfaction is
unnatural and can only lead to promiscuity or lesbianism. Nave they
forgotten that their primary purpose, like the females of any species,
is reproduction?

10. Which of the following quotations best suits your view of women? (Choose one)

4

a. "A man in general'is better pleased when he has a good ding r than whenhis wife talks Greek."

b. "In childhood a.Woman must be subject to her father; in youth to herke husband; when her husband is dead, to her sons. A woman met never befree of subjugation:"

c. "Real manhocl is based on huM71-niam. . . not on any form of oppression-.
.

d.. "Women have great talent 44t no genius for they always remain subjective."

e. "Man's,superlority will lie shówn, not in the fact that he has enslavedhis wife, but Oist bca'has made her free.
-r

11. Match the follquing women with theft affililtions:

a. Betty Friedan

b. !Mhirley rAliJholzi

c. Germaine Grter

4

Black congresswoman and first,female candidate
or President.

Author of Sexual
kitrrature.

President of NOW

Politics,

(Naiional

an attaek on sexism

," Organization for
Women) and au,thor of The Feminine Mystique.
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d. Gloria Steinem

e. Kate NIlett
7

44,;,34,;:`;,7

11,

383
Outspoken feminist and author of The Female
Eunuch.
Editor of NW., a new magasine*for women, And
leading meuber of National Women's Political

. Caucus.

140:i

12. .Megardi equality for women in the h thome, I agree wi the following
r

.t:ights

for w s':, ,

a. Fraedop,of choice "to,pork outside the home or in the home

Right to sexual satisfaction

c. Right tq enjoy tho same sexual standard* as husband-if he has sexual

relations outside the marriage, so may she

d. Riiht to have resolulibility for hoUsework and child care shared by
spouse

. Right to have an abortion

f. Nona of the abOve

13. I agree with the following goals i:of the women's liberation movement:

a.. Equal pay for comparable work

b. Repeal of all lows against *bortions and repeal of all Contraception laws

c. Free community-controlled child care centers

d. 'Partnership status for women in the home-shared responsibility for

housework; child care, sexual relations and birth control.

e. None of the Obove.75

14. I am against the women's liberation movement because:

a. I don't belieVe women are oppressed.
-

b. The mOvement is controlled by lesbians and frustrated females who can't

set what the average woman wants.

c. If the movement succeeds, it will result in the deitruction of the

family.

d. It is based

e. I-ma afraid
A

on hatred of

the movement

all males.

will show thS same intolerance of men and'

39,9
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disregard for their individuality that males have shown toward women

in the past.

f. The political extremists who run the movement will only be satisfied

witk a communist takeover`.

I don't agree with all the spokeswomen fOr the movement, but the-goals

which will mean equality for women are right on!

15. A recent study conducted by Harvard psychologist Matina Horner indicates

that women fear succeis. Why do-you think this is so? (Choose one), .

a. Women are inherentlY leis competitive, less aggressive than men.

b. Women are brought up to lirlieve they should not experience independent

success, and, if it happens, they have no right to enjoy it.

c. Women who heve succeeded independently provide poor models for younger

womek, since they are usually masculine, ruthlessly ambitious and

often unhappy in their private lives.

d. Women have an instinct to marry and have children. Unless this maternal

instinct is satisfied, they.cannot achieve happiness even though they

achieve succeee.
.

,

. . - ,

e. Women are simply anxious about the gpestion men are
,

just now beginning

to ask: What is the value of succeeding in a materialistic and sociall
\amoral culture?

16. Which sentence best illustrates this situation: "After first-term finals,

Anne finds herself at the top of her medical schOol class."

a. Anne is not a woman. She is,Feaily a computer, the bestlin a new line

of machines.

(\

b. Anne is mousy and, unattractive and has therefore channeled all here

energies into her work.

c. Anne eventually graduates-from medical school but never prictices

medicine because she marries and wants to spend her time raising,a

. family.

d. Anne's unusual ability shows she has the potential to become an
excellent doctor.

eL Anne will graduate from medical schobl but Over achieve prominence

, because of discrimination in the medical field and her 6con ambivalence

about success.

fis
460
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17A Women cohetitute 35 percnt of the labor
concentrated in the underpaid and menial
Women back from job advancement?

a. Likelihood of their leaving yerk for

L385
force, but they are highly
jobs. What do you 'believe holds

marriage and/or having children.

b. Their failure to try as hard.because they know their husbands will
support them if they lose their job.

c. Their natural lack .of competetiveness and careersambition.

Discriminatory attitudes and legislation.
,

. Their lack of power is necessary to tho power of men as a class.

I

lg. Malty men feel 'threatened by .their wives'.decision to go to.work. Why
..1do you think this is'so?

a. Men fear that their wives 'might eirn mote money or greater,recognition
and'thus make them look inferior.

111 .1111 I .00 1 111101

b. Men are afraid that an inflyx of volan into'the labor market will lead
,to unemployment or lack7nof advancement for tbem.

c. Men are afraid that a working wife cannot be a good mother to their
children or companion to them.

L.

Men'are afraid that wives who leave the home to enter the voirking
vprld may become interested in other man or eventually regard their
husbands as less attractive than when they were housewives.

Men believe that a working Wife reflects badly on their ability to earn
a living. .e

st
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SEXISM QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWER SHEET

Nr.

1. a. sexual facilt \

Women have been fitetorieally subjugated,'therefori they are biologically in-

lerior. History" ii destiny:this is the fallacy of the oppressor. Other well-

known males who.have made this mistake are: Ramses II, Pharaoh of Egypt; Ivan

the Terrible,.Taar of Russia; Adolpit Hitler, Fuehrer orGermaoy; Senator Bilbo

of Mississippi,ind other southern and northern racists portrayed in the fictional

stereotype Simon Legree. . . You get the idea.

b. male chauvinist.
You value masculine activities and the male intellect more than what you con-

sider to he trivial female conCerns. 'In Pat Nainardi's worde, the meaning of

this tatement "Housework is garbage work. It's the woist crap I've "

done. It's degrading and bumilisfikng for someone of my intelligence to do !'

But for someone of your.intelliggree.' . ." ("The Politics of Housework",

Sisterhood is PowerkUl)

c. .patirnalist
Like the enlightened despots of the eighteenth century, You .see yourself as a

reasonable man. I'm', make benevolent gestures imid seem to show consideration but

are not willing toitice. women is equals. _Pat Hiinardi bad these specific

interpretation, of-four apiwer: "Unfortunately, I'm no good at things like

wanlling dishes or cooking. What I do best is a little light.carpentry, changing
-light bull* mbving furniture (how often do you move fuTniture?)" Alai) meaning:-

"Historically the lower clissei (black men and us) haver,had hundreds of years
experience doing' menial jobs. It would be a waste of manpower to tiain some-,

one else to do'them now." ,

d. reformist'
You are willing to make some concessions, but not to confront the total reaiity-

that women are equal in intelligence. Their greater tolerance to menial jobs
due to pimp of conditioning does not'make those jobs easier or more fulfilling

for them. You know,that moétvomael haveb what MO.' Hiainardit calls "a lore called

:Guilt over a mepay house' or 'Houaehold work is ultimately my resPonsibility."
You also know that "men have caused that sore-if anyone visits and the place is
a sty., they're not going to leave and say, 'He sure is a louiy housekeeper.'

The women take the rap in ally case." So your token gestures indicate a will-
ingness to change, as long ss the situation is still under your control..

e. humanist
You aCcept the inequity of asiigning all housework to womeh. You endorse die

rights,of every human being to express themselves to.the.fullest extent--even
thodgh this may mean a personal loss of power and radical changes in our present

attitudes and institutions.

2. sexual fascist: (e) first, then (a) and (b) male chauvinist: (a) first,

then (e) and (b) pat,ernalist: (b) first, then (e) and (b) (c) reformist:

(c) first, then (a) and (b) humanist: (c) first, then (d) and (a). There am
'other possible variations, but the main points to remember are: the sexual

fascist, seem iosen first asAmen's servants; the chauvinist sees them primarily

e

A2-8
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als sex objects; the paternalist regards them as home bodies under his protective
wing; the reformist grants them intelligence but not autonomy, and the humanist
regards them, as self-reliant equals whose attraction rests on inte114ence and

' asexuality -but not on subservience.

3. a. humanist
An equal divisioe of housework and child care may sound like a utopian. marriage
-contract, but this agreement has worked for some couples already. Witness "The
Schulmanis Marriage Agreement," published in Ms. Alix Cates Shulman worked full
time as an editor in New York. Before their first.child was born, she and her
husband-had an egalitarian partnership marriage. After two children they had
automatically fallen into whet-SUagn Edmiaton calls 'the traditional,sex roles;
he went out and worked all day to support his family; she stayed home and
worked from six a.m.-to nine p.m. takingcare bf children and housework."
After six years of chronic dissatisfaction, Alix and her husband decided to
share responsibility for home and children through en equal division of jobs .

and time. Reporter Edmiston states: "How, After three years, Alix hail written
six books, and both Shultsan find that their agreement is a new May of life
rather than a ciccoem: to he.fo.11owed

b. .22.11:ornalist
.

.

You under.mtand .thettour wi..:a can, occaisionally, become tAreict.or physically
.

ill. But\you don't recognize her need for relaxation, entertainment, intellec-
tual stlienlatien or just plain relief as A continual human requirement.

..,

c. reformist

, You're making steps in the.right direction, but surely if you've gone this far,
it woOldn't be difficult to go the.whole sharing route and graduate to humanism.

d. male chauvinist
You want the fun of spending time with your children, letting them know Who
their father is (teilet of ptories, bringer of goodies, a special person), but
you won't rh.dre the responsibility'for their care. -You believe you're entitled
to this upecial statue becAuse you make moLey. The Shulman* had this to say
about such qptions: "The ability to earn more money is i privilege Which must
not be compounded by enabling the larger earner to buy out of his/her duties
Jana pui the burden on the partner who earns less. . ."

Aiesunl !naciast

How col children lcarn to :7cs.,..ci their mothers or the role o f women if their
mother+ are denied nny ?.LanLe Zor intellectual growth, individual expression,'
or'recreation apart frets the family? The respect a child feels for his father
is tn n9 =ay diminiAhed che fact thaF he changed their diapers, gave'thee
betty), made their brec:fsato ancl dinners and Shared with mothr.the job of
ralliolthem nnd (or 'thelar home.

4. a. Se*uni 7aeciac
b. Male L..14revtutmt

C. PqtecnrilliAr

d. iteX

C. Human la t

9
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5. c.. or e. humanist
You are able to overcome sex tereotypes, to rekognize behavior which either
impinges on the rights of others (bully) or Wripptomatic of psychological
disturbance (extreme passivity).

c. reformist
Being less free than the humanist from sexist stereotypes, you are more likely
to see the injUstice of a bully than the disorder indicated by extreme
passivity. Females are supposed to be passive, aren't they?

a. b, or d. sexual fascist
You.will have a difficult time deciding, because any behavior which departs
from your sexist stereotypei is repugnant to you. 4

b. You might grant the female'child htr inclination to emulate male
behavior, but for the male child to emulate the female is unthinkable.

d, paternaliit
How can you be benevolent and fatherly towards &female child who is aggre9s1vei

_

6. Homosexuality is s complex issue with many differing opinions, even among,
psychiatrists, as to its causes. Dr. Robert E: Gould, director of adolescent
psychiatry at the Beljeviue Hoepital Center says, "Boys become homosexual because
of disturbed family relationships, not because their parents allowed to do
-so-called femininethings." _Other researches in the field have discovered a'
hormonal imbalance in homosexual subject* which marhavehereditary causes, or

et
may be due to psychological fa ors. .

The Woolen's Liberation movemen favoirs the opinibn that none of the traditional
ideas about homosexuality-not even the predominating view that it results from' ,lb

disturbed family.relationshipi-is acceptable. They believe nen and women should
have their free choice as to-how to live-alone, with partners'of their bwn -.

sex,. in a heterosexual relationship, or commueallyleOhey believ that children
require access to human toys, books, games and emotlohs-free from sex stereo-
typing. Regarding the answers, the probable selections would-be as follows:

a. sfatual fascist
a. and/or c. male chauvinist
d. paternalist 4'

b. reformist-
e. humanist

7. a. sexual fascist
h. paternalist
c. male chauvinist
d. reformist
e. humanist

$. d. hulanist
- Individuals have a right,to their prelerences, ven if they depart from what
wsociety has declared normal.

10
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c. sexual fascist

b. paternalist
You.view lesbians with benevolence, seeing them se misled creatures who simply

need a helpful male to lead them back to the fold.

e. male chauvinist

' The Freudian theory that female children experience envy of the male genitalia

combined With m stereotypeld view of lesbians "prove" the belief you hold so

dear-that males are superior, masculinity to be envied, and females who have the

gsll to hate men are not even worthy-of paternalistic pity.

a. reformist
Psychiatric help has been notoriously unsuccessful for converting lesbians and .

male homosexuals to heterosexual behavior. Some lesbians, like some male.

homosexuals, may have been pushed into those rbles by sex stereotypes with allow

wourn little place to be aggressive and*men few opportunities to be passive and p

tenier: But most lesbians who have spoken out on the'matter,feel they are

entitl.ed to their preference, that.there is no reason to assume that women

can only receive anekive love to a man.

9. a. reformimit.

You accept the findings of,MASters and:Johnson Awe. expel-taunts reveal that

anstomically,_"all orgasms are centered tn the clitoris, whither they result

from direct 'manual pressure applied to the clitorisi, indirect pressure resulting

from the thrusting otimulation of the,erogenous soase,'such-es the breasts."

'(Anaelms Dell'Olio, "The Sexual Revolution Wasn't Our _War," Ne.)

b. paternalist
You still hold with the Freudian theory that theire are two types of orgasms

and.further that the "Clitoral.orgaseo difficult'in the standard aale-grati-

tying positions, is "adolescent" whereas the vaginal orgasm is the only true,

womanly orgasm,

1

r. and a. humanist
You are able to face the female facts of life, realizing that male sexual

satisfaction does not necessarily result in female Sexual satisfaction,

and that masturbation is not an ext4us1vely masculine means of sexual gratifica-

tion.

d. male chauvinist
Women are inherently the pexual servants of male desire. A. such they should be

411,1
thankful for what plessun? they can get'. \

/1,.. sexual blicint
You ,Are pre-Preldisn la yonr vieum,btill believing that WQMOU aren't supposed

to fInjoy sex at all, .:ather they must submit to it as part 0( their destined

roles as mate ani 41/ther. An7 other vfew is dangerous to ociety, i.e. to the

dominance of th..1 mi4v.

.,
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10. s. paternalist. The quote is from Samuel Johnson.

b. sexual fascist. Quote from The Hindu Code of Menu, V

c. humanist. Quote from Bobby Seale. Seize the Time.77,1
d. male chauvintat. Quote from Atthur Schopenhauer.

e. reformist. Quote from Eugene V. Debe.

11. The correct order le b, e, a, -c, d.

,4orsOill 12. f. Nexual fascidt
.

Wives must remAin subjugated.
, .

., .A. male cheuvinist..

n--

`.f '.
t'

-V.. 31.44-.;.1

4014

c.

The wife may work outside the brae, but enjoys none of the "male" priviLeges,
meaning she'd better have the house cleaned and dinner cooked even if she does
work all day.

a. tInd b. 2pLe:nAliot
Woaen havQ pe:asirsaton to hold jobs and enjoy sex, but the benevolent male in
still tn ,zont7.rit-1or their own good, of course.

n. b. An'd reformist
-

You've got to hold the line ere4

a. V. c. A. -humanist

13. a. b. c. d. humanist

sexual fas.:Ist

b. c. male chauvinist
RIrth control and A place for the kids amke sense. But how can their work be
comparable .to a man's work?

3. and b. onternalist
Women can work and ti! paid fairly, but not if they have small children. In

that case their j,p6 is cE, be at home, unless, of course, they are welfare
mothere. More lenl'enc abortion laws may help the latter group.

b, rrj TeforAist. ,

wary of go:1,;2 ii7.the 'way.

4

14. a. and u, mal t chauvinia..
Opprtision ,i4g3 -.(Alitry; to do with the current unrest. There is only the kind of

4Tmowligfaction women ean xperienc07-that is exual dissatisfaction.,

12 1 2 4 °



c. paternalist
You can't envision a faultily in which.women havi a partnership status, even though

such an arrangement might bring you in closer relationship to your wife and

children. Protection and guidance is so central to your view of the\-man's role

that to change to a marriage of equals would seem, to destfoy your whole raison.

d'etre.

g. hummallot

You are able to overcome any dislike you feel-towards individual feminists

and recognize the justice. of .4he goals of equality._

e. reformist
Rather than risk injustice at die hands of women, you will stay with the

MOmitlIM
present setup, admitting it is unjust. -

-4:

,
,

. .

d. f. or d. f. and c. sexualjascist
A communist take-ovtr has been spectre -raised before the advent ofipnions, _

social security, integration and-othlir measures now accepted as inalces of

human progress. Hatred'ofenen may indeed be one extrdme reaction to pressure
:,. - of women, but it is unfairto say this is the impetus of'the Women's Liberation

,.44-.... movement. Rather, 1Z-i9 based on a positive wish-to have equality for both
.--',- sexes which would allow men to be more openly compassionate, peaCe-loving and-,--,

, tender, an arrangement which would permit men to put more of their energies

into nurturing life and lase into controlling, stifling oi destroying it.
. _

.15. a. sexual fasc!at e

v, Biologically, women have no right to or potential for success.

b. humanist
Women have been conditioned to believe they should not succeed. .'Success

involves aggrepsiv'eness and c'ampetetiveness-two traits that our culture has

traditionally viewed as masculine.
EOM

c. male.chauvinist
Women can succeed,:fmt.only if theyscease to be women.

d. paternalist
e.

Matina Horner points out in a recent interview that the counter-culture is

proMoting the notion that cOmpetitiveness is bad., "If.thps idea should begin .

to dominate the norm, and women seeking to develop themeelves for the first

time should then rise to hilgh positions, well they're still in bad shape.

Because nen define the good. It is what mmn do that detirmines the values

of the society, snd,thts is no loss so in the counter-culture than in the one

they left behind." (from an interview lath Vivian Gornick, "Why Women Jeer,

---3uccess", Ms.)

16. a. exual
Anne's superiority in this case is totally inconsistent with the

fact that she Is e feuale. She suit therefore be a machine, invented by,

A000
guees who? t .-

""1011646 13
7trIrtrfirr
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t. male ch±trILIVIRL_

is' only Anne's fpilure to achievajser prime.y gtel-attracting a man-thnt

has turned her to thla secondary ctivity.

paternelist
Mc matter wkint. Anue' other eppitudoe and training indicate,she will he most

cnntent ftAlfill:tna her traditional role of wife and mother.

J. humarict
Anne is vieweu aa n gitud human being, vith no special etrings attached ,n

fact she _Is also trmaic. no,

C. reformInt
Since only siX iierci.nt of all doctors intht nation are women, and since.

conditiorine womcn vor_44ve oit4m militatem against success, the rmformist

predicts Annit will wn 1fil1 the promise ehe has hown in school.

as attitudes chv.oso, so da statistic". The whole process begins with .?

awareness (conscio:lanels9 raising, ae called in the movement).

awareness of th fnctp, yes, but also en awareness of the poieibility

changing thoat Zacts.- rnemamien lo not the mood of libsration.

17. A. Ilmt1.-0,ic,c

b. "(cr-mAY
W2 ire houno to 1.:Po -arliaont eatuo, a vicious circle of dependence, lack of

-initiative, reot OntlquOlmee.

- C. 81/041 rkrnIVIARA
d. hunavilNt

a. ammal
1ut you can fin4-7T43.z.7 of jumtification tn much places GO the Confucian Marrt;v7!

Menusi, The New An4 Tsetnment, The Holy Koran of Islam, the_worke of

Aristotle, Pythommr.f,e And Balsams, Telles/rand and Tolstoy, Bonaparte, Tennyen,

Kipling and GKAOT 111/1mard Shaw.

11. As long mo..,nz.,,A zwu i.-.narried as extultoions of their husbands rathaL

indivAduaim ktitAl wiadm ,n4 dbilitisa of their own, men will continue

tO be ppr ehtivw*,N? mj44,4144 thotr wived. work.

L thiy fasw Jlat :(1.Tk Amtraqr fTros their wives' ability as mother and

companion, .0V: 4;i4z31 4,44..NOw 3.0A1 4 wife fuleille thees.roles when she des-
.

porstaly mint6 Jmik: tvi! tow house.

If they.bellnv4 014/: R\:$1V-k 'e011449 Mould ba kept apart from social intercouraa,

eommead t4 .t%-.11 )4(7Y Iv Aanrik Iban called "A Doll's House" and a

sevmateentil connel, N;, ilhim Wytherliy called "The Country Wife"-the

irtter shgwiarg -41011m4wel mi kaeldni wives cloistered and the former

showieg thl itimamcco, 4.410 timtmop. Further, if we can view marrieee go e

par,4t*I.Tdi,,t hotil partneri contribute tenderness, talent, itAi
S.C. and ;$9:.-0,4t cmpselity, perhaps men will live longer And
!awe; 0404 -,c; oft:taakno nd womam will no longer predominate at mantmt
kr.ftt*i,,1, r 1Y WeAa em4 mmetyaie slouches.

4nr
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A. for categorisation, you've probably had enough of it by thie time to see
where you stand. You may have learned something in the4process about woeen

and how, you relate to thee. Perhaps yoittme glimpsed some new possibilities

that may not-be so frightening, iftsr all. %

The Women's Liberation movement, like Other group efforts combating injustice,
seeks to change attitudes quickly. But human geings'are plow to change-mate
and female alike. As Dr. Mattna Horner pointed out, "The emphasiS on the
miw freedom for women has thus far mit been any more effective in doing away
with women's tendepcy to eviod success than were the vote, trousers, cigarettes,
and even changing sexual standards."
But Dr. Horner is still optimistic, hoping that the issues of ecology, the ,

counter-culture, and liberation from sexual stereotypes can "eventually feed!

into a new normativelkorld in which women may finally be able to define I

themselves." She has great hopes. And so, I think, must we.

15
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Social Actions Training BraW
lackland Air.Force Base, Tex444

.OPINIONNAIROON WOMANH04.

39g
LP /RB-I-672 (4)

1 August l9,8

birections: In thit bloolak space in,front of each item, place the
letter(s) fhat indicatOrthe extent to which you agree with the
statement.

SA - strongly agree
A - agree
U - uncertain
D disagree
SD - strongly disagree

Women should have the right to abortion on demand.

2. Free day care for children is a right which all women should
le able to demand.

3. Marriage is an institution that benefits males primarily.

4
Today's divorce laws are demeaning to wO5en.

Employment practices in the U.S. are discriminatory regard-
ing women.

6. The use of female sex appeal in advertising should be stopped.-

7. Job vacancy notices should not milliNón sex.

8. Women should receive equal.pay for equal work.

9. Women should receive preferential treatment right now as
indemnity for pp.st discrimination.

10. Women, because of theit. sensitiv4ty, are superiorlo men in
all work that does not rely primarily on brute strength,.

11. Women should not be barred from careers because theY ire
mothers-.

12C Thi charge that women are overly emotional it a male smoke
scree!).

,

13. Women are underrOresented in public office. '

14. A woman should be able to have herself sterilized without
her,husband's perMission.

Airth control information and devices Should be 'readily
available to,any female over age fourteen whorequests them.

I. A4-1 Attetehment 4
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CROSS-CULTURAL DIFFERfNCES AND DIFFICULTIES

(NATIVE AMERICANS)

ATTENTION

PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (3 Minutes)

Probably the most unique minority
group in the U.S.A. is our Native
American. Ipdtans, mqe than any

,other group, have struggled to
remain apart from the dominate,
white'society. They have con-
sistently resisted Qovernment
acculturgtion/a6simi1ation
techniques and other forces

Apphich have attempted to elim-
?"15

inate them as a people.
r
, +

Non-indians frequently-find it
diffiyult.to understand the
Indians' situation of tdday.
First of -all, non-Indians, for
the most part rely on the media
t9 explain what is happening .to
Indians, as opposed to first
hand experience. Secondly, non-
Indians don't know who or what
Indians are. Out%history books
and literature were for the moot
part.wrilmen by white men. Their
accounts fluctuate between the
conceptwof the noble savage pnd
the biutal, primitive savage.

Fortunately more and more Indiant
are beginning, andsbeing allowed,
to speaE for themselves. N. Scott
Momaday, Hyemeyohsts Storm, and
Vine Deldoria, Jr. are three major
current Native-fterican writers who
ore helping all Americans to come
to a better understanding of "the
Indian".

4%
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The relationship between Indiern and

non-Indian fp being told by Nativef

Americans and othevs who are re-

evaluating history from the Indian

point of view.'

You have some handouts and a hibli-
.

ography of suggested 'readings which

will.assist you in understanding

where Native Americans have been.

I encourage yoU to read and study

further.

OVERVIEW .

Today, with only one hour, we want

to cover a few toprics which will

help you understand where Native .

,Americans are TODAY.

a

-We will cover:

Some current Native American

- values

Some major problems'pre ntly

fa0Ing Native Americans

S The concept "Red Power

and lastly,-some Native American

organizations that are helping

N.A.'s help themsleves,.

MOTIVATION

Native American& as a whole

constitute about 0.5% of the

total U.S.A. population (1975 i5

figures) apd only 1.1% of the

U.Si Air Forcet(as of Oct 77).

'However, as Social Actions people

_we need a basic understanding of

current social issue's which may

affect the A.F. population.
. 412
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Depending on your base's location,
you will have varying degrees of

cOntact with Native Americans.
However, problems concerning Native
Americans don't gctur only when N.A:
are part of the base or local

/

.community. We must also be aware
of stereotyping of characatures in
base publicationi, flyers, advertise-
mentsein papers, in jokes and in

countless other-ways.

Sensitivity is the key wor7d Ad
to have it we must be aware of'

particular areas which are unique
to Native Amer4cans.

TWANSITION

In order to begin or extend your
present awareness, let's now look

at some current Native American
values.

BODY (46 Mintites)

PRESENTATION

6c. Identify historical and
current p'olitical, socio-ec-
onomic events and attitudes ,

which combine to shaps'the
frame of reference for Native
Americans in the United States
of America today and make cross-
cultural communication difficult.

1. Historical Perspective. (The

test questions from this area will

come from the assigned reading and

films.)

2. Some current Native American
values. .

a. There is and was diversity
of tribes-and groups, but also
there are some central elements in,
N.A. philosophy of life.

' 3

ena

4
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(1) Among one million North

American Indiana there are currently

more than 315 tribel Aroups with at

least 50 different languages.

(2) Compare this present
number to the number prior to 1402.

Before Columlins there were over 2000

different tribes .and at least 300

difEerent languages.

(3) -Today N.A.'s live in

urban and rural settings. In large

cities, small towns, and on reserva-

1'40 tions. (2/3'w of all Indians live

on reservations)-.

(4) In spite of strong
tribarties, there are some common
elements of philosphy of life. Not

all values will apply to all tribes
but there are many sIared values.

b. Freedom

(1) Not negat ve in sense

of lack of restrictionat.

(2) Positiv/in sense of
the atirlity to be; 14ve and create
in one'A own way. ,

\

(3) This freedom tolor
self has created a Way of life.

(4) Way of Life This

includes strong sense of community,

. generosity, and interpersoniL har-

mony. All of these are an out-
growth of the extended family/

clan among Indians.

c; Community

(1) Tribe is like one
family,with majority of people
related either by blood or by

"adoption in the Indian way".
Adoption is an informal sYstem
of parents stating their loye
for and acceptance of a person
is aleir "daughter" or
The resuleis a str#g personal
relationship aisong Indians.

4
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(2) A tribdi people sees a
community as p loosely and freely
unified whole, without,denying the'

importance of the individual who
discovers her/him self through
warm personal relationships.

d. Generosity

(1) Highly prized qtiality

(2) Idea is SHARrNG. Share

with total community.

(3) Examples dire give-away

dances and passing mona,f from palm

to palm when dhaking hands.

e. Interpersonal harmony:

(1) Lack of economic

competition BUT

(2) EnjQy personP1 and

often playful competition.

,(3) An example:

ibity....4

"The Hopi seems to
epitomize a common
Indian tendency to
prize cheerfulness,
cordiality, hospitality,
cooperation, and content-,
ment and to eschew selfish-

ness, economic competition,
resentment, and aggression".
(Chicanos and Native Ameri-
cans - The Territorial
Minorities p. 65.)

f. Present oriented - Indians are
concerned primarily with the.here and

now.

11

(1) Some Indian languages only

have present tense verbs.

5
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(2) As Vine Deldoria says "I

say, enjoy life right,now. What a

man does with hishlife'right now is

what he will do in the future: That's

the Indian way. So you might say the..)

Indian is "future-oriented" in the

present. The urban man says he lilies

for the future. He doesn't ,really.

He 'lives by the tJme clock and the

calendar and bank check. As a result

he hardly lives at all. Now or ever."

(3) Charles Eastman notes

that Sioux do not.value work itself;

rather immediate enjoyment of the

beauty of life as it is lived.

(4) This rune counter to
non-Indian work ethic. Conflict

and misunderstanding can arise

fromthis.

g. Time: This enjoyment of

living for the here and now is

influenceil by the Indian concept

of time.

(1) Natural, earth, body

time.

(2) Contrast this with non-.

Indian clock watthing.

.h. Justice: Just as.the
Indian's concept of time is .

different, so is their concept

of justice.
4

(1) Punishment is for

restriction NOT-revenge.

(a) If a cow is

stolen, Pueblo authorities ask

the offender to replace the animal

With 2 cows, one given to tihe flian

whose cow Ke stole, and the other.

to'the-governing body of the village,

which,has also been injured by the

.Nanti-social act'.

4.
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(b) If a man's prm is'

broken insa fight, the sentence for
the one who caused the accident la
to do the work of the injured man
until his arm heals.

1. Harmony with Nature: Indians

not only revere human life but all
living things.

Mother.Earth: This reverence
for all living things includes
the etirth. Earth is thesMother
of all life and is ITSELF sacred.

(1) You cannot buy or sell,land
just as you cannot buy/sell air of the
sky or water of lakes or rivers.

(2) This particular concept
runs counter to non-Indian majority
concept of ownership. It has and

still does create misunderstanding
and problems for both Indian and
non-Indian.

j. J9y,Cif Life Creativity:
Indians have a life filled with a
variety of relationships: person,

to person and person-to-nature.

(1) Joy of being has in-
fluenced Indian creativity.

(2) Although oppressed by
whites, Indians are rediscovering
joy and life and increasing crea-
tivity.

k. Value Who person is not
what person is.,

(1) Previous values
eblminate in Indian valuing
person..s

7
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(2) This in turn leads tO

,mpre open person to person/natury

relationships.

1. Little dlstinction between
religious and secular affairsr As

in their art, Inditins do not make

much distinction between religions

and secular aspects of life.

(I) Indian'religious not

so concerned'with prohibitions,
negative moral cOdes, guilt, or sin.

(2) Rather it is a cele-.

bration ot nature, the universe,
and its inhabitants.

(3), Indihns have been
effected by Christianity. Some

have completely rejected it like

the Hopi. Others have combined
it with ancient Indian beliefs
like the Native American Church,
which also uses' peyote.

m. Unity with variety:

(1) 'Pan Indialism: As

"more'and more Indians ar 'becoming
more aware of self many fe 1 Unity

is essential for survival - survival

for themselves arid their beliefs.

: This unity is also called Pan-
Indianism; a multitribal nationalism.

2) But'unity must not be .

achieved At the expense of tribalism -

a source of diversity.

(3) Trads of combination
of unity and tribalism is being

searched.for.

ae.
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EVALUATION

1. How has the value of generosity
as a way of life influenced the
Indians' concept of competition?

2. Compare the Indian concept of
earth tG the non-Indian concept of
land.

3. Some'major problems presently
facing Native Americans.

a. Health: Physical and Menal

(1) Disease

(a) Trachoma extinct

in general population still affects
Indians in Arizona and New Mexico.

(b) Tuberculosis =
combined rate for. Indians and Alaska
Natives is about.8 times that.of the
total.U.S.A. tate. (See p35'of PoVerty
Profile for more examples)

(2) Life ekpeatancy

39# Indiana compared to 71 yearsefor.

,whites.

(a) 64 years for all

jbj ReaSon - sub-

standard housing, poor nutrition
and,inadequate health services.

(3) Infant mortality

(a) Indian habies
death rate twice as highA.n the
first,year than in the general

national population.
I

(b) Reason

poor erivironment.

9
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(4) .Alcoholism and Suicide

(a) Deaths trom alcoholism

are 6.5 times as high as in the general

population.

fb) Suicide is twice as

high as the total of all U.S.A. suicides.

(c) "The physical illnesses

of Indians are similar to those of other

deprived peoplei,although, statistically

speaking, the Indian community suffers to

a greater degree than do the others. In

the area of mental health, however, the

Indian community.appears to have unique

'problems not shared by other minority

groups. The Commission's demographic

paper exPiains this phenqmenon in terms

of cultural conflict:

As Indian4 have been caught more and

more in the conflict between their

traditional cultures and the demands

of the larger iociety, mental health

problems have increased.

The conditions underlying the mental

health problems of American Indians

are related to the stresses brought
about by their attempts to adjust to

the values of the larger society.

The lack of opportunity, the unful-

find expectations, the purpose-
lessneis of their existence, the
'Ambivalence of their identities,

and the over-dependency on the

government all contribute to

these problems."

b. Educatpn

(1) Under federa,1 control

(2) Non-Indian instructors

(3) Indians have averitge..of

8 years of education.

10
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c. 'Un and under employment

poverty incomes.

(1) Al.;erage N.A. family

income is $15001yyr.

(2) 40 to 50% of all N.A.:

are poor.

EVALUATION

1. What are some underlying con-
ditions which contribute to the
mental health problems of Native
Americans?

2. What are some examples of
Physical health problems facing
Indians today?

4. Red Power and Native American4-, .

organizations 'Which are pro-Indiaa

power.
.

a. Red Power is self determi-

nation.

(1) Red Power'first used ,

at 23rd Convention of Nat'l Congresq.

of American Indians.

(2) "Red Power means We
want power over our own lives'. We

do not wish to threaten anyone. We

do not wish pow over anyone. -We

are only half a,million Indians.

We simply want the Power, the politi-
cal,and economic power,-to run our
own lives in our own way. It fright-

ens people I know, to talk of Red

Power, but we don't Want to frighten

them. We want to shock them into
realizing holy', powerless the Indians
have been: We feel that if we don't

get Rod Power - now we may not be

around much longer."
(Vine Deloria, Jr.)

11 49'
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b. Nat'l Congress of American

Indians.

(1) Because of Indian
servicemen-contacting other poor

lower status persons during their

service they realized they must
learn to "work Ate system".

(2) In 1944 a group of

acculturated Indians organized
Nat'l Congress if American

Indians

(3) 'Since the inter-
tribal confederacies of the
frontier this was the 1st de--
signed for Indians to advance

their political interests in

the exterior world.

\c. A.I.M.

(1) Started in 1971 for

all Indians to help with housing,

job placemenf, court services,
legal defense.

(2) Tenets of organiza-

tion include

. (a) Self-determina-

tion of tribe.

(b) Fulfillment of

federal obligations.

(c) More federal

money in fields like medicine

and education.

(d) Change tribal

negotiation proceedings with U.S.

Government.

. (e) Protect culture -

not acculturation.

12 -
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EVALUATION

4

IP

V

1. What is the concept behind Red
Power?

2. Name two N.A. organizations
which promote Indian self-determina-
tion.

TRANSITION:

5. ,Direct students to small groups
where they will participate in the
Personal Attitudes/Feelings about
Native Americans Exercise. (See

Attachment 1)

'CONCLUSION (I Minute)

_SUMMARY

We have covered current values
and problems of American Indiand
as wall as the concept of Red
Power and organizations working
towdrd Indian self-determination.
Understanding Native Americans
requires an Open mind as it does
with any group different than our
own.

REMOTIVATION

As docial Actions people we must
strive toward greater awareness
and a continued desire to learn.
Then as we know ourselves better,
other peoples desire for self-
determination and freedom will
not be threatening but a challenge
to growwourselves.

ASSIGNMENTS

Homework/Reading

CLOSURE

1-3

r
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PERSONAL ATTITUDES/FEELINGS ABOUT NATIVE AMERICANS

(EXERCISE)

GROUP OBJECTIVE: 1)Adentify personal attitudes and feelings about Natbre

AmeriCans, 2) Identify how these vfews were developed, 3) Determine if

theSse attitudes are appropriate and if not 4) Determine how to change

them.

I

..$i- NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Remember thatu'an'atthospherle,of openness is essential. .

People should be allowed to say how they developed positive and negative

MIll

attitudes. Our goal is help them see which ones mdy or may not be appro-
....4Kr,- priate for the 1970's. Once inappropriate attitudes Are identified, then

.

discuss how to innovate personal, change.
.,...e..

,r01.21tr.

77V7!
-,64k6r .

,

-10MIrt ,

`

t, 11,1

;1te' 4-,7

- 1. TIMING: There are 5 sections to this exercise. Sections Y and 2 can

be done quickly. YoU want to bring ideas to personal awareness. Indepth

search for "why" is not necessary. Sections 3, 4, and 5 should receive more

emphasis. For timing, you may want to spend 10 to 15 minutes iden;ifying
present views and then spend the remainder of the hour equally among 3, 4;

and 5. Remember, each class willlbe different. Soml groups may not be

willing or able to identify personal stereotypes. Consequently, more,time

must be devoted to that section. Be flexible.

SECTIONS

a. Identify your personal attitudes and feelings about Native Americans.

(Ask questions that will hej.p.people see if they are stereotyping).s

(1) When I say "Indian", what kind of picture/person comes to your

mind?

(2) Is the person male, female, adult, child?

.43) What does the person look like? What kind of hair, eyes, etc.?

(4) What is the person' wearing?

(5). What are the person's surrOundings? Where does this person live?

(6) What does this perdon do for a living, for fun/recreation?

Atch 1
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(7) What Lind of teelings do you have about this person you.have
just pik-tured! (Happy, Wvy, pride, angeT, hatred, sadness,
guilt, disgu('st?)

(8) When you see Hollywood western movies.and the Indians are
attacking the whites (and vice veraa), how do you feel?

b. Identify how you developed your preset" feelings and attitudes
about Indians.

(1) At what point Jn your life did you first have contact with
Native Americans?

(2) How much contact with American Indians have you had during
your life?

Were you raised.with/around Native Americalls? V

(4) As you grew older, did your contact change either increase
or decrease?

(3)

(5) At vartous points in your life, what were your attitudes
towArd Indians? As a child, an adolescent, a young adult.

I

(6) What were some influen.Ong factors at these different stages?

(7) If your attitudes changed, when did they change and what was
happening in your life to help bring about those differences?

(a) Increase/decrease contact

(b) Fducatlon (8choo1, books)

(c) Media cpverage, etc.

111

1

A

c. Identify whether or not your attitudes/feelings are appropriate/
realistic.

2

-(1) Compare attitudes to factual inf ation:,

*(a) All Indians are on welfnre. False*

A

4

'(b) Indians are-morally weak and therefore are inferior, as
evidenced b'y their high alcoholic addiction rate. (High

alcohoLabuse but not'clue to morality"

(c) Indians are racially;,inferior. (Ndracial inferiOr
differi2nce, race 4s difficult quention)

t`.

4
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(2) Identify other attitudes and addrelis these to real world
fnformation.

d. Identify any attitudes you may want to keep or change.

(1) Have you identified any attitudes/feelings that you want

to keep?

(q) Are'these realistic and/or positive views?

(b) If so, how did you develop them? (Identify positive

attitude development techniques).

(2) Have you identified:any attitudes/feelings that you want to

change?

(a) Which attitudes/feelips are they?

(b) How did you de41op them?

(c) How hSve they served you in the-past?

e. Identify how you p n to change your inappropriate attitudes/

feelings.

(1) First'you need realize how you initially developed your
attitudes on Indians and how these attitudes have previously
served you.

(2) Next identify what will happen if you chan)0 your views.

(a) How will you benefit if you change some of your attitudes
and-feelings about Indians?

(b) Are there other benefits?

(3). Develop a strategy for change.

(a) 'How can you start changing your attitudes id feelings?

(b) What services are available at your base and in your
community to assist you?

,(c) Are there educational programs available?

(d) What are some qpv- ways to broaden your knowledge about
Indians?

4 26
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44,2

Identify historical and current political socio-economic events and
attitudes which combine to shape the frame-of-Areference for Asian-Americans
in the United States of America today and make cross cultural communication
difficult.

INTRODUCTION

The material in this handout is intended to introduce this portion of
instruction on Cross-Cultural Differences and Difficulties. You wVl have
an opportunity to discuss the information within the context of the Social-

', Actions career field.

The study guide covers the follawing areas: Historical perspective,
problem areas which are affecting Asian-Americana today and problem areas
that Asian-Americans have encountered within the military.

Articles include historical data and current issues relative to political,
socio-economic events and attitudes. Th, readings were selected and ex-

-tracted to give each student more awareness and sensitiVity to the problems
faced byAsian Americans, as described by Asian Americans.

Although you will see comments regarding some of the problems and issues
of Asia* Americans in each of the readings, the second section will give a
broader definition of the concerns of "Asian Americans" related to areas of
health, education and welfare as prepared by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

Finally we will have a quick review of problems that Asian Americans have
encountered in the military invironment, 'contained in the third article. It

is neither inclusive nor comprehensive, but it should suffice to indicate the
wide extent of probleme that many Alian Americans may face in their life in
the military/civilian cOmmvnity.

The material is taken from a variety obsources: Defense Race Relations
Institute (DRR1); Minority Studies Division-Asian American Reference Book,
Civil Rights Digest; Fall 1976, Summary Report frdm the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

A

ASSIGNMENT

After reading this study guide, complete the questions on the last pag.n.
Turn your uork im to your group facilitator for review/discussion on the date
indicated in your ;lass schedule.

11

Supersedes: HO A/B-I-6-11, A SuMmary of Asian American Problems, 1 Jun 76
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INTRODUCTION

SECTION I

In this section we focus on the problems of Asian an4wPacific Americans.
Like many other groups, Asian Americans have become morelictive in the last
few years in oiganising to combat discrimination, stereotyping, and neglect
of their needs by varidVsiltvernment agencies. Conflicting images about
them held by the rest of ricans,....! that of 4' model minority, of "tong
wars", of disloyalty, of inscrutability, and of being exotic -- have combined
to make this struggle difficult. This handout is intended to make social
actions persons more awarsLof, and sensitpre to, the problems faced by Asian
Americans, as they are dePirribed, by Asian AnisiOxan authors.

We hope this collection of articles will serve to introduce the hiatory
and current concerns of Asian and Pacific Americans, who early on suffered
greatly from vicious discrimination and racism that has abated significantly
only in the last 25 years.

Materialin this section was extracted from articles appearing in the Fall,
1976 imiue of the Civil Rights Digest.

I

RUN CUT AM) RIPPED OFF: A Legacy of Discrimination
Hy Donald Teruo Hata, Jr. and Nadine Ishitani Hata

In recent years, due in large measure to the momentum created by the
1950s civil rights movement, professional historians and scholars have
produced a growing body of perceptive and thoroughly researched studies
on the Asian and Pacific minorities in America. Works such as the recent
well-balanced collection of essays in The Asian American, The Historical
Experience (edited by Norris Hundley, 1976) contain a clear commitment to
the need for all Americans to approciate,the significance and relvance of
the Asian and Pacifi4 American experience to the mainstream of America's
culturally pluralistic past and present.

.The political history of Asian and Pacific peoplea in America has much
in common with that of other nonwhite minorities. The earliest immigrants
from across the Pact ic were no less despised than other nonwhites by the
nationwide forces o racism and nativism'in America.

The legislati and legal record.reveals that, as in the case of other
-nonwhite minoriti laws were-either specifically enacted to opprees Asian
and Pacific people in America or interpreted and implemented by the conrts-

. And enforcement offVcial. to deny thim'equal protection. DisCrimination
through denial of q application and implementation of the law was demon-
strated, for example, in the definition of Federal immigration and natural-
isation statutes as applying only to white or black aliens, thereby making

2
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Asian and Pacific immigrants forpver "aliens ineligible for citizenship."
This definition provided the foundation for overtly discriminatory laws

at the State level prohibiting the leasing or ownership of land by "aliens

ineligible for citizenship.!' Moreover, during the 19th century--even after

the celebrated ending of...black slavery--the only immigrants singled out

. specifically by nano and prohibited by law from freely entering the United

States were the Chinese. The.Japanese would find themselves similarly
isolated and excluded when Cowes* adopted the immigration.billlof 1924.

That law would prove offensive to Eastern and Southern Europeans because of

quotas imposed on their annual arrivals, but the Japanese were totally and

specifically excluded.

A final theme that characterizes the recorded past experience of Asian

and Pacific peoples in America is their treatment by authors as ohe "objects"

rather than the "subjects" of history. Without basic civil rights to pro-

tect themselves from the policies of villainOus officials and denied .the

opportunity.to participate in the political process in any meaningful way,
they have been cast in the role of inconsequential "losers" in the mes
of American history with only whites having major roles. American histo-

rians have thus compounded the injuries inflictd by racist legislators
and judges by perpetrating the myth of American history and institutions
as the ultimate example of freedom, democracy, and all other egalitarian
ideals.

,

s"0-1'

.

The truth lies in another direction. It lurks underneath the cosmetic
surface of political platitudes and polite euphemisms and reminds Asian
and Pacific peoples, and all other victims of America's historically racist

1

institutions and monoculturally-exclusive ideals, that noewhites aro stran-
gers in their own land. AA recently as August 1973, the superficial accept-.
ance of Asians as a "model minority" was akpomed when the attorney foi John
Ehrlicgmen and H.R. Haldeman, former White House aids, iniblicly slurred
U.S. Senator Daniel Inouye as "that 'little Jap" during the Senate Water-
gate hearings. Again, in our bicentennial year, the resIgnation of Secretary
of Agriculture Earl Butz for riciel;slurs against blacks reminds all non-
whites of the strong persistence of racist attitudes *id behavior behind
the fragile and false facade of egalitarian democracy in America.

Numerically, Asian and Pacific peoples have never constituted a sig- .
nificant minority in the United States. A more accurate description might

. be that they comprise but a minuscule minority among other nonwhite minor=
ities in America. According to tha 1970 census, Asian and Pacific-Americans
total 4ess than 1 percent of thd entire population of the United States.
Their immigrant predecessors were no less negligible in number: a mere
2.5 percent of all legal immigrants came from Asia and the Pacific during
the period 1820-1971. It i a historical fact, howevero.that Asian and
Pacific imaigrants and their descendants have been the objects of legis-
lative and legal discrimination to a degree dramatically out of proportion
to their insignificant numbers. So why all the fuss over so few?
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California, where most Asian and Pacific immigrants would eventually
settle, had experienced its first wave of nativist sentiment as eatly as
1849, just before the influx of large numbers of Chinese. Soon after the
discovery of gold, hordes of Forty Niners streamed into the Golden State.
By 1850 the mdning population in California included 20,000 foreigners
alongside some 80,000-Americans, a situation which soon led to a shift in
local.political priorities from the "Negro Question" to the "Immigrant
Question." A Foreign Miners Tax was levied by the State legislature in
1850, and white "Yankee" vigilantes began to attack all "foreigners" in
the diggings--including native Hawaiian immigrants.

In 1852 Chinese began to replace Hispanos AS the largest minority in
California. In that,year the first significant shift in the population of
California's colored minorities began with the arrival of 10,000 Chinese.
When the 1852 legislature convened, the estimated 25,000 Chinese comprised
the largest single body of unnaturalized residents in the State. White
officialdom's response was swift: In 1854 the California Supreme Court

/ decided that Chinese *ould not testify against whites in court. The.next
/ year an attempt was made to discourage sailing vesSels from embarking

Chinese by levying a $50 tax on a ship's master, owner, or consignee who
had on board any person "ineligible to becoie a citizen." Three years
later, an 1858 law prohlbited Chinese from landing "upon the Pacific Coes
except when driven by stress of weather." The law warned that "any captain
landing such a perbon was liable to a fine of $400 to $600 or to imprison-
ment not to exceed one year."

Having moved against.their departure from China and arrival on the
West Coast, the racist-nativist alliance next focused on stopping the
Chines from acculturating. They would accomplish this neatly with the
first of many California school segregation laws which was adopted-in
1860 and excluded Chinese, Indian, and Negro children from the public
schools. In 1885 the first school f9r "Chinese.only" waa established in
San Francisco. This debunks the myth that the West Coast had no connection .

with the inherently unequal white racist institution of "separate but equal"
schools in the South.

By the turn of the century the success of the nativist-racist alfiunce
against the Chinese was complete. With the permanent enactment of the
Federal Chinese Exclusion Law in 1904, the popular cliche ':you don't have
a Chinaman's chadcewas at once tragic but all too accurate. In the
following decade, the earlier anti-Chinese arguments,of unfair competition
from "cheap coOlie labot" would be overshadowed by charges that all "Orientals"

, were the vanguard of a. "Yellow Peril," unsUitable for either futute accultura-
tion'or racial assimilation into the white majority society of the West Coast
and the Nation.

4
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The "Yellow Peril" and Japaneie Exclusion

Japanese immigration would loom most large between the turn of the

century and the end of World War I, but other Mien and Pacific peoples

began to trickle in by 1900. Small numbers of Koreans, for example,
arrived in sarch of refuge from the impending annexation of their home-
land by Imperial Japan (which occurred in 1910). Earlier, by the end of

the Spanish-American War of 1898, the Phillipines, part of Samoa, Guam,
and Hawaii came under American control. A few years later the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that the Constitution and citizenship do not necessarily follow
the flea and thereby demonetrated that Americans were no less immune to
overseas colonial eibitions than the European imperial powers. Instead of

calling,it "imperialism,".however, Yankees preferred the euphemism "Manifest
Destiny."

The cheap labor vacuum created on the West Coast by the Chinese exclu-
sion laws MOA a major factor in the large influx of Japanese immigrants by

.1900. Even during the peak period of arrival and settlement (1901-1910), '

the total Japanese population in America coaprised no moA than 2 percent
of the population of California and barely one-tenth of 1 percent of the
total U.S. population. One would think that such.a nuaerically negligible
minority would have gone unnoticed. But the Japanese were soon perceived
bj/ the nativist-racist movement as a more dangerous version of the "Yellow
Peril" than the Chinese who had preceded them. White labor unions and
employee associations regarded them as "scabs" who posed the same threat
to their livlihood as the Chinese. Organized labor was especially enraged
by the entry of Japanese workers into erase sucb as logging, mining, fishing,
canneries, and railroad work.

By 1905 delegates from more than 67 labor organizations met in San
Francisco to form the Asiatic Exclusion League. They moved quickly. In

1906 the San Francisco.School Board bowed to the league's pressure and
banned all Japanese and Korean students from the city's public schools.
By 1913 the growing coalition of racists and nativists had engineered the
enactment of laws in California and other West Coast States prohibiting the
sale or lease of land to "aliens ineligible for citizenship"--a "Catch-22"
phenomenon created by the peculiar wording of Federal naturalization laws
combined with the 14th amendment.. These laws specifically cestricted natu-
ralization privileges to only "white persons" and those of African descent.'

Finally in 1924, as part of an intensive antirimmigration movement acrots
the Nation, Congress passed an immigration bill that established permanent
quotas on immigrants from nations outside of northwestern Europe. But they
also added a specific provision for the total exclusion of Japanese. From
that year until the relaxation of national quotas in 1952, Japanese immi-
gration ceased.

Philipinos Fill the Vacuum

Prior to 1920 most Pilipinos who migrated to the United States were stu-
dents, domestic servants, and unskilled workers--many of whom had moved to.
the West Coast after being first recruited to work onAawaiian.sugar planta-
tions. Their legal status was defined in tha 1917 Federal immigration law'

5
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which stated that Pilipinos were neither U.S. citizens nor aliens, but

"nationals." The exclusion of Japanese in the 1924 immigration law
created a cheap labor vacuum on the West Coast, and large farming interests
saw Filipinos as an easy replacement. As a result, economic realities saw
to it that Filipinos were exempt from the 1924 law by confirming them as
"nationals"--a designation sufficiently vague to permit them to migrate
freely to the United States; By 1928 race riots flared against Filipino
laborers throughout the West Coast, and the nativist-racist coalition re-
garded the Filipino influx as a "third wave of Oriental immiaration" that
had to be halted. But the Philippines were American territory, and as a
final compromise, it was decided that future Philippine independence would
settle the issue. After all, Filipinos would be citizens of a soverign
foreign nation, an4,0terefore subject to laws against the immigration and
settlement of aliafie in America. Thus it was, observed-Car y McWilliams
in Brothers Under the Skin (rev. ed., 1964), that "those wh sought to bar

Filipino.immigration suddenly became partisans of Phillipis independence."

As.tension heightened between the United States and Imp i pan in
the 1930. over divergent interests in the Western Pacific and Asia, Japanese
Americans were caught in the middle of a growing question concerning their
identity and loyalty as Japanese or Americans. Throughout the 1930. their
enemies increasingly called attention to the so-called "un-American" be-
havior of Japanese Americans--most of whom were U.S. citizens by birthright.
The existence of Japanese language schools, dual citizenship, and tho per-
sistence of Buddhism (an "un-American" religion according to the Exclusion
League) were "proof" that the Japanese in America were consciously resiet-
ing acculturation.into the mainstream of-American society. By the eve of
the Imperial Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor; the nativists and racists had
created a pervasive fear that all Japanese in America--irrespective of U.S.
citizenship--could not be trusted.

Post-War Immigration

While the total population of Asian and Pacific Americans is less than
1 percent of the total 1970 census tabulations, their diversity and numbers
are increasing dramatically:* Asian immigrants went from 20,683 in 1965 to .

130,662 in 1974--an impressive increase of 532 percent. When one considers
that the total volume of immigrants from all countries incieased only 23 pflr-
,cent between 1965 and 1974, the increase in Asian immigration takes on an
'even greater meaning for the composition of American society by the tricen-
tennial. With a steady decline in birthrate, no less than one out of every
five new Americans is a first-generation immigrant. And, in 1974 one-third
of all immigrants came from Asia.

A number of factors have influenced this naw phenomenon: In 1952 the
Walter-McCarran Act, otherwise known as the Immigration and Nationality
Act, relaxed the rigid restrictions of the 1924 immigration law.' The 1952
law provides that all races were eligible for naturalization and citizen-
ship, thereby permitting any Asian immigrant pioneers who were still alive
to finally leave their nohperson status as "aliens ineligible for citizenship."
The new immigration lair4l1 maintained a quota, however, and remained sig-
nificantly discriminatory Oward immigrants from Asia and the Pacific. But
1952 saw major progress when the Galifornis Supreme Court declared the State
Alien land laws unconstitutional and in violation of the due process and
equal protection clauses of the 14th amendment (( ti v. State, 1952).
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in 1965 Congress removed all immigration quotas. Irrespective of race

or national origin, immigration has now been placed on a first-come, first-

served basis. Tvo other factors influencing the demise of American feare
of Asians are the presence of large numbers of Americans in Asia and the
Pacific since World War II (occupation of Japan, Korean War, and Vietnsm)
with Amiens immigrating as- wives or refugees, and a shift.in the American
public's image of Asian Americans from the pre-World War II "Yellow Peril"
to that of a' "model minority."

As a result of these changing immigration paiterns in the past decade,
contemporary America includes a wide range of Asian and Pacific peoples
whose- immigrant origins can be traced to almost.every significant ethnic
and national grouping in those lands which British and European imperalists
once referred to as "east of Sues." They include-Ohinese, Japanese, and
Koreans from East Asia; Indians, Pakistanis, and other groups from South
Asia; Vietnamese, Indonesians, Thais, Malaysians, Pilipinos, and others
from Southeast Asia; and a wide representation of Pacific peoples such as

//Samoans, Guamanians, native Hawaiians, and Tongan.. Thus the old definition
of Asian American as referring simply to Chinese, Japanese, and Pilipinos is
na longer accurate.'

THE CHINESE EXPERIEME: From yellow peril to model minority
By Lassa Wong

)

The'history of the settlement of America can be perceived as a continuous
,wave of diverse racial .and ethnic minorities. Unfortunately, many Americans
know little of,their own cultural and ethnic roota, let alone those of theiv
neighbors of Aifferent racial and ethnic backgrounds. Ask most Americans what
they know about the Chinese and their community, and the responses will prob-

1, ably conjure up images of "a quiet hard working people," "real good inexpen-
sive Chinese restaurants," and "exotic Chinatowns with pagoda-shaped roofs
and strange sights and smells."

These iMages are superficial and lead to stereotyped misconceptions of a
group's history and contemporary experiences in this country. Worse, they
can asily form the basis of suspicion and hatred which continue to divide
people along racial lines.

AccOrding to the 1970 census, 435,062 Chinese live in America. Of that
figure, approximately 62 percent or 155,000 lived in the northeastern portion
of the country, with 82,000 in New York State.alone. The Chinese are a highly
urban group, with more than 96 percent residing in major cities.
4.
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The first sizable number of Chinese arrived on the shores of California

in 1848. This immigration was made up predominately of young married males ,

from southeastern China. These sojourners did not cone to America out of

greed for gold as many historical accounts claim. They were lured and forced

out of their homeland by natural disasters, famines, and the results of the
social, economic, and political exploitation of China by the West. Arriving

at the time of American industrial expansion westward, which required an
immense labor force, the Chinese experience became a model of labor exploita-

. tion.

Through their work, the Chinese were instrumental in the development of
the Western frontiers. .They constituted the main work force of the western
link of the transcontinental railroad and were the mainstay of the early
manufacturing and agricultural industries of the West.

However, recurrent depressions and massive unemployment in the 18700
created social turmoil throughout the country.

The rising induftrial capitalists and many trade union leaders pointed
an accusing finger at the Chinese--making them scapegoats for the crisis

created by the robber baron mentality. Campaigns-were developed to exclude

and eliminate them from employment. The success of these campaigns was
evident by 1910, with the ndar disappearance of Chinese in the labor market.
Those left were found only in the limited service industries. Riots and
massacias of Chines, in the 1870s and 1880s forced them eastward and out of
rural areas into the urban confines of the "Chinese quarter" or Chinatown.

The nature of the Chinese community has changed since the development
of the first Chinatown. Various types of-Chinese communities exist in
America, distinct in physical location, population concentration, and socio-
economic status.

' -In 19434the Chinese were finally given the right to become naturalized
citizens. Naturalization allowed a small nuMber of Chinese the opportunity
to enter government and professionaj. occupations. Along with a small group
of college-educated American-born Chinese, this tiny minority formed the
beginning of the Chinese American middle class.

As the years progressed, these Chinese began to-realize that middle
class status did not mean total social or economic acCeptance into American
society. Many professionals found advencement in their chosen fields blocked
by subtle forms of discrimination. Chinese Americans with educational and
technical_skills still encounter considerable discrimination in both the
public and private sectors.

The relative economic success of middle.and some working Clasi-Chinese
has led many to believe that all Chinese Americans are "successful" and
should be considered a "model minority." This myth developed in the wake
of the.urban turmoil of the late.sixties. America needed a colored minority
to prove that its system still worked. Statistics such as the Chinese median
family income of $10,610 were presented to.substantiate the myth. Iut Chinese

3
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families are more likely to have at least two full-time workers thaa the

average American family, and the Cbinoso family is,usuapy largor.than
most American families. In many cases, grandparents or other relatives
live in ono household and 'supplement its income. The perpetuation of the

success myth is dangerous, for it serves to justify lack of attention to

important problem*.
F.

A contemporary Chinatown is more than a geographical community. It

serves as tho cultural and ethnic center for Chinese throughout the city

and its suburbs. Seen by outsiders as a quaint tourist attraction, China-
town is actually a "gilded ghetto," populated by immigrant working-class
people. Population increases in Chinatown and the current economic crisis
have increased the social problems besetting the Chinese community. Problems

of the elderly, youth, and immigrants; language; inadetquate housing and social

services; job discrimination; and thd inability to break out of the service
industries have all taken eir toll, and have also affected the community's

.structure.

For too long the experiences of the Chinese population in America have
been either shrouded in misconception or totally ignored. This cbuntry can

no longer turn its back on the community and pretend it has no problems.
It must recognize and deal effectively with the issues affecting this com-
munity. The Chinese experience in America must be underitood not only for
our own benefit, but also to teach future generations of Americans about
the peoples and cultures that make up our country. More importantly, learn-
ing about Chinese Anericans will allow us to reexamine govornnental policies
towards racial and ethnic groups and begin to make necessary changes.

PILIPIND AIIREANS: 'Fran colony to immigrant to citizen

4111011
By Royal F. Morales

- -,

4 4

The history of the Pilipino Americans in the United States is a story
'of struggle that is often unknown and misunderstood.

The first Wave of Pilipino immigration to the United States began at thc
conclusion .of the short-lived Philippine-American War.(1899-1902). The War,

often referred to as the "Philippine Insurrection," came about when Spain
sold her Philippine colony to the United States, presumably beca4se of her
defeat in the Spanish-Anerican War. However, the final blow resulted from
the Pilipinos revolting against Spanisil rule.

As a newly acquired territory, the Philippines becane the immediate source
of manpower supply and'sorved as,* strategic ndlitary base in and around the

Asian and Pacific countries. However, since the middle of the 18th century,
several families of Pilipino anCostry lived in "settlements" in various coastal
regions frequented by the famous Philippine-Mexico Spanish galleon trade, such
as New Orleana and Baja California. These.early settlers were slaves and ship-
building worker* serving on Spanish vessels who managed tO "jumpoship", and
who intermarried with other ethnic groups.

9 4 30
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The first wave of immigrants, recruited end imported between 1900-1934

under the Secede systema replica of the 18th century indentured servitude

applied to Europeansreplaced the Japanese and other farm-workers of Hawaii

and California who left the farad for other jobs. At the height of this im-

migration, strong anti-Japanese sentiments resulted in passage of legislation

that halted the coining of Japanese workers. it

More than 100,000 Pilipino workersable-bodied, single young males
provided the "brawn power" needed for 'the pineapple and sugar cane planta-

tions of Hawaii and the citrus vegetable farms of California. During "off

seasons" they:provided services for hotels, restaurants, and private homes
and worked inf the fishing and cannery industries of Washington and Alaska.

Is addition, thousands of students and government-supported pensionadoe
came-to'learn the skills of administering political and educational programa
for their developing country.

Like their immigrant preatissors during the Depression years, the
Pilipinde, limited in the English language, "neithevalien nor citizn,"
faced explo/tation from the agribusiness people and eccepted hard labor
for cheap pay. Unwanted by organized labor, they encounterbd overt per-
sonal and institutional racism, became embroiled in racial conflicte, and
met based on negative stereotypic images. Perceived as economic
competitors and as personal threats to other groups, Pilipinos suffered in-

, ereasing,hostility. Anti-Pilipino rinAs occurred, and finally in 1934, an
exclusion act provided for an immigration quota of 50 Pilipinos each year.

The arrival of the second %MVO of immigrants begUM slowly before World
War II and continued to increase after the Philippine Independeno of July 4,
1946, when the yearly quota changed, allowing 100 immigrants in addition to
the families of the Pilipino 'veterans. Several thousand young men were again
recruited for agricultural work in the vast plantations of Hawaii, while
hundreds of students immigrated to fulfill personal dreams, and many govern-

ment workers came to study various educational and pAitical programs in pre-
paration for their role in the development of a &masted Philippines.

During this period, the immigration of single women increased. Families

df military personnel were permitted to join their husbands and fathers in
the United States and elsewhere, enabling a closer family lifestyle for ehis

generation.

A third parallel wave of immigrants started in the 19502 and escalated
rapidly in the late 1960. as a result of the drive to recruit foreign-trained
manpower and the unPrecedented relaxation of immigration quotal for non-
European nations, especially the Asian and Pacific countries and Latin Amer-
ica. By 1965.the allowable quota was at least 20,000 a year. Those who came,

were mostly professiohal people giving rise to the term "brain drain."

-They included medical doctors, nurses, social scientists, teachers, engi-
nears, dentists, accountants, pharmacists, and lawyirs.

. -10
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In addition, over 50 percent of this wave of immigrants were single

women in their late twenties and early thirties-. This development gamma

from the high and impottant status placed on women and their role in

Philippine culture, politics, education, and family affairs. It is not,

therefore, suprising to discover that, according to the 1970 census,

Philipina women in the United.States have attained higher median levels

of education than the national average attained by other women. At the

swig tins, 9 peicent of Philipino women were heads of household compared

with the national average of 11 percent.

The population growth of Pilipino Americans in the United States is
phenomenal.

In 1940, more than 120,000 Pilipinos lived tn the United States, wi.0

about 95 percent living in the rural areas of the West Coast and Hawaii.
The.m&jority were males and farmworkees. In 1960, the census counted

176,310 and in 1979, 343?000. Obviqusly these figures are now outdated,

considering the number of new, arrivals since 1970 plus the normal birth-

-rate and the presence of studints and writere. The overall 19170 popula-

tion increase reflects a 95 percent jump over the 1960 cnsus count, comp-
pared to the total U.S. growth of 13.3 percent during the sama period.
During 1971-1975, the total number of immigrants far exceeded the 20,000

per yelr quota, &Voyaging approximately 28,000 a year. (Immediate rel-

atives'of U.S. citizens are not included in the quota.) In 1975 more than

31,000 came to the United States, according to government sources.

a
With the population growth came the development of Pilipino American

communities throughout the larger cities of the United States.

Now 8-5 percent of Pilipino Americans live in urban areas, compared to
5 percent in 1940.

Contrary to what mani people think, Pilipino Americanslike other
ethnic and minority groups--face many problems, including subtle racism.

Most Pilipinos have Spanish surnames that.result in cases of "mistaken
identity." In many statistical surveys, they are not and thus short-

changed in services.

. I

Recently arrived families face the'cold realities of i subtly racist job /

1 market and have unrelistic expectationsjed by an American-generated myth i
'. of economic and equal opportunity. Many professionals are underemployed or

unemployedlawyers work as law clerks, teachers as aides,, doctors as lab ,

technicians. ,e0thers just find whatever jobi-are available in order to sur4ve.

1/

When a Pilipino is hireci, employers play on the.desire to "prove' oneself,"'so
that applicants frequently accept lower pay than necessary. Under "last

)
irec4

first hifed,".neWly hired Pilipino employees,- like other minorities, arejthe
, firit to be let 4o--often frustrating the purpose of affirmative action.f

^ .1
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Other concerns include the increase of youth problems, identity crisis,

and feelings of low self-worth--all exacerbated bi" the omission of the his-
tory and culture of Filipino Americana in social studies and history clallies

and by unaware and insensitive teachers, textbook writers, and administrators._
The repudiation of one's cultural andiel background that seems required
in order to-"belong" has created in t y Filipino youths as elienation
from school', increasingly manifested in truancy, delinquency, and "pushouts."
The family becomes lesSImportant, values weaken, and thehiyi (shame) con-
cept is rendered meaningless. Twelve percent of the Pilipino population
falls below the low-income level, nearly tha aims as the 13 percent figure ,

.for all Americans. But given the level of Pilipino education, 12 percent is
disproportionately high.

The Fhilipino American background combines Asian and Western historical
and culturil pluralisni. Filipino ethnicity is blended from and rooted in .

many races; Pilipino religions are linked with Indo-Nalayan-Chinese heritage,
Islam, Hispanic and Irish Catholicism, and American Protestantism.

Indeed, the story of Pilipinos is far from complete. Their future is
unlimited. Vet to be examined are several important aspecta of ,the'accultur--
ation process--changes.and retention of cultural and historical heritage;
family lifestyle and'intergenerational relationships; marital patterns and
child rearing practices; and political involvement, aspirations, and contri-,
butions., The developmentpf these topics by others'will not only increase
the pool of knowledge regarding Filipinos, but it will also provide informa-
tion on which plans for progress can be based.

KOREAN AJOUNWS: An emerging immigrant community
By Bok-Lim C. Kim

The Korean American community-in the United States is emerging as a
significant Asian.American group, a. large proportion of whom are recent
immigrants (85.7'percent). The 1970 census reported 70,000 Korean Arieri-
cans in-the United States, 54-percent of whom were foreign born. Since.

then, 121,807 more Koreans have emigrated to the United States'ahd-an ad-
ditional 23,524 have adjusted their statue& fromPthat of temporary to perma-
nent residents according to the Immigration_and Naturalization Service.

Thus, as of June 1975, official records ind4cated there are 215,431
Korean AmeriCans in the Uhited Statea, discounting natural growth and the
substantiel undercounting (estiLated it 7.7 percent),of minority groups
in the 1970 eensus. This total.represents an increaae of 307.7 percent
in 7 years.. Should the present rate of immigration,continue, there will
be about 370,000 Korean Americans in the United States by 1980.

?.
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Korean Americans are subject to the same marginal status and special
problems as other Asian and racial minority groups in the United States.
Howevere.their, immigration history and demographic characteristics are
uniquely their own.

Spurred by political and socioeconomic instability and encouraged by
. their government; some 7,226 Koreans (6,048 men, 637 women, and 541 children)
:emigrated to work on Hawaiian plantations during 1904 and 1905. The
immigrants were mostly poor farmers, and, inwestingly, nearly half were
converted Christians. In 1905 the Korean Government prohibited all further
emigration upon learning of the harsh working conditions of Klrean workers
in Hawiii.

Korean Americans are more widely dispersed among all iegions of the
United States than other Asian American groups. For instance, 44 percent
oi.the Koreans living in the U.S. in 1970 were located in,Western States,
including Hawaii, Of the remainder, 20 percent were found in Northeastern
States, 19 percent in North Central, and 17 percent in Southern regions.
The trend tovardwidespreasi diitribution of incoming Korean immigrants has
continued since 1970. Less than one-third halie settled in Western States,

-while the Southern and Northeastern States have each received about 24 per-
cent of the incoming Korean groups, With the North Central States maintain-
ing about the same representation as before.

In terms ofturban and rural distribution, Korean Americans are again
atypidalamong the Asian American groups. A much higher percentage (33 per-
cent) of Koreans live in rural areas as opposed to the Chinese, the Japanese,
and ttae Pilipinos.

The median age of Korean imericans in 1970 was 26 years. This figure
places the Korean group between that of white,Anericans, With a median age
of-28,.and black Anericanseiwith a median age of. 22.5 years. Nationally,
thscftoportion of Koreans under age 18 i)es 34 percent or about the sane as
it is for the total population in the United States. Nationally, only 3 Per-
cent of the Korean group is made_up of older persons and this is less than
one-third the proportion of elderly in the U.S. population.

"Unlike other Asian American groups, the sex ratio of Korean Anericans has
.favored felales during the last MO and a half decades, primarily towing to
the immigration of young female children adopted transracially by American
parents and younkintermarried Korean women. While a trend toward a more
balanced sex ratio is evident among recent immigrants, still-1 twice as many
females as males were,admitted to-the United States between 1970 to 1975.

The fact that a'large proportion of the 20-29 age group ii married to non-
Korean, is supported by the 1970 Onsue data, 'which reported 12,000 Korean
male faidly heads and 18,000 Kor4an wives of family heads: These figures
indicate that fully i third.of.Koreai women in the U.S. are married to non-
Koreans.
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The educational achievements of the Korean population in the United

States are quite high, especialiNamong receet immigrants. Nationally,
more than one-third.(36.3 percent) of the Korean Americans have completed
4 or more years of college educatlion, compared to11.3 percent of the U.S.
population. Seventyl-One percent of the Koreans have completed'high school
and.fewer than 20 percent orthe adult population have less than an eighth-
grade education. Aside from the 1:immigration policy'which favors the ad-
mission of educated persons by granting preferential status to professional
and technical workers, high educational achievement has been a well-ingrained
cultural value among Koreans.for several centuries.

While the 1970 data indicate that the income levels of Korean males and
females were close to the national average, their earnings wets actually much
lower than those of;the total population in the United States in terms of the
higher proportion (36.3 percent) of college graduates among them.

The foregoing sketch of Korean Americans presents a deceptively favorable
picture of a community consisting of wel17405icated young to middle-aged
persons in their most productive years. ,A closer examination, however, re-
veals sevpral areas of concern warranting public,attention.

Underemployment of highly trained and educated Korean Americans represents
a waste of valuable human resources4wwell as the deprivation of needed
services from the Korean American community and society at lirge. Underemploy-
ment is severe among professionals in the fields ofhealth, engineering, law,
and education. Such professionals find diet their credentials and Work ex-
periances in Korea as well as their-education-in the United States are often
ignored by potential employers and licensing bodies.

Problems encountered by Korean women married to U.S. servicemen' are less
visible and.consequently are poorly understood by both the.Korean ethnic
community end the majority population. Since 1950 nearly.30,000 Korean women
emigrated to the United Stet
nate number of them suffer fru
more suffer from isolation and

s of American servicemen. An.indetermi-
cal abuse, neglect', and desertion. Many

9eXion.

English classes are needed :,:fnr most foreign-born Korean Americans irre-
.spective of age and level (if educlition. The Korean language is structurally
different fres' English and most Korean Americans find mastery of the English
language to be a most difficult task. A lack of English proficiency has far-
reachins tangible and intangible consequences: English 1angUage deficiency ,

affecti"the type of jobs alienable and the rate of promotion for Korean Amr
ericans; racist eisployers use Aanguage as an excuse not to hire or promote
Koreans; Korean American children with a 'lack of English skills find that it
affects academic learnirig and performance in school as well as relationships
with teachers and peers& On the intangible side, EnglishAaficiency affects
the self-esteem of K(Ttan Americans; ,many-speak of losing their self-confidence
after repeated imperiencas of being misunderstood or mistreated by unsympa-
thetic Americans.

414
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This brief article highlights the major characteristics of the Korean

Amercian population and lists some of their most pressing problems and
needs. Although the'limited space did nocApermit the full discuadion of
the effects of discrimination on Korean Amaricana, the cost of unequal
treatment, both tangible and intangible, is well appreciated by its vic-
tims. As members of a minority group that has suffered discrimination,
Koreans recognise that the need to join in a common effort to eradicate
the racism and discrimination poisoning our society is ever more urgent.

PACIFIC LSILAWIERS IN THE U.S.: A stnAggle against anonymity
By Faye Untalan Munoz

In recent years, a rapid migration from the U.S. Pacific Territories
for Guam-and Samoa has greatly increased the concentration of Pacific

f Islanders in the continensal.U.S. No census data or statistics accurately
-4 describe the, number, residency, or socioeconomic-conditiOns of Pacific

Islanders in the U.S. Because of the political status of their islands,
American Samoans and Guamanians are able to flow freely back and forth to
the U.S. this back and forth travel is not monitored by migration agencies
or government programs. One result is political and social anoaysity,
series of injustices affecting people whose problems are inappropriately'
handled and whose view:vitro simply not known to those who shape policy in
the United States.

":------Iaddition to Guemanians and Samoans (from American and Western Samoa),
native Hawaiians, Tog:tans, and others from smaller islands of the Melanesian,
Micronesian, and Polynesian chains are also migrating to the U.S. in signifi-

- cant numbeis. Since the west coast presents the primary ports of entry, the
greatest concenteations of Guimanians and Samtkans are found along,that-coast
from San Diego to Seattle. Pacific islanders continue to migrate to,the U.S.
for various reasons: to join relatives who migrated earlier, to make a new.
life for themselves, to pursue better or higher education or career Opportu-
niifies. The methods of migration are also varied.- The easiest and most con-
*mica way to leave, the U.S. territories and protectorates (American Samoa,
Guam, and the Pacific Islands) was originally through military induction
during and after the Korean War. In the 1960s, a California frUit company
recruited many young Guamanians to "pick fruit" in California. "Picking
apples" sounded novel and exotic to is1Snders. When naval operations on Guam
were shut down in the 1970s, many men accepted jobs on the mainland, particu,-
larly in Bremerton, Washington, The airline indmetry, promoting tourism,
brought many islanders to the U.S.

15
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The typiCal islander who arrives in the U.S. is ill-prepared to cope

with a large, complex, industrial society. The islander's experience has

been within a mutual-aid society that is nontechnical, nonindustrial, and

noncompetitive. In the island society, family and social groups provide

support, maintaining a socioeconomic bond between the indiviidual, his or

her familyt and the larger social group. Although mutual aid and aupport

nay be healthy and necessary for the individual upon arrival in the U.S.,

it can easily be a drain on the limited resources of mainland communities.

The continuous exhaustion of family resources may lead ultimately to con-

tinued poverty. An impoverished group will be unable to benefit fully from

educational and professional opportunities that foster and complete the

social, economic, and,political assimilation of minorities into the main-

stream of American society.

In American society, the principal means by whith a group gains public

and government response to its needs is political pressure, which is partly

a function of nunhera. Pacific Islanders are particularly ill-equipped to

use this method. Their numbers are small and having lived through a long

period of colonization, they are limitad in their ability to confront an
insensitive system. They have not eveh begun, as other minorities have,

to presint their,case, despite the faci that,their educational level and*
job opportunities may be the lowest among U.S. minorities.

Isolation ofdelanders from mainland activities, poor educational pro-
granw on the islands, arid lack of economic support have greatly limited
talented islanders who aspire to higher and professional education. Lin-

guistic and cultural barriers contributd to the slow progresi in solving

education, health, and welfare problenw and hinder the ability of-Pacific
Islanders to present their rights and needs to the Nation that is responsi-

ble for their well-being. Currently, no government agency is responsible

for the American Sanoan and Guemaniana who laft theislands. A. a small

minority group, they are not of any concern to the State, county, or city

in which they reside. Their residence in the U.S. bars them from partici-
pating in their'island's political and economic prograne.

As-Pacific islanders becole more aware and-gain both professional-and'
political confidence--tools necessary for dealing with the realities of the

.Amarican systempthey will be able to achieve equality of education, health

care, and welfare both on the U.S. mainland and in their territorial ialands,

But at present, meager economic sualkt and token action by the U.S. -GIvern-

mint bear testimony to this country's lack of concern regarding its colonial
subjacts and its negligent attitude toward the full social, economic and
political development of a people for whom it has assumed territorial re-

'sponsibility. It is high time that steps be taken to help Pacific islanders

move into the mainstream of America. Not only have they a right to share

fully this country's wealth and opportunities, but.given the chance, they

would have much to contribute through their-unique skills and cultural re-

sources.
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virr-riat REFUGEES: The trauma of exile'
By Tran Tuong Nhu

te.

On April 30, 1975, after 30 years of, nvolvement, the United States

pulled out of Indochina, thereby ending a' ong and tragic war. In the

course of withdrawal, more than 130,000 Vle namese, Khaihr, and Lao, along

with some tribal minorities, were brought to this country in a dramatic

exodus which seemed to eclipse even the end of the war. The refugees

arrived in a daze and were processed through four resettlement camps
around tho country is they waited tor Americans to "sponsor",them.

Unlike previous migrants, these people were deliberately separated

from the very ethnic unity they needed.

While in campo refugees were briefed on aspe4s of American life by

people from voluntary agencies and the U.S. Statelepartmegt who told
them, among other things, that they should not attempt, to communicate
with their,families and friends in Vietnam lest the Communists harm them.
Many reported being told to stay sway from blacks, reirdorcing fear and

vrejudice. They were alio.told that accepting welfare would have an ad-
verse-effect on later employment.

Naturally, these warnings depressed the refugees all the more. The

admonition not to communicate with their families made them feel lost,
without roots or soul. The intimation that another ethnic grOup was already
hostile frightened them., Thus people were in.shock, confused, and deeply
despondent after they first arrived.

Most refugees 'were ill-equipped to leave Viet-nae, as many spoke rio

English and had nd motive to leave except fear. From eyewitness accounts

by two American brothers who stayed in Saigon beyond the end of the.war,
Richard and Joseph Hughes, the'people of Saigon watched ifhile the rich
crambled for a way out. Or, as one student put *t: "You had to be piiv-

ileged to riot at the airport." People who left by sea, howeverfisher-
men, airforce and navy personnel and their families (army members who did

not have access to planes and boats stayed behind)--wert not so well-to-do.

Those who were able to leave br.plane did so under the auspices of the
American Government and American companies, where they'had been. employed.
They were-the only one guaranteed a way ont. Most.of.the Saigbn bourgeofsie--
the merchants, civil servants, professionals, teachers--had no..direct
can connections and coullonot go. An apparent excesition were-Ohysiclans; of
2,500 physicians in South Viet-nae, 660 came to the J.S.

Vietnamese are extremely sentimental by nature, with a deep attathment
to Viet-nam. It is not just the-beauty of 0e land'which has bion4ruined by
the war, but a profound appreciation of family relationships, Mends, society,
and all the ramifications of that closeness. The American family is nuclear
and therefore impersonal from a Vietnamese pgrspectivg. The VietRamkse4have
always lived in an extended family syscsm, in a tight network of solicitode
and awareness Of others. This is why Vietnamese are always considerate, polite,
ever alert to the need of others.
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When they arrived in this country, the refugees were ecattered

throughout the 50 States in an attempt to absorWthemluietly into the

mythical meltini pot. Betwen 40,000 to 50,000 were sponsored privaiely

without adequate safeguards, and many sponsorships have not worked out:

Besides the limited resources of most sponsorsj unfamiliarity and,anxiety
made these arrangements untenable. Most refugeés are,on their own now,
accordiug to the U.S. Department of Uesath, Educatione_and Welfare (HEW).

Although in most cases sponsors.Vere some:wire abusive,

and some Vietnamese found themselves indentured,servants on isolated,Aarms,,
especially in Southern States.. The sponsors frequently reinforced the ..,

refugees' unsasinees.by their ignorance of Vietnamese cAtutn.

Soar Viitnamese complained to me that although Americans ails well-
intentioned, they are impersonal. Because Vietnamese are metkuloul. in
regard for detail, American casualness seems barbaric. Thus it%1
relationships.too. Fpr Vietnamese, friendship is haver casUAlm at Wig
not very formalr sogthe Anecican concept of friendship, seeing téach other
occasionally (especially family) and calling before visiting, s ems Fold
and distant. Vietaamese love to visit and just drop in. Vistas se talk
about "tinh cam" gad "thong cam"--love and synpathy--as the two missing
motions in American society that they cannot live without.

It is important to remember that 45 percent of the refugees are unde
the age of-18 and it is for their children that parents are willing to mak
sacrifices-not ualike immigrants before them. Education is the main reason
people cite for remaining in the U.S.. As long as they are here, _the on,
they might as well take advantage of the opportunity to receive an education--
whic4 is paramount in Vietnamese culture.

, A. a ruie, Vietnamese-are noi goal- or success- oriented, which makes
them particularly unsuited for .the rhythm of Anarican life. Most are not
pushy, most do not know what if means to "get ahead," and most are not
aggressive (although it was their .compatriots who won the war). This lack
of aggression has been interpreted al a lack of drive by the Americans who
used.to work in Vietnam, but it is merely an expression of a different
approach and outlook, al well as a reaction at tiles to their treatment by
Americana. Americans like to see tangibles and the immediate consequence
of their actions. Vietnamese know that everything takes time and they are
used to waiting. They are also used to hardshi0 and used to not having their
own way, at least not right away. This is what has enabled them to endure
and made them patient.

Almost every Vietnamese dreams sicrotly of going home some day. People
tell me that when their children Obtain.their education, and when all hay*
their American paseVorts, they will return home--for a visit.

4 444ti r4
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This is only the beginning of another struggle for many refugees who

have started over again several times. According to HEW statistics, nearly
one-third of the 30,000 bread winners have "professional, technical, or

managerial" backgrounds. The effects of the tight economic market are
complicated by their lack of English and their nuclear immigrant status
which-does not gurantee them citizenship, thus precluding many government
jobs and military positions. More than a half billion dollars has been
spent for refugee resettlement and an HEW task force, along with several
voluntary agencies, devote themselves to refugee problems.

Refugees who come from Cambodia are primarily foiMer employees of the
U.S. Government. /heir numbers are small since the evacuation took place
by air and was limited. Helicopters left Phnom Penh half empty since few
were notified of the evacuation. Lao refugees have been filtering across
the Mekong River since the end of the war, causing some embarrassment to'
the Thai Government. Their reason for leaving Laos do not appear ideolog-
flekl so much as economic; the new government in Laos is attempting to follow
a policy of economic self-sufficiency. These refugees are even more isolated
than the Vietnamese, not to mention the hapless tribal refugees.

If the Vietnamese are not considered aggressiVe by Americaiestandards4
the Khmer and Lao are even less so. It is hard to imagine what they will
gain by coming here. The Vietnamese at least have the comfort of numbers.

Eventually, the Vietnamese will probably do well in the U.S. To have
made it to these shores, often with large families, already proves the fit-
ness of these survivors. Vietnamese Childrenkeenly intelligent, disci-
plined, with boundless enthusiasm--will no dOubt succeed in coming gener-
ations, although the "babylift" children may be especially`troubled when
they realize the circumstances of their departure and not know whether they
were wrongly separated from their real families here or in Viet-nam.

711M114 For their parents, however, the future is'not so cheerful. It is very
difficult to be happy when one cannot reconcile onesetf.with the past'. There
will always be doubts, and the anxiety of not knowing about those one has left

, . behind, in addition to the realization that one may never fit in an alien
4000,(4.1 society, will haunt the refugees for a long time. Many older people (35 and

over) are having problems-learning English. It is not a question of ability
so much ea low morale. Middle-aged refugees feel it id too late for them
Start over again and have sunk into deeper depression. This melancholia saes
to be the prevailing obstacle in the lives of many.

ts....1
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There is no doubt, however, that the coming generations of Vietnamese
will eagerly take the opportunities offered them in the U.S. To grow.up
without the threat of wart the draft, and the uncertainty that governed
their lives in the past will enable these youngsters to soar. One hoped'
they will try to learn about their former country and not,forget about it.
American culture is so Overwhelming in its newness, bigness, and shininess
that it tendsto obscure the values of one's own culture. There is intsgrity
and beauty in traditions of the old country and new immigrants sometimes
forget this in attemOts to assimilate.
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The Vietnamese are resilient and will somehow turn this temporary

misfortune into opportunity, Like recent Korean immigrants who are .

prospering in various parts of this country through dint of hard work

and persverance, they will also make it. Although many have experienced

the sting of racism and the desolation of loneliness, most are determined

to mak the best of the situation. The worst part is knowing that they

may never go home again, may never feel truly a part of this society, and

thus may exist in a social and emotional limbo for the remainder of their

lives.

20
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SECTION II

A =HMI OF ASIAN AIERICAN
Wan EDUCATION AND WiLFARE PROBLINS (Extiacted)

(HEW, Dec 74)

LITRODUCTION

4302

Asian Americans may be defined as persons of Asian ancestry. This

definition includes but is not limited to Chinese, Japan..., Koreans,
Piliponos, Indochinese and South Asians (and Pacific peoples, ed.).

POPULATION AND MIGRATION TRENDS

1970 Census figures indicate an Asian Agierican population of 1.5 million

'people. However, Census data enumerate only five Asian American groups:
Japanese at 591,290, Chinese at 435,062, Pilipinos at 343,060, Hawaiians at

99,958 and Koreans at 70,598. From Census Detailed Characteristic Reports
an additional 200,000 Asian Americans can be accounted for. This group in-

cludes persons of Southeast and South Asian ancestry as well as Pacific

peoples. Even with a larger total of 1.7 million Asian Americans, the 1970

Cenous figures have been questioned as a valid count'and are interpreted as
undev.representative counts.

Population and migration trends bear out several characteristics of the

Asian American community:

1) that although Asian Americans have resided in the U.S. for as long

sa.six generations, great numbers of them are still immigrant and second

generation Americans.

2) that Asian Americans are becoming a visible and.identifiable minority.

- 3) that the traditional West Coast urban residences of Asian Americans

have become. overcrowded.

4) that'substantial numbers of Asian Americans possess minimal under-
standing of American society and minimal English language skills.

5) that the great increase of Asian Americans in a short period of

tine (since relaxation of immigration laws) has severely hampered
absorption of this group into the social service delivery system.

6) that Ailan Americans are in need of social services as much as, if
not more than, the general population.

These facts very much underscore the problems of Asian Americans in the areas
of health, education and welfare particularly in their participation'ifhealth,
education and-welfare services.
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There is a dearth oehealth data on Asian Americans. No overall pro-
file exists,as to their health status and needs, their utilisation of
health services, participation in health prograns and their involvement in
health resources. A major problem is that health data oftentimes are not
collected in terms of the category 'Asian Americans.' In the few instances
that the category is employed, the definition is not consistent.

Because of the inadequacy of xisting health data, opinions and personal
experiences of Asian Americans are vary much a valid indicator of the health
status and needs of Asian Americans.

Asian American communities across the country have articulated health
problems most notably in mental health and drug abuse. They have eipressed
concern over lack of knowledge of health insurance and of available heelth
facilities end services as well as-language and cultural barriers in relating
to health services personnel. Data do not exist for the above health factors
nor for major health items such as disease, acute disorders, alcohorism, den-
tal care and hospital stay.

Health problems are a reality for Asian Americans. Until these problems
are recognised, specilically in terms of collection of consistent health data,
they cannot be adequately remedied.

EDUCATION

/
Like health data, education data on Asian Americans are inadequate,be-

cause they are not based on a consistent or comprehensive definition of Asian
Americans. (Available data indicates a highly educated population group;
however, these data are misleading, ed.) While second end later generations
of Chinese and Japanese Americans are highly educated and the newly arrived
South Asians,Tilipinas and Koreans are overrepiesentad in terms of college
edueation, thiis high achievement cannot be generalised to other segmenti of
the Asian American population, which include newly-arrived Chinese, Samoans,
Guamanian', U.S.-born Pilipinas, and Korean war brides. In fact, educational
probleme exist for the highly and not-s6-h1.gh1y educated Asian American.

An educational problem common io these two groups is.eligibility for mi-.
nority group-oriented special educational_programs among whose benefits are'
admissions and financial aid. Because ol the high education attainment stereá-
type, many segments of the. Asian American population ore citegoricaily ex-
eluded from special programs even though they,may possess the same educational
charecteristics, needs and problems of the target populations of special pro-
grams.

22
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For the highly educated Asian American, ineligibility for such programa

too often reinforces their limited choices of educational careers. It is

a common fact that well-educated Asian Americans have been confined to

specific Aisciplipes, nOtably those of a scientific and technical nature.

They are rarely found in 06 creative arts, humanities, social sciences,

public services, management and law. This educational pattern is reflected
Ln emPloyment which again tends toward the scintific and technical.- For

example, over ono-t4ird of Aaian American eMployment in the Department is
concentrated in the'health area, particularly research.

In addition to confinement to select academic fields which require mini-
mal English language skills an# public contact, the highly educated Asian
Americans, particularly the new immigrants, suffer from underemployment.
Educational credentials obtained 'outside the United States are considered in-
ferior by many American professional accreditation boards (e.g., the foreign
medical graduates and medical institutions). It is not at all uncommon tor
a highly educated, newly-arrived immigrant to enroll in basic courses of his
or her profession at an American undergraduate institution.

Higher education problems can be matched in quantity and severity by
elementary and secondary education problems. The-traditional stereotype
of the model Asian American student is being shattered as rates for juve-
nile delinquency, drop-out and absenteeism in the elementary and aecondary
grades increase for both native and immigrant Asian Americans.

WELFARE

Welfare has a very negative connotation for American society at large
and Asian American communities in particular. Yet, denotatively, 'welfare'
is synonymous with the state of well-being. More commonly, welfare is known
as the government process by which aid is given to persons in poverty6
aid includes,diroct services and assistance payments.

However, even if welfare services are available, they may not be acces-,
sible to Asian Americalis. As pointed out earlier, the lack of.communication,
lapecifically in terms of bilingual/bicultural information, is a hindrance to
access to welfare services.

Another,barrier to accessibility is the whole social stigma attached to
receiving welfare services which is in opposition tolmany Asian Americans'
cultural traditions.

Daily barriers include transportation, health and nutrition, and employ-.
ment and income., A good segment of the potential welfare services recipients
have little access to adequate transportation to obtain these services; have
poor health and nutrition to pursue the welfare service processes; and have
limited employment and income to expend time and money to-obtain these services.

/50
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SECTION III

MILLIE ASIA11-All1tICANS NAVE iliCUITTERED IN THE MILITARY

DISCRIMINATION

Stereotyping. Stereotypes of behavior prepetuete themselves by con-
ditioning Asians as well as non-Asians. Although subject to manipulation,
as best evidenced by the history of stereotypes of Japanese Americans, such
sometimes contradictory behavioral stereotypes as "model minority", "quiet
and paskive", or "sneaky and inscrutable", or the employment stereotypes of.
Japanese gardners, Chinese cooks And laundrymen, Philippino lebdrers, and
Vietnamese prostitutes do influence behavior.

Racial Slurs. The most Prevalent form of discrimination is degrading
lenguage. It takes many forme and can be seen when expressions such as
"Jap, Cook, Chinaman, slant-eye etc., are used and when demeaning jokes
are told about Asian Americans.

Inclusion/Recognition. The inclusion and reeognition of Asian American
military members in areas of recruiting advertisement, training materials
and other media requires continued attentinn. It is a positive means to
overcomm some of the stereotype levels of prejudice and mdsconceptions about
Asian Americans.

ACCULTURATION OF ASIAN SPOUSES AWAY FROM THEIR "MOTHER" COUNTRY

_

AA evidenced by population statistics, there are vast numberq of recent
/*Mien immigrants in the U.S. Some are well educated, literate in English,
and able to adjust rapidly. Many others are not. Although by. no means. con-

./-
:..fined within the Asian American communiiy, problems seem to be among.the

Asian wl;Pes of mdlita 7 1servicemen. OVer the past twenty-five to thirty
years,- these have been 'rgely Japanese and Korean. Although we tend to
think of "war brides" as something from the distant pastliespecially since
the Korean War ended two decades ago, the reality is thae'the number of
Korean wives of servicemen entering the U.S. has been steadily increasing in
recent year.. Additionally with Our involvement in ioutheast Asia we have
seen new waves of wives from Vietnam, Thailand, and Philippine countries..

Communication Barriers. Probably the single most evident problem for
Asian Americans is the language barrier. It is complicated because there
are hundreds of Asian languages and dialects. Language is really only one
part of communications however, and immigrants from a different culture are
confronted with 4ifferent styles of communication as well ae a different
language. The few English as a Second Language classes hmAre not met the
needs of most immigrents. Another problem is that many.non-Asians have dif-
ficulty in understanding the accent of Asians speaking English.

451
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' Lai* of Acculturation. Many things"which most Americans take for

granteeare very foreign to a new immigrant. Perhaps the most important

need for any person is the need for food. Asians face a very different

diet in America, and if they are un4lling or unable ito accept it, are

confronted with the difficulty and expense of obtaining the specialized

or imported foods. Support for these-unique needs may or may not be met
by BXa and-commissaries. This should be a continued item of interest.

"Physical,lsolation. Some Asian American spouses find themselves on
itary installations or in communities where no.Aaian communities exist.

Thefs.ting of physical isolation may become very-serious when one Topsiders
the l of cultural isolition. In some calms there are husbands who
strive to ke.ptfi.ir wives.physically isolated in their homes.

Absence of Friends and Relatives. Many military wives have no contact
in the U.S. Even if a neighbor should offer friendship, it may be scored
under,a different value system from lack of understanding. Cultural and

communication barriers can sake it difficult to find friends. Thepfact

that few of the military wive, already have relatives in the U.S. some- .

times heightens loneliness, alienation, and-dependency upon the husband.
With statue'factors and the desire to help other relatives in the wife's
native country, it also encourages the wife to bring her immediate famAay
over to the U.S. The fact her mother and father probably speak no English
and that her brothers and sisters probably have families of their own com-
plicate the issue. Often the wife is not fully prepared to -care for her
relatives and they in turn are not ready to make the many adjustments re-
quired by such a move. W

Marital Problems. Marital problems are extremely common between mil-

itary servicemen and their Asian wives. This Might be expected in cases
of mixed marriages established on a short-term basis in,a culturally pre-

4 scribed settipg then uprooted and transferred to a totally different and'
often hostile environment. The initial extreme dependency of.the often '

submissive Asian woman, the'reactions of the husband's family and peers,
thi frustrations he himself faces fros%the culture shock of returning home,-.
and the necessarily slow process of acculturition underscore any problems
which nay already exist in the marital relationship. .At best the ,transitioit
is difficult. In seVere cases physical abuse in the-form of wife-beating or
child-beating may resitilt.

Problems with 'Children. Difficulty with children occurs frequently in
homes with racially mixed parentage. They can be intensified when children
are confronted with identity crisis partially because of racially mixed
parentage and when generational differences are magnified by differing
degrees of acculturation and language...facility.

Lack of Naturalization Skills. Another-problem may occur in the train-
ing of individuals in order to seok
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Religious Differences. Differences exist both among Asians and be-

tween Asians and non-Asians. Spiritual guidance in their own religious

faith or denomination is sometimes undbtainable because of the rarity

of that faith in .
the military/civilian community. The alternatiVes are

to continua independently, adopt another faith, or abandon religion.

AVAILABLE WROACHES/RESOURCES/SEEVICES

Unwifiingness to.Admit ProPlems. This position.is prepetuated

partially through several stereotypes, particularly the "model minority"

one, and the custom of. keeping anger/frustrations inward. It is almost

impossible to help someone vho refuses to acknovledge Mat he/she needs

help, regardless of how severe his/her problems may be. Posiible indi-

cators of Asian spouse problems may show up as DUIs/DWIa, attempted sui-

cides, separation/divorce actione.

... Lancing a Sense of CommunitT. Ignorance of available iesOUrces and ,

:eervides cia the .installation is a prime obst-acle for Asian spouses living

in cultural isolation: 'Ignorance prevails whau no feeling of community

exists and when language poses a barrier. Outreach programs are needed to,

assist in making-Asian spouses feel welcomed. Efforts "can be made to in-

vite them to share their life styles i.e., dance, cooking, fishions, cus-

toms at various funct4ons such as base talent/various shove, squadron ban-

quets, officer/NCO wives luncheons/meeting, squadron wives meeting. Pro-

viding classes to teach English as a second language may be One peens to

facilitate the communication process. In addition, services/skills to

help individuals meet the requirements for'citizenship, the acquiring of

Arivers license and other educational/vocational trainisg etc. In various

situations.such as during citildbirth, the use of interpfeters/translators

may ease some of the fear and anxiety of the expectant =other. 4dditionally.'

it I. important-non-Asians make efforts tibunderstand and be tolerant of the

Asian American spouses efforts to "st4re in the American way of life"

fs
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1. Review the
Americans,
Vietnamese
group.

a. What were the reascns they came to the U.S.?

(1) Chinse Americans

N..

REVIEW QUESTIONS 439
profilem on the following groups: Chinese Americans, Japanese

Philippino Americans, Korean Amerisans, Pacific Islanders and

Americans end answer the following questions relating to each

(2) Japanese Americans

(3) Philippino Americans

(4) Korean Americanp.

(5) Pacific'Islanders

(6) Vietnamese AMericans

f

b. What were their early experiences in the United States i.e., areas
of Mettlementi roles, occupations contributions, and problem areas.

C.

(1) Chinese Americans

(2) Japanese Americans

(3) Philippino Americans

(4) Korean Americana

(5) Pacific Islanders

(6) ,Vietnamese Americans .

What are some of the speCific aspects of racism/discrimination (laws,
prohibitions etc) encountered by Asian Americans?
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d. What actions reflect a change of attitude in the last few decades?

St

e. How would you describe,the status of the groups today? ,

f. How can non-Asians and Asians be more responsive to t e concerns

411111 aspirations and problems of each other?

.4

.

" Li' .

2. What aril the recent characteristiCs of the Asian American communities?

3. What impact has data collection/anAlysis had on addressing health,
education and welfare problems?

4. What are the discriminatory problems Asian Americans have encountered in
he military?

5. What are soMe problems-that Asian American spouses 'have encountered?

0
6. How cams sons. of community be created relative to Asian American

spouses?

i 4
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CROSS-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND DIFFICULTIES

(HISPANIC AMERICANS)

ATTENTION
4-

PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (10 Minutes)

Hispanic.Americans Americans of
Spanish Speaking Origin may well
be the fastest growing minority
group in America today. Who com-
prises this group? What are &Dimon
situations and common dilemmas fof
members of this group in the mili-
tary today?

OVERVIEW

1. Read the criterion objective
and teaching steps to the class.

In this unit of instruction, t
wv will be looking into aspects I'

of the Latino, or hispanic,
culture and the difficultivt

.members of this group experience
in a doniinant-majority codtrolled
society.

MOTIVATION

The 'Air Force operates with
middle-class', white; male values.
Many Hispanic Americans encounter
difficulties in the Air Force when
their cultural values and life
styles clash with those of the
establishment.. Most are able to
effectively deal with the ten-
sions caused by these clashes.
There are however, a number who
are unable to adjust to the cow-
Meting demands of the military
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life. For these, relief may he
sought through appeals for assist-
ance from the EOT staff; others

May elect to act out their frus-
trations through socially un-
acceptable behayiors. They may

be viewed as discriminators, or
they may turn to alcohol or drugs
for solace or escape. When you,

the Social Actions program worker,
come into professional contact with
Hispanic Americans, it is vital that

you understand their unique,back-
ground and know "where they!re
coming from."

PRESENTATION

6e. Identify historical and
current political, socio-
economic events and attitudes
which combine to shape the frame
of reference for Hispanic Americans .
in the United States-of America
today and makes cross-cultural
communication difficult.

Historical Perspective-.

(This information is covered
in reading assignments add films,
and is testable.) (Show the film,

Yo S9Y Chicano, FLC 25-0017,

50 Mln).

2. -Minority characteristics of
Americans of Spanish.Speaking
Origin -(SSO).

a. Define the term "Americans
of Spanish Speaking Origin (SSO)".

(I) This Is a fudctional
label used by some agencies.of the
Federal government, including the
Air Force, to lump together all
people Of Spanish ancestory, or,
whose fbrebearers came from 'a
country where Spanish Is the
national language,

_

2
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(2) ,It is not necessary that
9 person be able to gpeak Spanish in
Qrder to be considered an SSO.

(3) The term "Spanish sur-
named" is used by some Agencies
(Bureau of the Census, HUDt HEW)
to identify persons of 'hispanic
ancestry. The validity of this
criterion is questionable; however,
since not all persons of SSO'have
Spanish surnames. One such perion,
for example, was General Bernardo
O'Higgins, son of the Viceroy of
Peru and leader of Chile's fight
for liberation from Spain.

b. Identify the five major
ethnic groups within the Americans'
of SSO population.

(1) Mexican Origin. In-
cluded in this group are those
persons, who either were born in
Mexico and legally immigrated to
the-United States, or who were
born in the USA of parents whose
antecedents came from Mexico.

(a) Members of this
group frequently have strong ties
with Mexigo, and often have rel.:
atives living in that country.

1P (b) Most members
of thislgroup.identify with both
the Mexican and the Anglo.cultures,
and enjoy the Lest of both.

(c) Many members of
this group do not care to be identi-
fied as Mexican-Americans, arguing
that not everyone so-labeled is a
descendant of Mexican immigrants.
These people liave chosen to call
themselves "Chicanos"0:

3
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(2) Puerto Rican Origin
Persons in this category were
either born in Puerto Rico or in
the USA of Puerto Rican parents.
Regltrdless of where they were
born, all are US citizens. Puerto
Ricans tend to identify strongly
with "the island", and share an
Afro-Iberian culture.

.(3) Cuban Origin. These
are persons who were either born
on Cuba, or in the USA of Cuban
parents. The bulk of the United
States' Cuban popula,tion is in
Florida, where they settled after
leaving Cuba in the wake of Fidel
Castro's successful revolution.
The majority of Cuban refugees
were well-educated and in the'
middle or upper economic class
they have assiMilated well into
our,society. Cubans share a
cultural value of someday
returning to their homeland,
the "pearl of the Anti4les".

(4) Central and South
Amet%ican Origin. Included in this
group are persons born in thope
western hemisphere nations where
Spanish is the national language,
or the children of parents born
in.those countries who immigrated
to the USA. 'Members of this group
tend to identify strongly with the
land of their forebearers, adtrdo
not all consider themselves "Latin
Americans."

(5) Other Spanill Origin.
These are the people who were born
in Spain or inisome other Spanish-
speaking country,. or whose parents
were spanish speakers. There are
some in this group who have no
Indian "blood", and who were born
In countries not normally considered
"Spadish". Some explanations for
this.seeming inconsistency may be

4 ,
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found in the variegated history
of Europe (Optional: the Nether-
lands, parts of Belgium, France
and Wily were once considered
parts of the Spanish Empire, for
example -- as were, and -still are,
some parts of Africa and Oceania).

c. Discuss demographic data
relating to Americans of SSO.

(1) Population Numbers.
Data .gatherf4 in'the 1970 census
did not provide an adequate in-
dication of the SSO population
in America, and later surveys
.were made in efforts to improve
those data. Based on those
surveys, an estimated 11.2
million SSO were living in
America in March 1975.

(A) Some 6.7 million
persons reported themselves to be
of Mexican origin. These figures
may be off by as much as 2 million
or more, because many Mexican-Amer-
icans tend to identify with and,
therefore, report themselves in
the caucasian group. Most Mexican-

..

Americans were living in the South-
western states of California,
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and

Id

Texas.

(b) A total of 1.7
Puerto Ricans were reported. It

appears likely this figure is in-
correct -- in 1970, there were
2./ million persons living in
Puerto Rico alone. Many Puerto
Ricans identify with the Black
culture.

(c) Most.of the
743,000,perons of Cuban origin
were'living ih the area Of Miami,
Florida.,'

5
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(d) The total number of
persons of Latin American origin was
671,000.

(e) There were about
1.2 million persons identified as
"Other Spanish Origin."

(2) Population Growth.
Peoples of SSO are the fastest
growing minority in the United
States.

(a) Rough computations
suggest an approximate rate of natural
increase (excess or live births over
deaths) of about 1.8% annually.

(b) Immigration from
abroad has contributed significank
numbers: In the three-year period
ending 30 June 1972, for example,,
some 496,000 immigrants from all
Spanish-speaking countries (in-
cluding 159,000 from Mexico) were
admitted to the USA as permanent
residents.

(3) Age Distribution.
The SSO population in America is
young, by comparison with the rest
of the populltion. The average
age of Amercians of $50 in 1970
was 20.7 years, whilethe average'
age of all other Americans was 28.6
years.

(4) Education. As a group,
SSO are below the national average
for educational attainment. Estimates
of percentages of adults within each
group who completed high school are:

6

(a) Mexican Origin 31.0%.

(b) Puerto Rican 28.7%.

(c) Cubap 51.7%.

(d) All other SSO - 58.0%.
4 61
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(5) Representation in the
Air Force. As of November 1976, a
total of 13,381 members of the Air
Force were identified as SSO. Of

this number, 740 were women.

4

(a) Mexican-Americans
number 8,035, or 1.4% of the force.

(b) There were 2,751
Puerto Ricans, or .48% of the force.

(c) 295 members, or
_047. of the force, were of Cuban
origin.

(d) Other members of
Spanish descent numbered 2,750, or
.48% of the force.

EVALUATION

1. What are some limitations to.
.using surnames as a way to identify
people of SSO?

2. As SL people, why is it important
for us to know there is a difference
in identification between people who
refer.to themselyes as Mexicap-Amer-
icans and those who call themselves
Chicanos?

3. What are some differences among
people of SSO which distinguish them
from one another?

3. Factors which rause conflict
bektween Americans of SSO and the
dominant majority in the United
States of America.

1,6
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a. Theory of incomp!ttibility.

One theorist has proposed that the
cultures of mainstream America and
the SSO population are.incompatible
in four basic areas, and that the
differences are irreconcilable.
These areas are:

(1) Culture. The Amer-
ican culture is firmly anchored
on Anglo-Saxon values and tradi-

tions while the SSO cultures de-
rive primarily from Indo-Hispanic
values and traditions.

(2) Language. English

(in an Americanized form) is the
language of the land, while region-
alized Spanish is the mother tongue
of the majority of the SSO. Inter-

ference occurs when individuals
must learn a second language. This

interference is manifeltted by such

things as errors in pronunciation
and interpretation, literal as
opposed to idiomatic-translations,
and faulty sentence structure.

(3) Economic Level.
America is predominAntly middle
class mat least that is the
economic level of the bulk of
the dominant majority. Most SSO

are living at or below the poverty

level.

(4)' Religion. America

is a Protestant nation, and
operates according to the Prot-

eft-ant Ethic. On the other hand,
modt SSO are Catholic.

b. In ,order, to penet(ate 'into

the mainstream of American society,;

the SSO must abandog his/her native

customs and values and accept in

their place the.customs and valuits

of the dominant majority. It is

not unusual, during this conversion

8
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process, for Hispani.cs to end up
despising what they were and those
who cleave to the old ways.

EVAL,WiTION

What are some examples which
'illustrate the conflict between
mainstream America and people of

SSO?

4. Areas of conflict between
Hispanic culture and the military.

a. Background Data

(1) In the military, the
labels "Spanish Surnamed" and
"Americans of SSO" have been used
to identify individuals whose sur-
name is Hispante or who has Hispanic
roots -- with no regard for cultural
or regional distinctions. In that

there are several cultures involved
in these all-too-broad categories,
problems and resentments, are created
by this tendency to lump together
people of what are often'vastly
different backgrounds.

' (2) The report of the
1972 Task Force on Military
Justice provides on example of
the problems created by this
"lumping to*ether", dr stereo-,,
typing. The reporCIstated:.
"We wanted to look at distinct
Latin subgroups: native-born
Mexican-Americans; Puerto Ricans,.
Cubans, and foreign-born Mexicans.
We were confronted with the fict
that the services lump all iuch
important cultures into ,the rau-
casian sfrouping., This failing
has particularly serious con-
seguynces for Americans of SSO,
because it leads directfy to

.9

,

V.ZttICWOMItarArtre'svez...f.'.77--77
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(5) During this portion
of the lesson, we will examine some
possible situations which could con-
front members of p0 during their
military experience.

450
both a failure to perceive"that
they have problems in tpe mili-
tary and to a distorted under-
standing of what those problems
are."

'(3) One source of resent-
ments is that, While Americans tend
to classify people as black, white,
red, brown, or yellow, the people
of Hispanic background find such
identification unacceptable. They
have elected to identify them-
selves on the basis of culture.

(4) Culture may'be defined
zts a system of standardized social
characteristics unique to a specific
group. When dealing with problems
or situations involving members of
SSO, It is useful to have some
understanding of the cultures from
which they spring.

1.4Z;n:c:::
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b. Discuss language differences.

(1) It is not unusual for
persons of SSO to be raised in homes
where Spanish is the primary language.
In fact, many of these persons have
few requirements to utilize English
outside the school and, possibly, .

the work enVlronments. Fof persons
such asNthese, difficulties with
the military could begin in the
recruiter's,office.

10
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(2) The potential new Air
Force member will, of course, have
sufficient. command-of English to
fill out forms and actomplish
screening tests. However, the
test scores may be mere reflec-
tions of the individual's command
of English, and not true indicatori
of his/her aptitudes, abilities,
end potential.

(3) The Hispanit recruit
.may experience difficulty in hie/

her attempts to communicate career
desires to the recruiter. A possi-
ble reault of this could be that
the new member 'may wind up in a
career field totally alien to his/

her interests.

(4) Once in the Air Force-
the young Hispanic member is con-
fronted with the necessity to speak
in English myth of the time. Often,

that-Englisb is spoken with an ac-
),cent -- which leaves the speaker
vulnerable to criticism, ridicule,
'Ip.r Oven oitracism.

(5) "When therejs typre than

one Spinish-speaker in.a unkt or work
site, it is not unusual for them_to-

_-converse in Spanish. Their language
is not only a source of pleasure for
them, it is alai) a reassurance of
group identity. Supervisorsyho
dcWt understand the language may
feel Uncomfortable when they don't
know what their subordinates are
saying, and some lave been,known
to require thPse under their control
to speak only English on the job.
Such attitudes tend to generate
resentment and tension -- the SSO
member may adopt some type of
defenikme behavior, such as With-
'arawal,.aggrerion, etc.

Int
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c., Discuss respetu.

(1) Another important aspeet
of mos* Hispanfc cultures isregpeto
(respect),. or /K1f0y developed
conrept of dignity. Tills is completely

divorced from the individual's social
or economic sfltuation.

1.

(2) Reepeto'clemands that certain.

ceremonieiond rityalsbe.observed
,interliersonal relationships, Respetd
may Be,conveyed by-prescribed postures, ,t
-words of deference,.embraces 'Obrazos>,
etc. Included among 'the honorifi

involled An the donveyance
'...r

respetd are:. . -... "
,

4 .. _ ,

, .

ss, .c.

. (a)' Formal greetings And ,.

Closings in correspondence-7 even.in'
letters between fathily members or .

;

S.

tfriebds..

. .*
(b).:Formal handshak4pg.

is expected at the beginning:and 00:
of each encounter-. -If. there. Je.s a

relationship, an embrace (ahrazo)
may substifute foethe. handshake.

3 (c) Unlike the American
.

custom, it i's proper for a-man to
. .

. offer 61s)4hand tO'a wdman, or for a',

younger Oergon to extend hisiher.,
.

to a senior.. poTe than. one,flispa ;-.-

member has'been left with an empty,
extbnded hand wheri the automdtic ', .4. AI

6 Irtikt"t3 cu4ura1 tesponse of hahdstiaking ,

, .17......
. . , .

. rung contraiy .t6 AmeTicadbcusto
M A; , .i...va Ap ,

. ,c- Whe his odcurs), it-is'not.unusual

s ,
(for thb ttisOanid to be offendedby.,

the rceived laek a consideration
for him/her, c-.Yith Olk pssitile tesnli

%
,

that she/he redAts to defedSive'A, .,

, - ..

0e,havior,;,- The indivAdual. may.Wd.th--

draw for eXampae, and fail_ to-,heed .
,

.-';.. , attvt0/1nstructions or migs'appoint-
.

Ments, etc;
:'

. 0.
'a

-
_
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(d) Appropriate cere-
monial conduct 'clemands that the
person'of SSO agree, at least
verbally, with.an individual viewed
as in.authority even though she/
he may disagree internally. From
the Cultural point of view, the
verbal agreement is a means to
prevent the other individual from'
"'feeling bad". Any verbal agree-
ment which masks an internal dis-
agreement is'made with,the full
intention of not following through.
Such behavior may be viewed YY
qilitary-authority aa lying.
Shpuld the SSO member,be accused
of lying,u9der the circumstances
just described, she/he will:
probably believe her/himself un-
justlY accused and ill-treated.
It is likely the individualwill
perceivean insult td his/her
'Aignity and, if possible, will
terminate the relationship.

'3.

411r

-46:3

4.-

a.

lift the culture4o,

dominant majority,

\ 1

child is requiyed to "look me in
.the eYe" when being'scolded. When
a person of Hispanic origin iq
being reprimanded, it 48 appro-
priatethatAiihe/he'Avotd looking,
Auto the face'Of 'the_other person.

A
.The SSO will believe sheihe is V.

bein$ respectful,by _turning his/
her head when, in realtiy, such
behAinor is likely adding to the
ire of the supetviS0r.,

0. j

Discuis fiamily'structure.

(1) In most fllspanic cul- t
:tures, family ties extend to very.
distant r,elativei. When twolPersofts

of the same Cult.ure meet, a,fevorife
topic p:1- 6.onlier'saion 'is tracit*.,

geneolo& until-60me cAlmon.relationT-
Ship is established ----'no matter how

' dfstantof tenObs.'

.13
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(2) Some bases have
Hispanic clubs, or social ot:gani-

zatioris, which are genewally baslerd

oh tHe stroag bultural value of

faRkly-centered entertaInMent.
Culeutal:conftice may Oxist when
military regulations prohibit the-
pr4sence Of children (in, the officer/
1k1C00.ubs at night, etc.) at'club-

,
sporiabred actixities, lor example.

6

I.

451.
(2) Roles of family members

are clearly defined. Children afe
taught to,obey and respect adults.
In fact, some sociolOgicd1 studied

indicate that obedience and respect
for parents and Other'adults iS
valued above love in most Hispanic

cultures.

(3) FamillPy slIkueture and

military rules-May conflict. FOr

example, a member cif SSO may'llot

readily comprehend why'his/her
commander authorize
emergency leave when a godparent
is ill Or passes away'. Of course,
ordinary leave Can be granted, but
the Red Cross will not lend money
for the trip unless it 16 an

emergencyl In the eyes of the Red

'Cross, a godpareAt is member

of the idmediatejamily.

e. Dissuss entertainmen9e
.N

(1):.tIn general, people. of

Hispanic background do not accept
the'concept of.separatiniagd groups:,
for celebrations. There ard times,
of courses when it is appropriate to'

s'eparate age groups; however, many
celebrations and activities are
structured io Include the entire

family. If dancing Is,part of any
of these activities, it is not un-
usuhl to see the dance'floor crowded'

with couples ranging.in. ageofrom .

tour to seVnty years.

1.4-
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f. DiscUss machismo.

(1)' Machismo is an attitude
which stresses man's superiority over
woman. This'attitude is attdd out by
such behaviors as seducing women (Don
Juan), avoiding tasks considered
woman's work, aggressive bravura and
fearlessness, etc.

- () The Agn2 young Hispanic
can run into trouble in the military,
where he may feel compelled to adopt
aggressive behavior 'in order to damon-
strate his virility. He may be accused,
by his .more reserved peers,,oi behavior
bordering.on lust. Even his way of

4
lpoking at-women is different; the
Amarical) male tends tu girl-watch'
.out of. the''corner of his eye
(covertly)., while the;macho will
make no-effort to conceal his in-
terest. Explain .piropo.

A

(3) Machismo may.also
manifested.bx A tbndency toward
indfvidualisM\ which runs contrlry
o the American,yalue of "teamw64"..

The macho may Attempt, by str?y means
possibke, to safegdard his'inner,
integrity.ln thte face of group
pressure. One of his greatebt fears
might-be tfiat he will-be forced to
relin4uigh his indOiduality in
ofder to c'Ohfotm to the gioup.

-

: EVACUATION

.What types of problems may
arise as a regUlt of liingdage
differences when the Amerfcan of
SO first enters the Air Force?

2: .1How can respao andtlie formal
4 agreemeritJead te:difficulties'in
'the mil4ary? .

3. What ts Machidmo?
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4. Describe the Hispanic; tamily

structure: How is it signkfil.;ant?

5. Contemporary problems con-'
front/III; Americans of Spanish-
speaking Origin in.the Air -Force

a. Prvide background data:

(1) Military members Of SSO
and their families havg needs which
are not bePng udequately met by the
Air Pórce. As a rule, these needs
are surfaced with reluctance due,

in the main, to the fact that-
Hispanics tend to have a great sense
of pri4 and often are not. willing'
to ask fo.r what is rfghtfully.

(2) Recently, several
dignitaries,of SSO visited througholit
the AWVorce and, in the course of
these visits, surfaced a variety of
problems which require prompt atten-
tion..

b. Discuss Base Exchanges.

(1), The selection of records
and tapes available for Hispanics tend
to by limited. Often, there are:a
large nUmber of copies of only a few
titlds. The titles in stock are fre-
Auently outdated; &nd often fegture
unknown artists. Selections do not
reflect the variety -of culture* in-
cluded-in th-e SSO group.

) Cosmetic§ and similar
products or Hispanics are seierely
limited, available.iit all. When ,

.

Hispanic products do -appear,on the
shelves, it is virtually a certainty
that they will.he from the Mirugia .

(ipanishf line.

.
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(3) Greeting cavd linem often
`do not include selections appropriate
to many of the holidays dnd celebra-
tions of the Hispanic community (e.g.,
quiceniera, Dia de las Madres, etc.)

c. Discuss entertainment.

(1) Entertainment systems fn
the Air,Force do not provide enter-
tainment for the Hispanic community.
This is the most emotionally-charged
issud reported by SSO personnel. It

seems to be the universal compliept
from all the cultural groups surveyed.

(2) A significant number of
cases were reported in which Latins,
Americah Clubs were asked to guarantee
a specifjed attendance before they were
allowed to provide their own entertain-
ment. In one instance, i Latino club
was required to pay for a disco and

4 then provide ics owrecords for a
-rdance at-the base NCO Clul. Such

practites ate seen as discrimInatory
-by SSO personnel.

d. Discuss USO Shows.

(1) It)has been reported
that USO shows Lamed at the Hispanic
community are'inadequate in number.
In recent years, only three shows.
with. Hispanic-oriented enteitain-
merit have toured Europe; none have
been to PACAF.

(2) 'The few shows,that did
tour Europe-had !i6o dance"Nklauses
written into their cOntracts. In

thele desire for entertairent,
or

Uispanic personnel aitempted to
hire the:USO musicians to play
for dans, on their 4ays oft, but
this warrOtiohibitet1 by the contT cts.
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e. Discuss Armed Forces Radio and

Television Service (AFRTS).

Both the quality and quantity
of programming for Hispanic audiences
on local Armed Forces Networks .(AFN)

are inadequate to the needs of SSO

personnel. Whatyrogramming there
Is, tends toward music for the Puerto
Rican and Mexi,can (not Mexican-
American) members.and,is often
selected and played by non-Spahish-
speaking disc jockeys (e.g., Vance
Graham). Television_programs in-
tended specifically for Hispanics
ore virtually non-existent.

f. Discuss commissaries.

Problems with commissaries
involve the failure to stock many
products which are widely used by
Htispantc personnel. Many so-called
"Simnish products are'really sfocked
fo'r non-Hispanics (who may not know
the diffPrence). jrlues on some
speciany products aPpear quite high,
and long de.t.ays are frequently in- .

volved when shelves need restAking.

g. Dlscuss.military justice.007

Serions concern has been
expressed, by SSO personnel,othak
Hispanics.are being_proceSsed
through the military justice who,
bocause of iriaddquate command of
Cngl1s6,.yere consenting to now-.
judicial or other Piinishment simply
beCause they did not underitand the
fulliampact. Of their:decisIons.
They consider theie a tions a
Avach of their civ ri hts and ,

examples of discri itory treat-
°.

ment.
1
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h. DisCuss reading material.

SSO personnel complain that
their base libraries, book stores, and
human relations courses have little, if
any, current reading material for Hispanic
personnel.

6. Direct the students to small, groups
to.participate in a discussion/structured
experience to reinforce their learning
-of the lecture material. Proceed in
accordance Vith Attachment 1.

EVALUATION

1. Wli'at are some problems SSO personnel
experience when trying to buy records in
the Base Exchange?

2. What problems exist with respect to
military justice?

e

S UMARY

Dpring the lecture, we have discussed
the following:

a. Minority characteristics of
Abericans of Spanish-speaking origin.

b. 'Factors which catise conflict
between Americans of SSG and the
dominant majority in the United States.

c. Some areas of conflietween
(Hispanic culture and the military.

d. rolitOleconfronting
Americans of Spanip Alediang origin in
the Air Force. ... .n, ....w. .,1,..410',
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REMOTIVATION/CLOSURE

Social Actions personnel must recognize
the needs and cultural values of Ameri-
cans of Spanish-speaking origin in /he
military. There are innumerable sit-
uations in the everyday life of our'
people in which the discord generated
by the clash of cultural values blocks
Ithe fulfillment of a positive human
transaction needed to accomplish the
mission. The problems in interaction
can be manifested by discrimination,
substance abuJ+e, and poor human re-
lations in general. You, as members
of the commander's staff charged -
with the responsibility for assisting
and,advising on human relations problems,
must be alert to conditions which hinder
mission accomplishment and you must
strive toward resolving those conditions.
Thank you for your attention.c
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Social Actions Training Branch If -40 / LP A/B-I-0.5
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas CROSS CULTURAL DIFFEReNCES 0

AND DIFFICULTIES (HISPANICS)

. 9 January 1978
r

"GETTING INTO THE SHOES OF"

GROUP OBJECTIVg: Observe and experience the feelings aroused by some
of the conflict between the Hispanic-AmbriCan Culture and the dominant

. mainstream culture in Americit to4py.

PROCEDURE:

HR/MINS \

0000 INTRODUCTIO11.' Select individuals to participate in the role playing
situation -1"Getting Into the Shoes Of". The roles are Principal,
Teacher, and Senora Lopez.

0003 BRIEF ROLE-PLAYERS. Give each participant their instructiodsheet
and ask them to review thet'outside of the classroom.

0008 BRIEF REMAINING STUDENtS. Read the.followig sibuation vo the re-
.

'maining students in the classroom "Senora Lopez is a Chicano mother
who comes to school in answer to a complaint that her son.speaks
Spanish rather than English in class..and on the playground. The
Principal and the school authorities are apprehensive that he will
never leain English this way. This is the first year that George
Washington Elementary School'has gone through a desegregattgn pro-
gram.which.has resulted in an fnereased number of Spanish speaking
children in the school."

Encourage the students to note the attitudeS'and behaviors of each
.of the Role players. They wilt have an opportunity to.report their
observations following the exercise.

0012 CLARIFY ROLES OUTSIDE ROOM. Invite the role players in and deter-_
mine if they have any points that heed clarification..

.00-1
0018 BEGIN ROLE-PLAY. Begin the exercibe by stating that Seuor Lopez is

waiting in the reception room for the principal to invite her i to
his/her office. (The initial role.play should run at least 10 1inutes);

0040 PROCESS FIRST ROLE-PLAY. Following the exercise have ea h p(mtici-
pant tell how he/she felt in his/her rote.

. '' .
-

OM() ASK FOR RROCESS OBSERVATIONS, isk observers to report heir obser-
vations.

.

, ..
0060 BREAK /

.
1

0110 DIVIDE GROUP. -DiVide the group into two grobps and gjive each of the
13.xoups the discussion questions (Group 1 and Group 2 have.different
questions). GiVe them 20 minutes to respond to their questions.

4 k -
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REPORT OUT. Have each of the g'roups report their responses to.the

questions to the large group. Allow for comments from the large

group regardingtheir agreement ol disagreement with the responses.

4

0145 SUMMARY. Debrief and summarize the entire exercise. Reamphasize the

exercise objective. Ar

00')0 BREAK.
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ROLEPLAY I -"GETTING fNTo THE SHOES OF"

A. Senora Lopez Roleplaying InlAruction Sheet

. SITUATION: Senor Lopez is a Ghicana mother who cobes to school in answer

to_a complaint that her son speaks Spanish rather than Englfish in clash and

on che playground. She is piesently,waiting'in the Principal's reception'
4

room to have.a conference with him/her and her-8611's teacher'. The'role play-
.

ing situation begins by the principal inviting Senora Lopez into his/her office.

2. ROLE DESCRIPTION/POSITIONS:

SENORA LOPEZ 7 You have somefworkinglcnowledge of Eng1ish, but yolisee

ndthing wrong with your son John speaking Spanish at all times if he wants

-.... , to. However, you'don't want him to be held baCk in school because of this.

*0 / (

You are waiting in the Principal's reception room tb be tnvited flits, hfs/her

cii

4

office to discuss the complainethat you received by a note from John s teacher.

You Are aware that the teacheryill be present. This is the first year that you'

Wave been involved with George Washintof Elementary Schoql since-your children

are'now.bused over to this sCfhool. Thf s ththird week of school anid the
4

first year, that the school has been Involved in a district project entitled

"Blueprint for Progress" which'wse designed 0 desegregate all of the elementary

schools in the district. Hence the Spanish Speaking Population has tripled this

year. There are approximately 150 students of Spanish -SPeaking Origin in a.

school of 500. 'This is yo'erAfirst apportunity to meet John's teacher and prin-
.

,

cipal. John is a Kindergarten student.

44.
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11 ROLFYLAY 1-- "GETTING INTO THE SHOES OF"

B. Principalis Roleplaying InstrUction Sheet

1. SITUATION: Senor Lopez is a Chicana mother wild cotes to school in

answer to a compfaint.that her son.speaks Spanish rather tfian English in

class and on the Playground. She is presenily waiting In the Principal's

receptioa room to'have a conference with him/her and her son's teacher.

Th# role playing situation begins by the principal inviting Senora Lopez

into his/her office.

2. -ROLE. DESCRIPTIONS/POSITIONS:

1INCIPA1. you are insistent npon English being spoken exclusively by

Seno&'s Lope'z'S. son John. This is_your first year as principal of George

WashingtQAElementary School and therefore you are dependent upon the advice

Of yoilr sdi-r4p teachers: ,Senori Lopez's son's teacher has been at the schoolo

for more thVin 15 years and you respect his/her position. This is the third

week of school and the fitst.year thaX tour school has been involved in a

district project entikled "Blueprint fo5(Progress" which was designed to

_desegregate all of the elementary schoots in'the distfict. Hence the Spanish

3'pe king Population ha's tripled this year. There are approximately 150

tudents of Spanish Speaking -Origip in a school of.500students. You have'.

never met\Senor Lopez before and in fact you have had very. little exposure

....-/
c

,. e. ,

to indiviAuala of a Spanish Speaking background. In addition'yOu are /aWe

that John is in a Kindergarten-Class and the teacher has forwarded A note
;

to.Se'ribs1,1.Lopez regarding this. 14tuation.

I V

;4
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C. Teacher Roleplaying Instruction Sheet

-465

1. SITUATION: Senora Loper is a Chicano mother who comes to school in

answer to a oamplaint that her son 'Speaks Spanish raper that'English In

class andson the playgnound. She is pi-esently waiting in the Principal's
7

reception/room 'to have a conference with him/her'and her son's teacher.
t.t

The ible playing situation.begins by'the principal inviting Senora: LopO

into his/her office.

2. ROLE DESCRIPTION/rOSITION
k

*

_TEACHER -4 You ihsistent upon English being spoken exclusively by

-*Senora Loper's gon John,: You have been.teaching more than 15 hears at

.,

GeOrge Washington Elementary Echool,And this is the first year that you,
...,

\
i

'have ooted that the
.

school's population has changed s16. NaMely there are

AV

three tidies as many span sh speaking students in the school as there was

last year: Th_ere are appripximately.150 litudents of SSO in a school of

f4. 0
\ .44 `_,41g"

,c00 students. You_know th t buding.has something to do with it but-yOu hfave

never understood the entir iisue and rhe AjectiVe of the program, entitled

"Iluleprint for Progress." toy are seated in the Principal's office. He/she
i

new At thir jo and you are aware .that.he/ehe has a great;c4ea1 of

teachipgla kindergarten class:
.

for,yo6r, opinttn.. You are prese

respect
IP

You

. have never Met_ Senora Lopez before. Tike only etchange has been that You i

", .- , o

..,
.-

foiwarded a,note to her.regprfling the copplaimt that lean.,spesks Spanish
J.i,.... -.

F

r a the n thin) English in c*is and On the Playground...,

;
.

,

.

- ,
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ROLEPLAY 1 "Getting Into The Shoes Of"

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

QUESTION GROUP I:

1.

2.

GROUPS

Are the principal and teacher right? Why or Why not?

Is Senora Lopez right? Why or Why not?

3. Should there be a school policy on language?

4. What is the status of bilingual education-in your

school districts?

4.

5. What application/impact does bilingual/bieultural

1 Education have on the Air Force's policy'alid programs?

QUESTION GROUP II:

of the children, of immigrants

Why are things different

Should they be:?

ROLEPLAY 1 - "Getting Into The Shoes Of"

DISCUSSION QUEST1: 0.N S

GROUPS

Expand this situation to

4111'..tm
I.

2?

"jti

" 3.

1,

4.

,

5.

the wider society. Fifty years ago many
tried to forget their parent's language.

today?

,What is the relationship between language and culture?

What is the school's role in this relationship?

What Application/Impact does Biligual/Bicultural Education
have on the Air Force's Policy and Programs?

491
A+,
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ATTENTION

MDT MT ION

PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (10 Min)

Mail now, you probably haven't
considered that there are major 1

differeicos in white people of
America.. The predominantly white
Group I alluded to above is comr
prised of.18 billion people. The
differences in values, life styles,
and motivation of various white
groupinge.we cover today will 1
broaden your perspective and al*
you in dealint with a major portion
of 'your-base.population.

OVERVIEW

1. Read the lesson plan objectives
to the class.

2. Discuss lesson chronology.

TRANSITION

BODY (3 Hrs 40 Min)

.1

PRESENTATION

61. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
historical and current political,
socio-economic events and attitudes
which combine to shape the frame of
reference for white ethnics in the
USA tod4y and make cross-cultural
communication difficult.

LP AABB-I Of_
WHITE ETHNICS

PAGe Wes BMW Oftwrrepo HoWelig kL.14. MATeklAL Om a .4 MICLUVeCA..
2
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1. Identify the definitions of class,'
minority, ethnic, and white ethnic.

a. Define.ethnic - Refers to any
of the basic divisions of mankind, as
distinguished by language and tissious.

b. Define'white ethnic Refers
to a basic-division of white people,
as distinguished by language and
customs.

2. Identify four characteristics
attributed to the "unmaltable
white ethnics in the U.S.

a. Explain that the "unmsltable"
white ethnics are made up of second-
and third-generation whites in the
U.S. today, who immigrated to this
country at the turn of the century
from Europe. This grouping in-
cludes the following people:

Jews

(2) Polish

(3) Italians

(4) Hungarians

(5) DaOish

(6) \Greeks

(7) Swedish

(8) Lebanese

'(9) Czechoslovakians

(10) Armenians

b. .8xplain that this group holds
the Unmeitable Philosophy - Rejection
of the prevailing white-values and
life styli', preexisting in the U.S. today.
Rejection of the U.S. as, a "melting pot"
.for.oll people. Aware that the "pot"
,is cut in tiiS form palatible' to the

dominating white population of the U.S.

t.

.5
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c. Explain.that this group

possesses ethnic identity - a set of
instincts, feelings, intimacies, ex-
rliVtations, patterns of behavior and
emotion, and a sense of reality going
back to. a Oarticular historical/cul-
tural influence from the old country
(Europe).

d. Explain that this group sup-
ports-cultural pluralism - a style of
life maintaining the existence of more
than,one vaiue system within a given

;

population. Cultural pluralism is a
state of existence akin to what Frits
Perls said:

-(1) "You are you and I am I.
You do your thing and I'll do mine.
I'm not in this world to meet your /

expectations and you're not in this /
world to live up to mine. If we fi¢d
each other at a point on the spectrum
of life, that's beautiful. If not it
couldn't be helped, and that's st 11
okay."

/

(2) NMtual respect for smother's
way of life.

WALUATION

1. What are the four Characteristics
of the "unmeltable" white ethnics?

2. What is the Unmeltab Philosophy?

3. What L. cultural pluralisn?

3'. Identify three Characteristics of
the people who settled in Appalachia
in the 1700s, examples of victimise-,
,tion and exploitation of the Appals,-
Chian., and seven problems which exist
in,Appalachia,today.,

TRANSITION
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a. Identify the three characteris-
tics of the people.

(1) Rejects - Indentured
servants frost Europe who were also
rejected by the new colonisti in
America.

(a) Swept from farmlands
by laftlords and plantation owners.

(b)- Unable to find work
in the cities.

(2) Distrustful of new U.S.
government as they had been of the
European government.

(3) Sought to elude govern-
ment influence, and refused to use it
as a tool for social and economic en-
hancement.

b. Discuss the victimisation and
exploitation of the Appalachians.

(1) 1880s - Railroads and
timber companies searching for coal
and'timber during the period of
industrialisation exploited Appala-
chians.

,(a) Exploitation of
mOuntaineers began - Mountaineers
sold everything at prices ranging
from 4 dime to a few dollars au
acre. The people are ignorant and
poor by U.S. Government standards.
Yet the truth is that there is a
different value system involved..

(b) Mountaineers were
hired to work for Coal and timber
Companies for meager wages.

. A2) Post WWI and Depression.

(a) The mschaniaatiOn'of
coolmines and other indudtries put
many mountaineers out of work.

,5

. .
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c. Explain ihat this.group

possesses thnic identity - a set of
ins tincts failings , int imac Les , ex-

pect a t ions , patterns of bibavior and

emotion, and a sense of reality going
back to particular historical/cul-
tural influence' from) the old country
(Europe).

d. Expli4n that this group sup-
ports cultural pluralism - a style of
life saintaiaing the existence of more
than one value system within a given
population. Cultural.pluralism is a
state of existence akin to what Frits
Perla said:

(1) "You-are you and I am I.
You do your'thing and I'll do mine.
I'm not in this world to meet your
expectations and you're not in this
world to live up to mine. If we find'
each other at a point on the spectrum
of life, that's beautiful. If not, it
couldn't,be helped, and that's !till.
okay.",

(2) Mutual respect-for another's
waif of life.

EVALUATION

1. What are the Lour Characteristics
of the "ummeltable" white ethnics? .

2, What is the Unmeltable Phllosoihy?

3. What it cultural pluralism?

3. .Identify three characteristics of
the peopre Who settled in Appalachia
in the 1700s, examples of victimisa-
tion and exploitation of the Appalai-
chime, and seven problems' whiCh exist
in Appalachia today.

TRANSITION

4t3s
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(b) When the Depression
hit, mountaineers lost what little they
had left.

(3) Anti-Poverty Programs -
Beginning with Lincoln going through
the administrations of Johnson,
Kennedy, Roosevelt, and Nixon, sub,-
sidles aimed at relieving the plight
of the people in Appalachia have not
gone to the people in need. Instead,
through political manipulation, the
money has remained in the hand's of

. the region's landowners and large
industries working in the mountain
region. Therefore, the power and
wealth over the land and people is
represented in.the following areas:

(a) Coal companies
,

(b) Landowners

(c) Gas companies

(d) Tibber companies

(e) Quarries

.(f) Rail/Steel companies

c. Discuss seven existing problems
in Appalachia today.-

(1) The land - Decavaties in
the earth due to quarrying, drilling,
tunneling, strip-mining. This activity
has traditionally destroyed the homes
of the residents in the region.

(2) The people.- The old,
crippled, and sick, and the young
just waiting to find a way of leaving.

0

(3) Welfare - In some counties,
as much as 65% of the population are on
welfare. In increasing numbers of fam-
ilies no fps' has held a job in three
generations.

, 6
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(3) Appalachian - Fatalism,
little or no control over life.
Middle Class White - Freedom to
determine one's direction in life.

(4) Appalachian - Sous of
.ansiety and hostility towards those
.outside of community. Middle-Class
Whit. - Self-assured,.

b.. Compare Appalachians and
white, middle-class American
societies.,

(1) Appalachian,- Not status-
seeking. Middle-Class White - Strong
-prossure for tAMME.

(2) Appalachian - Rejection
of joining groups. Middle-Class
White - Readiness to join groups.

(3) Appalachian - Aribival!nt
about education. Middle-Class White - r

'Imphasis on education.

(4) Appalachian - Looks at the
world with suspicion and fear. Middle-
Class White - Basic acceptance of the
world. Relies on the4government and
law.

. *VALUATION

1. Compare Appalachians and white,
middle-class-Americans with respect
to progress.

2. How are Appalachian Children
reared?'

3. Do Appalachians seek status?

A

TRANSITION:
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.. Identify't white liberal and
the white conse atilt. approaches to
social change in America.

a. Discuss the white liberal
approa(c h .

,

(1) Approaches social change .

from a dominated institution devising
plans and programs to help the oppressed

10100
and victims of discrimination. Perceives
.ther"sicknáss" to be within.the,.victims,
not within.himsolf -or his institutions.

*-,..

411,

110!1
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(2) Perpetuates white majority
ickness and simply engages in token
or paternalistic programs.

b. Discuss the white conservative
approach.

(1) Approaches social change
from a white-dominated institution
and zealously guards the status quo. ,

insists on "law and order" to maintain
superiority position.

(2) Insists on dominating
others, advocates white supremacy.

(3) The conservative approach
is the framework ,frpm whiob major
decisions are bade involving people
vtthin our couhtry.

6. identify the definition of "new
white consciousness" and six values
held, by %members of this group.

a. Define "new white conscious-
ness". New White Consciousness - A
set of values and beliefs held by a/
cross-section of whine from all
ethnic, economic, politicil, religious,
and aocial backgroundW., The values and,
beliefs support the'equality and dignity

e'
t

A

v

TRANSITION:
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of every human being in our soelety.
The Mat cause of the present socisl
condition is viewed as being perpe-
tuated by the dominant white super-
culture.

b. Identify six values held tiy
the New Whites.,

(1) Identifies the Oominating
white commumity in America, and par-
ticularly its institutions, as the root
cause of inequality, oppressions racism,
and discrimination. Thus, efforts to
enect social change must begin with
changing these institutions.

(2) Recognises these inititu-
,,. tions as the cause and currently_being

held'up as a standard of success.

y (3). Recognises he/she is not
racially or culturally neutral.

,

(4) Recognises that a new
white consciousness is a way of
underitanding most other whites as

Ivir imultaneously biased, racist, sexist,
and having the power to change things,

460M. through legislation and action.'

(5) Recognises that the.job
at hand is equity and zeparation, not
an unjust double standard.

(6). Understands his/her motile-
tions for what is and is not done in the
area of 110Cida change.

AVALUAT ION

0,

1. What is IInew white consciousness"?

2. Alow.lcio "new whites" define the'
Cause oi inequality?_

3. How do the "noir whites" plan to
cause change? :

9%6 TRANSITION:
I . 4
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7. Identify the definition 9f colla-
boratiOn and -threa.rdaeons why C'141a-
borativeprftrams_ar, difficult to
aiminister.

a. Define 'collaboration(

(1) Cdllaboration - The
relationship of peers committed to
solving a common problem within a

-common framework using joint strace-
glee and tactics. .

(2) Alevolistion - HrOet yno-
nyms for revolution ate negative. In

this unit of instruction, we define
it aft CHANGE.

b. Explain three reasons why
collabirative programs are difficult
to administer.

. -

(1):. Difficulty in reCognizing .

who is there to help and who is not.

(2) Lack of awareness in
ethnic differences, Coilltural dif-
ferences, value., and life styles
of people.

(3) Lack of communication
between people that:facilitate common
understanding..

EVALUAT IOU

1..; Define collaboration.

2._ Hat does'a lack of communication
between people sake a.collaborative,
program difficult to administer?

N

- - ,. AA- - .

.

I 4
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APP4ICATION - (r Hr - Groups)-

1... Direct stUdents to seall groups.

1

2. Explain they will be perticipiting
, ,, . . in a structed experience dedigned to

, calcify their own value system and .

.., . differences based on their unique -

,,`.V.k". ' .
44r

.
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ethnic background and hopefully ,

appreciate those of representatives
from other cultures, races, ethnic
groupings. Sea attachment 01,
Traditional Americo: Values: Intbr,
group Confrontation, extracted from
1973 Annual Handbook for Graup Facili-
tators, page 23.

CONCLUSION (10 Min)

SUMARY

I Review the lesson plan objec-
tives to the class.

2. Clear up any misinterpretations.

JEMOTIVATION

You may still ask, "Why do I need
to know the chaiacteristics.of the
various groupings of white people?
You will find the value of this
information in the payoff of en-
acting social change in collabora-
tive effort with' the "new whites",
and representatives from all other
areas of victimisation, oppression,
and exploitation in our country.

cmisuRE

"The United States hei,beea labled
as-the aaly country that cormove
from Barbarism to Decadence with-
out passing through civilisation."
Let's not make that a continuing
reality.

:01,901!1!41!

*ASSIGNMENT
44. .4.4

-\ .Give ComplemeniarY Technical
Training'aisignment, Uhen
appropriate.

12
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Extracted rmm The 1973 Annual Handboolcof Group Facilitatorsg Jonas ,

and Pfeiff .

'2
,

TRADITIONAL AMERICAN VALUES: INTERGROUP CONFRONTATION

I. To clarify one's .own value system.

II. To explore values held in common within a group.

III. To study differences existing batsman groups.

IV. To begin to-reeove atereotypes held by members of different
groups.

Group Size

A

Unliaited. There should be two identifiable subgroups whose
values -might be expected to differ, such as males and females,
blacks.and whites, older and younger, staff and tanagement,.etc:

Time Required

Approximately one and a half hours.

Material. Utilized ,

\LI. Two Traditional American Values orksheets for each participant.

II. Newsprint, felt-tip markers, and masking tape.

III. Pencil for each participant. .

Physical Setting

Room with movable chairs, large enough to stage
play.

11

A1-1
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Process

I. Participants are instructed to complete the Traditional
American Values Worksheet independently, without any
discussion with othea. They are asked to sit quietly
and to reflect on their values while others complete the
took.

II. Subgroups are formed that are xpected to differ from.each
other. Each subgroup is given a felt-tip marker and neva-
Nxint, on which one volunteer recorde-the comgonly rejected
values of members of_that group. (These subgroups should
consist of no more than twelve member.. Several subgroups
-of the same "type" may be formed to insure that adequate
air time is provided fot-each member to be included.)
Thirty minutes is allowed for this phase.

III. Participants are given worksheets agairi.and aeked,to complete
thi* time to try to do-it as if they werea .member

,of-theAther group. They are,:in effect, tryint.to predict
what the-hypothetical "average" person ip the other group
would and wou,kd not hold valuable. This is done independently.

TV. .Subgroups receive additional negiprint and are.asked to find
out what the most common predictions of the members are.

V. The two sets of posters are placed on the walls,'and everyone
is asked to read ehem all without discussion.

VI: Subgroups reassemble to react to what was predicted about them
and to the accuracy of their prediction.

VII. Each subgroup is asked to select one of 4ts members to partici-
pate in a role-play and to think of a situation in which value
differences might arise that could be acted out.

. A

VIII. The facilitator solicits suggestions from the subgroups on a
role-play situation to be Staged in front of the room. He
gives the subgroups five minutes to coach their represeatatives
whit will be playing the role of a member of the opposite group.

V.

IX. The, role-play is staged. Participants are asked to watch for
behaviors which denote stereotyping.

X. The facilitator leads a discussioft-of the entire exercise,
soliciting both persons]. etatements (what I learned about me
and about the other group) ant process statementc(what.I
learned about stereotyping). Subgroups may be asked to re-
asbemble to reassess their tendency to make "should" state-
ments about the other group,

A1-2
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Introduction to Social Actions'

314t:

LP AA4B -I-6f

CROSS-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES (PART VI - WHITE EUNICE)

e

XRADITIONAL AkERICAN VALUES WORKSHEET

Instructions: Place a check ln front of those VIalues'which correspond
to your oVn; and place an "X' in front of thoge which you Personally reject.
Then go back and rafik-or4er the three values which yoie hold most strongly,
by placing the number 1:beside your preeminent value, 2 by the.second most
strongly held, etc. Rank-order the three which yoU reject most strongly in

similar,way: place 1. beside the Value you reject most strongly, et.

.1t le valuable to:

Getitheae. Help your ferlow man:'

Be honeit. Be tolerant.

Participate in government.- Explori.

Work hard.

, Be'clean.

Win.

Look out for yourself.

Honor one's parents. Obey the law.

Be loyal to your country. Inflame other countries to

Live.

become democratic.

Be 'partisan.

Ocifree. Know your heritage.
.e

Pursue happiness.

Accrue goods addtectith.

s,

Become educated.

Be religious*/

sectiofi.

Know-the right people.

Build things.

Savo time.

Find a better'way.

Be proud ot your city, state,

Adjust to the prevailing social
norms.

. .

Live,in the right placed. To stand Up for what you think
is right.

B. productive.

,1t6-I MN 1111......1.011.1....1.1.---,
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TEACHING GUIDE .

INTRODUCTION (5 Minlites)

ATTMTION

A great deal of your work with.EOT
will be spent dealin with groups of
people.

This will often involve aealing with
commanders, fltst-sergeants, top three
as septwite entitles, or groutiV

Or ft may involve, orgenizat
as coimittees that aisist
simnagement of special obser
the Human Rerationi Council,
council and comeittee that'a
'to complete a gAen task.

such

hces,
or atiy

designed

Military civilian personnel (titian-
guishedAy race, religion, sex,
national origin and, age are the third,
major types of groups that you may be
called on to apply professional leader-
ship skills.

OVERVIEW 4!4

1 Covip the criterion objectives with
till class.

2. Develop the lesson chronology.

MOTIVATION,

= Group leadershipris a lost art yet it
is a job requirement. Today's eiphasis
in EOT is getting things done through
people. So you can se the importance
of leadership, skills and understanding
the dyuamics of whai makes groups
sutcessful or failures.

TRANSITION

Lit' begfn by looking At what makes
'an effective group manager...

LP-AA-II--1

1,1
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A

BODY (i Hours 45 Minutes)

la. CRITERION OBJECTIVE, identify
essential group manager qualities,
skills and techniques.

1. Discuss the essential group
manager qualities.

h. Empathy

(1) Use anologies-and meta-
hcirs to understand the other.person.

(2) Beolable to accurately
perceive what another person is ex-
periencing and'communicating to you.

b. Acceptance

(1) When values differ from
, your own, you ishould recognize the

dyference and accept the other person's
iight to ke different.

--(2) Ahplughout, you should
have Uncond-iifoAal positive regard for
'the group Members'.

c. Congruence

(1) You should be real and
genuine in your relations with group,
mefsbers.

(2) Remain in tough wi h your
feelings, and act on those feeli s.

d. Flexibility

(1) Do not be so rigid that
you can't afford to listen to others,

(2) Be able to.adaptqo ihat-
ever the situation is.

2. Discuss essential group manager
skills.

2

t%

49(,)
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a. Listening

(1) Reach out for what another
has to say.

(2) Learn to pick up all the
cues that others throw out whether
they be verbal or non-verbal Be
sensitive to messages that are not
identified with the verbal content of
the conversation.

b. Expressing one's self.

r- (1) Be able to give others
your messages clearly.

t

c. Responding 9

(1) Be alert to icintify roles
exhibited by, members.

(2) Be alert to :role
assumptions/pe'kceptions of group
members.

/1

(3) Let verybody Feact as
people,

d.. Observing (behavio

(1) Ifto talkiq For 'how long,
how often?

(2) Who do people look at
when they talk?

(a) Do they sifigle out
others for potential supporters?'

/b) Do they scan the
group?

(c) 'Do they loOk at no
one? 4

(3) Who talks after "whom,
,or who interrupts whom?

(4) Whst,style Of o

tion is used?

3

F.
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styles.

(a) Assertions,
(b) Questions,
(c) Tone of voice,
(d) Gestures,
(e) Otht!r significantr-

e. Intervening

(1) Remain objective,
(2) Suggest negotiation be-

tween group members. .

10
f. Designing

3. Discuss essential group manager
techniques in relation to the follow.;
ing:

a. Structured experiences

(1) Experiencing
The participant becomes

involvfd in an activity; he/she acts
or behaves in some way or does, per-
forms observes, sees, says something.

(2) Publishing
Sharing or publishing

reactions and obiervations with others
vho have either experience or observed
the same activity.

(3) Processing
Integration of the sharing.

Th4 dynamics that emerged in the act-
ivity are explored, discussed, and
evaluated (personnel) with others,

-(4) Generalizing
Need to develop partici-

pants.principles or extract generaliza7
tiodfrom the experience. Stating
learning in this way can help partici-
pant* further define, ?clarfy:Auld
elaborate them.

(3) Applying
Planning applications of

the princiPles derived from the exper-
lence..(see below)

4

I ,: ' : '
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b. Instruments_
Use vocational interest in-

ventories, and other personality
tests only if qualified. You can
arrange with Mental Health to work
joint programs for group semi/ere to
find out more about themselves.

c. Lecturette
Use to increase students'

awareness of the cognitive aspects
of the group experience.'

d. Confrontations
Wben'Athere is a discrepancy

between what one is doing and what
one is saying,.you should confront
the incongruity.

4. The experimentalnprocess is not
complete until a new learning Or dis-,"

,covery is.used snd teited experimen-
tally. Thii is the experiencp,part
of the experimental model. Applylfig

an eximrience in itself.

.EVALUATION

1. 'What are the throe dimensions of
group manager effectiveneas?

2. How does a group manager demon-
strate congruence? Acceptance?

3. 'What is meant by listening?

PRESENTATION
tp"'

lb. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
four phases of group procesS and
appropriate phase interventions.

1. Discuss Stage One: Gathering
together. 4 (

a. Time Period - First ir Second.

-4 I
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b. Issues

(1) Inclusion
(2) What to do
(3) Identify loss - It costs

something to amember of a group.

c. interventions

(1) Role clarification.
(2) Trust building.
(3) Modeling.
(4) ,Safety (who is supposed

to do what and how).

2. Discuss Stage Two: StandStill-
(tkoOlesome phase)

r vls

*

a. Issues

(1) "Letting go".
(2) Fear, anger.
(3). Challenge.
(4) Resistance.

b. Interventions
A

(1) Challenge "either/or"
opt.ions when these gre made instead of
"both/and" options.

(2) Expahd their options.
(3) Experimental. ,

(4) ,Down Olax met history.

3. Disortiss9tage Three: Biting through

6

a. Iisues

(1) COnflict.
(2) Exper1m1Watfon. _

'..,(3) Fitsx, power.
.. .

(4) Group indentification.

b., Interventions

(1)' Reality orientatipn.

.)

9
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(2) Confrontation.
(3) "Both/and" (black/white,

alive/dead, tough/tender).

4. Discuss Stage Four: "The Taming
Power of the Great."

a. Issues

(1) Testing Out.
(2) Intergration.
(3) Affection.
(4) Contracting.

b. Interventions

47-

(1) Best intervention in this
phase is to, do nothing.

(2)1 Group gegins to let go.

EVALUATION .

1. Iden'tify the frou stages of group
*

. process.

2. What interventions are effective
to counter fear among group ippbers?

3. In what stage would doing nothing
be the most effective intervention?

PRESENTATION

lc.1 CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
eight task functions.

1. Define task*functions as those
skills that facilitate going about
doing the groups work.

2. Identify the eight task functi ns:

a. Setting goals-4roposing a
or goals, defining a. group problem;
suggestpg a procedure. Suggesting
_objectives for the group on which t

. work.

7

5 9
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b, Solving problemsSUggesting
steps for solving problems, demon4frate
a capability to analyze ftoblems.

c. Making decisionDeciding
between alternamive suggestions for
gr6up.actions offering a decision or
conclusion for tre group to accept.

d. IntegraglIng ideasPulling
together related ideas. Restating
suggestions after the group has dis-
cussed them.

e. Testing consensus--Asking to
see if the group-is nearing a decision;
sending up a tril balloon to test a
possible conclirsion.

f. Being in control--When group
is dragging (apathetic); initiates

4action takes own responsibility.

g. Being prpductive-Offering a
variety of ideari to the group; offer-,
ing facts; providing revelant infoima-
tion about group,concerns.

h. Being inventiveoffering
unique and creative suggestions for
group on which to workSeeing .things
from a different perspective.

EVALUATION

1. What is Tent by integrating ideas?

2. How does a group aninager test for'
consensus?

ld. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: IdentifS/
eight maintenance questions.

,

f41.

61 I

,
.

.
( ,

.1. Define maintenance functions as
5 0 i t,..these skills that promote the Atmos- .

phere and inducement. Maintenance
functions are,skills-that promote Ael. ..

participation. rgroup functions as
,

.

A ,
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a group, \had, therefore, promotes
effective\ task functions.

'2. Idenqfy ight maintenance func-
tions:

a. Helping-others contribute--
Helping to keep communications channels
open; sugieeting procedures that permit
sharing remarks.

b. Accepting others feelings--
Non-ajudgemental,At is O.K. to-be-
Aifferen,t'. Verbal expression, eXhib-
its tolerencei. I not critidal of other

-members'slfeelings..

c. tpressing group feelings--
Shares perceptions about the group.
Anxious, apathetic, dependent.

d. Reviewing group processHow
the group is functioning; i:e., how
group is making decisions, are all the
members participating and who controls
the group.

a. Stirring things up--Catalyst,
provocative.

f. Harmonizing and compromising--
Attempting to reconcile disagreements;

16reducing tensions; getting people to.
explore dtfferences. When own idea
Of statUs,is involved in a conflict,
offering a -compromise which yields
statub; admitting'error; modifying in
_the interest of group cohesion.

s

g. Enjoying.the processCreate
interest and excitemient, invites others.
Sows involvevent and'eagerness.

h. Giving iterpersonai feedback.
?rovides ippropriate feedback to others'
about their behavior in the group.

9
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EVALUATION

1. What is meah-t by expressing the
group?s feelings?

2. What is meant by harmonizing?
Compromising?

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY

1. We've taken a look at these dimen-
.

sions of facilitator effectiveness.

el, The person
(2) Skills
(3) Technigyes

2. We also looked at four phases of
us group process and.the appropriate

ipterventions for each. These were:

(1) Gathering together
(2) Standstill
(3) Biting through.
(4) "The Taming power of' the

great."

3. This led to eight task Functions

4. d, finally we considered eight
maintenance functions.

RblaTIVATION-

Merely attending a lecture on froup
manager is not going to make you a good-
manager. /to Most effective managers
havepracticed their skills for years.
.and they are.still learning.

4-

For.the next few hours through exercises
you'll have the opOortUnity to practice
and develop your own individual group
leader style.

,

yr
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AN1LICATION

1. Direct to students to small groups
for management exercises.

2. Hour l: Each student will intro-
duce themselves to the entire group
stating the following:

NAME
BASE
YEARS IN SOCIAL ACTIONS
ANY OTHER PERTINENT DATE THEY

DEEM NECESSARY.

3. Hour #2: . Have each student com-
plete the individual AAP Exercise
WorkSheee. This is done indepenlently.
(20 Minutes)

/7

4. After 20 Minutes the group is
devided into dyads or triads (which
ever is applicable) to discuss the
individual AAP worksheet. This is
doope for 30 minutes.

5. Hour #3: Direct each student to
complete the group Affirmative Actions
Plan Worksheet (to'develop a contract)
which reflects the goals of the group
and it's means of accomplishing these.
goals. I;hey are to be stecific and
this is done independently. (20 Min)

-0E1W-00

6. After 20 minutes the group is
divided into dyads or traidi to dis-

.

cuss the group Affirmativs'Actions Plan
Worksheet. This is done for 30 minutes.

7. !Our ps During the next 50 minutes
the group will coma up with their group
Affirmative Actions Plan.

8. During ,the CTT hours*the group is
to prepare a display for the bulletin

4board in the group room that includes
all tho items listed on the group Man-
agement Project Worksheet "Our ROT Gropp."

12
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9. Hour 05: Each student will helve

20 minutes to complete the Group
Growth Evaluation Worksheet, (This

is done independently).

49 5

10. After 20'fainutes the group is

divided into dyads or triads to dis-

cuss the group growth evaluation woKk-

sheet. This 1s.done for 30 mieWeits.
./

11. Hour #6: The group has 50 mdnutes

to process the group growth evaluation

worksheet.

, 130
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Lackland Air Force Ease, Texas 78236 16 October 1978 .

CROUP MANAGEMENT -'PART I

OBJECTIVE

'In a series of small group structured experiences demonstrate inter-
personal communication behaviors in accordance with the group management
performance t.

INTRODUCTION"

When the tea group facilitation is diecussed within the locial Actions
framework, normally, it is associated with the drug and alcohol section.
This is understandable since ,the large case load of the drUg and alcohol
section demands that a counselor attempts to change (intervene) LI-
appropriate behavior.(alcohol or drug abuse) by seeing members of the
rehabilitation-programs AA a group rather than as individuals. Human
Relations and Equal Opportunity also work with groups although theta
ere of a different type and,governed by decidely different-purposes.
Human Nutlet:ions focuses in on individual and group behavior as it effects

. the mission of the installation, utilizing a learning group which Can be ,

described as a T-GrOup (training group-, with set goals defined as Desired,
_awning Outcomes). Such groups allow individual participants to focum,
in on their behavior and attitudes, experiment with new behavior (for
example discontinue the use of flag words which can be hazardous to one's
health) and apply this new learning to the.on-the.Ieb environment. It

'takes a opecial skill including awareness of one's self in order to deal
with this type of group on a.daily basis. Similarly, Equal Opportunity

' functions with groups. These may include the commandses,staff, the Top
Three, First Sergeants, the .Base Advisory Council, Epollp. Opportunity
personnel in eadesquadron, etc. Each onl, of these groups is unique in
many respecte and a full understanding of the dynamics of each will help
make the job of managing an NOT program easier. Set rules for handling
each ono of the groups mentioned do not exist, but there are general tuide-
lines which may apply. Tito guidelipes require individualization to fit
then to'the usiiqueness of any installation.

In broad general terms, a-group will be governed by theories: the

content (task), process (mointenance) and structure which determines how
each of,these will be ieterrelated. These,theories apply to ell types

Supersedes SWA-II-8-5,.l Nov 1976; HO A-II-8-3, Aug 1976; HO
Aug 76, And HO Aili-II-10-4,,June 1477
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of groups and based on them a group leader determines how to use the most ,

effective dimensions to insure the group's success. In all cases patience
is required. Base Advisory Councils are the most difficult of all groups
to manage in a geese bcaus it seems easier to do it'yourself with a large
.enough staff than it is to .rely oa'a council to surface irritants for tha
commander to we* an. But the Council, like any group, follows a pattern
of phases and for each phase there are actions which can'be taken (called
interventions) which when used at the right time can turn a non-working
group into a fuaciional group. Oda relateo to the amount of individual

, participation. in soma cases individuals may never participate willingly,
but that is the.exception and not the rule despite what you think of your
RAC. Keep in mind that therd are waye to encourage individual participa-
tion and ways to discourage pdrticipation. dorporations pay thousands
annually to humaU relations spicialist to train their managers on the con-
cepts of team building. These are just a few of the areas which will be
discussed but.kallp in mind that none of these theories are absolute. The
most important element f group management is not the theory but the group
manager.

INFORMATION

GROUP MANAGER QUALITIES, SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

Qualities

These:ars the things that refer to you'as an individual since you are
th- most important element of the group. A. a group manager workiqg with
a new group, you may ask yourself, "What is m7 responsibility, or what does
a group manager do?" In general a group manager sets the tone for ths group
which encourages success (however defined) of the group. You must be person-
ally involved. Your actions, how you do thikgs, and what you say are impor-
tant. Four personal qualities are.a part of this dimension:

6 EMPATHY. This refers to understanding the other person. It does not
mean sympathy. .Bmpathy may,bc-expressed by analogies and metaphors. It
requires that a group manager must be able to accurately perceive what
another person is experiencing and communicating to you. Take the example
of.* BAC representative discussing increasing polarization within a smell

, unit that has no base wide implications. There are several ways of respond-
ing to that representative:

1. "I haven't had any other reports of polarization increaking on
4the base; that seems to be a personal problem. I suggest that you deal
with it the beat way you can."

2. "thaven't had any
the base, so it eem! that the
is nothing unusual, and it may
that you ma* not be aware of.
out.

2

ft

.other reports of increasing polarization on
problems may be confined to your,unit. This
mean that there are pone underlying problems
Let's talk about some things that may help
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3. "I really feel for you. Polarization can be a btg problem,
and it seems that you'll really have your hands full trying to figure
out what to do about it. Hey, I'm sorry that you're.going through that."

In the first example don't expect the reprasentative to say anything
again'in the near future. In the last example the repreaemtative knows
that somewherethere's somebody that really feels sorry(sympathetic), but
so what?

ACCEPTANCE. Recognize that.others haye values which tay be different
from your own. If yOu recognize another's right to be different, you'll
understand iLhe general principle of acceptance. This does not mean
that you;have to agree withLanother person't point of view, but recognize
that they halve the right to it. Many members of groups will be pre-
judiced, and that is their right. At the same time these members may

' sot practice discrimination. Accept a person's right to he different
as long 88 it doesn't'conflict with policy or another's rightl,

CONGRUENCE. A group manager must be real and genuine 'in relation-
, ship with group members. Keep in'touch with Youi feelings and act
accordingly. Many middle managers have given briefings on EOT when
they don't believe in the program, and it comes across that way.

FLEXIBILITY. After arriving at a well thought out solution to a
problem, you may still be wrong. Do not bi so rigid that you cannot
afford xo-listen to otherii. It may be necessary to adapt to whatever
C.At changing situation is.

Skills

The second dimension of effectiveness is the skill of the individual
manager. Five specific skills will be discussed here; you may know of
some others.

LISTENING. There ie a difference between heaqng and listening.
Hearing may be ealled a physical process. For eiample, a person hears
in their sleep. In a office a person gets used to the ordinary sound
of aircraft overhead, so they do not pay any.attention.. Tho lame
holds true forlautomobtle noise on a lctng trip. Listening in thin context
means actively reaching out for what another has to say. Learn to pick
up all the elute that others throw out whether they are verbal or non- .

verbal.

1.

EXPRESSING ONE'S SELF. Keep in mind that it is important that a ;

message'be given clearly if it is to be unditstood.. It takes quite a while
to form communicative skills, but communication by the group manager is_
a key element of the group's success.

3
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RESPONDING. Fick up what is happening within a group-and address
it. This includes identifying the roles' that members tend to exhibit.

011WEiVING. Looking for the behavior of individual group members is
very important. Fart II of this SW, "What to Look .for in Groups, from
the 1972 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators presents some interesting
insights as to what to L3ok-for in groups.

INTERVIEWING. The idea of intervention is tking action designed to
produce certain effects within a group. This may mean changing the be-
havior of group.of merely setting the group in a certain direction.
An example would be fodusing the attention of the group_on a problem which
it may be avoiding. In the case of two members who-do not agree on an
issue, an intervention may mean inviting the two to resolve their-disagree....
sent outside the.meeting or further negotiations between the tOo.

Techniques to Plan Objctives

A successful group manager relies on a variety of.techniques to
achieve an objective. Four techniques that apply to a variety Of group
settings will bp discussed:

STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES. A structured experience is an outline of
activities for-groups and individuals designed with a predictable out-
come in migd. They are often called tames, but the word doss not
fully encompass the comilexity of the group activity. If unit HOT
pc aonnel are being trained am a group to appreciate the impact dis-
crimination has on an iudividuel, a good technique may be to establish
a structured experience where members of a group are allowed to experience
discrimination within a controlled environmente A structured overience
allows the member* of group to learn from thalir own behavior and the
behavior of others. This is accomplished through five aspects of the
structturod experience which encourages learning:

'Experiencing. Participants become involved in the activity.
They act and behave in some way; they observe, ae and say something.
Consider again the example of training unit ROT representative on dis-
criminatios. An awareness excluslim exercise is designed to have persons
experience being on both sides of discrimination as the victim,and the
aggressor. In these roles participants experfence both sides.

Publit.hing. In this phase participants sharcwDat they learned,
their reactions, obeervations with others who have similar 'experiences.

Processing. This is-es, integration of the sharing that emerged
in the previous phase. The dynamics of the activity are explored, discussed
and valuated with others.
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Generalizing.' Here generalizations are extracted for'the experience.

For example, generalisitions'on how it feels to be the victim/aggressor in

discr'imination would be suitable. Stating learning in this way can help

participants further define, clarify and elaborate them.

:'Applying. This is the planned use of the principles derivecf from

the experience. .

StrUctured experiences are very useful.and they aie suitable to a variety

of groups:while they are Unsuitable for other types of groups. An EOT

Technitian may uie structured experiences in training seminars'for unit.EOT

personnel or the Human Relations/HRC representatives. They ars not suitable

for the commander's'staff unless of course it is a leidership workshop. .

INSTRUMENTS. 'A variety of psychological tests are,available to measure

anything from intelligence,and aptitude to general interest. Such tests may

be used in screening a group of prospective. EOT personne1.6 These testt should

only-be administered and interpreted by qualified personnel. Arrangements

can be made with Mental Health for the use and applicability of teat-1,11g.

LECTURETTE. A lecturette is a small lecture presented to a group on

some aspect of the group experience, task functions or maintenance functions.

An HRC whose poor perfornance may be traced to unfamiliarity with ,all aspects

of the EOT program duties and responsibilities may be educated through the

use of lecturettes on different subjects at each meeting,

4

CONFRONTATION. When titers is an incongruency between what one is doing

and what one is saying, the licongruity (but not necessarily the person) must be

eonfronted. For example, while briefing first sergeants on your base, one

Individual states that-there aren't any problems in the unit where that NCO Is

assigned. At the same time you know that over the last quarter, EOT received

the majority of complaints from that unit. This is an incongruence. Another

relates more specifically to an indiyidual.. In the example of training unit

representatives on discrimination awaieness, if one of the individuals says
billet flag words p.rtjiining té the ethnic group that person is associated with

ii nothing to be con erned about, but at the same time everytime the words

are mentioned the person clenches their fist, that is an incongruenCe.

EXERCISE 1

Complete the following exercise.

1. What are the essential group manager qualities necessary for effective

group zanagement?
2. Which skills sire sseAtill for effective group management?

1. What are the techniques a gteup manager can use in group management?

3
51
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PHASES OF GROUP PROCESS AND APPROPRIATE INTERVENTION

Each g4up, whether a new command'staff or a niw HRC, charaCteristically

goes_through a variety of,stages. In each stage there aye issues' or con-

/ cerns which may be personal to each of fhe membets. Intereventions for,

each of thee. issdes assist thelroup in going through the stage.

Stage One. Gathering Together

Ibis is the initial.phase of a new group, command staff, unit EOT

representatives, committee, counciLyhatever. It may last one.or several

sessions depending on the progressiop af the group. At times, as new

members join an established group (office staff, committee, touncil),

they may.voice concerns similar to the issue& of this stage.

ISSUER. Inclusion is a Primary Issue, ihat is, who is a member of

the group and who is not. Th s is associated with another issue of "what-

to-do", that is what do I as n indivitival do in.this 4roup,..whaf is my

role, function and responsibi ity? AdditionallY,.identit;'Iosa, that

is what it costs personally to be a member of the gróup, often Arises as
an issue. Take the position of a team of EOT technicians-sent to a base

that has just had a major incident.to assist the base in resolving,its
problems. Each of the'team members'is a recoguized expert on their home
installations, how it's the question on how in individual expert bfends

in with a team of experts. ikw Ipst persons this ia not g problem, Others

simply cannot work effectively -wfth others who are 6n an equel level with

t i same general skill and experOsq:,

INTERVENTIONS. Role\clarifications outlining.the proper role of each

member'is the first proceOure in.this example. Others may inclpde trust

building, that is,can I ae a group member.trust another'grbup.membet.. By

modeling the ideal pertfApant tte7group.leadei setti_the examp3e...7.An EPT:

staff sloppy in.tbeir appe#rance'should not expect unit EOT$reprepentatIlles

to be better therk themselves in appetrance when conducting,bUstness.

Safety is an appropriate interventiow-in orientations of HRCs, that is,

who Is supposed,to do what and how. If HRC members are expected to surface '

irritants, thie ts decidedly different from receiving complaints on a 1587,

Interviewing and Complaint, Validition.
4'

Stage Two. Standstill

This is a troublesome/stage. It

ity of the task of the-group, avoid&
to surface problems'for example, or
needed (like a diimmand staff working
of-the Affirmative Actions Plan that'
by:tile Commander).

Often_i6volves a denial of the complex-
ce of. the task (an NRC's reluctance
denial that a change is possible or

grout pn military justice objectives
s"jUst-been given Requires'Atiention

ISSUES: ,Immediately after the group has a feeling for the task at hand,

say problem solving, a polarity between thinking and feeling may occur. The

awareness ehat a change is possible or that solution is available may be

met by a denial of that possibility or thirneed for,change.,

.6
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Community groops and base organizations uniting for positive (hnnme oiten
run into a reluctance to move beyond the talking stage, confusing the

thought that change is possible and necessary and the feeling that it is
impossible at the Jame time. Regresaion is anOtherissue that is marked
by fear and anger or tension resulting for the_thought/feeling conflict.
Regression here means moving to the safe position which in essence mesns
doing nothing. A new EOT staff as a group, after the initial realtrAtion
of the duties involved in'the career and the risk accordingly, may elect
in this stage to regress and in effect do nothing meaningful about the
problems at hand out of fear, tension, etc. This stage may also involve

a challenge of values and beliefs of the group. This is especially trye
of minority ithnic groups litho have adopted values that assign a certain
class or standard to anothir ethnic group. Their value systems may be
challenged b'y coming into focus with EOT. Consider the case of an
unit EOT representative who after local training on discrimination realize.;
that he or she is still prejudiced. Resistance tO change is the final

issue. An ethnic association for example, content in this stage with
talking about another ethnic group may resist all aetempts to channel this
talk into.ccinstructive channels for positive change.

INTERVENTIONS. Actions can be taken to move a group out of this stagP

and progress to positive action. Challenging the "either or" type opri ons
raised by group members with "both and" type options is one intervention.

\ Things are rarely so absolute that "either or" is the only way out. Expand

the options of th* group. Brainstorming is an excellent tool for expanding
options. Experiential work in exploring new behavior may be important: ,

1 Training in interviewing techniques may be helpful for example to EOT per-
onnel or HRC representatives that find it difficult to surface the irritants
in their units. Down play past history if this is a factor in the standstill.

t Four hundred years, a history of confiscated land are elements of history,
but they ate just "history" and it may be necesaary to play down history to
'get a group to deal with the present reality.

1

\ Stage Three. Biting Through

If the interventions are successful in the second stage, the group will
move on to heightened activity and awareness of its-owm power and ability.
The\issues and interventions listed are by no means all of the possible
dynamics involved in a group. A successful.group manager combines.study
1.th experience end practice, that ultimately tekes group beyond a

standstill.

ISSUES. A. the possibility for change becomei apparent, conflict may
develop. This could lie conflict between an'aware HRC and the enforcement
of a military regulation that a certaW ethnic group finds undeslrahle.
Expirimentation with new ways of doing things is a characteristic issues of
this 'togs, and at the same time, a group may just begin to feel its power.
Here power and authority are seen as part of the group, as well as possessed
by the individual member. When active members ot a successful HRC slirface
a base wide irritant, the general feeling in respotiding to those who have
raised the issue is, "I'll bake it to the HRC at the next meeting and let

117
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You kPow the qutcome". -The issue of power/authority is one reason that

many non-EOT problems come before the councils when the memberS are fully

aware of the Air Force policy -on HRCs. Similarly, after someinitial
successes in their units, some EOT representatives may have the'feellng

that they are not ready for anything and can do everyihing.
4

INTERVENTIONS. . Reality, whatever the reality eQnstItutes, Is n propyr

intervention. Such an intervention is Laileci relaicy orientation. Dlqct
conirontation of the issues may be neces1lary and when the smoke clears

the group,may have progressed to the fourth stage.

Stage Pour. Taming the Power I.

Here the members are fused into a working_group that knows its

responsibility. The.opitome of an effective EOT program is a staff fully

inspired by the commander to work the Affirmative Actions Plan, strong/

active unit EOT persolinel resolving problems at the lowest level possible,

an active Human Relations Council and effective Social Actions personnel

in iach of the branches. Of course this is the epitome and if such "a

base exists', it is a well kept secret. In this stage the group is virtually

op its own.

ISSUES. Testing out new possibilities is a primary issue. Associated

with testing out is the integration of ideas as the group achieves a degree

of fusion and trust develops belkeen members. Professional regard or

affection'may develop between the member of the group that has been fused.
PI illy there is the contract to fulfill responsibilities and an awareness
of the terminal point when the group completes its work may be considered
finished. 'A terminal point does not mean that a grouvends.its work but it

may mean that the group sees S. new beginning. EOT representAives who have'

successfully managed ROT within a unit (superkrisor conflicts, work schedules, -

flag words, etc), miy:now 'see the possibility of extending,EOT to all

facets of the base as a new beginning.

INTERVENTION. These stages for the group manager are p careful
process of observations and selected interventions. A group for 'xample
does not call a meeting and announce that it is ready for a new beginning,

just as participants in a personal growth program don't cbme to work one

day and announce that they are self-actualized. 'The basic interventidn
here is to do nothing anddet the group progress on its-own while the group

manager fades, but does not disappear into the background. If this seems '

disappointing, consider that your job as a group manager has been a success;
besid s, as soon as the group starts its new;begtpning, the process starts
alL o en'
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4.16 EKERCisv. II

-complete the following exercise.

I. What is the most troublesome group stage?
2. .Role Iclassification is most common in which stage?
3. Which stage is thought to be the central period of group development?
4. Where does the facilitator begin to let go?

TASK AND MAUTTENANCE FUNCTIONS

Task and maintenance functions are essential Tor effective group

ffi

management. Teak is the content and maint ance is the process. Both
ire essential for group functioning. 'We ill be discussing task
functions first then look at maintenance unctionw.: (

ilivic

Task Functions

DEFINITION: Task funCtions are those skills that facilitate going
about doing the groups work., Their putpose is to facilitate ailk coordinat'e
group effort in the Selection and definition of a common problem and in the
solution of that problem. 'Task functions include the.tollowing:

SETTING GOALS. This).* simply suggesting objectives for'the group
:At which to work. It involves propoeing a task ot goal, defining a group
problem; suggesting a,protedmre.

J,

SOLVING PROBLEMS. Suggesting steps for solving problems. The
member demonstrates a capability to analyze problems. 'They spell out
suggestIons in term: of examples or-developed.meanings. offer a rationale
for suggestions previously made, and tty to deduce how an iflea or
suggestion would wark out if adopted by the group.

MAKING DECISIONS. Deciding,betweea alternative suggestions for
group actions and offeAng a decision or concluston for the group to
accept.

INTEGRATING IDEAS. Pulling together related ideas and restating
suggestions after the group has discussed them. They show or clarify the
relationship among tririous ideasoand suggestions, try to pull ideas and
suggestions together, or try to coordinate the activities.of-various
members,or subgroups.

.

TESTING CONSENSUS. Asking to see if the group is nearing a decision;
legending up a ttial balloon to test a possible conclusion..

BEING 01 CONTROL. Initiating action end taking on responsibility
especially when the grouO is.dragging.

9
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BEING PRODUCTIVE. Offering a variety of ideas to the group: facts
and revelant information about group concerns. .They may offer facts or
generalizations which are "authoratative" or relates their own experience
pertaining to the group problem. ,

BEING INVENTATIVE. Suggeeting or proposing to the group new ideas or
a changed'way of regarding the group probe or goal. The novelty proposed
may take the form of.suggestions of a new group goal ow 0 new definit'ion of

the problem. It may take the form of a suggested solution or some way of

handling a difficulty that the group has encountered. It may take the
form of a proposed new i:orocedure for the gloup, a new way of organizing the
group for the task afiead.

_Maintenance Functions

DEFINITION. Maintenance /Unctions are those skills that promote the
atmosphere and:inducement. They are the functions dhat promote participation.
Because of thqse functions the _group functions as a group and, therefore,
promotes effective task functions. .They include:

HELPING OTHERS CONTRIBUTE. Helping to keep communicatiOn channe1S- open;
suggesting procedures that permit sharing remarks. Group managers acComplish
this function by inviting other group members to participate. The best'

method is to.ask them questions./ ("We haven't got the ideas of Mr. X yet,"
or "why don't we limit the length of our contribu ons so that everyone will

have a'chance to contribdte.")

/ ACCEPTING OTHERS' FEELINGS. Being notf-judgemental. The most.appropriate

method is by verbal expressioe to letOther members know that it is Okay .

to be different. It is characterized by exhibiting'tolerance and no,t
being critical of other membere feelings. Characteristics of this function
include: .praise, agreement and acceptance of the contributions of others.
The members indicate warteO and solidarity in their attitu4e toward other group
members, offer commendation and praiie and in various waytindicate understand-
ing and acceptance of other points of view, ideas add suggestions.

EXPRESSING GROUF FEELINGS. Sharing
it is anxious,.apathetic or dependent.

t.

4
eptions about the grouk. 'That

REVIEWING GROUP PROCESS. Reviewing hq the group is functioning; .

i.e., how the group.is making decisions, ar all the members participating
and who controls the group. They keep minfil records of various aspects
orgroup procees ind feed-such data with proposed interpretations into the

,group's evaluation of its own procedures.
1.

STIRRING THINGS UP. Being a.catalyst who causes in action or reactiOn,
between two or more persons by something they say or do. .They may provoke ,

the gorup into some kind of Action/reaction by * questicn or verbal statement.
("It appears to me that the two of you have decided to support each other", ,

or "when :group member°11 gets into difficelty you seem to rescue him/her,"
"what's that all about?" Prods the.group to action or decision, attempts to
stimulate er arouse "greater" or "higher quality" activity."

10
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HARMONIZING AND COMPROMISING. An attempt to reconcile disagreements;
reducing tensions; getting people to explore differences. These members
usually operate from within a conflict in which their idea is involved.
They may Offer compromises by yielding status, and admiting error, by
discipling themselves to maintain group harmony, or by "coming half-way"
in moving along with the groip. The member may also pour oil on the troubled
waters in a conflict situation.

ENJOYING TRE PROCESS. This is characterized by showing involvement and
eagerness. Factlitaiors create inteKest and excitement hnd invite others
to do so.'

GIVING INTERFERSONAL FEEDBACK. Providing appropriate feedback to
others about theit behavior in the group. The feedback should be Oescriptive,
specifici'meet needs'of both receiver and.giver, be about behavior receiver
can do something about. It should ipe well timed and checked to insure clear '
communication. An important aspect is to insure that thi feedback is solicited.

EXERCISE III

Complete the following exercise.

I0 What are task functions?
2. Which task functions demonstrates a capability to analyze problems?
3. How can.a group member be inveneative? r.

4. Wfiat is meant by testing consensus?
5: Which maintenance functions is accOmplished by inviting other
members to participate?
6. How dges.a group manager let others-know that it ii okay to be'different?
7. How does a group manager reconcile disagreements?

SUMMARY 4

The dimensions of group manager effectieness wire:
congruence and flexibility. Those skillsdasiociated wit
group management were: listening, expressing one's self,
and designing. Finally, the teChniques involved: the use
experiences, instruments, lectnrettes and confrontations.

mpathy, acceptance,
effective
observing, intervening
of struceured

1

--Grou0 development included the discussion of four stages: gathering-
,

together,,standstill, biting through and the taming power of the great:,

to, k
--Task functions.are those sRills that facilitate going about doing the

grou0's work. Those.were:.setting goals, solving problemsi making deciiions,
integrating ideas, testipg condensus, being in control, being productive
and being inventative.

. Maintenance skills are thosekskills that promote participation. These
sills were: helpiiig othergt contribute, accepting others'.feelings, expressing
group feelings, reviewing iroup process, stirring things up, harmonising. '

csk
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and compromising, enjoying the process, end giving interpersonal feedback.

Remember this information will increase your effectiveness as a
group manager. By understanding and applying this information in
groups here in school, you will develop the skills ind techniques needed to
be a successful erodp manager in the field.
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exer$ise I ,

1. Empathy, acceptance, congruence, and flexibility.
2. Listening, expressing one's self, responding, observing, intervening,

and disigning.
J. Structured experiences, instruments, lecturettes and confrontations.

Exercise II

1. Standstill
2. Gathering together
3. Biting through
4. The taming power of the great

Exercise III

1. Those skills that facilitate going about doing the group's york.
2. Solving problems.
3. Suggest or propose new ideas or a changed way of regarding the group problem.

,4. By asking "are we in agreement."
5. Helping others to contribute.
6. Py accepting others' feelings.
1.4 By harmonising and compromiiing.

12
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In all human interactions there are two major ingredients content and process. The
first deals with the subject matter or the task upon which lhe group its working. In most
interactions, the focus of attention of all persons is on the content. The second ingredient, piocess,
is concerned with what is happening between and to group members while the group is working.
Group process, or dynarnics, deals with such items as morale, feelinf tone, atmosphere, influence,
participation, styles of influence, leadership struggles, conflict, competition, cooperation, etc.
In most interactions, very little attention is paid to process, even when it is the major cause
of ineffective group action. Sensitivity to group process will better enable one to diagnose group
problems early and deal with them more effectively. Since these processes are present in all
grobps, awareness of them will enhance a person's worth to a group -and enable him to be a
more effective group participant.

Below are some observation guidelines to help onakprocess analyze group behavior.

Participation

One indication of involvement is verbal participation. Look for differences in the amount
of participation among members.

1. Who are the high participators?

2. Who are the low participators?
3. Do You see any shift in participation, e.g., highs become quiet; lows suddenly become

talkatiVe. Do you see any possible reason for this i the group's interaction?

4. How are the silent people Areated? How is their silence interpreted? Consent? Dis-
agreement? Disinterest? Fear? etc.

5. Who talks to whom? Do you see any reason for this in the gimp's interactioAs?

6. Who keeps the ball rolling? Why? Do you see any reason for this in the group's
interactions?

I nfl uence

Influence and participation are not the same. Some people may speak very little, yet they
capture the attention of tile Whole group. Others may talk a lot but are generally not
listened to by other members.

7. Which members are high in influence? That is, when they talk others seem to listen. "

8. Which members are low in influence? Others do 'not listen to or follow them. is there
any shifting in influence? Who shifts?

9. Do you see any rivalry in the grotif)? Is there a struggle for leadership? What effect
does it have on other group members?

tyles of Influence 1.

Influence can take many forms. It can be positive or negative; it can enlist the support
or cooperation of others or alienate them. How aeperson attempts to influence another may be
the crucial factor in determining how open or cloiej the other will be toward being influenced.
Items 10 through 13 are suggestive of four styles that frequently emerge in groups.

10. Autocratic: Does anyone attempt to impose his will or values on other group members
or try to push them to stipport his decisions? Who evaluates or passes judgment on

072 Annual Hanabook For Group Facilitators
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other group members? Do any members block action when it is not moving the
direction they desire? Who pnshes to "get the group organized"?

11. Peacemaker: Who eagerly supports other group members decisions? Does anyone
consistently try to avoid cotiflict or unpleasant feelingslom being expressed by
pouring od on the troubled waters? Is any member typ cally deferential toward
other group members gives them power? Do any members appear to avoid giving
negative feedback, i.e., who will level only when they have positive feedback to give?

12. Laissez faire: Are any -group ineinters getting attention by their apparent lack of
involvement in theasroup? Does any group nhember go along with group decision&
without seeming tOtommit himself one Way or the other? Who seems to be withdrawn

d uninvolved; who -does not initiate activtty, participates mechanically and only in
re nse to another member's question?

13. mocratic: Does anyone try to include everyone in a group decision or discussion?
expresses his feelings and opinions openly and directly without evaluating or

judgil other .? Who appears to be (lien to feedback and criticisms from otherp?
When f run .high and tension mounts, which members iittempt to deal with
the conflict in a problem-solving way?

Decision-Making Procedures

Many kinds of 4titisions are made- in groups 'without considering the effects of these
decisions on other members. Some people try to impoA their own decisions on the group,
while others want all members to participate or share'in the decision:: that 2 re

14. Does anyone make a decision and carry it oui without checking with other group
members? (Self-authorized) For example, he decides On the topic to be discussed and
immediately begins to talk about it. What effect does this have on other group
members?

15. Does the group drift from topic to topic? Who topic-jumps? De you see any reason
for this in the group's interactions?

16. Who supports other members' suggestions or decisions? Does this support result in
the two members deciding the topic or activity for the group (handclasp)? How does
this effect other group members?

t 44;,;44
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17. Is there any evidence of a majority pushing a decision throUgh over other members
objections? Do they call for a vote (majority lupport)?

18. Is there any attempt to get all members participating in a decision (consensus)?
What effect does this seem to have on, the group?

19. Does anyone make. any contributions which do not receive any kind of response or
recognition (plop)? What effect does this have on the member?

.Task Functions

These functions illustrate hehaviors that are concerned with getting the job done, or-
accomplishing the task that the group has before them,

20. Does anyone ask for or make suggestions as to the best way to proceed or to tackle
. a problem?

14 171 (Mews* AstocisSea
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21. Does anyone attempt to sununarize what has been covered or what has been goirig
on in the group7-

22. Is there any giving or asking for facts. ideas. opinions, feelings. feedback. or searching
for alternatives?

23. Wh4 keeps the group on target? Who prevents topic-jumping or going off on tangents?

Maintenance Functions

These functions are important to tae morale of the group. They maintain good and
harmonious working relationships among the members and create a group atmosphere which
enables. each member to contribute maximally. They insure smooth ami effective teamwork
within the group.

24. Who helps others get into the discussion (gate openers)?

25. Who cuts off others or inierrupts them (gate closers)?

26. How well are members getting their ideas across? Are some members preofeupied and not
listening? Are there any attempts by group members to help others clarify their id&.:s?

27. How are ideas rejected? HoW do members react when their ideas are not accepted?
Do members attempt to support others when they reject their ideas?

Something about the way a group works creatps an atmosphere which'in turn is revealed,
-in a general impression. In addition, people may differ in the kind of atmosphere they hke in a
group. Insight can be gained into the atmosphere characteristic of a group by finding words
which describe the general impressions held by group members.

28. Who seems to prefer a friendly congenial atmosphere? Is there any .attempt to
4.4..141!e suppress conflict or unpleasant feelings?

29. Whd seems to prefer an atmosphere of conflict and ili%agreement? Do any niembers
provoke or annoy others?

30. Do people seem involved and interested? Is the atmosphere one of sVork, play
satisfaction, taking flight, sluggishness, etc.?

WA

Membership

A major concern for group members is the siegree of acceptance or inclusion in the group.
Different patterns of interaction may develop in the group which give clues tO the degree and
kind of membership.

31. Is there any sub-grouping? Sonie times two or three members may consistently agree
and support each other or consistently disagree and oppose one another.

32. Do some people seem to be "outside" the group? Do some members seem to be
"in"? flow are those "outside" treat0?.

13. Do some members move in and out of the group, e.g., lean forward or backward in
their chairs -or move their chairs in and .out? Under what conditions do they come in
or move out?

Feelings

During any 'group discussion, (eelings are frequently generated by the interactions
beiween members. These feelings, however,.are seldom talked about. Observers may have to

The 1972 Annual Handbook For Group F:actators 15
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make guesses based on tone of voice, facial expressions, gestures, and many other forms of
nonverbal cues.

34. What signs of feelings do you observe in group members: anger, irritation, frus-
tration, warmth, affection, excitement, boredom, defensiveness. competitiveness. etc.?

35. Do you see any attempts by group members to, block the expression of feelings.
particularly negative feelings? flow is this done? Does anyone do this consistently?

Norms

Standards or ground rules may develop in a group that centrol the behavior of its
members. Norms usually .express the beliefs or ,desires of the majority of the group members .
as to what behaviors should or should not take place in the group. These norMs may be clear
to all members (explicit), known or sensed _by only a few (implicit), or operating completely
beloW the level of awareness of any group members. Some norms facilitate group progress and
some hi nder it.

36. Are certain areas avoided in the group (e.g., sex, religion, talk about present feelings
in group, discussing the leader's behavior, etc.)? Who seems to reinforce this
avoidance? I-low do they do it?

37. Are group MOmbers overly nice pr polite to each other? Are only posi4ive feelings
exPressed? Do members agree !kith each other too readily? What happens when
members disagree?

38. Do you see norms operatinga participation or the kinds of questions that are
allowed (e.g., AI I talk, you must alk:'; "If I tell my problems you have to tell your
problems")? Do 'members feel free to probe each other about their feelings? Do
questions tend to be restricied to intellectual topics or events outside of the group?

.4
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GROUP MANAZKIENT PART II I

INTRODUCTION TO ME
STRUCTURED 'EXPERIENCES SECTION

In publishing these stnictured experiences, we
assume that facilitators are natural innovators.
They gather ideas or suggestions from many
sources, hut they usuilly adapt, restructure, re-design, supplement, or otherwise vary the mate-
rials they collect. Since structured experiencesare almost infinite in their possible variations,
they can easily be adapted to suit the needs of aparticular group, the goals of a training design,
or the special capabilities of the facilitator usingthem.

The skill of the facilitator becomes especially
crucial in the processing of ttleiRperience. If the
stn..:tured experience is to be responsive to the
needs of the participants, it must be adequately
processed so that the participants are able to in-
tegrate their learning. Stress can result from in-
adequate discussion of reactions to the activity.
This processing must be the responsibility of the
'facilitator. Therefore, he shotikl select a particu-

. lar activity on the basis of two criteria: his own
competence and the needs of the participants.

AN EXPERIENTIAL MODEL
The structured experiences in this volume are
designed to implement an experiential rodel.
The model is based on a cyclical learningrocess
of five separate but interlocking procedures. As
implied by the name of the model, the emphasis
is on the diced experiences of the participant or
learneras opposed to the vicarious experiences
garnered through dklactic approaches.

The experiential model is also an inductive
rather than a *dor five process: The participant
discovers for himself the !earnings offered by the
experiential process. His discovery may be faeil-
itated by a leader, but, in the end, -the partici-
pant finds and validates his own expe5ience.

This is the "laboratory--or experimental
approach to learning. It is based on the premise
that experience precedes learning and, that the
learning, or meaning, to be deriVed from any ex-
perience comes from the leather himself. Anv in-
dividual's experience is uniquie to himself; no one
can tell him what.he is to learn, or gain, from any
acti9y2' Probable !earnings can, of cour.e. be

-V
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devised, but it us up to the participant to vali
date these for hielself.

Five revolving steps are included in the expe-

riential model.
periene,

\Glo
40,

Experiencing
The process usually starts with experiencing.
The participant becomes involved in an activity;
he acts or behaves in some way or he does, per-

forms, obseges. sees, says something. This initial
experience is the basis for the entirc process.

Publishing
Following the experience itself, it becomes im-
portant fo, the participant to share or "publish-
his reactions and observations, with others who
have either experienced or observed the same
activity.

Procssinp
Sharing one's reactions is only the first step. An
essentialand often neglectedpart -of the cycle
is the necessary integration of this sharing. The
dynamics. that emerged in the activity are ex-
plored, discussed, and evaluated (processed)
with other participants.

Generalizing
Flowing logically from theprocessing step is the
need to develop principles or extract geeeral-
izations from the experience. Stating !earnings in
'this way can thelp participants further define,
clarify, and elaborate them.

Applying
The final step in the cycle is to plan upplication
of the principles derived from, the .experience.
The experiential process is mil complete until a

k
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new karning or discovery rs used and tested be-
haviorally. This is the "experimentat part of the
experiential, model. Applying, of course, be-
comes an experience in itself, and with new ex.
perience, the cycle begins again.

FAILURE OF STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES

St nit tined eTcriences can -fail.- That is, thev
may !tot producc die predicted r;.Isults. or the%

may produce unexpected results.
Usually, such failae occurs.when the expe-

riential model oudined is truncated or abbre-
,

viated of when it is inadequately implemented.
Each step in the model is an essential part of thc
entire sequence; each needs sufficient attention
to effect its full impact. As stated previously, in-
adequate processing is the most comm:m cw;.°:
of the failure of the model.

Unfortunately, failure on the part of any facil-
itator only increases the chances that other facil-
itators may encounter difficulty in their attempts
to present a stnictured experience. If partici-
pants in a !earning activity' have previously han
ineffective training experiences, it is likely that
they will be more resistant to, and less inclined to
involve themselves in, such experiences in the fu-
ture.

Thus, .the question of the "failure- of struc-
tured experiences becomes significant; Failure
promotes subsequent failure. For this reason, we
are stressing here the need for facilitators to con-
front the demands and requirements of the expe-
riential model so that theyand their colleagues
who follow themmay gather the rewards and
benefits the model offers.

The implications of the model stress the neces-
sity for adequate planning and sufficient time for
each step. An appropriate structure is especially
important for processing, generalizing, and ap-
plying.. When handled walk care, come n, and
skill, the experiential approach is inva able for
group facilitators in the Iniman relations training
ficld.
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TEAM-BUILDING

Anthony 4. Rainy and John E. Jons

11.a creature came from another planet to study
earth civilization and returned to give a report, a
"fair _witness" about us would be. "They do al-
most everything in groups, They grow up in
groups. learn in groups, play in groups, live in
groups. and work Ill groups." Facilitators work-
ing ill orgimizations understand that the basic
building hhwks of human systems are inter-
dependent groups of people, or teams.

SOMC of the most exciting things about organi-
zation development (OD) are the many differ-
ent, potentially useful activities and inter-
ventions that are available in this field. Many of
these are orientedloward the individual working
in the organization: career planning, one-to-one
coaching and counseling, job enrichments, life
pLaning. In this focas, the individual looks at
himself in rdation to his organization.

Another class of interventions. luiwever
equally significant to an organization's growth--
focuses on groups within the organization. This
direction includes such activities as problem-solv-
ing at the group level, confrontation meetings,
diagnostic meetings, and goal-setting sessions.

A TEAM EFFORT

Teum-Imildinganother intervention at -the
group levelis an activity that appeals particil-
larly to group fiacilitators because of their inten-
sive growth-grOup background and ilso became--,\
it generates considerable excitement among
team members.

We, along with a number of other writers in
the humai i rehitions fiehl, contend that temp-
lmihliiig activities.represent the most finportant
sit igle class of 01) interventions.

This paper c.onsiders team-building in depth:
what it is, its goals, how it differs from other OD
activities, the steps that have to be taken to
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assure that it is done well, specifics about con-
ducting team-building sessions,

"Team," as it is used here, pertains to various
kinds of groups. Mast typically, it refers to intact,
relatively permanent work groupsocomprised of
'peers and their immediate supervisor. But there
are other kinds of teams, which may be more
temporary in nature, whose charter is to come
together for the purpose of accomplishing a par-
ticular task. Committees, task-forces, "start-up"
groupseach of these may be a team. For a
group to function effectively as a team, several
important elements must be present. (1) The
group must have a chant!m or reason for working
together; (2) members of the group must be inter-
dependentthey need each other's experience,
abilities, and commitment in order to arrive at
mutual goals; (3) group members must be com-
mitted to the idea that working together as a
group leads to more effective decisions than
working in isolation; (4) the group must be ac-
Countable as a functioning unit within a larger
organizational context.

In this light, team-building is seen as a vital
part of an OD effort. It affords a work group the
opportunity to assess its strengths, as well as
those areas that need improvement aud growth.
A.group's team-building effort has definite impli-
cations for the total- effectiveness of the entire
organizsttion.

Team-BulldIng Goals
Certain task and interpersonal issues impede a
team's functioning. Team-building aims at im-
proving the problem-solving ability.mming team

iti,g1members by working thro i these issues. This
major goal, includes a num .ber of snbgoals:

1. A better understanding of each team mem-
ber's role in the work group;
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2. A better understanding of the team s char-
terits imrpose and role in the total func-
tioning of the organization.

3. Increased communication among team
members about issues that affect the effi-
ciency of the group;

I. Creater support among group members;
5. A clearer imderstanding .of group proceSs

the behavior and dynamics of any groop f hat
works closely together:

6. More .effective yys of working through
problems inherent to the teamat both task
and interpersonal levels;

7. The ability to use conflict in a positive rather
than a destructive way:

8. Greater collaboration among team members
and the reduction of competition that is cost-
ly' to individual, group, and organization;

-9. A groulCs increised ability to work with
other work groups in the organization;

10. A sense of interdependence among group
members.

The final aim of team-building, then, is a more
cohesive, umtually supportive, and trusting
group that will have high expectations for task
accon ,,iishment and will, at the same time, re-
spect individual differences in values, personal-
ities, skills, and iihosvn:.rati- behavior. Success-
ful team-building should nurture individual.
potential.

Team-Building vs. Training
and Skill-Building
The activities and norms developed in team-
binlding sessions are different hut com-
plementary to those characteristic of manage-
ment training and . skill-building -sessions.
Concepts such ,as leadership styles, decision-
making, communication patterns, motivation,
competition, and morale are all relevant to the
process of team development.

However, management training may encour-
age sameness rather than difference in individ-
mak' approach to work anti the organization.
Instilling company values and philosophy into au

wIwk personality does promote,com-
pany loyalty. Nevertheless, we ecintend that such
an approach ciao reach thepoini of diminishing
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returns; if it neglects the development of the in-
divid0 I employee, it will ultimately become
costly to the organization (Reilly, 1973).

The Consultant's Role
The consultant working with a group in a- team,
building effort has a key task: "response
abihiy- -the skill of responding to the group and
of intervening in the group's life in such a way as
to facilitate its problem-solving capability. Thus
the consultant's allegiance is to the entire group,
not to the boss or to a particular clique within the
team. This must be clear Wore the team-build-
ing venture begins. Of course, the consultant
does not ignore the man in charge! Indeed, he
may need sp-ecial counsel from the consultant
outside the formal team-building session. tint, in
order to himction in the best way possible. the
consultant must be his own person, free to re-
spond equally to each team member.

We see the consultant's role in team-building
as a -process- consultant rather than a'n "ex-
pert- consultant. It is his responsibility to de-
velop the process awareness by which the team
can take a meaningful look at itself, itS functions,
its method of working, and its goals for change.

The process consultant in team-building
should help the group solve its own problems by
making it aware of its Own group process and th
way that process affects the quality of the team's
work. In other words, his aim is to work himself
out of a job.

With this approach, the strength of the -facil-
itator's influence in team-building is not obvious
to either himself or to members of the team. Yet
we find that the consultant's skills and values
generally carry considerable weight in the work
group's opinion. It is his responsibility to be
aware .of his oWn impact rin, the group.

.9

The Role of Game. and Simulations
Since the focus of team-building centers on real-.

life ksnes and concerns which the work gronp
faces on' a day-to-day basis, inventories, simula-
tions, or structured experiences generally play a
minor role in team-building sessions. They are
best used when there is a need to generate data
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which the team uses to get" a clearer under-
standing of its own process. Inventories such as
FIRO- , for example, may wrve as excellent in-
terventions to focus upon behaviors of group
members. Or a structured experience aimed at
diwerning group-leadership functions may

i prove Very helpful in uniting the. group.
We find that an exercise or inventory can be

especially useful in team-building sessions for the
following purposes:

1. To help team members diagnose where they
are as a groupwhat they do well-or poorly;

2. To aid in the understanding ,of group mem-
bers' communication patterns, decision-mak-
ing approaches, and leadership styles;

3. To surface latent or hidden issues;
4. To focus an issue which the team understands

but seems unable to investigate deeply;
5. To demonstrate specific techniques that

group members can use to improve the qual-
ity of their time together.

However, using exercises and simulations in
team-building sessions- can have potential pit-
falls. A group may spend valuable time working
on is.sues unrelated to their day-to-day work as a
gre y; or a facilitator may get caught up in the
excitement which comes as a result of participat-
ing in simulations and inventories of an in-
trospective type, even though such !earnings are
ndt the main objectives of team-building. The fa-
cilitator must be able to balance both the con-
Cerns of tearn-building and the learning needs of
team members.

Issues
A number of issues Jire important in beginning a
team-building effort. Since many facilitators ap-
proacii team development from T-group and/or
clinical backgrounds, it is worthwhile to con'-
skier some special concerns about working with
intact groups.

Climate-Netting. , Expectations about the
differenees in a group's way of working together
at the completion of a team-building endeavor
should be explored with the 'imager or super-
visr of a group. In team-building, the overall ob-

rP
jectiveis to improve the team's performance and
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i leader understand the implications of the group's
eiimate. For example, the supervisor may be ac
customed to interacting with suhordinates in an
authoritarian manner. As a result, team members

-may harbor resentment towards him and .also
feel that they are underutilized in the group. If
a norm of openness becomes established as the
team-building progresses, chances are that the
supervisor will get this feedback. Therefore, it is
vital to the success of the sessions that the
supervisor enter the activity with a good under-
standing of the implications of opening up coin-
munications within the group.

Establishing Expectations. By devoting special
time to examining its own workings, a group gen-
erally raises its expectation of improvement.
This is usually realistic. However, it is easy for
group members to develcip unrealistic expecta-
tions. They may assume that as a result of a three-
or four-day meeting, their group will be cured of
all its ills. Such a notion, if not dealt with, can
lead to pnsiderable strain for the consultant and
can frsistrate team members so that they lose
conficlimce in the team-building process.

It is the consultant's job to help the group set'
realistic and attainable objectives for its session.
At the end of the meetings, participants should
be ble to evaluate the extent to which they
hay . eccompliihed their aims. It is important
tha group members take responsibility for what
the accomplish as well as for what they fail to
ace mphsli in their team-building session.

t the same time, the consultant must be
awi re of the degree of resPonsibility he is will-
ing o assume for the group's working through its
ism! ,s. It is foolish for a consultant to guarantee
that a group's problems will be solved. Rather,
.the facilitator's contract is to help &whip a

pr m ess which gives members the potential to
wor through their own piOblems;

tisfaction through looking at its process and re-
lying conflicting situations. The kind of cli-
ate or atmosphere established in the group is

ffected by the group's new behaviors: commu-
Acating candidly, confronting and dealing with
ssues, utilizing each group member's resource-
ilness: Once a climate is created, is important
hat it be supported and nourished.

It is critical that the consultant help the group

5 irio
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The self-fulfilling propheey is apparent here:
lq the comatant and group members set high
kit realistic expectatious for themselves, they
often act:ompliskokir goals: on the other hand,
if they expect to accomplkh little, chances are
they will amimplish little. -

One-Shot Iqforts. Ideally, team-building is not
a ooe-time experience. It can help a group de-
velop to. a higher level of functioning by
strcogthening groop members functional behav-
lors. &let i ng dvsfauctional oties.

1 he effectiveness 14 imist team-building ef-
fort is increased if t ere is some follow-through
after the initial se4ins. This may be done for-
mal)v by way of additional sessions or less for-
mally lw continuing to lmild upon norms
developed during the initial session. In eTtlier
ease. the c(nisultant shoeld stress the need for
contamity in the teamthat together the group
is Mvolved in an on.giiMg procev. Such follow-
op helps to insure that' aetioh steps are imple-
mented to resolve the issues focused during the
session. Also the group is able to reassess where
it is and exactly how it is functioning differently
as a result of its earlier experience.

As an isolated event, then, team-building de-
creases e learning potential for the group. It is
most Ofectively carried out as part of a well-
planned OD effort.

Systemic Effects. It is safe to assuMe that an in-
tact group does not function independently of
other work groups. Whays done to one group
more ofteu than not affects the affairs of other
groups. Team-building often does have systemic
effects. For example, to go into an organization
and work with one district within a region is
likely to affect the entire region. Persons who
.have experienced successful team-building are
apt to want to share their enthusiasm with col-
leagties from other districts. By establishing new
norms of working together more effectively, a
particular work grow can have quite a signifi-
cant impact on thie lives of other groups, Sim-
ilarly, if a group has an unsuccesSful experience,
ttle negative falloot may affect the entire system.

hawrent in team-building is a potential for
chauge in speeified amts. It is assmned that one
team. cannot change without affecting, at' least
indirectly, the functioning of other teams.
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The consultant mus(be aware of the impact of

his interventioh on the immediate group with
whom he works as well as on related groups in
the organization. Such awarenesS can mean the
difference between success and failure.

Ta.,k us. Interperwnal Focus. Just j it is im-
prant for a .consultmt to have an under-
standing of the climate of the groups with which
he wol 10, St) ir team-building sessions it is vitally
important for the consultant and his client
groupS- to agree upon the kinds of. issues around
which the group focuses its efforts. Identifying
needs and designing effeetive interventionl
through which the group can meet its needs are
the consultant's prime tasks.

It is difficult, but extremely important, to con-
sider the balance between task and interpersonal
concerns prior to the team-:building smsion. The
eonsultaot's job is to state his own biases awl
help the group define workable bona:tries.

Sonic teams consciously decide not to work at
an interpersonal level during a team-building
session, while other teams decide to invest con-
siderable energy :It this leve?.

We have found it helpful to work those inter. I--

personal conflicts which interfere with the
group's accomplishment of its task goals. It may
be desirable to negotiate a contract with the ,

group to dettrmine what data will be considered
out of bounefi. A group whose members have had
intensive growth-group experience may profit-
ably wrestle with issues concerning their feeling
reaCtions to each other's behavior.

Touchy-Feely. Most individuals become mem-
bers of work groups to meet pals other than
intrapersonal or interpersonal development.
Therefore, it is usuallyinappropriate for the fa-
cilitator to advocate' such giowth in a team-
building session. It is particularly unwise, in. our
judgment, to use techniques commonly associ-
ated with "sensitivity training" with persons
who must work together on a day-to-day basis.

Effectiv Problem-Solving
Process (nommen is, to our mind, the essence of
team-building. When it understands and Mon-
itors its own process, a group is better able to ac-
complish its tasks and to utilize the talent of its
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group members. Each process dimen.sionsuch
as sharing ideas in .the group, making decisions,
the feeling tone of the voup. its moraleneeds
to be focused upon as the opportunity arises in
the group.

Norms of trust and openness. As a result of
their increased ability to confront what develops
in ;I group, members often grow towards a
greater sense of trust and openness with each
other.. 'Trust- and -openness- are two of the
softest tering used in all of human relations train-
ingand two of die hardest dimensions to culti-
vate" in a group of individuals who work closely
toget hem . But it is our contention that greater
trust and openness provide a greater potental
for group task accomplishment as well -as for
personal satisfaction.

Trust mid openness also lead to a climate,in
which conflicts are leen as healthy and produc-
tive. Dealing with conflict in a direct and
forthright manner energizes groups. People say
What they want to other individuals and expect
other Mdividuals on the team to do the same.

Feedback. Effective team-building tads to
mote effecti've feedback to group members about
their contributions to the work group. Individ-
ual ,,iearn the value of being willing to give, so-
licit, and utilize feedback from their colleagues.
This can lead not-only to increased overall 4ffee-
tivcness for the group, but also to personal devel-
opment and-growth for team members.

Prlude to Intergroup Problem-Solving
Before two groups meet jointly to improve their
"interface," it is vitally important that each
team first experience team-building.as an intact
work group. Each group should have its own
house in order before attempting to join other
gronin to explore mutual problems. This is not to
mist that a group should be. functioning "per-
fectly." Rather, it means that group members
should be, able to listen effectively ito one an-
other and to approach problems straight-

.
forwardly.

S4 MU' 111 the variubles.that help paled the way
for sueressful intergroup exchanges Mel*.

(11.t5being able to klentily problems, to engage in
leetHiack processes in a relatively nondefeosive
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manner,io be authentic and not play the game of
one-upmanship.

One of the most helpful and effective inter-
ventions in getting groups prepared for an inter-
group meeting is an exercise commonly referred
to as an organization mirror, or image exthange.-
Briefly, it is an exercise whereby each group
writes down adjectives or phrases which de-
scribe its perceptlons of itself and of the other
group. Group members also predict' the other
gioup's perceptions of them as a group. These
lists are generated .by the two groups separately.
The consultant may help each grouptprepare to
accept and react to the feedback or exchange
perceptions it is about to receive,

In our experience, Group A generally predicts
that Group B sees it much more negatively than
Group B actually does. further, Group B often
sees Croup A more positively than Group A sees
itself. Such discoveries quickly dispel a lot of
ogres and nonproduetive anxiety.

PREPARING FOR THE MEETING

it is important for the consultant to prepare par-
.ticipants for what will happen during the se.s.sion.
The sensing interviewwhich will be covered in
more depth later in this paperprovides an op-
portunity for expectations to be clarified. The
consultant can describe in general what the
meeting will be about. Expectation gaps civil be
checked out and wOrked thibugh if they exist:
Participants usually want to know exactly what
kind of interactions they can anticipate in the
meeting. For the consultant to withhold re-
sponses to such legitimate inquiries can generate?
nonproductive anxiety..

PlannIni the Team-Building Seeelon
Anotirei relevant concern has to do wi h the
physical environment surrounding thti team-
building session. At least two days ofi minter-
rupted time away from the day-to-day 'Work dis-
tractions aro essential. Being away from the
telephone and office interruptions elm generate
or free signilk.ant energy. It is also imperatir
that participants commit themselves to the en- ,

tire team-building session. For several oersens io
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come and go over the course Of the event 'spells
potential disaster for the experience. It almost
goes withelit saying, of course, that the team
leader must be present for the entire session..

Sensing
One of the hest ways for a consUltant to make
ce. tain that he at least partially understands an
Mtart work group is to .talk with each member
before the team-buikjing session. Face-to-face
interviews, oc "sensing," enable the facilitator to
do a number of tpecific things in preparation for
the team-building session (Jones, 1973).

First, sensing enatales the consultant to gather
diagnostic information about the group, in its
members' own words, information which.is quite
subjective,.siiice it 4presents personal opinions.
Secondly, sensing enables the consultant to clar-
ify his own perceptions of how the team func-
tions collectively. It serves as a supplement to
other available sources of information about.the
group. And thirdly, sensing increases the psy-
chological ownership of the information used in
the team session, since it is generated by the ac-
tual grr members.

We nd the following guidelines helpful in
conducting sensing interviews:

es

I. Sensing iiiterviews should remain anonymous
but not confidential Since it is a frustrating
experience .fnri-a consultant. to receive con-
fidential data that he canndt discuss in the ses-
Simi; we prefer to set an expectation of non-
confidentiality. Whatever information a team
member shares with the interviewer becomes .

'legitimate information for the session. We do,
however, .miantain anonymity. Thus, a team
member can discuss a concern vithout his
name being attached to it.

2. Only information which might realistically be
dealt with over the course of.the team-bUild-
ing session should be gen;rated. TO collect
mote data than'ean he processed may lead to--
false expectations and frustrat km.

3. Sensing is a rappert-building opportunity for
the consultant. He has to make contact witil
each team member and vice-versa.
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4. During the iMerview the consultant should be
quite open about answering cinejtions about
the session, its objectives, format, flavorik
whatever may be of importance to the inch"'
vidual participants.

Ois vital that sensing data not be shared with
participants before the session begins, even
thp;Igh it is sometimes tempting to confirm
what One person has sa-id through probing
with another.

6. Taking'notes during the interviews is helpful
By writing down verbatim a group member's
response to a question, individual quote., an
be used to substantiate general points Alin&
the session. Doing this increases ownership of
the data for the team members.

7. It is important that persons being inierv:.!.,..,ce
be told how the information that they share
with the cOnsultant is to be used. They may
not ask directly, but they do want to know.

Sensing interviews are usually Lr more desir-
able than questionnaire-type surveys: The per-
sonal contact between consultant and par-

,
ticipants can pave the way for an effeclive team-
building session. The two approaches, sensing
interviews and surveys, can be used together to
good effect:

Preparing Data Feedback -
Onte sensing interviews are completed, it is the
consultant's job. to .majce some sense out of the
data collected. He may note common themes,

- which become major categories for feedback' te
the group.

We find it useful to make a series ef posters de-
picting the ganeral themes of.the data, including
specifiC quotes, to make, the data come alive.
Posters niay be made representing different cate-
gories of feedback: feedback for each team mem-
ber; team members' perceptions of bow the'
gioup makes decisions; and .goat statements for
the session. The exact nature of We pogteri de-
pends upon the calmiltant's kidgment of the.
group's level of readineSs for working at a par-
ticular level.. This reality, should be kept in mind
when designing the feedback session.

5 3 3
1974 University Associates Publishers, Inc.
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Coaching the Team Leader
Of all the indivkluals participating in the team-
builcling session, it is the supers/is& (bow, chair-
man, leihier, etc.) who probably has the most, po-
tentially, to gain or to lose from the experience.
°Rep it is he who suggests team-building. Mak-
ing the proposal for a session is a significant inter-
vention in a group's life. It is bound to cause
group members to react, varying from enthusias-
tic support to indifference to overt resistance.

It is crucial that the supervisor he adequately
prepired for the gession, since it is he who is most
likely to be a target of feedback in the team-
building session. To help make this a growth ex-
perience for both the supervisor and his subordi-
nates, the consultant should attend to several
dimensions during the planning phase.

One guideline we firmly adlere to is that thc
consultant should never surprise the boss. Noth-
ing can destroy trust faster than for the consult-
ant to make a big intervention for which the
supervisor is 'completely unprepared. For ex-
ample, if the lea4er expects nothing but positive
and supportive feedback in the sessionhowever
unrealistic this expectation mayleand the con-
sultant confronts him with heavily negative feed-
ha At, one can well imagine the p" robable

outcomes: hurt, defensiveness, disbelief, the feel-
ing of being betrayed. To safeguard against this
tesult, the consultant is wise to -prepare the su-
nervisor for the meeting.

Hov
this fin.
ant is

ever, the leader must not conclude, from
lion of the consultant, that the consnit-
is rnan"that the consultant's role is to

protect him from the feedback of his team mem-
bers. Rather, the consul4nt's job is to work for
the entire group, not to bepartial to any one in-
dividual or to any subgroup. The Client is the
team, not the supervisor. In an OD. effort, the
real elient is the organizition of which the team
is a part.

The method used to prepare the supervisor de-
; pends upon who actually takes charge of ancl
--conducts the session, the .supervisor oe the Con-
sultant. Some consultants prefer for the supir-
visor to rnn the meeting: lnuthis eaSC, he mnst be
given. the results from the sensing hiterviews in
enough detail so that _he can present einta to his
group. The consultant, then, generally will,serkre

no 1974 Monad Handbook foeCroup FeKilihisor's

as a proaesS ohserver, encouraging the group to
take a look at its methods a working during the
session,

Another option is for the consultant to conduct
the majority of the session. In tlds case, it is of ut-
mast importance that he know exactly what is
going on with the group and exactly what out-
come he wants the group to reach at the end of
the session. If he does not have this background
or knowledge, it is better for the consultant to
concentrate on functionOg as a reactive observer
to the group's behavior.

Our own preference takes botii options into
account. That is, 'we prefer that the supervisor
conduct his own staff meeting, while we observe
the process and assist the group in studying its
own process. But we also structure into the ses-
sion specific activities, aimed at clarifying prob-
lems and working through to solutions.

Regardless of the format followed, the super-
visor should be encouraged to be open to feed-
back and not to be defensive. Group reetlibers
pay close attention to his receptivity, and his be-
havior is powerful in setting expectations. It is
necessary, too, that he be authentic, that he not
fake, for example, being reeeptive when actually
he is feeling defensive. The norm should be one
of strategic openness (Pfeiffer & Jones, 1972).

I.

THE MEETING ITSELF

Expectations
It is helpful to begin the opening session by talk-
ing about what is actually going to take place.
There should be no big surprises for anyone. One
effective way to begin, is %have both group
members ahd the ronsultant specify their expec-
tations for the meeting. In this way expectation
gaps canibe dealt with early.

One strate*, is to have members list specific-
ally what they want to happen and what they do
not want to happen. The consultant may ask,
".What is the best.thing that could happen here,
and what is the worst thing?"

Publishing the
After obtaining
from the sensing

Sensing Data

expectations, the data gained
interviews should be published

25
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in some form. During the presentatifie it ki im-
portant that the team not begin to process thc
data. Team members should, however, be en-
couraged to ask for clarification so that every-
body tmderstands what the data say.

Agenda-Setting
The group's next task-is to set its agemla, focusing
Oil the data at hand. This should be done withia
the time constraints of the meeting. If a group
commits itself to a fivp-day agenda for a two-day
meeting, the result can only be a frustrating ex-
perience.

Setting Priorities .

Having an agenda to ork on, problem ateas
should then he determMe order of priority. It
is important that the gronOespecially if it- is un-
dergoMg its 4st tbam-buil(iN experience) be
enconraged to start with a probkin that can be
solved. Meinbers can then experience a feeling
of soccessand liegin to feel that they are a part of Owl
a team that Is pu ling togetler.

Problem-Solving
We ct. Ader eroblem-solving to be a pervasive
and c!clical phenomenon which occurs through-
out the team-building proee:s. TO assure its
effectiveness, we find ,two ieehniques, used be-
tween cycles, to be helpful. One is to
group critique (or proi.ess) its own style
ing each problem on the list of priorities: T

')the group works one round, processes its fune-
tinning, and then takes on another pro*blerOfich
an approach provides an opportunity for: the
group to improve its problem-solving gffective-
ness over the course of a work session. Members
cap reinfor*each other ior their helpfabehav-
iors and work through or lessen their dysfunc-

`4tional behaviors.
Another technique is Ro past charts. These

may include points of view about a prelbfem, '-

lntiims, and action decisions. Such an akroacit
,enaliki the group to immitor its own progress or

lack thereof. Tlic chasi serVes as public "inin-,
Ides- of the meeting. including pniblem state-
Ments,' solutions, _deadlines, and persons
respdisible for implementing solutions.

26
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Planniug Follow-UP
The purpose of this phase of team-building is to .

assure that the work begun by the groqp does not
die once the group ends its formal team-building
session. ,

It is helpful to have the group summarize die
work accomplished during the team-building
session: to take stea of decbiotis made daring
the session, and to reiterate which people are re-
sponsible for implementing which decisions
within specific tim'e parameters.

Within a Month following the session a follow-
up meeting should he held so that group mem-
bers can assess the degree to which they !hiv !

carried out expectationg and commitments made
during the team session.

DYSFUNCTIONAL BEHAVIORS

During a team-building session it is likely tint a
consultant will have to assist a team in con-
fronting dysfunctional team behaviors.' 1,isted
belOw are the commonly obseaved behaviors that
tend to obstruct team development, inchreing
Ways of coping with and working the behaviors ,
in a productive way.

Saboteur

This is a persdn who engages in behaviors de-
signed to destroy or signifitantly impair the prog-
ress made by the teani. Examples: - "Coecha"
behavior; "Wait until J.B. sees what you're up
to," "Yes, but .. and "This will never work!"

Sniper
A person who takes cheaP shots at group mem-

,bers (whether they are present or not) by- throw-
ing verbal or nonverbal "barbs" is likely to lessen
the productiyity of .the-group. For example, the
sniper might say, "When we were tOking

about plant expansion, old J.B. (who always ig-
nores such issue§) made several points, all of
Which were roundly refifted.."

Alaistant Trainer .

This is a- team member who wants to demon
-strafe his awareness of group process by making
interventions in order to "make points'with the
consultant.'He itia) make procedural suggestions

P
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to the 'mild of being obnoxious. One of his favor-
ite interventions is, "Don't tell me what you
think. tell me how you tea"

Denier
ce,

This person plays the "Who, me?" game. When
confronted, he backs off imabediatelv. He may
alsoask manY questions to mask his statements or
points of view, and he gencrally.reows to take a
strong stand on a problem.

Quiet Mimbee
Members may be quiet for innumerable m.asons. ,

It has been remarked about silence: It is never
misquoted, but it,is often misinterpreted.-

Anxious Mimber
lie -nuiy engagt; in such counter-productive
behaviors as smoothing over conflict, a'voiding
confrontation, doodling, "red-crossing" other
mend iers,:and protecting the leader.

Dominator

Some team members simply take up too much
air 'me. By talking too much, they control the
group through their verbosity.

Side-Tracker
This person siphons off the group's energy by
bringing up new concerns ("deflecting") rather
than staying with the problem 'being worked.
Under his influence, groups OM rapidly generate
an enormous list of superfluous imues and con-
cerns and become oblivious to the problem at
hand. The game be plays is generally something
like, "Oh: yeah, and another thing . . . ."

Hand-Claspir
Legitimacy and safety can be borrowed by
agreeing with other people: For example, this
person says. "I go along with Tom *hem he says

'1

"/.1

4.. .
-

,

p

PoiourkzER

A person who points out differencesmnong team
members rather than helping them see sameness

i1.11011,11 1974 Annual Ilmwlbocm& for Gimp Fatihtninn
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in the ownership of group problems can prevent
the development of group cohesion. He is a per-
son likely to have a predisposition toward seeing
mutually exclosive points of view.

Attention-flooker
This behavior is designed to cover the group
member's anxiety by excessfre joking; horsing-
around, and drawing attention to 'himself. lie
may do this very snbtly by musing the personal
pronoun "I" often. He may also be a person who
describes many of his own experiences in an at-
tempt to look good to other group members.

Clown
This person engages in disniptive behavior of a

loud, boisterous type. He may set a tone of play
rather than of problem-solving.

Confronting Dysfunctional Bihaviors
The characters described briefly above haV-eitine
cbinmon theme: Each inhibits and'iltstracts the
group from working at an optimal level.

In dealing with suck dysfunctional roles, the
.consultant will find it helpful to follow three gen-

.
eral steps.

1. He should draw attention to the dysfunctional
behavior itself but avoid the trap of labeling

-or classifying -the person as, for example, a
"sniper" or a "hand-clasper." Such'evaluative
labeling only elicits defensiveness from the in-
dividnal. Instead, the behavior that is getting
in the group's way should be described.,

2. The consultant should spell out what appear
to be the specific dysfunctional effects of the
behaxior: This should not be done in a ptlni-
tive fashion, but in a supportive, confrontive
manner. Often the person distracting the
gronp is unaware.Of the negative impact of his
behavior, SoMetimes he really wants to be
making a contribution and does not know how
to be on effective team member.

3. Alternative behaviors should be suggested
which will lead to a more productive and sat-

, isfying climate for 'the dknIptive person and
his colleagues.

27
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FACILITATOR INTERVeNTIONS

Pratwas Inlerwallorm
Centering around the on-going work of the wimp
as it engages in problem-solving activities, proc-
ess interventions include ones aimed at impkov-
ing the team's task accomplishment as well as
helping to build the group info a more cohesive
milt. ,

Process intervention:s to heighten task accom-
plis'unent include the jollowing examples;

having the group translate an is.sue into a prob-
lem statement.
obwrving that the group is attending to several
problems smuiltaneously rather than sticking
to one problem at a time;
ohservMg that a decision was made out of a

-hearing-no-objections- no.m and having the
group deal with this.pcisture;
inviting the group to &ye op Iction plan re-

, lated to a problem solutio
suggesting that-the giOup sumtnarize,..what has
been covered within a given problem-solving
period:,
helpinq the group to-monitor fts own style, us-
ing it esources;

using instruments, questionnaires, and ratin g's
to assess the group's p- it 1 on a particular
topic.

Process interventions aimed at group mainte
!lance or group building include the fpllowing
examples:

pointing out dysfunctional behaviors which
keep the group from achieving a cohesive 'clgt-
mate;
eneoutaging group members to express feel-
ings about decisions the group makes:
encouraOng group members to respund to one
another's ideas and opinions verbally, whether
in terms of Agreement or disagreementi
confronting behaviors that lead to Men-

.. siveness and lack of trust among group mem-
lars, e.g., evaluative feedback mid hkklen
agemlas;

vedmily reinforcing group-building heir/whim
, such as gatekeeping, harmonizing, etc.

28
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Structural Interventions
Another class of interventions is termed struc-
tural because it deals with the way group mem-
bers are arranged physically as A group.
Structural interventions include the following:

having group members work privatelymak-
ing notes to themselves, for example7before
they discus.% the topic jointly as a total grotip;
having membas pair off to interview each
other about the problem;
forming subgroups to explore the different as-

pects of the problem and then share their work
with the remainder of the group;
forming a group-on-group de,ign, tO enable an
inner group to work independently of an outer
group, which, in turn, gives process feedback
to inner-group members.

FACILITATOR EFFECTIVENESS

The technolow behind effoctive tr, building
is vitally impottant. Of greu.er importance, how-
-ever, is the facilitator's owii personal uniqueness.
To beCome more complete- as a facilitcor means
to.become more complete as a person.

Managing one's own personal growth is an un-
portant preeondition to effectiveness in facil-
itating team-building sestions.. If a facilitator is

)iware of his own needs,.biases, and fears, he is
less likely to project -theSe onto the groups with
which he works. Consequently, he is able, to Con-
centrate on 'the needs of the group.

A. consultant can increase his team-building
skills by working with different kinds of groups.
Seeking out elperiences in various organizations,
with different types of clients, can be a creative
challenge forjhe facilitator.

It is important that, whenever feasible, two
persons co-facilitate team-building sessions.
Doing,so serves as a source of perception ClieCks-
for each facilitator, It also gives each the op-
portun1t54o support and enrich the personal and
professional growth of the other.

Team-lmilding is an exciting activity for the
facilitator. Intervening in thelife of wurk groups
affords both challenges'and opportunities for di-
rect application of behavioral science concepts.

$3, Ct. a.
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YIN/YANG: A PERSPECTIVE ON THEORIES OF
GROUP DEVELOPMENT

Anthony G. Minot, Jr.
a

.

5a(40

All human groups are living and ever changing. Issues that were critical in the first session
evaporate by the fourth 3cssion; the excitement of session three is followed by the ennui of session
seven. Moods fluictimte,Rentrid tonmnis wax and wane. The group has a life of its awn; its primary
cliaracteritie is movement.. Croups, like individuals, are unique, bid all groups share some
similar attributes. Mew observations, made repeatedlrby students of groups, are the baSes for
theories of q..,,up development statemenb about the flow of group process over time.

The literature in the fields of group psychotherapy, group dimunics, organization develop-
ment, and hunum relations training yiekls an abundance of theories of group development.
Tuckman (1965) reviews sixty-two theories; Hill (1973), once a connoisseur of group theories,
states -that he ended his hobby when his collection numbered ovçr one hundred specimens.
Although theorieri' abound and spring froni various observational data, underlying similarities,can
be discerned.

Three different models of group devetopment emerge; the linear model, which .regards
change as a progressive, striUght-line fimction over time; the helical (spiral) model, which -sees
change as a regressive, whirlpool movement from surface to core issues; and the cyclical' model,
whit -1- N,iews change as an interplay of yin and yang enemy forces. Approaches to a potential
integration of these models are herer suggested.

)FUNCTIONS OF GROUP-DEVELOPMENT THEORIES

Theories of group development serve de,scriptive and predjetive,,functions. For the gioup prac7
titioner, the theory also provkles a framework for interventions.

On a descriptive level, slevelopmental theory permits -the observer to otganize his percep-
tions. During a giyen slice of group life, verbal behavior, the ateraction pattern, emotional
climate, or type of content ean be characterized and measured. Nhatever the ohservational,base,
descriptions of group phenomena in a given session can be compared and contrasted v41th those..

_froma OW or-liture sesskin.
Used predictively, developmental theory enables the observer to forecast the groop'auture

process: The theory descrihod-what should be happening,lat least under ideal conditions, so that
objectivei can be set. The predictive aspect offers comfort to the group practitioner: events will
not always be as conflicted or sluggish as they appeff to he in a given session.

A partkular theory also provides the group leader with cues for specific terventionsx The
leader inay want to accelerate the process, slow it dowh,.or freeze or lotus it t .stire that a group
does not avoid or ignore opportunities for learning. Equipped witltheory, the eader may plan or
design interventioift Wended to surface and clarify process issues that he regards as bnpoitant.
Developmental theory is a particularly helpful guide ; amplifying issnes that groups frequently
find tronbksonui: dependency, authority, emfliet, power, and intimacy.

Ms We Annual Hmodboak for Crimp Facilitskon
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III a grimp-deselopMent theory, the content. ArIltitire of a group are closely interre-
lated. Content. What is being saki. verbally sod nonverLdiv. ii deternilled by the grovp's task.
whether it is to make decisions, overcome resistances ta ghiwth. or experiment with new be-
havior_ Pl'Ocrs. refers to /unu a gloup.behaves, process eltyments include events happeoing inside
individual members, group-level plrenomena such as 114Vm development, and cmtextual (past
history, back-home) variables. bi the life of a group. cont t. nt and process are always .happening,
hut the visibility of the process is a function of group structure.

Structure serves as a valve to control the flow of .ilvrtcy 1,tqween process and content. The
\tructure of the group. which includes loch t, a. '1.1; kider's athoule toward the group
ne theory he espouses, determines the extat to tornent and,process are allowed to
reterrelate and to influence each other. Stria-tore also in,:lodes tilt" grouVs objectives, the contract
between the.leader and the group, and the grougd rules to which the.gjubserib'&s. Tca IesSer
extent, structure also refers to the.physieal environment in which the group ,hves: : '

Group structore can be-tight and ri&l,"permitting.no'process elernents to b'ecome park of The
group's agenda or it can be so loose that the process becomes the content, a,T-groop. To
some ext'ent. the profusion of group-development theories is a result- of:the variety pf group
structures. A loose. Structure may alloW fifteen phases of process to surface; glight struchhi*, only
one or two. .

grouP's strueltire enahles' the practitioner to place a selective value on speOfic pro.2.ess
elements and to make decisions regarding the focus of the group... Each intervention becomes a

.. creative decision to enrich the ongoing content with relevant process phenomena. Too Much or
too little attention to process endangers the group's task function----its reason for being.

At present_ no single theory of group development adequately accounts for all group
Ps..-1

phenomena reported by observers. Events that are commonplaee in a Tavistock conterenef, for
instance, may never surface in a team-building session. Individual -imploSioos" occur- in a Gestalt
workshop, "but rarely in a communication-skills laboratory. Some groups spend half tileir life
wor} 141 authority issues; others focus on the issue for only Minutes before moving on to long
peri Als of affection and intimacy.

.

L. _

1
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_
'These discrepancies -seem .attributable to the power of a theory of group development to

"InIke it happen-, that i, the theory, as an observational tool, impacts what is being observed. As
Butkovich et al. (1975) state in a recent study, there is a strong -possibility that the group leader's
theoretical orientation, as it is reflected in his interpretations and behavior, is causally related to
the very group behavior being interpreted" (p. 9).

This sontamination by the observer of what is being observed is prevalent ill all aPplied
behavioral science. Contamination does not discrecht a theory but serves to remind us that -truth-
is always filtered through a human observer with built-in biases and distortions. However, con-
tamination does raise the difficult methodological issue that some process elements (transference,
for example) may in truth be artifacts of the observational tool emplo),ed. What is reported as a
groupirrocess-event-may -exist, instead, only in the mit& of the intervener. As Lundgren (1971)
has demonstrated, the pace and pattern of group process, as well as specific group phenomena, are
diroctly related to the intervention stance prescribed by the leader's theory of group develop-
ment. Therefore, I primary problem In the study of grow development theories is distinguishing
between the observer and the data. . .

Another fattor accounting for a less than-comprehensive theory is that different developmen-
tal theories( focus on dfferent elements f group prmess. Theories described here OS employing a
linear model focus on eoue. element of process: the interactiOn system, group emotioo, then
normative system, group eMture, and the executive system. The linear model views process as
,progressive. The helical model focuses on conteittuatelemes: transferential, past hktory aspects..

-, of process, including physical and social contacts; eMOtional and contractual relations, and the

-.-
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indivitats attitudes toward authority and control. The helical model views process as regre.sive.

The cyclical model kwuses and amplifies those process elements contributed by the indivdual

member: behavior style; personal keling state: internalized norms, beliefs, and values; and the

ego of the indivklual. The cyclical model views process as a transcendence of polarities. These

elements of process are discussed more fidly by &met (1974).

ME LINEAR MODEL
The group process is viewed by the linear model as an orderly, sequential, progressive moVeMent

over time, a straight-line function that passes through predictable phases or stages of growth,

paralleling individual growth from conception to mitturity. In the-linear model, the group is a

temporary. intentional community orworkers or learners who have -banded together to reach
some goal The community life of the group has a definite beginningmiddle. and end.

The actual number of phases seen by linear theorists varies considerably, from two (Bennis &

Shepherd. 1936) or three phases (Schutz, 1973; Kaplan & Roman, 1963) to ten (Cohen & Smith,

1976) to fifteen (Rogers, 1970). Despite this range of stages. theories embracing the linC3IT model

share man) similarities. Two representative theories are discussed here: Schutz's theory of inter-

personal needs (Schutz, 1967, 1973) and Tuckman's developmental sequenee (Tuckman, 1965):

Schutz's Ttwory
For Schutz, the initial stage of development for the group is the inclusion phase. Major inclusion

issues revolve around boundaries, building trust and commitment, determining who is a member

and who is not, and maintaining individuality while simultaneously being a group member. Group
members are motivated by fear, curiosity, excitement., and the need to include or to be included.

As 'Inclusion issues become resolved, the group moves into a control phase, in which concenis

of power, dominance, authority, and responsibility are prominent. Feelings of anger, helpless-

ne4s, and incompetency motivate members to deal with petsonal power., the authority of thr,
leader, and the influence of other group members. This middle phase is critical for all linear
modelsit is a period in which the group either disintegrates or becomes cohesive. It is a turning

point in the life- of the group; if the control phase is avoided, denied, or ignored, group develop-

ment is rekarded.
Following the middle phase is a concluding period Ofaffection, cohesion, and intimady. Major

issues are (1) how close or how distant group members want ip be with each other, (2) giving and
receiving warmth, and (3) how much sharing and disclosure is Productive and appropriate. When
this phase moves. toward conclusion, the life of the group begins to terminate. For Schutz,
termination involves reversal of the stages: affec,tioniol relations are ended, first, then control
relations, and finally inclusion.

Tuckman's Sequence
1E1.

Having reviewed many theories, Tuckman (1963) postrilates that the first stage of group life is one

or testing and dependence. The group orients itself to group living, testing which behaviors are
acceptable and which are taboo. Much attention is focused on the group leader, as group members

grope to define their task and their boundaries,
Stage two is a period of intragroup conflict. Issues of power and competition dominate group

life; the mood of the group is highly emotional and rebellious.
When conflict issues are settled, stage threegroup cohesionemerges: In the third stage of

group life; openness, positive (redbrick, and expressions of' affection arc characteristic.
Stage four is described as a period offunctional role-relatedness. It is a work stage, charac-

terized by a minimum of emotion4 interaction. The abnosphere of the group encourages and

The 1976 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators 5 1
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supports task .completion; obstacles have been removed in previo.is stages. 'When the group

cinnpletes its task, it terminates.
Ttieknnut sureinctly describes 11;s (nil:. !Lives if hue. as "rmning, storming, norming,

and performing."

Chereetedetios of the Linear Model
.

The group elements of processthe interpersonal communications network of the community of

learnersare the focus of the linear model. While linear theories recognize that all group mem-

bers may not be in the smile psycholo:.tical place at the same time, the theories assert that certain

critical "barometric eventS" (BenWs & Shrpherd, 1956) bring individual members to a similar

awareness; thus, in general, the members of* group n be regarded as being in a given phv se. at a

given time. The model implies that all groups, regar ss of size or task, deal with the same issues

in the aame sequence.
The intervention style derived from the linear model emphasizes bnilding :Awareness of the

phases of development, amplifying issues specific to a given phase, and preventin:_: ert-rnpture

movement. in fact, a major concern of interVentionists using the linear model is that nrwmb,,rs will

tend to agony the existence of the difficult middle phase (power, control, conflict) in their eagerness

to get tO a cohsive, affectionate state.
Me linear model enjoys broad usage. Many theories describing WI( growls, sre,711 sv- terns,

end iverk teams incorporate the linear view; fin Schutz, the phases are most visible in the

mounter group tSchntz, 1973). In part, the poptilarity of thelinear model is due to its compatibil-

ity ofilithe usual may oi regardingpersonality development: in many such theories, the individual

passes through phases until maturity is reached. See, for example, Erikson (1963) and Kohlberg

(1904).
St% er:11 shorteOmings of the linear model should Lc neteci. As !tare (1973) comments., the

adoptioti that A group moves from phase to phase needs further documentation, shwe hnear

worl;t1 iypkally do not discuss the process of dev-elopment in any detail; rather, (hey simply

observe that one phase follows another. The model does not clarify how this seqnencing happens,

nor dors it exptlin why one group may remain in a given phase for six aa;%._iths, while another

passes that stage in three weeks.
.

The linear model reflects a world view that is peculiar to Western culturi. Befeering to the

linear model as a "staircase" model, Kahn et al. (1974) list some impoitant consequences of

viewing development as a progressive, ever-upward moving line: such ren attitude suggests that

permanence is the only good, and that the top of the line is the only spot worth attaining. As Kahn

and his associates see it, the linear model encourages Judgment and categorization, rather than

accel)tance and experiencing. and focuses a group on future events, rather than on the present. In

'short, the linear model suggests that the deitination is more raluable and important than the

journey to it.
Tlwories %ming the linar model receive a fuller discussion in Bennis and Shepherd (1956),

Cherries (1974), Cohen and Smith (1976), Cibbard, Hartman, and Mann (1 4), Hare (1973),

jones.(1973), Kaplan and Roman (191N3), Rogers (1970), Schutz (1973), and T ckman (1965). ;

\
\,

THE HELICAL 'MODEL

hcheal model or group development views the group process as a regressive, spiraling,

ever-deepening focus on a few prominent 6sucs peculiar to a given group. The themes and issues

worked in the group follow no particular order; once a theme is surfaced, however, it will develop

in a feirly predictable pettern, from its surface aspect to its deepest h.vel of significance. Group

process moves in it whirlpool fashion; it gain* momentum end suetional power as it burrows deeper

and deep**.

Copyright 0,1978 UMversky Associates), Inc.
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The group is pert. eived as a metaphoric tribe x% hich comes together to) achieve security.

physical safety, and support in times of stress. The group also provkles members an opAtunity to

gain selfhood and signifkance (Klein, 1 96,31.

At its.incept am, the group liegius a regression away from its obvious, manifest level, down to

its latent or hidden meaning. The group acquires allegorical and mythological meaning for its

members (Dunphy, 1968); It may KIM to recapitulate the dynamics of a primal horde (Ezriel,

1950), a primitive family, or a religious group. In other views, the group is seen as a microcosm

(Slater, 1966). a re-enactment of the Oedipal conflict (Gibbard & tiartman, 1973), or the -good

breast" of a nuturing mother (Scheidlinger, 1974). This regressirm to allegorical levels is encour-

aged hy -the structure of the group, especially the posture of the leader, in the belief that by

reliv:ng past events, a "corrective emotional experience" (Alexander, 1956). will occur, enabling

111111 the gmilp and its members to gain a fresh perspective of self and to achieve perceptual and

behasioral reorganiiation.
The vroup dwells in this regressive space for some period of time. Only after core issues such

as dependenes, autonomy, aggression, and sexnality are resolved does the group emerge from tilt.

depths of the whirlpool to work on present problems and solutions. Dolling the regressive period,

the grotip's zitoeess is erratic and dismonected, marked by conflict *and motivated by strong,

primal% e em:nionahty. The group process re-enacts the turmoil and stress of childhood and

adolescence: the flow is choppy and is frequently interrupted by new issues. In its regression, the

group develops a cohesion (usually motivated by antagonism toward the leader) and takes on the

charaeterist!cs of an organism that is in some ways greater than the sum of its parts.

,

Bion's.Theory
Bion (1959) k the principal theorist of the helical model. His central Vion is that in every group,

two-groups" are actually present: the work group and the basic-assomption group. The :work

--group is aspect of gmup functioning that has to do with the real task of the group. For

example. designing a prognun, passing a resolution, compkting a report, or changing behavior are

real tasks But groups do not always function sensibly or productivelythey do not always fools

on the. task. To explain why groups do not always work well, Bion introduced the notion of the

AIN basic-assumption group.
. Basic assumption is an "as if* term. The group behaves al if a eertain assumption is basic to its

maintenante, growth, and survival. These basic assumptions are covert; they constitute the

group's hkklen agenda. The basic assumptions derive from the collective repressed feelings of all

the group members.
From his experiences in groups, Bion identifies three distinct types of basic assumptions:

1. Basic-assumidion deperaleney. The essential aim of this emotional-state is to attain security

and protection from one individual, usually the leader. The group behaves as if it is stupid,

incompetent or psychotic; only a powerfid, omniscient, COiMike -leader can perform the tatk

functions. When the leader fails to meet the (impossible) demands of the group, it expresses its

disappointment and hostility in a variety of ways.

2. Raiic-alsumption figly-flight. Here, ther group assumes it can survive only if it flees from

the task (by withdrawal, regression,- or focusing on past history) or if it fights (by aggression,

scapegoating, eta A leader who is accepted is one who is willing to afford the group.an opportu-
.

nity for flight or aggn.ssion.
3. Basie-avvumptims pairing. In this state the basic assumption is that the group has come

together for reprodudive puiposes, Any how) betwer6 two ow more group-members is seen 11% as

sexual bond that will give birth to a Messiah xv to will save the group I)). providing it with new

new thoughts, and a creative way to work on; the task. Magic Is the solution that is hoped for.

v.;

'410.4
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Turquet (1974) has added a fomth type of bask' assumptionbasic asswejaion Oneness, inwhich the group seeks )Join in a powerful union with an omnipotent force, unobtainably exalted,

to surrender itself to passive participinion and t:iseleb:y to feel existence," well-heing, andwholeness.
The basic-assumption life of the group is oriented inward toward fantasy, not outward towardreality. The basic assumptions are anonymous; they t aanot be attributed to any one member.

Individuals vary in their readiness (which Dion calls "valets-eye') to combine with a given basic
assumption of the group. Some members, as well as the leader, may find it easier to eollode with
dependency themes, others with flight reactions, etc.

The work group requirt.; coocentrlion, skill, ittel t,r-gaaization of all re54urces in the
as well as cooperahon from its membars. The Le.v.'-ctlsi.'mption group, on the other hard, exi.;t:iwithout effort. A group will stay locked into ts bpsic assineptions untii sonic iesohition is rtlicited:hat permits the gmup to move on to a woak level. The basic-assumption life of the group is neverexhausted, but it can be deliberately bracketed or suppressed.

An eltcellent introduction to Bion's theory is provided by Rioch (1970); Colman anfl
(1975) present extensions and applkauois a the basic-assumptioq approach.

Chareeteristics of the Heft& Model
Providing the theoretical basis fin- many kinds of psychotherapy groups, the helicel meeit- ' gsmajor strength its thoro'Ihness in dealing with diffieult issues and its unwavering!,,,,liefilth:'iiiechild is father te the man." The model attempts to provide group, members with an ,ny)ortunitv toreorganize their current personality patterns by correcting the errors of the past. Like the linearmodel,,whieh mokis the vesent moment by focusing on the future, the helical model avoids thenow, but by focusing on the past. It stresses the belief that the past has much to few+ us; we can-not confidently move on until we have digested its lesioes. A -71%.-;s jo notremember the mistakes of history are condemned to repeat them."

Additionally-, the model provides the gmup with an opportunity to 3 afiuti 111. uncom4Orta-ble Jiffies of life: pain, suffering, tragedy, and death. Through its focus on Sisterv, the modelcol ..terbalances the optimism and the idea of progress implicit in the linear moticl.
The helical mor.Pr prescribes a central tole for the group leader, who functions in, the groupnot asja person but as r -01ea tele that encourages projection and regression. The coolness anddistance of the leader quickly elicit basic-assumption behavior. As the group intensifies, the leaderinterprets, confronts, and Weaves connections between present behavior and past experience, inzn effort to make the Unconscious conscious.
The intervention stance of helical-Model theories focuses on contextual aspects of groupprocess, Past history, emotional relations outside the group, and the indivklual member's positionin relation to authority, responsibility, and control provkle the priinary process data for thegroup's consideretions.
The leader's central role is a critical shortcoming ofhelical-model theories. The leader seemsconstantly to be saying to the gmup, 1 set something you don't see.- This posture createsdependency on the perceptual accuracy orthe leader and his skill in surfacing and working withunconscious material. This dependency carries the implication that group work is a long-terminvestment for the gmup member.
Personality theories that stress the impertance of early childhood experience-

----PsYchoanalysis, ego psychology, general psychodynamic theory, and transactional analysisarecoMpatible with the helical model of change.
Group theories using the -helical_model can be fotrAld in Bien (1959), Persow (1928), Ezriel(1950), Foulkes and Anthony (1967), Gibbard and Hartman (1)73); Sark., y (1975), Sehckllinger(1974), Slater (1986), Slavson (1950, Whitaker and Lieberman (1967). For the most part, thepsychotherapy group has provided the observatipnal base for these theories.

:341 5 4
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THE/CYCLICAL MODEL

The gromm pro( es\ IS Ill conStaut motion. cr at I est. ill tile Cyclical model. Time .process is
continuous and iersistent; like the phas(s of the moon IRI tides, the seasmis. muid other natural
phenmnena, the gnmp lik moves through a cycle until it retunts, with subtle aherations, to its
starting point

In the vyclical model, the group is a collection of individuals who have gathered together to
divine the principle of change that governs their lives and to discover a way to order their behavior
in accordance with that principle. The group is less a ciimmunity than it is a theateran energy
field where individual growth and change unfolds.

No current theory of group development threctl) defines the cyclical model of change.
Hots es er, the cyclical model is implied in the practice of those groups that focus on personal,
indis idual change within the group context. The model provides a haSis for understanding the
Gestalt group and other groups that stress intrapersonal learning.

Philosophical Aspects

Because the cyclical model is not as well known as the linear and helical models, a discussion of its
philosophical aspects is provided here. We live in a sorld of permanent change, where all
phenomena :ire dynamic and in flux. This observation dates back at least to 500 B.C., when
Heraditus in Greece and Confucius in China compared the constant movement ofexperience to
the everchanging flow of a river.

The dynamism -of experience has met different rw esponses in Eastern and Western thought.
Western thinkers have tended to abstract from experience, "freezing" phenomena so that they can
be subjected to scientific investigation. Hence, change tends to he seen in a linear mode, a static
progressicm from-phase to phase.

In contrast, the Eastern mode has been to acknowledge the flow of experience and to search
for the las% of change, itself unchanging, which epveins -this flow. The name given to this govern-
ing pm is Tao. Tao is one; out of Tao comes the energy of yin, the receptive principle, and
yang. the active principle. Change is viewed as natural movement and development, in accord
with Tao. The opposite of ehange is regression; as H. Wilhelm (1900) puts it, "the opposite of

. change in Chinese thought is growth of what.ought to decrease, the downfall Of what ought to
rule" (p. IS!.

Tao defies definition, as Chnng-yuan (1963) states: -The understanding of Tao is an inner
experienee in which distinction between subject and object vanishes. It is an intuitive, immediate
awareness rather than a mediated, inferential or intetlectual process" (p. 19). The Tao is the way,
the ultimate principle; the great interfusion of being and nonbeing. Despite this ineffibility. the
yin/yang energy flowing from Tao has acquired highly practical embodiments in Chinese culture:
acupuncture, rid Chi and other martial arts, centering, calligraphyall are manifestations ofand
approaches to Tao.

The 1 Ching

Perhaps the most eloquent deseription of the interplay of yin/yang energy is in the ancient oracle
.and scripture, time I Chhig. The I Ching, or Book of Changes, applies this concept of change to
human phenomena- -individuid lives, groups, and organizations. It proposes a cyclical theory of

shangc, change as a movement that returns to its starting point. Change is onlerly; as is the
movement of the tkks or the Imeasons, hilt its orderliness is not always perceptihle. In hunum
situations, the finces of yin and yang produce- complex configurations. As n book of wisdom, thel
Ching invites its user to pursue Tao, a state of resonance with the Oneness of actuality (Dhiegh.
1974), by discO'vering the propel time for correct m4ction.

The NTS Amnon, Handbook for Group Facilitators
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The I Cluing has ir it tl t.,s oas.. .%%o fundaluental pyinciplus of yin, charaeteri7ed s tbe

re-v(1)th e the docile and svmholizi laoken ':11/ ). and wow, charactewed as
the cleanse and lictive aud ss tabolized . oataoken 11.1#41 ). sets of three, the Inokun
and milmoken lines compose the eight pa kna (trigrams). signs associated with natund phenomena
and basil .11pCttS UI Inunau experi('nce.

Comboied in all possible ways. the eight pa iota produce sixty-four six-hue kua (hexagraMs)
which symbolize various elementary aspects of the. human condition: primary needs, such as
nourishment. personality-development ii ilestones. such as breakthrotigh., pushing upward, or
r et! e at ; 511(it 111.11i aad individual character traits, Snell
As modest\ g"1".. .UId .."Ith"Si."1". 11-e `.i.') -1.1 Ilex.-0.1"" CulOpi PSYt hological -1wriotIV7
(Alt' of elements- limn which immediate, here-and-no-a, ..itaatioac are consrosed.

The eight pa Ora provide descriptions of the basic polarities of lift,:

Ch'il'ea ,), the creative, heaven. The sign is associated with energy, strength and
escitement. It represents the pole of creative power.

2. ICtin the receptive. cmh, is aciociated t th the womb, novii.Jenent, t!-..e gr.. at
wagon of the earth that carries hll hie. It represents Ole pole of yielding, docile receptivity.

3. Chen the arousing, thunder. It is associated with movemeat. speed, expansiov,
and anger. In terms of human polarities, the sign represents confroAation.

4. Sun ). the gentle, penetrating wind. It is associated with gentle persine.ion, quiet
decisaon laaking, and crohlem 'solving. The sign represeUts the pole of support.

5. K'an u, . the abysmal. water. It is associated with toil, hard work, danger, persever-
ance, and melanCholy. It repiesents the pole of body and feeling.

0. Li ' the clingiug, fire. It is associated w ith dcpun.lency, imt aiso.witli clarity and
pelLeptioli.. It represents the pole of intellect mid thought.

.
7 "..en `. keeping still, the mountain. It is associated %%VI fidelity, inediiatiou watc.1-,

fulness It represents the pole of reflective silence.
S. invous, lake. The sign is associated with the pleasures of the mouth

--eating, talking .anging.. It represents the pole of joyful interaction..

The.eight pa kua are arranged in a circle of polar opposites known as the -primal arrange-.

ment, or the mandala of earlier heaven. (See F(gure 1.)

Implications /or a Theory of Group Process*

_The plUlosophYollao and the forces ofyin and yang.as presented ill the f Cluing have implications
fOr a theory of group process.

I. The group can he viewed as an eneigy field demarcafed by tlie baic polarities, as in Figure
In each member, and in.the group as a whole, there is teTiOn between the apparent choices of

creatise-mceptive, confroutation-support, intellect-feeling, and interaction-silenee.
2. Initially, group members attempt to deal with their process by adhering tkpolar positions.

,Th m mis is an attept to "freeze" os ement, deny change, or place values on tne, espective polar
opposites.

3. Gump process .pmcee'ds as the group develops awareneS,S or its polari2ed sitaation. This
awareness leads to a struggle to find creative ways to resolve the interplay'of yin and yang forces.
Paradoxically, this creative struggle develops two new aspects o!'gronn lite: the appieciation ofthe
nosy, and the potential to transcend the polarized field of apparent opposites.

4. The group'pnwess is analogous to a roller-mister ride (Kahn et al., 1974). Enems waxes
and wanes; it never stops. The pmeess goes up and down; moments gnnep life are different from

,
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k .11 (1974) sutv_te,.t. "atOra. .1111411r hilt not bettur %%ouse, 66111.111ov 01 mow maim.. As Kalil- et
aux given moment things ale as good :Hid 1111011 taut and worth attemling to as they are ever going
to lx..,Irhe moden urges us to attend to the item-and-now hecanse no frame here-and-now is
going ht be any hotel., just ditterent- (pp 13- 14). FM'Ils MI the now (now-ccionsness) is the
dynamic unification of p.ist and flame m the puscilt momen( 19;3).

3. The grim') members, h) fix:using nn the mm. begin to 'test s nergistic strategies to deal
th the apparent polio opposites: S nerg..i. ts defined by liampden-Turner (1970), refer's to "a

state of mutual enhancement.' between two opposites, an afftytive and intellectual synthesis that
is greaten than the sum of its parts.

SynerKs' allows the group and its members to free themselves from either/or thinking.
Synerg is neither compiumise nor sti iving for a "golden mean"; -it is a creative combination

ception of a human being from egg and sperm is the highest form of synergy) of opposites to
prodisomething new. Synergy, in the words of Harris,(1972), involves grasping a paradox and
holding it in c vc tension.

6 Croups artf nnigne and idiosyncratic. Each group presents opportunities for -.growth.
Polar-Ines wiaich are critical isslles for some grorips or some poop members, are nonissueg for
others. Eesolotions or synergistic combinations of polarities will vary from person to person, from
group to gmtip.

7rhe cycle of grOup process follows this course: (1) a struggle to deny cha4 by clinging to
polarities. resolved by (2) appreciation of the now and the discovery of the governing prinei.ple of
change, allou ing (3) attempts at syneigy to transcend or mntually enhance the polar opposites,
followed v (4) the product of the ss !wig\ beesuning a new pole, awititing a new struggle to
"freeze change, thereby conipkting the ()fele. The cycle is a diakctic process, subtly changing
while remaininv, much thu_s,1111('.

TV, the Joyous

Li, the Clinging

Interaction

Ch'ien, the creative

Creativity

Sun, the Gentle .

.M.1011

Chen, the Arousing

ResponsAy

Kum the Recep(ive

K'an, the Abysmal

Feeling

Ken; Keeping Still

Figure 1. The Pk Kya Arranged as Basic Polarities, the "PrimatArrangement," or ths "Mandela of
Earlier tioaven"
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Charactrlatici of the Cyclical Mddel.
rhe intervention stunee of hie cyclical model focuws on indiddual-member elements. The major

Arategy is to amplify minute physical or verbal events so 'rho' an apprePtation'of now and an

awareness of pokrity can occur. It focuses on the individti cycle df -becoming, begetting,

begoning- (Dhiegh, 1974); as in a theater, only one member or a small cluster of members

-perform" at a given time-
The model links human events with other natural phenomena and teaches the ancient

philosophY of Tao, which aims for personal centeredness and integrity in a world of turmoil and

conflict. Central to the cyclical model derived from I Ching is the idea that man is in the center of

eventv it is the individual's responsibility tc know .the dirvet;ofi .1coimic change and to move in

direction of change, not against 1f0f1 bViliie1r, 3OJ. Vic iiitcivention stance reflects this:

the group leader provides a_constant focus on the int-rvidual's responiibihty to 'own- his change

proces s . riv

Discussion of the cyclical model of change can be found in Dhiegh (1973, 1974), Fuller(1975),

Kahn et al. (1973). and H. Wilhehn (1960). Personality-development theories that imply a cycliml

model of change are presented by Allport (1955), illamp&n-Tunier (1911), and P Aster and PJ15ier

(1T13).

TOWARD INTEGRATION

Cardinaleaspecls of the three Models of change are summarized in:Table I. The r,-.(yill:

theories that contain them are attempts to understand, what happens in human groups. Tlik.-:

observational base, of the mod4. differ. (The ta'ole provides an illusfration of the old S:ti story of

the blind men 'altd the elephant. Each man touched a different part of the beast and concluded

that the elepliant \: as like a rug, or a hose, or a pillar.) Questions arise: Can there be one theory of

gioup proce%-s? 1. integration possible? How chn the group practitioner use. this 0,tinfiance" of

theoretical forinnlation? , .

-... As one option. ap integrated theory would offer several benefits. ftedncing the profusion of

tvrms v .id heighten Conceptual clarity; a comprehensive view would enaVie.a giot4p to oapitalize

on all c most of Ole data it produces. Sharing of techniques derived from differedtheories would
. ,

broaden and enrich the practitioner's intervention Tepertoire.

Some sad attemp,s a: integration have been made: Schutz, alAt lough esusing a linear

model, has incorporated some cyclical aspectS in his interpersonal-n ds approach: as a group

concludes its movement through stages of inclusion, control, and affection, it recycles and begins

worliing the same issnes, but oh a different level of in*nsity and meaning (Schutz, 1973). Kaphm

... and Roman (1963) postulate that a helical regression oceurs before a group enters its linear phases

.of dependency. power, and intimacy. Bennis and Shepherd (056) employ a synrgi_ union of
_

..polarities in their 'initial authority:rdati us phase, in which dependence and counter ndence
; ..

themes collide, to be resolved by:the c Iergence of art independence theme. Butkovic
.iand

his

,asseciates (1975) report.a combination of approaches derived fromrthe linear and helical models to

understand Tgroups and Tavistock groups. ....
.,

.

rgf. .

These partial integrations have .proVed useful M group, work, providing insights ftir the

understanding of group phenomena. They do not account sufficiently for the influence of thC,

individual on the group process, Linear -and helical models deal, primarily with the group; .tla.e

cydicad model, with the individual..That hybrid creature, the individual-in-the-group, provides g

the Central dileinma for an integrated model. . . . .

Eclecticism, a time-honored system in the practical ots, prohyiaes another option. Most of us

live with a pastiche of conflicting viewpoints and Chooses as the situation demands, the one that

seems most usaful at the moment. we may believe,- oil an intellect! level, that a chair is a

moving collection'Of molecules, but we expect it to be solid when we sit down. Alas, the theory

thivt simultaneously meets' the needs of our hiad and isyribelnnd is a rarity indeed.
4
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Tiibl 1. A Summary of th Charactristics of the Linear, Helical, and Cyclical
Models-of Chins.

GROUP MODEL
.

Characteristk Linear
..

Helical 6. Crelkal

Group N1usement ... Pnogyrssisr Regress's r N.. Cyclkal

Group Nletaphor Comumnity Tribe Theater

Time Focus Future Piist Now

Goal Completion
..

Correctsse Emotion Al
Expenenee

Syneryy

Tension Source
--7 __.-.,

Desire to Improve Ihsire to
Understand

Desire to
Transcend

Intersention Focus Group Elrments Contextual Eknients Individual Elements

Obsen.rtiou Base Interpersonal tlistorical Intrapersonal

Repreientame Theory Schutz. Bion I Ching
.,rersonali:
Thro-v Correlated
with N100.t1

Erickson Freud tfampden-Turnet

-,
Strength Easy to Understand Comprehensive lature-Based

DrawKick
t

Static Dependency-on
Group Leader

faradoxical

U.sual Vopli(atror2
.

Encounter Groups,
Talk Groups.
SOC14I 5) sterns

.
Mans.
Ps. chotherapy
Grollps

Gestalt Givupa.
Personal Growth /
Groups

Ecleetkisni permits the practitioner to respond to a critical incident in the group by review-
ing the objectives of the group and the needs of the members and then selecting the, intervention
frdm a theory base, that seems:most productive for learning. The eclectic stanc4 permits the

_practitioner to shape his ovn theory and allows the leader to be present both as person and a
role.

. A possible, unfottunate side effect of an eclectic approach is a choppy, uneven flow in thg
grouwprocess. Groups seen through'a Tavistock viewpoint in one session, . a Gestalt in a second,
and enierpersonal-needs theory in the third session can become confuied and unproductive.

. .

Scaffold for an Integrated Theory

The following propositions sketch tile elements of an integrated model and constitnte a first
attemptto collate .the safient features of several theories. The propositions have a.s a data L;ase the
authas observations of phenomena in psychotherapy, growth, and task groups, as well as the
ob4ervations and findings of other investigators of group behavior.

The integrated model posits a series of dialectic confrontations, which occur within group
memben and within the gnaw as a whole. The dialectic consists of interplay between tite con-
'itructs of yin and yang, viewed a; energies in polar opposition to the pOtedtial for synergistic
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tuSiOn.- The series of polar confrOntations occurs within phäses, similar to those
described by Tuckman (1965) as "forming, storming, norming, performing." These phases53r7
repeat themse1ve4 in a spiraling fashion, until some degree of wholeness or integration

is reached, or until the group artiflcally terminates or abandons its task.
The ancient Chinese sctipipture The Secret of the Golden'Flewer (R. Wilhelm, 1962).

desctibes a similAr intrapersonal dialectic,as an individual movds toward enlightment.
This text and Jung's commentary detail d ci reular movemeRt in which the union of
oppesites occers Apeatedly until a higher state of conseiousness is reached. The'

cyclical. movement continues until all disparate body and human events are integrated
(by transcendence or death) into the oneness of Tao.2

In this integrated model, the confrontation of polarities occurring within
indiv1du410 is seen as impacting the grOup constellation as well. The group is not.

only a theater in which individnals struggle to deal.with chfinge; it,is also an event
in itself that develops and attempts to integrat;'its ener'gy sourcgs.

The group, as its etymology indicates, is a knot composed of many threads stronpr
and more complex than its components.

Appended to the group process propositions are references to I Ching kua that illuminate
the dynamics of a partioular phase. The I Ching serves remarkably well-as a guidebook
for both the gorup leader and the group members as.they collectively pursue their-task.
The richness of Che I Ching's wisdom applied to group work can only be suggested here,-
but the text of the eighth lua, "Heading Together," may setwe to illbstrate the advice
it offers for beginning groups.

8. Pt. Holding Together (Union)
The Judgement

0 Holding together brings good fortune
Inquire of the oracle once again .

Whether you possess sublimity
constancy and perserverance;

Then there is no blame
Those who are uncertain gradually join.
Whoever comes too late
Meets witb misfortune

_

What is required is that we.unite with others, in ordarthat all complement

and ai0 one.nother through holding together. But such holding together calls
4 for a'central figure around whom other persons may unite. To become a center

figure person may unite. To become a center of influence holding people
togecher is a grave matter and fraUght wi,th grave respolibility. ,it requires

, greatness of spirit, eonsistency and, strength. Therefore, let him who wishes'
to gather others about him ask himself whether he is equal to th undertakidg,
for anyone asttemAping the task without a real calling for it only makes
confusion wekse than if no union 'at all had taken place.

'a

But when there is a real rallyi paint, those who at first are hesitant or

..i'uncertain gradually come in their own accord. .Late-comers must suffer the
consequences, for in holding together the question of the right time is also

important. Relationghips are formed and firmly established according to
definite inner laws. Common experiences stregthen these ties, and he who'comes
too late to share n these basic experiences.must suffer for it (R. Wilhelm,
1950, p. 36)

BASIC PREMISES OF AN INTEGRATED THEORY .--

Following are the premises on which this integrated theory is based.

1. Changeihappens naturally. Change is the interplay of yin and.yang energy and not the
result of frustration, conflict, Aisequilibrium, or a search for homeostasis; change
simply is..

IMO Irrnt "trinh.apIction.- which exprrsw the paw piymitigui nd the c.tp.teit .or isoIes tn voniptervent;or run cod,
otlwr. coo be isied to describe the yittiring rd

IA Wester', dr*riptinn of opp9$Ne1 I I define certain pe.rouJit$- iun( in the FpwiNeoh'sA ukot mn6).
P.01, a brilliant thwimdiOn palm' AMY'S operatl ht iileiety and history. see Thomp fififie Edge of I/1story (1971).

a
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3. The inimar task 4,1 an) gimp is ti rsik rreitt dialigst.

4 The energy of individual inemlwis and of the gronp is distributed as yin and yang forces.

a SH fiwees take the l"rm "l a% di'cilit%, recePtivitY. and simplicity. The iii P0s-
tine of individuals and of groups is 'one of %%Mtn* to be acted upon, yielding, and.
accepting. /.

h.ialig forces take, the form of aefivitv. creati%ity, excitement. and firmness. The yang
-posture of individuals an(1 gioups is one or acting. confronting, and inviting-

5. 1.....very group prrseuts a nnique constellation ofym and yang force.s, a composite contri-
buted I)) all grotty meuibers, including the leader.

Propositions Regarding Group Procss

The kale;d,,,cope provides an iMage of group process. As yin/yang forces begin to interface, they
mose <uhth and delicately, providing a constant movement through phases. The plimes, or move-
merits, art- named for appropriate hexagrams from the / Ching; each is demarcated by the basic

I

polaritie, :.).` the mandahi of earlier heaven. (See Figure 1.) The sets of polar opposites "govern" a
giveh mo ement: that is, a given set epitomizes the polar opposition of a given moyement

447141: Initial Movement: Gathering Together

The isno c went is governed lw the creative/receptive polarity. The group perceives yang forces
reskling the group leader, yin forces -residing within itself. The group acclimates itsOlf to its
.setting. fechngs involved are excitement, apprehension, and confusion. The immediate task for
the group is developing an awareness ancl,appreciatloA of the collective situation.

° This iLitial period finds representatiol in most theories of gnrup deveiopment. It involves a

Akw basic oi.entation toward the group situation, d settling in. Major issus revolvearound defining
self, delining the task, and defining Ike function of .the group and the leader. Tlie movement
conelndrs %Ihen there is genetal,agreement that change is in fact possible in the group, wkether it
is changing behavior, making a decision, or solving a pyoblem.

kna th.a illuminate tins phase include the following.l. The Creative; 2. The Receptive; 3.
.Difficulty at the Ikginning; 8. Holding Together; 10. Conduct; 17. Following 31. Influence; 42., :
'Increas'e. 43. ,Cathering Tqgether;.and 48. The

_

10,0
_..........,,I.... t Second Movement: Stant:Will

- The nrovement is governed by the tfiinkinWfeeling. polarity. The awareness of the possibility of
change, begnii in the initial phase, is now met by a denial o(the possibility of and need for change.-.,; i..

.,-.::1...... Croup menthol adheie to one or another polar opposite, dichotomize their optirs,.and develop
: t"' a :"' an either/or meutality. Splits between thinking and fPeling, between body and inind are fixated, i

.. Theleeling level is marked by a clinging dependency on old ways and a resistance to accept the
.1 Q 0

dangers 'that Woik and change involve.

Y.
:-. 4 pil-st4

t Mk polarizing effect of eady group init°
1m

actiini is documented in the work of N1yers and
, -C,

I,anun (1973). After some initial effort to alter previousl held positions, group members revert to
their previous, iire-gniuRstancc and fight to maintain it. Thisj)hcimmenon, variously describedas
regression or re,sistance, seems to occur N% hen the group is perceived as Sti arena wherein hedinck
values, belkfs, and u-,orldviels can be hallenged... c . .

li) (he standstill phaSe occur many of the regriave phenomena deseribed b5. Bion as the
"baiie-assuinption" gnmp, The movement is marked by tension and working; it begins to change

1..iglalitaa;i'' 44
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members eniews. .

Koff ass4Iviote(l with ilus phaw me the !Aiming. 6. twilliel. 12 Slamolstill.13.. Fellow slup

with Men, 19. Approach; is). Tiw Abrialot 14) ae, s'..ivq:.tua. Wive. 55. Fnumisit; 44 . Com% to

Wet: 46. Pushing Upward; and 49. Illevoltliit11.

Third Movement: Offing Through 4

The kaleidoscope continues. The third movement is governed by the confrontation/support polar-

ity. Group members develop a greater awareness of possibilities for change. There is a heightened

arousal of feeling and a greater need fly j;,; p95iticas rdeases r.v.ver

e:od energy, mutivatir.g the grcup to azte,:opi to p 'If. pa: lidos enhancemeni

..eparent opposites can 'occur. 'the y;ci; efig foretts; tn. rribe!

:met the leader; the leader impacts the gro4v.
This mos ement is marked by the emergence ot a "botIdand" attitude, which replaces

"either/or" thinking. Power and authority are seen as residing bogth in tht group and in its
members. It is the central period in inany iheories of group developitient. Wheit the smoke c!,ass

and new leareings (losights, solutions) are apparent, the movement COITICMes And cwe:A.

fourth period.
Ktm that illuminate this phase are the following: O.- Conflict; 16. EiAlusiiism; 21. Biting

Through; 23. Splitting Apart; 33. Retreat; 38. Opposition; 34. Obstruction; 4 Decrease; 5!. The

'Arousing; 57. The Gentle; and 28. Preponderance of the Great.

Fourth Movment: The T4mIng Powor Of fit* Groat

The moviment is pverned by the interaction/silence polarity. The group creatively achieves a

tlegree of.synergistk fusion. The feelings are focused on enjoyment of the new anti: the taow.

Reflective, meditative, incorporative silence coexists with playtul and pleasurable interaction with

a others. The task seems completed; needs are for closure, repose, quiet.
as moveinent is marked by integration and celebration. Much work is accomOshed; previ-,

ousl difficult issues are simply and easily resolved. There are attempts to "freeze" chAge, a

group may end its we r' Nero. As it develops awareness that its apparent terminalpoint also offers

the possibility in- a new :eginhing, the group fades into its fifth movement.
Wien associated with this phase are the. fallowing: 11. Peace; 20. Contomplation; 26. The

Taming of the Great; 27. NourishMent; 32. Duration; 37. The Familjr; 40:-beliveranee; 50. The
Cialdron. 52. Keeping Still 58. The Joyous; 61. Inner Truth; and 63. After Completion.

Fifth Movment: Rturn
The circulation is finished, temporarily; the gnmp is ate new starting point. The kaleidoscope is

rearranged; new polarities, the recently gained synergistic fusions, provkle a field for new begin-

nings and greater cioaeness to Tao. The cycle spirals onward.
Kim associated with this phase are the following:24. Return; 34 The Powenf the Great; 43.

Breakthrough: 49. Dispersion; and 69. Before Completion.

CONCLUSION

This theory is presented to be studied, testa ard th,2:1 thrown asv,iy, As Kahn and his colkagues.

(1974) observe, theory itself is part of the flow of changr. "Even ar: v.--osp it and write it down, it

becomes inadequate, melting away" (p. 51).

42
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Another Sufi story (Shah, 1972) provides p conclusion. Four persons were given a piece of
money The first was a Fersian. who said, -I will use the money to buy Angur." The second %%as
ivi,Arah. who 1.nd. "No, became I want. blab." The third was a Turk, who said, do not want
Mob, I want Uzum.- The fourth was a Greek. He said, 1.want SW'. Because these four had
inforreation but no knowledge, they started to fight.

6ne person.of wisdom present could have reconciled them all by saying, 1 can fulfill the
!weds of all of you, with one and the same piece of money. If you honestly give me your trust, your
one coin will become as four, pnd four at odds will become as one united."

Such a person would know quit each in his own language wanted the same thing: grapes.
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isckland Air Force Base, Texas 78236 1 April 1977

GROUP AFFIRMATIVE ACT1ONSsPLAN

GROUP TASK: The group is to develop a Group Affirmative Actions Plan (AAP)

which reflects the goal# of the group and its means of accomplishing these

goals. (BE SPECIFIC).

PRKEDURESI

1. Each group member should be given an opportunity to share

his/her responses to the questions/statsmants on their individual AAP

exercise worksheet.

2. Develop the group AAP

3. Record the AAP on newsprint that has been provided in the mom.

4. -The group leader is to publish the plan at the end of the session.

(.
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Social Actions Training Branch WS 3ALR73430A/30LR7361A/30ZR736.A-11-1-8
Lackland Air Force Rase, Texas 78236 1 November 1976

GROUP MANAGEMENT PROJECT "Our EOT Group"

GROUP TASK: The group is to prepare a display for the bulletin board in

the group room that includes at least .the following information on

each individual in the group:

1. Name

2. Home Base

:

3. Expectations of the EOT Course

4. Expectations of the 4ocia1 Actions Career Field
, Af,

5. Contributions to thelEOT Course (Group)

6. Contributions to the Social Actions Career Field

7.. Other information'as determined by the group

See the group facilitator-for necessary materials, i.e. contructions paper,
2--

newsprint, magic-markers etc.

; I` !
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Social Actions Training Branch WS 3ld.R73430A/301.R7361A/30ZR7366A-1I4-'
LacklAna Air Force. Base, Texas. 18236

SELF-INTERACTiON TASK.-OBSERVER SCHEDULE

19 August 191

1. Self-OrlentatIon: What behaviors seem directed more toward individual members' needs rather than
toward groolp aim,3? (Examples: dominating the discussion, cutting off others, horsing around, not
listening, being overly aggressive, nitpicking, smoothing over arguments, avoiding reeponsibility.)

WHO DlD II? WHAT DID HE/SHL DO? WHAT WAS THE IMPACT?

2. Inreraction-OrientatIon: What behaviors are aimed toward more effective group interaction?
(Examples: Keeping members involved, harmonizing, disagreements, reinforcing good contributions,
relieving tension, encouraging cooperation.)

WHO DID ur?

ge-

WHAT DID HE/SHE DO? WHAT WAS THE IMPACT?

3. Task-Orientation:. What behaviors are directed towhrd acqomplishing the group's task?
(Examples: getting things started, sharing information, organizing, giving opinions,
clarifying, summarizing, checking out consensus.)

WHO DID IT?.

4 .14414.444,....

WHAT DID HE/SHE DO?

4, 5 5

1,

WHAT WAS THE IMPACT?

Designed For ATC Course Use

DO NOD USE ON THE JOB
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

WB/30ZR7364A-II-/-36
February 1977

GROUP GROWTH EVALUATION

INSTRUCTIONS: In front of each of the itema below there are two blank spaces. Rate your group on the
characteristic as the group was initially and as it is now. Use a seven-point scale, where 7 is
"very much" and 1 is "very little."

Initially Now

DATA FLOW

CONTROL

4,

1. I nm treated as A human being rather than just another group member.

2. I feel close to the members of this group.

3. There 19 cooperation and teamwork present in this group.

4. Member4hip in this group is aiding my personal growth development.

5. I have trust and confidencein the other members of the group.

6. Members of this group display supportive behavior toward each other
r

7. I derive satisfaction as a result of my membership in this group.

8. I fAiel psychologically close to this group.

9. I get a sense of accomplishment as a result of membership in.this group.

\10. I am being host in responding to this evaluation.

11. I am willidg to share information with other members of the group.

12. I feel free to discuss important personal matters with group members.

13. I feel that I am oriented toward personal goals rather than toward
helping the group achieve its objectives.

14. This group uses integrative, constructive methods, in problem-solving rather
than a win-lose approach.

15. As a member of this group, I am abli to (teal promptly and well 'kith
important group problems.

16. The activities of this group reflect a constructive integration df the
needs and desires of its membersT

17. My needs and desires are reflected in the activities oS this group.

1

18, I feel.that there is a sense of real group responsibility lor getting
a job done.

19. I feel manipulated by the group.

20. I feel that I manipulate the group.

5 5
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Social ActlJuis Training Branch

,

WS 3ALR73430A/ d"1..,,/30/R/.364i- 1 . fr
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236 LAJne 1..)1b

INDIVIDUAL AFFIRMATIVE ACTIONS PLAN EXERCISE WORKSHEET

1. Expectations of the Social Actions Career Field.

,

1. Contributions you are willing to make to the Social Actions Career Field.

Expectations of the EOT Course.

. Contributions you are willing to make, to the EOT Course (Group).

1
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Technical Training

Equal Opportunity and Treatment

CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

.March 1976

USAF SCHOOL OF APPLIED AEROSPACE SCIENCES
Department of Social Actions Training

Lackland Air Force Iase, Texas

A

DESICNED FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB.
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CIVIL RIGHTS hUE
PUBLISHM By THE U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W.. WASH1NGT6N, D.C. 20425

SPECIAL BULLI6TIN AUGUST 1964
./1

SUMM iRY OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
OF 1964

This summary of the 1964 Civil .Rights Act was prepared in response to questions about the Act hieh ha-ve

tome to the Commission from citizens in every section of the country. It is designed to provide a clearer under
standing of tbe major provisions of the new statute.

Sossic -of the questi ifis raised about any new law cannot Ili fully .answeletLuntil the polkies end programs

necessary for carafing out the law have been developed by the appropriate tovernment agencies. Other ques
twos will be further clorified as the Murts deal with eases brought under the law. -

This sunary wa s. prepared by The staff of the Commissjiand -is available for distribution as a 5ervicv
under the national clearinghouse function assigned thr Commission by, the' new Civil- Rights Act.

Title I

VOTING
10.

ye eforcement of the rik to votr in Federal c .-

109,
n n

The purpooe of this section et to Provide more eflec

tions I (or President. Vce Presnlent, presidential elec
toi- or members of Co igies) without regsrd tp45iite
or color. It also er{ :; up the procedure' by/which
wing rikats.suit. may he decided.
.. .
The Act:-
a. requires that the s tine standards be appfred to all

indiNiduals seeking to register and % ote;
b. for bids denial of the right to vote because of

ome minot.mistake or nnission:
e requuri that onl% literacy tests that are writt,

ma% be nced as 'a qualilo ation for o.ting; sod that the
trots .11111 ans%set. be aldilable on icquest;

raohli.hes that in oting tight- law twits the I ourtr.

must presume that anyone who completed Ow sixth
grade is literate, unless the State cast pri.v. ..therwr.r.

In any- voting suit brought by the Coverumnt r.harp-
ing that there is a "pattern or .practice" of N oting di
crimiriafion, either the "%ttoeney Genernr or the 1

defendant may ask,that a three-judge Federal court .be:
appointed to hear the case. Appeals from tlic decision.t .
of such a court 'may be taken dire('tl) ro thy Supreme
Court.

Title II

PUBLIC ACCOMIWODATIONS

Discrimination on the basis (if nmi r, relittion

or national urigiu slice ify mll forbohleo iii
lowing plin-es of outdo. acromm,,dait.,n

0. hotels and uoilek, re:41aurauf4. lutu h .

movie houses. Aufs,

t hr

4:0
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F. ant Alhcr efltablIfIhnteat whn h otfera Ita aer.vo,:es

to patron.. of die covered establishment: for example.

.a slonrhershop tn tavern located in a hotel,

-a depaottrient stoic in %huh there IA restainapt:

ro long er, tht covered facilities either affect interstath

romntt-rce iii their operations, or afr suppurted in

illeo ilii rimitatorv Oratto es lvv State -action.

Po i.e M,t jun. discs moult too is (or bidden in any other

d 1211 .fpublo accommodation tluit is required to segre

sate bv :_ttate-or loil laws .

if their are no State or local laws requiring segrei.ka-

!ion., the Federal law does 'nu cOver :

a. barbershops, tagauty parlor rind other servico es- .

' tablishments unkss they are located, in -a hotel and;

offer tfiese er-v4fices to hotel guilds;

b. retail stores that 410 not Sei we food, or placen,of.
recrettion as listed atiovel which do -not serve
fo,d. r

C. lii> hour-es. hotels or_similay plac which take, ,

temporar\ guesfs if they have fewer thnn mix rooms for

rent in a building occuojed iov the owner.:
s

J.

4119,11

4 .

's

1
rilaces that are actualk oivned and op'erlikd aJ

Rrivateolubs are exemot."0 from coverage of thito Wel
. 4.4

exeept to the extent that tiley offer their iticilitiesAp
patrons f ti red esQtblishmcnt, such- ras a fountit
clu!) thil!lctistornarily aIIos gucatti of a hotql to,iis its.

golf .coOrse.
No persoli may iiitiondate. tint:men or coerce any-

one for. theparpose o1 iiiterfering widi the rights
created by this titje.

!

The provisions 't ef this title'may be enforced int lit,
. -

y.4

ways:
t. fly individflal action in a civil- suit filed by the

'persons"discrimiliatert against. or -

Titk IV

-
. -.If there are n.. `-11.4p.

provi,ions, the- vourt niay rrfer the matter '10 tho Corn

.scc Tidc X fvm'moo n R ny elatios Ski it.- I

seek. to secure v0111111,11% ompliante WIlf1;1 In v..

than .120 days..

Tiw Attorney Ceurtal ionv tileBn 4' ,:"'"'"
Inapt twit when lie belieir, there is a patty.
lice of resistance. .1...o! "fitle suo- n.i+

re4urit a three judre. ourt for thi.,'autwo

In public acconifilooa..mis stros'oi.,utdo !).

individuals or the A t or nry yiern. the f.wt noaN
issue temporary or pe'rmioent injtinetions r rcstrini
ing-oeders agair0 those found, to be violatiol
A person or persons.failin.g to obe-t such ...tint dor rels

may he punished by f fii.tvmpt procce,brois nod', the'.

urly ,riels provision of '

*S'

Title HI

PUBLIC -FACILITIES is

Th.t.Attorney General is authpriU3/41.10 brin.p,a cive
t_o(,compel d fesegregation o jrci publifly d:owfie or

facility whcpcver lie.4eceive,1 a ni.m.:11 tom

pIaiit of aiscriminatiou Must believe that tbr
ploint merits action and must certify that the individual
or Utdividual mking the, complaint are themselves

unable tg take the necessary legal. action. State or

inuniAipalry owned :or ,operaiod parka, libtapics-and-1,
hospitals .ere imong.the faCtliiiea covered. :

2. :13y overnment 0.-14, in a civil -suit filed bfilithr,

Atteney
...In public

corral..
ccommodatimu snitti filed by-indivittualx:

-the court lwaring ihe. cuit tfiav-appohit -16'wyer
v

the porisLui brini.ging 410 .11-nplaint.and raemPt ie
.

-rompiuinant frmn.the oat Inept ot csrtain costs7
4

... 'court -that 'oerniil the. Attorney GineFal
enter tlie,i;_astr: '

.

there is a State lav or local ordinance that Pro.
2 -hibit, discrimination. die comOvilo.mum first,he taken

State ii loval.authnrities..'allywhig them Jo ila
ta.IIINvio prvroierlii ltefore suit.can ke filed in -a
Fenergi: : ..,

. -
. the- colirt can'postPonv

fliViju
the Ase is in court.

e 4

unlit 11tr Stotr oe local pineredinit np"ropiptetrii:
, it

1.

PUBLIC !DUCATION
-

,
P

. Older' this tit* .1hr
:isatispirized -,

: -a.. condtiet a national ibr; at

tibility of eipial educational opportunit .

b.'grovide leitnical..assistanee, upon reuo,-.4,

help State,. ps1itbal subdiv.isiuns or !tool Iist
rafr)lort school alesegrepattioil plans;

c. arrany.trans}ing iostiintes hi.prepare 1- In.!

other school Persnrmel r., ivith sle412it:!iitior,

Office of

to. (Jr!. rmirlf

,2-

1:( W.-, 11 ion

1 4.

problems;
.

r
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dk make grants enahfiirg .whool boards to e(dploy

specialists for in.service tr lining prbgrams.

In addition. the Alton iy 1:eneral is uthoriied to
file civil soils seeking to c( inpel desegregation of publie
schools, including public colleges.

Refl. filing such n Awl the Attorney General must
have ,rer rived a signed omplaint from a pupil. or
parent and must have dete.mined that the complainant!,
acro'rding to standards forth in the Act, is unalde
to, bring the action. Th! Attorney General is also
required to notify the s-hool board and give it
reasonable period of tiffe o yorrcet the alleged concli .
tioft bdore filing :nil

Title V

COMMISSION ON C,IvILIPRIdifTS

"The life Of qu' U.s. Ceininission On. Civil Rigbbria
extended until January 31 1068. Since',1957 the.Com-
mission's fnoctions have inchided investigating denials
of the right to vote; oudiing legal developments and
appraising Federal policien relatin.g to equabprotection
pf the lawssrand nrking -.1commendations for cornec\
tive actiOn to the Prt4iden and the Congrese. ir

Title V gives the Commiution added authority to:
A. serve as a frational_cle'aringhouse fpr civil rights

information:
h. _investigate allegetit;or of vote fraud.

`.

CO4T1Mill'.1011 hi'fiting ,p1A.cedure are amended to'
fiirtner prutert the rights' 1f-individuals who rnaZsbe.
affected by lommistion 'p-nceedings.

A ii /tat I td-earingliointe ., the Commissiioi will
provide...end rights inform ItiOn in such elves as voting,
houoing. education. enitolo anent, arid the use of public.
facilities 'to Federal. *ale aod local evernment.

(.,agencie, and officiak or lizations and'businesaes, (I

the general public. . .

,

,

Title yi.

FECIERA LAN ASSIS1ED. PROGIRAMS

rp....

ster this title every; Feaeriel agent); whiCh
s!finincial *Widener .1 reitph grants, loans nr.con-

trsets is eequired eliminote discriMination On the
krmmdz nf race . color, r nitippal .in these
progiath.

4.

-1"71"-+

550
For example:this_ tide would require the 'follow int!
a. hospitals constructed with Federal fund, %. ould

have to serve all patients without repot d tt. 1.1..c. color
or national origin:

h. elements r'S Mill criVidn iv thrbolik ,:n wird.
maintained and opel ed with Federal Norf. would
have to admit children, without regard to ra. e. color
ai national origin:.

c. State, employment svi v We% financed b% Irdry
funds would liave to refer qualified 0b applicant, fot
emproyment without discrimination :

d, schools for the deaf and the blind operated with
Federal fUnds would hnNe to serve the deaf and blind
of any color;

C. cllkges and universities receiving hinds fnr their

facilitits, such aa ,rescarch centers, wnnld hm to
n yptc;algeneral operation., fir for the ron,-tr

admit students without discrimination;
f. construction contractor, rereiving fund, under

Federal public works 'programs would liaN, In hire
employees without disci imination.

_Action by Ili Federal agener to carry out the requite-
..

ments of this title may include the\terminating of pro-
grams where discrimination is takipg place or refRsal

e
to grant:assistance to such a prt1grdrT.

) 7--

Each agency is reginred to publish rules o'r replan-.
norm to .carry out the purposes of theAitle. These rules
and -regulations re subject to Ahe arroyo; the

r resident.

Compliance actions tire subjed to the
conditions:

o. notke must be given-pf ahe,ed failure to Triply
and an opportunity for a hearing ust be pru .

b. in the grit .assistance is to cot id!: a written
report must be submitted to Co igreas ificr, beiore
the cut-off date;

!Ir. compliance action may be appealed to the you*.
f

Social security and veteran's benefits.. ar'idr other .

Federal benefits distributed glirectly, to iroliN 'duals we
pot affeeied by' this law.

Federal' assistance in the form of 'itiurntiee ..r gua!
- ontyfor example, FHA insured !sin!),

/livered by- this title however, the 1'10..;derir 1:sc. a
"live Order prohibiting fliscrimimitinn u

aided, housing !I-main, in eller!).
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Title VII

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

11

.Thts tole ,stabledres a Fcrlet al light to equal ("poi.

tiolut ii rinph.v men( II I reales an Equal Employ-
.,

mem ( )pportunitt Commission to asslit in implepent

tug the. riyht

Finplo\ et-. labor 1IniQn. and emploNnvent agencies.

are rl-,psited to treat att per.ons without regard to%
their I ao e. color, religion. sex, or mfillonal oiigin. Thi's'

treatment must be givet-in ail phases of employment,
includiri: hiring, promotion. firillg, apprenticeshi0 and

other training progrms. aki job assigroyents.

When this title goes into full effect emploYera will

be subject to ttA provisions it tlir hav 25 or more

regular emploe in an industry that ffect, inter-
state commeice. Cenerallt speaking, labor unions will

he subject ro the rcet if they either operate a hiring hall

fr1 cotered employers, or if they have/1'p or more
members who are employed by a covered employer.
EmpL)%ment agencie,, are also im-luded if tfiey regu .

lark nodertake to sbpply rplOyees for /Covered
mploy er.

t.

Enforcement of the nondiscrimination requite-.
mentts. for 'employ,ers anti, onions is postponed. for one

..

:11110f4.t.+14

1

4),

year. Employers inoi union, with IN/ or tilde workers

will be covered beginning ,July 2.19,5s and coverage

will be °extended eitch year. until July 2, 1%8 wiien

employers and unions with '25 workers will be

cot e red.

,

NO( CO% ered by this title are I I ) publir employers,

(7l, bona fide 'private elubs, t3)- eifucatimial institu-
tions with irerlard 'n1 eMployees working in educational

activities anti *If:employment in religiows 'educittional.-
itcatitinion, I II employers oil or near an.> Indian

reyeri ation with tegard to preferential treatment! of

Indians, and (5) religion(/' corporatilms,

etc.. with re'gard to' eMplovr,es. werkin F. in' connection

with religiotis activities.

Whe,gp ,,,rneoile,kieliexes he has berh discriminated

against bet -Atise of race. cplor. *es, o'r national.

oriiiin in ant- phase of job placement or,fm.phtyment,
-he mit hilly his complain) within §f) dar. to *et
Equal Vmplotment Oppottunitt Commissilm or to the

Attornet Geoeral.

5

,r

,

. .

411, 55 I
Tho ComMialsion will handle his s ionplaln

directly. links* dalrfttate oi locality whe ro th,

discrimnation &stared has fair employment 1,1..b'

If so, f hr person complaining must ta:-

GAO oftwin1s 1110 more than 120 slot to r. ,.

mailer. If th're Mb .11,14111ctory f'011.11141,1* %%Oh

in thit4 lime or if the State or localitt ref re!. Ihr O*11

pita nt before the time is tip.the comploomilt.roat

gp to the ommission. which IA iged tot

valid cmnplaints by toneiliatitm and iier,uasion Nina,

log said during the conciliation proceedings' ni.tv

made, public or tilled ft, evidelll w itlionit the .o-seol

of the parties.

j y
if the CorninissAm fails to secure 1'0110 ia mr is )frki,

a period of no more than (tit days, the 11.(11 \ 1141,1 ITI

lake him cilM tt) u Federal court The. twit rnuio ap

point an attorney nod mai exempt the ...mplmoant

flom pill/mein of certain o 0.1s. The

tion, may allow the Attorney co/lend to enter the ea.,.

A worker who thinks he bac been

against may take his complaint direcily to the Attorne

Genera!, who May bring the His; before a thteeludge
coult 1:" he believes there is a patterii or prarth c'of

resistsancetO this title.

If the court in either aciion finds dim-tin-11million, it
. -

win ort,ier the-employer, employm'eut agertcy or union

iake corrective action, which may include ho mg of

reinstating employees With or.without back pa)

:Title

"VO,TIPilc STATISTICS

0

The Seer/gait. of Corm/terve is r rglip iii 1,, so 911111,

a survey of, ifetsotis'of voting ago by tare. Hot. and

nationd thigin and toi determine the woo* e, which

such .per*soris have registered Mid Yi)ted.04. L44' I, 'pet).

graphit areas his! the COmmission 'nu- Civil Rights

recommends. 4
A similar survey Must also be conducted oti.a nation-

'wide basis- in tonhtctiott..with the Census. No'

person questioned during such surve), maV he chin

Jpelled to diselose his- lace, color, refightri nu n it, .

yrigin and\ peryone m11_44 bk adVitIAti 13 his t.11 tif"

ieftiseti) give thip informatwo. A

t.p ..*
,

s

A
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Title IX

INTERVENTIOWAND REMOVAL
RIGHTS CASES

5ca:
Appropriation. are authorized to cati:v the Art.

and a separability , lame provides tbat !b. ,,,f the

Act will be unaffected if any portion I o alialar,-,'
Another section "preserves existing remedies under
Federal law. Thi..litle alt.o pre-wr% ilghtm...f the
Statem to legislate in thy wiamt mew. a ,. k

no long asytn h i out in,
the purpoes of the Art

Ilie Atluitier I.ei Imiliutired tu lopi%eur ill
nov.'Vederal en tom ...a-king ri-lief from the denial
of eqoal prote, HMI .1f the law, on account of race,
eulur, religion or oil tonal origin. If Federal C-OUrl

,,refti.e s tq accept a civ rights case and sends it back
to a State court, t, action may be revieWed on
appeal_

COMMUNI.TY PELATIONS SERVICE

. -

A t,ommunity Reit lions Service is estafilished in tbe
Department Al Conftnerce to provide isaistance to
persons pr communit requiring help with civil rights
probirms where discriminatory practice, impiir con.
4titutennal rights 9!_tttiect interAte commerce. The
Service is authorized to cooperate with hodi publie -and

private 'agencies eider on its own initiat4ve or upon
request rrom local "officials or inteYested peraans in
sintations where di.pute5 threaten peacef01 relations
among the_ejtizens of ii Jonsmunitv.

:

In additjon$the Se-iviceis authorized to aisek a wolun
tar, settlement of piblic accommOdation complaints
syhich may be referrt.r to\it h) a-Fedend tourt. The
Act directs that all'a,-.1k iti\N-of the Seryke iti provid-
ing cdnciliation assitrinci shall' ire conchiciit in con-
fidence and without piblicity.

Title XI'
-

MISCEI.LANEOLIS,

This titre gises
iontempt caies
.aiwl VII Title 1 retil
prtli.iono of the OF

dsA 110,A5m DC 115 137,

;

4-
: -

right to
-jr t I in crimfnal

out of Title. Ht. II, IV, V. VI
ins the more -limited jury -trial
7 Civil Rights- Act.

to,

41
,

r-

, 0'

U.S.. 'COMMISSION 'ON C.1141. RIGHTS

John A. Hannah. Chairman
, Eugene Patterson, Vire Chairman
Frankie M.Frientan.
Erwin N. Griswold
Theodore if. Ileiburgh,
Robert S.,Rankin

The United, Stlites Commission on CivilAights. is a
Itemporary, ndependent, bipartisan agency established

by the Congrees iti 1957 to:

Investigate complaintis -alleging.. that citizens 'arr
being depri.t&ed,,of -their"), right- to v.a'ate by reason
of their rice, color, religion, oe-national origin; .
Studr d information concerning legal
deveIupreiit. conistituting a-denial of equAln-
tectidneo the laws uncle" the Cponritution:

t

Appraise Tedetal taws .861 -policie., with respect
. to equal prcitection of the laws:

. Serve as a national clearinghquse for civil:rights
information:,

.

44- Investigate alleiations oi vote fraud, anil ,
-

Submit interim relOolls aria a final and coopre- ,
hensive report I oft its activities, finding;, and .

. recOmmendations to the Pvesilent and the Con.

a

TO.

cisi i. VotNalilin to

(
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c.

COMMANDEMIS GUIDANCE

c

: Civil Rights Act of 1964-

kor-PwirtriTr="..

55 3

l
. .

1. The CivIl Rights Act of 1964 contains 11 major sub-parts or titles.
Three of these titles are of particular relevance to members of the arn:06
forces and their dependents.

t

- 2. Title II deals with public accommodations. Discrimination based on'
race, color,,religion or national origin is banned in:

a'. Every i in, hotel, motel or place providing transient lodging.

b. 4Restautants, cafeterias, lunch rooms, lungli counters', sod'a
foiintains or fe.:-.1.1ities principally eng4ed in selling food for4con-
sumption on th( same premises.

c. Gasoliri! stattonS.

Motion'piture houes, theaters, conceit_ halls, sports arenas,
st,adiums OrIplaces ot exhibition or entertainment.

e. ,Any*establishment located on- the same premises As any ol the
,foregoing and which is serving the patrons thereof.

3. The act covers establishments in d dependirig upon.whether
they serve ,intelastate travelers ,or Whether' a sub4pintia1portlyn of their
Products cross- Sny state line.

4, Title III deals with publicty or governmentally owneck facilit4es,
other thwl schools, It authorizes the attcrney"4eneral to bring suit to

-end ?he prohibited discriminatiot or segregat-ion.
v'

5. TitLe IV decils with discrimination or segregation in public edo(ltio-.
The United States Cormitissioner of Education.is charged with making fanpro- *
priate surveys. The attorney generai-is ittithorized,'upon complaint tror
1an.individual, La-bring suit to .end the prohibited disi11tXon or

*
segregation.

.
,

... , /
.;

6. 'The eight -other titles of ehe bill cover the following subjectz-... ..,-1-,,,,,
qo not need apprisal... ;(rt

. , -'\... ,..
Tit e 1 Votirig Rights .

I

, Title V
Title VI
Tttle VII
Title VIII

IhTitle IX
/ TitteX.

7

Civil Rights Comission -Extensicc
mNondiscrimination In federally a .sisted progras

Equ-ai employment opporpuniy
.

Compilatioll of registriition and votinistatistics
Right t,o appieal .0 remand orde't
kstahlishmene of a :community' relations service
mipc et latAeous,. technical

4'.
o

. X
,

AN %
*

A
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PAiT II TEACHING GUIDE

'INTRODINZION (10 Minutes)

ATTENTIORrn

Prejudice and discrimination are.

#
vieVed as *ymptoms.direceed.at

the goal of-actualizing so9A,

value:

f

a. These values provide a*
y.

motrix of gains dr rewards, punish-
= .

ments,' and possibilitiee.
- .

b. .A discrimiftator is cuini
-

'with his/her world in a. wey that;

at the moment,-seems most likely

to satisfy his/hen deePly-felt
.

needs; e.g.,.security, experi-,

;1

4 :4.

a

..*V:f';

- P

mentation, etc.

,

MOTIVATION.-

-

One of the mairrvncecl; of Social

Actions is to reducezand/or *

.t

eliminate prejudice a-nd,discrim-

.9 ) .\
inatlin in the Air Forceandto

swot/
.

ineure the-just andequal treat-
.

mokt, of all persons.
a.

.4rmlet, (0

4

* ..
1,

1-

/
'?

#
d

e,

I .1

:E/or-x_Tt

LP-AA-II-6
VALUES CLAWICATION

8

:k"

do.

55 1-1-
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a. It is not possible to

effectively alter or modify

behavior withoul first under-

sthnding the reasons for that

behavior.

b. To effectively prevent

discrimination, we must under-

stand theneeds of those who dis-

criminate (plus or minus) Lo

assist them to develop coping

behaviors they will.accept as

more effective for handling the

"needs or wants" (the problems).

c. It is a poor technique to

directly.attack a behavior witent

ang effort to understand what the

behai.rior ia 421a& for the.person

.':(the,"gains or "rewards" he/she

OVERVIEW

,Cover-the lessonobjectives

with the'411sEu..

2. Demflop the lesson chronology.
006. 1

..o...11.re.ftAiiirew

55 5
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BODY (3 HOurs 50 Minutes)

PRESENTATION

6a. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

three primary factors which shape a

person's values.

1. Explain that there are many

reasons people practice discrimin-

ation. People problems and coping

problems are just two of these

reasons.

a.I People problems: These

are problems which deal with self.

oy Estrangement/aliena-

tion.
N./

(2) Low self-esteem.

( 3 ) Meaninglessness.

(4) Inadequate role-

identification.

(5) Inadegtierelf-image.

AAVe -1017'9'
b. CopingAROlr; These

are.problvms (4 adjustment.

(1) DifkiAlt or unknoyn

situations.

t

PI

.
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ii

(2) New or unusual rela-

tionship.

(1) New or difficult feel-

ings and emotions.

c. Discrimination is assumed

to be a dys'functional, coping

behavior.

2. Explain that each of the "causes"

of discrimination has to do with

persona,1 feelinv and reaeiions

resulting from values, not facts.

3. Define and discussvalues.

a. A value is that which every

person, consciously.or pnconsci-

ously, strives for constainan-Rith

durability, time-consciousn,ess, and

intensity.

h. Lack of adequately devel- -

oped ancLrealizable value systems;.

lack of opportunity to realize and

r
experience the zest and challenge

of youth in more personall,y seas-
.

4.ying and socially acceptable ways;
4

a

all,combine to produce frustration, -

\

.a slack of commitment, and instability.
.
5

- ,

r -
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4. Identify 'three primary factors

which shape a person's values.

a. If we are going to eftec-

\N_fively deal with prejudice and

--discrimination wrmust, deal with

the following.

(1) Attitudes, which pre-

sage any and all behavioeC

(2). Alternative, which

provide a wide choice of behavior

which will safisfy a basic-need or

want.

(3) Decision-making

skills, so that people can learn

how to make decisions which will

enhance them, rather than deprive

or harm them.

b. These three factors com-

pris04the process of valoe Clari-

,ficatkon.

PRESENTATION

6h. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

,

. . the eight basic' needs of man and
.:,,,.

the personal considerations which

;011441
6

41100110
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affect his seleCtion of behavior

patterns to satisfy these needs.

Explain that every behavior

known to -marrfil the result of

deprivations or enhancements in

one or more of eight basic needs

or wants.

2. Identify the eight basi.c needs

and wants of man (findings of

Dr Harold Laswell, Yale Univer-

sity, 30 yeats of research).

a. Affection friendshlp,-

love, fondness, and loyalty.

b. Respect honor, courtesy,

recognition, and admiration"

c. Well-being health,

happiness, and contentment.

d. Power -1 decision;makigg,

ihfluence authority, and leader-

ship.

e. Enlightenment - knowledie,

eaUcation, learning,.ands unde'r-
/7

standing.

f. Skill - ability, training14

ealent, and ability.

7
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g. Wealth - food, shelter,

income, working, and property.

-Jore...r.

h. Rectitude reponsibility,

honesty, justice, fair play-, and

truSt.

3. Explain that, it a person can-

not satisfy his/her basic needs in

normal (socially-acceptable) wlys,

a person still has the need.

4. Explain that each person

strives to fulfill his/her *slues
.

-

5

a.

5(00

by engaging in such behavior as 7

he/she consciousior subconsci

ously feels will best (and qu4ckly)

fulfill his/her goals.

a. To accomplish these ends,

a-/she makes a series of choices

between alternative coping behnv-,

iors -- functional and dYsfunctional.

b. The person optimizessthe

chances o f actualizing his/her

values accOrding to his/her pei-

ception of the avail4b1v ehoicesr'l

or alternatives.

8
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5. txplain that the degree to

which an individual dectfies to

,,-----engage in dysfunctional coping

behavior is assumed-to be directly

related to his/her inabtlity'or

unwillingness to reach valued

goals by more functional means.

a.- A person does not just

spon.taneously acquire motives.for

"skill," "rectitude," etc. It is

only thiough a History of selec-

ive reinfdrceme4 (sequential

learning) that one learns what to

value, how much toNvalue it, and

how toveach the.,desired goals.

b. When a person feels de-

prived-of one olimore ohe

eight need's and wants, he/she

..,copes with his/her needa and

wants by dysfunctional behavior;

e.g.1 shouting, lying, drug/

alcohol abu, refusal to adheTe

,

to rules, .cheating, withdrawal,-

w

I\

t) t

-:
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6. S4mAarize, by discussiag the

value depriviution enhancement

contiquum. It shows the tune-
,

tional.and dysfunctional behav-

for with the eight needs and

wants (see Attadment 1).

a. There are tour areas

w.ithin-,the continuum.

(l). Movements toward

pathology.

(2) Louryalue status.

(3) yovment toward

potehtial.

cilt4pry.

b. -The gmrpole is to Show

the total vaTup of the risk or

gain -to bp olistained Erom a
4 oN

a'

behaVior; i,es, movemen .towardS

pathology or full potential.

PRESEIVTION

' 6c. CRWgRION OBACTIVE:, 17ent1fy

the seyen°criteria by which-a

- true .value cv be identified..

10. 57u(
A
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1. Explain that each person has

attitudes and makes decisions

(consciously or subconsciously)

to act On them toward pathology

or fulfillment, but must know

whether or not his/hergoal is

a true value.

2. Explain that Sidney B. Simon,/-

Ph.D., University of Massa-

chusetts, has defined seven

criteria which differentiate

between a true value and a

"value indicator" (non-value)

a. A value indicator meets

fewer of the seven criteria.

Examples of value indicators

include attitudes, opinions,

beliefs, feelings, morals, and

aspirations.

b: Value indicators become

values when they meet all seven

criteria.

3. tate the seven criteria

for values clarification. The



"!.

Ir
value must be:

a. posen freely.

b. Chosen from altierna-

tives.

c. Chosen after careful

thought.

d. A prized and cherished

choice.

e. Publicly affirmed.

to

f. A choice that is acyted

upon.

44

upon consistently and regularly.

A choice which is acted

4. Emphasize that from the seven

listea criteria the vital import-

ance of the third primary factor

in values clarificatIon

decision-making -- can. be 'readily

seen.

EVALbATION
A
*,

1. 1What are the three primary

factors which shapca,persOn's

values?

12

1.

4
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2.. How di) values deter40 behav-

Ior pattirns kn the satisfaction

:of needs?

3. Which primary factor, which

shapes values, is indicaeed most

strongly by ..the seven ctiteria

used to identify true values?

APPLICATION

1. Direct the students to their

small groups.

.2. Conduct at least one of the

three apprdVed, exercises.

(see AttacOment 2)

SUMMARY

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

1. We hsve examined the values-

clarification proceSs of attitude

,
.

(prize), alternativesItchoice),

$'

e
44:44 ,I444,41V or

5(o5)

.and decision-making (act), so
,

that we, aicounselorW in Social

'Actions, can understand.that whst

appeai.s.to be dysfunctit4a1 behtv-
,

tOr is a fact that is catised by

t-

13

57,r
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the "eight needs or wants." When
1

.these needs-or wants are not

achieved in a functional way, the

overt behavior reflects this,

since the need still has to be

fulfilled.

2. . Kxamination of the values-

'clarification process allows us
....
0,04.

to 'realize that, through the alter-
:

native (choice) system and a
..

decision-making (act), process,

people can turn Aysfunctional

behavior into fulfilling behav-
y-,:!1,

icir and still fulfill their

"needs and wants.": Our primary

MIN
emphasis in general interviewing is

dealing with the values, rather

'40INPO than the causes. .We work with

prejudice and discrimination focus-

ing on values when we-ft/ail( about

long range problem peutralicatIon

or elimination.

3. We have looked at the criteria

'which must be fulftilled if the'

'

V16.410110,4, 6. . - ,,.; mire=
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attitude is to be dealt with as
-

a "value'indicator" OT h "true

value."

REMOTIVATION

By.understanding how values are

formed and what constitutes a

"true value" for a person, we

become more "in touch" with.our

own values. Since working effec-

tively.with people depends on know-

ing ourselves as Much as possible,

the values-clarification process

is one we can constantly employ

to re-examine ourselves and thus

improve our personal relationships,

and effecItiveness with others.

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-

ing assignment, when appropriate.

15
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VALUES-CLARIFICATION EXERCISES
/

I. Meditation on Me. (Clari4cation of self-image and determiha-
tion of what part(s) of that self-image is (are) most vallied.

1. Pre-briefing. Explain to the students that in this exercille
they are goihg to explore their personal values as they apply to
their self-image. Explain that they are to relax as much as pos-
sible, and allow thoughts of themselves to drift into their minds.
Each student will have in his/her possession eight pieces of-paper,
and as a thought or phrase comes to mind, pertaining to his/her
self-image, he/she is to open his/her eyes and record that thought
on a piece of paper, and then close his/her eyes and relax and re-
peat the process until he/she has used all eight pieces of piper.
At the conclusion'of the exercise, students will be asked to put
the eight items in priárity order of importance.

2. Conduct exercise.

a. Issue.papers to each student (eight each).
4

b. Tell students,to close their eyes, relax, and let their
minds play with words, or phrases, which describe themselves.

c. Tell students to open their eyes, write ope word or phrase
which came to mind during the meditation on one piece of paper.
(Variation: Allow three to five minutes of continuous meditation,and have students fill out all pieces of paper at one time.)

d. Repeat steps )43" and "c" until all students have filled out
all eight pieces of paper.

.e. At this point, students have Indicated what they PRIZE.
Identify and clarify this to all students.

f. Have each student arrange the eight pieces of paper in order
of how much )he/she values each (most value is one; least is eight).

g. At this point, the students have exercised their CHOICE.
Identify and clarify this-to all students.

h. Allow each student to announce his/her values to the group
in the order of their priority, most-valued to least-valued.

k

ATTACHMENT 2.
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i. At this point, the students have exercised the ACT/AFI'IRM
portion ofthe values-clarification process. Identify and clarify
this to-all students.

!

3. Closure/Debriefing. DISCUSS the process of values clarificaf-
tion as it occurred in the group. Identify and.emphasize the three
factors in'volved in values clarification, price, choice, and act/
affirm. Make other process comments, as appropriate; i.e., listen-
ing skills demonstrated, acceptance of others, etc. Stress the
fact that-values are flexible and.subject to.change. Each person
has th4'tight and ability to examine and alter his/her personal
values.. Stress that we have no right to impose our values on others
who are unwilling or unable to accept those values. Cite examples,
if app opriate.

II. Wallet Exercise. (This exercise demonstrates that personal
belongings, such as cards and pictures carried in a wallet, may
reveal what we vfAlue Or prize.)

1. Pre-briefing. Explain to the students that we often carry
indicators of our values on our person; and, as an extension of
_that, the cars we drive or where we live may-be indicative of our
values. In this exercise, we will be sharing three items from our
wallets which we feel give adequate-representation of our values.

2. Conduct exercise.

a. Have students form dyads or triads, whichever is most
convenient for the group size.

b. Have each student remove three items from his/her wallet
which will commupicate his/her values, what he/she feels is
important in his/her life.

c. When each student has selected three,itemsb, have students
in the group exchange their items, without talking; Instruct the
students to concentrate'on those items received and attemOt to
anticipate the value of each item to the giver, what has been
communicated by each object, indiliidually and collectively.

d. Instruct the owners of Wrticles to share the value of each
ite9 with the recipients. During the portion of the exercise,
there is no feedback to the owner frdm the recipient.

e

C. Instruct the tecipients ko share with the bwners how they
had initially construed.the value Attached\to each item.

5Sur
.
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f. Allow for discussion of the exercise among the two-/three-
parson groups and, finally, An the larger grOup.

3. 'Closure/Debriefing. Discuss the prite-choice-act/affirm process
of the values-tlarification process as it octurred in this exercise.
Make other process comments, as appropriate.

III. ThingsI Love to Do. This exercise focuses the individual's
attention on things he/she enjoys doing. There is no.need to rank-
order the activities. In the process of the exercise, the students
will become aware of activities (involving risk, ,similar to activi-
ties enjoyed by their parents, enjoyed alone or with someone,
recently-adapted, which may-be dropped in the near future).

1. Pre-briefing. Inform the students that they will be listing
activfts they enjoy (20 d fferent activities)- Each student
will ne pencil and paper, nd there are no "right" or Pwrons"
answers. When the lists hav4 been completed and coded, each/tudent
will study his/her own list nd be asked to make some personal
judgments concerning bis/hf list.

2. Conduct exercise.

a. Instruct each ptudent to take a pencil and paper'and list
twenty enjoyable activities. e activities can be listed alone or
-with others.

b. Allow the students approximately five to ten minutes to
cotplete lists.

c. After completion of the lists, identify that the students
have_ accomplished the PRIZE factor in the values-clarification
process.

d. Instruct students to code their lists acording to the
following scheme:

(1) Put an "R" besideany item involving risk. The risk
may be physical, in4ellectual, or emotional.

(2) Put an "F," "M," or "FM" beside any item your mother,
father, or both parents may have had on a list if they had made
one.when they were ',bur age. -

3
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(3) Place a "P" or an "A" next.to each item. "P" ident-
ifies activities which you do with other people, and "A" ideutir-
fies activ ies you prefer to do alone.

) Place a + .(plus) beside any item which would not-have
been on your list five years ago.

(5) Place a - (minus) next to any item which you think
will not be on your list five years from now.

(6) Go through your list and identify .the approximate date
you last engaged in that activity.

e. Instruct students to study their lists and coding and con- A

sider th6 following questions!

(1) What does your list look like?

(2) Can you identify any patterns in the%things you love
to do?

(3) Did you learn something new about yourself?

(4). Are there some things you are pleased wiih?

(5) Are there some things you would like, to change?

(6) How might you go about changing things?

(7) Are there some things you like to do which you have
not doneqately? Why?' What could you do about this?

f. At this point, the students have exercised the CHOICE
aspect of values.clarification. Identify this and clarify to all
students.

4,11
g. Promote discussion of the exercise ana pers al lists.

Emphisize the completion of the values-clarification process
through public affirmation of values.

3. Concluaion/Debriefing.

NOTE: Other value clarification exercises may2be found in Pfeiffer
and Jones publications (Structured Experiences for Human kelations
Training and The Annual fac111.4torLE'Handbook) andAn Val es Clar-
ification, A Handbook of Practical Strategies forleschers and

550
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Students by S. B. Simon, L. W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum.
Inform itudents of the availability of these resources in the
Department of Social Actions Training library.. Addidlonally,
advise students that this exercise has been a demonstration of
facilitation ofsvalues clarification exercises required by the
group facilitation.lesson plan.

/
I.
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCH
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236.

OBJECTIVE

573
SG 3ALR73430A/30LR7361A/

307R7364A-11-6-27
1 August 1978

EOT INTRODUCTION/fROBLEM RECOGNITION

VALUES CLARIFICATION

From a list of stateMents, identify the basic needs of people,,select
those primary factors which shape a person's values, and the criteria for
identifying.a true vlue-.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of reading this SG, you will be able to understand the three
%--\ primary factors which constitutethe procedures &person goes through to

decide what is of value to oneself. Once the procedures have been identified,
people become aware of how their values fulfill one of their eight basic needs.
People's values Will either fulfill their needs in a functional or dysfunctional
manner. People will always fulfill their needs, and this can be observed be-
haviorally through actions. There are seven criteria which must be fulfilled
if a person's values are true values or.value indicators. Once people become
aware that their behavior acts out their value system, if their behavior is

dysfunctional, they may realize that their values may not be true values, but
rather value indicators. Thus, people's dysfunctional behavior, e.g. human
right abglers,scan be cbanged to be more functfbnal to fulfill their needs
through the 'values clarification pirocess.

'INFORMATION

.
FACTORS !THAT SHAPE A PERSON'S VALUES'

People find out what their real values are by de
their.powers, resources, and'energies to pursue delf
Agent self-investment. Personality disorganization
between values. Over 83 percent.of Ameritans believe
phould not be given to women or minority groups in hir
to college. (Ggllup Poll, March 1977) The'lessoh to'
rejection of "affirmative actions" is that the concept of equal employment oppor-
tunity ig4 not compatible with the American values. The American Value system is'
based on a triangular relationship with Adam Smith's economics, Protestant Ethic,
and Social Darwinism at the vertices of the triangle. These three forces operate

ining how they invest,
terest. Vaiues rep-
en stems from a conflict
at preferential treatment
g or determining admizsion
learned from the massive f

Supersedes SG A-If-6-2 2 Jung 1976.
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the American value system and when that is combined with psycbological pro-

fundity oil. white racism, it can even provide an expedient moral justification

for the dyatem of apartheid in employment under the guise of social Darwinism.

We have been taught by our Adam Smithonian economic institution that the value

'Von whith American soCiefy has tested'are good and further,,that these values

operating through our institutions, ane working toward good ends. The Protes-

tant Ethic has been permeating an ektremely self-centered personality and

economic greed oriented attitude on thv basis of I, my, me, and mine mentality.

How do we niconcile the concept of affirmative actiofi with-ouT self-centered

.economic greed oriented/Mentality? A persOnillcbattle is'Ioing on With the
individual-who socially 'speaking wants to hold on to the past and yet proclaim

support Tor affirmative actions in the present, themselves, geem to be the

loser. They lose in the sense that they have unresolved inner conflicts.

The EOT officer/specialist can help brifig their values:to the surface. When

.values are surfaced, prioritiep_c'ribe established. Priorities can be ,shared

with both their desire for.the-rstatus quo* and their desire'fiDr chew,
thus, their'inner cOnflict can .be resolved.

Definition of a True Value

A true value is that which every person, consciousry or unconsciously,

strives for constantly, with Ourability, time-eofiscioUsness, and intefisity.

Three Primary Factors Which Shape a Person's Values

ATTITUDES. Another name for this 1.4 the "priie." This is a disposition

based on feelings or convictions. The idea of a value as being something of

worfh to a definition of value in terms of that which enhances hu an develop-

ment. Each person discovers what his/het value's are as he/she ex eriences

life.

ALTERNATIVES. Another name tir this Is "choice-." In philosop er Stare's.

terms, this is a choice from theirpossibilities" available to the/individ

If the choice made by the individual is unattainable:the 'choice ds unreal stic.

The choice must be within the realm of possibiliEies for the indiviOal.

DECISION-MAKINCSKILLS. Ancbrher name for this is. "action.", This is the

crucial stage for many dndividuals. SoMe people are'afraid to take stcick of

themselves because they know, however subconsciously, that if they doe.ect they

will have to change. If they act, they will-have to syirender comforWble
(but unproductive) patterns Of Filling, and work more diligently. If dhey are

commltted to action, they .suffer the pain of loss if. their commitment does not

work out. If they act, they muse acquire skills needed-to,live more effectively. '

Making a decision, acting, and 14ing committed to that.action cau;e .many conse-

qUences soMe good; some unehmforthhle; some known, some unknown. Many people ,

fear the uitknown'and piefer living in, the "stafue quo" among safe though un-

productive behavior. Thus, values clarification is a methodology or process.
ThroUgh ft, we help people discover what choices their behavior, their feelings,

thtir thoughts have Made: 'Additionilly the valiles clarification process
identlfies thesechoices as being.cOhtdnual, since they are acted Upon thrtiugh-

out people'a
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Dr qarold Liawell, a 'tali university professor, researched value
ciarificAtitxi'for over.thiriry years. -He expanded Masl9w'8 "Hierarchy of
Needs." As you will iemeffiber, Maslow's needel are as follows:

Dr Laswell'took these five basic needs And expanded them to include,the
behaviors associated with them. Thus, when a person feels deprived of one or
more of these basic neede, the person copes with his/her needs and wants by

either dysfunctional or'functio9al behavior. Examples of dysfunctional be-
havior are lynchings, discrimination, and social prejudice. All functional

behavior is caused by our needs, Dr.Laawell says. Thus, as counselors, we
have a need to keep thte dentral feature, needs, of value clarification
firmly in mind, so that we 'can understand the reason for dysfunctional be-
havior..

Functional Nersus Dysfunctional .Behavior of the fight Basic Needs

- Each of the eight basic nrds identified by Dr Laswell affects people's
behavior patterns 'by causing dysfunctional behavior if it is not satisfied.
Examplei of the.dysfunctional behavior caused when the need is unsatisfied,
hind the functional behavior present when the needs are met are listed below.

AFFECTIOV. Tender attachment; i.e., love, good wiil. Behavioral dys-
functions of'this. need are fear, susPiCion, hatred, and alienation. People
with this need deficit have a value clarification problem, since they would
like to be accepting, trusting, and caring.

RESPECT. Consideration, regard, interest. Behavioraidysfunctigns, when
this need is lacking, include isolation, inferiority, degradation,.etc...The
value clarification prbbelm.for people aribes.when they desire self-esteem,
identity, and integrAtion.

3
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SKILL. ,Knowledge, ability to use one's knowledge effectively in

performance. Behaviorardysfbnction of,this need include 'incompetency,

failure, and non-achievement: Pebple will have a valueclarification
problem, since they would like to be competent, achievers, and sticcessful.

0

ENLIGHTENMENT. Gaining full comprehension of problems involved. Be-

havioral dysfunctions present when this need is lacking are confusion,

deception, and* distortion. People move toward full potential with aWareness,

opennege,..-and sharing.

POWER: Control, influence, prestige. Behavioral dysfunctions present

when this need is absent include submission, resistance, and cciercion.

People move toward full potential with cooperation, influence, and patticipa-

tion.

WEALTH. 'Welfare, happiness, material success. Behavioral dysfunctions

.of this need include indigence, destitution, and non-productivity. People

'move toward fuLl potential with productivity, creativity, and abundance.

WELL-BEING. .A condition characterized by tappiness, health, prosperity,

etc. Behavioral dysfunctions present when this need is not met include

anxiety, illness, frustration, etc. People move toward full, potential with

hope, health, and contentment.

RECTITUDE. Adherence to a sense of.righteousneb; sense of justiCe.

Behavioral dysfunctions of this need includ malice, irresponsibility, and

unscrupulousness. People,move toward ful potential with integrity, con-

sideration, and responsibllity.

How the,Eight Basic Needs Affect Behavior Patterns

Through an analyiis of the eight needs,, one can see-that if trperson cannot

satisfy his/her needs in socially-acceptable ways, the person will fulfill the

need in,a dysfunctional way. Thus, people strive to fulfill their needs by

engaging in such behavior as they consciously or subebnsciously feel will

quickly and best fulfill their goals.
,

People do not just spontaneously acquire motives for "skill," rectitude,

etc. It is only through a history of selective reinforcement (sequentiaC
'earning) that one learns what to value, how much to value it, and how to

reach desired goals. Thus; when people feel deprived of one or more of the

eight basic, needs and wants, they may cope with their needs and wants by

dysfunctional behavior.

4
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VALUE DEPRIVATION-ENHANCEMENT CONTINUUM
(See Attachment 1)

CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING A TRUE VALUE

Dr dney Simon of the University of Massachusetts, has defined,seven
criteria ich differentiate between a true value add-i'value indicator.
Baeically, when 'a person's "prize" does not meet all seven criteria out-
flub(' below, than that "prize" is ayalue indicator. Value indicators
such e beliefs, feelings, opinions, etc., become true values when they

` meet 1,1 seven criteria. (227-37)

Simon's Sexen Critelia for Identifying a True Value

CHOOSING FREELY. It must be the individual who freely makes his/her own
-% decisions about drinking, rather than forced on him/her. This would include

pter pressure. since one must live one's' decision, it must be one's
own to be considered of personal Value.

;CHOOSING FROM NMONG ALTERNATIVES.. All alrernatives must be considered'
whetione is making one's decision, about alcohol use. This includes whether
to drink or not to drink, how much to drink, what-to drink, etc.

CHOOSING AFTE* THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES OR BENEFITS
OF EACH ALTERNATIVE. By telling oneself that one is willing to accept the
consequences as well as the benefits of one's decision to drink ot'not is
a tremendqut step toward maturity. This could possibly include loss:of
friendsvf-gaining new friends, FTsonal fulfillment, moments of relaxation,
new position of status, traffic violations, accidents, and increased.or
decreased respect.

PRIZING AND CHERISHING. How comfortable one feels in living with one's
decisions is a measure of self7confidence. This does not prevent one from

-

changing an earlier decittion. Neither is it encouraging ohe's evangelizing
or broadcasting one's decision about alcohol use. It's one's living with the
decision one has made.

AFFIRMING. When One refuses' another drink on "the next round" and knows
why one did so, one is affirming (Ine's value to oneself.

ACTING UPON.CHOICES. As the valde is forming, it tayeinforced through
consistent decisions which b come more natural acts than forced aets. The
friends one chooses will he p reinforce the decision, tether than thallenge
one on one's decision. The places on@ visits will generally not conflict with
one's life style, but rather suPport it. Time, Money, and energy will be

. deVoted.to the reimforcement.of the decision.

REPEATING. As one's value becomes a part of one's life style, people
obse_rving one will see the declsion continuously expressed.

__--):

All three factors of the value clarifiCation process are involved in
this classification: namely4 prize, choice, and action. The senae of
permanence is al6o indicated in this classification. Thus, temporary .
pleasunts induced by an angry mob, although real, fail to meet the criteria

,for a true value.
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SUMMARY

As Equal Oppartunity officers/specialists, using the value clarification
process allows us to understand.that what appears to be dysfunctional be-.
havior on the part of an individual may be caused by a dysfunctional fulfill-
ment of needs. When these needs or wants are not achieved in a functional
way, the overt behhvior reflects this, since the individual's.needs still
must be fulfilled. Thus, the value clarification process allsws us to
realize that through the choice system and a decision-making process, human
rights abusers can tUrli dysfunctional behayior.into functional behavior and
still meet their needs and wants. Our priRary emphasis is dealin$ with true
values, rather than the alleged reason for being prejudice, by uti4ng the pro-
cess.of value clarification.

:

Ar
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M)VEMENT TOWARD PATHOLOGY,

Alienation'
4Hatred

Degradation
Disintegration

IncoMpetency
Failure.

Distottien
Deception

Resiatonc.e

Aggression

Indigence
Deptitution

Anxiety
Illness

Depravity

Fear
Suspicion

Discrimination
Segregatiom, 4

Non-achievemeni
'Inadequacy ,

Confusion .

Misunderstanding

Submission
-Coercion

1 :

Non-productivity
Marginal /

Irritation/ .

,

-011-Frbstration

VALVE DEPRIVATION-ENHANCEMENT CONTINUUM

LOWINALUE STATUS

Inaifference
Withdrawal

Irresponsibility
Unscrupulousness

Isolation
Inferiority

Underachtevement
Awkwardness

Uncertainty
Ambiguity

'Conformity'

Dependence

Maintenancg
SubsistenCP

Existence
Unhappiness

Apathy
Negligence

MOVEMENT TOWOD FULL POTENTIAL. VALUE CAT I RY

Caring
. Acceptance

Self-Esteem.
.Identity

Achievement
Adequacy

Awareness
Openness

Self-Direction
Influence

%

Productivity
Creativity

Hops
, 'Joy

Responsibility
Consideration

Trust
Intimacy

Esteem for OtherW
Integratiort

Competency
Success

Empathy
Sharing

Cooperation
Participation

Abundance
Affluence

Contentment
Health

Integrity
Altruism

RESPECT

SKILL

ENLIGHTENMENT

POWER

WEALTH
A

WELL-BEING

RECTITUDB

A

ATTACHMENT 1
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Social Actions Training Ora.v711

Lackland Air Force 6ase, TO-as 16;e36

580
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1936

VALUE CIA.RIFICATION WORKSHLL T-_ _ _ _

THINGS I LOVE T0.0 0

1HSTRUCTIONS. Code your VALUL CLARIFT_CAI1ON WORio,HCFT THINGS I tOVE 10 DO

_(Attachment I) 'according to the foIlowin9 scheme!

COLUMN A - 20 Different Thing's xou enjoy.

COLUMN B - Put an "R" beside any item invol.vin;g risk. The risk

may be physical, intellectual, or emotional.

COLUM C - Put an "F", "M", or"FM" beside any item your mother,

father. Dr both parents may have had on a list if they had made one

when they were your age.
A\

COLUMN D Place a "P" or an "A" next to each item. "P" identifies

--activities which you do with other'people,,and "A" identifies

activities you prefer to do alone.

COLUMN E - Place a f (Plus) beside any item which would not have

been on your list five years ago.

COLUMN F - Place a - (minus) next.to any ieem which you thirilc.will not

be on your list five years from now.

COLUMN G - Go through your list and identity the approximate date (month, year)

,)you.last engaged in that activity.

COLUMN H - Place a $ (dollar sign) if the'activity cost less than $5.00.

4
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DeaOrtmant of Social Actions Trainiilg ho 3ALR73430/001,R7361A/

'Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236 30ZR7364A-1II-3-1
15 April 1976

US DJSTRICT COURT ORDER ENVORCING.EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

IN HOUSING

INTRODUCTION

It is not necessary fOr the Department of lustiCe4tO initiate fedurai
court action in all cases involVing housing discrimination. In many

instances these cages can be resolved by a formml agreement between
the United States (Department of JustiC0), 4nd the'corporation accused
of discrithination. This agreement.ealls for, an affirmatimr actions
plan in which the corporation begins a program that will correct ot
discontinue the illegal practices. 2

As far ,as resolutiqn concerned both parties must agree to the
plan, whiCh in turn is monitored bi the federal district court system
for compliance. Corporations benefit by avoiding the legal expenses
of defending their actions before a federaltjudge.. 'The original
complainamts by their action of making.thercomplaint with the Department
of Houbing and 1.1rban Development, haveAstopped the discriminatory 1

praOtices through the Department of Justicioenforcement federal law.

The following case is a formal agreement by two corporations to
_.end discriminatory practices. It is an actu0.. case; however, the names
of the parties have been changed for the purposesof its distribution'
as training literature. Nevertheless, these agreements are a .matter
of susi e o s. An e rc s 1. c I t t I. :

Without any admission on behalf Of the defendant as to any
violations of the Acts, the defendants are prepared.to, undertake
an affirmative actions program of non-discrimination in housing and .

employment as hereinafter provided. In'view of the wiillingness of
. the defendants to take these steps, tha United States has agreed

.enot to prosecute the litigation tA seek a determination as to whethv
or not defendants have discriminated in the past. Accordingly, without
anradjudication bf this cause on the merits, the parties have consented
to ihe'qntry of this Order, as indicated by the signatures of counsel
laffixed. hereto.

4.

A . I. PROHIUTIQNS

IT IS ORDERED that the defendants, Acquarious Homes Corporation
and Satellite Resort Communities, Inc., their subsidiaries and divisions,
their officers, agents, employees, successors,and those in active
concert or'participation with any of them*_./ be and they are hereby

*/ the phrase "agents, eMployees, successors and those in dctive
concert er particiOation with any of them" shall not be deemed to .

inclpde independent builders or dealers whp purchase housidg units
dr components from Acquarious.Homes Corporation or its subsidiaries for
resa,14 solely by reaion of such relationship, and the defendants shall
not be responsible Under any prOvision of thib Order for any acts of
such builders or,dealersr

5 9 -1
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permanently enjoined from:

58

A. Making unaliailable or denying any dwellinel/ to any wrson
because of.race, color, religitn or national origin.

B. Discriminating against any person in the terms, conditions, or
privileges of sale'or rental of a dwelling, or in the provision of
services in connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or
national origin.

C. Refusing or failing to show, sell or rent .a dwelling to any
person because of the race, color, religion or national origip of
persons occupying dwellings in the neighborhood.

D. Making, printing, or publishing, or causing to be made, printed
or published; any notice, statemeni or advertisement, with respect to
the sale or rental.of a dwelling, that indicates any preference; limi-
tation or discrimination based on race, color, religion or national origin.
The defendants shall use no codes or designations that indicate the race
or color of prospective purchasers, except to the extent that racial
designations are required by law, by any governmental agency or by the
records keeping and reporting provisions of this Order, as set forth
below.

E. Representing to any person, because of.race, color, religion
or national origin, that any dwelling is not.available for,inspection,
sale or rental when such dwelling is in fact available.

F. Engaging in any,act or practice that has the purpose or
ION effect of discriminating against persone or_groups Of persons on account,

of race, color, religion, or natioual origin, in regard.to the
tation or recruitment of. purchasers of any swelling at any residential
property owned or operated by the defendants.

olriV't
.-- 1 G. Failing or refusing to adhere to the United States Department

..,. ; of Housing.and Urban Development advertising guidelines,,37 F.R. 6700,
whfch make the me of certain words or'symbols presumptively illegal.
A copy of thest guidelines li attached as AppendfX A. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, defendants may use their present stocks of advertising
materials so long as sych materials, wherenecessary, are overprinted
by a hand stamp imprinting thereon the Equal Housing Opportunity logotype

rand slogan.

**/ A. used here and throughout'thip,Order, the term "dwelling" means
any building, structure, or portion thereof which is occupied as, or
desOned or intended for occupancy, as, a residence by one or more
families, and any vacant lead which is offered for.sale or lease for
the construction Or location thereon of any such bUiping, structure,
gr por,51on thereof.

2 , 6 0
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IT IS FURTHER ORKRED thaP'the defendant Siltellite Communities,
Inc., iie officers, employees,#nd successors be and they are hereby
permanently enjoined.from:

A. Failing or refusing to recruit or hire,'or discharging any
individual, or otherwise-discriminating against any individual, or
otherwise dtscriminating against any individual with respect to com-
pensation, terms, conditions, or-privileges of employment, because of

..such individual's race, color, religion, sex or national origin.'

R. LiIiting, eegregating or classifying any employee in any way
which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment
opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee,
because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex or national
origin.

II. TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EMpLOYEES

In order to assure that their employees understand and adhere to
the racially non-discriminatory procedures and affirmative steps described
in this Order, the defendants, Acquarious Homes,Corporation and Satellite
Communities, Inc., shall, within 60 days*/ of the entry of this Order,
conduct an educational program for certain-personnel, as hereinafter
provided, to inform them of.the provisions of this Ordet and their
duties underthe Fair Housing Act and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. Such program shall include the following:

A

A. A cqpy of this Order shall be furnished to the following agents
-and employees oi the defendants:

1. all corporate,' division and subsidiary officers;

2. all agents and employees who are engaged directly in
the sale of dwellings; and

do'

3. all such employees who have hiring ;espOusibility.

t,
!

A summary of the obligations of the defendimrs under this Order, in form
satisfactory to plaintiff's.counael, shall fie. furnished to all other ,

employees.

,*/- The activity described in this paragraph shall pe'taken vis-a-vis
new employees within five days of iheiesentry on duty.

3
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B. By general meeting or iihdiVidal epnference, the responsible'
authorities of the defendants shall inform esich'sua agent and employee-.
to whom a copy of this Order is required to be given of the provisions
of this,Order and of the'duties of the Companies and ;heir agents and
employees under the Acts. Each such *gent and:employee shall also be
informed that-his failure to cqmply with.the prOvisiOns of. this Order-
may subject.him to dismissal or othei'disciplinary action-by the: .

defendants as well as to appropriate sanctions pursuant to the
provisions of this Order.

.

0

C. Each agent and employee, to whom this Order requires the
defendants to furnish a copy, shall sign a stdtement that'he or she
-has read this Order and regeived the instructions described in the
precedin4 paragraph. Similar signed statements shatl be required,of
all such future agents and employees of the company for the duration
of the reporting period set forth below.'

41' III.. NOTIFICATION OF )1ARKETING REPRESENTATIVESi,

The defendants, Acquarious Homes Corporation and Satellite Resort
Communities, Inc.; shall forthwith notify411 indepenclent brokers and

. other persons or organizations which are now engaged Or may in.the
future be engaged*/ in the sale pr- marketing of any of Safellite
Resort Communities, Inc.:s dwellings and shall:

A. Send each such person and organization a copy'of this
Order.

B. 119general meeting or indillrual c6ifferente, inform all such
persons and organizations of their daties and responsibilities under
the Pair Housing Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and
under the terms of this Order, and that failure to comply with this
Order shall result in disassociation between'the defendants and the
parsons or organizations.

C. Secure from each such perion and from an appropriate 7

representative of each such organization a signed statement that he or-
she has raid this Order and received the in,tructidns destribed in
the, preceding paragraph.

*/ Notilicition to any person 'or organit4ion,engaged lor sale or
marketing purposes in the future shall be given .within'five'days of
his e* ngagement.

,...
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IV. AFFIRMATIVE srEps TO
PROMOTE EQUAL OPPSATUNITY

Provisions Applying to Acquarious Homes
Corporation and its Statewide Subsidi-

aries and Divisions:

587

The defendant Acquarious Homes Corporation shall exerse lts
control over its subsidiaries and divisionsiso that each subsidiary And
division shall: .

A. SoliciCpurchasers of dwellings without regard to race, Color,
religion, or national origin.

B. place in all its consumer advertising, including ;billboards.,
either a statement that it sells or rents dwellings without regard to
raCe, colorreligion or national origin, or the Equal Housing,Opportunity

.4logotype and slogan.

C. Refrain from using any advertising practice made preauMptively
illegal by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Deyelopment
guidelines, 37 F.R. 6700, a copy,of whicfi is attac'hed, as Appendix A.

D. Conauct a training program fo employees as described iR Part
II hereof.

E. Post in a conspicuous man9eri in each office where solicitation
or sale of dwellings is carried on the United States Department of
Housing and Urban DeveloPment approved notice whid indicates that all
_dwellings are availali4e without regard tO"race, color, religion, or
national origin, and the Deparmeht of tabor/EEOC (Equal-Employment
Opportunity Commission) approved notice showing that the defendant-

7

is an equal opportunity-employer.

40
The foregoing provisiops are not intended to apply to solicitations,

.advertising practicep or Aher activities of independent buipiefs or
.dealers who purchase housing units or components for resale!

V,. AFFIRMATIVE STEPS-WITH REGARD' TO SATELLITE

RESORT COMMUNITIEOREAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTS

- . The defendants shall undertake the following steps with resard to

.
Satellite Resort Communities, Inc. residential real estate developments:

,As

%..70.
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A. To the extent that Satellite Resort Communitiea, Inc. attempts
to reach potential cbstomers for-the sale*of its lots by means of
solicitatioriby direct mail or telephone with ocCupants of selected
geographic area in a city, it shall select such areas on the basis of
objective criteria without.regard to the race, color, religioh or
national origin of the occupants of the area, except as providiee herein.
The objective criteria utilized bydefendants shall be reported in
accordance with and as a patt of Part VI of this Order.

1

B. After: endants complete the special direct mail solicitation
program required by'D. of this Part V, if defendant Satellite Resort.
Communities; Inc. wishes to terminate its other direct area solicitation
programs entir9ly, it shall first give counsel for the United States
a notice of such decision at léast.sixty days in advance of the proposed
effective data thereof, and within thirty days thereafter, counsel for',
the United States shall notify defendants of any objectives are not resolved
inforMally, the United 'States may; at any, time prior the proposed
effective date, bring the matter before the court fora hearing.

C. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order (except the
provstsions of D. of this Part V), defendants need not solicit any person
whose objectively determined econbmic circumstances make him an unlikely
purchaper. Objective criteria as to required economic circumstances
shall also be reported in accordance with Patt VI. In selecting- persons
to be solicited, defendants shall not discriminate onitthe basis of race,
color, religion or national origin.

4 D. Within sixty (60) days after the entry of this Order, Satellite
Resort Communitieb, Inc. shall initiate a special direct mail solicitation
program in the.following cities in the State of Texas, namely,'Laredo,
Del Rio, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio. This special
sale& solicitation shh11 include a direct mailing to all householders
in. such cities who are.listed as owning an automobile and having a
telephone and who reside in census enumeiation districtA in which the
median family income is at leat;$10,000 and the Black population
(according.to 1970 census statistics) is at least 20%. In additibn,
Sattelite Resort Communities, Inc. shall.include in such special direct
mail solicitation every census enumeration district in suet; cities'.
which includes one or more census blocks in which (according to 1970
census ,statistics) 50% or more of the residents are Black and in which
either

6 0



1. the average value of a home in 1970 wau
-$20,000.00 or more; or

2. the average monthly apAirtment rent was
$140,60 or more per month..

E. Within a period of twelve months following the entry of
this Order, the defendant Satellite Resort Communities, Inc shall
place at 1st two' one-quarteepage newspaper adverttsements for
its Canydd Lake dexplopment and two such advertisements for its
Gulf Bay develbpmeA in the newspapers serving the Black population
in each of the following cities in the State of Texas, namely, Laredo,
Del Rio, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio. At.least'twenty-
four such separate advertisements shall be placed during the twelve
month period.

F. The defendant Satellite Resort Communities, Inc. shall include
in all future written an4:pictorial advrtising relating to its real
estate developments at Canyon Lake and Gulf Bay which appear'in ,the
public media, brochures, pamp,pets, and billboards, the Equal Housing
Opportunity logotype and slogan promulgated In the Department of
Housing.and Urban Development Advertising Guidelines for Fair Housing,
37 F.R. 6700. All advertising by Satellite Resore Communities, Inc.
for its reel estate developments shall contorR to these advertising

,guidelines; provided, however, that, in-the light of current design
requirements, particular to Satellite Resort Communities, Inc., said
defendant shall not be required to use any particular size for the Equal,.
Housing Opportunity logotype so long as it is used in a reasonably
prominent-fashion. Defendants shall-require that its independent
sales representatives and other persons with whom they enter into
advertising agreements will undertake to comply in all respectsmith
the foregoing requirements..

%

G. In all future advertising by means of television, brochures,
pamphlets and newspapers in which defendant Satellite Resort Communities,
Inc. considers it appropriate to depict human models, slack persons
as well as white-persons shall be depicted in.accordance with 37 F.R.
6700. If during the next two year period following the entry of
'this Order, defendant Satellite Resort Communities, Inc. proposeS to
subatantially reduce the overall quantity Of such advertisement
dep4ting huMan models from the quantity used in 1972.(as to which
counsel for the plaintiff has been advised), defendant shall first
give plaintiff's counsel reasonable notice of the proposal and an

7
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opportunity to object to it. Notwithstandin# the foregoing, said
defendant may use up its present stock Of stab advertising materials
,if it overprints such materials by a hand stamp imprinting thereon
ihe Equal Housing,Opportunity logotYPeape

H. Six.months after the entry of this Order, counsel for the
parties hereto shall confet to determine the,effectiveness of the
defendants' affirmative action program and to determine whe.ther the
program should be,continued or modified.

I. The defendant Satellite Resort Communities, Inc. shall contact
the persons and organizations listed on,Appndix B and inform them of
its real estate developments and distribute'to them cuTrent advertising
and promotional material regarding these developments. Copies of such
communications shall be pent to the attorneys or the plaintiff.

J. Thp defendant Satellite Resort Communities, I9c. shall recruit
Black and other non-white employees at all.levels of employment with a
view to achieving an integrated work force at the earliest practicable
date. Pursuant to this program, the deftindant shall forthwith contact
logical sources of Black and otheF non-whit employees within a
reasonable distance of each office 4t which they recruit and inform
them of the defendant's affirmative program to recrtiif Black and other
non-white employees and purchasers. The parties have agreed that the
groups or persons listed in Appendix B shall be sufficient logical
sources of such employees. As to all openings for *rich the defendant
is recruiting, the communications to these sourced shall include a
brief description of the jobs performed by employees of the defendant,
and the qualifications required for each job. IA recruiting and hiri#g
Black employees, the- defendant shall not require that they possess quali-
fications for any gib or position More exacting than those which were .

in effect with respect to white employees prior to the institution
of this action.

K. The defen4ant Satellite Reseit Communities, Inc. shall recruit
assign, promote and transfer employees without regard to race, color,
religion, national origin (Weal( and shall endeavor to place Blacks in
supervisory and professional positions as vacancies for which they are
qualified arise.

VI. RBPORTING

For a .period of two years, the defendants shall file quarteily
reports with.the COurt and'serve copies thereof on the plaintiff. . The
quarterly reporting periods shall end on the last day of the months of
March, June, September and December, and the reports shall be filed
.and served within thirty Clays following the end of the reporting periods.

8
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The first quarterly report shall be for' the quarter ending September,
1975 and shall cover the petiod from the date of. this'Order to the
end of September, l976t: Such reports shall contain the following
.information regarding Satellite Resort Communities, Inc. real estate
developments:

A, The number of purthasers of lois at each of the Satellite
Resport Communities developments, by race; during the preceding three
months of the year; each non-white purchaser to be identified by
.name and address.

B. The number of persons, 13y race, who inquired in person
regarding the purchase of lots at any Satilllite Resort Communities
development at any offices of the Satellite Resort Communities or of
any-independent salei representativ,. Thsi,nalme, address and telephone
number (if given) of each such Black person, and the date ,of inquiry,
shal/ be included, as well as an indication whether such person purchssed
a dwelling or not.

C. Representative samples of newspaper and other..adeje4isements
and promotional literature;. including radio and television.

D. A detailed description of defendants' efforts to reach potential
Black Rurchasers, including therein the names and addresses,of Black
persons personally contacted.by employees of defendant SateVite Resort
Communities; Inc and by its sales representatives..

E. The defendants shall maintain and make available to the
plaintiff for inspection and copying at all reasonable times, all
records*/ required to be kept by this Order which relate to the sale,
rental or solicitation of iny &welling, and shall cause its sales
representatives to do the same. The plaintiff shall accomplish the
inspection and copying with a minimum of inconveniend6 to the defendant
and its representatives.
1

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT copies of the non-discrimination
statements by employees and certificates of independent sales represen-
tatives as required in Articles II and III of this,Order shall be
furnished plaintiff with the first report due for the quarter ending
September; 1975. 'If any present or future employee of the defendanti,
or any lif.their sales representatives, refuse to.sign such statement,
the defendants shall include in such report a full statement of all
pertinent circumstances and of ny action taken by them in relation
thereto.

*/ The term "records" includes all papers,'correspondence, accounts,
ledgers, applications, credit reports, offers, leases, contracts, notes,
memoranda, and other writings which-constitute or contain information
bearing on the defendants' obligations to report to the court.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all seeps required to be taken by.this
Order shall be taken no later than sixty,days after the entry of this
Order, unless otherwise herein specified.

IT IS FURTHER OREDRED that sixty days after the entry of this
Order, the defendants shall file with the Court, and serve on counsel
for the United States a report enumerating the preliminary steps they
have taken to implement the provisions of this Order including ocpies
of all signs, brochures, and.pamphlets, copies of all advertisements
placed,in public media, copieó of tht signed.employee s.tattments and
a copy of the marketingrogram required by this Order.

4. VII. PROCEDURES FOR DEFENDANTS TO SEEK
MODIFICATION OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
PROGRAM

In the event that the defendants determine that the implementation
or'effect of one or more of the provisions of.this Order ii either
(1) resulting in resegregation, rather than desegregation, of any of
their hopsing developments or buildifigs or portions of the street grid
therein, or (2) having a.materially adverse effect upon the sales or

rentals respecting one or more of such housing developments, then the
defendants shall confer with.p/aintiff, on fifteen (15) days'. written
noticef Apecifying the nature of.iuch resegregation or adverse sales or
rental results and suggesting such modifications of ,this Oider as the
defendants deem necessary to implemet it without such results. 'Such

modificatii5ns may include, but need not be limited to, suspension for
a period of time of portions of this Order, modification or notice or
-advertising requirement6, or modification of the obiective criteria
fo, rejecting applicationi.ln the event.theplaintiff objects to such
modifications, then the defendants may bring the matter before the
Court for a hearing as ioon as possible.

VIII. INFORMAL PROCEEDINGS TO RESOLVE COMPLAINTS

Durtng the effective life of thts Order, should the plaintiff have
a complaint against the defendants arising out of the reports furnished
pursutint to this Order, or should plaiiitiff complain that defendants
tare not complYing with this Order, or should a complaint by the pros
pective purchaser or .any other person be brought to the plaintiff's
attention, the plaintiff shall furnish to the defendants pertinent
information regardin.vthe alleged discrimination, including where
appropriate.the name of the person allegedly discriminated against
and a brief description of the nature and substance of the complaint,
including the date of the alleged incident, its location, and the naum
of the employee or employees of the defendants involved in the incident.

10.

I.
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'Thereaiter, the defendants shall have thirty (30) days from the date
notice of such complaint is received by the defendants to investigate
the complaint, and if the complaint is determined to be valid, to
advise t4e.plaintiff of what steps have'been taken to correct the
conditions leading to such discriminatory handling or treatment;
or if the complaint is determined to be invalid, to advise the
plaintiff of the basis for determining such complaint to be invalid
before fhe plaintiff may apply to this Court, with any motion for an
order to show cause or any oth.er motion to compel compliance with
this Order. Where it appears that a lapse of thirty (30) days would
effectivelx preclude corrective adtion by the Court,0 the plaintiff may.
apply for suliplemental relief at-any time after advising the defendapts
in writini of the alleged violation.

. .

Two years after the entry of this Order, the defendants or any
of them may move to vacate.this Order' and, if the plaintiff does not
within,thirty (30) days. of receipt of such motion, interpose an
objection, such motion shall be granted without further hearing by

, the Court.

Each party shall bear its own costs.

.The Court retains jurisdiction of this actios for all purposes.

. ORDERED THIS 15th day of Augu§t, 1475. .

For the Plaintiff:

/s/ Abraham Walhington,
United 'States Attorney

/s/ Enid MoVtgomery
Attorney
Department of Justice .

Washington, D.C. 20530

/s/ Shaphire Collins
Attorney
Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

11. t
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UNITED STATES DISTRICTIJUDCE

For the Defendants, Acquarious
Homes Corporation and Satellite
Resort Communities, Inc.

Memoth Johnson'

Is./ Sallerine Moomo

Both of the firm of Moses, Jones & Johnson
19912 The-tife Building . .

Slapback, Mississippi 10231
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QUESTIONS

1. Who are the defendants4in this case?

. -

, '` "
,Itan 11.7-N

Name

Group

1. 59j-

2. What are the prohibitions agatnst the first Orporation?

3. (True or False) The defendants are required to educate their employees

On the contents of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution?

4. (True or False) A copy of this order must be furnished to, certain

officers and employees?

5. .(True or False) The defendants are required to admit their guilt?

6. In addition to receiving a copy.of this order, marketing representative

must be told of the provisions of what federal Act?

7. .What Affirmative Actions steps apply to Acquarious Homes? .0,

8. What Affirmative ActiOns steps apply to Satellite Resort Communities?

9. (Fill in the blanks). Reports must be filed by the corporation to.the

Court every months for a period of years.

'

10. (Trbe or False) The appropriate federal agency has the right to

inspect all records required to be kept under this order?

11. If another complaint is received the particular corporation is notified,

by the Department of %Justice. How long does that corporation have to

investigate the complaint?

12. ,t(Select,the right answer) After two years the oorporations may Move

to vacate the Order. Who retains Jurisdiction in this matter?

.a. The United States Attorney c. The Federal Court

b.. The Department of Justice t)161. The Housing Referral Office
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3ALR73430A/30LR7361A/30ZR7364A-III-4 INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

,PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (3 Minutes)

ATTENTION

The (Social Actions secretary has just
informed you that Sgt Levitz has made
an appointment to see you at 1000 bre,
She didn't saywhat she wanted to
talk about but emphasized that she
wanted to see someone in EOT. You're
new on the job and this- is.your first
client. You wander to yourself -
"What do I do when hhe gets here?"

MOTIVATION

1. MuCh of ou'r work in EOT.involves
talking to,people and how we communi-
cate affects our credibility. How

we conduct our intervievt influences
our succetis.or!ffilure in helping
peoplo. And.,this is what we want
to cover today - interviewing skills. .

c

2. Interviewing is not "just talking"
or idle conversatiolw.' It involves
techniques which enhance our ability
to get pertinent information, and to
help people-help therselves.

3. This involves getting information
so we can work an LOT case or refer
people to the correct agency that
can aseièf them. It also involves
helping pe'bple deal with'thefr feel-
ings. Mhny imes a person who is
experiencing discrimination maY
feel hurt, helpless, and 'angry about
the injustice of her/his situation.
We 'also need to realize Chat a
,Jclient may be experiencing tpe trama
of making a comp1ai9t apd thp conse-
.quences of what others may sae as
'making waves.

I

.
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4. Although we're not therapists.or
counselors, we are helpers, and its
those helping skills we want to talk

about.

OVERVIEW

Highlight.the main topics.

TRANSITION

As You can see there is a lot of

material to be discussed. We're

gotng to begin with thevurpose of
the interview session because once

you understand th4a you'll see how

the rest of the material supports
the purpose.

BODY (4 Mrs)

PRESENTATION

4a. Given a role-playing situst.lon
$111Fisfactorily conduct an initial

4interview in accordance.with the
criteria listed in the Initial
Interview Performance Test.

1. Purpose for the interview: As

EDT people we want to help people
help themselves in resolving their

problems. Their problem may be EOT
related, burt,41 not we may have to

refer them elsewhere. When an ,

individlOsfirst comes4to our office
she/he may not know exactly what her/
his problem is. Consequently, to
get sufficient information to assist
the clienCi we help the client
EXPLORE, UNDERSTAND, AND DECInE ON

SOME ACTION.

a. EXPLORE: The client must
explore where she/he is at present.
The client canhot make a decision
or move toward a gbal unless she/be
knows what As happening right now.
The client must know what the speci-

, "fic problem Is before she/he can take

action to change/improve the situa-
tion. Thus, the EOT'interviewer
helps the client in self exploration.

2

6 I AVM,
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. NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
Emphasize identifying specific areas(8)

ot concern and then work with that
problem(s .

/ . UNDERSTAND: In exploring
self, the client is triing to uhder-
ntand where s/he is in relation to
where s/he wants to be. "The'only
purpose of exploration is ufiderstand-
ing." (Carkhuff, 1973). Help the
'client put her/his experiences into
perspective and understand het/his
situation more fully.

c. ACTION: Self-understand-
ing is not enough. The client mupt
act upon the understanding. Thus, the
client acts upon HOW TO GET FROM wHere
s/he is,to where s/he wants to be. ,The

more acchrately a person understands
her/him self the more constructively
s/he can act for her/him self and
toward others. Thus, we are talking
about CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION.

EVAL6TION

A

.1

t

EXAMPLE:

59 (1.

NOTE T0'.INSTRUCTORf jIse Sgt- Levitz as

an' exemiSle. Use'your imagilktion on
where she vorki, eic. Emphasis shiluld

be on how,ebe.works ehrough what.her
.iiroblem it attectly, ;ihaishe.iiants to
'do about itAindthdn'who can ilslp
EOT.or -somt Other;isiney,

V.

1. What is Che purpose of the inter-'
viewing,seseion?

q%

2. Explain each component (3).

RESOURCE FOR THIS SECTION:

Carkhuff, Robert R.,- THE ART OF HELP-
ING, AN INTkODUCTION TO LIFE SKILLS,
Human Resource Development iress,

Amherst, Mass., 1973.

CV:
-
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2, The !Actors that influence the
interviewing session.

,a. Introduction: There are many
factors which influence the interview.
Some factors are under our control
and others are not. We're going tb
cover 4 factors: client characteris-
tics, The physical setting, use of
space (proxemics), Ind interviewer
attitudes and behaviors. We cannot
control our client's.background we

take whoever comes in. Nmdever, the
other 3 factors are somewhat under our .
control; to what degree depends upon
our facilities and our own awireness.

.b. "44factors that influence the
.interview session:

(1) Client Characteristics

(a) People come to EOT
for many reasons, to be helped, get
information, to be rescued, to get
revenge, to escape responsibilities,
etc.

(b) People will have
their own beliefs, values, and behaviors":

stereotyping
raciit/sexist

attitudes

.
religious/non-

religious, etc.
angry, sad, with-

drawn, etc.'

5 98
TRANSITION: Now that you understand

what the interview ses-
sion is about, you ask -
HOW can I help the client
reach her/his action
goal? Before we get int'?
the actual techniques, we
need to look at several
factors wbich affect your
selection for techniques and
other wise tnfluence the com-
munication between you and
your client.

1,
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(c) Clients will also

come with expectations of EOT. Some

people think welre an action agency
and can MAKE an indfvidual STOP dis-

criminating. They may think that we
con get their APR's pulled or get
them into a new AFSC.'

(i3) Whatever the reason

or expectation the clients have, the

interviewer must approach each person
as an Andividual. Find out why the

person has come to EOT, observe the

behavior of the 'Client, and know our

own limitations.

(2) PhvsicAl Setting

(a) Facilities should be

designed for comfort and relaxation.

1 4Pictures, carpits,
plants,'etc.help create an unhurried
climate in which the person may ex-
press her/him self.

2 Furnitult should

be harmonious and comfortabiel_

3 Light, quiet colors

are used to give feeling of friendliness.

4, If you pay atten-

tion to these detaTla,.you may help .

ease the client's tension and develop

feeling of warmth and eventually help

develop.rapport.

(b) PrivacY

1 The most important
prerequisite -otrthe physical setting
is privacy. If confidence is to bp
secured, client should be secure in
knowing that s/he will not be seen or ri

.heard by peers, supervisore, or others.
Thus, the purpose of privacy is to
help client be more open and honest .1
with you. (Sherzter/Stone, 1974, p 250..

5q9
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2 Although we do
not hal7te priviledgei communications
we must let the client know her/his
information will only be discussed

' with people who have a "need.to know."

3 Thfs privacy
will aid in making the client feel

, secure and will increase your credi-
bility.' (Sherzter/Stone, 1974, p 56)

(3) Use qf Space (Proiemics)

(a) Definition: The
way people place themselves and
spatial features around themselves and

, how these a*rangements affect their
behavior.

(b) _In physical terms.4011±i

'the use of apace is simplY the dis-
tance that people maintain in their
face-to-face interactions BUT -

(c) In psychological
terms, the use of space.consists of
MEANINGS attributed to relationships
between people and' their surroundings.

1 An example of the '

physccal arrangement is_actually.how
close two people.stand to each other
whilf talking wiph, each other. The-

MEANING of the distance depends on ,

their relationship and their culture.

2 Each of us has ,

a "Orsonal-space"-- ant invisible
bubble around ourlielves which we don't
like intruded upon without inviiation.

3 Each of us has
our 9wn personal boundary but thlere,
are also cmilturak patterns that affect
the handling of personal space and
interpersonal distance.

. 4 Somney's research.
in 1959 shoWed that distance implies
remotenefs and detachment, while close-
ness implies feelings of attraction and
pleasantness.

6 61G
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If someone sits at the same table
in the library' you tend to move

Your bOoks. .

Appropriate interpersonal distances
vary with cultures. Most USA citiens
feel comfortable at 3 feet during

social conversation. In some South
American.countries the social distance

is gnder 2 orf3 feet.
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(d) . The research in

use of space is still scarce. How-

ever, one study was conducted to
determine if desk position influenced
high and low anxiety subjects' per- p

ception of the interviewer's credi-
ability. In half the interviews the
interviewer sat facing the client
with go desk between. The results:
Highly anxious clients rated the in-
terviewer higher, with no desk between.
The low anxiety clients rated just the
opposite.

(e) From this research
we can set that the way we aeat our-
selves can influence how people
perceive us. Remember, different
people come to us for various reasons
and we may want to keep this in mind
when arranging our furniture.

(f) The ideal way is
to "have no barriers and this is the
way we'll test you.

(g) These, may seem

trivial, but the feelings a cfient
'inay'have after an interview are often
connected to how the use of space of
the situation affected her/him as well-
aa'how the.verbal exchange went. -

(Myers/Myers., 1975, pp 152-153).
.

RESOURCES FOR THIS SECPION:

We should do everyphing to.provide
comfortable and well arranged fur-
niture. One way to become awareof
the influence of furniture arrange-
nent is to pretend you're the client
and sit in various positions, where
do you feel comfortable, tense, or

. relaxed?

Myers, Gail E. and *era, Nachele T.,
COMMUNICATING WHEN WE SPEAK, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1975, pp 149-154

11.

Shertzer, Bruce and Stone, Shelley_C:,
FUNDEMENTALS OF COUNSELING, Houghton
Mifflin,Co.,-Boston, 1974, pp 254-255!

(4) IntAarviewer Attitudes

and Behaviors

(a). AUARENESS OF SELF-

1 Your attitudes,
how you approach the client, whatever'

. .

7

,
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you do influences the interviewing

session. You must understand your-

self and how you communicate with
people of similiar or different he-
liefs and values.

2 'Example of what

can happen if you're not aware of
your attitudes and subsequent reactions

to the client's behavior.

a Interviewer

may "turn off" or "block" client's

responses.

b Let s say

that you recognize some anger feflings
in your client but you do not reApond.

There are many reasons why you may do

this:

You're afraid

the client may leavik you confront

the anger.

You may not

trust your judgement and be afraid

you'll turn off the client by your
inappropriate responses.

You may fear

that if you confront the anger the

client may have more intense feel.ings

.and you don't feel capable of handl-

ing them.

You may also

become angry and you don't know how

to handle'your anger in front of the

client.

3 There are of

conrse, more reasons, but as you can

see if you do not' know how to handle

your feelingS you can hinder the

client. The client.may ripakiy need

to get.rid of some anger, frlastration,

etc, and if you have not already con-
fronted yourself yolf will bee less

helpful to the client.

S

CoaQ._

Do you stereotype, display racist/
sexist behavior, do you have "real-

istic" expectationdof clients? Do

you have non-verbal behavior's that

help/hinder the development of a

working telationship?,

613
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4 There are other
topics which may elicit feelings from
the tnterviewer wh'ich could block

communication - some are: sex, Self-
worth, achievement, etc.

(b) HELPFUL ATTITUDES
AND BEHAVIORS TO DEVELOP.

Research and working theories show
that successful counselor and inter-
viewers display several specifIc e-

haviors and attitudes that positively
influence their .success. We're going
to discuss 6 areas which are essential
to successful Interviewing.

1 WARMTH. Warmth
is the degree to which you comnunicate I

your caring about the client. Warmth
is seldom comnunicated by itself and,
is frequenely.included in empathetic
responses. (C, W, C, 1975, p 8))
Warmth is crucial in building a cli-
miA pf acceptance, support and inter-
personal trust. (Athnson, 1972, p.
86.) We show our warmth through
acceptance and attentiveness.

e, Acceptance
Definition: Acceptance is respect
fOr an individual-as a imrson of
worth. It is not agreement. Char-
acteristics of acceptance:

You're will-
ing to allow individuals to differ
from one another in all sorts of ways.

You realize
that each person is growing (changing)
each day. (Client will not always
have one mood, attitude, etc.)

You are non-
'..judgemental toWard. client.

* You set no
standards or conditions on client be-
fore you'll help thW individual,

1;03

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: You can tie
in here Block's I and II work on
personal growth and development,
know self, etc. Get students to
participate ,in further-examples
of importance of selfEknowledge
and how that relates to helpful-
nesas an interviewer.

4.

61)
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You accept
yourself. Thus, your continuing
personal and professional growth is
important. (Shertzer/Stone, 1974, p
262.)

b Attentiveness
Definition: Skill of listening, ob-
serving, and responding to what you
have come to know and understand of
the thoughts and feelings of the
client. Characteristics of atten-
tiveness:

fp Listen

Observe

Concrete
Response Specific and accurate res-
ponding:

- Helps you
stay close of client's feelings and
thoughts.

- Eliminates
misunderstanding and permits client
to correct distortions of her/his .

expressions.

- Encourages
client to concentrate attention on
specific problem areas.

(1) Communi-
cate attentiveness through nonverbals:

Math-
tain eye contact during most of the
interaction.

Use

_moderate level of speaking. s

Appear
relaxed and-at ease with self.

ihe helpee.

1 0

# Face

(

(004-

.4

4.
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posture.

toward the client.

Es

Open

Lean

Facial
expreision congruent with ctient's
feelings.

cate attentivenes*rough verbals:
(2) Communi-

Specific
and accurate restatement or reflec-
tion shows client you're listening
and "tracking" with her/his thoughts:
(Thin moves into understanding and
will be discussed at length in an-I
other section.)

2. EMPATHY

a. Defini-
tion: .Putting yourself in the other
person's shoes. The ability to
"pense" the client's emotions and
thoughts and then make the client
aware that Y6u understand her/his
thoughts, feelings, and actions.
Empathy is NOT sympathy. Sympathy
means that you pxperience the same
emotions as the client. Empathy
means you understand how the other
person feels. You are non-judgmental
It does not imply agreement.

3. How to
communicate empathy:

Listen
to what client ays about how she/
he feel.S. Observe non-verbal be-

' ,havior.

Think of
words that represent the client.'s
feelings, situation, ate behavior.

IV
" 441044 ,'

3

fxamples of empathetic response:

Client: I don't know what to,,do!
i'm angry and scared at the sane
time. One of 'the nen in the shop
is always belittlipg me. He says
things like "just like a woman",
or "what else can you expect.from
a girl". I'Ve told him I don't
like what he says. I'm afraid to
go to our supervisar because he
and this guy are friends.

Interviewer: I hear that you're
angiy and afraid. It seems one
of the men in the shop isn't r
specting you as a person!' You ,e
also reluctant to go to the sui:ir-
visor because he and this Other,
man are friends and you're nc4
sure how the supervisor will 1eact.
I'm wondering if you also feet
hurt?

Analysis: This response lets the X
client know that you've heard her
situation and how she feels about
it. By further questioning about
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1 Use those

words to tell the client that you
understand her/his feelings and sit-

uation.
411

Your non-
i 4

verbals grptly affect how the client

perceives y6u as empathetic or non-
empathetic. Non-verbal behaviors
will be discussed separately.

3. GENUINENESS

a. Yefini--
tion. Congruence - being yourself,
honest and authentic; being aware
of your own feelings and communica-

.ting them if appropriate.

Owning

your feelings. Often, we overlook

the fact that the interviewer also

has feelings that enter into the

helping relationship. Just as your

responses have an impact on the

client, what the client says some-
times has an effeEt on you.

c. As vou

listen to a client you may "tune out"

the person, find yourself not liking

a client, or wanting to make the

client feel better instead of reflec-

ting his/her painful feelings. Each

of these experiences could stem from

feelings that were stimulated in you

by something the client said.

d. The first

step in owning your feelings is td

be able to recognize your feelings

.
and understand where they come from.

The.following questions may help you

own your feelings:

What is the client

NA- saying?

What impact is the

client having on me?

12 -

6000

feelings y u may be able to help

the elle understand and accept

her/d-wn emotions. Once this is
handled she can move on to further
analyze her situation and work out
a.solution or plan of action.

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Refer to hand

out on phrases tt begin empathetic

responses.

.t

60r,

lame,

k



What am I thinking?

What am I feeling?

Wbat kind of feeling
labels can I put on those emotions?

What are the sources
of those feelings?

Have I ever felt that
Way before?

Do I.want to say any-
thing...to the client?

e. When
what a client is sayingThas an im-
pact on you as an interviewer, 4.t. is

sometimes dgrficult to keep listen-
ing, hear the client accurat,ly, or
respona effectively. This is called
an interviewer ro"adblock.

f. ThYmost
difficult *skill involved in owning
your fielings, tr recognizing
your feelings a the roadblock they
creat for you iS an interviewer, is
moving around the roadblock whenever
they occur. Sometimes you may recog-
nize yoursfeelings but choose not
to share themmith:the.client. At

other times, you will decide to
share your feelings. The ciiterion
you should use is"the extent to
which your expressing your feelings
will enhance or retard the helping
relationship. To do this you will
have to asstik the effect of the
roadblock cf6ited by your feelings.

13
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EXA.MFLE:

CLIENT: The Air Force stinks.
All I've got from it is trouble.
The rules are ridicules and the
pay is terrible. I could be
making more hn my old job:

INTERVIEWER: Why'd you come in(
the first place?

-
ANALYSIS: Response was defensive
and.judgemental.

Ngw REPLY
CLIENT: Same

INTERVIEWER: (To self) Ify

stomach's in a knot.

(To self) I like
the Air Force and when I hear
people complain about it I get
angry and hurt.

(NEW RESPOTT9r) Tt sounds
like you're disappointed in the

11
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If the
roadblock is significantly affecting
your ability to listen you will have
to remove the roadblock by expressing

_your feelings, without taking the
focus from the client/s immediate
concern.

(008
Air Force. You mentioned having
trouble and I'm wondering if you're
confused on how to handle it.

ANSLYSIS: Can you tell the dif-
ference? In the interviewer's
.first response, she/he wasn't .
able to get in touch with her/his
feelings and become aware of the
roadblock before she/he responded.
in the second case, she/he was able
to recognize her/hie feelings
(anger and hurt), see the road-
block they created, and move around
it. She/he listened to the rum-
bling in her/his stomach and then
was able to respond to the'Alient's

feelings instead of her/his' own.

Examples:

#1; The interviewer owns feelings
of Confusion and asks for clarifi-
cation:

CLIENT: I can't seem to get out
of this depression and confusion,,
Well, its not a depression becausie
...anyway, working and then going
to school at nite...I never,..uh
...I don't know...and my super
hassels me...man, maybe I should
just go AWOL.

'INTERVIEWER: I'm really feeling
confused. You seem to be jumping
around, and I am having a hard
time folloving you.

#2. The interviewer o#ns her/his
feelings of being pressured, rejec-
ted, seduced, threatened, tdtimi-
dated, or attracted to ,the speaker.
This describes the client's affect
on the interviewer and how the
resulting interviewer's feelings
get in the way of working on the
client's problem.

CLIENT: I want you to give me

some answers right NOW! That's

why I came here.

te
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h The key to all
of this is to continue the focus on
the client. If the roadblock is
effecting your listening, you must
decide if sharing your feelings will
enhance or hinder the session. The
session is for the client to work our
her/his problem, not for you to work
on yours at the client's expense.

N\
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INTERVIEWER: (To self) I feel

like I'm getting a lot of pressure
to solve the client's problem.

Response: I'm feeling a lot
of pressure from you to find some
quick anevers. I want to check
that out with you because it seems
to be getting in the way of your
working on your problem.

#3. TIle interviewer owns feelings
created by identification with the
client's concern. This clears the,
air and keeps the interviewer from
focusing on her/his own feelings or
problems.

CLIENT: I Just don't know what to do.
I feel that my supervisor either
ignores, me or makes fun of my accent.
I'm recently from Puerto Rico and
working very hard on my English but
he.doesn't seem to care about effort -
only results. I'm angry:

-

INTERVIEWER: (To self) Wbw! My
brother's supervisor does that tb
him too. I'm so far away I feel
helpless and confused on how to
help.

Response: That puts me in
touch with a lot of hurt and anger.
my brother's in a similar situation
at another base. I can really hear
you feeling hurt and confused on how
to handle the situation.

4
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4. UNDERSTAND-

a Defini-
,tion: Ability to grasp or comprehend
the meaning of what the client is
saying. In other words, you ask your-
self, "what is the client telling me,
am I following the client's line of
thought?"

b How to
show understanding:

Reflect-
ing back the client what she/he's
said.

Respond-
ing to undercurrents (implied thoughts
and feelings).

Respond-
ing to non-verbals.

Asking
questions which help clarify.

5 NON-VERBAL
BEHAVIOR

a. Non-verbal
signalsAnclude tone of voice, body
movements, gestures, clothing and
accessories, and a whole range of
messages conveyed by touch. These
rign-verbal cues are strong indicators
of our real feelings and they will
reinforce or contradict our verbal
communication. However, caution must
be used when "reading" non-verbals
because various nonverbals can have
different meanings ind they can fre-
quently contradict the verbals. Thus,

we need to check out their meanings.
0

Components
of nonverbal communication:

16
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inflections

pauses

1

b. Paralanguage

tone
voice quality

pitch

emphasis and

Breaks or

speed

loud/sOft

c Gestures used

to convey a message or to emphasize
a point/thoukht.

alone.

oral message.

-Convey a message

can stand

accompany an

Types:

Hands - wave

hello/good-bye; shake hands.

Head - shake

yes/no

-Emphasize a point
or thought-timing is important - if

tim4ng is off, the gesture may seem
insincere. Example: Pounds fist on

table after you've made strong. state-
ment.

d Facial expres-__.
sions and body movements:

friend:

17

-May be consciobs

Smile at

6 9 ,
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displeasure.

_

Frown with,

-May be unconscious
especially when we try to hide a
,feeling we give ourselves'away.

move toward/
away from person.

111 body tense,
relaxed, slouched in chair.

-May be misinter-
preted RUT still 1NFLUENCIAL.

Object Language

Definition:
The meaning ok,the objects we
surrounded ourlselves with, like
clothes, jewely. decorative objects
in our office, etc. These aay some-
thing because they represent to some
extent deliberate choice we have
made.

People can ,

make wrong assumptions from a quick
look at physical appearance, BUT
outward signs do communicate mess-
ages. (Myer/Myer, 1975, p. 149.)

.

Examples:

posters, school certificates, cre-
dentials, ete. Ash tray, kleenek
available.

6 RAPPORT

a. Definition.
An appropriate working relationship
that is established and maintained
between the interviewer ana client.

b.'Purpose:
'to enable client to examine self and
concerns, achieve better understand
ing of self end relations/connep-

.

ticins with others.

18
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C. Rapport is
more than pleasant greeting and put-
ting client at ease. Rapport if
intangible entity of pleasantness,
confidence, cooperation, sincerity,
and interest.

d All these
qualities are difficult to measure,
impossible to "turn on" in a mechani-
cal way and difficult to develop
through' a "bag ortricks".

e However,
there/are qualities and techniques
that will foster rapport building:

414.0 4, Your
competence will foster client con-
fidence.

Convey
acceptance and attentiveness through
facial expressions and gestures, ask-
ing pertinent questions, restate
client thoughts/feelings, summarize.
This shows'interest, undeiatanding.

f. Most of
all - be sensitive to jient's needs,
moods,and conflicts.

EVALUATION

1. What client characteristics
might you want to be aware of?

2. What is the significance of the
physical setting?

3. How can the use of space affect
the interview?

4. What is the important of self-
awareness?

5. (low can yo4 convey acceptance/
empoithy?

6. What nonverbals may affect the
interview?

19
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3. pow TO RESPOND TO CLIENT
rA/Ir ,TNOUGHTS AND FEELINGS.

41110 A. Feelings

.1014 (a) We've already talked
about verbals, nonverbals, and feel-
ings but let's take a closer look at
all three and see how they ta to-
gether and how you can learn to

; read them and respond to them.

(b) Clients use all of the
verbal and nonverbal modes to tell
the interviewer about their problems'.

7 Emotions that go along with their
story, enrich and modify their mess-
age. Clients tell the Interviewer
the events ancltheir rOtetions to

.L.0,Nji those events.
miggo-t!

AY: 'ill (c) Cues, lik4 clenched SP"

teeth and trembling voice can have
various meanings. As an interviewer
you need to be'able to.makv.reason-
ably good guesses about the .aient's

, underlying emotion.

(d) There are many different
kinds of feelings but MoSt-can.be
placed into one of three-areas:
affection, anger, or fear. We're

going to look at each area and see
what kinds of words and nonverbals
behavior wou14 Indicate these fieling.

1% Affection:

Definition,:

feelings that tiflect.positive or
.good feelings,abOut onpself or
others. Thefe are several subcate-

gOries: .4
'

A

20 -
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TRANSITION: We are now read)Oto
get to the "meet" of the inter-

view. We have discussed factors
that influence the session. Let's

now talk about how to respond to

client thoughts and feelings,

1
,

4.
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Enloyment Competence Love

beautiful able close

good can friendly

nice great like

triffic smart 'need

satisfy respect care
worth want

choose

Happiness Hope

cheerful luck
content try
excited guess
'happy wish
.dig want

Example of
behavior that indicates affection:

-:CornerS of the mouth turn up
to prdduce hint of smile.

- Eyes widen slightly.
-"Worry" wrinkles disappear.
- Absence of body tension.
Arms and hands moved in an open-

_

palm gesture of acceptance.

. Anger

Definition:
Anger represents an obstacle to be.
relieved or removed in some way.
Anger often represents negative
feelings about oneself and/or others.
Different conditions can elicit'anger;
frustration;-threat: competition,
jealousy, and crossed hopes.
fear: may be concOded as an out-.

burst of anger. Anger.is a
defensive reaction becUuse a
person doefin't feer safe
enough to express fear.

hurt: anger.may be used to.cover-upA
hurt. Beneath strong, aggres-
sive outbursts are often deep):
feelings of vulnerability and

There are 4 subcategories:

21
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Attack
argue
attack
compete
criticize
fight

hit
huft

offend

Defensiveness
agaiqst
protect
resent
'guard

prepared

behavior that

Crimmness
dislike
hate
nasty
disgust
surly
serious

quarrelsome
angry
fight
quarrel
argue
take issue
reject
don't agree

IP* Examples of
suggest anger:

-Body becomes rigid and iense or
there are gross changes in body po-
sition or movement.

ing"

'-"titting" whiA is "fault-find-
verbal/attack.

-FoOt tapping, finger drumming.

-Crying.

-Vocal qualities: Voice becomes-.
louder or may shout. Pitch becomes
higher or lowered or Tore controlled.

3.
Fear.

Definition:
negative feelings about something

-or someone thit results in need te
protect oneself. Fear is a person's
'reaction to sdmeokind of4ainger to
be avoided. Often this reaction is
a withdrt;Wal from a painfyl or stress-7
ful situation, from one'p'self'or
from other people ,and reldtionships.

22
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Fearful persons
may.be isolated, sad or depressed.

Five categories
of verbal cues that suggest fear:

Fear
anxious
bothers
concerns
lonely
nervous
scare
tense
upset

Doubt

failure
flunk
undecided
mediocre
-moody

puzzled
stupid'
uhsure

Pain ,;

awful
hurts

intense
unpleasant
uncomportable
aches
torn

behavior that

'Sadness
alone
depressed
dismay
disillusion
discouraged
sad
tired
,unhappy,

weary

Avoidance
flee
run from
escape
cut out
forget
avoid, Oki

Examples of
suggeat fear:

open Wide as-Mouth may hang
shock.-

-Furrow between,the eyebrows.

-Avoidance of dir

-Body may be'Atill

in

ontact.

driw back.

. ,

-Jerky, trembling bdaY movement.

-41ands teghtly clasped.

-Leg swinging, for,tapping,
playing with ring, hair twisting.

23

-Vocal qualities:
r .

Breathinvrate
more shallow.
Grammatical
errors.
Repetitions

41'
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Attack Grimness
argue dislike
attack hate
compete nasty
cipAticize disgust
fight surly
hit serious
hurt

offend

DefensIVeness quarrelsome
against angry
protect tight
resent quarrel
guard argue
prepared take issue

reject
r don't agree

4

Examples of
behavior that suggest anger:

-Body becomes rigid and tense or
there are gross changes in body po-
sition or movement:

-"Hitiing"'which is "fault-find-
,

. ing" verbal/ateack.

-Foot tapping, finger drumming."

-Crying:

-Vocal qualities: Voice becomes
louder or may shout.. Pitch becomes
higher or lowered or more,controlled.

3. Fear

0 Definition:
negative feelings about someehing
or.someone that -results in need to
protect oneself. Fear is a person's
reaction o some kind of danger to
be.avoided. (Men this reaction is
a withdrawal from a painful or stiesq-
ful situation, from one's self or
from other people and relationships.

22
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Fearful persons
may i)e isolated, sad or depressed.

4
Five catigories

of verbal cue that suggest fear:

Fear
anxious
bothers
concerns
lonely
nervoua-
scare
tense
upset

.Doubt
failure
flunk
undecided
mouliocr#

moody
puzzled
stupid
unsure

Pain

awful
hurts
intense
unpleasaht
uncomportable
aches

e,
,torn-

behavior that

Sadness
alone'

_depressed
dismay
disillusion
discouraged
sad
tired
unhappy
weary

Avoidance
flee
run from
escape
cut out
forget
avoid

Examples:of
suggest fear:'

- Mouth may hang open wide as in A

shock.

-Furrow between the eyebrows.

- Avoidance of direct eye contact.

-Body'may be still or draw back.

-Jetity, trembling body movement.

-Hands.teghtly'clasped.qt.

-Leg swinging, for tapping,
playing with ririg, hair twiiting.

-Vocal qualities: Breathing rate
more shallow. s

Grammatical
errors.
Repetitions.

6 3
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stutterings.
Speed faster. /
Subdued and !

monotone.

.b. Thought

(a) After the, client stet s
her/his situation/problet, the ireter-
viewer, thrbugh questions'and state-
ments, helps the client work throu0
her/his priorities and alternatives.

.04 Choosing alternatives
As an interviewer, hy choosing to
discuss or focus in on one area of
interest over another, you influence
the course of the session. You must
be aware Wet the way you question a
client can move the client away from
or towardnher/his real concern.

24'

-Example of interviewer selecting
an alternative:

CLIENT: "My supervisor is thinking
abbut changing my work'schedule. I

like the night shlft because all I
have to do is work with numbers. I

don't halfe to angwer phones, or talk
to anyone. I'm my own bogs. I don't

want to ri;o1,x4."

INTERVIEWER: "You like being your
own boss."

II

-Analysis of exchange:

The4-client was sending several
'Messages:

'--I like the night shift.
--I like being my own.boss,
'--I don't Want ta move.

The 'interviewer picked up on,

one message. If the interviewer had
,responded fo any ()fettle other messages
the course of the 4116sion would have
been difforeht. Jr

6 3 .
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1. There are many way8 .

to respond but we'll focus on 4
techniques that will help you get
informatioN from the client, help
the client focus on her/his real
concern, and also handle some of the
feelings the client may be experienc-
ing. The four techniques are
SILENCE, REFLECTING,. PROBING, CON-.

FRONTING.

(a) Silence. For
many interviewers silence can be
frightening. .It seems when there
is silence, the fOrus .cif attention
is on them and their most glaring
weaknesses are revealed. As.a re-
sult, they tend to.say. something,
anything, to prevent ellence. Fre-
quently, a question of no conSequence
Is asked and while the client is
repfying the interviewer is getting
ready for the next question. Clients
also perceive silence as a threat
and they also want to fill the gaps
by talking. Becaude clients react
this way you can use silence as an
interviewing technique and also aft
a way to-respond to the client.

ube of_silence.

client to talk.,

(1) Interviewer-

6919

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Have class
explore course of events ft inter-
viewer had responded to other mess
*ages.

Encourages

This example has.illustrated
that what you respond to influences
-the courge of the'seseion.

TRANSITION: Now that we've, seen
what we respondyto'influenceS the
aesaion.let'e:evOlOreWWto fespond
to client etOenents:it44t. to
fodue upon nT:ger%specif4,1oftirma-
tion from thev?4Alent:

l'S.
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Bible for topics.
--Client re9pon-

--Interviewer
gets information from client.

Do not re-
spond to client's rhetorical, rapid-
fire questions--put burden to talk
back on client.

Slow down
pace of interview--permit client time
to gain understanding of her/his
feelings.

(2) Client use of

silence.

Client ex-
amining self--seeking self insight
or absorbing new insight.

Client con-
sidering new direction.

Client wants
to avoid issue.

(b) Reflection/Restate-
ment. Definition: A repetition, by
the interviewer, of all.or a selected
protion of the main thoughts or feel-
ings expressed by the client..

Shows client
interviewer is actively listening.

Mirrors back to
client her/his statements so she/he
can "look at" what she/he'g saying.

26
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Examples:

CLIENT: "I'm hpping to get a differ-
ent'AFSC in June."

63')
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This tech-

nique should be used with other
techniques.

(c) Probe. You will

initially find it hard to ask ques-
tions that focus on the client and
that do not allow the client to an-

-,,,., ,..0,-;,_ swer "yes" or "no".

.. (1) Definition:
. ,

-1,kr,r4 Probing questions start with WHAT,\-7te::-.....r.z. WHERE, WHEN, HOW AND WNO.

Examples:

;4-4kl'i

,..N..1.:...q

:'--.2:1

.,,,;.,!

--.,

'tliex-klt .

'7:4.XJ
0!.. , (2) Use of

probing questions. -

INTERVIEWER: "You're hoping to

get a new AFSC:"

CLIENT: "I 1114 people but I sure

get tired to them."

WERVIEWER: "You like people but
you also get tired of them."

"What do-you like about it?"
"What's keeping you from doing it?"
"How do you feel about it?"
"When do you feel that way?"

To ob-

tain specific, identification data/

or objective tnformation from client

like when filling out forms asking
about specific events.

To

clarify

- - If

client is vague or evasive, get
clarification.

-Impor-
tant to identify specific problem in
order to sce\lve it.

\
(3) Just as

withreflecting, this technique
should be used along with others.

27
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(d) Confronting.
Definition: A deliberate challange
of inconsistencies in the client's
verhsl and/or nouverbal behavior.

(1) Purpose:
To help client examine the conse-
quences of her/his behavior and to
help the interviewer clarify what
the client means.

(2) Mechanics
of confronting:

a con-
ftonting statement usually has two'
parts--"you said" and "but look".

the "but
look" presents the/contradiction or
discrepancy.

2 8

(2.2,

Examples:

"You say women should be given equal
opputunity but you say you won't
woriFfor one."

"You .say you're comfortable but
you're tapping your foot and fre-
quently looking at your watch."

"iou say the situation is not bother-
ing ypu but you're here in my office
wanting advice on 'what to. do".

Sometimes the first part "you
said" is implied:

CLIENT: "The situation doesn't
really bother me."

to

ci
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(3) Confront- INTERVIEWER% "But you're here,
ing should be done in such a way to talking to me about it."
help client examine behavior not
defend it.

(Resources for this section: Hackney
and Nye, 1973, pp 94-96; Johnson, 1972,
pp 159-161.)

c. The same techniques are used
for responding to thoughts and feel-
ings, but let's look at reflecting
feelings a little more in detail.
There are two levels of feelings to
be reflected: stated and implied.

(a) Stated message: Overt
stated feelings.

(b) Implied message: Covert,
not openly stated.

fir

EVALdATION

I. How can interviewers use silence
to their advantage?'

.29

Examples:
f

CLIENT: "I feel really mad that you
interrupted me."

INTERVIEWER: "You're very angry about
being interrupted."

Examples:

CLIENT: "I think my husband and T
have a really neat relationship.

INTERVIEWER: "Your relationship is
important to you."

CLIENT: "I feel like I have to be
so responsible all the time."

INTERVIEWER: "I'm picking-up that
sometimes you'd feel rslieved just
to forget all that responsibility--
to say 'to hell with it' and really

'let go.!!
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2. What are the uses of probing
quest1ons?

3. What's the purpose of confront-'
ing?

4. How can you let your clieht know
you understand her/his feelings?

4. Procedures for Initial Inter-
view.

a. Opening:

, ,%.. n` -

Coa4-

TRANSITION: You now have the basic
information on techniques of inter-
viewing which you will have to prac-

tice. We are now going to talk about
the specific procedures for handling
an BOT or referral case.

(1) The opening may be
very simpre and forthright. ,

(7) Don'ts for interviewer:

, "What's your problem?"

Sets client up to have problem.

Small talk--cliene

may start this to'help reduce anxiety.
Let client finish but don't encolirage.

Interviewer should NOT initiate it.

b. Determlne if EOT related.

(1) Listen attentively and

with empathy..

30

(2) Ask probing questions.

(3) Explain stope of EOT.'

(4) Explain your note taking.

Examples:

"Row may I help you?"
."What brings you here today?"

61,
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5. Procedures if EOT complaint.

(a) Brief client on: (This
is review from previous lecture).

(1) AF Form 1587--go
through entire form.

(2) Privacy Art Program,
AFR 12-30.

(3) Freedom of Information,
AR 12-30.

(4) F.OT lacks privileged
communication--we tell only those
with a need to know.

(5) Client responsibility
for trpthfulness of statements.

(6) Verification process
explained.

(b) Get wrAten statement

(1) Client must make
written complaint in own words.

(1) If complainant
refuses to make statementr

a. Think about
it and come back later.

b. Drop complaint.

c. Help client-'
through alternatives of not filing
complaint.'

(c) Review form for completeness,
accuTacy and readability.

(1) Names, dates, nature
of problem.

(2) Specific infprmation.

(d) If portions of complaint are.4*

difficult to understand, EDT may want
*A44 to Oaraphrase complaint:

31 6 4
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(1) Rawl client read
, and sign paraphrase.

(2) Attach paraphrase to
origin&l complaint.

(e) Remind client of vfirifi-
cation process and let her/him kliow
when you'll contact then concerning
progress on the complaint.

(1) Refer to other
s if other help id needed:

(f) interviewer must elicit,
sumnihry from client:

(1) Client summary
-only: "What have you accomplished
from our session today?"

(g) Closure

6. Referral procedures

a. Rea4ons for referral

(1) Not EOT matter--this
is the most frequent reason for re-
ferral. ,

(2) Complaint is beyond
y,our capability. However, even EOT.
clients may be helped by us and also
referred to other agencies tffikt
give them further help on EOT or on
different tters. AF policy is be-
yond your apaCity The OPR would
be contac d.and,the EOT complaint
worked through the OPR channels.

(3) Mhtters normally,
handled by another agency--on or off
base.

b: Actions to take if Referral.

,

Simpb, let client know you afe
finished.

(1) Determine which
agency would he most appropriate 64

, to assist the client.

.32
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(2) Explain the
referral.

a Explain
to client EOT charter ang3 why her/
his problem can be worked by another
agency.

b Ask client%

if she/he has any ogections to the
-agency you recommended and explore

(3) Brief client
on'same,factors as above.

a Explain
AF Form 1587 to client and why we
ask referrals to ftll out forms.

. (4) Give name of,
agency, phone npmber, and name of
person,to see or make appointment as
necessary:

a Shows
conCern.

b Helps
client have definite office/persom
to see.

.mary from client

EVALUATION

(5) Elicit sum-

6

(6) CloSure

(7): Follow u .

Th

a

.1: How can small talk be handled?

2. To Wbom and why do we brief the

al

, .

',74S:

n

;41-

j

PriVaCy Act Program?

3. Why do we "NOtter" With referrals?

r

4. When would you refer a client to ,

a

14LI q
. .

1,0111!LI

. 7

4 S.

antler agency?
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APPLICATION

1. After conclkision of the lecture,
have students meet in sma4 group
fo c. interviewing practicum.

2. Have each student ptactice using
roles providey

EVALUATION

1. Have each student conduct an
interview Tor ealuation using
roles provided.

IS

. -41

2. Evaluate student perforrdance
IAW Initial Intervfewing Techniques
Performance Test Checklist.

CONCLUSION (5.Minutes

°SUMMARY

1. .Review the main points of 'the
lec)ute.

.a. Purpose Of Itnterview session..

b.. Fac.tors that influence the
session.

c. How to respond to client
thoughts and feelings.-

d. Procedures for initial
interview..

2. Review' any areas of.concern or
lessons learned during prActicum-.

REMOTIVATION/CLOSURE

Effec,tive interviewing is,a critical
skikl for EOT people.- Thoughts and,
feelings should be Addressed io help
the client through the ccimplaint pro-
cess. Referral clients also have
concerns wilticb,need to be addressed.

The way,you.treht all clienta will
be Spread across the base. 'Concern

for everyone is essential to your
credibility.

pi
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Social Actions Training Branch

Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

OBJECTIVES

tn:410.11ff - - . . ..

Cog 9

HO 13A1R73430A/

1301117361A/L30Z117364A-III-4-1
26 June 1978

Problem Resofution

INTERVIEWING.TECHNIQUES.

Given a role-play situation satisfactorily conduct an Initial

IntervieW in accordance with the criteria listed in the Initial

Interview Performance Test.

Gilen a role-playing situation satisfactorily conduct a veri--

fication interview in accordance with.the criteria listed in the

Verification Interview techniques performance test.

INTRODUCTION

This handout is a supplement to the lecture,on initial inte'r-

viewing. Included are words which may be verbal\cUes to -certain

feelings, phrases which can, be used to show empathetic understand-

ing, and guidelines for questions. This material should be under-

stood and used during the initial interviewing practicUm. It-is

hoped this information will be integrated into the student's per-

sonal interviewing style. 4111,

INFORMATION

VERBAL CUES TO 'FEELINGS

8
Although there are many-different kinds of,feelings,*most feel-

ings that we identify by words fit into one of three areas: affec-

tion, anger, or fear; Following are lists of subcategories of

these three major areas.

Affectipn. -Affect word cues that communicate the general feel-

ing of affection may be subclassified into five general areas.

Some examplessof these word'cues are:

En o nt Com e ence Love i ness

beautiful able close cheerful

'enjoy can friendly content

good fulfill love delighted

nice great like - excited

pretty wonderful need happy

satisfy smart care .1augh(ed)

terrific respect want thrill.

tremendous worth choose' dig

64.'1. 11.

Ho e

luck

optimism
try

guess
wish
want
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Anger. Verbal cues which suggest anger may be classified into

., four general categories. These are:

Attach Grimness Defensiveness uarrelsome

argue dislike against angry
attick hate protect fight

compete nasty resent quarrel

criticize disgust guard argue
fight surly prepared take issue
htt serious reject
hurt . (don't) agree

\

offend

Fear. Verbal cues that suggest fear may be classified into
five general categories.

Fear _Doubt

These are:

Sadness . Pain

anocious failure alone awful

bothers flunk' depressed hvrts

concerns undecided dismay intense
lonely mediocre disillusion unpleasant

nervous moody discouraged uncomfortable
scare. 'puzzled sad aches

tfnse stupid tired torn

u14et unsure $ unhappy
weary

Avoidance

flee
run froM
escape'
cut put
forget

.

Resourse: :t
Hackney, Harold and Nyet Sberilyn, CounselintStrategies

and Objectives. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, 1973:

PHRASES THAT AOD'VARIETY TO INTERVLEWER RESPONSES,

There are iiiany ways to say the'same thing. The lists below
suggest different ways,,to begin a sentence in which you are respond-.
ing to what the client'has told you. Always communicate in a word.-.

style that is natural for you7-never try to sound like someone else.
Put as much variety into your style as you can--it makes it more
interesting for the listener. Use the lists below for ideas ebout
additional wayseto add vaPriety to your communication patterns.

)._

1. 'Phrases that are useful when you.trust'your perceptions are
.accurate, and thesflient is receptive to your communications include:

You feel...
From your point of view,.

2'0,1r
,..04
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It seems to you...
In your experience...
From where u stand...

As you se
You thi
You believ
What I hear you saying..
You're...(identify the feeling; for example, angry, sad,

overjoyed)
I'm picking up that you...
I really hear you saying Oat...
Where you're coming from...
You figure...
You mean...

631

2. Phrases that are useful when you are having some difficulty
perceiving clearly, or it seems that the client might not be recept-
ive to your communications include:

Could it be that...
I wonder if...
I'm not sure if I'm with you, but...
Would you buy this idea...
What I guess I'm hearing is..
Correct me :if I'm wrong, but.

Is it possible that...
Does it sound reasonable that you...
Could this be what's going on, you..
What I'm picking up is...
From where I stand...
This iS what I think I hear you sayi
You appear to be.feeling...
I somehow sense that maybe"you feel.
Is there any chance you...
Maybe you feel...
Is it conceivable that...
Do you feel a little...
Maybe this is a longshot, but...
I'm not sure if I'm with you, do you
I'm not certain I understand, you're
It seems that you...
As I hear it, you... (

:..is that the waY it is?

ng..

mean...

feeling. 0

ResoUrse:
Gazda, G.M., Walters, R.P., Childees, W.C., Human Relations
Development, A Manual for Health Sciences. Boston, Mass.:

.Atlyn and Bacon, Inc., pp 67-6R, 1075,

3
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GUIDELINES FOR QUESTIONS

Ask only one question at t time.

Ask: When did you start using drugs?

Not:- Whitt" did you start using drugs and how has your
problem been complicates since you started?

Keep questions 'simple. Use understandable language and
avoid words that have double meanings.

Ask; What would be the positive and negative aspects of
this alternative?

Not: ,Can you consider the ditehotomy of propitious and
deleterious aspects of that trip?

Keep questions brief. The general rule is that a question
be no longer than one sentence, with-not more than one
sentence preceeding it. If the question'is longer, the
speaker will most-likely find it difficult to remember the
entire question or will only answer part of ft. Your first
sentence,. may do one or all of the following: set the con-

text for the question, provide a ratienale for it, or moti-
vate the speaker to respond to tt. ,Nere is an example.

First sentence: Earlier you said that whenever you tried'
tO talk to your father about this he had

. a negative reaction.

Odegtioti): 'e--WilatcAlver,e.,solue,5,9f. the, ne9atiye_ feelings

you got from hi0 ..

Be specific. State the time, place or context you want the
speaker to consider.

Ask: How dfd you feel when your brother refused to help
you pay for your son's operqtion?

Not: How would you describe your relationship with your
family?

Ask questions in terms of the speaker's immediate experience
rattier than in terms of generalities.

-or

Ask: How did you respond when you realized that your wife
resVnted your asking her to help in making that
decision?

4
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Not: How do you react to people not wanting to help you?

6 33

If the question asks for criticism, give the speaker an
opportunity to voice the positive aspects before asking for
the negative aspects.

Ask: What are the good aspects of your telling your
employer you need a leave of absence: (Wait for an
answer, then ask for the negative aspects.)

Not: What do you stand to lose by asking your boss for
a leave of absence?

Ask "what" or "how" questions instead of "why" questions
to avoid "because" responses or responses that are vague
and defensive.

Ask: What are some of the things that cause you" to
avoid solving your problem?

Not: Why don't you solve your problem?

Ask questions that keep biased or built-in answers to
a minimum.

Ask: How would you describe your feelings about main-
taining this problem situation?

Not: You seem to have some pretty self-defeating
attitudes about your problem, don't you?

'Avoid questions that ask for a simple yes or no answer.

Ask: Have you thought about what you will do should this
alternative not work out?

Not: Wi1ryofi4ar-44sing dope again.if your plan falls
through?

A

A

Resourse:

Dendy, R.F. (Ph.D.) and Gillispl, B.J., Counselor Trainina:
Short-Term Client Systems', National Drug Abuse Center for
Training and Resourse Development, 1977.

654:
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Technical Training

Equal Opportukty and Treatment

HELPING RELATIONSHIP.-INVENTORY

,

April 1976

*

USAF SCHOOL OF APPLIED AEROSPACE SCIENCES

Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

a

DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB.

,COPYRIGHTED kATERIAL IN THIS PUBLICATION IS REPRINTED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION.
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HELPING RELATIONSHIP INVENTORY
(035

INSTRUCjIONS PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

This is not u test in the sense that your answers van be right or wrong. It is a surxe of
youl, feelings concerning the relationship between two persons when one is attempting to
help the other. Imagine yourself as a person to whom another person has conic for per
sonal aSsistance. Each of the items represents possible interchanges bets% yen VOli and your
-client," who seeks your help The -client" begins the mnversation bv talking about an
aspect of the situation he faces. No further information is as ailable on the case ou N% ill

not knoss at what point in the conversation the interchange takes place. In short, vat, are.
presented with an isolated statement. This is followed by five possible responses that you
may make. Using the separate answer sheet, arrange these responses in the order of your
preference, using the following code:

1 for the resiiunse you would be most apt to favor
2 for the response next most desirable to you
3 for the next

for the next, and
5 for the response that least represents your preference.

Example:
1. Woman, Age 26
'Tin planning the menu iow. %A hat kends of foods diorYiill

3 a. Pizza and other Italian foods.
1 b. Steaks and hamburgers.
5 c. Salads and vegetables.

2 d. Desserts.

e. Spanish cooking.

The person who responded to this item showed the highest preference for steaks and
Alinbiirgers and the lewd preference for salads and vegetables.

The wording used .may not strike you as being the best. hut disregard this factor as

long as the response is the same type \ nr-wonld'fax or. You may think of responses vhich
ss ouukl be wore pref erable In iutp int of s iew ft is necessary, howexer, that NIrn make
your selection !nun the alternatives esented and that you arrange all five in the order
of their desirability. -

EXTRACTEP
FROM

PFEIFFER &^JONES

.1 flU Itelatunhlop IO clam) adapted b) pernatwin by John E. Jones from the Connsehng Pinwedures Pre-Tett.
II Porter. An Introduction Therapnak Cosowling. Boom- Ibmghtnn %Mtn IMO

The 1973 Annual Handbook For Group FallatYrs
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I Woman, age 47. Quite lens*.
1 walk ihat kilos% sc hat tiJjJ,L ifi. I really don't know
school It gets On in\ nen es so I can't hardl) stawl it

,00.4.-,,, .. >11 -

6)36
kethei- to go back to teaching

got a good salary. Or else
Make a clean break and really do the thing I'm interested in (Slight pa ) Hut that would
mean starting M at the bottom with a very sinall salory and I o dn't know whether I
vould do that or not :'
a.a ( ould you tell me a little more about your new

that we think abont this clearly.
b ell, before you jump into something new, ) on shorild el) sure that it is really

worthwhile and will pros ale at least the sec-m-0v and feeling of contribution that teach-*ing mgs

field of int iest It is quite important

c. ell. now. possibly I can help you with that decision_ Probably you could take some
tests which will furnish you with some idea as to whether yon might e\pect to be Sue-
CessI111 in the line of your new interests And maybe we could e xplor e slmie of the things
's Inch gist. yOn dissatisf denim in your teaching work

d

with the teaching job yet hesitance to leave the secnritV which it affords.
It's feally a tough decision, isn't it? Whether to take the risks of starting out in a new
field or to stick by the security of the irritating teaching job.

2. Girl, age 19.

-I tell s on I hate in) father I hate him! I hate him! I hate him! And there's no reason torit Ile Is .1 nimister--a good and righteous man. Ile has never laid a IAand on me. hut I havethis terrific feeling against him. And it makes me feel so terrible because--There's no rea-son tor it It's a sin to hate yonr lather, especially it you chat have any reason for it. IIt worries me."
Of conrse feel guilty about hating him so, esiwcially since )011 can't put your finger
On 5s hat he has donVto snake you hate him And then, too, even though you se(' only your
hotred ot him you'll find that tinderneath it all you has e sonic love tor him, and this
pia\ s a part in ) OUT feelings of

b. I guess everyone at some tirm. or another goes through a periiid when they hate oneor both of their parents les really not at all unconunon. Nlost people find that they
can work ont some way of getting along mita things settle down

c. This is certainly something which you will want to get cleared up. Happy relationships
with parents are too constructive a thing to a person.,not only now at )(nix age, but inthe haute as well; you ss on't want to jeopardite syr,rat it can mean to y011-

II. It orries you that yoa should hate your lather without reason and .yet feel sinful for4,Initing him "
I think ss e (night to get to the loot of that wor.r al),,nj ow lather _ail about

tni sa he's never laid a hand on you, bust Maybe he has not let you do a number
ol things you wanted to do. Can you think of anything ahing that line7'

65,
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3. Man, age 30.

-I ha% e the queerest feeling 11 hene er an) thing good happens to nu.,. I just can't belies e
I act as though it never haiipened. And it worries me I awed a date with Myrtle.. and

I stood anaind for weeks before I got up enough courage to ask her ii u a date and she said
yes, and I couldn:t believe itl I couldn't beheve it so much that I (Iidn't keep the dater
a. You've got to grow up, know, and get a httle !mire realistic about women. The) 're

human, too, you know, and want dates just as much as you do.

It moNloesn't seem real when something good happens
c. You have probably denied to yourself so strongly (hip anything good could happen to

to you that when it does it seems unreal.
d. I am wondering whether or not these feelings of unreality are associated with any par-

tieul4r area of your life. Would you like to tell me more abont what you mean when von
said, -Whenever anything good happens to me?"

Well. I'm not too.- sure that you should he so %vorried abont it It (loesn't mean an)
thing in itself, really. I think we'll be able to get to the bottian of it all right.

4. Man, age 59.

-I couldn't let my son help me now that I'm down and fait. I've got that shred of pride left
Because you see I remember when he4iwas a kid. I didn't turn my hand to Jrelp him.. I

traipsed around the country. Ills mother died when the kid was bornAnd I let the rela-
tives push him around and stuck him in foster hornes,; and now--It certainly was like_a
knife stuck in me when we met the other day and he Said,-We can make a go of it together,
Oad, I've got a little money saved up.' No. No, I won't let him do it. I will clear out of
here. It'll he hard, hutI haven't done one thing for him-----Or anY-one else,Afor that matter.
a. Ilave yon investigated the possibility of an old age pension? Possibly something could

'be worked out there that wouldn't make it necessars for ni Jo impose on your ,son
or accept help from hitn.

b What was your married life Ike? I lad you and your wife plamied tor a chikl.7)

c. Your behavior in, the past makes )4ni unworthy of the help our son want% to g yOn
now; is that what you mean?

d.-Z I lave you thought about what it will mean to-your son it you don't let him do this thing
hich he wants to do for you?

e. Isee what you mean'. You feel that you don't deserve the help he wants to give because
in the past you did nothing to earn it. And 'our statement that you never haxe done an
thins for anyone else makes it look as if it might be a real problem to you to accept
iesponsibihty for helping qthers and-to accept help /ton? others.

3
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5. Man, age 35.

-I'm determined to get ahead k III not afraid of hiked work. I am not afraid to take a few
hard knocks, if I cao see my. goal out there in front And I don't mind climbing over a few
people who get in my way, because this means a lot to me, I can't lw satisfied witty just a
mediocre job. No, I want to be somebody

a. Yon see yonrself as a ()eel* ambitious person: is that it?

b. This driving ambition may stem froni a rieed to attack other people.

c \ hat .do you supvose Is behind this strong determMatimi of you,. to get ahead'

d It is possible with your drive that yon could he successful in a numbrr of fields.

e. Strong ambition (lin be a real asset to any man. You say you don't mind climbing over
those who get in your way? Couldn't that turn out to do you more harm than good?

6. Man, age 21.

-Shall I marry.her? Or shall I think of nj future? If a fellow is going to think of his future
it he's got ambition and drive.to get ahead --he's got to be hard -Tand forget all about senti-
ment But I do love Marie. I really do. And ,she's been my inspiratien. If we broke off. I

don't know what I'd do. I don't know whether I should be able to do a thing,-I don't know.
On the other hand, I can't afford adyaneed study and marriage too. And Marie says if we
can't get married now she-isn't willing to waitI don't know what to do. I love her, but if
she loved me, would she say. 'Now or never'? That's the thing I can't answer.-

a. That is, you can't decide whether to marry and risk your Future or whether to plan
for your future and brisk losing out on the marriage." They seem so dependent on each
other.

b. It is not really so much of a probleiii of indecision between marriage and vocational,
plans as it is the deejler problem of whether you should be dependent upon your own
serf approval or dependent upon her approval of what yciii do.

c. . ani wondering if you can't have both the (Weer and marriage. Have yoti two discussed
ways and nwans of increasing your income by extra work or by her working? Most tun-

-versifies or schools .wouldgeoopenite with yoH. And besides, there just isn't time- for
expensive entertainment, among married students working their own way.. There would
not be the demand fon social activities that you might expect to find out in a commu-
nit

i.l. I think you have got to take into accpunt how Marie will feel if you go ahead and decide
to follow your studies and not get married now. What will it .do to her? The deeision
you make ought to fake into aciamt what is best for both of you.

e. 1, think yoti may have.hit on something significant there: how much she loves you. Could
you tell me a little more about that? flow She acts toward and' your ideas?

) I I

4

4
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7. Girl, 4. 29.

.1 III ,111.IIiI 1(1 lie ,ii(me I .1111 I'm afraid IN kill IIIN self and I dOri't
AO NO deplessed I get o alight III a terrific clutch of- fear It's unreal. but
1 get SO %% orked tip 1 could scream. I want to get putside (111d rill afraid to
I run in front of a carand I'm afraid to stay i. rin afraid of myself. I'm
the doctor and get an examination. I'm afraid he'll tell 1114' it'S canver. My
\Iv grandmother, my aunt I's e lived with it all my life, and it's hell. And
cattle See, 1 break onit in a stt rat4tist talking about it. Is there any help?"

a

Co 3 9

\sant to, but I

it's there. And
go out in case
afraid to go to
mother had it.
when this first

Aside from )0iir fear, have )ou experienced any sylliptott. which lead yOU to think
you really might have cancer'-'

b. This terrific fear just never lets you atone,

c. If you have any reason at all to think that you might have cancer, you really should
tiy to control your fear ell( nigh to) has(' a medical examMation.

mild you like to try this: ss henever you exiwrience one of these fears call me on the
telephone. either here at the office or' at .home. and talk it us er with ine? Talking it

-over oftentimes helps a ia.rson to get a grip on himself.

e. My guess is that if we traee these fears a bit we'll find that they are not as real as
you feel them to be. I think you are punishing yourself for something about which you
feel pretty guilty.

8. Woman, age 30:

'Ts e lived in Ibis town tor ton years now, and in the same apartment 101- seven .ears, hut
I don't know anybody. At the office I just can't wein to make friends I just freeze up.
try to iw nice to the other workers, hut I feel all stiil and uncomfortable inside. And then
I tell myself that I don't care. People aren't dependable. Everyone is out for himself.: 1'
don't want any friends. And sometimes I think I reany mean that." '

a. M ell, I'll tell you what yob can do. You can join a small social group at the -Y." Quite
a feW people goAhere whO have difficulty in making friends. Most want to,tart out by
taking ceramics, leather tooling or some other handicraft: This gives themSomething
to do as-a basis and permits them to make friends slowly and at. their own pace. tiow
doe; that sound to yoil? -

h. Possibly if you.eduld tell me a little more about how you Ptgo about 'trying to make friends
we could'get a clearer idea of what is involved.

e. It's gone 9.11 so long it almost has you convinced is that what you mean?

d. Maybe your not wanting'friends is just.to protect you from something else.

e. There are a number of things that you might do to learn how to make friends, and* the
sooner you start the better:

6 5 .
5
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9. Man,.age 42.
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But tilit I)II tell We Nom Wake le% hilltt.te5114 III\ I III \\ 1111111,4 14) 114) (1/114

1/1111g, bid I 111st- &Ill 1.11IM \\ Iiili \1;1\ to) Will \\-1)I 1. /surd to help (.11\ self. ii ii II just
tell me \vhether you think It \vill help me Ur \\ lietliri 011 think I can get o or this
personality problem If )1)11-II pist tell \\ hat to do. I'll be so grateful to gni

.1 Maybe (Mr of OW important parts of our situation is tkit on don't ha\ e real confi-
deuce In \ourself Do sa.'e-,

b Ileall\ . it s not so 11111101tAllt \% hat \ do so 11)111.4 as \\ hat \ ()11-do Is .1 pio(Iuct \ MI)
0k% n self-dependence mt.\ r got to learn to do the things which are good and right be-
cause you feel the);are. not ',ie.

c. I gathcr ) on just don't feel capable of \\ (irking ttas out \outwit.-
d Before it wonki be p1),Ibie to alms" aim \ question, .satishrimily chi base to

ha\ 0. quite a bit of information about \ Oil. ilbullt 5.0111 1.1.11111%. %Mt diddhOU(I: our weirk
rdatlutiship \\ 1th ).0111 1VikIld NI) 11011. .
)ou've wall\ Isked for a lOt all right. I thla Call best aim\ er In

thls \say: \1e.11 work together talking 0\ er these things that bother \ mill think of
some things and III think of some things that IWO \ -Aind maybe be-
tS\ een the two of us. well get to the bottom ()I all this- and 1114iire ont a path for V01,1 to)
follo\\ that \VIII soh 1 most if ii()t WI the problem I \\ S% urn too much about It.
I think \\ e can be hurl\ sine of making heads\ a

,

10. Mimeege 35.*

e\pect that if I took thi.4h. with the understa t in that I'(I be given the opportunity to
provP in) value to the flaw And- .had a chappe or 'pro:notionsYes, I belies e that's tkie
soundest 55 ay to go about it It's not as'spectauula as I would like to have it. so f (bon't
reall) \\ ant a siwetactilar job ail) ilion just a good solid joh \sith a future. es. I II take
this IA4) and discuss m plans with the hos, quite frankly and honestk. hen \vile ano
I call get some' feeling of peimanence and \\ e can InI\ a hone and re.ally think about the
future here in this city. The kids need an anchor. tot,. They haven't had that _hut front now,
on we are all going to have (mr feet doss n on solid earth.-

a. That $ line. ne long \say around can be the short way home. I think you se really' 1464
your feet on the ground miss for sure.-The kind of thinking your re doing is certainly th#
most constructis

b. That sounds good to me. I hope you call sell the boss on it.

(AL hi) womkring if you've investigated tin. promotional polk.y. of the company, to see if
''''''the path you want to follow is the one most likely to lead to jiromotion:'

(

d. ( )l coase! As you get older ron react more to the tor securify.,..
,

e It may not be speetacolar, butt I gather the soundness of it is what
.
reall) appeals to

you.

6 5
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#11. Man, veteran, age 30. i
.

.., ..\\ hat h OW list' ut ailtliinV.' 4iliti) ("W PIO s LiiF .ffi'd s'ilLue ",ith .1 UtI The trili)" " hu
- , r

10,0,1\ ed at home got i4I1 lin, irhum They all took au\ antage of 114 \Nhi1e-,1\ e ,\\ eat it mit at
The kont I hate their gots 4,\ et VI one (41 t)iew 'Lliev al (' AI double-ti-oswrs And inv

..
dIvite'' !

L $

,
. 41I

( .,I
a. '1 ou started to sa) solkiethiug about vimir de.' .

- . . .
b y4)." ft.t.I tht.\*(Imk d\ ant1&ge1)11 ..(,,edipd it /cans ilkiikrs \ nil hii" *---

-e lou get angn when >ou see penide tn mg t.i) Like ad\ aiita0' ol 611. ,

d - I uliderytand box\ \ on ferrabont that, but it's g/utig to block \c-i-M from ge ttmg tilwad ir
you do'n't try fo get a\\ ay. t rum it:

,
* ..

. ' . \A
,.

,, .. . .. . ,,:, k k k . .

V . IOU Yt' got lots of eonucan with your anger. it s mstuiame In -s() _many Cases.- _. .
.

,

.
..,..

:
12. Man, age 33: .

.. t_

-I tell ,y(ru I 0111 Ill I,)nt' hell (it II\ !.': I'M III l(-)\ e 's ith the suyelIest Rid. on the face of the'%,
t...urthr-and she limes ilui.,l'in spr.e (t1 tlmt. But 1.'111 not \\loll\ wi her: I.vcan't ask her- th

..

inarr\ 1.5.1. got ii cianinai.record. SFR. doesn't legum about that Rut 14 kno\N it11 eoine out
soul(' (LI\ \ (1,. I cophlii:t inarry a11(1 ha\ e dlihlre-nrii's (...i.tot a record that pro\ es tciothe
,surld dial Fni a first class ts.o.1s,- .

\\ 4'11. \\ (mid .certainl bet unfair Ia.,- marr\ aud hr,.chseovei about yutir past n.
-1

4" Or.

.. later. Don't ,.voti almost- haw. (04(.11 her"about it IIIM. jf. :
.

I .
,

h. 71;11 led alr_aid to, fate' htir,.\\Atiit VInIr rec.ord because she illightAnrx:n \or; 41ON.11, aii'd ytu
. s.,

____21
.

-., just conIdn t stand that. ' ..,....
u. Could- \ 31.1 ti.11 tne -71 10110 as to ks \ op-re so'stire thit she \510mIdn't hi. kali-le*to accypt's,,

,k.r.uti it she 1\new :dual/ \ onr past_ ,.
,.

. .. .. . ... .A
(I posibt\ It \ ()If \\ cie to .liase her Cl-/Inr %ill t() \yr Mt: I etillk i 1.4 \\ ith her nd-lcad her

tl/ see that onr- pie:t iN qui oast and, (oes -not nt'ul's\aril) 1111;111 that \ pq c'emichift
. , . . , ..

Ala\ e a. nanoy fiiture-togoher. - , '1 .d -:
l" 0 IM NVV mu-sell a's nilv!orth,:-.4)4 ner oe\-4md. a1.1 shado55 of a doubt --

. , .:
. . .

0- . I '
e .

.13. -Man, age5.27.
.... A.1-

, . , ,._,. , ,.. _ . .

(.1/IIW Ill (by (1)11(114'11011 Ina( if 1,.iii 'not happ\ In tiu., \C-orts lurilotng: then HI get an-
, A ; .,

'Fut lit-1- i9b \lid thars \c4Frat it ii4 I'M IP. to I've hum; im lieeairNe I -NpePt four \ eiti:s iii LIAlege
grtting it.a*dc,\ to clo ti, N4)11. I ilk I'd Jn- illu.t happier 11 (...0,1tVuke,C1 the ",bulv thiM; and
entered Ao.-other. field- 11 i'll 1 It oloC!,4' mean starting at the. bottom mid wolkuig Ill 55 aS

.; . -- .Up- I .:.
.

. .
. ,. . . .

a. ).111 led thAt.ion'd In\ a 1;)t.happier if e-ou -(1\11141 just escape yonr. ssork and start out,
-'' jira tiAl where you are-Tonetunloginitmis il,i:le it? '..

.., ,

-., - ..
D. ".A1 nt'tflej tiliS IS the,f (.1(1 'in-55 Inch NWill (:1.4 IIWIIC), I Me raw sa.5,. but it seems tn Inv "toe

, ... , _
sound that y011 are,tonnting wore tui, ourself:

.. .1 1I\ e. k on thought of 'du: po.ssibilit ;of si.'oi&ing onta.,combination line? It seelrk a dlann:
06 insOoss 010,-all yolc\ (:--thied tio 5 f",...,

..
- ,_.,,.;

,,

31.4.

d. deeidell 'that yon d better to .chunge.
# .

# ,
e. -11o.sv -nitich%s..tudy gftv" this "vw_

7. * , , .
_. -, . ,,

0 .6.
,. ..
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14. Girl, age 23 (physical handlyap).

t All I di). k.1 I\ Ili IIR tIiIIItS I I I \ \ I 1 ( 1( 111.5 I tan! (la 1 Ill Voi I idffik... ul (Lac the 111)\
I in a I .( and I \\ IS)) k% her loll can killm lla telling I get deep in-
side me. I wont to he able to ha\ e pretty chethes. hke hers nd to go out and hakv good-
time. It makes Me sick inside Ine. Rut she can't help it She was burn that way And I
can't help it'because I was born this way And I get this feeling. I /Out' my sister. Really
"'do But I nist cried and crieduntil I wils sick I want the things other girls ha\ e I c an't
help it 1111 Ord\ in1111.111. I 1.111M It.S ;1 Sin te) 1(4'1 s I (Ii) she has euerydung and I

ha\ r lit

a. Since y ou aren't ginng 1( ) be able to enga.ge" in physical actn airs as y our sister does,
I'm w ondering it there aren't Millie other sources, of itch% ities hid) might be satisfy
ing

`11)Pr".latt' " II) I/11;d el" \ her so. but since you ith her. it s not
11.11101 use in using \ on!' energies with en\ lou'ye got to buckle dow n kuld a
w odd that satisfieS y On

c. In 0,ther ivords._ ytii feel eny um. of your sister because von can't compete w al) her.
arid you feel guilty about your eii y because you hive y our sister too
Id hke to get a better-nlea of just how .yon react to her directh and lum sbe reacts to
ou,in smile ot these situatilms

e. ltm say m one breath th4t yon envy your sister. 'Yon sa..y nest that von love her. Noyy
couldn't .your feelings of guilt be due to these conflicting feelings:'

d.

ci
411

15. Magi age 27.
_

"I got mit ot the.Na\:,y last month and,' thongilt \ ow. what?:' I looked tor a 10b.'andoight
Oren. I rah nito a's:n:10 conldn't make up uly Jonah\ hat to do. I,thulight -1 ought .to go back
to Cd101 and frifisk lip. and I thonght:Ifil in happal 'if I sigtied for wore NaN nd then
I looked tor a Job and nothing stood ont as a ckar -Es erv thing looked goal nd

}t.\ :.n..thing_elooked hads.,,nd I telt- ell, \\hat thi,..ht...117, Ain I goitht.. wits, no Aiv, gioiig

t

.,to be so messed up of me tilat I won't be able to move in any. direction?-'
, .

.a. 1 oil re \\ cinderinginst Yvhat's at the bottom'ol it all.
b. Let's go_ane, r and.disciri,s some ol ie things. wliv don .t \ ant chi 1 and w 414') \ ."

want thyminavlw We Call find a.c ne that w ill poitit4nit the answ er
c. I think your criticism of yonrsell ais a ittle harsh. 1 housands of hae felt the

way you do.

d. No,1 think yon-tived to I villain ruess$d mi,or uall that oll're messed
You'r("cirnIused, yes, hut if . ou set y mil- mind to it \ onli.41\ cecomr colihmott
-141.1e1 move Ithead iI more natter:11 mannor.

e. Y:ou're confused. mid alarmed ith our cotiffisiol0 This is ft) ht. cAjit..( ted N, hen U)f
.yemrsell hicing the nec(ssity fl)r 'making decisililis a I tyr a long pernal of,having even minor accisions ifiadc tor you:

413

5

tz,

,*
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16.. Man, age 35.
69,43

knoss I could make a success 'of that business All a pvrsou needs is a little' o\ erall
%1514)11. %nine cminnon wnse. and the courage to ti it I ' got that So, If I could lust get
ahold of the 'cash I'd sure take the plunge.-
a. 11..you'd think it wise I could give you the name of an ins estment counselor ss ho'd he

glad to go ON er the-pryposition w.ith you and pOssibly gis e you some good le.puk on how
to seek iinanciat support' 4

.
h I hat-s fintv Olw niust feel surf. of himself II he e:pects to make a go of something Iii

go intot maul:thing hesitanth tan really nuke it get -an nikett up. You're on the right
track and I Ali you success.,

114,

c. Ifyon could get the cash to start, you-143'cl sure yom could make a. go of it:

d. You feel sure you yould be.successful because you nos\ see what is involved
the thttig go k1 hen you set, things clearly assurance follows

e. !lave you figured out what the risks are as j'et.?

17. Girl, age 18. ri
"Oh, I couldn't work thringh my problem withNt help. You ask me questions and tell
me pecause I wouldn't ti6 Ilonstly1 haven't got any idea how to go libout it. 1
don't want tN It's like down at the office, 1 canr*t go ahead on my-own, I just.can't 1 want to
he told Then its not my fault if things go wrong.And they could go wrong-.: Because I don't
know hoss thingS. should be done, I feel so helpless,"

a. You sa) it's not your Ludt if things go ss rung even after you ve been told what to do.
*Can you tell me what you mean there?

b. Y'ou feel ,that you just aren't capable of dothg things unaided.
,v

c. eThneed to \cork on building up ).our sell-confidence-

d ell. I could sirggest sonw of the things you might talk about here in-our inters ies.w and
some bf the thine you might think abont bkween interviews; lAnight also suggest 0111('

things for''you to do-about your of ficr work that ought tO make it a little easier for OIL
-

C. You -feel dependent upon sonieone else' for nearly everything you do, don't yoii:f And it
7:1)robably makes you panicky when people throw you ofx your ownloo. Wit When people

tell you. what to do "yttiNon't have to ass-unw the real restionsibililt- and hence it's not
your fault if things gq w,rorin. Th'ey just dkrn't,tell you'enough.

9
s-

.1

. 061
.
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18. Man, age 46.

\ \ ell. this. Ile \ 111411 cattle Ilitt) die t I111114111\ I Ie.% a btu shiot I las ll. the anss% IA 1 Intik,
he's going plae-es But, hy (;od, he doesn't know ( .eorge'l' Quipenque! 11 get ahead of
inni if I 1110 e a stroke trying!"

a.
a

Yon feel that you must be out in .front That it is real') important to yon to be the bet-.
ter mari.

.1t., a fine thing to try to get ahead,hut do yoli think thm
attitude toward him you're going at it righy
And that ill probabk take a lot of carefull planning and thinking Nou'll want to go
carefully.

40,

(4\?-`{-

stal.ting ont " 1th suh

d. feel like man is tryMg to get ahead of yein.
t.. -IV IS it SO important to Nmi to ant to get ahead of this maw'

19. Woman, age 30.
.

,Its AUt fjiat I don't want to do sonielhing about it, 1 just \\ ell I know hat) Ought to do,
. but- tor some reason or other I )11stcan't do a thing.

",

-a \I.n WI( we talked m er What you've:thought of doing we could figifre out ytiat is best
to -do I.Cs possible that the answer is somf:thing ne.

;I) Le(stry to get at what's behind this blockiy. Tell me more abe_int
c Behod this b)ocked feeling you 're e\periencing is a conflict in yollr desires: von want

ahil -N)ril don't \ alit to
ii. loiiire blocked 1)1 smnething and you dotit know what it IN, IS th.t \1 hat you're saying.7)
e Aro .you .tiw---youi know '4) hat you ought.to do?slt seems to n te thaI if you really had a

dear idedof hat yon ought to do, you'd be abic-to`go ahead.

20. Mail:aga 60.
.1.ye gof it all figuiseq out. 1 here's liothing for niti to live (yr ti.y n'iore. My wife's drad.
"kl).kidc. don't wed !IX_ Im400, ()Id tu 4it a job. Just the fifth "whoel..on a \vagoir, And 12111
tired (if it al1. Val going to-end )t .411:put a bullet through my brain And rest h) peatv...
a You te.d fliere's nothini. left in life tor you. '-. ,. . , r .

. .
, b.. \\ heti things add up for a -person_ hke,there added .up for y(iii ii really does make it

tbugh to face. And sometimes. there doesn'tseem to be a way- oett. Yee 1 think that we
. -4-: limy be able/to find a way put...-"..' -,

.c. flow, Imp.; ha,ye you feli this way, tpay 1 ask?.4

VA:6A Oirir -7- 1.4

d. 1._,saPtiigis one way, 411 right. Hut have 'you,. thought' of what 'it
children to lulve y'ou'coininit suicide? . . , , .

-,

c. It seihns to me that you areglooking tor..a..way to esedpe, an otherwise.intoler4,le 'situ-. ,
.

atiQin ' it.' ,-,
.... .'

... . . . , ,
,

w'Yould mean to your

,

wvo

f.
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21. Woman, age 43.

4r-'149'147-i .

61+5

Is e de( HIM that this is not gnilig to help, file All it does is mak(' 100 reallie what / hax
to) (10, and I'm sick of taking responsibility. I dmi't think I'll conic back any more
a Of course it has to by your devisimi. I Van't force you to come. But you certainly aren't

_ -
going to settle anything by batklng away from it.

b. This -has been too painful to you and now yod want to escape the situation which pro-
duces the pain

. .

C It Illst dOeSn't SCCII1 hi f III the f or yr
d. I'd like to know what yonr thinking has been in coining to this decision.
e. Sometimes taking, responsibility can be a pretty demanding thing. Possibly it you de-

cnird to continue coming We could reach a point wheri you enjoyed responsibility.

I.

22. Man, age 41. .

'Tye been married four times and ,e.ach time I'v e thought, 'Boy, this is the real thing!'
But none of them has ever been like this girl. She's the most beautiful 'girl you ever saw.
And dance! And she dresses like a million dollars. She's out of this worldl-

a. Nou're reqlly enthusiaStic abouf,her.

b. flow does she compare with your other ss is es? llow.did you feel about them before you
married?.

c. .11 she's anything like you seem to feel she is, she must be quite a Catch. Nlaybe this
.

time ycinAl stick.

Yoli may-he making the same mistake pgairt.
e _SN'olire looking for some sowt of -ideal woidan, and'ihe only way yo ii can identif v her is

tfirough her physical appearance.

23: Man, ago 29.
.

"I C:e'ep remembering !loss 1:' ssalked Ilia on Mary and the two kids. Five years ago-- The
., :._. ...

last nes'cr cinight up NN 1111 Ille. I thought I. was pretty smart. But 11055 Cdd, was I a heel!
I don't see how I could 40 it. And ,I:11; so ashamed I can't look people in 'the eye,. \ ow I
can't find liZrnot a trace. 1 k11' relatives \\ain't tell me where she-4s. I ten you. ril never
have any self_respect. \ever! And I I don't know what tf.) do r how I can even try to
rectify my big mistake. I aon't know!' -, .., ,

a..,Thete are.a ipmber of tliings yon alight do to. try to find 'her. lou could list her as a
inissing person and get police help. Yon i`fould get a private dctective agency to handle
it fol. you. Youi inight;m en be able to get a court or(er that would force the relatiVes,
to,give her ,aildress, ... ,. .

,

. :1). \\hen did you'decide that you wanted her`back? Tell me about' the circunistatwes,
.. L.

c. *The tu yelessness there seems pretty clearly connected with. the feeling of guilt.-
_ . .

Il. Are viu at all sure that you should try to go back. to her:- II yoi left her once -maybe
)'ou'd do it again. Possibly.yon just,didn't geLalang at Ai well and you \sere forced to
elave ber. . -.. .

. .

.- e.- you see it then, yoUr behavior just jilain unforgivafile.._
,_,.. ,... .

11 c , r
- ' V

A

^. ;..,

.1 w
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24. Man, a91 39.
-Hirt:. is iii other Asa) to hamHe this than to, destron them o 4,1111,114cl) lienwinber this.uppowd to, be my best and he took rn) .(` aY 1"1111 mt atter theoh% once he Married her Anti then lie pusliid ine Out of the 1,11%1:less. But I's c got the evi-,
dence to ruin bun. I mild clean hn out, and put hint behind bars for the rest of Ins hfe.(Laughs bitterly.) Wouldn't that be something? My ex-wife married to sOmething kept be-hind bar% and not a dime left .to live on?"
a Your desm to destroy- then] seems to me to be largels a desire for reyr.ogo. I t Ina\

e glomn mit 01 the rejection"and denial yott experienced from hoth of them
11 anting to get even is- understandable, Init don't you think that is going pretty far' Icertainly wouldn't do anything I'd regret later.

c. You want them to stiffer at your hand just as they miade you suffer ar theirs.
After all that I can see where it would be really satisfying to see them stiffer.

t las anyone else ever crossed loot] like that: M. business, among your friends, when)oti were a kid in school?

dr

25. Girl, 1gb 28.

jnst lookai at lier Sbe isn't 56- attracrivo_ as I am. She bn t smapt. And she has no style.0. And I .iskv l rii s1 I, F 16w dews she fool ss() many people? \1 by can'r they see through- that,

st14,4,y-swtretness71 She.can alssays. do .a joh in a hurry. Everyone is always admiring theN.V:iv she doesthings, and I cani stand it.At just makes me sick. She has tnerythmg I want.--," She got nit. job '..She .got Bill -took him right away front me. And then dented it. When Iput it to, her, I just told her %%hat I thoight and she said, 'I'M sorry: Bnt. \\ eli, Ill slimsher! 4

1/1
a Is %he pretty much_hke othi:re_girls with whonr voin'ye bevn thrown in contact?

itlel that Oiealtiays gets-what you really shbnld have__
( It NIMOds to IIH' as if TOu're taking. ii,, prett) strong attitude against her. e all hat e.......---, _ , .iffelMIRA'S, against people, bufAhey seldom,-if.ever.. do us any good. f

7
At .

(I ) 4)11.%v got a caseilf prain, okilashimwd jtalOusy brought on -by being throwit into con-tact with somtope possiHy a little !Afire capaNe and'slicktr than'yourself.
..,

It sounds lilu you;.er, had sl'ive. rough itreatment iromikr. She might 'see it differentf),thongh , , '

*4144441 ' 2

_
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HELPING RELATIONSHIP INVENTORY
1/4 ANSWER SHEET

Name

Group
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HELPING RELATIONSHIP INVENTORY
SCORING SHEET

Name _ _

.

(osit-E3

I)tretilliti 1 rao.ler ota tes.pial.c. from 1114- :ow% 41 \b('et II) OM form, being cateltil tit note that e-41)talw option% air III .1 (1111t.1en1 urder lb(' \Coring %bee( \.rI. add the ii e 011111111\ 1)11 dle tit (t) et our
ort-4 4,11 tile 4041 nombeted Item'. 1)14 the %atm for the et 111 tinolheled Iteln (:4)1) the tot t -odd%

44144141 the .t me, 144t the 4 \ e»\ and add till'111 Igt.011-1 (t) get I1111 I1N t 111E11 Sklar \ 011 (1ie I di I

a

c 4'

A

bt I) II 4.

I ) a t' (.

9

a t
I I

1) t'

11

11 C

.4 1)

Si

17 I) a t'

19

d , 1)

NA-

%
11

()tld -------
'I he 0441 DI th(4v, %Celt, .1)41111(1 equal

19; S, ..::),...\., 1,.. ' )t. _ , 1

A .

10

14

A

.1

t'

(.

(1

a
.1

.11

(I 4.

so

..31410r-41. ----

v.
b.

*..

)

)

a

a

(.1

'

\ .
-

,

_tf.t 9,t6 f ' ).

0 .\
- I.

i'...t ell \ _ t.-- _____ IF_
(:11,13,\Thrse 11,1' Cdre% AltlIdd add Up to 1 ).\

!hid

41.411 01

, Jr

l' r .1 s E .

Cheek The mini of these total scores should be7
5

,&
,

--- .9
k 44

.
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HELPING RELATIONSHIP INVENTORY
PROFILE SHEET

L.% .duatixPercentile .ndertanding Probing Interpret e Suppurttx

99 --).-....-. :34 .5:3 62 5.5

95 .)6 15 61 73 66

90 27 30 65 76 72

83 29 53 68 80 i I

, MO 30 35 69 82 80

.11 58 71 64 84

70 33 60 72 86 ST

65 34 61 73 88 89

16 63 75 89

.55 :19 64 76 90 ):.3)

11 00i 77 91 94
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48 '. 69 -- 80 93 97
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30 56 ";:3 82 96 99
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Your Helping Relationship invntory Scors

e-, I V. 1,

lour prottle )t sl I Kies on the first page of this form allows you to compare yourself to the
respons('s of 21.X) counselors 'I he solid hori/ontal line represents the WOR's of the hypo,
thetit al -average- counselor. and the dotted lines contain the middle fifty percent of coun-

..
%dors.

A low score indicates a prejerence for a given way of responding to someone you are
t r \ tog to help, and a high scori;\)shows lack of preference for a given response mode. The
dx (lag(' counselor reports his preference in the order appearing on the graph, that is:

t nderstanding, Probing, Interpretive, Supportive, and Evaluative.
A gerwral description of each of the response modes appears below:

LI -Understanding. A resinse tendency which indicates that the counselor's intent is
iesp( )nd in a manner which asks, the client whether .the connsrlor understands what the

client is -saying.- how the Oients -fed,- about it, ilow it -strikes- the client, how the
cljent -sees- it. This is the liogerian reflection-of-feeling approach.

P Probing. A response tendency which indicat(A that the counselors intent is to
gather further _information, provoke further discussion along a certorn line, to query, Ile
in smile way- implies that the client ought to or might priifitably develop or discuss a point
f urther

IInterpretive. A response tendency which indicate!: that the cotinst.lor's intent is to
teach, to impart meaning to the client, to shAw hiiii. fle in some way implies what dye
client might or ought to think, hOwever grossly or svibtly.-

SSupportive. A response tendency which indicates that the counselor s intent is to
reassure. to reduce the client's intensity of feeling, to pacify. !le in sonw way iipplies that
the client need not feel the way he does.

EEualuatioe. A response tendency .which indicates that the coUnselor has made a
judgment of relative goodness, appropriateness, effectiveness, rightness,,,Ile in some way
implies %s hat the client might or.ought to do, however grossly or sTibtly..

Scores abos e the 75th percentile indicate that you show more preference than the
.1%erage cimnsrlor for those ways of responding to clients. Scores below the 25th percentile
Aims that% you expressed less preference fortiiose response styles.

It is important to hear in mind that these are similarity comparisons, and they do not
xuggest whether you might be effective in your helping relationships.

4
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PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

MENTION

Most of the issues that come to
the EOT Office are problems that
either individuals or institutions
failed to deal with effectively.
The simpler the problem, the easier
it will be to find a solution. 'This

involves everyday skills of communi-
cation. Most.complex issues, espe-
cially those of a social or political
nature, may require more advanced
skills of problem resolution.

MOTIVATION

Problem solving is.nothing new
to the Social Actions career field.
It is inherent in'the responsibility
to generate social change.-

2. For any given problem there are
'a wide variety of solutions, each
with different, aspects that may
effect the problem one way or another.

3. A problem solving model is a
very.general method Of resolving
iseues.. A model is not intended
tor apply to lach and every case
that you will coms across but, it
does provide guidelines which you
will certainly find helpful. A

0

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectiv s
with the .class.

2 . Developrthe lesson chronoigy.

4.6

Ce5 I

LP AA-III-5
PROBLEM SOLVING/DECISION
MAKING PROCESS
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TRANSITION

Let's begin by looking at a

typical problem solving model.

60DY (2 hours 45 Minutes)

PRSENTATIUN

5a. CRITERION OBJECTrft: .Given
information about prohlwit solving,
select'the parts of a typical prob-
lem solving model, identify the
common mistakes made by problem
solvers, and identify the conditions
that.enhance effective problem solV-
ing.

1 .- Explain that.the problem solving
process is especially Useful when
confronted with the more serious
issue's. For,example:

a. SerioUs incidents, domitory
polsrizationca a large scale or,
base wide interracial conflicts.

b. Managing ineffective EOT
officei where personality.con-
flicts interfere withjeffective

-
.programm.

2. Elements of problem solving
process.

a. Define the ptoblem.

(1) Determine specific
iSsues.

(2) Assess where each
%party standi on issue.

(3) Before progress can
be migie toward a solution, th9y0
should be agraemegilt_dm what the
problem is.

2

4.

0
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(4) Stmetimes the problem,
as first defined, is lot the real
fiat*. At all. (Example optional:
For example, the,Airmen's Club at
BAL80 X has declined to the point
where it is losing money. It is
assumed people didn't want a club
so the solution Is to cloie the
club. The real problem, may have
been the quality of entertainment
and as asecondary result there was
poor utilization.)

b. Collect data.

(1)

infoi;lation
on solution
sidered.

4

(2)
statistics,
files, etc.

(3)
V reliOle.

;

Purpose is to get enough
so alternative/choices
Can be developed and.con-

Data includes: reports,
interviews, complaint

Data sources should be

c. Analyse and consider alterna-.
Oives.

(1), Brianstorming - a lood
tecNique for iletermining solutions.
Involves several simple steps,

(a)- Seta; time limit
(appfoximately 30.minuies to an hour).

(b) Designate a person
ss the recorder.

(c) Generate as many
idesa as possible within the limit.

(d) Accept all ideas
without eveXuation or,criticism at
tide. time/

(e) Evaluate each idea
7. when the session is over.

r

6 7
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(2) Discuss and evaluate-
pros and cons as well as limiting
factotst

(a) Time

(b) Regulations some-

times limits must be set on the
possible solutions. For example, the
possible solutions to alleviating harm-
ful dormitory polarization mAy have to
satisfy the commander's position, fil.r
Force Regulatlions is well as the per-
sonnel.

(C) Costs

(d) Available,resources

(e) Resistance to ehange

d. Selct, plan and rimplement action.

(1) Which'of the possible
Solutionsiis Most likely to succeed? .

Select it!

(2) Delticlp.a plan of tinplementa=

tAon.

.,...-

Co 54

,*

(4) How :;,peopj.f, resources,.

I

(b) When - set priorities,
sequence of events,

(4) ImplEhnen,',/: take action.-

e. tvaluate program/act

(1) Oevalop criteria for suc-
cess - one measure of success'may.be
to ask if any new pro6lemb have lieveloped.

(2) Collect_dat;ifeedback rid
e

evaluate against criteria.
,

(3). If satisfactory may want,
to monitor resulfs

4

I X
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(4) If not satisfactory -
start at step 01 and go through
process agaid. Following are eome
questions which may help you re-
evaluate es6h step:

(a) Was problem
correctly and completely defined?
Optional example: In,the case of
the Airmen's Club mentioned earlier,
after the commander closed the club
for lack of utilisation, the Senior.
Airman Advisor, several first ser-
geants and cpmmander received com-
plaints about why airmen had no club
on the installation. It would be
necessary in this case to begin prob-

.
lem clarification again.)

(b) Was prioblem correctly
defined but solution in error? (Optional
example: The AirMen's Club was losing
money, entertainment' was the problem,so
the commander and club manager.decided
to have more live

).e
.07A-try ands western

bands contrattee. oWevar, what was ,#.10n
rimily vantedjly the younger airmen
were lille Sotil, Rock, and Latin badds.),

(c) Were problem.and 3

solution correct but implementation not
properly carried out? (Optional example:
In out Airmen's club, listed above-, Soul
-banj was citntracted but Soul only on
Wednesday night, - no weekends. So dif-
ficult to,stay out late and feel good
for work the next day.) (SecOnd examplul
A commander decided that the' best method
of ;educing the Amount of shaving-Waivers
on the installation and at the sane time

trinsUring.good, equitable =diva treat-
ment for all personnel, Was to.initiate
a Pseudofolliculitia Barbee Clinic. After
the new clinic opened,. supervisors in
several.squadrons ordered'their personnel
with a beard problem to shave immediately.
This caused severil persons\skin to be-
come irritated ind required medical
attention: Clinic personnel were upset
because it meant instead of helping some
people'keep their P.D. problem under
control, they now had to treat acute

..P.B. ymptoms for several patient44 The
affected persohnel were also upst.

5
4
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The colimander had to "regroup" and
return to Step 1. Ultimately the

'clinic was established after the
commander's staff was thoroughly
educated About the purpose of ihe
clinic.)

(d) \Take new actions
and reevaluiée.

4

3. Common Mistakes made by problem
solvers that make the,process in-
effective. ,

'b. Developinga solution
BEFORE the problem is accurately
defined.

(1) Tendency to bypass
plobleadefinition stop and not
collect enough initial -data ip'\
ordr to adequately define the
basic problem.

(2) By not taking time
define basic problem, symptoms are
uncovered and mistakenly thought to
BE the problem rather than indicators.

f

-b. Taking action before analysis
of initial data is completed. At

-.1easit two problems can result_ from
this action. 4rf

(1) Problem never gets ,

properly defined.

(2) No clear-cue solution .

is developed;' a :shotgun effect occurs -

several actions are taken around pe-
riphary of problem but baiic situation
is never ad4ressed. J,

.

c. PrOblem ostlers and conse- i
.

quently the process becomes too rigid. . I .

,

. i

.

, Different persplectives, pspecially from
. .,,

I%

f,t

,

Outsiders", 41014istouraged orknored.ID : 1 ,
,

,
. . .... ,

..%.*:' ,

,

..li 411
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d. Avoid action Themare
ulany essin* ifirip people msilimant,

to'avoid action.- Listed below are
twO reasons.

11

(1) Keep status quo because
wl way encounter more,and different/
new problems if we implement It.
(Optional example: The bestiway"to

/. 'improve relations in a squadidon may
be to remove the firtt sergeant, who
has ideas about.military life which
have been, as a whole, classified as'
"brown shoe" and long ago abandoned.
But if this sergeant is removed, the
action may be nagativtly interpreted
by,other sergeants.)

(2) May loose track of issue -
define problem - and become engrossed
,in the PROCESS OF DEFINING problem.
In other words, clarification and
exalnation of the problem may become
the and rathefic than the means. FoIlowinv>!'
are ways actfon can be avoided and the
process of defining becomes the end

1

product: ,

a(a) Endless studies vn
poverty,often repeat analysis of the
same problems wri,th the sase solutions
offered.

(b) 'Constant referral Of
an item to,a committee for aCtion keeps
the item "in the syttem" and np fiction
need.be taken.

( ,

kcy Continual argument or
"rap sessions" with no outcome or/frih.

/.for action.

4. Conditions thab enhance effecti4s
problem solving.

7
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a. The model requires adequate
commitment to.work on the problem
(Optional example; Quite'often
sofia/ service agencies are accused
of performing-a task but at.the same,

time not being committed to the
alleviation of the problem which the
agency is designed to alleviate.)

b. Adequate definition of the
pr lem is a necessary condition.'

(1) Thorough analysis is
needed to develop the problem.,

1.

'11 4A
1.1,
-rog, 24,'

"

-"it'Mrs

, 40;1 ; 1
, A :,

"4".'%

(2), New perspectives on the
problem will emerge as analysis
continues.

,

c. People who feel the problem
muet be involved in the process.

. (1) If it is impracticalpto
,immolve those-that eurfaced the Prob-
-lem, al least keep them informed.

(2) Involving those that
. feel the problem .may be especially

helpful in the analysis of.potential
solutions.

d. lEdenpify factors of the
problem 'which are under your control.

(1) Take responsibility for
what you control and do something
about.

(2) Go to appropriate
that :has. control Over other factors.

e. Development and consultation
with all resources that impact on the
proble0.

f. Share decision making ak
much.as.feasible.

(1) Involve as much .aS
pdisible all the'people that will
be involved in the resolution.

),/

6.
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(2) Participative decision
making does not imply that all people
.are in agreement but, that all'Fan ex:7 \

press their feelings on khe aipropriate-
seas oi the dimision and perhaps com-
promise with thetr reservations.

) EVALUATION

1. Describe the process(of "brain-
. storbing".

2. When does the problem solving
process become too rigid?

3. What are some examples of the'
,tendency to void action?

4. Under what circumstances would
-it be infeasible to involve those
who surfaced the probleui in its
solution.

9

\
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TRANSITION

The problem solving techniques we've
been discussing have been in the con-
text or gioup decisions. Thire is a
subtle connettion betweeti our leadir-
ship.style anti how 'we work in grls.
Most ofus hal&c s leadership styl and
that style will affeci how we make
decisions, on our own and ingroups.
Three basic styles will 'be considered:
Autocratic - one person tells or. dom-
inates. Democratic - interdst of
people considered and irau7/11 voted on.
Laissiz faire - noninterference, allow
people to do is-they choose. Before
we get to the decision making process,

let's consider what things you may need
to.take into account' before determining
which process to use.

5b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Given in-
tormation on decision makiqg proCess,
correctly identify thetconsequences
which can occur from the use of-these
processes.

-1. Explain that the appropriateness
of the decision-making process needs
to considerz

/

74i\The.amount
of time available.

b. The pagt history of the group.

c. The kind of task iming die-
cussed.

cr. The kind of climate Oil
group wants to establish.

2. Iaentify the six-decision-making
processes.

a. Decitidnevade by lack of
rebponse."plop". The floors of
'most group meetings are completely
covered Ulth'"plops".

10,

4
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(1) This is the most in-
effective group-decision-making
process. 4

1

(2) Al4 ideas which have
been by-passed (to which no member
has reeponded). resdlt ih a common
decision not to support them.

1
b. Decisions by authority rule

(bureaucracies).

(1) .12Ower structure, witty a
chairperson is highly efficierit, but
is not locossarily effective.

A

(2) Depends on lfstining
and integrafing capabilifies of
the chairperson.

(3) 'May produce (and usually
does) minimum amount.of involvement
which can undermine the implementa-
tion.phase.

.

7.)

c. Decision by minority%

Salf-authorised (by chair-
person or any other member.of the grodp);
offer suggestions and then shift imme-:
diately into action before any other
alternative.can be considered.

(2) "Hand Clasp." Two members.,
of the group simultaneously support an
'idea, and their enthusiasm overwhelms
'the group.

(3) A coalition suppoits and
pushes thro gh their suggestions. If
no,-other vi ble solutions are offered,
,or if other members remain silent, the
coalielon's suggestion dominates.

d. lftpision by .msjority rule'.
.

,

(1) Voting and/or polling.

(2) The "democratic" method;
but cam create "win-lose".eituations

.which affect thejaplementation of the
,dec4e1on.

k

11 6 7)
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(3) The mit;brity may feel:

(a) Itisudicient titne
was.given for diecussion.

(b) Next time, we'll
winl

e. Decision by consenJus.

(1) Onecd the most effec-
tive but-Most time-consuming de-
cision-making processes..

(2) COnsensus is not unm7
mimitys, but A situation where in
verrine in the group feels he/she
has had a fair chance to influence
the decision.. Members whoido not,
take the,ajority alternative under-
stand it clearly and are prepared to
support it. Time needed for all,
members to state their opposition
and careful listening by.others to
Understand minority alternatiOes.

(3) Not all decisions
warrant this time-consuming procesh..

f. Decision by unanimous con-
sent..

sh4

(1) Perfect, but rarely
achievable.

No

(2) It is not always neces-
marylcand,is probably highly ineffi-
cient. .

.(3) The group may be.setying
too high a standard for itself.

3.''EmphaSise that a gioup decision
.would be to-decide on what method
to use for'what kind of task,and
in whit kind of situation,.

,12
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a. The leader, or chairperoom
May feel threatened 14 such dis-
cussion, believing he/she will lose
control of the group.

b.. These proceCaires do not
imply a disorderly communication
proCess, but enhanc& the communi-
cation flow, involvement of the
members, ind the group srilosphere.

EVALUATION

1-. What factors need to be con-
sidered when deciding what type
of deCiaion-:making process to use
in a group?

.42. Which decision-naking plocess
is the most time-consuming?

PPLICATIO /EVALUATION

/11. Lxp ain the force - field analysis.

A

a. Draw the model on the el'alk-
board.

b. Give examples of forces.

(1) Demonstrate the present
?level theory.

a.

- (2) Show that some forces ma,
have greater strength than others.

(3) Explain that,some forces
can .be on either side; and at times
change direction.

/. Kerner Report: Seeking Consensus
Kaercise. (WS A7III-2-8) (Hours 1 & 2).

a. (Hour 1) Divide students.
ipto groups and bxplain tue goals
of the axetcise:

(1) To compare the resulis
of individual decisions-making with
-the results of group decision making.

13
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(2) To generate data-to
\discuss decisionomaLing patterns in
\t4tsk groups.

\\t. Distribute the Kerner Report
,indi *duel Worksheet and inform stu-
dents "quat theyOuive 20 minutes to
complerO\the taik, (WS A-III-2-8).
After 30minutes announce that a
ranking must be made by the total
group consensus.

c. Distribute the Kerner Report
GroUp Exercise (WS A-III-2-9) and
read the following instrucons:

(1) Iiiividuals are not
to change any answers on their
individual sheets as,a resulte,..of

group decisions'

(2) A membeN9f.the group
is.chosen as recorder and ranks the
Group Worksheet as consentius is
reached for each item.

S UMMARY

A
We have looked at

'

.1
1

CONCLUSION (10 Min

a. A problem solviOg modell

b.. Common application ertors.

c. Conditions fitat favor the
process .

do. Decision making processes.

e. Cotisequences of these pro-
easier,.

t
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REHOTIVATION

Remember.Ahat the problem solving
.model is joist that, model. It
requires intelligent application
in order to be useful. It requires
personnel.to realise 'that it takes
more than one person to successfully
.resolve a problem..

ASSIGNMENT

Instruct student to review the material.

cwstiRE

Offer assistance to students.

A

^1_
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APPLICATION

PROBLEM SOLVING usw THE PORCE FIELD,ANALYS1S

INSTRUCTIONS:

IA Identify-the
to Problem Solvin

2. The group may
has been attached
worthy:

4410

problem froM, the list you prepared during Introduction.,

g.

refer to'tha implination.of Force Field 'Analysis which'

for guidance, however the following fabtors ate nots7

S.

a. Each gro-up will first briin'istims and:iievelop a list of hilping,

and hindering forces4mpacting on.the problem.

, t

b. After,develOping the list, aa0.-gronp-wilt-declde on Which

they can cdittnge or modify, end..thoie force's ehat are Oiii-of their

(NOTE:- We 'must-adjust to.those-forces that we.cinnot alter or control, and

adapt and alter those that can be.)
,

_
r

c. gach grOlip w ill' AvUelop some suggestions for-changing the,bslance

-of forces'.

. .

rces..-

. 3.' Instructor will inform groupW how -muct timerthily have to complete teak.

:' The group 4 to select an individual,t9 rep9ri to the total group heir.-

/ analyiis of helping and hindering forces 4na thelr suggestions feir positive

changer.,

ADDITIOiAL_INFORNATION:
their presentations..

4 .
c

,

A

IndividuNts may utilize- training.pids to c

- 5t 5 -"
I

.

It

.

4
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FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

7 i

INN

PURPOSE: Facilitate understanding of complex force* influencing events
andivriamal, group, organiiation) and to plan change..

FORCE: Idea of how movemant starts, stdps, changes
--Dynamic concept

concept
lisyChologicii Forces: Influences on behavioi

FIELD: 1. Many Forces at once
2:' Moll* than one directionoppositional

. 3. Vary in strength

f,

Present,
Level. of Effectiveness

Complex of

Driving Restraining
POSITIVE

V

V

NEGATIVE
Couipelling Repelling

Facilitating Inhibiting

FORCES
, FORCES

w

STATIONARY
EQUILIBRIUM

INDUCE CHANGE BY:
-*/

Increaie strength"or number of DRIVING FORCES (Helping or Forces.
Far).

2. DeCrease strength or 'number of RESTR4INING FORCES (Hindering or
FOrces Against)..,

3, Combination of 1 and 2.

AN EXAMPLE Or FORCE iIiLD ANALYSTS FOR bRGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IS ON THE
111XT PAGE.

1-2 6 -9 ;')
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EXAMPLE OF FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS-FOR ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Level of Dail Pioduction
4

FORCES FOR

I. Pressure from supervisor

111

2. Desire to look good to bosses,
,get promoted.

3. Desire to earn more under an
Incentive plan

FORCES AGAINST

1. Workers resistance to being
bossed around.

2. Group standards against
"scabbing"

3. Worker doesn't care about
product.

4. Feeling of inadequacy.

STEPS IN PROBLEM SOLVING USING THE FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS:

16
1 S lect criterion' behavior, e.g., participation :.- DEFINE PROBLEM

2. e ate lists of contributing forces.- DATA COLLECTION7BRAINSTROMING

3. -Eva uate relevance, strength, meaningfulness of forces' -.FORCES FOR or

'FORCES AGAINST
4. FEASIBILITY STUDY of changing any particular force.4 REDEFINING PROBLEM

DECIDE ON PARTICULAR POINT OR POINTS OF INTERVENTION. Which

force or set of forces should I try to alter? /

5. Detailed analysis of selected forces-new FORCE FIELD ySIS to

444understand the particular points of intervention in

may it be adhered? (Repeat 1-5 above.)

6. Develop methods of influencing.and changing, interventfons into the

system.
7. Select adt1 apply particular i6terventions.
8. tvaluate effectiveness of interventions.

Itail: How

6
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INTRODUCTION

HO 3ALR73430A/30LR7361A/ .

30ZR7364A-111-5-7
26 May 1.978

PROBLEM SOLVING/DkthON MAKING PRO.CUS

Most of the isaues that come to the FOT Office are problems that either

individuals-or instit5tions failed to deal with effectively. The simpler

the problimp, the eadier it-will be to find a solutidn. This involves

everyday skilla of comailinication. More complhx issue4 may requirq More

advanced skills of problem,resolution.

A major con'Cern, probably.one of the.more important issues in

interpersonal, group, and organiiationdi functioning, is: .."How are

decislona madeZ:1 This question is sometimes overlooked in.our various

groups that we are involVed In, such as-the small.group that you are
in now, or the wOrking,group.back at your office.. Many of us are

prone to focui on the,big decision and ignor ot.not even be observant*
of the minor decision which; in effect, have More immediate impactsctn

our lives.

T'Aere are many different ways to make desiciona fn a group.

4- Whether one decision making"procee4 is beeter than another is a coM-.

pleo question. It ia,important that we do,not judge too quickly the,

approf4Iateness of-pihr decision-making proCedures. More important

is that ye.recognize groups make decisions and that there arelOar-

ticular consequenGes depending on the particular decision making'

process.

INSTRUCTIONS

'Li Each group member is 04read the following articles prior'to die Problem.

Solving/gecision Making Process Lecture/Group Hours.
,e 4

a. 'Kurt Lewin's "Force Field Analysis"

,

h. Criteria of Efffcti.ve Coal-Setting: The SPIRO Model

2. During the Croup Process Hoursigroup members will participate in the

Fpree-Field Analysisi Individual ProblemsSolving Exercise. Further guid-

,

inceand insteUctiopis will be-gilen, A review of the following instrument9/

inforNation will be helpful in filcilitating the group process on problem

solving:

a. Diagram of Force Field Analysis/Inducing Chanqe
,

b. Steps in Probiem. Solving Ilsing_the Force Field Analysis

Supercedes HO A-III-2-7, Decision Making Prpcess,,May l97:f

and H0-A-IV-2-29, Problem Solving Proeelgs Oct 1977*

6
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KURT LEWIN'S (),,

"FORCE FIELD ANAL IS"

Change in a group or an,organiz ion means csstntially an alteration in the wik things get
done in the system It may mean changes in compensation methods, sales and proddction
levels, leadership styles, or interpersonal functirMing, among others. Kurt Lewin's Force

,Field Analysis prbvides a frameWork for problem-solving and for inapkmeriting planned
change efforts around a wide range of group and organizational issues. BY way of review-

ing Lewin's concerts, this paper d ibes how a gro of manager* applied the method
when they met.to discusi their eff iveness as a w r team.

In.talking to, Rite)) other, th oup membeti soon recognized that their day-to-day
effectivene'is and their ability to prove it were hampered by the degree to which they
felt free to/confront each other ,pn ielevanf task and interpersonal issues. Having agreed
that they needed talk ma* openly with each other,jeach individual member ACM waited
for someone else tolCheopen." Nluch of the frustration with this technique was rron sum-
marized in the quegtion,"Wily can't %%, e change the wIty we work together?".

,
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

At first the reason for "no change" seemed to be "that's just Uri way things are," but as
,

the managers looked more deeply at the climate in which they v.vere operating, they identi-
fied some factors or pressures that strongly supported changes in the direction of more
openness: (a) the team menlirs wanted to. perform effettively for the sake of their own
careers us well as the good di theorganization; (b) they were functionally interdependent
and hacl(to work together to accomplish their goal (cs. , ,) chere were existing work-related
problems that were hi4ving an impact on-effectiveness (for example, responsibility without
authority -rind unclear job definitions); (d) some interpersonal tension already existed in
the system-(for example. destilictive competition and passive and overt bostility).

-

As they, con'tinued their it nalysis, the managers -also identified pressures that acted
as ilowerful bbstactes to change: (a') many of the group members !traced experienee.and
skills in dealing ivith cOnflict and more open. feedback; (b') the riskA of the :'unknown" Was

. high in terms of "VI'hat will we open up?" and "Will we hurt each'othern. (e) there was
a concern that if certain issues werc: brought up "things could get °worst"; and (d ) there
were questions aboa whether top management would stqiport A more open chrnate or
whether they would, respond with "That's not the way things are done..around, here." Thus,
the definition of,the problem took the form of recognizing that opposing for-6es like these hi
the.enviionment determined the existing level of interpersonal functioning in the group,

Figure 1 ,!tummarizes this "diagnosis' of the problem. The tOp and bottom of the
figure represent opposite ends;of a contiThrum of a team's functioning in terms of its inter-.
pirsonal climate.. The environmental conditions and pressures supportive of more open-

&r.
.;.*.1.;,1""-,-:

ypiTilyr.o.r

,
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KURTOWIN'S
"FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS"

Change in a group or au organization ITIviffiS f.xioltiqlly an alteration in. the way things get
done in the system. It may mean changes in compensatiou methods, sales and Vroduction
levels, leadership styles or interpersonal functioning, among others. Kurt Lewin's Force
Field Analysis provides a framework for problem-solving and, for implementing planned
change efforts around a wide range of group and organizational issues. By way, Of review-

/
N./ing Lewin's concepts, this paper describes how a group'of managers applied the method
when they met to disepo their effectiveness as a. work team.

In talking to each other, the group members soon recognized thEW their day-to-day
effecfiveness and their ability to improveit were hampered -by the degree to which they
felt free to corifront each,other on relevant task and interpersonal issues. lAaving agreed
that they needed to talk more openly With each other, each individuaFmember now waited
for someoneelse 0) "be open."Aluch Of the frustration with fhis eechnique was soci sum-
marized in the questn, -Why cab't e change the way we .x:ork 'together?".

DEELNJTION OF THE PROBLEM .,r
At first the reason for- "tic) change- seemed to be "that's just the way thine--are," but as
the managers looked more deeply at the climate in which, thy), were operating, they identi-

-

lied some factors or'pressures that strongly supported .cht(nges in the direction of more
openness: (a) the team members Wanted to perform effectively for the sake of their own
careers as well as the good of the brganization; (b) they .were functionall y. interdependent
and had to wiirk togethii to accomphsh their 'goals; (c) there%were existing work-related
Prethlems that were having an impact on effectiv (for example, responsibility without
authority and unclear job definitions); (d) some interirsonal tension already existed in
the system (for example. destructive competition and passive and overt hostility).

As they;con6nued their analysis, the manti,gers also Identified pressures that acted
as powerful obstactes to change: (a') man) of the group members lacked experience and
s,kills in dealing with conflict and more open feedbackli). the risk of the "unknown" A,as
high in terms of "What will we open up?" and "Will1,Pe hurt each other'?"; (c) there was
a concern that if certain issues were brought up "things cpuld get., worse"; and (d ) there
were questions about* whether top management would support a(more open climate or
whethei they would respond .with "That's not the way things are donf around heig." Thus,
the drfinition of the problem took die-form bf recognizing that opposiritlorces like -ilifse in
the environment determincid the existing levtl of interpersonal functioningin the group.

rigure I kumMarizes this "diagnosis" of the problem, 'The_ top and bottom ,of the
figure represent opposite ends of a cOntinuum of a team's functioning in terms of `its inter-

:personal climate. The environMental conditions and presiures suppoitive of More open-
,

,The 1973 Annual Handbook For Group Facilitators
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FIGURE I.
The Force Field

49,r7 3

J
"OPEN", high
sharing climate

Level of the
present
interpersonal
climate

"CLOSED": low
risk climate- .

41.

(Restraining Forces)

DP
1

44

1

4'

(Driving Forces)

t

ness in the system are the driving forces represented by the,arrows pushing upward which,
at the same tim6, act as liarriers to the team's movement. backwardttoward a more closed
system. The arrows pushing downward represent the restraining forces which are keep-

,

ing the system from moving t ward a higher clegree of openness and, at the same time, are
firiving foices toward a climat of lower interpersonal riSk.

,

A group Of forces as shown in Fikur I may be called a "force field."-..The length
of the arrows. in the- force field describes the relative strength of the forces: the, longer
the arrow the stronger the force. For descriptive pu posd, the forces in Figure I ary
shown as equal in strength, but a force field an be m de up of forces of varying strengths.
Indeed, the strength of any- single. for,ee ma itsel t.ary as we getAloser to, either end of
the continuum of openness. A group or organizaan sta itizes -'itlf behav4I where the

. forces pushirpg for 'change are equal. to the forces fesis hange, Lewin called the re-
sult of this 4namic balance of forces the '410asi-statio equilibitium." In .our -example,
the equilibrium is r presented in Figure 1 by the line markedlevel of the present inter-,

personal climate." I is at this level of functioning that the'-;. system is not eompletely
"closed" in terms of a tothl lack of openness, feedbapk and risk taking, but neither is

ithere 'the degree of each needed to work together as effectively as might be. Tihe atiows
..;,iSieting at the line indicate that the'current'state is being maintained soniewhere between.,

6 Q Ar
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the end points on a continuum of team! functkAng by a balance df discernable driving' and
restraining forces.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGE

Since the management te i is interacting at its present level b se of a balance of or-
ganizational and'individu needs and force's, change will only occur if the forces are modi-
.

fied so that the system can move to and stabilize itself at a different level where the driv-
4 ing and restrainipg forces are again equal. The equihbrium can be changed in the direction

. of more openneks by: (I) strengthening or adding forces in the direction of cbange, (2)
reducing or removing some of the restraining forces, or (3)* chan!g tli direction' of

, ,. . ,
,

.;

V
.0 V

:

'thr forces. /a

Any of the basic Strarqgic, may change the level of the team's functioning, bur the
,secondary effects will differ depending on the method used. If a change in th equilibrium
is broitht about only by strengthening or adding driving forces, the- new le .1 may be ac-

,,,, complished by a relatively. high degree of tension .which itself may reduce e fectiveness. In
Figure 1, the line repTtnting the "level of the present interpersonal climate" will mo4
upward toward more openness under tlw pressure of strengtWned driving forces. The ad-
ditional pressures upward, however, will be met by .corresponding increases in resistance.

,..

The resulting inciease of tension in the system will be characterized by a ,len'gth'ening of
the arrows pushing upward and downward at the new !eve

Attenipts to induce change by removing or diminishin opposing forces will 'generally
result in a lower degreetof tension. Alb important restraini g force that requires removal
in our example is the managerc lack -Of experience and skills in dealing with conflict. As
the managers acquire new interpersonal tkills, .a key restraining force will be removed.
Moreox.rer, changes -accomplished by .overcoming counterforees are likely to be more
stable than changes, induced by additional or stronger driving rordes. Res,training forces:.
which have been removed will not push for a return to old behaviors and wiys of doing
things. If changes come about only through the strengthening of driving forces; the forces
which support the new level muit be stable. For example, many work groups are stimu-
lated toward new ways of working together by participating in "team-building" sessions,
only to find the former behaviors and habits re-emerging shortly after return to the day-
to-day job.lf ttie change started by. the learning 'and 'enthusiasm of the team-building iS to
continue afttr the session, some other driving force must ready to take the Place of the
Meeting's stimulation.

Obe of the most efficient ways to get change is to change the direction of one of the
forces. If the managers in our example can be persuaded to "test" top management's sul
port for a more open climate, they might find more encouragement than they previously,
thought existed, Thus, the removal of a powerful restraining fOr6e (expected top manag-
.ment disakiroval) becomes an additio.4 strong/driving force (actual tpp management sup-
port) in the direction of change.

0 1
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CRITERIA
OF EFFECTIVE

...GOAL-SETTING:
THE SPIRO MODEL

,

ki

615

Personal growth goals and achievement goals io business and in schoolre more useful and effec-
tive if they are made'explicit rather than remaining iaplicit in one's behavior. Thinking which is
purposive is More effective than thinking .which is Tandom7jerky, or disjointed. Goal-directed
_behavior is more efficient and more effective than the behavior whioh is completely spontaneous,
unplanned, and unorganized: The alternatiWto being goAl-directed is to drift:to float, to achieve
in a ranch:an manner. Establishing goals explicitly has a great deal of utility. FOr'one thing, plan-
ning the next step is much easier if goals are explicit. The management of personal., social, intellec-
tual, and economic development is easier if goals are attainable and have some dir:ectional quality
to them, I,Iaving explicit goals also helps a perion in developing a sense of accomplishment..An-
other benefit to objective goal-setting is that a perion is far more likely to inVentory the resónrces
available to him and tolitilize those resources, if his goals are clear. That is not to say that there is
no room for serendipity and pontaneity- in one's deVelopment. In f*t, some of the most significant
scientific achievements havebeen made by people who were working toward goals and discov-
ered-side effects or observed phenomena that they were.not looking for.

The purpose of this lecturefte is to provide spme criteria for judging Or critiquing statements
of personal goals. Five criteria will be rtiscussed. These five.criteria, taken together, constitnte tbe
SPIRO model. The five criteria,are: Specificity, Vrformance, Involvement; Realism and Observa-
bility: Applying these five criteria to personal goals can result in more effective goal-settiug and
more efficient planning.

Specificity. General goals are less useful than specifit ones because the.specific ones imply
next steps or imply behaviOrs that need to be changed. An example of a non-gpecific goal would,
be, to improve my sales record next year. An example of a specific goal statement would be, to
produCifive percent more sales volume in the next year.

The second criterion is Performance. "Whai will 1 be doing?'' Performance-oriented goal
statements are more effective in guiding what the person is going to do iither than some non-
peri.ormance stateMents. An example of a non-performance total would be, to pin the respect of
fellpw class members. An example of a performance goal might be, to make at least one point in
each seminar meeting.

The third criterion is Involvement; that is, the extent to which the person himself is involved
in the objective. An example of a non-involving goal might be, to get the boss to accept criticism.
An example of a goal that reets the criterion of involvement might be, to give negative feedback
to the boss in private and to check whether be hears it accurately.

The fourth criterion of effective goal-setting is Realism; that is, the attainability of the goal..
An example of an_unrealistic goal might:be, to change the attitudes of the teachingsstaff to accept-
ing minority group students.:Aii example of a realistic goal rel;Ited to that concern might be, to
acquaint teachers with the vititworientati6ns of parents of minurit 'groop students. .

The fifth criterion in the SPIRO Mdel is. Observability. This has to do silth whether oche!'
people can see the result, whether it isliolwious that the criterion .has been met, or .whether the
resulti are covert, An example of a non-observable gilt! might .be, to build more sdf confidence.-
Tahe 1972 Annual Handbook Flor Group faCiglators
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A.correspoiahng goal that meets the.stantiard of observabihty might be, to reduce the frequency
with whicki. i "began declarative statements with the phrase, "I Oless."

Applying these five criteria to one's own personal growth goals should result in greater
understanding of where mie is going. It helps if one's giials are made public, if one confides them
to,anothel person or publishes them in some way. To commit oneself publicly to growth goals is a
way of using One's environment fOr support to try new.behaviors. It is also helphil if goals are
time-bolind, that is, if there ale some deadlines ilivolved in the attainment of the objectives. It also
helps if one's goals are planned in such a way that there is a good Kelihood that there will be some
reward from the environment for trying the attainment orthat goal. . ,

011e idea .related to goal-setting is contracting. One may write his personal goals, critique
them himself, critnpie, them with the help of_ainither person; and develop a contract,with the
other person that by a certhin time he will have accomplisl.yd his goal or a certain consequence
will take place: For exampre, a professor may contract with his wife that hewn) get three journal
articles written in the next six ,i_nonths, and if he does not, she will mail his personal check for $50
to the KO Klux Klan! That is a kind of avoidance training:1144

Coal-setting is a continoous activity and is a corebc vior in a contimmus stream of effort
that is eomi lig to be called, ill the human potential movement, Life Planning. What happens in lite
planning is that a iwrson stops every now mid aglin to' reassess his goals, to aPply criteria such as
the SPIRO model to them, and to restate them Ts he improves in his understanding of himself.
There are basically foui core 'titiestions that are useful to as oneself over and over again in life
planning. One of those questions, which is perhaps the most ficult, is, "Who am Ir It sounds

114,1

like :i very'..simple question, but it is exceedingly complex alai difficult question to answer
cogently. The second question, of almost equal importance, is, "What am I up to?" That is, what is
going ou with me tight now, what am i trying to get done right now ; and what are my mqtives
right now? The third question is, "Where am I going?" That question relates directly to effective
goal-setting. The fourth question, which perhaps overarches an the other threq, is, "What differ-
ence doei it make, anyhow?" If one recycles these questions thrOugh his conscipusness limn time
to time and applies hard standards to himself in terms of his personal objectivek his life manage-
ment is nitich more likely to be effective and satisfying. V

,ne motto of the state of South Carolina is a Latin phrase, "Dum spiro spero." Translated
.that means, "While I breathe, I hope." Goals repreient hopes while we:re alive arid beingspirited,
and those goals which are objective and expliCit are more attainable and are pore likoly to- help '0
us realize our hopes than are tho.. at are less obvious. ti

..

,
SUGGESTED, ACTIVITIES V V , t
Participants may spell(' some time (thirty minutes 'or so) wiiting down their personal grow di

,goals, critiquing them against these criteria, pairing off witr 3\ partner to,.critique each other's

11
goals, and rewriting goals-in terms pf the SPIRO criteria. It is ometimes helpful in a personal

' growth laboentory'for these helping pairs to meet several times, So that the person can have
coi tinuous cheas on the fxtent to which his personal growtb goals are being mei by his behavior

e jabora tory experience.
.

A' second activity might he to help participants at the end of a personal-growth-laborator;
experience to establish definite, written contracts with each other for follow-through and kr
application of laboratory learning to their back-home vnvirontlients. The SPIRO criteria can lw
applied to dw'specific Pans that one makes fbr reentering the back-home environment. '

A third activity is to have pair.of.psopk7 who ordinarily work together critique their produc-
timi goals, and apply the criteria te their peiformance objectives on the job. For examisle, divi-
small goals, departmental goals, or unit goals, can be es aluitted by teams in a tyam-building

, .session.
-

4.1A-.. ..
John E. Jones
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DIAGRAM OF FORCE FIELD ANALYaIS

NEGATIVE
FORCES

:Repelling
Inhibiting

STATUS QUO

ITSITIVE
FORCES'

Compelling
Facilitating

A

v

'714.;:v+g-t- -4. ,

Restraining Forces

-
1' ...r. v.,

4

2

1 i
emu.

4

r".

y'
11111.11111=1111111

Driviiig Forces

INDUCING CHANGE:

In planning specific changes to'deal with.a probleF, one should be aware
that increasing.the driving fortes to change th* status quo also produces
-increased teheion. One should also be aware that' whatever.change in status quo
has been accomplished will be lost if the driving force is Teduced. A change
:ietke status quo, then, can best be accomplished by reducing the strengths
iof the restraining forces while maintiining the forces of the drive. If the .

driving forces ire Adot maintained, the tension Will be redUced without any change
-in the.status quo.
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STEPS IN PROBLEM SOLVING USING THE FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS:

4

1. Select criterion behavior, e.g., partlecipalion - DEFINE PROBLEM

2. Generate lists of contr4butinb forces - DATA COLLECTION - BRAINSTORMING
/-

3.. Evaluate relevancef strength, meaningfulness of forces - DRIVING FORCES/

RESTRAINING FORCES.

1
4. FEASIBILITY STUDY of changing any particular force. .RF,DEFINING PROBLEM

5. DECIDE ON PARTICULAR POINT OR POINTS OF INTERVENTION. likich force or

set of forces should I try to alter?

6. Detailed-analysis of selected forces - new FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS to understand

the particular polats of interventioh in more detail: How may.it'be adhered?

(Repeat 1-5 above)

/

.

7. Develop illeods of influena.ing and changing, interventions into the system.
1

8. Select dhd apply particular interventions.

9. Evaluate effectiveneas of interventione.

s
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DFCISTON MAKING PROCESS

Identify the decision making processes and the consequences which
can occur from the u4- of these processes.

INFORMATION.'

Beforelooking into the vario4s decision making piocesses:''..1-ei us
consider some of the factors.that affect the appropriateness of any
decision:

1. The amount of time available in which to make,the decision.
e.g., deciding'whether or not to jump out of a burning aircriat versus
deciding whether or not ,to design a new weapoo system.

ik
2. The pass history of the group.

fór the group and how do I get those rules to
e:g., what arSthe rules
work for me?

,L
3. The kind of climate the group wOdts to establish.

. permissive, trusting, competitive.

t.
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DECISIONS AND 60NtWO6ENCES

LACk OF RESPONSE. The floors of most group meetings are comptetely
covered with "plops." This is the most ineffective group decision'
making process. rAll ideas,which have been by-passed4to which no member
has respohded) result in' a common.decision not to support them.

AUTHORITY NOLE. All determination of policy Di made by the leader.
Te_hniques and activiiy steps are dictated by the authoriy, -one at a
time, so that future steps will always be uncertain to a large degree.
The leader usually dictated the particUlar work tasks and work companion(s)
of each member.- The dominating leader tends to be critical of each
member's work and aloof from any°troup participation. This type of 'decision
making process is highly efficient (fast) but Sometimes ineffective due
to'the minimum amount of group involvement.

MINORITY. Decision by minority is a self-authorized decision (by chair-, person or any,.other member of the group). They may offer suggestions and
then shift immediately into action before any other alternative can be
considered. This kind of decision may be signified by a "hand(clasp."
A "hand clasp': oecura,when two members-of the group simultaneously support
lin idea, and their-enthusiasm overwhelue the group. A coalitron i when
several group members support and push through their suggestions. If

no other 41able solutions are offered, or-if other members Temain
then the coalition's suggestion domindtes.

MAJORITY RULE. Deç,sion by majority rule is usually accomplished by
voting and/or polling. This is the "demecratic"_method, and everyone -
is encouraged to participate. The consequences of this type of decision
makim are thai 'Sometimes "win-lose" situations are created; this may
later affect the implementation of the decision. The minority may feel that
'imuffisient time.Was given for the.discussion and decide that next time,
"we'll win!"

CONSENSUS. Decision by consensus is one of the most effective but most
time cohsuming decision making processes.. Consensus is not unanismity, but
situation wherein everyone in the group feels that he/she has had a fair.
chance .to influence the decision. Members who do not take_the majority
alternative understand it clearly and 'ire prepared to support it. A
lot of time is needed fdr all members to state their oppositions and to

allow careftit listening by others to uriderstand mlitórity alternatives.

4,
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DECISIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

LACK OF RESPONSE. The floors.of most group meetings are completely
covered with.mplops." This is the most ineffective group decision
making process. All ideas which have been by-passed (to which no member
has responded) result in a common decision not to support them.

AUTHORITY RULE. All determination of policy is made by the leader.'
TeAtniques and activity steps are dictated by the authority, one at a
time, so that future steps will always be uncertain to a laege degree.
The leader usually dictated the particular work tasks and work companion(s)
of each member. The dominaeing leader tends to be critical of each
member's wOrk and aloof from any group participation. This type of decision
making process is highly efficient (fast) but sometimes ineffective due
to the minimum amount of group involvement.

MINORITY. Decision by minority is a self-authorized decision- (by,chair-:
persOn or any other member df the group). Ttwy may offer.suggestions and"
then shift immediately ,into action before any Other alternative can_be
cOnsidered. This"kind of decision may be signified by a "hand clasp."
A "hand clasp" occurs when two members of the group simultaneously support
an idea, _and their enthusiasm overwhelms the group. A coalition is when
serral group members support and push throtikh their, suggestions. If

no other viable solutions are offered, or if other members remain silent,
then the coalitiOn's suggestion dominates.

MAJORITy RULE. Decision.by majority rule is usually accomplished by
voting and/or polling. This is the "democratic" method, and everyone ,

is encouraged to participate. The cOnsequences of this type of decision
making are that sometimes "win-lose" situations are created; this may
lates affect the implementation of the decision. The minority may feel that
insufficient time was given for the discussion and decide that next time,
"we'll win!"

CONSENSUS. Decision by consensus is one of the,most effective but most
time consuping decision making processes. Consensus is not unanimity, but a
'situation-wherein everyone in.the group feels that he/she has had a fair
chance to influence the decision. Members who do not take the majority
alternative undéistand it clearly and,are prepared to support it. 4

. lot of tiek.is needed for,all meMbers to state their oppositions and to

Allow careful listening by others to understand minority alternatives.

p
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Certainly, this j4e consuming procedure will not be applicable to all
group decist

I ; !..490.01-tr.1,111!ft^1_ 7:-
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UNANIMOUS CONSENT. Decision by want:mote consent is perfect but rarely
achievable. It Is not always necessary ana is probably highly inefficient.
Groups that want to make decisions in this manner may be setting too high
of a standard for themselves.

EXERCISE

Complete the following exercise.

1. What three items must
1

be considered for any decision makirig procehs?

2. What is probably the most ineffective decision making procedure?

3. Which decision making procedure has the least amount of group involve-
ment?

4... A "hand clasp" is indicative of which decision making procedure?

5. Which decision making procedure is considered to be "democratic"

6. What is the most effective decision making procedure?

7. Which decisidn voking procedure is rarely achievable?

10

70i
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SUMMARY

In.this unit we discussed factors to consider when making decisions.
Thede were: time available, past.history of -group, task being discnssed,
and kind of.group climate. We also covered the six*Aecilition making
processes and the consequences of using each of them: lack of response -
ineffective; authority rule minimum involvement; minority rule
lack of total support; 'majority rule - creates win-lose situatibli;
consensus - time consuming; and unanimous consent - rarely achievable.

r-..- ?--ieo""r.-'!f-.'w era_

Understanding the decAion-making process being used, in atgroup
stimulates involvement and a desire for group members to return. Insuring
the group decision making process is known to all members could be the
difference b'etween a successful and an unsuccessful group. HoW are
the decisions made in your Human Relations Couna4, officeor working
committees?

11/4

ANSWERS TO EXERCISE-

1. .Time available past history of'groull task being discussed, and
group climate desired.

4

2. Lack of response

3. Authority

4. Minority

Majority rule

6. Consensus

7. Unanimous consent

.11
6
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*Soci4t Actions Training B_t)anch WS 3ALR73430A/IOLR7361A/10ZR7364A-1V-.116
La(lil Ind Alt Force Buse, Texas Decembtzr 1077

r
PARTICIPANT'S INSTRUCTIONAL 4INFORMATION

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPPORT "FORCE-FIELD ANALYSLS: INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM-SOLVING" EXERCISE

l. Each participant is to complete Part I - Problem Specification.

2. E4ch participant is to share titeie response with the working group.

3. The working grnip is to determine the problem that they will process.

,4. Etch group will complete Part II (Items 5 & 6). Brain storm and develop
a list of driving (Helping) and restraining (Hindering) forces impacting on the

,selected problem.

5. After developing the list, the group will rate the forces on the scale ln
Part II, lvms 7 & 8.

4

6. Diagram the driving and restraining fotces that were rated in items 7 & 8.
Also follow the instructions in Item 9.

7. Each group Will refer to Fart ru, Item 10. Aftet selecting two or more
restraining.forces from your diagram the group is to develop a strategy for
reducing their potency (changing the balance of forces).

8. :the groups.is to apply the SPIRO Model to the change strategy.

, 9. The group rs to select an individual to report to the totild groug,theii
adalysts o-f driving and restraininriforce.s 'and their change strategy. Individu s
are encouraged to utilize trainidtilids tb clarify the4r presentation.

4
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FORCE-FIFLD ANALYSIS: INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM -SOLVING

FORCE-FIELD ANALYSIS INNTORY

PART I. Problem Specification

Think about aproblem that is significant In your "back-home' sitUations.e
Respond to each -t..tem as fully.as necessary for anoth-er participanf -to understand
the problem.

. 1. 1 uhderstand the problem specifically to be that....
\AIF

4

fr

2. The following people with whom I must deal are involved in !the problem:
.

6

, Their roles in this problem are,..

'They relate to me in the following manner:

3. I consider these other factors to be relevant to tike problem:
(0

4. I would choose the following aspect of the problem to be chahged if At
were in my power to do so (choose,only ohe alpect):1-

2

.
4

ie
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PART II. Problem Analyolsi

tar

(08 5'

5. 'If I consid,r the pre:-,ent status, of the problem'as a teffiporary balance
of opposing forces, the following-would be on my list of forces driving
tOward,chav.e: "(Filf-in the spaces to the right of the letters. Leave
spaces -to the left blank.)

a.

b .

d.

e.

f..
7

8
-

EIJ The following Would be on my list of forces restraining change:

3

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

c

Th
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7. In the splres to the left of the letters in Item 5, rale thP driving forces
.from 1 to 5. ,.

I. It has almoqt nothing to do with the drive toward charige in the problem.

2. It hag relatively little to do with the dtive toWard change 1.,n the problem.

3: It is of moierate importance in the drive toward change in the problem.

4. It is an impprtant factor in the drive'toward change in the pie

5. It is a major factor in the drive toward Change in the problem.
1

8. In the spaces to the Left of the letters in item 6, rate the foeced restraining
change, using the number scale in item 7.

- 1.

9. In the following chart, diagram the forcds driving toward change and

restraining change that you rated in'items 7 and 8: First write several key

words to identify each of the forcefirfying toward change (a through h), then

repeat the processfor forces restraining chinge. Then draw an arroefrom

the corresponding degree of force to the status Auo line. For example,

if you considered the fiist on your list of forces (letter a) in itdm 5 to

be rated a 3,.'draw your arrow 'from the 3 line in the "a" column indicating

drive up to the status quo`line.

. 4 79t,
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Ver
't8. In the spaces,to the left of the lettrs in item 6, rate the forces restrainlng

\,

1.
7. iv (he sp.tces to the left of the letters in item 5, rate the driving forces

from I to 5.

1. It has almoit nothing to do with the drive toward change in the problem.

2. It has relatively little to do with the drive toward change in the problem.

3. It is of molerate importance in the drive toward change in the problem.

4. It is an important factor in the drive toward change in-tftepibblem.

5, It ilia major factdr In the drive toward change in the problem.

,13,

"4140.
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change, using the number scale in item 7.

9. In the following ,chart, diagram,the forces driving toward change and

restraining change that you rated in items 7 and 8: First write several key

words to identify each of the forces driving toward,change throu.gh h), then

repeat the proces for forces restraining change. Then draw an arrow from:

the corresponding degree of force to ihe sttitus quo line. For exaaTie,

-if,you considered the first On your list of forces (letter a) in item 5 to

.be rated a 3, dr4K your arrow from the 3 line in the "a" column indicating

tLitdrive up to the s_a s'quo line.
,

4
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P A R F III: Change Strategy

6

10. Select two or-more rArtraining-forces from your dihgram and then
outline a t;trategy for reducing rheir potency.

U. Apply the following goal-setting criteria (the SPIRO model) to your
..change strategy:

S Specificity: Exactly what are you try.ing-ep accomplish?

P'--Performance: What behavior is implied?

I Involvement: Who is going to do.it?

R - Realism: Can it be done?

0 - Observability: Can others see the behdvior?

,

71
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PANT I CI PANT S 'INSTRUCT f ONAL, INFORMATION

1

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUPPORT "17CE-FIELD ANALYSIS:, INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM-SOLVINW! EXERCISE

.-----

'
1. Eac participa4. Ds to complete Part-I - Problem Specification

2. Eacd'participatgls to share their response with the working group..., .-

3. The 4Oiking group is to determine the problem that they will process.

4. Each group will complete Part II (Items 5 & 6). Brain storm and develop
a list of driving (Helping) and reetcraining (Hindering) forces impacting on theselected problem.

5. Vter developing the list, the group will rate the forces on the scale in
Part II, Items 7 6r8.

6. Diagiam the driving and restraining forces that were rated in items 7 & 8.
Also follawfthe.instructions in Item 9.

7. Each group Will refer. to Part III-Item 10. After selecting two or more
reltraining forces from your diagram the group is to develop a strategy for
reducing their potency (chewing the balance of forces).

The group is to apply the SPTRO tdel to.the'change strategy.

9. The group is to select.an individual to report to the total group their
.'analysis of driving and restraining forces and'their change strategy. IndividuAls

, %re encouraged to utilize training aids to clarify their presentation.

;

0
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KLRNER REPORT INDIVIDUAL WORKHLE1

Introduction

The,U. S. Riot Commission Report (Kerner Report), in gathering data

on twenty-four disorders in twenty-three cities, found that "although

specific grievances varied from.city to city, at least twelve deeply

held grievances can be identified and ranked into three levels of relative

intensity."

Instructions

You are part of an evaluating team for the U.S. Riot Commission.

Among the data gathered,are. twelve basic grievances of the Blacks involved

in the rioting. Having reviewed attthe data, you choose to rank the

grievances under three levels ofintensity:

First Level of. Intensity

2. (

3- ( )

Third Level of Intensity

Second Level of Intensity

4. ( )
5. )

6. ( )

" 7. ( )
8. ( )
9. ( )

10. .( )
11. (
12. ( )

Individual Score ( )

List of Grievances tO be ranked under the three levels.

A. Discriminatory consumer and credit practices.
B. Disrespectful white attitudes.
C. Poor recreacion facilities and programs.
D. Police practices.
E. Inadequate housing.
P. Disctiminatory adminIstration of justice.
G. Inadequate welfarejarograms.
H. Inadequate educatiOn.
I. Inadequacy of federal priograms.
J. Unemployient and underemployment.
K. ,Ineffectiveness oE the political structure and grievance,mechanisms.
L. Inadequacy of municipal serVices.

Designed for ATC course use. not use on the job.
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

INSTRUCTIONS

41.

WB 3ALR73430A/30LR7361A/
30ZR7364A-IY-6-23
,30 April 1976

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS Elipcm

Read each of the problem-sorving situations und respond to the

queationr that have been given. Your responses will be discussed

in small groups, along with specific.questinns on each situntion .

introduced by yourlinstructor.

1.

2.

3.

lit

"t

DESXCNED Poi ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB.
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FSPECIAL lNCTIONS - PROBLEM-SOLVING 1

Indontifyina and Training Auxiliary Social Actions Personnel

1. AS an equal'oppOrtunity and treatment (EOT) officer/noncommis-
sioned officer (NCO), you have prepared a letter for the review
and signature of the wing commander. This lettei has been for-
warded to each unit commander, asking himiher to select an individ-
ual, preferably from among volunteers, whom he/she would yke to
serve as his/her Social Actions representative. In revie ng the
responses, it is noted that the commander of one of the flying
squadrons has selected an E-11-to be his representative, although
the spiadron is composed of 98% officers. The individual was
selected primarily because he had expressed an interest in cross-
training into Social Actions. He is a fine worker, mid recently
graduated as.an outstanding graduate at the NCO Academy. .His
request to be considered is still pending, because his Mime has
surfaced at group comseling session of indililduals on the drug
rehabilitation progill as a "pusher." What actions would you take
and why?

-

v2. The base commander has received a letter from the wing com-
mander, asking him to select three individuals to serve as Social
Actions rapresentatives. He discllsses the value of the program
with the chief of Social Actions, and then feels that it would be
important to halm senior, more mature individuals in this job. At
his staff meeting, he merely announces that he would like to have
three divisions select senior officers or NCOs to hold these posi-
tions. The letter, outlining the criteria, from the wing commander
was never seen by the officers-in-charge fttCs) of these divisions.
The OICs select senior,personnel, as diited by the kase comokander.
One of the individuals was not a volunteer and, at th4 first train-
ing so sion, expressed that he would do °the best he ld; however,
he t believe in Social Actions. How would you h ndle this
sit tion?

ATTACHMENT'l
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - PROBLEM-SOLVING

Unit Social Actions Evaluations/Staff Assistance Visitp

3. The evaluation project NCO has given the unit Social Actions
Oescionnaires to the Social Actions representative in the squadron
to distribute to unit personnel. The representative calls your

office and states that one individdal dikesn't wish to complete thdP
., questionnaire. Since it is voluntary, what woul your approach be?

4. One hundred ugit Social Actions questionnaires have been dis-
tribdted to the squadron. When the Social Actions representatives
return the questionniftes to the office to be computed, Only ,66 of
the 100 have been completed.

a. Raw would you -compute your,data with only 66 complete ques-
tionnaires?

b. Bow dots this reflect the attitude of the unit toward Social
Actioni?

c. Bow would you debrief this to the unit nd wing commanders?

d. What suggestions would you make 'for future evaluations in
this'unit?

2 1..ti
g
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SPECIAL FUNCTIONS PROBLEM-SOLVING

Observances and Celebration's

cog 1-1-

5. The wing commander has forwarded the following comment (Hot
Line) to your office. He would like for you to prepare a response
to be published in the base paper.

"Recently it seems there has been a great deal of emphasis on
minority-oriented programa (especially those dealing with blacks,
like the Martin Luther King observances and Black History Month,
not to mention the lengthy human relations courses), in which
practically the only participants are white. Something like four
percent of the military population here is black, but they hardly
seem to participate in -- or even show any interest in -- these
programs. We seem.to be going all out to educate the malority
about the minority, with practically no interist or help from
members of that minority. Why is/the Air Force forcing all these
programa on people, when the only contribution our black popula-
tion makes poomitem is an occasional 'Right OW?

6. As you prepare for the.second year that your base has observed
Black History Week, all of the units and staff agencies have been
encouraged to get involved. One of the participants in the Human
Relations Seminar stops into the office during the break and tells
you that his commander is passing around the schedule and reqdkr-
ing tHat all individuals attend at least one activity to insure
that the unit is well represented. Based upon the theme and
approach toward the program, the participant belieVes that this is
a rather negative way.to approach the program. What action would
you take when learning of this information? Why?

3 71
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SPECIAL irtRIGTIONS PROBLEM-SOLVING

Conducting ,"Rap" Sessions

7. Participanta in the human relations.claas state that they feel
it would be very meaningful for the wing copmander to host a
session. You are swalli that the wing .commander has negative feel-
ingssabout "rap" sasstfti, and has strongly btated to you that
there are more than enough channels availAble to any and all person-
nel on the base to utilize without such a forum. Based upon

cross-feed you are getting from the human relations instructor,
a "rap" session may b helpful, or'at least.the commander may need
to know that his personnel have some grievancft or concerns they

feel need to come directly to him. They do not trust the other
systems or channels. What action womA.d you take, if anyf

C

8. You,have finally gotten the auxiliary Social Actions personnel,
including the representatives of the human.relations council,
actively inVolved in the Social Actions program within each unit.
One individual, who has expressed an interest in the Social Actions
program hut has not been received very well by his commander and
other personnel im the unit, strongly believes that there is a

need for a "rap" session. In fact, he is willing to get people

- together and work with you, You would prefer getting the unit
auxiliary personnel involved, rather than this person, beeause
he seems to "turn off" people, as h "comes on too strong." How

would you handlethis situation?

4
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.Social Actions Trainimk-Bratch
Lacklend,AFE, Texan 78236

WS JALR/3430A/30LR/361A/30ZR/364A-III-2-1-

DECISION Low DEVELOPMENT EXERCISE

INSTRUCTIONS: Cempiete 41.1tOstctions which have been identified with an anteriik (0)
.

A. DETERMINATION 0* g/OFFIC'E ACTION TAKEN RASED ON RESULTS OF COWLAINT VERIFICATION

IF COMPLAINT VERIFICATION REVtAL$ THE cOMrLAIWTqtal 1liiUOtQFIU1iUQULJ1L__ _

. Totally invalid

A result ormisunderstandlng

F.

A result of poor management practices

A result of a possible violation of Air Force
EOT policy

A result from a clear violation of Air Force
EOT policy

0-

B. DETERMINATION OF EOT OFFICE'S ACTION.RASED ON UNIT COMMANDEIA.RESPONSE ON EOT COMPLAINT

IF TM. Ear OFFICER: AND THE COMPLAINANT IS: THEN:

Coltcurs with Unit Commander
Satisfied

Dissatisvied

Does not concur with
Unit Commander Satisfied

4E6

e.

' Dissatisfied

4.1

ste

,



StItleF Actions lr.iolng Sranch
Lackland Air For,. Base, Texas /8216

4

Name

LEADERSHIP gUE5T14A1RE

Croup

WR/30ZR7364A-l11-2-29
February (977

INSTRUCTLONS: The following item describe aspects of leadership behavior. Respond tb each item
according to the way you woLld be most likely to act if you were the leader of a work group.
Circle whether you would be likely to behave in the described way always- (A)

, fregeently (F),
occasionally (0), seldom (S), or never (N).

A

A

A

--';

A

A

A

.4044 A

AFOSN

F 0 S N

-N1.-AFOSN
F 0 S N.

AFOSN

F 0 S .N

AFOSN
AFOSN

F 0 S N

F -I S N

AFOSN
I: 0 S N

AFOSN
AFOSN

F 0 S N

F 0 S -N

AFOSN

F 0 S N

F 0,S N

F 0, S N

F 0. S N

1. I woold moet likely net ns the spokesperson of th gtOup.

2. I would encourage overtime work,.

3. I would allow meinbere Amplete freedom in their wol-k.

4. I would encourage the use of uniform procedures.

5. I would permit the members to use their own lodgment In solving problems.

6. 1 wouid stress being ahead of, ompeting groups. ee______
CI

7.. I would speak an a representative of the group

8. I would needle members for greater effort.

9. I-would try out my Ideas In the group.-

10. I would let the members do their work the way they think best.

11. I would be working hard for a promotion.

12. I would be &blot to tolerate postponement and uncertainty.

13. I would speak for the group when visitors were present.

14. I would keel) the work moving at a rapid pace.

15. I would turn the members loose on a job and let them go to it.

16. I would settle conflicts when they occur'in the group.

17. I would get swamped by details,

18. 1 would represent the group at outside meetings.

19., I would be reluctant to allow the members any ereedom of 'action.

20. I would decide what shall- be done and how it shall be done.

21. I would push for increased production.

22. 'l would let some memberyillhteuthority which I could keep.

23. Things would usually turn out as-I predict.

24. I would allow the group a high degree of initiative.

25. 'T would assign grow members to particular tasks.

AFOSN 26. I would be willing to make changes. sem
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T-P LEADERSHIP WESTIONNAIA CONTINUE)

AFOSN 27. I would ask the members to work harder.

AFOSN 28. I would trJet the group membern to exervise good lodgment.

A' F 0 S 1 29. 1 would schedule the work to be done.

AFOSN 30. I would refuse to explain my actions.
1AFOSN 1 I Would pit Eseade at hero t hat rev Wyatt Ire t o t he I r id vint (er

A F 0 S N- I wool) permit the group to set its own pace.

AFOSN 33. I would urge the group to bent its previous record.

AFOSN 34. I would so_ without consulting the group.

AFOSN 35. I would ank that group members follow standard relt-g mid regulati6tp,

ge
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Social Actions Training Branch
[Ackland Air Force Bale, ;Naas 78236

LEADERSHIP STYLE PROFILE SHEET

liET-PLEACDRING111UESTIONNA1

INSTRUCTIONS: In order to locate onese f on the Leadership Style Profile Sheet you will score
your 1\-P Leadership Questionnair on theN4inen.ion. of task orientation (T) and people
orientation 09. Score the y stionnaire follows:

r\

W11/30Z117364A-II1-2-30 /(

February I977- .

1. CiTcle the item number for items 8, 12, 17, 18, 19, 30, 34, And 35.

2. Write a "1" in front of the circled items to which you responded S (seldom) or N (never),

3. Write a "1" in front of items not circled to which you responded A (always) or F (frequently).

4. Circle the "l'a" which you have written in front of the following items: 3,5,8,10, 15, 18,
19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, and 35.

,-

5. Count the circled "I's". This is your score for concern for people. Record the score
1-66'the blank following the lettar "P" on the T-P Leadership Questionnaire

140000

,1,7:1,

6. Count the uncircled "l's." This is your score for concern for task. Record this
number in the blank following the letter "T" .

INDICATING A LEADERSHIP STYLE!
41'

INSTRUCTIONS: In order to indicate your style of leadership, find your score on the concern
for task -dimension (T) on tfie left hand arrow.. (raken from T-P Leadership Questionnaire)
Next, move to the right-hand arrow and find your score on the concern for people dimension (p).
(Taken from T-P Leadership Questionnaire). Draw a straight line that intersects the P and T score;
the point at which that line crosses the team leadership arrow indicates your score on that
dimension.

AUTOCRATIC
LEADERSHIP

14111 Productivity

DIMOCRAXIC
LEADERSHW

High Morale
ond

Productivity

LAISSEZ-FAIRE
LEADERSHIP

High Moral*

SHAMSD LIADSASHIP ASOULTING POOH
PALMOCIIIG COMM POD TASK AND COMMAS POP MIMS

721
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LIADEWIP STYLES Just as our views about the words "leader" or "leadership" will condition how we
woilcin groups, so will our attitudvs about how people work together. Within the definition of
loadership atylss are ordinarily placed threoe conditions: autocratic, or mtrongly boas-oriented;
democratic, or participative; and laissez faire, or leave-them alone.

Autocratic styles. Tend to produce results at the expense of harmony or personal commitment.
Create hostiiity.and aggression, discontentment, loss of individuality, more dropoutsbut the quanity
of work produced.may be greater than in other forms of leadership management.

Lalsse -faire styles. Not the same as democracy, they tend to be leaderless and sometimea
directionless, characterized by rots of play and very little work--and poorer work in quality.
Do uot generally create a lasting commitment to a group or a task and may generate tHirratistaction
with other group members and the level of accomplishment. Tendency to defer decisions and
activities, to be distracted from purposeful play or work.

Democratic styles. Work motivation tends to be higher than in others, wiCh,Tore-self-starting
efforts. More originality, more creativeness, more mutual praise and orgaitizeclon efforts.
More tendency to share group property and develop larger spontaneous subgroups (r:,rher than
competitive cliques). Greater satistection with the work attempted and accompliOed and with
involvement, although total productivity may not be ea high as in the autocratic sOyle.

rage 2
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ATTENTION

PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

There were two brothers with one piece
of pie left, and they both wanted to
eat the pie. However, there was a
conflict; both wanted the larger piece
if it were to be divided. In this
particular example, both boys went to
their father, and he became the third
party. He rAcommended that the older
brother c4 the pie any size he wished,
and the younger brother could then
choose any slice he wanted.

MOTIVATION

Sometime, soonerlor later, you as
Social Actions 'personnel will be
called on/looked to for advice re-
garding conflict management. Whether
your expertise will be needed regard-
ing conflict management on a large'
scale or as a third part between
supervisor and worker, the information
you will receive in,this unit of instru-

tion will be very valuable. Hopefully,
this information will give you some
guidance as far as your particular role
in conflict management on your parti-
cular installation.

OVERVIEW

1.. Cover leSson objectives with class.

2. Develop the lesson chronology.

TRANSITION .c

Let's begin by examining the nature 'of

conflict

-4s

Itt
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PRESENTATION

BODY (11 Hours 45 Minutes)

5a. CRITERION OBJECTIVE. Identify
four characteristics which describe
the nature of conflict.

(1) Explain the budding-up of
tension over mutually'exctusive goals.

a. Experienced )3), indivi-
dUals or groups as wlp-lose situations.

b. Underlying ho tilities
comes to s rface.

\

c. Incompatible gdals.

(2) Explain the tendency,to
polarize issues:

a. Right-wrong

- 1

b. Yes-no

(3) Explain the tendency to draw
into conflicting groups.

*

\

a. See other group as all,
bad.

b. Build up of distrust in\
other group.

(4) Explain the climatet of dis-
trust.

a. Communication suffers -
distortion of information.

b. Broadening of conflict;
conflict becomes self perpetuated.

c. Other group doesn!t do
anithing right.

d.
$

.r.
Disagreemen over illfites;

Conflict becomes independWnt of initial

2
6 'g

V
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5b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the purpose of confrontation and con-
flict management.

(1) Explain the pUrpose of con-..

frontation.

a. To increase authenticity
in the r lationship., (Allows people
to exper ence a sense of increased
persona1 integrity.)

b. To increase their mutual
commitment to improve theAplationship.

c. To diagnose the conflict.

d. To increase people's sense
of control over the quality of their
rejationships.

e. To explore and discover
ways of de-escalating the conflict.

(2), Explain the purpose of con-
flict management.

a. To resolve the conflict
(So that original differences or issues
no longer exist)

b. To control the conflict
(Decrease the negative effects of
conflict, but groups still have opposing
preferences and antagonisms). i.e.

minimize cost of conflict.

EVALUATION

1. What is the purpose of confronta-
tion?

/

2. What is the purpose of conflict

management?.

3

79 t-
40t.1
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PRESENTATION

5c. CRITERION pBJECTIVE: Identify
the role of E0i personnel in con-
'filet management ai third party
consulters.

I

I. Explain the role of capturing
data as a listener.

a. Cause and effect relati9pship8.

b. Basic and symptomatic issues.

,

c. Tangible and emotional/intan-
gible issues.

d. Mutually compatible issues
rcere respect and trust may sur-

-ae).

e. Distortions or misunderstand-
ings (trouble interfaces) groups have
for each other.

2. Explain the role of serving as an

,

information communication channel.

a. Can convey information more
freely than formal communication chan-
nels.

b. Uses himself/herself to effect
constructive confrontation of issues
ilpecificalliby monitoring and clari-

, fying interpersonal communication.

3. EXPlain ihe role of analyzing/diag-
nosing issues and group process.

a. Clarifies obscure problems or
explores for basic issues that underlay
emotional issues...

b. Searches ouf and Arfaces emo-
tionaI (feelinge) issues - can leg$44-
matize discussion of tellings 46490r

A

4
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consideration of group members' feelings.

c. DeVelops tentative redefp4
nition of problems.

d. Has groups in conflict stop
or pause in "business as usual" to
clarify cause and effect relationships.

4: -Explain the role of serving as a
catalyst or facilitator.

a. Assists in sharing.information
and new ideas about conflicts.

b. sEncourages feedback; develops
two way communication feedback between
groups; specifically observes where

. two way communication is lacking.

le: Assists people in leveling
with each other; surfaces incongru-
enties between verbal and nonverbal
behavior; monitors communication to
assist im making.communication more
effective and congruent.

5. Explain the role of promoting the
l_apirit _of._ inquirY.

a. Asks questions, such as "what 's
happening?" whY? How? How can "we" do
better - to surface information for
further inspeCtion and consideration?

b. Surfaces conflict that is
being pushed aside; the consultant
does not ignore or help,to 4isguise
confltet but clarifies and sharpene.
the basic issues.

6. Explain the role of assisting in
team buiiding..

jt.

a. Encourages groups to share
Oeir observations and suggestions fur
cbnstructive resolution of. problems.

5
I/

79" ,
4
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b. Promotes psychological bonding -
encourages communication and understanding
among groups.

C. Establishes psychological
climate of trust, clarity, opennes::
and respect. ,

EVALUATION .

1. In what ways do third-party con-
sultants serve as a facilitator?

2. What can a third-party consultant
look for as a listen%?

3. How can the third-party consultant
promote a spirit of inquiry?

PRESENTATION 1
5d. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
four third party actions that enhance
effective conflict management.

1. Explain preliminary interviewing.

a. Determine motivation of groups/
people and theft readiness to work on
the Conflict.

b. Identify issues.

c. Identify pressures operating
oh groups or.individuals..

d. Helps prepare parties for con-
frontation; creases greater cimfidence,
openness, etc. .

Explain,the context for ihe confron-

ation.
S.

c_
6

a. Neutralityof the turf.

rt

.. .4. ...........
.. ;
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b. Formaliy of the setting.

c. Time-boundednesd of the

encounter (time limits).

d. Composition of the meeting.

3. Explain the interventions that
facilitate the dialogue process.

a. Refereding the interaction
proce'ss.

(1) Terminate disctission

that has become non-productive or
repetitive.

(2) Provide equal time.

(3) 41Se of rewards/pulments.

b. Initiating agenda.

(1) Most needed-early in

meeting.

(2) Varies depending on how

the dialogue is progressing

c. Restating thi
principals' views.

(1) Summarizes étkch party's
,

views.

(2) Reduces having one side
have the last word in a debate

k`k

(3) Technique of terminating

a discussion item.

d. Eliciting reactiods and offer-

ing observations. t

e. Diagnosing the conflict.

(1) Focus group's atteniion

on.diagnosis of the conflict.

7
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f.

(2) Invite diagnostic hunch4s.

Pr'escribing discussion methods.

(1) 'Joining issues.

(2) i.e. one person's
personal problemg and feelings of

othei person.

g. Diagnosing conditions causing

poor dialogue.

(1) One party's reluctanée
to get issues out..

(2) One party's reluctance
to improving relationship.

(3) Atir attitudes.

h., Other counseling interventions.

(1) Advice about timing of
.interpersonal confrontations.

(2) Realistic expectations
of the relationship.

4. Explain the planning for future
dialogue.

\

a. Be aware of the general
organizational climate (apart from
the immediate conflict).

(1) Improved vertical And
lateral communications.,

(2) Explicit norms that staff

will be open about conflict.

b. Encourage the practicing of'
constructive dialogue techniques.

(1) Techniques learned during
interaction with third party.

AI=

G
Ji
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(2) Techniques made ex-
plicit by third party.

(3) Ingredients making
dialogue constructive/destructive.

c. Build another third party
into the proceis.

d. Be available over a Specific
period of time following the con-
frontation.

e. Ensure that the principals/
parties have a specific time and/or
purpose planned for meeting agare.

EVALUATION

1. What,are some of the things to.
consider Wien deteining the con-
text for the confrOaStion?

2. What are somejnterventiOns that
can be made 6y a third-party in facil-
itating the dialogue process?

3. What happens when planning for
future dialogue?

APPLICATION

1. Direct students to small groups
for the Third Party Consultant Exer-
cise. Each exercise will be conducted

with four students coneistina_of
consultant, observer, and fait and
second party involved in the conflict.

2. Based on the previous days peer
perception ranking align the students
in pairs by their choices of most
dislikeable and dissimilar to them for

the conflicting parties.

3. Two parties involved in the con-
flict get together and talk over the

-
demensione of the 6robled. (10 min)

,204
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4. The first party in the conflict (

is intervieWed by the consultant with(
the observer looking on silently and'l '

recording his/her observapifins on thek
_

Third Party Consultant Exerdise Feed.-
back Sheet (TPCEFS). 0 min) .

5. The second party in the conflict
is interviewed by the consultant with
the observer looking on silently and
recording his/her observations on the
TPCEFS. (7 min)

6. The aonsultant conducts a session
with both parties in an attempt to
resolve or control the conflict with
the observer looking on silently and
recording his/her observations on the
TPCEFS. (15 min)

/4

Al*Wki;

7. The observer giyes his/her feed-
-back to the consultant and parties
simultaneously. (10 min)

SUMMARY

During this unit of instruction we ha e
looked at the nature of conflict, the
purpose of confrontation and conflict
management, the role of EOT personnel
in conflict management at a third-par y
consultant,,and finally the strategic
ingredients conduciye to thirdparty.
Interventions. .

4

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

REMOTIVATION

As EOT personnel you will definitely'
be involved in,various confrontations
whether it be aa a third-party or
wbether it be you, yourself as one o

the parties involved. With thi
mation you can have a better under-
standing of what to look for and what
to say in terms of managing conflicts. .

10
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ASSIGNMENT

1. Direct students to small groups
for complementary technical training.

2. Instruct students to complete the
Peer Perceptions Ranking Form hg riiflk-

ing the other group Members froin most
likeable and similar:to them to the
member most dislikeable.and dissimilar
to them.

3. On the last three group members,
identify the reasons for their choice,
such as attitudes, beliefs, behavior
in or but of class, prior tonflicting
ide , oe untinished'business.

441
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1:0CIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCH
Lackland Air Force Base, 711236

STUDENT NARK

INSTRUCTOR

CONFLICT 1.1A1AGEHAT ( Pe r formaiwo Test)

RANI: DATE

A. OURING THE PREJAMINARY INTERVIEWING
WITH THE PatIES ALONE DID THE THIRD
PARTY CONSULTANT: ,

1. Identify main issues as each person sa,4 then.

2. Determine if each client in/is not ready to
resolve problen.

3. Determine any constraints/prgssures
influencing-each person.

4. Explain procedures for confrontation session.

GROUP

B. DURING THE SESSION WITH THE PARTIES TOGETHER
DID THE THIRD PARTY CONSULTANT UTILIZE THESE
INTERVENTIONS TO FACTITTATE THE DIALOGUWPROCESS:

1. Initiating agenda.

2. Clarify isbnes by

Restating i9stleti and client's views.
Ne.

b. Confronting clients when they do not.
participate constructively.

J. suggest discussion nethods.
.

4. Encourate client's contrOl over their own
situations ,

a. Encourage clients to summarize each
others views.

b. Encourages clients to determine reasons
for barriers to their communication.

c. Encourage realistic expectations.

d. Encourage win-win solution.

7 3

7/.2
LP AA-11I-6-(1)

8 June 1976

FINAL EVALUATION,

S NI

1.0 5 0

3

- 3 / 0

5 3 0

5 3

10 5 0

10 5 U
4

5 3 0

3 0

5 0

5 3

5 3

Attachment 1 ,
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DURING TUE PLANNING FOR FUTURE DIALOGUE
DID THF THIRD PARTY CONSULTANT:

Discuss uny outside factors which muy affect
the parties IA resolving their conflict

NI

(especially organizational clitliate). 5 3 0

2. Encourage client's Lo practice constructive !MO

communication techniques. 5 3 0

3. Build in a different thilparty consultant
into the process. 5 3 0

4. state availability over a specific period
of tine following the confrontation. 5 3 0

5. Ensure that the parties have a specific
tine and/or purpose planned for meeting
again. 5 3 0

Comment a:

\ikf;coring Instructions: inimum score to achieve a satisfactory grade is
85 points.

Overall Points:

A1-2 7 3

Pt


